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ABSTRACT

4

A computer-based System of Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI);,
was field-tested and gvaluated,at five pommunity colleges and one
univisity. Developed by Educational Testing Service, SIGI assists
students in the process of informed and rational career decision- -

making. Interacting at a cathode-ray tube terminal with a computer,'
students examine their values, retrieve re/evant information about
occupations, obtain predictive data, foriulate plans, and learn
cision-making strategies. Adopted as an integral part of the career
guidance and planning program at the field-test colleges, SIGI ran
smoothly, was received enthusiastically by students and counselors,
and proved effective in increasing studentsmastery of career de-
cision-making competencies.
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PREFACE

A.- -

This thick report tells what we found in'our field test of the com-
puter-based System of Interactive Guidance and Information,(SIGI) at six
.widely dispersed colleges. Those who are dismayed by the sheer bulk of
the report will be relieved to discover Chapter XIV, "Evaluative High-
lights," which contains summaries of what we belie to be our major find- .

ings. But highlights are only that highlights. Those who want'to ex-
plore some of the shadows, too, should also read-Chapter XI,,"Summary and
Discussion of FYndings Across Colleges.,:'

,

;

But these are only summary chapters. Those who want to.'see the whole
picture--and webelieve thwhole picture is worth seeing--must read most,
if not all, of the retort. We particularlyige readers who have no
familiarity with-SIGI to read Chapter II, which describes the system by
following a real student through it. Reading that chapter will make the

°rest of the report more clear, for we have assumed that readers of Chap-
ters III-XIV are acquainted with SIGI and knot more or less What happens
in the Locate system and why the Locate sys'tem follows instead of precedes
the Values system.

oWe have built in a certain.amount of redundancy, so that the chapters
mialt be reasonably independent of one another. This statement is par-

t ularly true of Chapters V-X, each of which is devoted to a s'enarate
c llege. The outlines for those chapters are all identical, and, unle§s

a

eaders wish to Compare the findings at one college with those at another,
they need read only the chapter devoted to the college that interests them
most

The evaluation was a large 'undertaking for our smalistaff., How can
we possibly acknowledge all the help wee received from everyone involved?
We can't. We 'can only highlight the names of those who have made the
evaluation possible and beg forgiveness from the host of unnamed other
who also contributed.

Besides the four authors and two other members of the Guidance Re-
search Group who assisted in the writing of this report and are named on
the title page,.spetial acknowledgement is due to William Godwin and his
successor, Charles EhrliA, for the,computer system design and implemen-
tation at ETS and all six colleges; to them and Ronald Bejma for the
utility programs that makepossible theperation of SIGI and compilacion
of records; to Christine.Sansone for inputting and aisuring the accuracy

. of all the scripts and data; and to Madeline Bara, who typed, retyped,
corrected, and cut-and-pasted the whole report.

We also wish to acknowledge our debt to the personnelat all-six col-
leges who made the decision to venture on SIG1' and to those who implemented
it at their college: At,Iliinois State University, Donald Cochran, Douglas

,.. H. Lamb, David Hoffman, and Betty Green Rademacher; at Pasadena City "Col-
lege, Armen Sarafian, Ernest F. Neuniann, Robert A. Berger, and Alice
Ange'rineir; 'at Santa Fe Community College, AlanJ. Robertson, Robert G.
Wheless, William-Noffsinger, and Sherry Bookman; at Eastfield College,
Byron N. McClenney, Norbert R. Dettman, Joel Jessen, and Nancy Henderson;
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at Delta College, Donald J.- Carlyon,-,Sue-Mohtesi, David L. Davis, Ben Paulsen,
and Michael Waker ey; and at Mercer County community Cortege, Richard Green-
field and his su essor John P. Han 'alvatore C. Campanile, Wa,l.ter A.

Meyer, Fred, SolAce, and Charles Prettyman

We gratefully acknowledge also our. to the Carnegie Corpora-

tion, which supported the initial developtent of S.IGI frotm the time when it
\

wasonly a gleam in 'cur eye, and particularly to E. Alden Dunham, who mqnitored
the project o'la behalf of Carnegie and whose unflappable 'faith in theachieve-
meat of our goals was almost as helpful/as the money. to

/r ,

Finally, we_ wish to acknowledge the support--both psychological and
financial--that we received fromdthe National Science Foundation, patic-*'

riy from Erik McWilliams and DorothDeringer,,00bviously, the field
test and evaluation :Would have been impossil4e without them. , ,

Princeton, New Jersey
May 1977
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CHAPTER I

SIGI: DECRIPT ION AND RATIONALE.

This report is a description and evaluation of the Ilse of the System

of Interactive Guidance and Informatiod (SIGI) at five community collegeS

_..s ,and one uniiversity rhit had volUnteerea 6O.servt-as
,field -test sites and

had purchased the necessary harchSare. SIGI 'Was developed at Educational
...

Testing,Service by the-authors under.gr'antS from the Carnegie Corporation.

In 1972 a,prototype of the system was tested in a small-scale study at a

singleicommunity college (Chapman, Norris, &,Katz, 1973). Elements of

that study were supported by funds from the National Science oundation.-

When the resultS'looked'encouraging,..NSF
agreed to support ,a mpre,compre-=-

hengl4e 'evaluation under conditions of actual: use at from three to six
,

. - -
"'geographically separated sites. Thiswas .the genesis of the field tests

covered in this report.
4.

SIGI was originally designed to help -co MMuniti cillege students make

\ "
;

informed and -rational career decisions. Early in the course of the field

tests, the wording of.the displays was changed tO make:it suitable for'

the. population of four-year as well ap tgo.yeat.colleges. .In.thi-s guidancer-

sysiem,,the student interacts with a computer in'such a way as to examine.

1
and explore his valUes, obtain and use relevant information, interpret'

predictive data, andlormulate plans. This interaction helps the student
L

to arrive at tentative career decisions and to modify them as?,'he gains new
. ,

-insights and additional information. The objective Xs not only,to help

students make such decisions,about educational, and occupational options,.

6
but also to teach students a process, of informed, and national. decision- making.

1 The authors have .followed the traditional convention Of using the pronouns'he, his, and him fo.-refer to "the student," who is as likely to be female asmare. We find the various alternative Usages awkward and distracting. Inour judgment, none has yet become widely enough adopted to represent a new'convention.

0
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1 -*,,

.
Description of the System

i 1

n
. , .

The physical - features of SIGI are somewhat different at each test site
g..

depending on the'nuniber of terminals at the college-and on whether the com- .

915

puter is dedicated.to SIGI or configured for other services as well. Each

system will besdesctibedin the chapters devoted ;he separate colleges:

1,ere it is enough to note Amp the computer is one of, t'h-at.PDP-11 series! of

minicomputers manufaCtured by Digital EqUipment Corporation and that the

. student terminals are cathode ray
.

tube (CRT)devices equipped with typewriter-
:

like keyboards by means of which the student can respond to messages and in-

formationformation displayed on thg screen and can issu commands tothe computer:.

.
. .

,
,

SIQI consists of six interrelated subsystems called VALUES,-LOCATE,
,1*

COMPARE, PREDICTION, PLANNING, and STRATEGY. Taken in, the order named, they

comprise an organic system for career decision-making. (For a more complete

description, see Chapter II, which chronicles the.path-of an actual student

atone of the colleges.) 'The heart of this system is the student's own

values--the rewards and satisfactions he would like to realize through his",'

occupation. In the Values system, he explores and examines his values,

evetrtually assigning a numerical weight to each or ten occupational values

to designate iil\importance to him. In Locatellei commands the computer to

assemble a list of Occupations that meet or exceed his' specifications with

respect to any Afof.five of those values at a time. In Comliare he asks
.

>pointed questions and gets information on all dim nsions of occupations of

4

interest Prediction allows hftto
assess

his a lity to succeed sin the
.

. .

course work that prepares him for a particular occupation. PIanning,shows

him what he must put out in the way of time and effort in order-to qualify

for entry into an Occupation; it is alS'o a map-outlining a path to follow

into an dccupation. And Strategy as the name implies,teaches a strategy

14.
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for decision - making ased on the rewards offered by an occupAion in terms

of values satisfaction and the risks of failing tg get into it.

become

the student has gone through these subsystems in this order, he
.

an "initiate" and is turned loose to roam_through SIGI at will:
. A%

-,-.
The resources of SIGI are now under his control: each subsystem stores a
?

.0
. .

.
particular kind of information or assistance thet', fcoiltributes to the final ,,

.

'

decision, and the student can go to the subsystem tNat meets hid neectss'as

he perceives them at the moment-

.... Thus SIGI is both a career guidance sy tem and an occupational inforMa-

Lion system. Its.aim is to produce an autonomous individual capable of

making rational decisions. The decision-make's own values

strument for rationality. They serve both as"objectives of

and as guides through the Xecis on process.

provide the in-

the decision

The emphasis, however, is nott merely on the content of the decisions

but on the process of decision-making. A's the student progresses through
.

SIGI, he learns to move freely within the structure of the system.

gaining control orthe'system, he develops competencies and masters strg-
.

tegies-for rational behavior in the face of uncertainty--which may be the

closest we can get to wisdom.

'Rationale for SIGI-
.

Wliat is the rationale for stressing the process of decision-making

,

over the content of the decision?

Humanistic ethic. It should be emphasized, first, that the ethic of

',this system is humanistic rather than mechanistic.. There has long pre-
.

. .- .

veiled d stereotype associating computers with dehumanized: control. 147

deed, arar back as 1928, Clark Hull (in his book Aptitude Testing),
.

,

,

gazing prophetically into abrave new world:of psychometrics and computers,
.

,

7
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proposed t at a ingle universal battery of 30 or 40 aptitude tit; be given

I

to 8th - graters. Score s would be fed into a machihe that would aIready Coif-

tain r_- formu s for the major occupations. The student would then

choose one b'fc;th =1three or four occupations ."4n,which his chance of success

istreatest "'

beyelop entsin measurement, data processing, and statistical techniques

overthe inte veni g, decades created a.rush of excitement about the prossibi-
.

4
lities\for tr slatlhg Hull's dream invoia,reality. But the vast technolo-

.< .,
,

gicAl.gaina-apPeared t4o *woke a4law ,of diminishing-returns. Neitner Hull
. 7 0 I* ,,,,,,,1 I I

nor his succea is ani4cipaied 1104stubbOrnness with which the data (re-
,

ftecting thd.tultImfeptialit Arindividuals) would,resist.nea tly differen-
,...

.4-. ,

tiated foreCiasting,forMul4S.

. I *"...

Faith in the prospe,cta Of the trait-and-factor model have persisted.

The main oblections \t thi ,model,`h owever, lie not in its inaCcuracies but

in
.

its premises.. tt AssUrei,that prediction of occupational memberhsip and

success is the mainvirtually. the,sole--business of guidance., It starts
-.

,

with the explicit hyptiwsis that occupational sorting clop tend to take

A

place in a certain way--J1 ugh,trait-matching. It proceeds on the less
4 ,

clearly'explicit conviction that occupational.so.rting should take place in

this way--only more so. .Trait- and - factor theory seems to hold 5hat the in-
,

.
: -

dividual is in effect "keyed" to one or a few Pcorrect" occupations, that ,

the key should be recognized early in adolescence, and that all subsidiary

decisions - -as of education--should be fitted 'to it. Application of this

theory would presumably result in a more exact homogeneity of membership in

each occupatiop, aneWT5Uld purport to reduce waste, vacillation, or error
,, ,

along. the way. It would all.gt fend to reduce the student's role in decision- .

.

-....)

making'to one of passqity.

a
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.

''''.-. Th s essential y a "manAwb r" model rather than a guidance model.

The dan ower model is an attempt to-follow some'general optimization rule
.

.
4

for thing people t jobs. For exampl e, an inventory of the' pool of ,r-,
illits on the and and the requirements of occupations on the other

ab

miht e matched acc rding to certain assumptionb about national priorities--
,

r

thatS, the highest priority occupations'Would be-filled first from the top

suitable app icant pool, the next highest-next, and *o on. 'Or a rule

analogous to linim zing the sum of squared differences between traits. andtraits.
.c 1"

.requirements might be applied.
. -, '

he ev dence that individuals are multipotential and occupational re-

qui are flexible is damaging.for the manpower model. But it supports

,,,

model Which maximii individual freedom of choice. A guidance
...

ges' on gttisfaCtiorof individual values, with manpower needs help-.

/determine the opportunities and means for gaining suctisatisfactions.'f.

ere is better evidence for the assumptions underlying the guidance model

.

than-the manpower model. Fot>-example,
.-

the validities of differential pre-
. -,,,

.
i

dictions'of interests tend to h&-much 'greater than the validities of dif- -------,_
4

.
. '1 ,,,,

J P

' ' ferential predictions oe achievement Oorris & Katz, 1970).
.

This finding does no't mean thq
s

:predictions of success are useless In
,

occupational choice. Clearly, there is aliole justification for using'actu-

arial data to estimate,an,individual's resemblance to an,occupation popula-

tion'and the' probabilities of his, entering an occupation, persistingrin.it,
s,

.

and (although standards are difficult to Ofine and data hard to come'by)

achieving some measure of success in it. There is much less. justification

:for'using *actuarial data to determine choices. Yetthe implications and

practice of trait-and7factc50oheory have often exceeded the descriptive

dhd 'tended- toward the imperatiye. This creeping control might tend to im-
.

17
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1

prove some kinds of. predictions by making them virtually "self - fulfilling,

If computers are used only to power a directive trait-matching ap-

.1

r

proach,.as appears tq be proposed in Department of Labor pilot projects
.

(U. S. Department of Labor, 19715 the stereotype of computers.as. encroach-
;

ing'on and restrictive of free decision-making by individuals will per-

petuated. One purpose of the job' - matching model is to help individuals make

appropriate choices. But the method excludes the individlLal from the de-

cision-making process; it rests all control in extern9,1, agencies, leavirig

the individual.'only the choice ofacting or not acting on the output.
z

6 .

.
..

SIGI, on the ther hand, assumes thatguidance should shun even such
/ .

(

.
.benevolent control It assumes that we. dOn:t know what will be best for the

a 4.
1

individual (or society) except freedom to work things &it. Thus, we .defifie

.1.t
,

..

,

the hest choice as the choice that is most nearly 'ee. But we do not de-
'

fine freedom as laissez faire. Rather, it is the freedom (expressed by

Shaw in the,preface to Man and Superman and quoted by Freud in contrasting

hiS "reality principle" with his "0:- sfire%Principle") "to be able to

Choose the line Of greatest advantage instead of yielding in thek, path of

4 &least resistance." Advantage,in this sense involves some assessment of

utility as well as probability. Freedom involves active participation and

contriole It also incorporates the notion of career decision-making as a

,continuous process rather than a "one-shot". episode. This stnse of con-
.

tinuitY encourages-people to formulate.their plans as theories to be tested,

and to revise or confirm their decisions in the light of ,the feedback they

get from outcOnles( This approach allows them to learn from experience.

Process of choosing. So without directing the content of an individuWs

choice, it seems pdssible to help him in the process of choosing. This em-.

18
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phasis on process does not pretend to insure thel "right" choice--except in-

sofarsofar aa the right choice is defined as an informed and rational choice.
, *

Our bias--our conviction -is that in education enlightened processes are

intrinsically important. Therefore, we bend our efforts to increase the

student's understanding of the factogrinvolved in choice (imperfect though

our own understanding may be) so that he can take respongibility for his

own.decision-making, examine himself and explore his options in a systematic

and comprehensive way, take purposeful action in'testing hypotheses about

himself in various situations and exercise flexibility in devising alternate

plans.

`7),

The student's-interaction.with the computer embodies this model of

guidance. As the student learns to control the computer and move freely
., .

.
ks1,

, .
.

through the m, he ip slso'developing competencies for independent de-
.

ccision:making. The comput r does not just give him an "answer" to a ques-.

tion; it also suggests questions for which he can provide answers. Thus

in his dialogue with the computer, the student both receives an.ienerates

information, and learns how to connect the. two kinds of information.

Throughogt, his role is active -. He can change his inputs as he recycles

through parts or all of the system to see what effect new premises may have

on the outputs.
t

In short, we don't want to play the decisionrmaking game for the stu-

dent*. We want to help him master the strategies for tational behavior in

the face of uncertainty so that he can play the game effectively himself.

Emphasis on values. Such a system implies some principle for choosing.

Otherwise, how is the..ndiyidual to make order out of the rabble of impulses

that beset him? He is at their mercy unless he recognizes that, essentially,

he must/choose between compging values. either suppre'saing nor blindly

19
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'obOying.his impulses, he can ,control them by biinging them Under the #4e
,.

-
of reason, giving each:"equal time" and attention. The individual must

hold hi411 mself open and recelitiveto different values, allowing each to speak

to him as loudly as the gthers. This process involves active and systematic

exploration oyompeting.values so'that he can answer tttle central question,

,

"What do I utant?"

Therefore, values are at the heart of the_SIQI system. They prov'ide

the dimensions along which students inalyze their own desires and along,

which they construe occupational characteristics. They are the theme that'

runs through the separate sections, of SIGI, tying them together into a com-

prehensive whole.
2

2

V

More detailed and comprehensive discussions of the principles of guidance
that underlie the rationale for SIGI appear in various monographs and
arEi&les by the principal investigator (Katz, 1954, 1963, 1966, 1968, 1969a,
1,069b) I969c, 1969d).,

20
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...CHAPTER TT

dli.:USTRATION OF SIGI, INTERACTION.

The remainder of this report will of necessity assume an undertan ins

of thestpucture of IGI. This structure is not' easy.to describe in words.
t

,Although its general features are always the same, the structural details

4,'N

V=-Y
.,:!..--sow*: Student Printout

C., , *
. . ....

-.. . .

yaw according to the behavior of'the individual user. The number ofpos- ,
.

-,sible different pathS through SIGI is almost lionfiLte. 44.

r. ./

, One way 'to,describe SIGI is to look over the shoulder,of a st(ident

experiencing it.. We can do this by examining one of the records eftpiled

%Ily.,the computer from a random sample of SIGusers. The record we have-
, o

chosen charts the 'cesponses of a woman at one of the community colleges

. - -

A4rticipating in the feld test. Sincevery ktudent u%es the_syStiem ih

a unique way, the model student should not be regarded as "typicale' We
.

chose her b'e'cause her record illustrates a number of the most important
1/4

features ot.the-system.

.4

e

r

a./

.e Q

The piintout of the student's interaction has been cut up and fepraluted

as Figure 1, pages 1-6, at the end of this, chapter. The l 1eftmost column*of
I I
.theprintout contains the descriptive tags ("INTR4," "END2," etc.) that a

identify the plaTe'in the program where a respon4 occurred. The second

column lists the resplanse'number, value weight, 'specification ievel,,or

whatever,that constituted the response. The remaining columns clarify or

give meanin4 to that response. Generally the tags andlabels have no mean-

e ing except tothe SIGI research staff. They will be explained in the 7. .

9
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.

description that follows.

Let us now sit down at the terminal and go through SIGI with her.

. Figure 1, Page 1

DATE. This is the date'pf the student's first_session.
,

6

TItis Is'the time 0:2:01 p.m.) wfien the student signe'd on and

entered the introductory (INT, section p¢ UGI.
/

. .

-.."'N..\

STATUS. The variable STATUS keeps t ack of where the student is in.
''''......i '

,f' ,

,

SIGI. SIGI was designed to meet tw.nk-ds related to career decision-
. J

making. First, it attempts to meet) the need for a:rational and orderly
, .

s

method of decision-making. Second, it meets the need for an information
\

system that will supplythe,various kind's of data that a rational-decIsion

requires. The first need should be satisfied before the second becau'se
.1 .As -,

the student must have some systematic way to handle information before
w or

acquiring it. In order to each a rational method, SIGI leads the begin-
.,

'ner,....or NOVICE, biroug subs'.stems in an order that constitutes an
et

algorithm.ifor decision making. What this order is wilt become apparent.as

we*follow this student's interaction. The student's STATUS counter is

ncremented every time she finishes a subsystem sp that, if she then signs

off, the computer can start her. at the'right place when she returns.

When the student finishes the last subsystem, Strategy, her status'reaches

)7. At this point she will presumably have mastered the method and will be

coMpetent to use SIGI mainly as an informatioloystem. She then becomes

an INITIATE With the privilege of roaming through SIGI..at will.

.
A

Many displays are in a multiple - choice format. The display

asking about.the deudene's enrollment status has four categories of re-
,*.,,or

23,
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spon§es. Ths student's response, 3, inditates that She has already under-
, \

10
.

taken some college work., The computer will store this responst and Gill
,--

look at it whenever it must select a display that: is worded one way. for

a returning student and a different way for a student who,has.nat yet

enrolled.

.

.INTR5. 'This is the student's age cateeory.

. 2 . .

INTR6: Data on age and sex are used only for'research studies. No
a .

,

. . - ii

displays in SIGI are differentiated** Veobasis of ag9 lir sex; males and

,.. ) j 7.
females get exactly the same treatment.'

PRTi. Studentemay.get hardcoRy prin'touts of Various SIGI displays

for'study off line. The printer is wired to the tethinal and simply copiks

what.the'Student is]1ooking at. In this case, the display summarizes the

,studentls responses to INA7-10, which constitute an introduction to 'the

decir-making model embraced by SIGI.
ik

,

I
INTR7-INTR10. After INTR6, the student responds to displays ask-

.

: n
ing about the four major aspectgsof'd'&cisiots about occupations: Does she

know which values are important to 11.r? Does she know which occupation's

are likely to satisfy her values? Can she successfully predict her grades

. .

in,the courseg she will be taking as she prepares herself for an occupation?
c , .

, ..
. ,..

Does she know which courses and other steps 113 take in the preparation?
. "

.:

.,
4-01

,The model student's answer are in the middle range between confidence and

doubt. PRT1 (atiov0 shows that the student wanted a record of her responses

4(

to, these questions.

INTR11. The introduction concludes with a tiny "computer-ass-nted

iogtruction" (4') sequence consisting of a single'display with feedbaCk.

The student is asked to identify a logical first step in a decision-

making process. She got the right answer: She should examine her values

24
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so that she will know' What satisfactions and rewards to look f6r in an

,ocCupation. Thill4sequence leads her directly' Into the subsystem where tilt.

examination' occurs.

F

IligValuesSystem (VALIN-VAL1

VALIN. This is the clock time of her entry into lie Values system.

VA42. In the Values sy'st m the student weights:the importance, to
,

1

. 0

her, of each of ten occupations values. The weights are on a scale of

0 (n6 importance) to 8 (highest,
\

Artance). Another tiny CAI sequence

introduces the weighting proCess.. ,:The record shows thil the student'

. I

.

understood the explanation, ior she madethe correct response to.the

test question.

n-VAL6. The order in which things appear it the student record is

different from the order in w ich they happen at the terminal. The -

chronologiospl order is VAL5 ( ithVAL3 appearing just before, notation of

thd weightkbagned to Intere t Field), END2, ENDS, INCON3 (each of which

may appear more than once), V L4, and VAL6. In this,di:scussion'they will

be treated in that order rat er than in the order in which they are listed

ti In the record.

VAL5. This is t'he record of the weights the student;assigned to

each value when she conside ed them one at a time. The value is defined

in operational terms apd t studentconsiders the importance (to her) of

satisfying that value thro gh het occupation. Income is defined as having

.more' than enough to live o, Interest-Field is the- importance of working

in a particular field of interest; before weighting that value, the stu-

- 4 *

dent selects the field o paramount interest to her: Scientific, Techno-

25. .
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-
'logical, Administrative,,-Persanal Contact, Verbal, and Aesthetic. (The

tag VAL3*shoWsthat this student selected the Scientific Early'

Entry is the importance of entering an occupation Without Tong delay for
*

training land edycation; it is a kind of reverse eduCation value7-the greater
- ,

the weight, the less tolerance for prolonged education. When she finished,

weighting the values one t a tithe, she: saw them brought together in the', ,

form of a histogram and wa, given the opportunity to adjust the weights.

VX,1,5-recordi 'the weights at the conclusion of%this processc For this

/student, _Income and Security, weighted 5, were the most important vales.

a

I t iscurious,that the sum of all her weights ,came to only. 11.. For most

'student4 the-sum is much higher, about° 50. Apparently none of the SIGI

-values 4e, of PresSiu importance.to this student.

END2 -ENDS (first occurrence). With the preliminary weighting coffl-

pleted, the student engages in a playful, nonthreatening Values Game. To

4

begin the game the student had to choose between two imaginary "jobs," one 'd

as a Tenurigt, featuring a.lmaximum amount of Security (the last item,

VAllpE GAME JOB:ACCEPTED, in END2) and the other as aVelociter,- featuring

Early Entry (the first iteji in END2). She chose Tenurist. She was thep

faced with another dilemma: Her job as Tenurist lacked opportunities for

Leadership. Aids she want-t011uit a try anot4r Job?- She decided that.sIce

would stick, with the Securit Tenurists enjoy. But when she was

tempted by the offer of .4.1Ob aq Buckster, feat

/-

g i good income (first

item in ENDS), she decided to take it. Thus the information tagged in

-END2 and ENDS is the choices she made in a seriesof bipolar confrontations

.

in one game., Sometimes the confAbntation involves the hews that the job

is deficient in opportunity to satisfy a value. , At other times the di-

lemma is in the f f atemptation to switch to'a job offering unusual-'

26
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.

opportunities to satisfy a rival value. The order in which. the values

appear is unrelated to the weights the student assigned in her previous

interaction. To the extent possible, the order is random.

END2-END5 (second occurrence)." In her second game, She stuck to her

job as Buckster-in the face of'bad news or temptations with respect to

4
Prestige, Independence, Helping Others, Variety, Interest Field, and Leisure

(END2). She quit,however, on learning that her job lacked opportunities

for Leadership (END5).

INCON3 (first occurrence). The computer compares the weights pre-
,

viously assigned (as recorded in VAL5) to the "winners" and "losers" in

the Values Game. This student had weighted High Income at 5 and Leader-Leader-

slip at only 2. Nevertheless,'shAthad rejected a job, featuring the pre-

erred value because it was deficient in the less cherished value. This

r

inconsistency is noted in INCON3. (The student would also beincon'sistent

if she stuck with a job featuring a value she had weighted less than the

rival value. This student did not,fallinto that kfna of inconsistency,

and no INCON2 messages appear in her record.)

END2-INCON3 (third occurrence). g student must play enough games

-r

to allow for the appearance of all ten values at least once. After that,

she can play as many, games as she finds useful or entertaining. This"stu-

dent elected to play a third game. This time the luck of the draw once

again presentedher. with the opportunity to be a Buckster (last item'in

END2), and -she chose that occupation over one featuring Prestige (first
p'

item in END2). She also :preferred High Income to Independence, Leadership,

and Leisure, but not to Interest. Field (ENDS). Her choice of Interest

Field over High Income was inconsistent with her value weightings,.and she

,

got a message to :phis effect (INCON3). The messages deljAred ,to the student

27
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END5, and INCON displays ire mere reports of outcomes.

statistical, inference is attempted on the basis of such a

The purpose of the game s to stimulate reflection about

values, not to stale them.
t

VAL4. Before' prodeeding to the final adjustment of her value weights,

the student is offered the opportunity to change the field of interest

'4.

(Scientific) that she selected earlier inVAL3i She accepted the offer,

but in the end decided to stick with her earlier choice.

VAL6. The student must now readjust her value weights, but this time

with the restriction that they sum to 40 points. This restriction forces

the student to consider the relative, as opposed to the absolute; impor-

tance of each value--i.e., to establish priorities. For Most students, it

also- -underlil!es the sad fact that decision-making nearly always .involves

trade-offs. For this student, however, the restriction is something.of

a dividend, for she ,can increase her total weights by nine points. VAL6-

records the adjusted weights. Interest Field, which had been tied with

High Income, became her top value, Security was relegated to second place,

and the range extended from 7 to 1 instead of 5 to le These results seem

,consistent with the outcomes of the Valpes Games. Sce the restriction
40

to 40 points did not force trade-offs on this student, on may speculate

that the difference between pre- and-postgame weights was due almOst wholly

°to'theiTapatt of the Values Game.

',VAL7-VAL10 ('Figure 1, page 2). Interaction in the Values system con-

cludes with a 11AI sequence that reinforces the concept of weighting one's
A

values and leads into the next system, Locate. The student,-recognized',0'

(VAL7) that one reason,fOr weighting values was to direct the search for

occupational information. ,She also understood (VAL8) the concept,, the

28
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greater the value weight, the more important the value. She reqognized

(VAL9) that if a person gave a high weight to Security, he would probably

prefer a secure job (Autonomist, an imaginary job) to a job'featuring some
r

other value. And in VALI°, ,she saw that the second step in a'rational

decision-making Rrocess should be to identify a set oioccupations,that

are likely to satisfy her more important value's. Such an identification

is the function of LoCate. At this point she cguld choose between signing

off or goingdirectly to Locate. Slie chose to go to Locate.

The Locate System (LOCIN-LOC9)

LOCIN (Figure 1, page 2). The student took 58 minutes to reach the

Locate' system.' She went more slowly than most,students.

LOC3 (Figure 1, page 2). In Locate, the student selects,,a set of

five of the ten values and then specifies a minimum of return that she would

.

accept from an occupation do each value. (For Interest Field, the speci-
. ,

. , .

fication is for one of the six fields of interest.) This student chose

her five top-weighted valAffrst column) and specified the levels and

x
1 `g -,

interest field named in the right.column. The numbers that precede the
,

specification label are-4e numerical equivalent of the specification--
.

.

five levels for High Income, six fields for Interest Field, and four levels

for each of the other eight values.

LdC4 (Figure 1, page 2). These three columns list the occupations,

. 6A
with ir identification numbers., that were,re trieved with'the values/

specifications named in LOC3.' All of the occupations in SIGI have been

.-

rated on the opportunity they provide to satisfy each of the ten values.

The rating scale is the same as that used to designate the level of speci-

29
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fication. Consequently,' the meaning of LOC4 is,that all the listed occu-

.pations are rated at 3or above to InCome (i.e., their median salary

exceeds $11,000'per year), lieto some extent'in the Scientific interest

field, offer an average or above verage opportunity to he othersana

so on. If no.occupation had been retrieved, the student would have

been forced to loosen specifiCations. If more than 20 had been retrieved,

she wou ],d.have had to make them more strict.

PRT2 (Figure1, page 2).' The student decided to get i printout of

LOC3 and LOC4, which are combined into a single display witb the values /,

specifications on the,left and the occupations retrieved with them on

the right.

L005 (Figure 1, page 2). As a novice, the student is exposed to an

lanation of how SIGI retrieves occupations. Its purpose is to reinforce

the ca.cept that occupations retrieved in Locate have special significance

in terms o the student's own values. The explanation ends'by asking the

student whether. y of the octueTtions that had been retrieved for her-re-

education than she was contemplating. For thia;student.thequired more

answer was yes. The display tagged LOC told her to use Early Entry as

one of her search Values and to set it specification at. the level of edu-

_cation she would accept. For example, by specifying that the retrieved

occupations should require no more than. two or three years of.eciucational

preparation,"She would eliminate from thelist all odcupatrons.that re-

quired
.
a bachelor's 'or advanced degree for entry.

LOC6LL0C8 (Figure 1, page 2). The student is now offered four options:

(a) to learn why.a particular occupation was not reirieved;(b) to change

the specification on one or more of the values originally -Selected; (c)

to assemble a dif&rent set of values fog' the puuoses of retrieval; or

6
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(d) to get out of Locate. The student chose the first option (LOC6) and

asked why Physician's .'ssista (LOCI) had not been retrieved. As it

!T a

happened, the occupation had been trieved. She then asked why Registered,

Nurse had failed to appear and Jean-led' 1C8) that. that occupation failed.

to meet her specifiAtion for Income.

PRT4 (Figure 1, page 2). The student asked printout of the in-

kormation about Registered Nurse. The information as fit /not fit is

presented in the same display as the values/specification s that shevill

know which specification was too high when she studies the print t off line.

LOC6 (Figure 1, page 2). Ais time the student decided to change a

ecification for one of her original set of values.

LOC3'(Figure 1, page 2). 'She reduced the speci icatfon for High

r
Income from 3 to 2--from a minimum of/$11,00Q to'a minimum of $8,000. .

The'other speCiflatiOns were unchanged. The st4ent's behavior seems

to be related to the 114.sclosure that Registered Nurse failed to meet her

) N,

earlier specification.

LOCO (Figure 1, econd set of occupations is retrieved.

It of course contains all the occupati.ns in the first set, since they

a exceed the lowered specification for Inco and four new occupations:

193 Registered Nurse,221 Biology Teacher, 227 athematics Teacher, a4d-
Ir

.'229 Physical Science Teacher.

PRT2-LOC6 (Figure 1, page 2). Tha student gota pri tout of the re-

vised list and, apparently satisfied now that Registered Nurse had been

made to appear,,elected to move out of Locate.

.LOC9 '( Figure' 1, page 2). Locate concludes with anotherjetiny CAI

sequence that is designed to introduce the-novice to the next subsystem

of SIGI and the nextielogical step in a rational decision-making process.

3



ThaChtep is to inform herself abbut the occupatilis uncovered in Locate.,

The Compare subsystem, which is the o cupational information system,

provides, the oiiportunity to do that.

Compare System (COMPIN-ENDFIL)

I ,

COMPIN (Figure 1, gage 2). The student could have signed off after

completing Locate, to begin in Co om pare when she returned; or she could go . .

to Compare immediately:. She chosethe lattercOurse. She spent,I20 minutes
A

in Locate and had now been on SIGI foi one hour and 18 minutes.

SAVE (Figure 1, page 2), Compare gets its name from the fact that

the student is informed about three occupations at a time so that she can

compare'them with one another. SAVE is a reminder list of the,occupations
r

that are presumably of paramount interest to her..., At this point the list

contains all the occupations thal were retrieved in her two passes through

Locate. The student does not have-to'select from this.list;,she.may

select any occupation in SIGI for use in Compare.

OCC2 (Figure 1, page 2). These are the three occupationwshe Chose

for gu4y. They were all bn the SAVE list.

COMP4-PRT5 (several occurrences, Figure 1, pages 2 & 3). The ques-

t

tions available to the 'Student are shown in Figure 2. She may designate

up to five questipns at a time, and the answers will then be displayed in

sequence in the format shown in Figure 3. -Each COMP4 tag means that.a

(Nestion was asked (the number in the second' column is the number of the

' question as shown in Figure 2), and the third column indicates the nature,

of the question. The tag tTR5means that the student asked for a printout

of ,the answer. Thus this student asked' questions 1, 4, 8, 10,411,12,
6
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13, 16, and 27 with respect to Registered Nurse, Physician's Assistant,

and Public Health Specialist. Among the questions are two that concern

her top-weighted values: number 11, High Income, and 16, Int'erest Field:

SAVE,19CC2, COMP4 (Figure 1, page.3). When the student's preselected

questions, up to five in number, have been anstaered, she is given the

opportunity of selecting more questions, assembling'a new set of occu-
.'-'

pations to ask about, or moving on in SIGI. This student exercised the

first option the first,time it was presented to her, as shown by the fact'

that she asked ten questions about her first set. Next she assembled

new set consisting.of Registered Nurse, Flight Attendant, and Advertising

Copywriter. Note that the latter two were not among the SAVE occupations

when she entered Compare. The computer added them to the list, and they

appeared when sheassembled her third set of occupations.(see the third

Occurrence of the tag SAVE). The student asked five questions (and demanded
,

printouts) about her second group of'occupations. She then assembled

A
a th d set of occupations, Registered Nurse, Purchasing Agent, and

Secretary, and asked four questions about them. Since Registered Nurse

was a member'of each set, ifme may infer that this was her first-choice

occupation at this time and that she was comparing it with potential rivals.

TRY1-TRY5 (Figure,li page 3). The student now elected to move out

of Locate. As a. novice, she was exposed to a short review of the der

cision-making process taught by SIGI. The five steps that constitute

the, ocess, along with two "distractors," were displayed in scrambled

order. The student was asked to identify the first step, then the second,

and so on. This student identified the first three steps. correctly (TRY1-

TRY3) abut it took her two attempts to get the correct answers for the

fourth and fifth steps, which involve prediction and planning. The next

2
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two systems she would encounter concern those.actiyities.

LOGOUT (Figure 1, page 3).' The student decided to sign off and

to,begin with the Prediction subsystem when she returned. She had been

at thetermfnal nearly two hours.

Prediction System (PREDIN-PRT6)

The purpose of the Prediction system is o help the student assess

her abilities with regard to the academic pr paration for entry into

various occupations.' The assessment takes th form of a probability table.

showing what her chances are of gettingfa final grade of A to B, C, or

below C.in a course that represents some curriculum or "major" of interest.

Predictions of this sort depend on institutional studies to determine the

degree of correlation between some predictor Variable(s) and the final

grade. If these studies have not been completed, the compyter-simply

omits the Prediction system and all references to it. In that case, the

novice would go from Compare to Planning.

INTIN-PREDIN (Figure 1, page 4). The student returned at 10:58 the

day after the preceding interaction. Her status had climbed to 4, and

the computer consequently sent her to the Prediction system. The computer

1 j ,

on e again asked about her enrollent status, for it could have changed
--

..

ween sessions.' The rest of the introductory interaction is omitted_

returning students, and she entered the Prediction system one minute

after she signed on.

RANK-ENGH (Figure 1, page 4). The computer collects data about the

student's previous performance. RANK .aks the student, to report her

.-
rank-;in her high school graduating class (top fifth, second fifth, etc.).

MATH and ENG are her average high school mathemar4 and English grades.

0
34
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ENGH is'the answer to the question, "Do you need help with English?"

Her responses are stored' for use as potential predictor variables. If

the student's college had a mandatory testing program, the computer would *

also ask for test scores, which would likewise become AlTntial pre-
.

dictor variables.

-PRED2 (first. occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). The student picked from V

the list of predictable programsthe one that was of interest to her--

Nursing, in this case. For each program the college has designated a key

course. (The key course for Nu?sing is named in the right-hand column

as BY 110, General Biology.) A key-course is-defined as one that comes

early in the program=, that more or less represents the kind of.aptitudes

and a'ctivi'ties required for success in ,he program, thdt is taken by most

of the students in the program, and that tends to separate those who will
.

. . \
..., \

succeed in the program from those,who will not, The prediction will be
0 N

, .

made for the key course, not the program that ie\reptesents. What is the

prediction based on?

. PRED4 (first oc,;urrence,Figure 11, page.4). he computer' presents

the student with fiv,e pieces of information about the.criterion and asks

her to respond with self- estimates of her competency:- The first piece

Grade Factor 1, interest in'the subject matter of the course. The

student sees a description of the subject matter (prepared by the college)

and rates her interest in it as above average, average, or below average.

student rate& herself as 1, or above average, on this factor. Grade

Factor 2, th second item, asks her to -rates herself on the detre of her

commitment( to the. program that the key course represents; in this cape,
ise

she rate herself as above average on herodOmmitment to Nursing. Items
0_11p,

3 and'4 re 'uire a little more explanation. When the'vakiditiy'stutes
17

et

'14
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for the system were begun, Leachers of each key.Course selected two

fac"tors--Grade Factors 3'and 4-- from a menu of 29 potential factors.
4r

that our researchhad shown were linked to good grades in tfie4ands of

fadulty. The factors cover such competencies and attitudes as-ability

to,think logically, knowledge of basic English skills, finger/hancdex-
v

terity, keeping up with homework, and so on. (The complete list appears

on Form B of Appendix A, the Prediction System Manual-and Forms.) For

BY 110, Factor 3'is knowledge of Engish fundamentals, and Factor 4 is

) -
regular attendance. The student rated herself as average on the former and

above average.on the latter.

PRED5 (First occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). The fifth piece oiFoin-

formation about the criterion is a histogram showing the distribution of

.grades of former students in the class. Text of the display interprets
a

the histogram for the-student: Ste now seesa.display (Figure 4) contain-

ing all of her relevant inputs--previous performance, self-ratings on the

grade factors, and distribution,of.course grades. She then estimates her

own grade in the course. This Ftudent estimated her grade as B.

PRED (first occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). PrediCtions are Computed

from regression, uations stored in the computer. The equations were

derived from validity studies that we conducted when the local Prediction

system was being develdped. If the college has a mandatory testing pro-,

gram, two regression equations are stored for each key course, one.con-
i

taining test scores amongtthe predictor variables and the other excluding

-
,

them. Possible predictor variables include.biograPhical data (sex.".is never

used, and age was us 'rice by one college for one course) , the record

'of previous performance (rank, English grades, and mathematics gradet).

test scores (if any), self-ratings on the four grade factors, and sti-

0
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.

r

_ mated grade. 1l more thail three variables are used for any key course, and

'lip prediction i/ rendered-if the combination of variables produces a mul-

tipletiple R of less than The prediction for this student was that she

V

has 65 chances in 100 of betting an A or B in Biology 40, 25 chances Of

getting exactly C, and 10 chances of getting a grade of W aw--her

college doesnocassigh grades below C).

-PRED10 (Figure 1, page 4). The prediction.chart does not explicitly.

tell the student what her chances' are of passing the course. Therefore

she is asked to indicate what her chances are getting4 C or better.

This student correctly added 65 and 25 and saw that the answer was 90.

PRT6 (first occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). She asked fora priritout.
t

PREDII The student may nowAsk-foramother prediction, may ask a

D
question about redictions, or may move on. She chose to ask a question

.
44,

.

and waspreSented ith the menu reproduced as F'tOure . The concept of

\ .
,

probabilityis not easy for students to-grasp, 4nd t opportunity to
1 ..N

. This student
' \

ask questions is SIGI's attempt to cope with th

- .....

wanted to knOilwhether to,iriterpret her predictTon avor4 or =favor-
.

: 1

PRED36-PRED29.(Figurel: page 4). The questio 1is answered in an

interactive sequence of same eighteen.displays:.,'The record of an archer's

scare ln target ptactice provides an analogy for using records of past

academic performance to predict,....tuaiire academic performance. The sequence

ends with a few displays explaining that "goodneSs" and "badness" depe411

partly on the expectations or hopes of the student and.partly on the

%

reqdirements for achieving the student's goal. This student apparently

followed the' sequence with considerable care, for she made only two incor-

sect response during the interaction (PRED40 and PRED23).

37
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PRED2-PRED6 (second occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). The student sought

a second predictionrl this time for 'Business Administration (key course,

'BA 211, Accounting). She rated herself as,average on the four grade

factors (Grade Fa /tors 3 and 4 were good reading ability and ability to

work Indepehdent1°), and estimated her final grade as'D. The new.pre-

diction was adde her chart and both were displayed simultaneously.

-In BA 111 e h d 40 chances of A or B, 30 chances.o, and 30 chances

f W.

PRED2 -PRE

lowed the sam

program (key

t. (third occurrence, Figure 1, page 4). The student fq1-

procedure to get a rediction for the Physician's Assistant

ourse, BY 251, Anatomy-and Phsyiology). She rated herself

as above avert age on all four grade factors (Grade Factors 3 and 4 were in

this instance superior memorization and good reading ability), and esti-

mated her grade as t. ( The probability figures, displayed on the same

chart as .the/previous two, were 55 chances of A or B, 35 of C, and,10

of W.

PRED2 -RT6 (fourth occurrence, Figure1, page 5). The
4
studentasked

for a fourtii prediction, this time for Registered Nursing (this is a two-
/

year program and is not the game asthelNursidg program that was the-

sub5ect of her first inquiry)./The key course for Registered Nursing

is the-sa e as the key course for Physi6an's Assistant, which had already

been pred cted. Therefore thacprediction was simply repeated. There
,

were now four predictions displayed--all that theestudent was interested

in. She asked for a printout. She then moved. can to the Planning system
I

without signing off.

AO
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Planning System (PLNIN-PLN19)

4

ThTh purpose of the Planning system is tb supply information abobt
. ."---

what the student s ould do, after graduation from high school, in order

to prepare herse for entry into an occupation. Such-information will

help her decide ether the occupatiqg is feasible for her in terms of

what she is will ng and able to put into preparation for it Can she

meet the demand on her resources of time, energy, money, and-abl.lity.?

Another purpos- of the system is to provide the student with an agenda
. .

for entry into an occupation once she has selected it.

The Plan ing system gives, first, general information about the steps,

beyond high s hoql, that lead to entry into the occupation, including

requirements (if any) for certification and licensing. Second, it gives

specific.inf rmation about the program,of study that the student should

take ,at her college, tfie'prerequisiteS for adinlesion into that program,
. .

andythe na es of institutions to which .the student can transferein order.

4

to.-complet her preparation. The local college prepares the displays

containin the second class of information; the displays are added'to the

college s,SIGI disks at ETS and the disks are maile2 to the'college. If

the coll e his not completed the local displays, the interaction in the

Planning system stops at the end of the generalized displays. The college

that the model student. attended had a complete Planning system wIth,local

information.

e-

PLNIN (Figure 1, page 5. The student went directly to the Planning \

systed"from the Prediction system without signing off., She)adspent 29

minutes in the Prediction system.
%

-

SAVE (first occurrence, Figure 1, page 5). SAVE now consists.of the

3a
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19 occupations retrieved in Locate, to which were added tour,new
. .

. ,

...0 occupations that the student reqpested in-Compare:-avertising,Copywriter,

Flight Attendant, Purchading 4ent, and Secretary.
/

....
/

PLN2 (first Occurrence; Figure 1, page 5)- )The studentichose Secre-

tary for her first tour through Planning,

'.? .
. : q .

PL1113 (Figur4,1, page 5). The student was eaked if she, was willing

to tolerate the amount of time that preparation for her occ4pation would
t.

require. .For the purposes of the Planning system, the occui3ations-inSIN
1

are classified into six categories: PROF (graduate study,re uired for pre-
:

paratiOn), GRAD (graduate ,study recommended), BACH (a,bachel.or's degree

required), SHUD (a bachelor's degree retotmended), WZCH (twl mutually

exclusive paths to entry, one requiring a bachelor's degree nd the,other

not),'and TERM (less_ tharia bachelor's degree required for entry). Sec-

/
retary is classified TERM, and hence the student's responsg signified .

that she'wes willing to accept up to three years of education as a conditioifl .

far becoming a secretary. Had shd,fieen unwilling to'accept so long a span

0 time, she would be allowed to abandon Secretary, to choose an\alternative
7 .

' ? , . /

occupation, to inquirie about General Studies, or to exit fvm P1 nning.ltk
, `*..,-;,'

. i . .

PLN15. (Figure 1, page 5). Now,the student was If she khbughi\.
! 4

herself capable of passing the re ed coursework. The display t at

Al.

asks about her abilities inclu es the answer to question 7 from Com are,
,

0

"Examples of College Courses ?? On the asis of this information .our model

student signified that she 14d the ability to Complete A secretarial

gram successfully:

ro-
.

PLN3 (first occurrence!, Figure 1, page 5). The student is invited to

see a pair of displays tha 'discuss-the rewards and risks of aiming at,a., ,

,

_ -,

occupation that is academipally hard to get into as opposed to finding an
,t.$.,'r v

e,

40
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easier alternative. This student decided to ignore those displays, prep

sumably because she was confident that there was little risk, for her, in

attempting the secretarial Program.

PLN23 (first occurrence, Figure 1, page5), The student's decision

not to abandon Secretary generated a sequence showing her, first, a general
:V

plan for achieving her goal (Figure 6);,second, the high schoolprerequi--

sites for admission into the secretarial program at her college (Figure 7);

. and, third, the program itself (Figure 8). If achievement of her ocCu-

pational goal had required transfer to another institutionsay, from a

community college to a four-year college or from a four-year college to

graduate school--4 fourth displ'y would list the most practicable insti-

tutions. At the end of the sequence the student is asked whether, having

seen the requirements for preparation, she now wishes to pursue the occu-

pation. This student replied no.

PLN21 (Figure 1, page 5). Was the decision to abandon the occupation

due fo the amount of education it required? If the student answers yes,

.0.

SIGI will propose a method.of locating alternative occupations similar in

thejr values structure to'the one that was rejected but less demanding in

education. The design of SIGI allows occupations to be'clustered in accor-

dance with innumerable combinations of :value satisfactions. By using'

Earlytntry as a search variable in Locate, a student may specify any

leVel of education that she will tolerate in preparing for an Occupatitn.

The model student, however, did not reject Secretary-because it demanded

too much education.

SAVE -PLN2 (second occurrence, Figure 1, page 5). The student chase

another occupation for inspection, Regist&ted Nurse.

PLN12 (Figure 1, page 5). Registered Nurse is classified WICH, since

0
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Mutually exclusive two- and four-year paths to entry exAst. She chose

the four-year'path.::

PLN10-PLN23 (Figur& 1, page 5). The student signified that she was

willing to spend -lour years.in preparation, was able to cope with the kinds

. of course she would take, was desirous of inspecting the displays that

discuss, he rewards and risks of aspiring
.

to a difficult goal, and de-
,

cided po pro ead farther with the occupation. As a result, she saw

the local college sequence of prerequisites; program, and (in this case)

'transfer Colleges. Then she was asked once more whether she wanted to

pursue the occupation. This time she answered yes.

PLN4-PLN25 (Figure"1, page 5). Her acceptance of nursing now gener-

ated a new seqdence designed to help her becoie enrolled. PLN2Z asked

her whether she had completed the prerequisites for enrollment (she had),

and PLN25 asked whether she wanted to see information about financial aid%

Her yes response led to five displays-outlining the major sources of stu-

dent assistance available at her college, as well as naming the plades
or

wheie she could get detailedinformation. Other displays showed her how
401P*

to estimate Whether or not she would lose academic credits by transferring

intothe nursing'program,-and they provided information about how to
.

enroll.

PLN 19 (Figure 1, page 5). The student had seen the four-year-path

to entry into her occUpation. STGI now asked her if she would like tb see

the two -year path. She declined and moved into the Strategy section.

Strategy System (STRIN-,STR25)

The pimpose of the Strategy system is. to propose a method for making

decisions in the face of complexity and to lead the student step by step

4 2
^rg.'
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through the process. By the time the student has reached Strategy, she
<ow

has encountered many different kinds o'f information, more of each kind

than she is likely to remember. How should she incorporate what4she now

knows about her values into what she has learned about the 23 occupdtions

competing for her\attention in SAVE? What roles should prediction and

planningAinformation play? Is hard-earned information about her options

to be neglected simply because the student does not see how.to fit it into

her decision?

STR3-STR10 (Figure 1, page 5). Strategy begins with an assessment of

the rewards one may expect from a decision provided that it is realized.

In order to illustrate the process, the computer follows members of the

Logic family as. they buy.,new cars. They weight four automotive values and,

gathering inform'ation from magazines and pamphlets, rate three automobiles

on their potential to satisfy each of the values. Finally, they multiply

the weight they assigned tooa value by dip an automobile's rating on that

value,-add the,four products thus obtained for each car, and compare the

sums (called Desirability Sums in SIGI). A Desirability Sum may be repre-,

sentedby the following formula, where-W = the numerical weight assigned -

to a value, R = the rating of an optipn (e.g., a car, 'an occupation)-on

its capacity to satisfy the value, and N ="the numbev of values that the

decision takes into account:

N

Desirability Sum = WiRi

1=1

A Desirability Sum is the wedding of what the student wants, as repre-

sented by the value weight's, with what reality offers, represented by

the ratings on the values. As it 'turns out, one car is "best" for one member,

f
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Of the family, A second_ car for another, and the third car for the third

Logic.

The process of obtaining Desirability Sums is developed in a sequence

of CAI-like displays demanding reasoned responses from the_student. The

model student got all these right except the last (STR10).- She failed to

see that the.reason why a different car was "best" for each member of the

family was that each Logic had a different structure of values.

STR11-VAL6 (Figure 1, page 5). The strategy that the, L6gics used to/

evaluate cars will now be applied to occupations. Since value weights

are obviously important in computing Desirability Sums, the student is

invited to review them. The model student_ accepted the invitation. VAL5

show/the weights as she left them upon her arture from.the,Values sys-

tem. VAL6 shows-the adjustments she made on this occasion: She 'deducted

one point from the weight of High Income and added it to Interest Field.

(The student chose-the Scientifiinterest field on her previous trip

4

through the Values system. She was invited to change the field before
o

she reweighted her values, but she declined. The printout would have

recorded any interaction involving the selection of a new field.) .

SAVE-STR14 (Figure 1, page 6). The student next selectedothret occu-

pations that she was considering: Registered Nurse, Physician's Assistant,

and Purchasing-Agent (STR14). The first two had been retrieved in the

Locate...process, and Rurchasing Agent had been selected for:brief examina-

tion in Compare. (The student could have selected any occqpation in SIGI.)

She was then asked which of the three she considered to be her-top choice;

she chose PhYsician'.s Assistant (STR12)..

Now the Desirability Sums were worked out. Figure 9 shows the cul-

mination of that process: The compute] first displayed the form for the

44
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.table containing the names of the occupations, the list of values, and

the value'weights. Next, the ratings of thd three occupations on Income

appeared (3, 3, and 4) And the student was invited to see the 'nformation

that would explain'the basis for the ratings or to go on to the atings on

Prestige. Had she asked to see the basis.(she did not do so for a y of

the values), the screen would have been erased and the student would, in

I.

effect, be transported back to the Compare system. There she would see

the answer to question number 11 ("Average Income?"); the income figures

would show why the ratings of the three occupations differed with respect

to this value. This privilege of accessing verbal information that ex-

plains the numerical- ratings is available for each value, and'the student

could alternate between Strategy and Compare ten times if she happened to

. .

.

.

be curious about the rating of every value.

When the ratings have all appeared, the computer calculates the Desir-

ability Sums. The computation takes place before the student's eyes, and

the swift appearance of the thirty products followed by-the sums contri-
- 1

butes a smal l'momenr of drama to the SIGI experience.

This phase of Strategy concludes with a brief discussion of the out-

come with respect t+'° her togs Choice occupation: Physician's'Assistant,

with a Desirability Sum of 118, would be,a satisfactory choice among these

occupations if the sole.criterion for selection were desirability. (Stu-

dents are told to disregard differences of less than 10 Pints.)

STR16-STR26.(Figure 1, page 6). The emphasis now shifts to the risks

side of the decisiOn equation. The interaction leads 'the student to four

(simple concepts: (a)'The student should reject an option that is impos-

' '
e-sible to attain; (b) the student should reject an option that offers a

worthless reward; (c) the best option, if it exists, combines the largest
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reward with the least risk; and (d),"if none of these combinations is

present, the student must accept greater risks if she hopes to maximize

reward, or accept reduced rewards if she hopes to minimize risk; or settle

somewhere in between. Again, the teaching mode is cAI. The model student

got three wrong answers in this sequence. She said she would choose i

(hypothetical) occupation with a large Desirability Sum, even uot it

would be impossible to attain (STR16). She failed to observe t t one of

three (hypothetical) occupations in a list offered a combination of maxi-
..,

mum reward and minimum risk (STR20), and, given another set of three

hypothetical occupations, she failed to notice that none of them satis-

fied the largest reward/least risk formula. Perhaps she was pressed for

time and was hurrying.

Now the student estimated her own risks with regard to the three

occupations she had selected earlier: She told the computei what she

thought the chances were (chances in 100) that she would suAessfully com-

plete all the steps required for entry into the first occupation, then the

second, and, finally, the third. Displays advised her in her estimation,

telling her to consider the number of steps involved and the difficulty

of each step. The occupational overview (Figure 6), which the student

might have seen earlier in the Planning system, provided information about

the preparation task. The student could examine this display as often as .

she wished until she signified that she was ready -(STR26) to make a state-

ment about. her chances.

STR23 (Figure 1, page 6). The student reported her chances of suc-

cessfully entering the Nursing, Physician's Assistant, and Purchasing

Agent occupations as 88, 75, and 50; respediively. Although these esti-

mates might seem somewhat pptimistic considering the job market at the
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1

time, they ara-n-evertheless useful in decision-making. The, student's

evident interest in the health professions suggests th she may already

have some investment of Study or experience in Registered Nursing and h

PhysiCian's Assistant which she might lose if she switched to Purchasing
110.1

Agent. Furthermore, Physician's Assistant is a fairly new occupation;
5

(there are far fewer programs for that occupation thap for Registered

Nurse, competition for admission is fierce, and candidates with'previous

experience are favored over rank novices. In short, the student probably -...

)succeeded,in rank ordering these occupations on the basis of her chances

of getting into them. There is, of course, no way to determine the amount

of error in her estimates.

STR24 (Figure 1, page 6). The student was asked to designate again

her top choice of, these three occupations in light of what she) knew about
T-

their rewards and risks. She switched from Physician's Assistant to

Registered Nurse. This was a logical choice, since the two occupations

were essentially equal in desirtlity, but Registered jurse would be

easier to ger into. Her choice generated a display saying that the choice
. -

was logical because Registered Nuse, hadthehighest.(or within ten,

points of the highest) Desirability Sum and also the best chances for suc-

cessful entry. Had she designated another occupation, the wording of

the display would have beenilifferent.

PRT12 (Figure 1, page 6). The student asked for a printout of the

display containing her Desirability Sums, estimated chances, and dis-

cussio?i.

STR25 (Figure 1, page 6). The system contains advice on haw to use

the Psediction system for help in estimating risks. The advice is option-
..,

al, and the student declitied,to see it.
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Activity as an Initiate

EXIN-EX2 (first deetrence, Figure 1, pages 6). The student was now

promoted to initiate. In this status she became free to move at will

among the subsystems in SIGI, and her path within any system would be

much shorter than it was when filhe went through the system as a novice.

Di3plays.that were previously mandator y'would now be optional, and the
A

"CAT" that reinforced the concepts underlying the Values, Locate, and

Compare systems would be skipped. The vehicle for moving from system to

system is the menu shown in Figure 10. The model student decided Co

return tosthe Values system once more and elected option .2.

o
.VAL5-EXIN (Figure 1, page 6). The initiate returning to the Values

system does not go through the whole system. Instead, she is given the s.
*

1
o portupity Co play the Values Game again (;his student declined) and

-4-
then to adjust the weights she assigned earlier. VAL5 lists the weights

as she found them and VALE as she left them. Since the weights in the

two listings are the same, the itudent was apparently 'satisfied that

s he had finally got them as refined as she could. Then she,was returned

to the menu (EXIN)'.
0

EX2 (second occurrence, Figure 1, page 6). This time the student'

decided to sign off.

SO2 (Figure 1, page 6). The diiplay, the student asked to see don-

tained information about applying the SIGI decision-making-model to octu-
.

pations that are not in SIGI. The display encourages the student to use

her values as a guide for judging the occupational information in non-

SIGI sources, particularly the Occupational Outlook, Handbook. She is

also Advised to ask her counselor for help.

48
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LOGOUT-ENDFIL (Figure 1, page 6). The student had been at the er-
41.t

minal one hour and 32 minute's during this session and three hours and 22

minutes total. The 'computert,would store her value weights; the list.of

occupations in SAVE; RANK, MATH, ENG, and ENGH (the record of her previous

44.

performance from .the Prediction systiVm); and her status, which was now 7.

If she should return to SIGI at any time, she would go through a brief

sign on and then to the menu.

.

0

z

4,
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Ok7:I1133
15:51 J4- Jan -77

DATE L4-Det-75
IN TI N 12:01'
ST PIUS U NOVICE.
INTRO 7 COMPLETED' 1 CR MORE SEMESTERS.
IN IRS ,2 19-21
IN 2 FEMALE.
PR/1 : PRINT SIGI OVERVIEW.
INTR7 2 GENERAL IDEA OF WHAT I WANT.
INTR8 3 NOT SURE THEY FIT MY VALUES.
IN IRS 2 PREDICT GRADE IN SOME PROGRAM,).

Tt1C 2 GENERAL -IDEA WHICH IS, BEST.
omil 1 d7 ExAmOt YCUR VALUES.
VAL IN 12:45
VAL24 1 MA IN FIELD OF INTEREST-CORRECT.
VAL3 1 SCIENTIFIC.
END2 10 E RL Y ENTRY.

7 LEADERSHIP.
SECURITY.

ERGS 4 INCOME.
5 SECURITY.

END? ' 2 PRESTIGE.
3 INDEPENDENCE.
4 HELPING, CT HERS.
6 VARIETY.
8 INTEREST FIELD.
9 LEISURE.
1 INCDHE

ENOS 7 LEADERSHIP.
1 INCOME.

lh COO 7 LEADERSHIP.
t

,

1 INCOME. 4.

ENO 2 2 PRESTIGE.
3 INDEPENDENCE. 44...

7 LEADERSHIP.'
9 LEISURE.
1 INCOME. .

ENOS 8 INTEREST FIELD.
1 ItiCOMg.

IRON? 8 IMTEREST FIELD.
1 - INCOME.

VAL5 5 INCOME.
4 PRESTIGE.
1 INDEPENDENCE.

N 4 HELPING OTHERS. .

5 SECURITY.
3 VARIETY. r r

2 LEADER,56 IP.
4 INTEREST 'FIELD.

. 1 LEISURE.
. 2' EARLY ENTRY.
VAL4 1 SCI ENT I FI C:

yAto 7 INURE.
4 PRESTIGE.

.., - i 1 INDEPENDENCE.
e4 " S HELPING OTHERS.

4 SECURITY.

0 3 /VARIETY./

6'

4

ENROL L
AGE.
bEX.

.1.

VALUES STATUS.
OCCUPATION §TATUS.
PRE() IC T I LN STATU:i.

PLANNUG STATUS.
FIRST STEP.

CAI IMPOBTA.T VALUES.
FIRST TIME INTEREST FIELD.
VALUE GAME' JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOB -RCJECTE D.
VALUE GAM L JOB. ACCEPTE D.
VALUE GAME JOB ACCEPTED.
VALUE GAME JOB ReJECTEO.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAM c JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOB REJE CTED.
VALUE GAME 306 REJECTED.
VALUE GANG JOB RCJECTED
,VALUE GAME JOB ACCEPTED.
VALUE GAME JOB A.CCEPrE .

VALUE GAME JOB REJECT
JOB VA LUE RA TED CURER.
JCS VALUE IS inc6Nnsi NT.
VALUg. CAME JOB REJECTED.,

"."7 VALUE- GAME JO t REJECTED.
VALUE GAME JOB REJECTED.
YktUE GAME J043 lkJE CILD. '4

( VAUOE GAME yOI, ALCEtTED.
4 ,111 kidE GAME JOB ALLEM D.,"

VALUE .GA REJECTED.

n`e
n

''e'l 4 ;
e

X

'le

', .' . IA. .s 1°' --- i":

' . . 'ff; '

.1

V
P ' 'd, t

J98 YALU
JOB' VA LU

<,e

0,

ATED LOWER.
'IS INCONSISTENT.

z

Agora 1, Printout of a student record.
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SECOND TIME,) INTEREST
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7

3

LEADERSHIP.
INTEREST FIELD.
LEISURE.

9,4".

2 EARL ENTPY.
VAt7 3 OCCUPATION INFO. SEARCH-CORRECT. CAI kHY KNOW VALUES.
VAL8 2 INDEPENDENCE-CORRECT. CAI IKIPOKTANY VALUES.

VAL9 3 AUTONOMIST-CORRECT. S. r \ CPI JOB VALUE rte{.

VAL10 2 SATISFY YOUR-VALoES-...CORREC tAl-SECCAO STEP.

LCCIN 12:59
LOC-3 1 INC ME.. 3 MORE THAN 511,000.

6 TNT EST FIELD. 1 SCIENTIFIC.

4 HELP! 'G, OTHERS. 2 AVEhAGE AMOuNT.
- SECURITY. 3 MGRt THAN AVtRAtE AmLUNT.
2 PRESTIGE. ,. 2 AVEnAGE AMOUNT.

1..1-4 127 CIVIL ENGINEER. 129 OENTIST . 132 GJETITIAn

143 FORESTER 145 HOME ECONOMIST . 149 INDUSTRIAL INGINEER

159 PHYSICIAN ' 161 METEDRUOGIST 177 PUBLIC HEALTH SNECIALITsT.
180 PHARMACIST. 188' PSYCHOLOGIST. 199 SOIL 'CONSERVATIONIST. -

20S SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST. 217 VETERINARIAN. '243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

PRTZ PRINT' OCCUPATION'IMEET SPECo.

LUCS 1 T00 MUCH EGUCATION RE0oIRECI. LIMIT OF EDUCATION.

LC c6 1 WHY 'OCCUPATION FAILS. 1,HERE NEXT IN LOCATE.

LC C7 243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

LCC6 1 WHY OCCUPATION FAILS. WHERE NE)Ce IN LOCATE.

Lcr? 193 NURSE, REGISTERED. S
LC(8 1 SPECIFICATIONS DO NOT FIT. TEST OCCUPATION FUR FIT.

, 0 SPECIFICATIONS FIT. JEST CCCUPATLON FUR FIT.
Q . TPCLIFICATICNS FIT. TEST .00CUPATION FCR FIT.

U "PECIFICATIONS'FIT. TEST OCCLPATIC4 FUR FIT.
SpECIFICATIONIT. TEST OCCUPATION FOR FIT.

PnTi, ° PRINT OCCUPATION FIT - NO FIT.
LOC6- 2 CHANGE SPECTFitATIONS. WHERE NEXT IN LOCATE.

LCC3 1 INCOME. t " 2 MORt THAN'$8,000.
INTEREST FIELD.r- 1 SCIENTIFIC.

-m' 4 HELPINu OTHERS. 2 ' AVEhAGE AM3u.a.
5 SECORITY. 3 MORt THAN AVERAGE AMOUNT.
2 PRESTIGE. 2 AVEnAGE AMOUNT.

Loc4 127 CIVIL ENGINEER. ,

143 FORESTER

129 DENTIST 132 CIETITIAN
145 HOME ECONOMIST 149 140USTRIAL ENGINtER

159 PHYICIAH 161 - METEOROLOGIST 177 PUBLIC,HEALTH SPECIALITST.

1R0 PHARMACIST. 188 PS4CNOLOGIST. 193 NURSE, REGISTERED.

199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST. 205 SPEECH PATOOLMST/AUDIOLOGISit 217 VETERINAKIAK.

221 TEACHER, SICLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

222 TEACHER, HATHEHALIC.I. 229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCiENCt.

(

PeT2 PRINT OCCUPATION MEET SPECS.
LCCf 4 NONE OUT CF LOCATE."'" hHERE NEXT IN LOCATE.

LOC9 2 GET MORE INFO4ATION-SORRECT. r CAI NEXT DECISION STEP.

COAPIN 13:19
LAP 127 CIVIL ENGINEER 129 DENTIST 132 OIETITIAN

143 FORESTER 145 HOME ECONOMIST 149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

159 PHYSICIAN 161 METEOROLOGIST 177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALIT.g.

180 PHARMACIST. 188 PSYCHOLOGIST. 193 NoPsE, hEGISTENCo.

190' SOIL CONSERVATIONIST. 205 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST. 217 vETERIWAKIAN.

221 TEACHER, BIOLOGY. 227 TEACHER, MAfhEMA IC. 229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SOIENCt...

243 PHYsICIAN'c ASSISTANT.

1\
LLL2 '143 NURSE, REGISTEREO. 243 ,PHYSICIAN'S ASISTA T. 177 PUBLIC 'HEALTH. LPECIA411 LI1ST.

COMP4 1 OEFINITICN OF OCCUPATICN?
PkT5 PRINT GUEST ION d ANSWER FRAME.

<7
"..."1

52 Figure 1, page 2
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GOP4 2 OESCRIPTIOA OF WORK, ACTIVITIES?
PkT5 PRINT QUESTION d ANSWER FRAME.
COPP4 4 'WHERE TO'GET MORE INF6MATION?
PRIC PRINT 66ESTION .1 ANSWER FRAME.
COMP4 .8 PEkSONAL QUAGIFICATIONS?

10 BEGINNING SALARY?
. PkTC PRINT CUESTION d ANSWER FRAME.

CONPA 11 AVERAGE INCOME-HIGI-. INCOME? '

PkT5 PRINT CUESTION d ANSWER FRAME.
COMP4 12 TOP SALARY POSSIBILITIES'?

'1'3 HOW SALARIES VARY?
16 WHAT FItLOS OF INTEREST? .

27 ADVANCEMENT?
SAVi

OCC2
C.OPP4

SAVt
.

OCC2

TRY1
TRY2
TRY3
TRU.

TRYS

LOGOOT
thDFIL

54 Figure 1, page 3
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127 CIVIL ENGINEER.
143 rORESTER
159 PHYSICIAN
180 PHARMACIST.
199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST.
221 TEACHER, BIOLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTAAT.
193 NURSE, REGIST-ERECI. .

e2.9 DENTIST 132 UIETITIAN
145 HOME ECONOMIST 149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINtER
161 METEOROLOGIST 177 PUBLIC HEALTH "spEc4*LmA.
188 PSYCHOLOGIST. 193 NURSE, MEGISTERtD.
205 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST. 217 VETERINARIAN.
227 TEACHER, MATHEMATIC... , 229'TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCANCt.

142 FLIGHT ATTENDANT 1.02 ADVERTISING COYWhITEa.

'
1

1 DEFINITION OF OCCUPAT ON?
11 AVERAGE INCOME-HIGH I COME? 6"411.

23 FRINGE BENEFITS? N ;
7 RELkTED COLLEGE COURSES? .

5 . EDUCAIION REOUIRED-EARLY ENTRY?
102 ADVERTISING COPYWRITER. 127 CIVIL ENGINEER. 129 oENTIST
132 DIETITIAN 142 FLIGHT ATTENDANT 143 FORESTER
14S HONE ECONOMIST 149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER 159 PHYSICIAN
161 METEOROLOGIST 177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALJTST. 180 PHARMACIST; .

188,PSYCHOLOGPI. 193 NURSE, REGIsTEREO. 99-SOIL CORSERVATIoNIST.
205 SPEECH PATMGLOGIST/AGDICILOGIST. 217 VETERINARIAN.-` 221 TEACHER, BIOLOGY...
227 TEACHER, MATHEMATICS. 229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL 3LIENCE. 243 PHYS1CIARIS ASSII1ANT.

193 NURSE, REGISTEREt. 17S PURCHASING AGENT. 201 SECRETARY.
e. DIFINIIIOR_OT_OCCUPATION?

11 AVERAGE INCOME-HIGH INCOME?
18 FPECIAL PROBLEMS?
26 --JOE SECURITY?
4 SATISFACTIONS ANO REWARDS. CAL CGMPAkE 1ST STEP.

.1, e
6 OCCUPATION J,EircH SATISFY VALUES. .CAI COMPAkE 2ND STEP.
1 GET LOTS CF INFORMATION. CAI COMPAkE 3RD STEP.
7 PPEPARE FOR DIFERENT OC(S. CAI COMPARE 4TH STEP.
2 ESTIMATE CHANCES OF SUCCESS. CAI CCMPARE 418 STEP.
5 STATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY. CAI COMPAhE 5T. STEP.
7 PREPARE FOR OIFERENT °CGS. . CAI COMPARE 5TH STEP. ,

13:51 /

/if. lit
.
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OK 2: Cl s13.1
15:52 U4,- Jan -77

LATE C5- Oec -75
INT IN 10:58
ST AILS 4
INTRO 3
PlitrOIA. 10:50
RANK 1 TOP F IFTH
MATH 2 MOSTLY V
EN6 1 MOSTLY A'S.
ENeri 2 NO.
,PRE02 174 NURSING:
PhF34 1 ABOVE AVERAGE.

.1 ABOVE. AVERAGE.,
2 AVERAGE.
1 ABOVE AVERAGE.

R.
65 CHANCE OF A OR
25 CHA E CF C.
10 . CE BELOW C.

PRED1C 1 CORRECT.
P PRINT PREDICTION TABLE.
PRED1i 4 CHANCES bOCO. OR BAD.

.PRI-3.5t 1 CORRE CT. NUMBER = 1.
Praf37 7 HIT- CORRECT.
PRED38 2 NO-COR RECt .`
PRF04C 2 'MISS - WRONG..
Pkt041 2 MISS-CORRECT.
PRF,042 2 NO- CORRECT.
PriED43 1 YES-CORRE CT
PRED44 2 Nn -CDR i<E Cr

-PRD44A 2 PROBABILITYZ-CORRECT
PI,X045 1 CORRECT NOMBER = 10.
PRE047 60 CORRECT NUMBER = 70.
PRED2.?. 1 YES-WRONG.
Pk2.024 r NO- CORRECT.
PRPJ25 2 NC-COR ACT
PRE026 1 YES-CORRECT
PRED27 1 YES-CORRECT
PRE028 2. BAD- CORRECT'.
PREU2S 1 GOCO-CORRECT.
PRril2 118 BUSINESS AOMINISTRATION:
PREO4 2. AVERAGE

2 AVERAGE. 7
2 AVERAGE.
2. AVERAGE.
2. B.
40 CHANCE CF A OR B.
30, , CHANCE OF' C,_c'

r X30 CHANCE BELCW'C. ----
PRED2 182 PHYSIC IAN' S'"ASSISTANT:
PRFD4 1 ABOVE AVERAGE:

1 ABOVE AVERAGE'.
1 /ABOVE AVERAGE.
2 AVEKA.GE.
2 B.
55 CHANCE uF A OR B.
35 CHANCE OF C

PREOICT ION
COMPLETED 1 OR MORE SEMESTERS.

13kED5
PREDO b.

PRfi
Etc13(

PAU,:
PRE C6

ENROLLMENT.

RANK 04 CLASS
HIGH SCHOOL MATH uRADE.
HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH frcA0E
NtE0 HELP WITH ENuL

"'BY 110, LENERAL BIOLOGY f
FACTOR 01 - INTERE'ST
FACTOR 112 - COMMITMENT
FACTOR.. 03.
FACTOR 114.
JELF EgTINATEOrGICAOE
CHANCES IN .100 FOR AN * A-dN
CHANGES IN 100 i,R A "C"
CHANCES IN clGEt FOR BEL01. C
UNDERSTAND C OR BETTER-

OUESTIONSIN.PREDICTILN.
CAI HOW MANY BULL'SEYES.

, CAI ,HCW MANY HIT TARGET.
CAI KNOW AXTD OUTCOME
tAI HOW WOULD YOU BET
CAI BULL'S EYE OR MISS MCRE
CAI EXPECT 10 dULL 'S E.YEs
CAI COUNT ARCHERY OUTCOMtb

.CAI COUNT FUTURE OUTCL'ilet.,
CAI PROBABILITY STATEMENT
CAL CHANCES BULL'S EYE.
CAI CHANCES FOR A HIT.
CAI IS PREC6030 OR 8)0?
CAI AGREE GO00 CHANCE:, OF HIT.
CAI, FA INTHEART SAID IGLOO.
CAI REOBLCOD SAID GOOD.
CAI ARCHER SAL) 6000.
CAI CHANCES IF TINY REWARO
CAI CHANCES ..IF B16 REWARD.
BA. 211 ALCCUNTINL
FACTOR 01 - INTEkLST.
FACTOR 112 COMMITMENT.
FACTOR 03.
FACTOR 04.

. SELF EST INATED GR&OE..

CHANCES itc 160-.FL tfiAd A-b"`
-GRANGES' Its- "in '0-UR -A- iCii

S IN 100 FOR "BELOW C
BY 251s ANATOMY d PHYSIOLOGY
FACTOR 01 - INTEREST.
FACTOR i12 - COMMITMENT.
FACTOR a3.
FACTOR 04.
SELF 'EST MATEO GRAOE.
CHANCES IN 100 FUR AN "A-B"
CHANICES I? 100 FU A C"

Figure 1, page ,4
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10 CHANCE BELOW C.
PNFOZ 193 .REGISTERED NURSING: '

PkT6 PRINT PREd1 CT 10h TABLE.
P END. 11:21
SAVE 102 AUYOU I SING COPYWRITER.

132 DIETITIAN
145 HOME ECONOMIST
161 I' ET ECRCLGG IST

180 rHANNACIST
199 SOIL' CONSERVATIONIST. .
217 VETERINARIAN.
229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

PLN2 201, SE CRELARY
P LN13 1 YE.S r AM WILLING.

* PLN15 1 YES, I HAVE THE ABILITY.ITT.
Ft.n3 2' PL Ah FOR THIS OCCUPATION.
PE N23 2 NO
PLN21 2 NOs EOUCAT ION NO PROBLEM.
SAYE 102 ADVERTISING COPYWRITER.

132 DIETITIAN
'145 HOME ECONOMIST
161 I: .TEOROLOGIST
180 PHYiRMACISt.
.199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST.
217 VET ERIN (II IPN.

229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
FEN 19 NURSE, %REGISTERED.
PEN 2 2 TAKE THE 4 YEAR PROGRAM.
PL 10 1 YES, SPEND THE TINE:-"
PL 11 1 YES I HAVE THE ABILITY.
P N3 1 SEE ,pI SPL AYS.
P N4 1 'PE AN FOR THIS UCCU PA T I Gh
LN23 1 YES.
LN24 1 YES.
LN2S 1 YES, SEE THE INFORMATION.

PLN19 2 NO, CONTINUE.
ETR TA 11:52
sTk3 1 'VALUES ARE IMPGR TANi-C CR'AE CT as
biR4 2 <1 O4 CAk FITS VALUES-CNN RECT
DIRS. 1 RATES hGRE ON PER,FORM .-COR RE CT I,
SINN 1 WEIGHT TIMES RA T IN G-CORRRECT I,
'STR7 - 2 SUM PRODUCTS FOR -CAR MIRE C1-C
ETR; 2 NO-COR NE CT.
SW' 1 YES-CORRECT
STR1 o 1 DIFFERENT RAT INt;S-WRONG.
STR11 SEE VALUE kEIGHTS.
"VALE o 7 IN COME

4 PRtST1G.
1 INDEPENDENCE. r.45 ,HECRI,R'..;- MIENS.

3 VARIETY.
3 LE ADER.ShIP.
7 IHTER,EST FIELD.
3 LEISURE.
2 EARLY ENTRY.

VALE < 6 INCOHE
6 ESTOE'l.

A
1 INDEPENDENCE.

6 HELPING OTHERS

Figure 1, page 5

1

'CHANCES In 100 FOR'.BeL04 C".
BY' 251, AhATONY PHYS IdLGGY

127 CIVIL ENGINEER.
142 FLIGHT ATTENUANT
149 INOU0TR IAL tNGINEER
17S PURCHASING AGENT.
188 PSYCHOLCG 'SI.
201 SECRETARY.
221 TEACHER, BIGLOG Y.
243, PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.

OCCUPAT ICN TO Bt PLANNED FOR.
WILLING- TERMINAL OCC?
ABILITY - TERMINAL OCC.
WANT TO SEE RISK DISPLAYS,?
FOLLOL ThIS. PROGRAM OF STUDY?
TOO MU CH EDU CAT ION.

127 CIVIL ENGINEER.
142 FLIGHT ATTENUANT
149 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
875 PURCHASING AGENT.
188 PSYCHOLOGIST.
201 SECRETARY.
221 TEACHER, BIGLOGY.
243 PHYSICIAN'S STANT.

oCCUP A T I BE PLANNED FOR.

1

WILLING - BACHELOR OCC?
ABILITY-BACHELOR CCC.
WANT. TO StE RISK DISPLAYS?
WHAT IS YOUR CHCICE?
FOLLOW ThIS PNOGNAM OF STUDY?
COMPLETE PREREQUISITES.
FINANCIAL AID I:'FQRMAT1Oh?

`t,SEE THE 2 YEAR PROGRAM?
* , -

CAI BEGIN DECISION MAKING.
CAI WHAT MOdLO YOU LV NEXT?
CAI PERFUNMANCE ON PRICE?
CAI VALUE X%kATING OR 1 'VALUE?
LAI FINISH THE THOUGHT.
CAVIS THRUST SEAT FUN ALL?
CAI FIT VALUES OF A 3RD PERSON?"
CAI SHY SUMS DIFFER. .

DD YOU WANT TO REVIEL WEIGHTS?.

1 29 DENTIST
143 FCRESTETir
159 PHYSICIAN
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIAL T /-T.
193 NURSE, KEG' ...TEREO.
205 sPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUD
227 TEACHER, MAThEMAT ICs.

129 JEhTIST
143 OCIESTEN

, 1510, PHYSICIAN
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALITST.
193 NURSE, hEGISTEREO.
205 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST/AUDIOLOGIST.'

'' 227 TEACHER, MATHEMATICS.

V
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3
3
8 ,

3

SECURITY.
VARIETY.
LFAEERSEIN,.
INTEREST FIELD.
LEISURE.
EARLY ENTPY.

LAVR 102 ADVERTISINC COPYWRITER. 127
132 OTETITIAi. 142
145 hOmE ECONOMIST 149
161 YETEORGLUGIST 175
180 PHARMACIST. 188
199 SOIL CONSERVATIONIST. 201
217 VFTERINARIAN. 221
229 TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCE.. 243

51R12 243 'PHYsICIAN'S ASSISTANT.
sTR14 193,NURSE, REGISTERED., 124

243 PHSICIANIS ASSISTANT. 118
17S PUDCHASINC AGENT. 80

STR10- 1 YES-WRONG.
SIR11 2 NO- CORRECT.
STRIP 1 APTICIAN 168 -CGRRECT.
STR15 1 AlTICIAN 1 CHANCE - CORRECT.
STR2C 2 NO- WRONG.
STR21 2 '-COAPECT.
STR22
sTP26

1 - YES-WRONCr.
1 YE s.

6 1 NE s.

1 YES.
STR23 193 NURSE, RECISTERt0. 88

243 PHYSICIAN'S: ASSISTANT.
17S PIRChASINC AGENT.

75
50

STR24 193 NURSE, REGISTERED.
PKT12 pqINT FIALT CHOICE CCCOrATIGN.
STR25 2 Ales.5.TIP THIS INFORMATION.
EXIN 12:26

. 2 . VALUES.
ViLIN , 12:27
VAL5 6 ImCOME

L °RESTIGE.
1 IVUEPENDENICE.
'5 HELPING OTHERS:

3 .VARIETY.
3 A.FADERSHIP.
8 -INTEREST FL 1.0
3 LEISURE.
2.. EARLY ENTRY.,

VALE 6 INCOME.
4 DRESTIGE
1 INOEPENUENCE.
S HELPING OTHERS.
5 SECURITY.

-34 VARIETY.
3 LEADEASHIR6
8 INTEREST FIELD.
3 LEIL.UVE.
.2 EARLY ENTRY.

EXIm 1229
EX'2 1 SIGN OFF.
SO2. 1 YSS.'SEE THE oispL.4y.
mom 12:30 V

C.

1

CIVIL ENGINEER.
FLIGHT ATTENUANT
INDOSTRIACENGINEET
PURCHASING AGENT.
PSYCHOLOGIST.
SECRETARY.
TEACHER, BIOLOGY. 4

PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT.
GCCUPATiEN-FIRST CHOICE.
kCUPkTIGN WEISATED VALUES.
OCCUPATION WEIGHTED VALUES.
OCCUPATIGN WEIGATED VALUES.
CAI GO PER IHPOSJIBLE GCL.
CAI CHDOSS LEAST DESIRABLE OCC.
CAI OCCUPiTIUN-..34EATLST FE WARD.
CAI 0C-GUPATIGN-MOST RISK. 6

CAI BEST REWARD AND LEAST RISK.
CAI WHICH ONE WOULD IOU CHOOSE?
CAI RULE :2 kORX.
READY TD ESTIMATE?
READY TO ESTIMATO
READY TD ESTIMATE?
EST. CHANCES FDA ENTERING OCC.
EST. CHANGES FOR ENTERING OCC.
EST. CHANCES FOR LNTERINb OCC.
NOW P UOGLD Sck.ELT TMIS

..
GCC.

WHAT PREDICTIONS TO ASK FLR.

WHAT TO GE NEXT?

WHAT TO OG NEXT?
OISPLAY OF °GCS. NOT IN SIGI.

129 DENTIST
143 FORESTER
159 PHYSICIAN
177 PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALITsT.
193 NURSE, REGISTEREp.
2U5 SPEECH PATHDLDGIsT/AGOIuLOCIST.
2-27 TEACHER, WHEMATICS.

igure I; page 6

I.
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4 DEFIthTION AND DESCRIPTION

(1) Definition of occupation?
(2)- Description of work activities?
(3) Level of skill in _interacting

with data, people, things?
(4) Where to get more information?

r-

EDUCATION, TRAINING, OTHER REQUIREMENTS
(5) Early Entry: Education required?

(6) Specific occupational training?
(7) ExaMples of college.courses?

(8) Personal qualifications?
(9) Other requirements?

INCOME (National figures)
(10) 'Beginning salary?
(11) Average income? (Shows t4 mid

point of salaries nationwide)
TOp salary possibilities?

(13) How salaries vary?

PERSONAL SATISFACTIONS
(14)

(15)

C16)

(17)

(18)

Help. others: Chances to help?
Leadership: Chances to lead,?,.

Interest Field: Which field?
Prestige level?
Special prOblems?

CONDITIONS OF WORK 4'

Physical surro ings

Leisure: hours, cation?.

Indgpendence on thgikAle
Variety? ° .

Fringe benefits? ,

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(73)

OPPORTUNITIES AND OUTLOOK
(24) National employment0putlook?
(25) Where are the jobs (U.S.)? ,:.

(26) Sedurity in the occupatoiiiri?

(27) Advancement?
(28) How many women?

You can pick 5 qheitians at la time. Press the number of your first questign.

The 'number yoti select will ik repeated here-so -that you can check it; ,

' If 'yoti take,a mistuk6,-press'RpOUT and start over.- When finished; press NEXT.

6 2-1

7

0

TiguEe 2. Qudstions the student can ask in Compare.

.
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DEFINITION OF OCCUPATION?

175 Purchasing Aient,.

Purchases materials, supplies, services, and equipment for a company.

193 Norse,'Registered

4

A professional nurse (RN) administers nursing care to patients owing a doctor's, . 't

instructions. May supervise licensed practical nurses, aides and or lies.' May

work in a hospital, nursing home, on private dut , or as a public hea th,thool or

industrial nurse.

243 Physician's Assistapt

Assumes many tasks once perfolmed only by the physician.' Works under supervision of

licensed physician to extend medical services. May specialize in surgery, pediatrics,
rfamily or internal medicine, etc. ti

L.)

For a copy of this information, ptess PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.
4

Figure'3. An answer to a question in Compare.

4
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NURSING: BX=" 110., General Biology

PAST PERFORMANCE: Class rank: First fifth
Math grade: B

. (1)

GRADE CTORS: a AboVe average
. Interest in/subject area 'X
' Commitment to program X

. 4Third factor
Fourth factor X

a

PERO

GROUP (1)

GROUP (2)

7 GROUP (3)

GROUP (4

OF PREVIOUS STUDENTS RECEIVING VARIOUS GRADES:

' English grade: A .
Need help with English:. No

(2)

Average

X .

.

Below average

0.

Grade- Percent of students receiving grade

A A, A- ********** (22%) .

+, B, B- 4%*********** (28%) .

C+, C, C- ************** (30%) . -..

W / -Below C ********* (20%)
:%aaor.

°

Which_GROUP '(1 -4) do you'think your grade wifl,be in?- Press that ,umber.

Figure 4. Display that the student uses'as the basis for estimating her grade.

I
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ProgratF Key Course

Nursing: 'Pk,- 110, General Biology

(,
4ances in 100 for a Grade of:

: A to B
/C

: W/Below C

y 65 25 : LO.

:

Preis the number (1-5) of the question you want to ask.

(1) What does "Chances in 10e mean?
(2) What are my Chances of passing this course?
(3) How can I:predict what grade I will get in.this course?
(4) How can I tell whether my chances -are, good or bad?
(5) SIGI and I disagree about the predictions. Is SIGI right or am I right?.

60 -

Figure 5. Questions the student may askpabout predictions.'

'446
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201 SECRETARY

You dcebnot have' to go to 'college to become a secretary. Better jobs are easier to get,

*ever, if you have received the Astociate degree. For best preparation, you shduld:

1. Enroll in the secretarial studies program at a community college.

2. Try to get a summer or part-time job in an office-so that you gain
experience intyping, stetography, and office practice..

3. Make sure you fulfill requirements for the'Associate degree.

For a Copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

-Figure 6. Planning system display summarizing a path to entry into an occupation.

63
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201 SECRETARY

High School Prerequisites for This Program

There are no prerequisites for admission to this program at Santa Fe Community College.

It would be helpful to ,the Student if he/she had completed courses in typing, short-

hand; office machines, English and speech before entering the program, but such courses

are not. absolutely necessary.

If there are prerequisites fqr this program and you have not completed them, you may not

be allowed to take some of the courses in your prodram of study. You will have to take

4
lower level courses first Gand this will put you behind..schedule. You can:

r

1. Get back on schedule by making up work in summer school.

2. Take longer to graduate.

3. Get back on schedule by taking extra courses duringa semester.

Each case is different.. SEE YOUR COLLEGE COUNSELOR OR COLLEGE ADVISER.

You will want a copy of this information. Press PRINT.

Figure 7. Planning system display showing prerequisites for admission into a program

at the student'S college.

1
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201 SECRETARY

. .

A suggested Secretarial program includes:

,6 sem. hrs. Communic./Humanities

6 sem. hrs. Math/SciAce

MS 190 Business Math
Math/Science Elective

Completion of the following courses:

BA 101 ,Iptro. to Business
BA 102 Basic.Business Writing OR

EH 111 Lab VI Communication Skills-.

BA 120 Elemeritary Typewriting

BA 121 Intermediate Typewriting' '.

BA 130 Elementary ShorthandrI

BA 131 Elementary Shorthand II ,

BA 132. Dictation & Transcription I

BA 140 OfficeMachines
BA 160 Basic Accounting I

-For a copy press PRINT.

6 sem. hrs. Social/Behavioral Sci.

ES 110 Basictconotics
Social/Behavioral Science-Elect.

BA" 220 Adv. Typewriting
BA' 230 Dictation & Transcription II
BA 111 Intro. to Data Processing OR
SA 240 Prin. of Management -

BA 225 .Prof. Typewriting
BA 232 Machine Transcription
BA 231 Secretarial Procedures
'BA 270, Business Law

. .

4

Figure 8. Planning "system display showing the courses recommended by the

student's *college as preparation for an occupation.
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VALUE WT.

RN

OCCUPATIO N

PhyAst parAgt

(1) High Income 6 3 18 (,-.3 18 4 24

(2) \Prestlge 4 3 12 3 lg 2 -8

(3) Independence 1 2 2 . . 2 2 3 3

(4) Help Others
, _.....

5 4 '20 4 20. 1 5

(5) Security 5 3 15 3 15 .2 10

(6) Variety 3 3 9 3 91,... 2 6

(7). Leadership 3 3 , 9 .3 ,9 2 8
67

(8) Interest Field 8 3 24 3 24 1 8

(9) Leisure 3 3 9 , P.: "3 . 2 6

(10) Early.Er4y 2 3 6 3 ----- 6 2 '4

SUM = 124- 118 80

Your weight for Itlgome (6) x the rating of RN- On Income (3) =, 18, etc..

.

: .1

TIT sum of ,the products appears at the bottom of each column.
The olgaiion with the highest sum is probably the one that would fit your
best`bes e highest.posgible sum is 168 the lowest is 40. '- ..

In general, a difference of 10-points or more.between sums is siznificani%

You will want a copy of this chart. Press PRINT. - ..

yalmies

01.

Figure 9. Desirability Sums computed in Strategy.



What do you want to do next?

(1) Sign off.

(2) Go to VALUES and examine your Values again.

(3). Go to.LOCATE and look for occupations that fit yourValu

(4) Go to COMPARE and ask questions about occupations.

(5) 'Go-to PREDICTION and get probabilities of success in key courses
for various programs of study.

(7)

Go to PLANNING and pldh how to prepare for various occupations.

Go to STRATEGY and see which occupations fit your Values best
and also learn a method of choosing, an occupation.

Figure 10. Menu, (dall'ed "EXIT")that allows the initiate to move
at will among the SIGI subsystems.,

7u
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CHAPTER III

SELEgION OF OCCUPATIONS AND SOURCES "'

OF DATA FOR SIG]

The previous chapter showed a student encountering numerous values,

occupations, and information. Whaf principles did we follow in selecting

these values? flow did we, choose occupitions for inclusion in SIGI? What

were our sources of information? How d6 we maintain its quality?

This hapter discusses these aspecis of

Selection ofkthe Values Dimensions

The ten values selected for usle) in SIGI are High Income, Prestige,

Independence, Helping Others, Secuiritys Variety, Leadership, Work in a
o

,-

, Particular Field of. Interest,' sure and- Early Entry. Where did these

ten. val diMensions come from, and why ,did we settle on them?
_ --- -:.. . '.

We did a number of studies of bur own, and of course took into ac-,

count the-research of Others. For example_ .
. .

fured interviews,-.a serfaS of qu4..tiiens
_ -

along which "they d occupations,.

sked students, in struc-

esigned to elicit the dimensions
*

e asked them to tell us what

they knew about an occuption cif chest to them, and to indicateUhat,_

other information they would like to have; what appealed to them mosp

I.

about iL, and what least; what-eventS .or additional information might make

ti
them change .their preference for that occupation; what charact ristits an

"ideal" or "dream" o cupation would have, and also a'"nightmare" occupa-

tion--the worst th Acould imagine. In aitimulated occupational choice

rocedure, We gave students an opportunity"t6 ask its questions ab6ut a set

of unknown occupations from the information we gave theM, they, would choose

.

one as most attractive. Classifications of their questions and their evalna-
6

tr
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'tions.of the occupations in light of thealOmation they received lave us

an additional check on the comprehensiveness and relevance of our values

dimensions. In a variation on Kelly's REP test (KeAy," 1955), we gave them

triads of occupations, asking them to indicate which two of the three seemed

to offer satisfactions and rewards that were more nearly like than the sat7
\

isfactions and rewards offered by the third one. From their responses Ike

,were able to determine the dimensions along whici they construed similari-

ties and differences in occupational satisfactions.

In addition, as part of a questionnaire follow-up of a large national

sample of secondary school, students one year after completion of hi h

school (Norris & Katz, 1970), we asked them to weight the importance of

some dozen vaques dimensions; we computed'the intercorrel'ations among the

weights, and did an unrestricted maximum likelihood factor
i analysis of- the

intercorrelation matrix. (We,algO put into. the matrix aptitude and inter-

est scores, and found thatthe three domains-1-aptitudes, interests, and

values--were indeRendent.) .

Despite all this research, we ar sure there will net be universal

agreement with some of 'our omissitens. For example, we decided that 'we

could not formulate a good enough operational definition of Creativity for

this purpose. And a value called Sense of Accomplishment,or Pride in Work,
4. I

did not.seein; useful in differentiating4between occupati ds of concern to

anticommunity college students,(a,lthoukh it ilight differ ate between speci-

4 (

fic jobs or positions within an occupation and clearly differentiated be-
.

tween,manyunskilled and highg.r-level occupations). Incidentally, in the',

pilot Alidy we found that students do percef6 the dimensions as independ-
,

ent (intejte) lations of the weights tend to be quite low), each of the

important by-many students (ag indicated by the ,,e.an
.

values is regarded

weights), the weight given each value varils greatly'acrosstudents,(as

77
V

4
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G

indicated by the standard deviations of the weights), and students did not

feel that values of importance to them had teen omitted (as 'determined by

interviews after their use of SIGI) (ChIpman,:Norris, and Katz, 1973);

The inclusion of Interest Field as one of the values dimensions may

be a bit confusing. This value is defined in terms of the importande to

the individual of working in a field in which the activities are of pri-

mary intrinsic inteitst rather than' in some other field: The student in-

dicates his preferred interest field from six options, each defined a0

illustrated: Scientific, Technological, Ad'minisLrative, .Personal. Contact,

Verbal, and Aesthetic: The designation of these six areas obviously takes

.

cognizance of tie massive lawly of research on interest measurement and di-

mensions of ocadpational interests.

:2ccupations in SIGI,

. Number of Occupations

At the completion of the flNid tests, there were 155 occupational

descriptions LI SIGI. If the reader will look at 'Appendix B of this report,

Occupational, Information in SIGI: A Handbook.for Data Collection,-Interpre-

tation, Preparation, and Documentation, and then willturn to Appendixes A

.
1

and B of that Appendix, he will find an alphab'etic.list and a numerical list

of these occupations.

The 155 descriptions actually cover 224. occupations because tome.des-

criptions include two distinct occupations (e.g., Interpreter/Traplator):

.,others include 60 information on one bk. suboctupations, (b) higher

or lower levels of the general occupation,. (c) specialles within.an oc-

cupation. For example, Court Reporter (a specialty) is described in the in-\

formation for
W
Stehographer; Rodman and Chainman (lower levels) are described

in the information for Surveyors Students 'find the suboccupations through
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the cross-reference list attached to the,SIGI terminals. It is' reproduced

on pages 115-117 of Appendix C of the handbook, Occupational Information in
ti

sitf. How were the occupations selected for SIGI?

Selection of Occupations

Since SrGI was signed for use by student at both-two-year and four-

year colleges, the occupations'were selected primarily oehe basis of'their

appeal to that population. The amount of education beyond high school re-

.

quired for entry ranges from rerie to graduation' from professional school;

most require some college credentials.

A small sample of two-year and four-year colleges was polled by the,ETS

staff in order to select occupations for SUL In addition, occupational

titles from the Occupational Outlook Handbook, the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles, theCalifornia Occupational Guide Series, surveys of occupations
0

entered by college students, and other sources were considered. We also re-

viewed Cbliege catalogs to find out whether they already had programs that

prepared-students for particular occupations. To the extent,p.ossible we try

to include occupations for which the SIGI colleges, actual and prospective,

haveeparatory programs.
/

Our staff is 'small and we do nottlave means to add occupations in whole-

sale lots. Therefore we have established priorities among the-candidate

occupations for inclusion in SIGI. Priorities were determi4ed mainly by tic

extent ordemand among the'colleges we polled,, but we also followed genera]

guidelines. A potential occupation might be excluded for a numbe,K
MP

of reasons,

as.follows: 4
/

1. It is a military occupation. The military tends to compelse
f

a

11.>

distinct occupational syste1 of its,own with its own'titlds,*4pe'cialties,

opportunities for advancement, salaries, and educational facilities.

4.

7 !)

*t.

.
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2. The occupation is of more interest to the high school pcputation

tht to the coj.lege population.

34 The occupation.i so specialized that the number of workers is

small.

4. The occupation has the4same values ile as an existing SIG.I

I
occupation and is best treated as part of the broader category..(e.g., Civil

Engineering Aide is heated uhdet Engineering Technician).

5. The occupation is highly visible and'i§ one that rdquires the

veryearly development of specialized rare talents (e.g., Professional

Athlete).

,

6i1. The occupational title is too broad to be useful.

. .

7.* The occupation is not an "entry level" occupation (e.g., Judge,.

-entered from Lawyer).

8. The occupation is a specialty of,a more general, occupation in

SIGI for which the specialized preparation takes place in graduate school

.(e.g., the various specialties of physicians, college teachers, etc.)

9. The occupation is too new and its outlook too uncertain to war-

/ ;4.4. , 4 ' e 'I '" `')"

ian6 its inclusion now (e.g., Nuclear Technician).

10. The title is that of a0ob,rather.than an occupation (e..g.",'

Financial Analyst).

11. Valid information about the occupation is alMost impossible to get.

OccupationalInformation A
I % .0' .

A

:I 4 .

' Occupational information is.organized

0,f'

as answers te the 28 questions.. .

r

the sendent,can ask'in the Compare system. Figure 2 of Chapter II reproduced

the display containing -the questions. There are also two other classes of

occupatipnal information, the Planning system display (called the "occupational

overvi evil° V this rbport) outlinipg the steps the student shmild follow as

k.

a I
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preparation for work ip the occupation, and the rating assigned to each of

the ten value dimensionsof each occupation. The ratings are used in Locate

to retrieve.occupations and in Strategy to compute Desirability Sums. Where

doei all this information come from?

AnsWersto the 28 Questions

Occupational information is gleaned from many different sources. It is

obviously hot feasible to listall the sources here. Instead, we refer the^

7- reader to Occupational Information in SIGI, which is Appendix B. This

e.

handbook presents in detail the sources we consult and the procedures

we employ in working up new occupations and in updating existing ones., Here'-

we will touch on these matters briefly.

Our major sources are the standard publications of the U. S. Bureau of

CO

Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH), the DictionaryLabor Statistics:

of Occupational Titles (DOT),Naapower.Magazine, Monthly Labor Review, and

Occupational Outlook Quarterly. We also refer to-oyer-30 jo.urnals and peri-

-._odicals,, to materials produced by the principal pliblishers of occupational
k

.information, to newspaper and magazine articles; to monographs-and'sociologi-
. ..

-- .. . -,- - -._ ...
.- *

, ca l studies, to books. and
1

reporES,
-
fo state and federal governMent-agencies,

F

and (with grat frequency) to professional organizations, to unions, to workers

e.

in the occupation.

ike other workers in the field, we are plagued by untrustworthy, obso-
.I sp

lete, and conflicting informatigp. As'a result, we have come to,rely more

and more on procedures for treating information. They consist of'(a) re-

'

search, (b) write-up (c)review for correction and verification by two're-.

viewers. with knowledge of the occupation (e.g., union officials, officers

f

of professipnal organization8), (d) entry into thecomputer.

.
This bare outline does not convey the aqeunt of telephoning, letter-

*.
.

.

writ ng, and staff-discussion that.goes.into the process. A single item-of
0

J

7
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information may have been synthtsized from severer sources. The source

of each statement that appears on the SIGI screen is documented on 3 x 5

cards in the SIGI library.'

The Occupational Overview for the Planning System

The overview of the step-by-step preparation for entry into an occupa-

tion, which students see in the Pianning and Strategy systems (Chapter II,

Figure 6), comes mainly from the information that answers the questions

about required education, occupational training, and Other requirements

(Figure-2, questions 5, 6, and 9). For many occupations, however, the over-

'view presents a special problem, for there may be more than one path tg entry,

tl

or the. may be no well-defined path,' or there may be disagreement as to the

best strategy of preparation.

As

*
. . . ,

with the treatment of occupational information, we rely on rigorous

procedures to reduce our dependence on arbitrary judgments. If'more than

one path to entry exists, we include all reasonable options. We do not urge

the student to enroll in college unless a college program .offers the best
4

preparation, nor do we urge students 'to pick up unnecessary degrees.

Informati,n.in the overvies documented and reviewed with the rest of

the occupational, information.

''The prOcess of preparina tLe overviews is discussed in detail on pages
111.

63-66 Oif Occupational Information in SIGI (Appendix B of this report).

Updating ,c

' A significant portion of our effort with respect to occupational in -.
. e

for mation goes to keeping it current. Occupational information does not age

well, especially salary data. For this reason, the answers to the four

r

questions about salary (beginning,' average, top, aa.d variabilfty) are reviewed

annually. All occupational information is reviewed every two years when the.

t 2 N

.
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new edition of the OOH is.rveived, wi1th special emphasi's on outlook, secur;

ity, proportion of women, licensing- certification requirements,,and'sonrc,;

of additional information. The updated information comes from the same ' ir.'

of sources arid, is treated i
*n the same way as the original information.

Updated information is distributed to the SIGI users' once a year. Lt

is entered onto the computer disks at ETS. The disks are then copied and

sent to the users, who-install them and return the outdated disks. The users

do not have, to enter the new information themselves. If the user hardwilre

.

consists of the RPO disk, the updated version of SIGI is copied onto tape

and diqtributed in that form.

I. .0

Ratings of Occupations on the Values Dimensions

AP Each occupation is rated on eaiirof the ten SIGI vanes. An occupatiop'

S.
gating on a value is an indication of how well the occupation provides op:,

portunity to Satisfy t4e value. Far all values except High Income the scale

runs from 4'(Ineximum,opportunity) to 1 .(minimud.opportunity); for High In-

.

come, the scale runs from 5 to 1. 'There are six'ratings on Interest Field

for each occupation showing the extent to which the major activities lie in

each of the six fields. No -occupation is rated 0 on any value, 'since all

occupations ate 'judge d to offer ,some opportunity to satisfy'a given value.

Method
tr

Our method of determining ratings is fully described in Occupational'

Information in SIG (Appendix.B. of thiS report)., A summary of the procedures

. follow:

1. Each.4-the four (for High Income, five) categorties of rating has

been defined. The definitions appear in Exhibits Li-6 through II-15 (pp.75-

6 of Appendix. 8). The definitions have been distilled from our experience

with increasing numbers of occupations over a long period of time. Figure 11,

. ,/

y
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4

reproduced from the.handbook, will serve as an illustration.

2. The SIGI research staff assesses the relevant occupational in-

formation Ai light of the definitidns. At least two staff members make in- ch.

dependent ratings, deociding which cateagory fits the majority of workers
,AF-')

. r

in the field. If the raters disagree, more research an8 additional con-

sultation are instigated until a consensus is reached.

The occupational ratings' are articulated with the anwdrs,lo the

e
corresponding questions in Compare so that, for example, a student asking

question number 20, "Independence on the jobrwould get a verbal descrip-

.tion equivalent to the definition of the categor?in which the rating fell.

r 'Sources
iv

of Information for the Ratings

Ratings for four oP.the values can in most'instances*bedetermined

from hard data: Early Entry (years of priparatory education), income'

,,
(median salary), Leisve (hours of work, vacation time), and Interest Field.

Ratings f't®r Prestigeatie ased on the dissertation of Paul M. Siegel (1571)

of the Univrsity of Michigan Population Studies Center. It was only neces-

sary to establish points, on Siegel's scale to define the boundaries of.the

. . 6
four SIGI categories. Most SIGI,occupations appear on giegol's list; those

that do not entail.compoi te ratings.
0.

The remaining val6es require higher levels of'inference: Helping

4.1A,'

Others, Leadership, Independence, Variety,, and Security. Useful sources of
..-

, .

,.

_
.

..-

H,1
,eat? for these values are the DOT, which assigns, numerical ratings on Inde-

0
.

4 4

0.

pendencl, Variety, and Leadership; the OOH and other career guides, which
1V

often discuss LelPership and Variety; and specific, miestions diiected to

people informed'about the work activities in the occupation..

Table'l shows how the ratings were distributed,withesPect to

occupations in ;GI at the end of the field test. ,The value Interesr.Field,

has ,been broken into its six components. It may be noted that no attempt.

6
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4
has been made to force the ratings into a normal distribution. For some

of the values dimensions, the bulk of the occupations are rated at 2 or

)3 with fewer rated at 1 and 4, but even ese are not distributed sym--,(

metrically: Given the SIGI definitions of the ten values, the table're-

fleets the actual structure of the occupations as.they exist_ today.

Insert Tablell about here

..4.
I..

Information for the Prediction System

The regression equations that produCe the "Wictions" (actually,

theylr6sprobabiIity.statements) that the student sees are computed at

ETS from d4a supplied by the college. The forms and f)rocedures that

;

the college must use are described in Appendix A, the'Predistion-System

Manual. They. will be summarized here.

1. The college identifies a "key course" for each of its programs

of study in accordance%with as many of the'following guidelines as it

.

can adhere to:

comes

Lends tc ifferentiate students who do well in the p ram from those

(a) it is a requirel course} in the program; '(b) the course

in tlye sequence of courses that constitute a program; (c) it

who do poorly; (d) .the coursewQrk is hd.ghly relevant to .the program; and

A key couese(e) Ithe,coursework i3 representative of the entire program.

.,

serve-may serve. more %then one program. The.14ist of pro._ siand their key courses)
i - I '1

A
4; .

I : i;,

is transmitted to ETSlon Form A of the PredictionsYstemitforms (Appendix A).

. i 1 .

, , _ , -A , , t A (''
-2, The college fills

,i

out a Request Sheet, which is an estimte of
.'t

the number of students enrolled in each key -course, and sendS itivto ETS.
.

.

"
3. instructbrs of the key courses or other appropriate persons at the

._

'..._'

colipgp

.

idPnrify the Grade actors for earh course': Or.e. of *1-1,,,, ommit-

Mt,
,meet tithe 1?..rogram, is always the same. *Another, Interest in lite biect

1
,

.0 _',) ,,

-.4,4,- -`,. ...., . ,,,,Area, requlres"the college to describe tht conrn,t:_aild,,At.Liv4.4.eS,,qx,.t,
.-

., -. .

. '` .0*. . .;
7

4
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ceurse."The other two4Yactors are either selected from a menu of 29 poten-
t,'

74-

'

tielfactors or are made up ad hoc. This information is returned to ETS

on. FOrm B (Appendix A).

4.. For each key course, the coll e prepares a table showing the

distribution of grades during the rec nt past. This information is trans-
.

mitted to ETS on FO,rm C (Appendix A).

5. For each key course, the college prepares a Student Questionnaire

and prints enough copies for every student taking the course. The quesz

tionnairArgather the same information about tlestudents as the SIGI Pre-
.

diction system gathers Stith respect to age, sex, enrollment status, previous

performance, self-ratings on the grade factdrs, and estimated grade. (See

Student Questionnaire and Answer Sheet, Appendix A.) Each questionnaire is

accompanied by 'information about the criterion(finil grade)--the foul grade

--------
,,,factors and the distributidn of previous grades. The college administers

th6.7'd-destionnalfd on the-first dayrof,a new term.

m ° 6% TE th-e ifa" aiandatory- testing,program, it enters _the stu-

4e-ntt .s._0:cs on his,questionnaire. -

K

At_lhe e of term, the college adds,- 0;5 each quest,idnnaire 'the

St.udent's grade in the course and main the questionnaires to ETS.

8. EIS does the Statistical analysis that rdsults in the regression

' equations ghat are stored in the uniq,e versiOn of the SIGI Prediction

system used by the college. 40.

We tlavc,-of couroc, doveldpc4 safeguara,t protect the integrity of,::.7.f
-*to

tjhe predictions, the students receive. Anyone who reads the Prediction ,

S anual will be struck by the amount of interchange that goeson be-

twee. ETS and the college and by tn..: procedures ye have adopted to re4iew

the.inpUt of, the college. Also, we follow guidelines to enhance the ae--

curacyof the predie.tions. If the sample size falls, beidw 50 in e key .
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a

course, data'are collected fpr more than one term. If a multiple R of

.40 or larger cannot be obtained using the best combination of two or

three predictor variables, the course is judged to be unpredictable as j

far as SIGI is concerned. FinalLy'i'only predictor variables 'are used that

have a logical relation,witia the criterion; sex isnot used at all, even

though it Sometimes correlates moderately well with final grade, and. age

vas used in only,-one instancedu a course' witn an olden studept population.
.

a

Information for the-f)laaning

4,

Information for-the Generalized. Portion
E

There are three classes,of information that all students are exposed

to In the Planning system regardless of the existence or absence of displays

with local information. These ard (a) the information the student uses to

.

decide whether or not he has the ability successfully to prep re for an 'oc-

(
..-

,

cupation, (b) the classificati,on of the occupation as PROF, R4, and co
. .

on (Chapter, .II, page 29); and (c) the'occ'uoational overview.

o

The first of these is ta I ,* auswc. Lo quesLiou )u ",-le 7 iu Co.upale,
47

'Examplest af college fl ufses?:6 " 13 simply inserted Into a master

frame that supplies appropriate text,.
,

6

,.. IP ...-

,.

The second, the lassificariou i& derived from the ,same sources as, -,e
i N.
1 .

the answers to queStion,-,'aSout ciluraiions and the classification is re-
-

qo

A

fated` to the ratan,; of the.occupaph,on Early Ent4. The reselPtheTs clas-
,

.., .

, ,..

..,

,sift' the o.cc,uparfon ac the lame time a,l', they. roce,t1-; other information about-
.

,
. . ..

N 4.4 . . . O ,

it.: (l'eepPzen ixl FAleib;i't il-. )
.

.

.

;

.

, .

.., -4.
na_

..
, . .

-The third, the occupatiol ov6rview, :has already been discussed Alf
.

.1.

'''

, , eC 0 .
* 4

t s:chapter,,, . page -i5;sUpPa, 4a

,

i.
i formaeion nr..Lhe. in(fiiidu'alized. P'ocaon

. .- .,
.. . .p . 4.

;

,., 1.

All tht "1-.1C? 'restecolleges,havelexpan0d.the generalized Planning
. , .

--\.
..' . .,2;,,f .

system to includ',-4the inSprmdksfon about the4lacal prograTs that th-e college
,, . er..,4 ,,. IL . 11- /

. .
>0 . 1

- '' -.
'4. %. i\-'1,., , , t ' - N.

r . . 30,40r- 1Y
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recomsends as preparation for the various occupations. Displays for this

portion of the Planning system consist of (a) the courses that the student

should take at his college as preparation for each occupation; (b) the

prerequisites, in terms of high school courses, for admission into those

course '( ) transfer institutions or graduate schools where the student '

can go to omplete the preparation begun at his college; (d) if the local

college does not offer an appropriate program.for for .the occu-

patPoig, ,relist of nearby institutions that do offer such pr rams; and,,(e) c.

a series of five displays identifying the main sources of financial aid

and telling the student whom to see for details. All,of this information
,

is prepared by the local college itself. We simply enter it into the com-

putersytem. U

In preparing their celays, the colleges must follow certain rigid in-

structions with Tegard to formats and the segue ing of-displays The col-
S,

leges also need information about the bccupa on so that the college will

have some basis for decikIing which of,its, pro rams will serve best. The
,

,

vehicle for communicating the instructions' a d supplying the irifbrmation is

the Planning System Manual.
a

The manual is reprqduced as Appendix C. (In order /to conserve space,

but a few lampleS44of the information about occupations.)4 he

\
information about theoccupationa consists of- the overViewS just as they

.appear in SIGI, the Classification oft ccdpation (PROF, GRAD, and so .

. - i
a

on), and, where A ropriate, supplementary informationl ahat we acquired in.

. our research on the occupation. Figure 12 reproduces this information for

oecupdLion alimber 102 Ad?rertis ng Cp,pititer.



Val e
.

com
4

..

Prestige .

Independence
0

,

Acii-Iir,g Dthe.s ,

Security

;.7ariety'

Leadership

Leisure ,

: .

Table 1 °

Distributio4n of Ratings
.

b

.Rating
No. of
occs.

'5

4

'3

16*

35

9.
9 33

1 4 12

4 . 25

3 64

2 36

1 30

4- '7:7--

3 70

2 37
..

1 ,
21

4 40

3 26

2 36

1 53

4 32

3 58

2 38
1 27

4 50,

No. of
ajue ,Rating occs.

. .

Early ntxy 4 . .60
. 3 '26

"
2 2 51P 1 18

,Scientific Interest 4 43,

3 13
/ 2 5

.
1 94

Technological Interest 4 38

1
.

..-3 10'

2 11
1 96

Administrative Interest 4 24

-..
3

2 4

4 1 118

Persval Contact Int. 4 52

3 10

2 7-,
9

1.. 861 .

herbal Idterest 4.- .. 21

3.

3

2

1

4 9

.42

14

, I.

'Aesthetic-Interes(

4 29'
3 29 % I

2 51. .

1 46 4
4 23

3

2

38

59

0

de

1 35'

2 / 6
1 125

4: 16

3 2

2 .

1 -136
.

,

4

1
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. EXHIB-LT IT -13

, .

DEFINthON AND RATING CATEGORIES FOR INDEPENDENCE
.... -_

' ..

,......N

. ..

Definition. of, Value

INDEPENDENCE:

The four
supervis

. .

Some occupatrons give you more freedom than Othetir
yOur awn deCisions, to work without supervision
from others. At one extreme might be Ealep
artists or writers who may work"with6ut supe
other extreme might be military service or s
organizations,with chains of.coMmald which se
the decisions tnat each Ters^n can make.r

or
to make
direction

free-lan
n. At ttie

g business
,y limit

categories corres
on.

e

spd to different frequencies of evaluarioiand
k -

.

4

, /
Definition'of. Category :1---

Ring
s7---. 1 ''

' __---_ 4.--

e)
. .. , ---__-_-_

4

.

A great amount (Rare-supervision):-:Respons;b1 to someone
,

C7-

else only in e;,:ti-aordinary circumstances. - Self.-emploed-or-_--

A management level or -professional (doctorate highly recom-
.

mended). Decides what work needs-Ito be done or shares in
setting overall ohjeclives. Seldom renor04--ro tuperiorsts,

, ,.
i ... (e . g . , sychologist -, farm-manager , geographer) .

3 A m
cise 1n,1,--,1,.n-e. -7_hin. a framework 4,-Stnht-rched b? top.

1. man.k,ement. Generally not f-emploved. -Quality:of work.
is evaluated at Long interval (e.g., secondary school '

tea er, 'social worker, produCt prr manager).

..--

4 \
4

An average amoun4 iWeekry-or, monthly supervision): Works
:

. . .

closely Witt supervigo or under supervisor who assiens work
ketuf3rly.' Fred to decide orities and.-

A
details,Of assigned-

work (e.g.; phy ci'An's assistant, pdlice offiCer
.

, registered_
nurse). -

'-

than average amoupccas1onal supervision): Exer-

4-A less ttian ay.erage amount,, (Daily supervision or . uperAfised

routine .,!loat.act.taties are directly supervlsed br rou-
tinized,' with little tinportunity to' act independently (e.g.,

%Ipp. nursing a s-i stem- , recept ionist e-bank ) .

.

Figtra t1.---:Tr1ustroi6n-of 'how value

Occup4laniilinformaan ,
. AIN

.

I

rti.ngS are determined. (From

-L

O
I '

evised 4/76

. s

$
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NAME AND NUMBER OF.00CUPATION: Advertising Copywriter 102

CLASSIFICATION:. ,SHIJD

OVIRVIN: ,,

MI N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 1 N N N N ONMMMA,M0
N N N N N N N N N N N N N N WM N N N N N N N O N WNNNNNN N0M1100010NoMMON*00014

s C.7,11..a I A. -
0

I
/

* 1. Writing ability is- the most important r uirement for success; "your training N

. should aim at sharpeni9g that ability. It col !ere take cdurses in English N
0

composition', advanced tompbsiti on, and creati ye vriting; or take journalism N

M

10 )

I

2. If ycu start at a community co rlege take writing' and journalism coursed. N

If you plan to .transfer0° se I ect a 4year col lege with a writing program or N

* journal iam with an advertising sequence, and take courses required fop- N

014 ransfer.
.

1. Get 0 goou liberal arts background4in college. A course in the principles

of advertising will he ip.
N

6
A-

.
.

46 While in col lege, do ,adVestising for .the school newspaper and get summer k

jobs in, advertising firms or the advettisS g departmentofan-ewspaper or ,.,

-.
.

1

.ith an "advertisiinn 'sequence* or -advertising emphasis, if of fered.

-

,

magazine.

S. Get degree. A bachelor's may he (o yotP get hired, but your best asset is N

* vriting ability.
, ..

. *

i FOr a copy press PRINT; otherwise preds NEXT.,

11
5 , N

165

C51 60 - Os

M

0

IN (M0

POSSIBLE,CUREIOA

SU

v

0 NNNNNN NNNNNNNNNNNN 0 NNNNN MAMMMMANNNON000s,

Journalism, English, Advertising, Marketing

CTIVES: Introducto6 Psychology, Journarism, Social.

Psychology

SPECIAL NOTES: College co'tIr ses in advert &sing that are one of the

optioffs. for a Business major .are no.tthe beat prepare-

. ticin for an advertising copywriter. They dealtwith
the business side :of advertising. On the other hand,

courses t.11 t are 'one of the options for a Journalism

major usua deal with the creative sia of adVer-

tising and Ire appropriate for the would-be copywriter.

The advertising option for Journalism isosometimes
called the "advertising sequence'or "advertis1.tg em-

phasis."
f

Figure 12. Example of occupational' information to help.local.collcge

prepare its jlanning system displays: (Exam Planning System Manual.)

:,.

..

ok
v3.,-

,.:

".

1 \

i
. :
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CHAPTERIW

EVALUATION DESIGN

Background.
4

When funding by the,National Science Foundation of the SIGI project began--7

,.

5-Nc....

1

in June 1974, much development work on SIGJ _had already been done -at Educational

I'Testing Service under two grants from the Carnegie Gorportt-tIon. e pilot stud

funded in
.

part by NSF% had examined its effects on a sm41 sample-of community

college students and had validated its upefulriess (Chapman,..NorriS and Katz ,/

1973). But at that time SIGI existed only as a single-,usar laboratory model,.

The present field test was designed to capitalize.on previous ilecomplishments

As

*

and bring SIGI from -an experimental prototype to the thresHld of deli1.verxras

?

_ _. ______,__

an operating program.
, 1Ri

- 1: , -

.To Nlect represen6ative sites for field-testirig SIGI', EIS invited a- grfup ,
.

.-

of delegates-to attend a two-day conference at Preetton.ln the late spring of .11''

- 5'_

z-, ...
, .

1973. From this group, it was( expected that a smallwumber ,.-3`..S. institutions,

, - 7

geograWicaff}7 dispersed, would undertake to:acquirethe necessary ha a're,coa-
.i .-,r,,wr-----

,figuration, at their'owncoat, and to.eommit the time and efort that afull- .
..0

. _ ..

scale fiel_d]test would demand. In return, ETS,Offered assist them dn setting

,
*t--- ,

. t

up and operating the system, to give them cost-free but nonexclusive us e of all

software and courseware for a period of about/eight years, and to undei14ke the

f"'"'
development of a,multiplel-terminal system,eithin about three years.

)
these meetings bore fruit, despite the f.inancial string encies of the times

and the lack of an'iron-clad guarantee that the conversion to'time-sharing

(w14ch al dwc covar,,1 tcrmin,ls to be used simuittibe.lusJy) ccu1d be lane success-

fully within three years. Among the institutions that agreed to participate '\

were Eastfield College (Dallas, Texas), Santa Fe Community College.:(Gainesville,

Pasadena' city College (Pasadena, California) , D_elta' College (Univer-'

;ity Center, Michigan), Mercer County Cothtunity,College (Trenton, New Jetsey.),
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)
%.

and Illinois State Univegs y (Normal, I1l4nois)-, whi^h'initiAted negotiations

independently.

At that time it looked as though SIGI would not; have the tit*--sharttArtapa-
. (r

' bili'ty for about three years, with no guarantee that time-sliarins wotr.l.d have been

achieved even the Consequently, four of the colleges ord.erA../O-nly One

0
1

t

K_
.

nal when,they.pur hased' their hardware, expecting to .add more when4time-sharing
. -.

..,

became a realitt.I Santa Fe .orderedinur terminals from tie start, and Delta

ordered three:"'-"S,on after signing our agreement with the colleges, we entered.
t

into an arrangement with Digital Equipment rrporSotion (6E4)that gave SIGI

\most'instantaneoA time-Sharin capability.. DEC agreed to reprogram S1GI in

A.,.
. ,

.

t

l" t!, Basic Plus language so
t

that SIGI could rdn under.the RSFS i(ResouroeSharing -
_.----- "

1-
.

,
0

"TiteStrariug)
,

system used by the seris,of computers, Thtesult was

- .
.-

i that SIGI was a multiple-terminal systemkifrom the very beginning. economic coli5'-'
... A

, ^.

editions and the constraints of budget planning, however, Lorced the four single-

A

terminal col:Ines to operate in that mode during Ole geld test. (Later, all

,:. -i- .

four.colle"ges bought addoiional terminals.)
-,

..

. .

Prior to' the installation of SIGI at the colleges, the SIGI script was re-

v'

vise& in ,light of findings from the pilot sw.idy, occupational information was

u pdated; new' occupations were added, a Prediction system was dtveloped that was

.

not dependent on test scores, manuals were prepared for SILT users, and a coun-

selors' handbook was wr1ten.
e .

As soon as a contract was signed with college, steps were taken to d_rti-'

pltment SIGI. Two or three key people from the college were invite&to ETC for,

orientation to SIGI. They met the SIGI staff, intersected at the terminal, learned"

the requirements for hardware, and discussed the college's role in""prepar neit

Peidiction and Planning systems and in participating in the evaluation study.

AL first, we learned as m h from these orientation meetings as the colleges did.

Santa Fe and Pasadena, who were the first to (owe, taught us most and p9obably

9 :1

,
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,the* collection of data for the Pred
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for the glanning system:
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suffered most from o r inexperience. By the time the remaining colleges came

to ETS, we had a good''dea of the amount'of time and eVort required to bring-
'

about a fully operati
4

Each college was asked to designate a SI,I co-o: AtortfAndlqdiaison

with ETS and to be responsible fot' data, collection, schduling of sttiOents,

.

and so on. Usdally, the coor'dinat'or was a dean or a J4krtor of opunseling:

In addition, the college named p ons to be
responsibl6

,for computer operation
J

tiorasystem, ana,prellaration of displays

v P

. ,

The design of the SIGI softWg.1-e 'permitted its installation in two stages.
,.' .

, "4,
The script was programmed so that the displays that are unique to each college

, 4

(the V'ediction 'system and'tt portion of the,,lanning system) are isolated from
0 0

che,resc of SIGI that is common'to all users. This featureall4ws the college

.--
-. ,

t
,
use SIGI while the Prediction and Plapning systems are being ,iev&loped, or

...
. -.,.'

.

to forgo those systems entirely. The software for the comMon;portion of SIGI .6
f

- ' .

, -
,,

was,instalied between February and April 1975 at five.of the.six colleges:

.*

(Installation at Delta was delayed until February 1976 because of an unavoidable
IP .

. 0 ...

delay In signing she contract.) The next six_months we regarded asl,a "shake-,;, a. .

- (

down" period during whii4 the colleges

.

became familiar th SIGI, iden'tilied and
1".'t.

.

. '

remedied hardware and software problenis,- were exposed a counselor Workshop
.i. .

... .
.... . --

conducted by ETS staff, and continued development.of theirtPrediction and Pla-
..- ''.

N.,

Nr
rang systems. As soon As work on these two systemswa niSfled, the second

stage of installation was performed. The evaluation of S CI began after a col-
.

m
lege had reached a steady state operation.

Research Design

4
The foregoing narrative sAggests a two-proniged evaluation, formative and'

summative. The purpose of the formative evaluation is to improve the operation

of SIGI.. We need to evaluate the adouuacy of the SIGI courseware for use-by

95
44-
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unsophisticated students, as well as the procedures we have - developed that

enable a user college to install and operate SIGI and to implement its unique

Prediction and Planning sysemS.

The purpose of the summative evaluation is to ,assess the impact of SIGI

as a caretr guidance system.

Formative Evfltiation

Adequacy of courseware. We wished to determine whether or not students

could follow the SIGI displays without outside help: The SIGI script was com-

pletely revised as an outgrowth of the pilot study, but it had not been tested

with students. Would some displays stand out as being hard to comprehend?

Were there plades in the program where students became confused over what to

do next? Were there useful features in SIGI that students failed to take ad-

vantage of? Assessment of this dimension of the courseware 4s distinct from

assessment of its effectiveness as a guidance instruthent.

In order to make this assessment, we included some questions about the

technical aspects of the system in the, questionnakres-we-gave to the experi

mental students and the counselors (see below) These are questions 66-72,

82, 83, and 88 on the experimental questionnaire; and questions 15 and 3 -35"

on the counselor questionnaire., (The questionnaires are part of Appenex

The questions cover such topics as quality of the o2'cupational information',

sl.;gestions lor additions and improvements in.the courseware, suitability of

:

style and ',6cabulary, presence of bias, and so on. Also,' we asked'the SIGI

,

monitors and coordinators to note problem areas in the'program. Finally, we

.
! , ,

.
used our.interviews with a sample of students (one part of the su ive

,.. s
,

.

-evaluation) as a means for uncovering problems and misconception
U '

' N---....

Adequacy of operating procedures. 'The operation of SIGI re uires the use .`,1

&
- I

of some utility pro rams for admitting new studenti to the syste , handling

studeint numbers, making the special demonstration numbers availa le to coun-

,9
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selors and transitory users, and so on. Furthermore, SIGI was designed so

that it could be operated by persons lacking special training in computers,

. and we hoped to make the procedures for starting up and shutting down, in-

stalling updates, transmitting data to ETS, and similar activities, as simple

as possible: We therefore developed the SIGI Manager's Guide, which is re.,

produced in Appendix E.
,

The test.colleges called us frequently when they had operatingproblems:

From these calls and from
W-

questions directed to the person in charge of oper-

ating the.SIGl computer at the colleges, we were able to judge the efficacy

of the manual and to make improvements in it.

Implementation,of the Prediction system. The version of the Prediction

system-that appeared in the pilot study was prepared by SIGI staff at ETS.

At that. time students' predictionswere computed off line, transferred to mag-

/
ndtic tape, and inserted into the proper display when the student

0
called for

them. They were based on test scores, for the college had a mandatory testing

proivam. /

1.1.( 'dbviously, such procedure's would not be feasible for field installations.

Furthermore, only one of. the test colleges said that it had test scores avail-

able > or computing predictions. We,therefore hadto deVelop and validate a

test-free method of making predictions, as Well as the/ manual, forms, and pro-
,

cedures that woltad enable the colleges to collect all the necessarjr data that

underlie predictions.

/
In .cooperation with islo7 thern Virginia /Community College, we did a crash

study of thellcorrelationbetween,final grades and predictor.variables con-
.

/ t

sisting of previous formance and students' informed self-estimates of grades

and grade factors. eft the same time,' the script for the Prediction system was

rewritten and a prototype of the P edictibn-S stem Manual and forms was devel-

oped on the assu ption that the tudy would be successful. The menu of grade

factors was la er synthesized from factors made up by Pasadena City College

/ 9i
mr
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and Santa Fe Community College, which, as the first to develop Prediction

systems,'had the honor of devising the initial set of grade faetors. Our ex-
.-

perience with these Colleges also helped us revise the Manual and forms.

Our evaluation of the Manual and attendant procedures comes' f ouf ex-

perience with the .colleges as thcy implemented the system. We ere in con-
A

stant touch by main and telephone withthe SIGI Coordinators.

Implementation of the Planning system. The fiel -test colleges.also had

to prepare the displays required to implement the portion of the Planning sys-

tem that is unique to each college. We devel d the Planning System Manual

to assist them in this activity, and we w- e also in frequent communication

with the personnel at the colleges who ere toingthe actual work. As we gained

experience with the first colleges we were able to refine-our procedureA and

smooth out the rough spots. Ag. n, our evaluation of the implementation process

was the activity. of doing it

,Summative Evaluation 4
.

. .

The Llmmative eve ation efforts covered four major areas: (a) hardware

reliab ity, (b) imp ct of SIGI on students,:(c) the impact on counseling, and

.
.

° .. J
.

(d) ummary da '-a n student usage. Figure 13 is a schematic representation of

research d ig:n.

Hardwari reliability. To determine the reliability of the SIGI hardware,'

we asked field-test 'colleges to keep records of pi.oblems thataffened'the

smooth o eration of SIGI during the period from September 1 to December 1, 1976
%

(It w

set

not until then that all six colleges had a complete system.) For one

records, the.computer operators kept log of each hardware, problem on

pecial form. The form was mailed to ETS every time a problem occurred,

SIGI monitors kept a separate record of all problems (including hard-

war malfunctions) that interfcred-with the normal ope4ation-of SIGI. This

log was collected at; the end of the test period. Appendix D contains examp
.

*of

4
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of the letters and data collec'tion instruments used by the computer operators

and SIGI monitors for this aspect of the valuation. In addition, the SIGI
o.

monitor and the person in charge of SIGI at each college were interviewed

about the duties of the monitor and policies for scheduling students. Finally,

the SIGI computer director at ETS, who Jas consulted freq.uently by the col-

leges when they had problemsin the operation of SIGI, kept a record of such

problems.
r-
mo

Impact on students. For purposes of summative evaluation, we.wanted to

know how SIGI affected the career 'decisiods OfistudentS who used it and hbw

the users differed from,nonuSers. To accomplish this, we interviewed a few

studen.t0A0at-each college who had gone through 5IG and, we had questionnaires .

admini tered to a sample of SIGI users (experimentals) and a sample of stu-
, .

4ent who hadjiotnised it (controls); we asked the-colleges to. select controls

fr m students who were scheduled to use SIGI but had not yet startedb but., the

/olleges did not always adhere to that guideline.

Between 10 and 17 students who had used SIGI were interviewed at each col-
,

lege. These students were selected at random by the college's counseling staff.

One or more members of the SIGI staff visited each c011ege.and tape recorded

all. interviews.

'Three colleges were visited during the 1975-76 academic year in the late

/
fall and early winter--ISq, Pasadena, anc, Setts. Fe. A tentative part of the ne-.

search design had been to test a newly developed measure of ceppetence in career

decision-making, called §imulated Occupational Choice (SOC), to see ift,it could,

serve as an objective measure of the effects of SIGI. Therefore at these three

schools we not only interviewed students,who had used SIGI, but we Also inter-
',

viewed students who were about to use it. SOC was administered to both groups.

, t . .
Unfortunately, the SOC measures were seen to be insufficiently sensitive tyi the

. .

kinds of behaviors we were trying to evaluate and the instrument was not used as

i

pate of the evaluati4
9 9
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The three remaining.colleges--Delta, EaStfield, and Mercer--were visited

in the fall of the 1976777 academic year. The site visits were done in two

Waves because these three colleges took longer to become fully operational ow-

ing to funding difficulties and delays in installing their-Prediction and

Planning systems. SOC was not used at these schools and only students who had

used SIGI were interviewed -.

As an aid to in erviewing, indiVidual student records kept by the Com-'

puter were used when available to help students recall what their specific in-_

teractions with SIGI had been. Copies of key
(
frames in the SrGI script also

.helped students to focus on specific questions At two schools, Delta and Mer-

cer, students were aske4to bring their SIG printouts to the interview.-

During the interview, students were asked for their overall reactions to

SIGI and'each subsystem was discussed in detail. The purpose of the interviews
. ,

was to assess changes experienced by students as a result of using SIGI and to

get a personal, subjective view of what the'process was like. At Mercer County

Community College, we had the opportunity to interview stkdents before, during,

tnd after theirs use of SIGI. Time and tistance prevented, us from using this

approach at the other schools.

In addition,to the somewhat subjective data from the individual case studies,

we got more objective data from the student questionnaires. Initial plans called

for a random sample of 100 experimentals gnd 100 controls at each college.' Owing

to a tight't.ime schedule, however, we were not always able to fill this quota,

with the result that n's ranged from 50 to 1302students. Guidelines for admini-
..

stering questionnaires were sent to the colleges. (See Appendix D for copies c5f.

the questionnaires.)

Impact on counseling. At the time pf'the'site visits by SIGI staff, ques-
,

tionnaires were distributed to counselors who worked with SIGI' users and/or who ,

4
,/

'worked ih eh,area of career counseling. (See Appendix D for a,copy of the ques-
- ,.. :- . _

.

,tionnaire.) The'lapthber of counselors whct responded at each college ranged from

. .
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. - .

6 to 14. The questionnaires were helpful in assessing the natureof the coup-
. , .

selor interacti.on with SIGI users and their attitudes tOward a computer-based

guidance, system. At Eastfield College, we had an opportunity to interview

four counselors in addition to administering questionnaires"

Summary data on student usage. Descriptive data were collected by *the com-
e

puter on the behavior'of students at each college v automatically recording

responses to'most dlsplays. These data were extremely useful in showing the

extent and patterns of'use.

Analysis of Data

Data from logs, interviews, questionnaies, and computer recorts are re-

perted and analyzed in the follOwi7ng six chapters, one chapter per college.

Each chapter follows the_same outline, and there is much repetition from one

- *
chapter to the next. We do not attempt in-depth analysis, of the findings with

respect to the individual colleges, since this report concernsSIgI, not the
./

colleges, In-depth'analy'sis has been reserved for a summary chapter that ad-

'dresses the findings across all colleges:

ated.

The colleges will bg treated in the9rdqr in which their SIGI,was evalu-
.%

"0
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clipTER V

-

FINDINGS AT ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY

. ,
.

Description )
pf

.

College, Computer Configuration,
c . and Career Counseling Services

\ .

.et

Illinois State University-(ISU) was the only fiela.;est site that was

not a two-year college. Situated in Normal, Illinois, the university has_

an enrollment of apProxidately 20,000 students during the fall and spring

terms and 8,000 during,the summer.
1

Computer Configuravidn

.
visitedWhen the evaliation tgamiiASU in the fall ofr ne SIGI

. / (terminal was in use. It was placed in. the Career Center, a room that also
p

holislE)s the career reference library and that is adjacent to the. Student

Counseij.ng Center. e A

SIGI was run on a PDP-11/40 based RSTS/g system. This system was

dedicated to SIGI and did not support any other acti,yities., Furthermore,
4

the system was operated by the coordinator of career developmenta coun-'

selor without prior computer'experierice, rather than by specialists in the

university computing center, so that control over all aspects of SIGI would

C

remain'in the Weer Center. The ISU system had 48K words of core memory .

o .

and three RX05 l.2-million-byte cartridge disk drives. The computer was

located in the' same room as the SIGI terminal, trhich was wired-in directly:. 0

grome time after the evaluation visit, two new terminals were added, one

for the Career Center ,nd one for remote use A third terminal for the.

Career Center was ordered foeJanuary- 1977. All tfrminals at ISU are Delta

Data 5000's, connected to the computer through DL11 and DC11 single line in-
<
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A

texfaces equipped with TeAas' Instrument,30-character-per-second printers.

The remoteterminal is connected to the computer via a'leased'line using a

modem which.is*the Ri:con equivalent of a'20,t moden operatin.g.at 1200 baud.

The!Sriginal'SIGI software was installed in February 1475.:

How reliable is this hardware configuration? Tojfind,out, iwe asked

the test sites to keep two logs from September 1 to December 1, 1976, one
. .

by the computer operator's andthe other by the SI3I monitors, de.Scribing

\Lice .

each hardware pfoblem and, if
(

possible, identifying Its source. The 16gs

.., of the computer operators were sent to ETS every time there was a problem;_
4

thee logs of the SIGI'monitors ,were collected at the end of the test period.

,67

, wereD ring the time the logs:were kept there were no problems beyond what

might be exp4ted'in any computersystem the ilze 15f SIGI. All the clom-

$

ponents are standard, atf-the-shelf equipment requiring no modification for

SIG I. Ptoblemsvere seen care of'by means of routine service procedures.
o

ISU had some problems with DEC service during the,first,few months of
-

operation; but these were workedfout. Also, when the additional inter-
.

faces and the remote ..A.Irminal iiistl!ed. in the fall of 1976, problems

with parts and cite modems di layed the operational,availabilityof the

terminal by several weeks.

Career Counseling Services

Description of counseling department. Counseling services are available'

to ISU students througI the Student Counseling Center, which is staffed by

19 fullc5me and four part-time counselors. Counselors assist individuals

and groups who wish to add-res's academic, vocational; or personal problems.

rt

ity special agreement, no counselor workshop was conducted by:ETSstaff.

Members of the evaluation team met with counselors during the gite'Visit,
4

however, and answered any, questions they had..
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Role' of 'SIGI in counseling program. SIGI. is part of a total career

guidance program offered at ISU. Two of the SIGI terminals are situated in

the same room as the career refererice library and, as scheduling permits,

are made available to students who seek appointments. The main use of SIGI,

however, is as an integral part of the callege's Career Choice course, a

one-credit course open to all students. Students'ipthe course are given
.

. L .

'Y
-.. priority in use of SIGI, a practice that severely lihrited access to SI GI

, . . .

for other students when,only'one terminal was in use. ' ;Students'not
0

Jr.
f

-.enrolled in the Career Choice course werelref-eired to SIGI by counselors

or student.advisors. A small number gained access., to SIGI by signing up

without a referral.) The course is taughtby senior membeilis Of the coun-

Sling staff. Its purpose is threefold: (a) to teach deciAon-making
. .

akills; (b) to relate decision-making skills to the students`. educational

and career choice; and (c) to integrate. sip' into 'the class format. A

counseling group'focufed on Career development is also available to stu--
s

dents.
C

AC ISU, the Coordinator of Career Develdpment, who is aisoa staff

counseldt, oversees khe SIGI project. With the assistance of othdr s enior

staff membersend a graduate assistant, he prepared the prediction and

planning systems.

Student advisers (paraprofessional counselors) and a secretary in the

counseling center schedule student use of SIGI. At the-time of the site
.

visit, the SIGI terminal was avail*Ale from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday

through Thursday,andlfrom 8:0 a.m. to 5:00 p,m. on Friday. Approximately

65 students used SIGIeacK week. Because the college had ohly one terminal,
.

-1
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a

S.

,

studerits often had to wait a month or more to use SIGI, and feW of them.

were a d full use of the systelliks initiates. The additional terminals

-1

reduced the waiting period.

Students were encouraged to speak to.a counselor about their experience

r
0

with SIGI at any obint during their interaction with the system. They were,`

required to schedule an "exit interview" with a member of the counseling

staff following their last session 'with SIGI: However, according to one

coun;elor, many students failed to- show up for:these foll04-up discussions..

0

J.
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Impact onStudents

- Tblineasure the'impact of SIGI on its users, we interviewed a'few

students who had gone through SIGI at each, college, and we ?lad question-
,

mires administereditoa sample of SIG.-I Users (experimentals) and a sample
4 / ,

of students who were' interested in using SIGI but had not yet started-(con-
.

trols). The colleges themselves see5ted the students to be interviewed

and aftinistered the questionnaires in accordance with our gUidelines.

(See Appendix D, letter to the college.) This section of this chapter dis-

cusses-o114-findings from the interviews and the'questionnaires at ISU.

Interviews

Nineteen students volunteered to be interviewed, of whom seventeen

were able to keep their sppOintments. These students had all been through
o

;

-

SIGI dr Were almost through, and ell were taking Career Choice, an 'elec-

C

tive course that used SIGI as a laboratory unit. Thirteenof,the students

were women,and foui were men, an imbalance that reflected the/ratio of the

sexes in the Career Choice class that made up-the populatipn of SIGI users
P o

at ISU.' Qnly.one student was over'.30 years old, and only three were not

freshmen (there were t*o sophomores and one senior). InterViews were

scheduie4 for 1;1/2'houTs..

It Js ncst poeslble in this report tolescribe all 17Jnterviews

detail. Instead, we will describe the reactions of two of the students,

Jason and Carla, whose experiences seemed,to illustrate tbe.ways SIGI may

affect Students with different needs and persOnalities.,6Thgn we will

generalfze from the other 15 interviews.

108
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Jason. Jason was'reshman enrolled in a general studies, program. ,

He was a relaxed, articulate young man who seemed to feel confident about

his career decision-making skills. At the beginning of the semester in

which the interview took place, his first-choice occupation was mathematics

teacher. His choice after going through SIGI was clinical psychologist,
.

but he was quick to point gut that this choice was tentative. Be had
.

.
sever41 alternatives in mind and wanted to get.niore information befbre

committing himself to any one of them.

Jason said that his.new-foilind interest in clinical psychology was

a direct Qutgrowth of his use'of SIGI. SIGI helped him discover his '

valueg. He said, "One value was Helping Others. T 'hat's 'Something that

'tomes out in SIGI and that's something I do value highly. I would like

to have -tha't as part of my occupation." Besides making him aware of his,

values, SIGI introduced him to ,the concept of thinkingabout occupations

in terms of val4es. He described his new insight this way:
4

I could see that these were the values that were important
as far as each occupation concerned; that these are the

thillgs you bhould consider. I had never really thought ,f

abbut it that much and it made me think about it. In Aber.
words, it made- me think is Prestige important to me over
Independence or Helping Others over Security, or something ..

like that. And once I started ranking them i it gave me a

better-idea of what I'was looking for and what type of-
direction I was gqing in. ,

This experience led Jason to reconsider his plans to major in mathe-
ti

matics, a subject-he had always done well in, and to choose instead to

o'repare'for an.occupation that would 'be most likely to satisfy his top-'0

weighted values, Helping Others, the Personal Contact interest. field,
0

Prestige, and Independence. In responding to a qUestionnaire item about
1

influende on his choice of occupation, Jason wrote:

.
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..

he/Career.Choice course and SIGI, I now see that what
, a m really interested in leans more toward-a social direc-

tfon rather than a technical direction. Therapy, social

i Fork, psychology, and teaching (in math, possibly) are
occupations that I not pee interest me..

; . , t

.
Jason impresped the interviewer as being-a good career decision-

-

maker. He demonstrated during the interyiew
\*/
that_he knew his values and

-105-

SL didn't real y find an occupation for me (I didn't
expect it to), bu her it helped point me in the right
d rectiono which is what-.needed. Beforec9ming [to ISO],
was considering majoring in math, After going through

understood their relationship to characteri$tics of an occ pation. He

knew what information he needed and-how to go about getting i He was

aware of his special interests and abilities and recognized their mpor-

tance in making predictions about success in various occupations. 1-16

had/one occupation in mind but was keeping his options open.r, Finally, he:'

felt he had control oIer'his decision-making. He considered SIGI, as well

as interest inventori4s, counselors, parents, and friends, to be valuable

resources. But when it came-to choosing his Occupation, he would make

- the decision himself.

^se

0

°Jason's 'closing remarks about SIGI fairly well summed up his posi-

tive eeiings about the bysem;

It did make me more aware of what I was dealing with as
far as deciding on a- future occupation is concerned--dif-

ferent things to think about, different things to consider,'
different. steps to decide what exactly I should do or
where I could get information. I think the way I bene-
fited most was from coming to the realization of my own
values and how I ranked them. . . . It really made me
think about it.

Carla. Carla was a sophomore. Although she was enrolled in an

art Program, her studies were not directed toward any occupational goal.

In fact, she had rid idea of what occupation she would eventually go into.

She told us during her Interview that she considered herself to be "one.

110
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of the few stud nts SI I didn't.help." She saw the potential value of

4
/

' SIGI, but Watt ibuted its ineffectivenes's in her case to the fact that'

/

,

she'had a 11 d tim makingdecisions'about anything. She said, "If I

could- make up my ind, then it would have helped me. . . If I was the

4 e 44

Values and can easily rank them."

type of person at could, decide what things, would be right for me and

stick em in the right order, it would.be a.gobd thing."+'

Carla's Lnability to commit herself, however tentatively, to-express-

.--

ing what sh¢ wanted from an Occupation made the task of identifying and

.wei hting her 'values virtually impossible. She felt frustrated going

/ /

,threlikh SIGI's Values system because "the computer assumes you know your

I Being dissatisfied with the values and the way she 110 ranked them,

Carla had little faith in SIGI's ability to suggest occupations appro.-

priate for her. Furthermore, she rejected most of the occupations that

Locate did retrieve because she believed they would not satisfy certain

Idiosyncratic values that lay outside the SIGI systemandlthat she could

not make explicit. 'ar example, SIGI suggpAed some of the teaching oc-

cupations, but she thought she would nat like them "because there may

,;-

be kids in the class who don't realll want to be there." iAnother occu-

pation,
a

f, or which ornamental horticulture, provided preparation, was

rejected because at ISU "there areso many prerequisites -twa or three

courses--qx the, ojamental horticulture program."

/ .

Carle's psychological problems were beyond the power.of SIGI to

,

resolve; she needed the help of a counselor and,,in fact, began a series

of weekly appointlints soon after the interview. Nevertheless, her use

4..

of the system was'by no means a waste of time.
-.J

She found' SIGI to be a_ very vod source of occupational information.

A A
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On her questionnaire she wrote,:

A lot of the information given '[in SIGI] I know ould have
gotten from the vAtious books'at. the Career Cente . But it
is easier o see the information right in front ;` f you and
be quickl found instead of finding the books., , n that

respect SIGI is a timesaver. Another thing is that I feel
confident that, the information is ctrent wher4Ias with books
i( might be out of date..

/

MoreOver, Carla accepted the method for decision-making that she
/

n SIGI. Before goifig on the system; shewas totally,bewildered

abou ow to decide what field to enter, Whpn sh;,, finished, she recog-

nized that
Y

she had to explore her values and answer the central question,,
,b .

"What rewards and satisfactions do IAgant from on occupation?" ,'Because

of her experience with SIGI, she began to un e ,stankth'at Oelad an 'under-L cil' ''''

rflo ,t . ,'
'

5

seeklying emotional, problem, and she. was motivated to the,hplpiof

counselor. We hope that SIGI and the counselor, each suppl9menEing the
/-

q(her, can together help this woman discover a satiSfactx50C3CcUpational

Other interviews. Of the othe: 15 stuaehts we interviewed, six had

begun their interaction with a fairly definite occupational goal in mind

and nine alno such goal. What was the impact of SIGI on thes e,students?

Two of the six who started with anircupational goal were confirmed in

their choice: Jane wanted to become7a Corrections Officer, explored the

occupation, and found no grounds for changing her original opinion; Dar-
,.

bara expected to become a school adMinistrator, examined the relevant

teaching and administrative occupations in SIGI (School Administrator is

not there as a separate occupation), and also found confirmation of her

choice. Both thought that their decision was more solidly.based than it

before they ,started.
,

on SIGI. One woman was persuaded by SIGI ,to

."-.--,
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1
change her choice and another was on the verge of changing: Polly switched

'from Art Teacher to Occupational Therapist, an occupation retridC.Ted in

Locate, chiefly because she thought Occupational Therapist would provide
1.

greater satisfactions; Cathy, urted on by her voice teacher, hoped to

-become a,professional singer, but became discouraged by information about

Tncome and outlook and was wary about continuing. And two students were

leaning toward their original choices but were unwilling to commit them-
,

selves: Dan started with the idea of,becoming a Rehabilitiation, Counselor

but opened his mind to School Connjlor andLawyer because of his inter-

actionrith SIGI;ADiana, returning to the university after working nine

c
years as a secretary, expected to become a Physical Educ4tion Teacher but

lost some of her enthusiasm for that occupation and began exploring others

because of the impact of _SIGI.

The other nine students had no first-choice occupation in mind when

they startedSIGIor when they'finished. SIGI did, however, have an im-

pact on their thinking by proposing to them a new way too look at career

decision-making in terms of their values and by providing a, structure for

the decision. -One of these students spoke for the group when he said,
it,00

PIGI
e
made me think in terms of different ways to.look at occupations."

To th e students, the Values, Locate, and Compare systems were the most

useful. Those who cai to SIGI with more definite goals profited from

Prediction, Planning, and Strategy as well.

In the judgment of the, interviewers the university's Career Choice

course and.ISIGI are an effective combination. The stu4ents we interviewed

completed the course and SIGI knowing something about themselves and About

occupations. They acquired a vocabulary that mdde them,better able to ex-

press their values and ask relevant questions.: Those who were thinking in

113



terms of a definite g when they emerged and those who were still un-

willing to name a specific oarwere similar in at least ogle respect:

They seemed to have found an approach, however rudimentary, to rational

decfsion-makiag.

Sur

4r'
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Experimental and Control Group Questionnaires

F.
f

About two-thirds of the SIGI terminal time,was reserved for students

o/

enrolled ip the Career Choice course and one-third was left open for

other students and walk-ins. rThe questionnaires, unlike the interviews,

reflect this ratio, and about one-third of the respondents had not taken

or were not takins Career ChOice.

Method of analysis. Sepa rate questionnaire/s. were given to students who

had been through SIGI (experimentals) and to 'students who were scheduled to

4
use VGI but'who had not actually.used it (controls). This section of the

report covers the responses of ISU students to the questionnaires. SinCe

questions 1-41 are the same for experimentals controls', we were able to -

run tests of significance coparingthe responses of the two groups and to

present the 41.questiOns, together with our findings, in a single table, Il.

The portions of the questionnaires that aN: different are in seParate.tablei:

questions 42-45 for controls in Table 14 and questions 42-88 for experimentals

4 -

An Table 15. (The intact questionnaires are in Appendix D.) In,all.dases

the numbers in the tables are percentages unless otherwise indicated.

In the tests of significance, Chi-squares were computed for most ques-.

tions (1-24 and '37-41). In the computation, responses in logically related

categories were grouped if the expected cell sizes'fell below 5;'this is a

requirement for chi-square. For questions,25-29) in which students used

'scales to rate themselves on a variety of dimensions, t-tests were done on

the computed grouPmeans. Questions 31-34 comprise an information test.

Wrong answers for each question were scored 1 and correct answers 2. The

four scores were then added and an information test score group mean was

_computed.' It is shown opposite question 30 in Table 11. A t-te1 was then

.done on the two means. In reporting the results of all tests or significance,

. we follow the convention of using a single asterisk for significande at the

.05 level and double asteriskslor the .01 level.
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-.-.-Several of the questions areepen-ended." Responses to these have"been

placed in separate tables. Tables 12 and 13 list the occupations named by

experimental and control students in response to ,question 30 (What occupation

would you like tcf prepare yourself for eventually ?) The responses have been

uouped according lowhether or not the occupation named was among those al-
.

-
ready in SIGI. Other responses that could not be quantified appear in

.Tables I4A, 16, and 17.

Results. Questions 1 -3 give a description of the sample in terms of

. .

age, sex, and college enrollment./ The experimental and control groupSgeo

not differ significantly on these dimensions. It{ both groups, more than

half*of.the students were women, over 98; were between 15 and 22 years old,

and approximately two-thirds were freshmen.

1
Questions 4-10 concern students' assessment of their Career decision-

,

Kgnificant differpices wert found in six of the seven,

/ 'questions: The experimental group (SIGI'users) indicatdd greater knowledge

of the rewards and satisfactions to be obtained from an occupation (ques-

tion 4), had explored more occupations (question 5), had more definite and

specific career,plans(questions 7 and 9)4 and were more sure they could

predict grades for and or two courses (question 8)--all Il< .01. In addition, (

experimentals indicated MoLp overall confidence (a <05) in their career_ %

decision-making skills (question 10). The gtoups were .not s nificantly

. different in the number of occupations that students thought would provide

desired satisfactions (question 6)

' ,
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...Insert Table Il about he'ie

SIGI also seemed tb stithulate_activities xelatedto tarter exploration

(questions 11-18). Significant differences were.found in respOnses

to six of the question: liMore'experimentals had read about occupations

(question'11), talkedvith,people in the field (question 13), used the col-
. .

..i lege career reference library (question 14), talked to a guidance counselor

. .

. about careers..(question 16)", and, not unexpectedly, had used "a compute

1

.. .

based guidance system" (question 18)--ill p_< .01. Of the students to :',

.
talkild sometimes or often with friends about careers, a greater proportion'

f . \ . . 0 . .-' i
../

of the. experimental,s (significant at the p!<.05 level) talked "often" with

I. ?

1,
.

friends {queStion 12). No significant dLfferences were found in the level-0,,,

t _ ,.. .

of activity` in attending career planning wOrkshops'(question,15),- or using'.

career-related audiovisual matetials.(question 17).

0.

-Given the opportunity to agree or disagree with certain,statements

about choosing an occupation, students who had used SIGI were not signii-.

candy different from those who had not used SIGI. No, significant diffax-.
s'

`ences were found in the attitude; of the two groups.tawards following the ad:-
. .°

vice of others;-toward the role of change in career choice, in confusion-'

1 brought on by conflicting advice from others, in attitudei about making their

own decisions, toward the need to knOw marriage plan',3--or toward the need

for making an immediate choice (questions 19-24).

'1-

t
- I

. 7
a

1.1

1

t

.s_.
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Questions 25 through 29 explored the way students rated themselves as

career decision-makers. For five of these questions.a significant differ-
.

eace was found between the responses of the two groups. SIGI users dis-

tributed tfteMselyes closer to the'figoou end of the career decision-making

scale than did nonuser's. ( question 25 arid showed more confidence in their

knowlege of occupations (question 26) and of gol and va]1es (questioh 29)4=---
, t ,

all .2. (.01. For two of the questions, a significant differenctAFas Found at:

..
. I. ' . ...X ....--/.....%:\ ,, 1 . . ._,

the .2. <.05 level. The experiMentals planned ahead more often (question 2.6, '. _
f

and were more confident about theii'de..cislops, once made (question 28). 4010

As a check on these self-ratingso four questions were included to test

, the students' actual knowledge of occupation§ (questions 30-34). Students

were asked to name a'first-choice occupation (question 3q) and were cities-
A

.

tioned about the education required, average salary, amount orindepehdence,
-

and-employment outlook for that occuation. Tables 12 and 13 list the occu-
,

pations/ named by the two g ps of ISU students They show that most of the

occupations of interest4! oth gpoups are already .offered by SIGI. First-

choice occupation named /y 42 of the 53 students in the experimental group

and by 28 of the 49 students in the control group were SIGI oc upations. A

few students in both groups, named identifiable occupations not n SIGI. The

rest--7 students in the experimental group aryl 14 in the control--were unable

to name a specific occupation or were undecided.

I
Insert Tables 12 Ind 13 about here

The replies to quegtion 30 were sometimes difficult to tabulate because.

4( students often were unable to identify a specific occupation

118

or to express,
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*16.

clearly what they had_ln mina. We sometimes had tq make judgment bout a

student's mearilng. When the staff could not teach agreement, the, ecorded

er

,

the answer as To Vague to Classify. en the occupation named i question
.

30 was a SIGI occupation, we were(in a position to evaluate, the. a curacy of

the students' responses,to q4estions 31-34 for both groups.
.

Thes our queg-
.

. .
,

. ,

tiOns constitute an informktion test, which wag scared in the man er des-
:0 ..

a.

cribed earlier. There were nolivignificant differences between the expeEi-
.

mentals and controls at 'SU in the accuracy oPotheir answereto,th se quer-
(

tions. The experimentalL however, got arhieler proportiotrOf corr ct answers

4
erv,i)sionson all questions

I

except number 33:which concerned the amount o

.s,
found in the occupation. 4t.

Responses to questions 37-41 show that,the two groups were imilaz in
1r

.e,,.,
their career guidance dxperiences (excluding siMa) at.ISU.. Appr xlmately

:et,
. .

i

three-fourths of both groups had seen a counselot within the last two, months,
,

(question 37) about'a val)iety of- problems (question 38), an4 over half had

) taken a career guidance course (quesp.on 39). , Of those who had taken a, career
. \ o - .

guidance course, the SIGI users were significantly -(.05)' less inclined to
. .

. . .

rate it as excellent '(question 40): Generally, neither group hadreservations
0 . _

about interacting
;,

gsacting with a computer for career guidance (question 41). 1 .

R

'The remaining four,questions in the questionnaire for the control group

explored attitudes toward SIGI. They are listed in Table I4. Ninety-,six

percent of the group had heard of SIGI .(question 42) and 100 percent wanted

to use it (question 45). N000ne had formed an unfavorable impression of it

(question 43). Mgmbera of the group had learned abOut Sat from a variety of

sources (question 44).

"
4
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"i6

-Table I4A lists the zesponses of the control group to the open-ended .

questions. -

"Iti)

Insert Tables 14 and '14A a_out here

er.

The remaining 46 questions in the questionnaire for the experirdental

group sought to find out how these SIGI users rated their experience with

SILT (Table I5)?

4When asked to give SIGI a grade (questions 42-54), more than 75% ofthe
0

students graded SIGI A or B fox 8 of the 13 items (interest, clarity, °Ver-

t'
all usefulness, helping with values awareness, seeing relationshipS between

y

values'and,careee decisions, Ttnding\occupations tofit values, getting in-

formatioh, and learning to make.caree decision's). For four questions,'.

which concern choice of an occupation; estimating prohabilities_of success,

EA helping to Plan a program of study at ISU, the proportion of "A's and B's

was over 50%. For understanding predlc'tions 49% of the'grades SIGI re-

ceived'were A's or B's.

1

Insert Table 15 about heie

As for their experience with SIGI (question 55), 21% said that SIGI

helped 'ceinfirm a choice they had already made, 17% said that SIGI helped

them to choose an occupation, and 46% thought that SIGI had suggested other

occupations worth co idering. Only 15% failed to perceive SIGI as having'
d

been ditedtly helpful.

120
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-.Questions 56-63 asked thg"experimental students(w ether they wou,
-. .

,'dolult.SIGI, a counselor, or a combination of the twO for help with occu-
, e

pational and educational decisions., The students would tend to choose the 1
...-

combination for most guidance purposes. ThiS-preference keld true for

planniwg a program of study, gettpg inforimation aboy44p occupation, con- .

t

firming an occupational choice, finding occupationp that fit N./slues, re-
.

, .

solving conflicts about ocCPu tional choice, and,estimattng chances,of suc-

cess in a program, SIGI one was preferred for making values more clear.

.111;
A cOunSaaor done was thOught to be m9re help in.finding out about finaI hcial

aid

A little over half.(53%) of the students who had used SIGI planned to

schedule a conference with a coun selor for a variety of purposes (ques'tions

and..611). Other pu4oses were mentioned by four students (see Table 16,

ques oh 65)..

f- Most of the students (75%). said that the occupations in which they 'were

interested were actually retrieved on the basis of their values in Locate

(question 66)., Although they named a few oecupations'as "missing" from SIGI

(Table 16, quAkon 67), the "occupations" they named' were often not occupa-

tions at *all
;

but general fields of interest; some were already in SIGI;

some were specialties of occupations

only small numbers of workers.

SIGI; and some were occu patio4s with

students mentioned occupations that are
c

O

scheduled ty be added to SIGI 1 the next, round c f additions (Display Worker,

-

Agronomist). About three-quarters (74%) of the,students regarded the in-

formation in SIGI as superior to other sources of occupational information

,(question 68).

Insert Table I6-about here
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Of the ISU students who had used SIGI, 88% were satisfied with the 28'

questions made available in Compare (question 69)., Although A few made sug-

gestions for additions; some of these were already in SIGI with different

wording. The questions suggested for addition are recorded in Table 16.

Atout 94% of the students found-SIGI's style altd vocabulary to be

"just right," and none said that it was too difficult (question 70). Since

the reading level Of the text was designed to be readily understandable,

this finding is particularly encouraging.

Few students detected any sexual or racial bias'in SIGI (question 71).

The examples given by students who did feel there was bias appear in Table 16.

Ninety-one responses were made to question 72, asking aboUt problems

that might have occurred in using a computer-based system. Five percent

reported that the computer had brOken down; 12% reported that the writing

on the screen caused eyestrain; 29% said they felt rushed while using SIGI.

Some of the directions were unclear to 13%, and 5% thought that there was

too much reading. A variety of other,irritatienS were mentioned by the 13%

of the students who checked "Other," such as inability to go back tq,cor-
"

0:1

rect mistakes or to control the number of printouts forced on them (Table I

question 12).

Almost three-fourths of the SIGI users frequently took advantage of the

dr.

opportunity to get printouts, and only 2% used the_prirTher just once or

twice (question 73). Over two-thirds (70%) tried to get more information

on their own initiative after using SIGI (questions .74 and 75). Most (84%)

of the students, spent between two and four hours on SIGI, and 8% spent more

(question 76). A large proportion of the saMple,-(84%) went all the way

through SIGI, including Strategy, at least once, usually in three Or more

sessions (questions 77 and 78). More than half (63Z \expressed an inter-
(

est in securing additional time on SIGI '(questlions 79 and 80).
. #

.122 .. . 'r, 1
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e

The six subsystems of SIGI seemed to meet a variety of different needs,-,

every section would be "used most" by at least some students, although Com-

pare and Locate received the largest percentages of votes (27% and 21%;

respectively). Strategy was thesystem named leapt often (question 81)'.

Students found SIGI to be comprehensive;, 94%° said that there was poth-
-

ing more they would like it to cover (question 82). A few wrote in some

general suggestions for improvement (Table 16, questidn 82). Nearly four-
,

fifths (79%) said that there,was po area .that needed fuller coverage (ques-

tion 83), but the others would have liked more material in one or another-

of the subsystems: more information on job opportunities and similar ad-

ditions (Table 16, question 83). All areas were liked best by some stu-

dents; Values was the most popular, designated best by 28% of the group

(question 84). The privacy that SIGI makes possible was considered very

important to 157. of the group, but it '5'Ade no difference to another 20%

(question 85), At least 72% of the group said that they had advised their

college classmates to use SIGI; of these, more than half (55%) had recom-

mended it 'to three or more friends (questions 86 and 87):.

.

Question 88 asked the students for suggestions fOelnproving SIGI.

The answers are listed in Table 17. Most df the suggestions were for ex-

:,

ti

pansion of the information or services offered by SIGI or for minor changes

-to enable students' to move iore:quickiy to the sections in which they were
- li"

most tnttrested. There Were a fei7. suggestions that revealed insufficient
..

informationon the part of the student. The general tone, however, 'was

one of approval, respect, and gratitude,

Insert Table -17 ,about here
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Impact on Counseling ,

Responses of 13 Illinois State, University counselors who filled out

questionnaires are tabulated in Table MI% (The constructed responses to

the open-ended questions on that instrument are in Table I9,) 4x-of the

13 had never attended A SIGI -Uorkshop, since, 'by special agreement, ET

did not conduct a workshop at ISU and the counselors had not received any

-formal instruction with regard to SIGI by the,IW counseling staff. 'It

is pdssible that some of the responses would have been Iffferent if all

the counselors had been exposed to a workshop.'

With or without a workshop, however, the counselors were in general_

favorably disposed toward the ides of computer-based guidance (questions

4-8). Even the lone counselor who saw computer-based guidance as a poteri,=

tial threat (question 6)_planned to use such a system in his or her coun-,

seling (question 7), and 11 counselors had actually referred students to

SIGI (question 12). Counselors who had used SIGI and had obseived SIGI

students thought that those students reacted favorably to SIGI (question

13) and benefited in a number of'ways (question 28). Most thought that

the reading.lqel of SIGI was appropriate for their students (question 32),

that the occupati nal information was better than other sources avail-

able (question 33), and that IGI was free from any kind of,bias (ques-

tion 34). Teri counselors said that students came to'them with printouts

(question 14); but only three commented on specific reactions to the print-

outs (see Table 19): Interpretation of the students' 'waswas not a

s

problem. OnlyithT.ee counselors said that.students had encountered problems

with the terminals (question 15): There were some hardware malfunctions,

but most of the problems were routinely taken care of by student advisors

and secretaries (Table 19).
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Questions 16-23 were designed to explore the dffect SIGI might have

on problems that counselors face in career guidance. The chief problems

Were keeping up to date with occupational information, identifying sources

of such information, getting students to read occupational information,

and find4ng time for all the":siudents; these, were also frequently specified

as minor problems, together with identifying students who need help and

selecting appropriate programs for students' goals. Each problem was desig-

nated by' at least two of the counselors as having felt the impact 'of SIGI.

SIGI was seen- to have ,had least effect on identifying students who need help

and on selecting appropriate programs.

Insert Table 18 about here

V

Eleven counselors responded to questions 24-27, which explore the imr-

pact that SIGI may have lgxerted on counseling sessions. Of:counselors who
A*,

had had opportunity to observe, three thought that SIGI enabled them to

see more students, whereas eight noticed no change; ht thought that SIGI

had improved the quality of their discusSions ab values and career de-

cisions, and none saw a decrease or no change in quality. Eight counselors

saw no change in the amount of time they spent in career counseling, while

one thought his time had increased and one thought it had decreased. -No

counselors,thought their counseling sessions were longer because of SIGI,

two. thoUght they were shorter, and seven noticed no change.:

Qtft.stion 28 sought to discover how SIGI had affected students' career

7

-decision-making behaviors that might be observed in counseling sessions.

Nine counselors indicated they were in a position to know. For all seven

questions, the majority of counselors answered yes, that SIGI students

clearly rated higier than.non-SIGI students. he proportion of yes=to-no

°

responses ranged from a high of 8 to 0 (questions 1 and 3) to a low of 5)

. .

to 2 (questions 2 and 7). 125
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41.

4.v

Question 29 axplbred the subject of how SIGI should be fitted into
1 A

the structure of the counseling department. Only two counselors accepted

the idea of making SILT available to students on an entirely ad lib basis

with no counselor- interventdon or mandatory follow-up. Allthe other

responses favorlia structure in. which the counselor would play a direct

role in the career guidance proces. The two structures named most fre-

quently were counselor referral to SIGI with mandatory follow-up and use

of SIGI as part of some instructional apparatus;,,each was named 10 times.

Two counselors suggested alternative'coafigurations, and two other counse-

lors made additional comments on the'ideal configuration. (See Table 19).

Counselors named various occupations or occup4tional areas that they

oetheii students would have liked to see in SIG (questions'30 and 31).

Five counselors made comments and r "Suggestions? tor Improvement" (question

. 35) , and five volunteered optibnal information. These comments and the

suggested octupations are listed in Table 19: .--

J

I

I'VE . t.
f

Insert Table 19 about here
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Usage of the System

The computer automatically records t e responses that students Make

to most displays..'Tables,I10-I23 represent these summary datan students

who used SIGI at Illinois State University., The n's vary from table to

table, but frequencies in Strategy are approximately the same as frequencies

in Values. Most SIGI users at ISU are enrolled in the college's Career

course which uses SIGI as a lab. Students taking the course are giveri prior-
.

ity in gaining access to SIGI and are required to complete all of its sub-
.

systems. This pattern of use is diffgrent from patterns at most of the other

field test sites. In any case, the reader should bear iri mind that the sum-

mary data do not indicate the progress through SIGI of a particular group of

;student,. They' are merely a record of responses over a period of time. Some

of the students were alieady in Planning or Strategy when the data collection

began, a nd others were just beginning when the disk was swept clean of the

4

accumulated data. Thus the tables are to some extent .independent of one,

--another. Nevertheless, the n's are sufficiently'large to reflect the way
a

SIGI was used.

Data from the SIGI Introdvstory Sequence

Breakdown of the sample. Table T10 shows the breakdown of this sample

by age, sex, and -enrollment status. 'Percentaies are given rather than actual

nUMbers because students are asked about their age add-enrollment:status

every time they Sign 6n, since these variables may have changed between'ses-
__

sions.

We see that half of "sign ons" were 18 or under-:-that is, they were stu-

dents who had presumably gone directly to college from high school;*conse-
,

quently,there were proportionately fewer "older students." The sampig con-

, ifft
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tained More women than men, but the disproportion should not affect any

Insert Table I10 about here

.

of the\data that follow, since SIGI is not programmed to differentiate be-
a

tween users by sex. Only about 5% of the-sample had had no college experience.
S

'Initial status with respect to career decisions. On their first Pass

through the introductory sequence, students respond to questions about their

awareness of their occupatiosnal values, about their identification of.occu-

pations that fittheir values, about their, ability to predict their grades, and

about their knowledge of appropriate programs to enroll in. Table Ill gives

the distiribution of their responses,Wthese qtiestions. The table reflects

the state of mind of students as they begin their: interaction with SIG': We

may make the following observations:

Insett Table Ill a out here

1. Almost one-fifth of the studtnts in th- sample said they knew their

values, and over half of them had a general idea of what they want from.en

oocupatiOn but had not analyzed their values ( alue Status").

2. They tended to feel a nesed'fOr mueit nformation about which occupa-

tions fit their values.
2

3. They believed that they could p :81:ct their grades successfully in ,

at least some programs.

4. Most of them had little onno id what program to enroll in and-

would like help in planning.

Data from theValues System
t.

The Values system yields measures showing the importance that students

attach to each of the ten occupational values used in SIGI and also indicates

the, field of interest they would like to work in.
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Values weights. Table 112 shows the means and standard' deviations of

_

the weights that students assigned to the values on a scale -where 0 desig-

nates no importance and 8 maximdm importance. The figures in the "Unre-

stticted" column are t weights assigned by students before they played

the Values-Gamei.e., e numbers represent the students' initial reactions

to the definitions of the values. The "Restricted," column reflects the ef-

fects of both the Values Game and the constraint that the sum of the weights

equal 40. The latter condition, of course, largely accounts for the smaller

Insert Table 112 about here

means in the Restricted column. It is not possible'to separate the effects

,of the Values Game and the restriction to 40 points on all changes from the

Unrestricted to the Restricted columns., ,In general, however, it would not

be unreasonable to attribute changes in rank order (Security, Independence,,,

Income, Prestige, and Leadership) primarily to the Values Game.
ue

Table I12 shows (a) that each of the values was Important to some stu-

dents; (b) that there was no serious ceiling or floor of ect, since even

the highest and lowest 'weighted values exhibited sizable variation; (c) that,

in general, Interest Field, Variety, and Helping Others were the three most/

important values for this group, whereas Early Entry wasthe least important;
r

(d) that in reaching the 40-point limit, students selectively reduced

the weights originally assigned--that is,- not all weights were decreaed pro-,

portionately. Students were least willing to give up Interest Field, In-

come, Variety, and Helping Others and were most willing to reduce weights_.

for.Early Entry, Prestige, and Leadership.

.

The low weight given to Early En'ry is not surprising, since all the stu-.

dents at ISU had already made

high school.

a commitment to four

129

years of education beyond
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Itis also Interesting to note that the standard deviations show very

little .reduction. Indeed, in one .case (Helping Others), there is a slight
1

.increase. Thus, the reAricted case does,not appreciably reduce the vari-

ance Of the weights.

Selection of interest fiEld. 'tefore weighting the value Interest

Field, students indicate which one of,the six fields interests them most.

They are given the Opportunity'to change fields, before they adjust their

weights to sum to 40 and whenever they elect to return to the Values system

to review the weights originally assigned..

Table 113 shows the number of times each field was selected. Note that

"N = 856" in this table means that 856 interest field selections were made

by the sample of students. Some may have chosen the same field more than

once, and others may,have c,hanged fields.

InsertTable 113 about here

C

I

Table 113 shows that the Personal Contact interest field was clearly

the most popular, with Verbal in/second place. The Technological-and

Aesthetic fields were least popular.

Atik Data from the Locate System

In Locate, students se ect a set of five values as a-screen for re- .

triev4mg potentially attractive, occupations-, The students specify a'mini-
*.

mum return they would like on each value, and 'the computer thenlists occu-
-

patiOns that meet qr exceed that minimum for each-of the five values. Al-

4

though students may choose any five of the ten,SIGI values, the students

are ncouraged to choose their top-veighted ones. -
4

Values selected for the screen. lable 114 shows the freqiiencyswith

whic each of"the 10 vanes was selected as a member of the retTieval set.

13
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It may be inferred that s %dents tend to use their post cherished values

"

Insert Table 114 about here

tk

in Locate, for here is close agreement between the rank order of the:,

*Value weights (Table Il2)`and the rank order of the frequencies in.Table 114.

4 C .
4

. I '
o.

Specification levels or categories. For each Value except High
4

Income

and Interest Field the student may Specify one of four possible levels;

there are five levels for Income, and there are six categories (not'ievels)

for Interest Xield. Table 115 shows the frequency with which the vafious

4'
levels or categories were specifi d. Again, then!s andtthe numbersvlisted

in the "FREQ" column indicate the n tuber of times a value or specifiCation

was use0, not the number of students making the specifications. Also, the

J

numbers are associated only with values/specifications that actually-re7

trieired acceptable lists of occupations. If a Studerlt.l.s specifitations are - 8

to% strict or too loose, resulting in empty lists or ones of unwieldy,size,

he must alter the specific tions, one at a time but im any order, until he

finally arrives at a set that does retrieve.

Table 115
1.

indicates
5
that all the degrees of specification are uieused

Insert Table 115 abou\here

The fact that the retrieval of an empty list forces the student to Iowa. a

Specification (or change interest fields)';pay account for ale frequency

which the lowest specification appeAu. valuesex at the lowest.ievel

does not screen, fince'all occupations me et or exceed that specification)

.Table 115 also shows that tudents tend to specify mostly average and above

;

average levels, and that when they use Interest Field as one of search

values, the4nost popular field -(Personal Contact)* was'the:one most requentl y
. -....

.

$

' .
chosen in .the Values System. I

.

O

;
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Occupations retrieved in Locate. What occupations do these values/

specificatioris retrieve? .Table 116 lists a ,the occupatiop in SIGI at the_

1 1
#

time of the data collection and the frequenky with which each was retrieved.
1

.....
...0- . 0

. .

The frequencies include the interaction of initiates (students whohave gone

throdth the six subsystems in the prescribed order and who are conseqUeptily

privileged to return to auy subsystem) as well as nova:

In ail, 137 occupations of the 155 i

0

SIGI were retrieved for a total

of 12,804 times. A's would be'expected from the relative populafity of var-
1

ious levelsf specification, professional occupations'were much

Insert Table 116 abet here

mgre fre-
t

1

quently retrieved than were nonprofessional occupation-s.- The 18 occupations

that werenot retrieved are

Appliance Repair Technician
Automobile Mechanic
Automobile Salesworker
Bookkeeper
Correction officer
Dancer and Dancing Teacher
EEG Technologist
Instrument Repair Technician,
Keypunch Operator

Medical. Lab Technician
Nursing Assistant
Operatir3g Room Technician

Optician
Radio/TV Service Technician

Science Lab Technician
...Stenographer'

Telephone craftsworkee
Welder

No occupation.appeared 'mote frequently than about 4 5% of the total fre--

quency for novices and initiates. If we pool the y rIous teaching occu-

pations, the most frequently retrieved occupations would be

Teacher
School Counselor
Speech Pathologist/Audiologist
Lawyer

Psychologist-
Rehabilitation
Physician

'Dentist ,

Occupational Therapist

4
Counselor

Data from the Compare System

Occupations selected for examination.

with which students (initiates and novices)

nation in the COmpare system. Students may

132

Table 117 shows the,frequency

selected occupations'for exami-

select any occupations they

tl
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want, but they arempartUillarly encouraged to investigate occupations re-
-

trieved in Locate because those occupations,tend to satisfy their values.

1

Four occupations (Avionics Technician, Instrument Repair Technician,

Optician, and,Welder) were never selected. Students did not confine-them-

selves only to occupations retrieved in Locate. For exadple, Medical Lab

Technician, which was not retrieved at ell in Locate, was selected 12 times

L
in Compare; Correction Officer, which also failed to appear in Locate, was

selected '0 times. On the gther hand, the secondary school teaching occu-

r

Insert Table Ill about here 10. .t

6

pations, whiCh were among the most frequently retrieved in Locate, were

asked about in Compare with relatively low frequency. It seems poisible

that many students tended to avoid the teaching occupations because they

knew the job market has turned sour. In general, hoyeVer, t.Jel two sets of

°

frequencies appear to be quite consistent. The occupation m frequently

,

asked about ( over 5%.of the total frequency) was Psychologist- 1\1 com-

,

paring absolute frequencies of occupations retrieved in Locate witt. those

used in Compare, one must allow for the fact that a given occupation may

beietrieved several times by one student thiough various lists of s

fications in Locate, but will probably be selected only ae by that

dent for examination in Compare.
.

Questions for which answer's were sought. Students may ask up to 28

questions about the occupations they have selected. (Far a list of the

`questions, see Figure 2, Chaptei II.) Table 118 shows the frequency

with which each.of the questions was asked. All the questions were asked

Insert) Table 118 about here
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4140,

with considerabl6 frequency, the highest being 8.77% of. the total. The

least favored were "Opportunities for leadership?" and "Prestige'level?"

The five most often chosen were, in-order,

Description of work activities? -

Definition Of occupation?
Employment outlook?
Edutation requiredt-Early Entry?
Rtelated college courses? .

1

Data frdm the Prediction System

Reports of previous academic performance. Table I19 summarizes stu-

dents' responses to questions about their,previons academic performance.

The resionses are stored by the computer and may (or may not) be included
A

among the predictor variables in any 'of the regression equations that'com-

pute the probability of a student's receiving various grates in a particu-
.

. lar "key co rse." Table 119 shows that almost 70% of the Illinois State,
2

University students who used SIGI reported tat they had ranked in the

second or third fifth of their'high sChooliclass.and that their matkematicsi

grade had been mostly B's and C's. They presented a somewhat rosier pic-
.

k..

° 4

Insert Table 119 about there

oP

turd with respect to their English grades; two - fifths ofthe students re-
.

ported that they had ea -d and 85% 'of them said they had got B or

better. On the other h while more than half of thett were confident that

.1

they needed no help with Engl sh, about one-fifth of them believed positively

that they did need help. Perhaps the'students did not think that a grade of
Il

B or better in high schoOl English guaranteed sufficient_ mastery for college

work.

Programs for which predictions were regnested. The listoeprograms

for which the student can obtain predictions is different at each college.

At" the.time of the evaluation, predictions were available in 31 programs at

134
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,

Illinois, State University. Table 120 lists these programs and shows the.fr-

quency with which each was selected in the Prediction system. Students sou^ht

predictions...in fll the programs. The programs most', requently selected wen,
0

Insert Table 120 about here

Psychology, Business Administration, Biological Science's, Special.Educa ion,

and English;

Selection of questions about obability, Also available in'the Prodi-
'

tion system are explanations of robability and prediction. The explanations

are in the form of answers to five questions that the'student (novice or ini-

as&

tiate) may a3k if he choosep. (See Figure 5, Chapter II for the word-

ing of the questions.) The questions were included in SIGI because we knew

from our past' experience that the concept of probability is difficult for many

students. The frequency with which each question was selected appears,in

Table 121. The questions were selected with about equal frequencies. One `i

hundred seventy-five students ,(assuming that each student asked ottlY Une

ltion) sought answers to one or another question. This, is almost`-half (47%)

of the students using the Prediction systei, if we assumelthat the number of

students is the same as or close tothe number that reported .their previous

academic performance in Table I19--in the case of ISU, 372.

,
Insert Table. I2tabout here

I

71.

Data from the Strategy System
, .

(No summary data are collected from the Planning systei. Indeed, the',

only information from that. system that is worth recording as summary data

,-would be the names and frequencies of the occupations selected for planning.)'.,

t

13i5
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In Strategy, the student selects a'set of three occupations.4nd indi-

cates whiCh one he favors most', Then he sees the Desirability Sums of the

occupations. (See Chapter I1,1)aies.32-34 for a description of De-

sirability Sums.g-Next, he interacts- with.a discussion of a decision-

making
A. .

strategy based on assessment of rewards and risks, after which he
.\

estimates the probabilities of his successfully completing'all the require-
,

--..

Ments for entry into each of the occupations. Finally, he once eat.' indi-

cates which of the occupations he favors most in light of the information he

has acwmulated about rewards (Desirability Sums) and risks (probability of

entry).

Table- 122 showse in the first two columns, the frequency with which oc-

cu ationswere designated first choice when the set of three occupations was

1se ected,nd, in the third and fourth columns, the frequency with which they

were'aesignated first choice after assessment of rewards and risks.

f

Insert Table 122 about here

s.a

We must be cautious in interpreting Table since it shows frequen-

cies Of choice, not changes. We cannot infer, for,instance, that no stu-

dents changed their minds about an occupation that has the same 7post"fre-
.

quency as "pre" frequency. We may note, however, that the most popular oc-

cupations,.in terms pf post frequency, were,Psychologist, ,School Counselor,:

eDwyer, and Elementary School Teacher. Also, "If we list occupations with a

difference of 4 or more (in either direction) between the pre and post fre-
AO

quencies,. we see that Rehabilitation Counselpr, Urban Planner,4Elementary

School Teacher, and Optometrist made gains (10, 5, 4,and 4 xespectively),

"'whereas Flight Attendant (-8); Advertising Copywriter-, Commercial Artist,

Musician/Music Teacher, Social Worker (-6); Purchasing Agent (-5); and Pub-

lic Relations Worker Psychologist, Computer Programmer (-4) had losses.
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Choice in relation to desirability outcomes. That influences students!

choice of occupation in this context? Tdble 123 prpvidis some,insighv. Un-

der the heading "Desirability. Outcome" are the frequencies with which st,of:11,

in their pre' choice, selected the occupatiOh that late'r turned out to have the

highest Desirability Sum, to come within 10 pOints of the highest sum , or to

fall more than 10 points below the highest. Apparently, two-fifths of the stu-\)

dents (4M). id not designate as their first choice the occupation that, as

they soon n d, was the most lik4ly to satisfy their values.

Insert Table 123 about here

4

ft

The next 4etf figures, under the heading,"Which Strategy," assesses the

post choice of'occupation with respect to themeasures of reward and risk.

The reader should understand that the options listed in the table do not all

exist at the same time. For example, if the student had estimated that his

chances were equal for successfully entering each of the three occupations, he

would have only the last two options on the list: He could choose either the

occupation with the greatestDesirability Sum or one with a smaller sum. If

he had made differential estimates of success, some of,,the first four options

would be present; but not the last two; moreover, it might be that none of

4

the three occupations had the fortunate combination of greatest Desirability

-" -Sum and greatest chances, and therefore the student would not have the first
. ,

. option. The reader should also remember that Sum high means having the high-
.

est Desirability Sum or coming within 10 pointy of the highest'.

1
1.

4 Students are told to'ignore differences of lb points or less between De-

sirability Sums. For a discussion of how the .10-point "error's term was esti-,

mated, see Counselor "s Handbook for SIGI (which is,Appendix G of this re-

port), pps'IX-12--IX-14.: .
...
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Nevertheless, we can make some inTerentes. The first four categories'

under "Which Strategy" represent instances of differences in boat sums and

chances. If we make the reasonable assumption that students would nearly

always choose "Sum high, chances bigh"whan,that option was present, we have

left 235 instances (116 + 97 + 22) where students had to choose on theObasis_

of highest sum best chances, or some' combination in which neither factor

was best. In 116 instances (49% of,thetime), they selected, the occupation

with the highest sum; in 97 instances (41% of the time), they selected the

occupation with the best chances; and in 22 instances (9% of. the time), they

selected an occupation that had neither the highest sum nor greatest chances.

(This last is:not necessarily an illogical choice, since it may be the best

combination of reward and risk. See Counselor's Handbook for SIGI, which is

Appendix G. of this 'report, pages IX-25--IX-26.) There were 36 occasions

when students estimated their chances as equal for all three occupations. In

this situation, they made the apparently logical choice (occupation with the

highest sum) 26 times and the apparently illogical one 10 times. We must be

careful, however, not to infer that those 10 choices came from students who

did. not know what they were doing. We have learned from our interviews .that

behavior which appears inexplicable in printouts often has some logical ex-

planation--even if it is only that the stydent was.late for class and.pushed

the last few buttons at random to reach "sign off" as quickly as possible.

4

. .

a
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Table Il: Responses by Experimentals and Controls to

Questions 1-41 of SIGI Evaluation Questionnaires

(Unless otherNige noted, all figures except n's arse percent.)

PERSMAL 1NFORMATInN

1. Aoe
id 0-

0

E.
(1) 15-22
(2) 23-30 Mc C = 41
(3) Over 30
(4) Rather not say

2. Sex,: 7L 5-3
col /_(1)
M (2) Female 2 C '7; 41

3. Year in colleke:
9 (1) 1st E 's4

cati, (2) 2nd 26, a r
7 (3) 3rd
#&1,6,1,1,1._,n,...z....6-At

CAREER' DECISION - MAKING

4. How well do you know what rewards and satisfactions you want 6.om an occupation? -rt., rx-..4-1
r (1) I know exactly what I want from an occupation. g

(2) I have a general idea of what I want from an occupation. -
( 3) I'm not sure what I want from an occu ation.

Zr ( 4) Ihave no idea whit I want from an ccupation.

*--/f 5. How many, occupations have you explored as possibilities for yourself? 7c. -=...6-..3i 0 (1) None .f 5,
(2) 1-2

A ,4) More than four
(3) 3-4

-r... = 4S/

-.I , z
6. How many of the occupations that you know about are likely to gitve you the lr..-7:-.5:3

ilisfactIons you want? o ---E

C 47(1) None
"1.-TV (2) 1-2

(3) 3-4
(4) More than 4

. Which of the statements below best describes how definite your care"' plants
/9 (1) I know exactly the occupation I want to enter. ' --e

(2) I ai trying to decide- between two different occupations.
(3) I am considering three or more different occupations.
(4) I do not have any specific occupation in mind at this time.

46+:8. How well do you think you can'predict your grades it} various programs at yonr-rtierS:,
college? .

-rt. ...4,.. f4E(1) I think I could predict my grades accurately in any'program of study --1:
-,39' a I might take.

(2) I think I could predict Im.v grades accurately in one or two programs,
but not in an

,.1 9' .......// (3) I' have only a general idea of my grades in oke or two programs.6 .2/(4) I cant predict my grades well in any program. vf
-It

-7t,,=.-47.1*4- 9. Which of the following describes the present state of your plans?
6./4 0./6 (1) I know which program to enroll in, which courses to take, and most of

i4

7
the other sceps ,necessary to reach my occupational goal. 2-c_. = 7

.5762) I have-a-gene-relddea of s:hich program would be best, but I am not
,...... sure what othei steps are necessary to reach my occupational goal.

_t_l_ ,-0 (3) I do:14c know, which program to tpke. L need help in planning my education.
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Table 11 (continued)

10. Overall, how confident dbyou feel about your career decision-making skills?
-7t.e = 4J' f,

U... (2) Somewhat confident ,

je... (3) Not confident
c., :-' 9 .

;15 '(1) Very confident

Items 11-18 are activities related to thinking about occupations. Put a check

under the heading iihich shows how much time you have spent on each of the activities.

**ix. Reading about ,occupations. \-9-t.9 -,1-,_ c7..y9)
412. Talking with friends about the kinds of

occupations they are considelng.,
E .,5-2 (a- a = .30? .

Talking with people in the field about

their occupations. ,
-n..a, 1..8-,2_, Cne a = 149)

/441-14. Using the college's career reference

library..n,6 (n,c. 4/f)

15. Attending career planning wor hops.
." 5 3 57 ,Ic. :-. :,4ct

.4-lic 'Talking to a guidance counselor r about
N i careers.

''E =5/ e.'a 4'1f)

17. Using career-related audiovisual

materials.
-.r..._ v 6-7 (?t-..! c u 449 .).,

4*13.

-10.
Using a computett-based guide ce system.

Never Rarely, Sometimes Often

(.2#4 ite) 7100 /300

o (A) q (4) ,.2,514(0 e, (vs)._

(049 309) 44.2.(32) ; (5)

.7-1JO) 74'1) (
.3144) ;35/(.2i) 6 (/s) .ege.12)

4.3 1A0 -121125) Ad C4

55149) A442f)

p*O6A) ,5-1(4) I:do )

For statements 19-26, put a check under the heading that best describes how yOu feel.

19. 1 would follow the adobe of a teacher,
counselor, parent, or friend in planning

my career.

20. Which occupation I enter will be mostly

a matter of chance. ,

21. Everyone seems to tell me something dif-
ferent,,,so I don't know which career to

rho:me. -rt. e, / CMG = 41f)

22._ I1vill decide for myself which oscupation

to choose. -71, (7t. .2,41)

23. In order to plan for a career, I would
need,.to know how soon I would be get-

ting' married. 4")

Strongly
Disagree

.11410

StrUngly

Disagree Agree Agree

37(-9 6-600 G (A) 45

42_46-a) ,26L) RIO

./-6) 2th) A(-z)

th) sit&-/) Iv' 313)

447 (33) 3457) z26) 1144)
24. There is plenty of time before L have

to start thinking about choosing
(ICAOC

14.0

ab) 1/42.) 4(0
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Table Il (continued)

4425, tRate yourself' on how good a career decision-maker you think you are. Th-e - q

Look at xhe scale below. _Think "of a friend your age whO, in your opinion, makes

good career decisions. Conatder that person at the top of the scale (10).

Think of a friend your age-with is not a good career decision-maker. Consfde'r

that person at the bottom- of the scale (0).

Now think about yourself as a career_ decision-maker. Where do you fit on.
this scale? q.71e the appropriate number on the scale from-0 to 10.

0 . i 2 3 5. 6 7 8 9 10
E oo o 14. /4

C 0A ° * /3 /9 / / A ,

0

poor good
career careers
decis ion- decisii

maker maker

IFor items 26- 29 mark an Ron the part of the scale which best shows what is true of yot

1 a e '5..5*426.
How much do you know about occupations? -?.1..... a ='417

.0 1 A #02 4. 3
.2.,

4
- 00f .2- 41-71 et

C 01
et All 1

) 1

i I 1 I 01
very little / 0 37 / B f 4,- .2... a great 'deal

--4... :-... ,3-2./e
427. How often do you plan ahead? -M--e., z 419

0 0 1
.Q.,

/12 , 4
3/1 ,u, 34

Col
a 01

rarely J I
o

1 f , 1 ,....1

.23 it Y3 /1 often

AL
28. How do you feel after making an important decision?

0
.

al 0 2 /o
E di /61

JI ull 0CZA usay *# i f. 4
don t think 4
117.,;(lone the

right thing.

-ad e, 2 ilf
3 7,4

I

3 iA

I I
f'.4 /3 I am sure

-1 didilie
right thi

.
-

I

Ai, = 4-1

414:29s How clear is your knowledge of goals and values?

-,-1,

. a . 44
0 1 ,f)

e 0 .t. 02 6 , i'l
3 /4

.-4 55-
4

°not clear° 7 .2./ 9 As' 9
/very

clear

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

30. What occupation would you stoat like to prepare ,yourself for eventually? Even

if you are undecided, pick an occupation that appeals to you. r e

ofsat ?-1-c5 A6fName of occupation: isear"..laiLas, $S 4-3

141

3,// ve

.2.73

,70

mg,

.4

pg.34 .60
R.S7

G.At

,,,-

Al
-.7f /.
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Ri ht Wrong

E71?
e J14

E ,3g

C sq

'1711
75-

,g
c..3? 6/
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.
Table I1- (continued)

Answer questions 31-34 in relation to the occupation n ed in Item 30.

31. To enter this occupation, how much education beyond. high school would ou need?

(1) None.

(2) 2 years.

(3) 4 years (bachelor's degree).
(4) 5-6 years (master's degree)

(5) 7 or more (dockorate or law
i
degree).

(6) Other (please explain:
(7) I don't know.

32. Check the saltily rang that indicates the average amount of money per year earned
by people in this' occupation:

(1) $20,000 or More
(2) $15,000-$19,999

(3) $11,000-$14,999
(4) $8,000-$10,999

(5) $7,999 or less
(6) I don't know.

33. Check the one statement which best describes the amount of supervision usually

received by workers in. this occupation.

(1) Won without supervisi6n; plan own work; seldom-evaluated by .others.

(2) Superviied weekly; follow overall assignments.

57- (3) Supervised daily; work under supervisor who assign1 and schedules
work; free to decide details of work.

(4).Supervised hourly; activities are directly supervised with little op-

portunity to act on your own.
(5) I don't know.

34. Check tie one statement which'best describei the f4re employment prospects

for workers in this occupation.

' (1) Excellent: Strong demand for workers; shortage of qualified people.

(2) Good:. Steady demand for workers.
(3) Tair: Ocmind limited except in certain. geographic areas OR demand is

--Aecreaking due' to automation or economie-conditions.
(4) Poor: -Little demand, if any; the occupation is very overcrowded, and

few jobs are available.
(5) I don't know.

35. What college program (major) are you presently enrolled in?

36. What occupation are you preparing for' in this program or-major?

CAREER GUIDANCE

A 37. Have you seen a counselor ring the last two,months?21$15 Vii) Yes .2.45; No
.49 ;R:E

38. Dyes, what'thing4s) did y u discuss? -2%,=/41-4
f (1) Your values

6

4 /al
17..c, --= ilf

(2) Occupational choice

-1.1-_. 732(3) Occupational' information

"..a..17_ (4) Curri `.choice

.9 (6)'Chances for success

..12Y '(5) Course'se e

I: (9) Financial aid

'-.4..(100ther (please explains

_f_ (7) Program approval
(8) Family pressures

)-
0...11.111.10 142



39. Have you taken or are
your college?

C ," a--w
I.4- 40. f yes, how would. you

4 / c.2.1" (1) Excellent
.4M. (2) Adequate

(3) -Poor

r
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Table Il (continued)

you presently enrolled

rate it? "'MI 11 3

zA3

in a career guidance_purse at

ir,(1) Yes 3..7/(2) No

=--419 6-7 54.5

67 41. Row do you feel about interacting with a computer for.jcareer .guidance?
(1) Favorable
(2) Neutral dif(3) Unfavorable

33O

-

a

C

< o

ti

0

4.

0

Ito

E.
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TaBle 12

Occupations Named by Experimentals.in

Response to Question 4130

In -SIGIa

4 (42 occupations)

AccOuntant (2)
b

Correction Officer (2)

Dietitian
Fine Artist
Fight Attendant
Floral Designei
Interior Designer

Interpreter
Lawyer (3)
Medical,Record Administrator
Medical Technologist
OcciApational,Therapist (2)

Oceanographer
Physical Therapist (2)

Physician
Public Relations Worker
Recreation Worker .

abilitdtion Counselor (2)

School Counselor -(2)

Secretary
Singer
Social Service Xide

SOcial Wprker
Speech thologist
Teacher, English
Teacher, InduStrial Arts

Teacher' Special Educatio (4)
Teacher, Physical Educaty (4)

Not in SIGI

0 occupations)

Business Administrator
Business Manager
.Buyer, Merchandising
School Administrator

7

Too Vague to Classify

(7 responses)

Clinical therapist
,Journalist
Parks & recreation (2)
Patient education
Radio & T1V.

(Blank) /.

a If the occupational title used by the student was different from that used,,,

by S161. for the same occupation, the 'SIGI title appears on -this table, e.g.,

"Social Worker Aide" is,listed as "Social Service_Aide-T" "Stewardess" as

"Flight Attendant," etc.

b,
If an occupation was designated more than once, the. number in parentheses

shows how often it was designated.

'144
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- Table 13 .m-

Occupations Named by Controls in
Response:to Question #30

(28 occupations)

./
Accountant.
Actor/Actress
Civil Engineer
Commercial Artist--

,b
Flight Attendant (2)
Insurance' Agent

Lawyer (2)''''

Medical Technologist
Photographer
Physician's Assistant
Psychologist (3)
PublicRelations Worker
Singer/Singing Teacher

,Social Worker (4)
eaCher, -Business

Teacher, Early Childhood
Teacher, Elementary (5)

(
\

Not.in SIGI

(7 occupations)

AUministration,of a
recreation center or
park district

Business Manager
Cartoonist-illustrator
Golf Pro ,

Literary Critic
Manager of a small or

medium-sized business
Politician

t

Too Vague to Classify

(14 response's)
ti

Advertising or marketing
Airline.york-
Airlines, travel agency,
Business. .

Communications
Correction or law-oor
Counseling with a family--

oriented organization,
family planning agency

Law enforceuipnt, history
Medical, field
Natural, resources manage-

rtient

Plant & soil science
'Public relations or math
Radio broadcasting "
Science,or math - related

4
o

(

, .

.

a 6, .

If the occupational title used,by gtudentwag'different-fvom that used by SIGI

. for the,same occupation, the SIGI titleappeart:bh..this table; e.g.,7Nursery

School Teacher" is listed as "Teacher, :Early Childhood,'" artless'' 0 "Fliiht
J

Attendant'," etc. .
b If an'occupation was designated mofe than once. the number in,.narenthes,es shows

how gotten it was debignated.
: .

1:.. ti il
. ...., . . e r

.
i.

, z ..... .

.
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Table 14

Responses to Questions 42-45 of SIGI Evaluation

Questionnaire for'Controls

(Unless otherwise noted, all figures except n's are percent.)

4

42. Are you aware that there is *a computerized guidance system (SIGI} on campus? -5,t/ 7 517

9Y, (1) Yes -1/ (2) No

43. 1f yes, what is your impression of SIGI
LS_ (1) Favorable
.--40ZY6 (2) Neither favorable nor unfavorable

42 (3) Unfavorable
JL20(4) No impression

44. How did you learn about SIGI?
.2 ;i (1) Friends

g.) (2) Counselor

44 (3) Posters, Brochures
(4) Newspaper
(5) Other (please explain:

45. Do you want tO*141se SIGI? ice (1) Yes (2) No

ow
If yes, when?

If no, why not?

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAME TO ETS IN 'NE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. = .

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPPIATTC4,

146
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Table I4A.

Control Students' Responses to'Open-Ended Items
on the Questionnaire

a

gi
""

Question #38 (Other Reasons for Seeirig a Counselor)

Exploring how to register for second term.
My life, my futdre, my feelings.

Question #44 (OtherNWayg of Learning About SIGI)

Career choice class. (Mentioned by 11 students.)

Class enrolled in.
Preview.
A counselor speaking to a group.
Choosing a major.

Student Association,on
Told of it by counseLing center at freshmen orientation.
All of the (way's suggested).'
Teacher.

a
Some of tie responses 'have been, slightly edited.

,

or

0

147
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Table 15

Responses to Questions 42-88 of SIGI Evaluation
Questionnaire fdr Experimentals

.(tnless otherwise noted, all numbers except n's are percent.)

9

EVALUATION OF SIGI
I

Circle the'grade that you would give SIGI on each of the following:*

3-42. How interesting was SIGI to you? -7.1-1.2'. 2,, -

43. How clear was SIGI in giving information? --Ad =.4r3

44. Overall, how good is SIGI? -,t,mr .4"-J

.
.

Sti.v.s")5
A, B, C,

0
D,

0
or F

k Cl, D, oroF

A,

lio

B,

42
C,

J7

D,

0

or F

,/./
Q

I Circle the grade that shows how useful SIGI was in each of the followine:

45. 'Helping you decide which Occupation to prepare for.A,

46. Helping yoe.gecome more aware of your values. -&"1/45-3

47. Showing you the r,plationship between values and career
decisions.

48. Helping you find out which occupations might fit your values.
':- S/

49. Helping you get information about occupations. "-tr-....4:3

50._ Helping you understand grade predictions expressed in
probabilities. -0.

6
51. Helping you estimate probOilitieV success in one or

Tye programs. -rt./ = ,3-2)

52. Giving information about,prograrm of study atyour school

53. Helping you plan a program appropriate for an occupation
you are considering. =

54. Helping you learn how to make career decisions. ',dr- 4 -2,

55. What role hai SIGI played in your occupational choice? m.,
/7(1) SIGI helped me to choose an occupation.

.
1.42) SIGI helped confirm .the choice I had already made.

(1) sic' suggested other things which I am considering.
Ar(4) SIGI 'provided little or no help. *lot

1 4 8

'g3
A,

Jo
B,

30
C,

9
D,

g
or F

Ahi 8,
/9

C,

1 4'
D, or F

o
6
A

.71
B,

//

C,

o
D,

o
or F

B C, D or F

B, C, D, or F5266 6 6

A, B, C, D, or F
2.5"RI* 6
all 37 35 6 .2.1

A, B, C, D, or F

A,
AV

B,

9.2

C,

Itr

D,
io

of Fa
/6 41 Ji a. 0
A, B, C, D, or F

A,
49

B,

14
C,

/7
6,
4

or P
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Table 15 (continued)

t

To get help with occupational and educational decisions, you can go to SIGI 'and to a

counselor. For each of the following,(56-63), put a check under the heading which,

in your opinion, represents the best source of help.

56. Plan program of study -7t0,= -5.2,

57. Get information about occupations 2c.,7112./
. o

53. c,nariciin occupational choice t-'- .26
Find occupations that Iit values-n/7:52

SIGI Counselor

Alone Alone

%...4 3

SIGI/C
Counselor

4

49 .2-) 69

$ .2 .5
0 54

/.2)

4 5.
_ 60.

61.

62.

Find out about financial aid 7trz:2r/

Make values more clear

Resolve conflicts about occupational choice

63. Estimate chances of success in a program

a

Have'you scheduled or do you plan to schedule an
as a result of using SIGI? Tr. ,1-,/

65. If yes, what was or will be the purpose of this visit?
discussed or plan to discuss. ' /2 6.
5 (1) Your values

appointment with a counselor,
.5-3 (1) Yes 147(2) No

Check all the topics you

Occupational choice
Occupational information
Curriculum choice
Course selection
Chances for success.

Program approval
Family pressures
Financial aid
SIGI print-outs
Other (please explain:

1M.

"7'

66. In using SIGI, did the occupations of ,interest to you show
by your values? --At., iLY

67. Were there any occupations missing from'SIGI that you were

If yes, name them:

up on the list de
27 (1) Ye; .:z,e(

inte rested in? --

CM' (2) No

68. Compared to other kinds of occup tional information,

pational information presented in SIGI?
% Irf(1) Better

e2 (2)-About the same

0 (3) Worse

how'would you rate the occu,

69. SIGI has 28 questions you can ask about occupatipns.l'Are
about occupations, that you wish.han been in SIGS? =5D

If yes, what questi on(s) woul&you add to the SIGI ''list?,.

there other questips'
/2. (1) Yes g87 (2) No

143
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Table 15 (continued)

70. How would you rate SIGI's writing style and vocabulary? ert. r: 4/7

0 (1) Too difficult -
(2) Just right

(3) Too simple

71.N Did you find sexual, racial, or. other bias in SIG!? lig,/ No

0

I. .U.-4----_-.0;-=--

.

-
S (1) Yes

If yes, give examples:

r. . r

;.

INV

72. Below is a list of probleMs that may have occurred in using 'SIGI. Check any

that you experienced :'
45 (1) I did not understand some of the directions.

(2) The writing on the screen strained my eyes.
7- (3) I had to wait too long for an appointment to use SIGI.

3 (4) There was too ouch reading.
.177 (5) I felt '''FU-shed while using SIGI.

(6) The computer 'broke down while I was using SIGI.

..egd (7) The writing on the screen was jumbled. -

.Z1 (8) I wanted to sign off SIGI, bqt couldn't.

ZS (9) Other (please explain:

73. How often did you request a print-out on SIGI? 419
t/i (1) Frequently

4;2,7 (2) Sometimes
;U(3) Once or twice
0 (4) Never

74. After using the computer, did you do anything to.get more
information on 'your own?

76 (1) Yes .300 (2) No.'

I

.75. If _yes, what did. you do? -In) '2 =1/'.5

#47' (1) Read
7,i7:4"; (2) Spoke, to people in the occupation

-7; '(3) Used audiovisual material '

(4)"Other (please explain:

76. Hoy much time did you spend on SIGI?. ..".01:. .511

(1) 1-2 hours

)14 (2) 2-4 hours
(3) 4-6 hours or more

77. Did you go all the way through SIGI (including the Strategy section)? '4' "'fl ,

Elt.(1) Yes /re (2) No

78. Over how many sessions did you use SIGI?"-)t)=--6-1

(1) One

2) Two
3) Three or more

79. Do you-think you would profit from further use ofliGI? 63(1) Yes 3 2( (2) No

80. If,yes, how many additional Sessions would you like? --vs.) '7: .3 :L.

_Arm One -

(2) Two .

(3) Three of more

15°0
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Table 15 (continued)

81. Which sections would you use most? -2/..- . /Oa-.
.42, (1) Values ' ,
L(2) Locate
.2'7(3) Compare
1_1(4) Prildiction ...
./....9,,(5) Planning
/1 ' (6 ) St rategy .

82. Islthere anything SIGI didn't cover that you would like it to cove r? ' ". 447
(1) Yes 91'(2) No

.1f yes, please ,.xplain:

'41<

83. Is there any area you wish SIGI had covered more fully? .,2/ (1) Yes '751(2) No

If yei case explain:

fl
. .

..,

\ 84. ,What did you like best about SIGI? (check one only) -,-1.....-r. 71/:
2(1) Learning about my values .,

r -. .2 3 (2) Finding occupat ons that fit my values \
/9 (3) Getting occup ional inormation).. .
.3 (4) Getting gra predictions

...,

- /(5) Learni
(6) Learning's strategy for making decisions

at courses to take to prepare for an occupation 4,

q
/ (7) 4-e'er-fling how values affect decisions

A ( -, 44 (8) ...Other (please explain: )1, . 41,,

85. What you did onSIGI was completely privite., How important act to you? -Wr-z..4-fi

0 1 2 3 4
"4

I
6- I -I

I ..privacy iZ - , .::,2o 1.- 17 . 6 /1 - very
f made no

.. (

- important
difference '
''Have you advisell friends at

87. If yes ,'h
(1) ] -2
(2) 3-5

/0 (3) 6 or more

your 'college.to use SIGI?

=.3-5

4

Yes .21(2) No-

, ,

88. Is [here anythihg else you would like to tell us that would help us improve SIGI?

151
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Table 16

Experimental Students' Responses to Open-Ended Items

on the Questionnaire

lQuestion # #65 (Purpose of AppointA it with Counselor)

How many years of education for certain occupations?

Possible Summer job for experience.
Picking a, major.

Changing a major.

l*tstionb#67 (Occupations of Interest Missing.From STLGI)
b

-

School administration.
Personnel interviewing.
Display man.

Farming.
Teaching 'speech ory,theater.

Range'manager.
Agronomist.
Director--theater and film.

Internist.
Podiatrist.

Botanist. -

Occupations * history.
Certified occOaeional thirapist assistint.(COTA).

.Crafts designer.

Question #69 (Additional Questions Students Would Like to Ask)b

7

How can occupations combine different interests? [i.e., math,

writing, teachingl.
Course curriculum.
More specific information on courses.
Regional information.

- How long before:you,are able to be.in the job- -some jobs have

internships which SIGI didn't mention.

- Would like more questions, and have them asked more quickly.

Do you have a lot of,travel on'the job?

What,are the ways to better one's education to fit the occupation?

f
..,Question #71 (Examples of Bias in SIGI)

When examples of.make-believe jobs were given; they usually

applied to males.
The fact thatthe computer assumes you'knowlour values and can

Osily rank them1for determining a career. I can't yet do

this and I'm sure otheis can't either.

---

152
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Table 16 (continued).-

Question,172 (Other Problemsin Using SIGI)

Wanting to go back and start over after I had started. (qpntioned by 2 students.)

Too many explanations.
Wanted a choice not listed.
Had to sign off too soon. Wanted to question SIGI'more.,

,I .felt a bit rushed because I wanted to read everything carefully,
but knew I only had an hour (at each session), and that
shod get done with a particular section before my time expired.
(it look me four one-hour 'sessions. Most people in myclass
only needed three sessions.)

The prediction system didn't work properly on grade prpdictions
for courses.

I didn't want a lot of the printouts I got. Theachine automatically
printed them. ( Mentioned by 3 students.)

Wanted printout's of some things.
Getting repeats of printouts.
Helper never came on time.
Too slow, too many printouts.
Big mess with scheduling it, and I never finished all the way.

Question 4475 (Other Steps Taken to Get More Information After Using'SIGI)

. Counselor. (Mentioned by 2 students.)
Sent away for information.
Taking-ucareer.choice" class.
Made use of the career center.
Wrote to the schools which had the affiliated program.

,

Question 482 (Additional Topics sipi Could Have Covered)

More detailed information on careers.
Remark-about other values such as home life, etc.; that"

can add to the prediction.
I didn't answer steps 4, 5, & 6,s0 I really-can't answer that.
It lacked some occupations I,would have fiked to have examined.
Prediction area needed more explanation.

Question #83 (Areas,That Should Have Been - Covered More Fully)

4

IDeision-making process.and values section.
Prediction: It-was difficult to understand its purposes,
and the directions. (Mentioned by 2 students.)

Give schools jisted'in other, states that have good programs .

for your field of interest. 4
Job opportunities in other states.
Courses in which I must enroll to prepare for an occupation-:
More time to go through all the 28 occupational questions.'

Each Session isjust an hour. (Mentioned by'2 students.)
Strategy, prediction, planning.'
In strategy, I wish SIGI would give fuller, better-reasons for

its value ratings on Particular occupations.
Give' more about the occupation.

.153
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Table 16 (continued)

Question #84 (Other Things Liked Best About SIGI)

That I could easily understand my values when I saw what they

brought.
Mostly the fun of handling a computer since I couldn't apply

the other features because of lack of values ranking.

-r---

a ,Some of the.responses haye been edited slightly.
.

.
-

In some, cases students suggested occupations nnovations already

in SIGI.
. ,4'

s

154..
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. Table 17

Suggestions, for Improvements in SIGI Given by
Experimentals in Response to Question #8.8

I would Nye liked more time. I had to sign off too soon.
--:-1

.
'-- 'I 14-oul , ke to-see-more' speclali4 ed-occupations-put into SIGI,- like

_

Na..cert4i.Aind of doctor or lawyer. Not jitat a general heading.
.

i
r. ' a

t----

, I

,Good system.
N

Needs/W.be geaigd to 4 -year school and cover all the
majorseOfered in 'his school. Needs to relate more, to this school.

(

,Grade B--.me '
(a) There should definitely be more terniii4s,,, No one should be forced'
to end theirpession in the middle of a'SIGT1Section, *(b) There should
be an abort button to et out of certain parts of SIGI. I went through

the same planning section twice and got duplicate printouts becaUst they
were mandatory, (c) Anyone using SIGI for a complete program shodid be

required to talk with a counselor. This would enable the student tp re-

solve certain conflicts which the compute cannot resolve.

.Advise people about how much they will have to .complete in one hour. -

had no idea how the thing ran untilit was all over.

Too much repetition. Could get to the point faster.

I wanted to be able to return t
planning section to ask some mo

- System is really great. But -I

If there was only more time, I

the compare section after finishing the
quqtions about other occupations.

had to rush, hardly read the last section
would have greatly benefitted from SIGI.

Should be offered to juniors and seniors in high,s,chool,-,

--R&adirtg=the material:was boring after two 1-hour/Sessions. I finished

SIGI. My third time I would hAve liked more answers on specific questions

in my majA,

-Time should not be limited to one -hour per visit. Should be able to see

SIGI whenever you can.' Some people are faster than others.

Congratlations-.

(a) Make SIGI more Conspicuous% I have friends whp heard about SIGI,

but didn't know where it was or if they gould'use it, since they didn't
have the career choice class, (b) It w very helpful to me.

-(a) SIGI was very-helOul in ftnding t about my values. I never .con-
(

or knew how imilortant your-values were.,in_job decisiori-making,

(b)- I enjoyed the use of -SIG' and haveaearneld a 16,t.

:
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Enjoyed the use of SIGI and hope it works for many others.

The program was excellent.
.

SIGI helped me reject some occupations and consider others.

It was 'great and fun".

gren-though d was-impatient when SIGI automatically-made a printout later,

I found that I appreciated this refvence.

(a) If the function-of SIGI is to help students think about their future,

become better aware of what their values are and how they rank them) and .?-'

have a better icaa of what direction they are facing, then I think SIGI is 4,

working (or can work), and is definitely worthwhile, (b) I don't -think
r

the SIGI program is perfect. I think that sometimes it spends too much time

trying to explain something--usually through examples.... At some point a

good idea would be to give the student the OptiOh of gokig on - -to the point

of the whole example (relating careers, college courses, etc.), if he feels

that he understands what is golig on. If he still desires some clarification

and further examples, then he continue with what SIGI is in the process

c4dping. This option could save some (wasted) time. . 4
. .

. ..
(a) A lOt of th information given (by SIGI) I-know I could have gotten from

the.'vanious.books at the Career Center. But it is easier to see the informa-

tion right in fron of you and be quickly found fof you instead of fil).ding

the books. In th t respect SIGI is a time saver. (Also) I feel confident

that the informati n'given (in SIGI) is current, whereas with books it'might

not be fully of td ate, '(b). I'm probably one of the few that (SIGI) didn't -

help.- This is because it is hard for me to make decisions and therefore to

decLde the highs and lows of the different values. After I marked them the

best I could for the fir.1wst time Ewes told by SIGI that my specifications

t
were too rigid and no occupati n would fit. I know I have learned to rank

my values to know what I'd lik to do. I wish someone or thing.could help

las.7mixed,,uglonee sort out our valdes so something like SIGI would help,

(c)* I'm not sure what `I'd like-td-do'a§ 'ajob and'thosevihingSTho-on- -' '-

Ole side. "(d) I don'-t know if SIGI could do- it or not, (but I would like to)

have a program designed'for showing students other types of schOols and their

curriculum, i:e., technical schools, etc.... I can't find A list of schools

like you can fon colleges and universities.... Besides technical training,.' ,

,where do people go who want to be, for instance, a baker?, and (e) Thank you

for letting melexpress myself and be la part of the SIGI program. 1....

a Some of;the responses have3een edited slightly.

744
111
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Table IQ: SIGI EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR COUNSELORS

a

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.. What percent of your time do you spend in
.career counseling (as opposed to personal

counseling, academic advisement, etc.)?

1 (2).252 or less
/ (3) 25-50%0(4) 50-75%

O (5) 75-1002

2. On the average,how many students do you

see each week for career counseling?

I (1) None

//,(i) 1-5
(3) 5-10

/ (4) 10-20

O (5) 20-er ISdre

3. Row long are most sessions for career counseling?

/ (1) less that 30 minutes
77(2) 3Q minutes to an hour.

/ (3) one to two hours

Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about

to4pdter-based guidance systems. -

4. Computer-based guidance systems are a passing fad.

5. Computer-based guidantarsystems can relieve counselors
of many routine duties, leaving more time for Orofes -

atonal tounseling'activities.

Agree Disagree Not sure

0 /3 0

/ 0

6. Computer-based guidance systems are a potential threat
.4 2.)to the jobs of counselors, /

,

7. Iwill'probibly-nevee makekmach.uie of-compuier-bised

guidance systems in ay work with students. 0 /.3 0 41%

8. Computer-bused guidance dystems are capable of helping
studentimake'rational career decisions. /3 O.

EXPERIENCE WITH SIGI

9. Rave yo4 attended a'SIGI CoUnselarti Werkahop --7(1)-20s 6 (2) No

10. Have you had a chance to use-SIGI yearselff /.2)(1) Yes / (2) No

11. If so, which of the SIGI subsystems have you been through?

(1) VALUES

More than once

(2) LOCATE _O__
(3) COMPARE ..2..)

(4) PREDICTION __ ..2.)

(5) PLANNING ___Z .V'
(6) STRATEGY _k__ _l__

Onp

'

.

Copyright (C) 1975 by Educational Testing Service. All right. reserved.
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Tible 18 (cOntinued)

wi

12. Have you referred siudenta to.SIGI?

If so, how cony?

For what reasons?

/ (1) yes

13. How have most students

II (1) Favorably
(2) Unfavorably

/ (3) No opportunity

at your college reacted to'SIGI?

to observe vit

14. Have students come to you with their'SIGI printouts? /1 (1) Yes Al(2) No

What problems, if any, have you had in helping students interpret their printouts?,

1.

15. Have students-come to you with problems related to use of the SIGI terminals?
toe

3 (1) Yes (2) No

If so, what kinds of problems have they eifcountered?

- Prior to having SIGI at your college, to.what degree was each of the following'(Itims:161

22) a problem to you in your role as a counselor,?

16. Getting students to read occupational

information. '

7. Keeping up-to-date on occupational

information.

18. Identifying sources .of occdpiitional

,information.

7 19. Finding time to-see all the students
who want the help of a counselor.

20. Identifying students who need help

with their educational and occupa-

tional plans.

21. Selecting appropriate programs of
study for students' career goals.'

22. Other:

Major , Minor No Not relevant

problim problem pro lem to as66.`` -o

3 7

6

av.

3

23. Has SIGI had an impaCt on any of the above problems ? if :(1)'Tei 4) (2) No

If so, which ones? (Circle responses.) (16) (17), (18) (19) (2Q) (21) (22)

Please explain:_ a 7 \

158
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Table 18 (cpntinued)

Have you noticed a change in any of the following (Items 24-27) now that SIGI is available
to students at your.college?

a

; . No
Increase Decrease change

-\
No opportunity
to.observe .

24. Number of students you are able to seer _3 . o S o
.

25. Amount of time you spend doing'career
counseling. /

24. Length of causer counseling sessions.

27: Quality of group discussions about values
and career decisions. 0 3

28. Do you know which of your students have used SIGI and whiCh have not?
7 (1) Yes 3 (2) No'

If so, in your opinion do students who have used SIGI rite higher than students who

0/ have not used it in their ability to: No opportunity
Yes No to observe

(1) express cleArly the satisfactions they wept from
an occupation? . x 0 /

(2) %tate their primary oetvational choice? ...,...,_"7 ,g_.) . .2-)

(3) mention alternative possibilities? %
(4) indicate sound reasons for their preference?

-..e-- ...J__

v (5) Show they are we4619,14Lormed about their Iirst-

choic6 occupation? . __ / t

(6) decide what programs ef.study are suitable for
I'..

' 29.

each occupatiofi being considered? * .2__
(7) evaluate their chances of success'in programs

being considered? 4
How do you think students should gain access to SIGI? (Check, one or more.)

.;:ii( Terminals should be available to students on a.first -come, first-served
basis, and follow -up sessions with counselors should be optional.

Students should be required during their first year of college to use SIGI
and schedule follow-up session with a coudselor.
Counselors s Id refer students to SIGI and`require a follow-up session
afterward. 4 .

4-.4.

:',1
, 1 1

SIGI should e used is pare of a career guidance unit in a classroom course.
.... --

Other: . -

SUGGESTIONS FOR IITROVINEIff

30. What occupations do students frequently get about that are missing from SIGI?

31. Are tere other additional occupations that you would like to see included in SIGI2
,i_(1) Yes 3 (2) No

If so, please list them:

, 3"
32: Are SIGI's writing style and vocabulary appropriate for your, students?

_Z__(1) Yes ..Q.,_(2) NO

If not, what changes would you suggest?

,159
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I8 (Continued) ,

33. How does the occupational information in SICI compare to other sources available to

students at your college?
(1) Betzer,

/ (2) About the same
._g__(3) Worse

(41116
- .

34. Did you find any sexual, racial, or other bias in SICI?, .2,(1) Yes /42 (2) No

If so, give examples:

35. What suggestions do you have for improving SICI,the Handbook for Counselors, or the

Counselors' Workshops?

OPTIONAL INFORMATION

Members of the SIC! research staff are especially interested in hearing about any
personal experiences which you or your colleagues may have had in- working with SIC'. Please

-

usp the space below to record any Observations,-amusing anecdotes, students` comments, etc.,
which you would like to share with us.'

k

College:

PLEASE RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION . 160 \

of
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Table 19

Counselprs' Re, spOnses to Open` Ended aims
ontf,.Counselors' Questionnaire

Question12 (Reasons for Referring Students to SIGI)
. .

To familiarize him with a decision-making strategy appropriate
for career choice.

Pfimary reason is usually value clarification._{ .SIGI saves me

the time and does a better,job at that than I can usually. I never
recommend the "values" subsystem by itself, however, beCause I find the .

Whole program very helpful and timesaving. 4

To explore career options, especially in relation tp choo sing a

major.'
They were confused, uncertain of, values, h d limited occupational,

and educational options. 1

ConcernS associated with choice of collegd ajor.

Clarify values--,f ind out what occupations relate to values.
For them to explore theif value system and to gather basic in-

,

formation for career, exploration purposes., -
.p

Generally these are undecided or indecisive students, usually
with no declared major, freshmen or sophomores who seem to need
either broadening'of alternatives or narrowing and sharpening their
choice processes.

Clarify values."'
Career decision-making.

Adjunctive ,service to counselor center. Man,goals were (1) value ex-
p1oration--continued in counseling, (2) increase students' information about
general occupational interests, and (3) specific infofmation about ISU's

-
t ,curriculum--how student might do.
I

Question `14 (problems Ai-SO-dated with

None (2 respons0).

SIGI fintoutk.may have little,impact on the dependent a nd in=

decisive student.
Inconsistence between Values and jobs- -says these are "my values,"

but 1 don't like the jobs that relate to them.
Too much detail..

Question 15 '(Problems Associated withthe Terminals)
. ,

1

Non-retrievable_error. ..*
.

,
.

We haye student-advisors and Secretaries who take care, of SIGI.

I am veriiilowIedgegble about this. ,

410 Problems with printing. ,..Computer not operational at scheduled

times.
'Time out errors, can't gets, prints, etc.
These are referred to2aeople directly on site in our counseling

centei4
t

161
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'Ig (contintA)

0,

'Question.22 (Other Problems Associated withCareer Counseling

-No respopses.
I

Question 25. (Impact of SIGI on 9ounseling.Problems)

,SIG es to motivate students to seek additional+information.
[Ref' o //[ Ref' now offer a career development class which

uses SIGI4as, adjunct. We are attrac ng students who need help in
this areas bit who would be unlikely to co e to the counseling center
per se, ,p2 .

Question 2'9, Item 5 (Other Ways of Making SIGI Available to Students)

SIGIlshould be d as the basis of a "packaged" group experience--
about 3 sessions r fining concurrently or after SIGI. The activities
could be similar o those in the classroom course.

I think a c bination of 3, and-4 and .even 1 and 2 is'appropilate.

,
Use of SIGI show be'voluntary; follow-up-with counselor or group
experience strong y urgedif not required. .

Combination. . A
. Terminals could be available on a first-come basis with manatory,

. follow up,either in a career group or with a counselor. .
...

Question 30 (Occupations Suggested by. Students for Addition to SIGI)

Wildlife conservationist, health education, additional. teaching
fields.

Ask more about what isavailable in certain fields rather than
specific occupations.'

0

§peci.ific,subfields of some of the broader occupations (e.g.,
psychologist)._

I do not know, because I have had only Minimal contact with SIGI
and with students who.hcve used SIGI.

.I haven't done career counseling wibl enough students who have
'used SIGI to answer this. ,

Question 31.(Occupations Suggested by Counselors for Addition to SIGI)

'Several hundred.
Specific subfield of some of-the broader occupations (e.g.,

psychologist).

Not aware of any )pet.

/ More occupations which require a 4-year degree; fewei requiring '

a 2-year degree. ,

Question 32 (Suggested Changes in Writing Style)

ReferenCe to community college.'

Even though we use SIGI with all levels at 4-yeAr college, the
vocabulary does not seem 'to be any problem.

.0
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Table 19 (continued)

Question 34 (Examples of Bias in SIGI)

Sexual.

More non -4 -year college than 4-year cdllege careers included;
need to expand options further.

None that has been detrimental. I have talked with clients about
sex bias in occupational fields as a result of career exploration, how-
ever.

Question 35 (Suggestions for Improvement)

, .

, SIGI--add significait number of occupations.
. None at the moment. I may have after more experience with SIGI.

Have not seen Handbook or attended workshops. I don't know-if
it's feasible to change, but I found the prodam somewhat repetitidus'-i
when I-recycled thrpugh'various sections, with some information.appear-
ing again and again. Maybe this could be short-cutted.

.

'I need more exposure to it ipmy work'before Iecould offer help 0in the improvement area. I am reahy pleased with our progress with
it.' I plan to help teach our Career Choice class next semester. That 4
should give me an intense experience with SIGI'suse.

I have-not'seen the handbook nor have I been to an ETS workshop.
I did attend training sessions sponsored bythe staff iaorking with
S I h re at ISU. The major 1,n-house need is'for additional terminals.

fl of users is high, and there is little opportunity to expapd
wit ou fu -r terminal space. (Obviously, this is'an internal budget
matt but it does affect the use and number of referrals to SIGI; why
refer studen i mere is no time to use it? ..

.

Optional Information

o
I enjoyed the values section. Students stick with the package- -

there seem to befew dropouts. I haven't had much contact with SIGI
so can't he specific here; I have heard that students like it.

I work witht..pIGI and career exploration on a somewhat limited
hasis. I believe Don Cochran and our staff have Oone,an excellent job
in developing career development experiences to cover a broad range of
student-career difficulties. I am-sure he and Our'staff will continue
to do a creative job in using SIGI in our total career development program.

One student, in playing around with the Prediction system, said
that he found the prediction for a course was entirely based only on
his prediction of his own/success. I-don't know if this-was supposed
to be true or not, but I thought that various factors were combined in
_predicting grades.

"It really is a relief to have some confirmation thatI'm heading in
theright direction."--ISU junior plWnning on graduate school but wonder'-
ing i he was making an appropriate choice; "It really opens up possi-
bilities I'hadn't even considered for myself."--ISU sophomore. [After
quoting these students, the counselor continued.] SIGI has made career
counseling more enjoyable for me because I disliked having to do #1 ,

17, and 18. I feuld repeated routine value clarifiCation boripg., 'm

a clinical psychologist who prefers to, keep up to date on that lite a-
r .
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. Table 19 (continued)

.

0 r

ture and who prefers to help clients deal with the more complex matters
than what a caTtain occupation has to offer, per se. !Once the client has
iat information; for instance, I can enjoy helping the person look more
depth as to how that occupation might relate to his needs and limita-

tions, etc. I would not want to do career counseling without SIG' now. .

I'm spoiled:
.

a
Some of the responses have been edited -slightly.

- ,J
*-s
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Table 110

Breakdown of Sample by Age, Sex, and Enrollment Status

Factor

$

as.

4

Age
18 or under,-.--.

19-21
122-24-

25 or over

.Sex
Male
FeMale

Enrollment status
About to enter
1st semester or,quarter
Completed 1 or more semester
,,Other

49.9
33.6

7.4

9.1

39.4

60.6

5.4

36.5

50.7

7.4,

*ft

a

A

O
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Table 111

rnitial Status with Respect to Career DecisionS

49

VALI STATU (`= '707 )

I kNold VHXT I ':ANT..

CENE8IL T I tip ;,T

WOULD KNOW IF I SAW IT.
1M IN Th DARK.

t.Cl10!41..^Ii ',TATUS (N= :4,7 )

I CAN LIST 3 OCCUPATIONS.
1 rfR CCCUPATIONS THAT FIT.
NOT SURE THEN FIT t;.Y VALUES.
I NEED LOT!' OF INFOI-.NATILtie

. -

II-

_raj..

17.7'
58.19
10.85

67 13..21

Fnzil

j6 - 7.17
74 / 1L.C1

121 ( 2.3.87
276 k.,,, c4.41.

FlEL IC:HON ;s2TATUS (N= 1..i.. 7 ) riALC ei
---- -

PRFC,I.CT GRAUtS IN ANY 13i-ZGRAi-,. _:5 .G..-7

F V.:OP.:T %;R1,01§ IN SINE FitCf-lAtiS, *-215 42.41
(ENERAL JOEA 3F MY GriAbES. 1E3 20.32
i C A I,. 'T Ptir5ICT NY .;;;IAJi... 34 6.71

PL.N\11Pit, SToTliS 3 1 )

1)1i, WHICH PiGGR1t4 TC ENn(1LL IN.
GFNERAL WHICH iF..BEFT.

Pi<U6.wITG

166

7"!

188
L46

.

14.40
37.u3

J
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'Table 112

Means and Standard Deviations for the 10 SIGI Values

Unrestricteda Restricted
b

Value X S.D. X s . D .

.

.

IncOMe 4.92 1.66 4.52 1.61
4

Prestige 4.04 1.87 3.09 1.55

Independence 4.96 1.62 4.25 1.54 /

Helping Others 5.30 2.16 4.70 2.20

Security 5.22 1.81 4.47 1.66

Variety 5.30 1.74 4.67 1.63

. Leadership 3.94 1.83 3.24 1.58

, /
o

Interest Field 5.86 1.62 5.53 1.58

Leisure 4.20
1

1.69 3.56 1.51

Early Entry 2.75 1.97 1.96 1.63

aStudents weighted each value,on a scale ranging from 0 (no importance)
to 8 (maximum importance), with no restriction on the.magnitude of the
sum of the weights.

b
Students were forced to adjust their value weights to.sum to exactly
40 points.

Pk
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Table 113
.'

Frequency with Which Each of the Six.
Interest Fields Was Selected

Interest Field (N = 856a)
a.

Freq
'

%

Scientific 118 13.79
Technological 40 4.6

Administrative . 104 12.15

Personal Contact .341 39.84

Verbal 179 20.91

Aesthetic -' 74 8.64

a
The n and frequency- represent the number 9f times fields were selected.

Students may choose more than once: -'
4

1

t 168

1
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Table 114

Frequency with Which Values Were Used for Retrieval in Ldcate

rk5. IN CL.CATE (N= 12? 65
a)

PPE ST IGE,

FRL

1632
697

e

INDEPENCENCE. 1505 12.17
...HELPING CTjERS. 1535 12.41

SECURITY. 141 6' 11.45
VARIETY. _1606 12.47

F-A D ER SH I P e 733
INTEREST FIELD. 1909 1 .44
LEI SURE;. 897 7i2)
EARLY ENTRY. 375 3.03

4 .

a
The n represents the.t tal number of selections, notfthe number of students

using the Locate syst .

r

I

4

4
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Table 115

7!

Level or Category of Specification Used in Locate

INCCMF LEVEL SPECS (p--: 1691)

LESS THAN T8,000 IS OK.
MJRE THAN ss'ono.

--FIORE THAN 111.0000.
1:1R.E THAN $15,9000.
MORE THAN $26,000.

FICO

40 2.3'
268 15.8 5
699. 41.34
490 28.93
194 11.47

FREG
__fa

.
.

, 4

29 4601.
42.10

---- 40.94
93 s 12.86

PRESTIGE LEVFL. SPECS' ( N= 723 ) ' ,

_EEL bi* AVERAGE I S OK 6 .

VE-rIAGF it/LUNY. 3G5.rn-q. THAN AVERAGE, AMOUNT.
GREAT- AMOUNT

INOEPEND'ENCL LEVEL SPECS ( N= 1543 ) FRED

PELOW I VE-R ILE IS OK.
AVERAGE AMCUNT.
VORE VAN AVERAGE AMUUNT
GREAT AMLUNT

..'. , ,HELP INC. OTMEPS LEVEL SPECS (N= ',Vie, ? , FRO .%

---- -
LELOW. AVE4AGE' IS 0K. - 78/ 4.,9\1
AVERAGE PIOUNT.- 265 1'6:69
t- ORE THAti AVER ANI1)E AMOUNT. $-2-' -Stc:' 4. 35.83
GREAT AMOUNT X76 4'2.57

s

E9 4.47
483 31.31
789 51.13 -
202 13.09

_. ..,.

SECURITY LEVEL :.)13.ECS (A= 143? ) FRE6 %-_-- -
EEL06 AVERAGE- I1\S OK. 49 s 3.4?
AVERAGE' AMOUNT. f:E.1 79.-18
'IRE, THAN AVERAGE AMOUNT. 620 43...30
&TEAT AMOUNT 2C2 14 110§6.,

. ,

. VARIETY LEVEL SPECS (N=. 1712 ) FREE: ''%
...

"

tiEtuW AVERAGE IS OK. 33 1.93
AVERAGE AVOUNT. 431 , 29.18-
KORE THAN AVERAGE AMOUNT. 846 49.42t.
(PEAT AKLUNT 402 2.'843

LEt&ERShIP LEVEL SPECS (N= 765 ) PREP %
v ,p__ __

) 4
E,EL(A. AVE RAGE I S. OK . z 31 4.63;

, .
/ VP.RAGE AMOUNT.
MORE THAN AVERAGE AMOUNT.
CPEAT A.MOUNT

261. 34.1?
335C 44...31.,
1.54 1 7:62

',..... / .- 7

(°4

I}
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Table 115 (continued)

INTEREST FIELD 'SPFCS (N= 19)3 )

TECHNnLOGICAL.'`
tDHINISTRATIVEa.
FE1SCAPL DCA TACT.
VERBAL.

0 AESTHET r c.

iFREQ

'34
7C

2-36

103'9

205,

.169

"LFIZ.URL LEVEL L,PECS (N= 920

AK.UNT IS GK.

) FhEC

LESS THAN AVERAGE Ate,ONT 89
AVFRAGE AMOUNT 577
MORE PiAt% VERAbe AMOUNT. 230

E4AY ENTRY LFVEL SPECS (Ai= 73e, )

Uk MOkE YEP4. 75
4 YEARS. 2.58

a2 DR 3 ILAR-S. 50
Yt'AR at," LESS. c

1 '7 i

'

<

11.93

12.62,

53.211
10.53

9,t7
62.17

.

19.37'
66.49
12.89
1 be).

4.1
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Sable 116

OCCUPATION::-IN LOCATE-tXVICL 4..INITItit lit= 11320a4 141..41))

'''FIJ,0 %

;c,cri Atit. ACTRESz. . 1 0.01
ADVIA-,T.I;.,111C CC01-1,X1 ILI.' 11 0.10

%IV CONIII hi-J,RiG, . t-1LAT ME-Cd. 3 C.03

ACCt,ONTA-Ni. 4 - 5 (;_e______...04

AIPCi, &I:3 lECI;p1;1C, 3 (1773-

AF'PL JAN,A iti-i''IP. TEZNICIAN. 0 0.00
iRCIIITELT. 69 0.61

LUTC,m0:3ILE :)/,111',.,i.Cr3KER. 0 0.0C

hitC . II Ci.- AN0 01.AFTS1-1A1s,. .- 3 0u03

/VIC' ICS P'ClNICIAN. ' 2 0.02
/.1:1( 081LE F-.ECHANIC. 0 0.00

. 1 CIL f RI. 42 0.77
b-RO.;,),"..A:J TELHN-IL IAN. 10 0.09
bE 'T IC 1;1.

. 3 0.03

tf,D'It's.1;,19 V 54 0:48
1,'S;1,r,(FLP_h. 0 0.06

Lit.4k Ori fCrV,e 13
0.0o

et oz, 7T/C4.1i.C. REPtIR 'TT. 7

1.19
1:1--a; TLILLii. 1

'Cr!,.'?=ERC;FL ;IN T1;)T.. 2 0.C2

CCJMIN0 t-tSiG:v.. A 0 ?.5

,. CHEMICAL ENGINE.ER. 82 0.72

C. CiD!'-PUTER C!;-'11;z1.;;',(4e ( 4. R

0
0.07*

'CHEMIST. _
,9 0.06

-C-LERCY. ''. a.(A:
1.44_1_63

ii,k Ph-ut.,,,ArKc'l. 1

_C VIL _Ft-;:i-Ncr.t... 2514 2.22

DE AL -/-;,.'I5,Tt.g1 1 0.01

DENTIST . 365 3.22
DENT-"AL" _I-11G IT Sa S T 5 6.04

..
ZR4FTE-R-Sm-il

9 -0.03

C. TE'T I T I-iN .
98 4-0.67

-L-IESLL V.:_CAtAtilf ,... -- '3 0.03
.C-A-tfC4.-R- 1,-A0' DANCING TEACHER

0 0.00
C-C 0 N-0 M L.ST =

34 0.70
'ELECIRIC',q. EN-CI f-ER 49 0.'4'

'--tNZI'FrEA1;..,TEC2)Iin -LN ,.. 4 t (14,

i_ CT.-`.1 18-C1VIC IA4 15

.-' PINE AR1j!l/FIVA-Te" -,,../:;:l TIACliCR
__2_ 1 0.12

-----,4t-F1--..- I- in tri A L--:,I-2-E CT ;ti -- _ .1:4 -' 1.18
.,

._11-0-;1' /14CINLFR .-'- 35 .0.31
IL It:tit pi1 I'Lr.044T 5

-...

0.04

ferZf.....,11. A
1(1 1./?

! C-E'-tc..-Ar'hi.''
15 ()CI:

I,3%Ls:ECt ,,c,;=15,1 248 2.19
.). 110Tt L/t.01,L t NAGER' 54-7-- C.49

iN^),,,',[, ht,I T .
1.9 0.1 t

1NIf -,()L'iN ')(- S 4',.!-1./Of-CCIA11); 25 , U. ". i

1.1,;:z1 ' 1 cl 4t-T.I'./-.-,R . -..46 2.1;7

I :;;JUS IF I i,t, 1,c1f. 1; !,,..to.t.. 1,-; o.l?
.1..0);AwAt..- f: :-0,2 --49' 011",'

I:Ll'i-Wk't r.1 kL1',:lk 1 EC.-0IICI,s. 0 I 0.00
-.... w

go II;11,:d: -. 14.9- . 1.3?
0 - -C.0

1 ...0 t. f.fr 1 rI 11: ,'`. IC I.ti ,----

L' li y ;t. .:11-v-, .1't t. I AL I:11 1:.1 1,01t

I.!' tA,,"( 14:,i , (IA 1 0.rl

,6

f';c1 0
u .00

3 0.20
2 0.13.
1

p. 0 C.00
0 .0.00

6.27
0 0.00
C) 6.00

/ 0' NOG
0.030

3 0.20
0 0.00
3
b, U.

1 L,.07
15

0
0 Pl011

6.6;
0

.
1 90

29
0 004.
416i

12 L.8-1

C.i-j;1

1 (!07
1

u07
1.08,
(0 0.7
6.07

12 .. G.:*,)31

17 1.15

4 ?-811.2.;
3

-3

0
1.'00

0.54
6 1' 1.-1)

2 , 1

16
4
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'fable 116 (co\al.in.4u;250
LAWYER
MATHLHATICIAN' 57
PHY:ACIAi4 39.3
VECH4NICAL FAGIN:jr:
PFTEOIOLCGIST 46
PEDICAL 7:EURO ADMINISTRATOli e3
htDICAL LAb TECHNICIAN 0
MODEL 0
hARIUT UFEAhCH.ER 6
PANMFACTU2ERIS SALE.t.DR&I.R. 6
METACAL TEChROLCCPT. 11

MUS1CIAN/t.USIC T:ACHFR. 13
MACI1INI5T. 7
NURSERYUN/LANDI.CipETN. 17
NEVSHAPER REPOcJ:k. 8
TCEANCCRAPHER. 71(

UPTICl/N. 0
OCCUPATUNAL THEi:APIST. 271
PUr.CHASIta= AGENT.
POLICO ..)FFICER. 10
PUBLAC HEALTH SPLCl/LITSI. 210
'PIL01. ,33.
.POLITICAL f:CICNTIST. 163
JHARNACIST. 2!

.,Fr(ACTICAL.

PHOTOCRPHFk. 18
''PUBLIC RELATIONS PORKER. 13

PHYSICAL THEAPI;T.e.06 71
PCISOtnCI. 163

PSYCIDIUGIST. 440
RAOIC/TV ANNCUNCEX.

:_RFHABILITATICN COUNELOR. 446
RET.EPTIONIFT. 3
REAL ESTATE AGENT , 3

-NURSE, RECISIEREC-. 33
RESPIRATCCY THERAPIET: 13
RETAIL !T:IRE MANAGER. 19
RADIO /TV SERVICE TECHNICIAN. 0
RECREATION 6CRKER. 97
SYSTtM ANACYST 4 32,

SOIL CVN;ERVATIAIST. 222
SECURITIES EROWER. 45

12
Oft COUNSFLER. 494

ST TI.STISIAN. 22
SOCIAL EERVICF AIM". 2S
SOEEDI PATECLOGIST/AUDIuLOUIST. 445
siwiLR AND SINGING TEACHER. 5

SURYMIR. 8,
SOCIAL, iaPKER. ° 12,j

AIDL. 8
TELEPHONE CRAETSi-riKF. 0
TO1L AND PIC
T.EAChrR, FLCMF4TRY 18'0

ZOOLCI:IST*
TFAWHICAL VRITFR.
TY0ISTI A

1

URBAN .p. i 206
4..

0

173

4.20

3.47

0. /.1
%

0.0,0

1).00

0.05
0.05

0.06
.15
07
6.4

0.60
2.39
0.04
0.09
1.e6
0.29

0.14:

0.1(
0.11

1.44
0.78
3.89
0.06
3.94
0.0i
0.16

-0.29
0.11
0.17
0.00
'0.86
U.28
1.96
0.42
0.11
4.36
0.19
0.2/
3.9f
0.04
0.67

0.07
0.06

o, us
0.01
1.77

kb ;2.70
S

1.03
9 06%
4- 0.27
7 6.47
0 001.;
2
4 0.')7
3 0.20
3

1/.20
6.07

1 1.67
1 0.C7
3 054.
0 000

+29 1.95
1 U.07

,C.13
13 0.88

6.40
b ,0 L37

1.20
0 UOC
0 000
4 C.27
0 0.00

14 0.94
17 1.15
11 L.74
54 3.64
0 6.01)

-39 2.63 1

0 0.00
1 v.07
1 6.07
3 r. 0.20
2 0.13 .!
0 0.00'

0.34
5 6.34
23 ' 1.55
8 0:54
5 0.34

£2 5.5!
4 0.27
1 007

8J 5.39
0 C.30
0 0.00
6 C.40
0 0.00
0

I/
0.00
0.0,0

2.479
0.54

0 0.00
0 0.01.

14 L.94

1
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Table 116 (continued)

VETERINARIAN. 93 0.82 17 1e15
1,<A4TLWATLR ThEATMEN T OPLRATOR. 4 0.04 f . 0 . 600
X -RAY T ECHNCLOGE)T. 4.42 C.02 0 000
TEACriEfts ART. 276 34 2.29
TEA CtIrR s FsIOLOGY. ( 2

2642

2:44.
40 24,70

TEACHER.. ,PUSINESS. 254- 2.24 .44 24.96
If ACNFR. FAGLISH/LAt.G. ARTS. 209' 1.8 33 2.22
TEACHER, FORE IC'N LANCUACt.: 209 1.&5 33 2.22
TEA Ctif-R. MISTOPY/50C I AL STUDIES. 209 1.85 33 - 2.22

N*\.TFA ChFR. 'NOUS. ARI S/VOC.TECti. 170 1.50 34' . 2.29
TEACIEk. ./1/4...YATICS 262 23 40 /.: 70
TF ACHER. PO'S' C AL CCUCAT ION. . 155,,

1:371
28 1.8O

TE ACliER, f til!..1 CAL 5C ILNCE 262 2.31 40 2.70
1.LDI:k 0 6.00 0 6^rK
/ FROSP A CE I NG LiEER. '0.04 0 IGOR
F !REF ICMTCR t 4 U11 1 f:.07
YEYPLNCH fIERATOR. 0 0.00 "0 C.J3t3

1.50
0

1,..54
6.00

LAN101,C4P /RCHITECT. .. E4 0.74 5

CPF.RAT I M: 4,COM TLCANICl/.1. 0 0.00
CPTCMETkIST 970 51 - x.44 .
TFACHER, EAR( Y CHILOI1C.'00 60 0.53 23 I .t.:5
TEACHER, ;TLC IAL ECACAT IUM 209 1.S5 33 2.27
CONSTRUCT ION INSPECTCYt. 22 0.19 0 Le 00

CORREcTI0!" CFF ICER. . 0 O. 00 .. 0 (....0
tFoLccisT. I. 22 0..19, 5

Nfil..SP IT AL A Di.. IN I SIR A TCR. 88 0.76 .1i
C.34
L. 8p

...

'PHYSICIAN'^ieFSISTAfIT, 60 0.53 3 C 20
ST ENO-GRAI)!II.-R

..0

cr.,ToEEG TECHNCI:"CIST C

0.00
0.00 0

;

iNURSING A5!-I$TiNT.
==

0 0.00
--=-:

Ff.:CRIST- (N TA IL 4 DESIGNE0 . 1 0.01
TEACHER, Vl (.4. T I ONAL PTECHN I CAL 49 0.43
CHEFACO6h . 4 0.04
PLUMBER.

- -- 21 019
FOOD SCIENTIST/TECMN.V.00IST. 1 27 0.24

0.25
TR. EVIS li. PROD.UCER/ TIRECTEA .e. 0.06
IN1ERPRETFP/IR ANSL ATUR ; 32
4-1:.E.LGA L.A.,:,J.11 5.:LA,N T 41^-,._,Z.:,..*.2. 2 ., , z. '10 .0:09

',E-L OTER-Wrflt MA NA G ---- 4 8 ' 01407,-,,--

-; 0

0

1

1

-1

5

'_'.1
, 0
'' -0-*

1

'- -"'

f 000
L.00
0'4107
0.07
0.07
C.34
0 e 07
qCO
044:41 .L.

1..' 07 ---,,,

9

7._

...,-- ',"
.., ,.., -

' -.'"-,.
.

a Retrieval's for ilovices.

bRetrlevals for initiates.

ay

r
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iaSie 117 . C/ -,r
OCCL PAT IONS IN COI,PARC (N-t 2,61? a) Fitt:O. , k, '

A CTCP ALL ICIRESS
......_.

20 G.55

A IR cnNu, -.:LFRIU, 4 HEAI.HEth.
ADVERT ISI',C.(.3P YI.RI IFR. 29

1- G.C3
;ion

ACcotetaiNi. 38
A

1 .1:
AIRCRAFTLNt cho NI C. 3
APPL lANCT -<cf, f. IR TECHNICIAN. 1

0".1C:.:3 _1ARCHITECT. -_,0

AUTC'06 ILL- SA LaStOtsiR. 4 Voll
ARCH. TECH. A N 0 OR/1 TSMAN. 3 ) .;0.6

; (AVIONICS TECHNICIAN. ', . 0.600
AUTP.OrkILF :.LCHANI C. ""R'7 C.1)i ACTUARY. 28 0.7-1
FROADCAoT TtCH".1Crit.. 6 L.11
R.FAUTIC IV, . 6 0.17
VDT ANI SIT . 21 3 0.'.6

EDOKKEEPt :-,'. . -
7 0.1?

CLP5' INES S 0,a i.INE REPAIR TECH. 3 0.08
BANK OF f IC R. 39 1.CE,
rkNS TF- Li . ' . 6 0.17
CCumERCI.1 Atti 1ST. 21 0.53
CLOTHING i.....iGNEk. 16
CHEMICAL PiG 'NEER. 16 00:4444

CHEHIST a . 13 t1.35
CLERGY: 30 0 it 3

CePlieTER :.::.::AT0f.. 22 0.1
.. Cr,MPUTER Fo'bbR AXIntR a 31 6.86

CIVIL EnC1;,c Ek. 48 1 . S3
DENTAL ASSISTANT v". 11 , 0.317 . DENTIST 24 0.66
DENTAL H1C: JEN! ET ., 8 0.2?
OR /PIER S:,', t. 8 0..0
DIETITIAN 31 .:, , 0.86
1.IESEL ME LHA,', IC 2 0.06
DANCER A1.0 LANCING TEACHER 10 0.28
E co:1qm ISI 21 0.` 's

ELECTR IC it E Nr,,INEER 11 0.3:1
F NS 'NEE k I t.-' 11: CHIA C I A N 2 0.06
F 1 F CTRCNIC,..1 ItCHNIC1AN 10 0.23
FINE ART V.-T/FR IVATE /F.T TE CHER 23 O.'64
EUNCRAL I.IRLCT CR 19 - 0.!.3
(LIGHT ENt !NEER 8 i 0.22
FLIGHT Al l'.."NDANT 42 . '1.16 ,
I ORESTER

,

(.3 1.74
CE002AP IAA: 5 ( 0.14
t:OliE E CC AG! 1;,1 62 1.7?
HOTEi'L/r11.It L t'ANAC,ER 26 0.7P

t
I NSiiiIA'qCE ENT it; 9 0.2
INTERIOR .;t-SIGNEN/DE CORA TOR 44 Ak1.2?
INCUST'' It L : ,.GINEER 42 .. "1.16 '

INDlibTiq 1 AL ' il'AFF IC h; A N A a fi c C.14
inotisTni:d. r;f11:0--,t 43 (1. 64
INSTfttiMV.T i.EPAIR TtCHNIClAil , 0 Q..t.,:i
SCIENCE I F It. CHN,,IC IAN 5 004
t Pik AR I ,. ?2 ID. 01
I ARD1? R i . : _ A l i s SPE CI ALI.T 35 ' 0.9/, N-..
LIBRARY It Ch:.1 CIAN 3 , 0(13

iia

42,
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-.. .--Table 117 4certtlnuee) .

NAIlli111TICIAN 10 0.28
3.41.LAW RYL 123 .

PHYSICI.AN 47 1.30
hCCHANICAL ,EH INCEk 16 0.44
MCIE0R130C;I'ST - 16 0.44
1,EDICAL P.I.CLRD ADMRISTRATOI% 21 0.58
liEbiCAL LAI: TECHIIICIAN 12 ' 0.33
IIGOLL 13 0.06
P ARIA. T P.I. R-EAks.CHER 4 , 11 0.3.0s,..-
MANUFACTLREFOS SALE S40RKER 1 0.03
MC) I CAI I C CrItiOLUL IS T . 19 0.5
FnICIAN/rt):IC TEACHLR. 20 0.55
11

21
, CHIN! ST - . ., 4

00.NOR $1.. 4 YPA')/LA NU SC APE R. 8

NEWSOP Erc REPORTER."' 35 0.57

CPT I CI At. 0

069
0.0JGCE AllOGIAPFIER , 25 ..

OCCUPAT 1:. 4AL THERAP 1ST. .. N7 '2.41
I'URCI,i 9..I..0 10.7ENT. 30 . 0.b3 q
POLICE. urFICER . 26\' 0.72
BULL IC HL1LTH SPECI.ALITST.\ 61

O'. . 36 ,.
1.69

PILOT. 1.03

P'44 &IOCI t,T. 15 -......
.02

0.42Pil .tITICAL ::CIENTIST. 7 1

NURSE, FRACFICALs 8 0.22
° P HOT CCR -R . 40 1.11

F 12_ IC KI'L AT IONS LOKER 51 1.41
PHYICI;1 10 ,.28

-FP'liY(ICA
L HERM' ISr.

A...,_.

1.02 !

ERSC.Via. INTERVIrrR .62 1672
P?P)LCT IL ', NANA,ER. 1_ /, 0S4

t7 PF,YCHLCC IST 5.04
RAD1(./I V ANNC0NCER. 28 0.78

--F PH AtE,IL 1T ATION CGUNSEL.OR. ---151 :,-72'f" 4.13
RECEPTIi,t,.!fl : , 6

.
0,817-

REAL ESTATE. AGENT -: 10 0.23
NURSE, iEnISTERED. 29 0.60..:-

RFT AIL ;ACRE MANAGER. 17' 0.'47
0.9RESPIRATORY THERAPI T - 7 1

RADIO /,.TV SERVICE TC,CHNICIANs '. 3 07- =-4:-;--- 0.08
RECREiT IDN WCRKER --,50 11,3R

SYSTEMS ;.::ALY0 22.
:146;114-LCOKJERVATIOtirST ,45 .,, -

SECUkIT ILS bi0KEi. . 27 047'5

SECRETARY. 20 0A55
SCHCICL CCUNSEL Ofi , 494 1"/4,T AT IST I CIA:i 9. 04.2:.1 2

SOCIAL 1.a.,<VICE. AIDE. 22 0.61
SPEECH PVIHCLUGIST/AUDIGLOG 1ST. 76 2.1 il

/
SINGER ',ND SINGING TI ACHER. 9 0.25

0.05SURVL YON. ..4' 1

SOCIAL itCRKER it 90 2.49
TEACHER AIDE. I 0.01
TEL EEH;.). CRAFT SVORKER. t 1 0.03

lEACHER., F.LP.EN41 AR Y SCHtCoL ,- 74
$

2.05
o.LaTOO_ "ANd CIE MAktfie 3'

2.40O LL '.; I ,, I. . 24 0.66.
4" TECHNIC,L t!RITE.R 11 0.2J

I YP 'SI N \ 1 * I 0.0.4
LRBAN F LA WIER. , 45 . 1.25

a 176 ,
td

L
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Table 117 (continued)

VETIRP1n
t..1/3.. x .1? 0'04 /

ASTLI4A13- Tist., Tt '311 GPEKAT UR. 1I

t
0.03

X -RAY 1 LCH'CLC';1.,,T. 'lli 0 0.42
TI ICi3E',31 Ag1. - 11 1.14
TC401FRI LIILCOY. 7 0.1)
TE.,,CiiE1/4, :)(,:,!..,(_03:.. a

21 0.53
' TEACHER: El I. IrAi/Lttl.64 ARTS. '27 . I,07l

TEACHER, FC'RE P:31 I AVAli,e. 8 0.2'Trrc.E.q, titsioky/3ocIAL 3:10u11.;',_. 16
TEACHER, 1'i; CS. ItTS/VOC.TECH. 0

C.FTEACh:Rx
"J1301ATILS. lo 0:

TEA CttER, Pi:1 :)1CAL i- 01.CA T TON. ?9 0.874
TEACHER, (=HY:J(4C :2LIENCt. 4 .0411
WELDER. 0 0.60 t
if-aC;.P k3E f-t.qI vt. t.R. 3 0.03
FL;3-F..IGHTti'. ,.. 6 0.17
NFYPuNCH CPritAT01. 7 4 -01Q
LA NITA i l ' i . tr% C'i ri F_ LT 4 21 0.56
6PPRATINtx 3(0h TEMICIAN. 3 0.00.LPTCHEThIFT. 29 0t8)
TIACHER, t)13.( CHILDFIG00. 40 1.11
TEAC311:q, SPE C liC FDLCAT41UN 59 1.6
Cr.t+oTIWCTI;J4 I3,:.31CTIRI 3 £.C3
CO? it'ECI 11,31 0-1 'CIR. 40 1.11
CE)1_13; 1 T 14 ck.o9
HOSPITAL 1,Tt-INI:,TRATLR. -31 F.85
PHYSIC! I IS ASSISTANT. 19 0.53
:TEN( :; APH3A 10 0.28 .

EEC TECk:CL0LP:T. 1 oc,
;-;nsi:ir.,, / SZ-1...1.;:sT. ' 1 ° 000'
FLPRI3T (kETAIL R DESIGI,LR). ? 0.06
TEACHER, nt,CATILNALATEChNICAI. 5 0.14
CHEF/C0'3:1+-....,, - 2 0.06 A ,
,PlfltifsER R. , . ,

FOO-1) .C13:_31.1S3/TECHVCLOt:IST ,
3
5

00..04

TEL[41ILN r,.<3,1:La_LR/010.CTOk. 1 . 0.0'.
INTCRP,';ETE:df',iN:Loit.tt. 9 0425
LEG/C A S:,IST/Nio 8 !. 0.21 'l
EARNER/1W t'ANAGLR. 3 11.03

--.._
e 1 4

,

a
Frequency indicates the total number of times an occupation was

selected-As a subject for inquiry by novices and initiales.

O
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Table 118

(1);EbT I (INS 'IN Cw-TARE (N= 7944 a)

cEFIN IT 1C11..-0i- OCCUPATION?
CESikicTiLN CF itJRK i,CTIVITIL?
1.;.-VEL: ,...- ,'KILLS?
1.:4EKL Tt, CfT Merm INFORMATILN?
LOUCATION RELUIRt0 -EARLY CNTKY?
SPECIFIC iaCCUPAT IONLL TR!, IN I Niz?
RELATED CCLLEGE CC,UiisES?
rER,,LNAL OUALIF ICAZ ICNS? ,
t,THER RLL.liIkEMENTS? /

t-,EGINNIINt. SALARY?
AVERAGE INZGME-HIGH INCOME?
TCP SALARY POSSIBILITIES?
1-.012_,ALARIla VAR(?
L?PIRTUNITIEsi Ti. HELP OTHER_?
iPPL.RTUNITItt Hit, LCADEK ,,1-4,11D:

'..41' FI,ELD:,.LF INTENEST?
'EST IGE LEVEL? I

-RECIAL PROBLEM ?
PHYSICAL SlIkkOUNOING?-
1."ISURE-rintIRS?
1NbcPFNUE_Ni..h LiN IRE J B?
''.0ILTY?
FRIN.,E 81,1EFITS2
1_;'4P YMtNT CUTLCOIO
I-Hi-7 A ht. THE. J(,bS? .

.4CUiNITY?
FnVANCEt.LNT?
ri.NW. MANY bi:`MtN?

FREC

593
6S7
276
2_59

492
248
450
428
16C
422
361
1S6
110
193

'68
272

76
253

.158
26C
177
2.!,5
1.46
552
371

1 t;c:

1 !..6

O

7.46
8.77.

'1.47
7.G1
6.19
702
5.66
S:.9-
?.U1
c.31
6.14
2-.47

1".f3

2.43
eot!,
:44.4

CeS6

"74,47
2et.
2dif
1604
6055
4.67
2.47,

2401
44;6

6 ..

.
t ,

aFrequency is the.total numbeilof times the question was chosen by novices

and initiates.
.c.

,

fil

° 0
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table 119

Students' Reports of Their Previous Academic'Performance.-

H.ERiNk (+.= 375 )

-
10P FIFTH. 104 ?773
2ND FIFTH. 160 L2.67
'3RD FIFTH. 96 :5.E1
4TH FIFTH.. 11
601-T,f4 .4 1.67

H.Sr1TH StatrEF. (tf= 314 ) FkE0

tiO-SILY 1.1S.
frOSTLY
1,:riTLY c$1:.
E3ELI.: C.

H.,S.EN.GLISH G94DES (N= 1.72 )

hif'STLY"-
N0S-TLY

BFLOI. C..

HELF WITH P,N....,LISH (N= 372 )

,66 17.65
1.59 4%611
126 7.4?

2% 6.42

FRE°

1;3
164

50
c

E

t

41.1
44.69
17,4:

5i

66 17.74 .

NO. 217
NOT SURE. 89

a
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i Table

Pi-ogranis Chosen in Prediction (N = 1022a)

Agriculture .. /

Art
Biological Sciences
Business Administration
Business Education'
Chemistry,
Distributive Education
English
French
General Business
Geology
German

& Phxs Ed -Men

History

-Home'Economics AD
Industrial Technology
Library Science
.Mass Communication
Medical Records Administration
Medical Technology

Ptilosophy
Physics
l'olktical Science

Psychology
' Recreation &-Park Administration

Secretarial Education,
Spanish .°

Special EddcaCioh
Theatr4 p

101,

FREQ
'28 2.74

44 4:30
79 1.73
91 8.90
11 1:08
6 .59

8 .78

69 6.75

.5 .49

1.57

3 .29

7 .68

36 3.52
36 '3.52

1.37 -

31 ,.. 3.03

6 ie--5.87

56 5.48

41 4.01

45 4.40
49 -4:79

'29. 2.84

29 2.84

14 1.37,
15 /,

, 15.07

0 1.96
2 .20
4
v .59 '

8, .78

76 N144'

3 -.290

66'

a
Tile n repreente the sum of the' individual' not students.

-LP

itik

,
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Table. I21

4 'Or

r.q/ESTIGN' PREDICTION ('J 175 ) FRE('

ti

CHANGES IN 11)0 MEAN?
CHANCES CF PASSING CGURSE?
EiGil T.) ,PREDICT 'GkADE.
CHANCEc, kACC1., tsAii
SIG' RIGHT CR M I RIGHT:

A

_
31 17.71

4. 25 14' e!

19.4
37 21814
48 27.4-3

o .

1 AN

Z

1

r
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Table 122. ,&

.1)1ST CHOICE OCCUPATION it, S1 hATEbY4-VhEad 1.,t174( h.=-

'ADVERT-IS INn COP YI,'N1 TER. 8
'PfR CG, REF:IGA & )...:AT MECH. 0O
ACCOUNTANT. 10 . .

AIRCR 41 1 41 ChAN IC. ' 0
APPLIANCE REP AIR TL Cr-'1.I C IAN/. 0
ARChITE CT. '

.

.. 3

A.UT3M1811. ! ALEStCRE.R. 0

AVIONICS. TECHNICIAN. . 0

ARCH. TECH. AND DR}FTYAN. 0

A VTUt OE ILE FE CH AN IC. 2

ACTUARY. . 4

DRr'AD CA ST Tt.CHNIC IAN. 3
RAUBTIC IAN. )1 1

LUTA\ 1ST. A 3
80nKt ' FPER. 0 '

bAU oF r HEN. 10

EUSLN 1ES:, , CH INtit REPA IR TECH. 0

EANK IF LLE;,. C

CLCTrP4C, It..'ICOEtc. 4

COuPE °C I AL ;;11 I:J. .6

Oct- ICAL COINCEII. 0
MEM iST . .2 .
CLERGY... " 5

CCuPligEk (-PER ATC . 0
COMI5VTER P'.N.dPAVMER. .6
CIV IL cr..c1.1i:ER. 2

DENTFL ''AsSISTANT 2

OPNT l''r "--- 0
DENTAL HYG IENI ST 0

.0
'LIETITliN _ 3
WE :EL YE C( ANIT - 2

GA..CUR kr.D DAW'INuTLACKtR 2
ECON6MI :-,I 0. . . A
FLECTR I CAC ENGINEER 0

ENr; I'NEE Rd '.', TECHNICIAN 0.
LI ECT2C'', Ir: 11.C.iNIC TO 2

F P-E A7 T 1:1'11-R I :i.-=. A.'-',1 TECCMUI ' ?

FUNEF AL 0 ;RECTOR , 1 °

ri, ; ;;H-T 4ME7R 0

T:FLI 61tT A TJ:NCANI - 18 ,

FO:iiii:f. .R. 0 11

cEOCRAP hi 1 0 °

..
.HO:E EC6'..t,u,S1T . 9

11j:11,LP-01a N4.1.11%GE1 .1. 6
INFORANCF tk;c,N T
tfl1IR16t. 1.!SIGNr.F./Dc.COR.AJd -. 2

isa

tN0G-IRIAL L-Nt.:INErt?
. 4

J'I. 1NDUsTRI,AL TkAFF1'C frANAC-LA
_ .

Se I

1 ,,

' _ L:..,,,,,,,AL ,,, 0 ,,,,- <

1"-kOME NT REP/. it TECiN &TA . . . 0..00 0 . .

,_, 1

5.25 t 480 )

FRED% 4 /

1.5? 2

:1.0.00 0

G.

.1.90 10
0.00
2.08

0 0.G0
..-

0.00
0.00 0 0.00
0.57 1 0.21
0.00 0 G.10 .

U.000

00:N
0.38 1

) 0 0.00
0.21

0.76 2 . (.42
0.'57. 2 0.42
' 0.19 . 1 0.21
0.57 4 -6.83
0.00 0 0.00

1.90 9

0.00 0 C.00

1.0.00 1 06:g 11

0.76
1: 1 /.

2 CA 42

0 Co 00

0.00 0 ,0.00
0. =8 0 ' 1.0C
0.95 -.3 0.63
0. 00.00 0.01)
1.14 2 I . t ::

0.38 3 0 t 63

0.38 ? 'G.42
0.00 0 . U.00
0.00 0 ' - 0.00 °

0.00 0 C.00
0.57 3 0.63
0.30 0 U 9 00

0.38 0 ". C.00
0.19 .1 0.2'1

0.00 0 C.00
0.00 °' 0 'Z.00
0 .38 1 G.21
0.38 2 0.42
0.19 1 C.2'1

0.00 0

3.43 10 r40
2.10 12 4. SO
0.00 0 r.00
1.71 8 1.67

5,

0'

1.04

0.38'.

'n C.00.
.

1 0.21
0.76.49 3' U.63
0.19.- a li.00

.

IrT

0.19 , 0.

'. n . tg 0

. /

0CIEiCf. L AB TEChNIC IAN 1 0.19 1 . 0.21
L IRRARI AN '1 0.19 1 (.21

r- L1014e 1:,-,ChNICI::1 , 1

CI:...;.:

2 .1' 0.42,
Or63,it../!1 0.L:! AI. ICnc, ',Pt 114: .., k T

l j '
-1

7.57 4

I, 1 t 4 ,It11 -A I I flIfiN
-1 r..

4
2; 0:38 1 Cl Q.00

/

'.

2 i . / .1 .) .
,_

.
J

4-

'-...,.;

,

)
N, '° 1;

4,- .......1.40.r.lt

....

t

N
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'fable 122 (continued)
..

PHY. ICI A.N
MFCHANICAL ENGINL1R
VETEGROLuGISI
MEDICAL PECGIND A;',:41'..; ST Ilts TO rc
FED I CAL L Aq TI".Ccu' 1-r: It. 1c----

liODEL
PaRKET RI.SEArICHLR
MAVI'FACTI:RE105 SALE ( '..(, i'',E:R.
EFDICAL IFCht:..1 (,(.,1 STA --,-,

lillv.ICIIN/PUSIL ICALtiVi..
VAChINI:-.T. ,

td.lii'oLRYr1 tc/LAN:',)CAPErc.
NEV.SP AP,E, Qi.-.P.(..-,.1 ; o., -
OCE ANDS RAP,,EF'4,.
(PrICIAN
L'CCUPAT I.C..AL .THEnAP 1ST.
F02CrISI;G ALP:TAt
P)L ICE CF FILL. ,. .

FU3L IC rii_ALTi, SPECI ALITz.)T.
PILOT.
PlL IT ICAt SCIENT 1ST.
PHARMACIST.
.i?.SE, PkACTIC.IL4, ,

-- i'Hc.TE:GKAPHIR.
PHEL IC 3E1 FT ION:. 4,0i11.(ER..
PHYSICIIT.,
PHYSICAL Tilf 1.. AP I cT.

7--:PERS-C,N':FL :,,,TC .',`I':',.,:7. -

:-..'-'01.(-1-:.`:,\i '-',-k."Ai..t.a.
P 3 Y-Ci.,,, :',.. : T.

-R AO 10/T V 1.N:Xt;,,, Ci_,
ort-14!1!r0Tr., rrt.,..,_in

RcCtPiiit\ik.1..
'hCAL ESTATr 1.,R,11Te'

'NVI,,,L., .t_Gi.7=;i_l_.: "-
REFF-IR'TC" V,E-2'7',A:"t.T.

p;-TiT; 77i7F -1z,.. -74', ' 9 1.71
IcAD I(./T V 5L,Fhti 1.1. TE.-C;NICIitt. 0 6 0.00
kEC,RFAT IL', - -i;E:<. ' 9 1.71

.,.-- E.Y.ST17.MC A'ALYST , N. , 't C.r 57
SOIL-,CONZ:- .;;VIT :1`,7,,.:T. ItO 5 C..c.-5
:-.1iCL,\ TT I(. - i..., .~1 '.. 7 CD ,7u I-11

:. CHLUI, 1-1. ("11-ot- t _ 1J7.1 ,

t'c'CicrTA1.4
2 4.95

1's 3!

4 ! Ts T I ST I'C i/71,-. ' .. .- . ...d 6.00
4 , IAL .`....1.0,'1(c:kiit. . t 1. 0.19

. ,'. , f.. I; p .. .,..!,_ i, ill t r' ; 1 ,, 4 ,' r 1 1 Si?' . N 10 ;_ . C11.3
x -.R Attlt- to. . .3

1.0 L.) t;1, ,
; 0 0.00 ,0 0.000

. . U. I1'1 -
.

0' 0.0
.:0C7; AL . ,'4,r D .21 ;t1U 15 ";13
T E AC)H5R A ! LE . G 0.0CT 0/Pf L. 'JO
T;i,..tiPmk/gt tr,Arivn,..,...cm. .. ., 0 G.U0 ai. I) GEitt
TO L A N P (''g %,:4,11-..E.,:rc- . . 0 b.c0 U
TEKCiACR', Fti-.:11,ikaY* LCqlf,L41.

, , ' ).17 3:24 1 "4..:730'

U.. 6 0

. ZOOLI;d0I":,1. ...' - ,1
s 1 U.19 2 0.42

1-tChtr-Al. 41F.111... 0 LI: ill) -. 0 ( .00
. .T'YP I VI,` ''- .1, . 4

; 0 `G- n0 : 0

.--. V.TLic-Iqt,1 /it . . i ' .
1\ .0.19 -4 f . ' ,

01 :.;,,I05
; ti R/. I. PI) NItsi-- ;0 .1 1 t..21() 6

'A ,,144.ASrESSAM-f?. ittEATMtN T O'vt.RATO.C.- .... 1 . C.19,
, . , /..) I .. (1 :.00,

''
,

..: e
I

,...
2

a

6 1.14 5
3 0.57 ,t 1.04

1 .0.19 0
0.8i

5 Lo9r, o

0:00
. 0.13

u c)(Jae() 4

1' ' 0.19 0
LC 0090

2 G -!8 1 1.,.?1

3 0.57 2 C41
1 L.c,i.lo 1;19

.1. cl

90` 4
0 0.01 0

4 D.3',

CO G. lG 10

t, . on
( . GU,

2. 0.3P
2

L.4?
S - 0.,9`," 14 C.81,0''
0 G. (;1) 0 (..0:,
7. 0.7t 5 1..04
6

1. 14
1 : C.21

4 C.76 4 Ct,-,
3 0.57 3 0*(3

8 1.52 s
37-.`.,4 0.76 4 C .

10 z .
1 0.19 0

tip
ror-

a .tio-c' ? 1.4?
6

7

8

1.17, 5 61:601;:

7 -------.-11s2 0.33
5

4°
2 Et 42

1.04
a. 6: 7 e, 7 . 1.46,

1 i'',19 4 C. `-,'.

76. 3 0.634 0
` -1.5-2- T;-; -, T -,z

0.57
9 .1. IT

CO

D.
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1 p?.)1,e 172

,T CrNbL

(ecnetiletiod)

5 04, 9', 3. 0.63
1 Fltt Ar?f 2 U. 754 4 G. 81
1F it fly+, iin,L0'.r. 2 0, 0.42
TF!`CHFc:.; 1,01,;';; 3 Cl. 0.83

11CliEK, H.C1 8 ' '1;5? 7 1:46
ChFR, cC'Rt. I ° 3 . 0e,S7 2 0.42

IL k ti1:1", 1/:'1 L ;:>11.)....tFS 6.57 2 0.42.
1 P , . Ari f- Li. 2 -0. , 1 C.21TPCt:R i i I' . 1 0.19 3
TFALMr.R... PHYfrkt, EGCCAlInN. 7 1.33 :;

Tt)cht..P royJcAL 1 0.59' 1 U "),,1

e I! 0 E r, 0e 00
ie FPI; SP & ,1 tYG I:e7.r.L. U C 0C o u j1:

1 0.1Q 1 0.21
C Yi 6t4r1-. CPE F A TiR. 1 0.19 1 0.21.

.rZC' 2, Cie 4?
4PC,PTI,,I., 1L7riCICIAN. 1' JJ L ,Le.
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i

Table L23

'Designation of First-Choice Occupatidns in Strategy
with Respect to Desirability Sums and

Estimated Chances fOr E ry

.DESIRAB,ILITY OUTCOME (N = 517)
.

,FREQ j/.

OCCUPATION WITH THE, HIGHEST SUM. 189 36.56
4 ' WITHIN 10 POINTS. 0.14 THE HIGHEST. 107 20.76

MORE THAN 10 POINTt BELOW HIGHEST. ) 221' 42.75.,

dis
, . t .

WHICH STRATEGY (N =-482) ?REQ ',%

Sidi HIGH;a CHANCES HIGH, 211/ 43.78

SUM HPGH,la CHANCES LOW!) 116 24.07

SUM Low;' CHANCES HIGHS. 97 . 20.12

SUM LOW;' CHANCES LOW..1, 22 4.56

SUM HIGH CHANCES EQUAL 26 '5.39

1 UM LOW;,' CHANCES EQUAL. 10 2.67

..

.

ability

aSum Higt tneans that the occupatio, had the highest Desirability*Sum
.'or came With*n 10 points of the highest sum.

Chances Low means "chances not high";, i.e., the student estimated
oetter chances for some other occupation in the set ol three..Low does

not necessarily mean lowest.

. - )

'Sum Low.means.thatCle )esir Sum was not the hithest or within

10 poigts of the highest It does n
the thot.mean

that- the Desirability Sum

was necessarily the lowest of ree sums under consideraon,

f.

5.

VIP
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CHAPTER VI

- TINDIN0eAT PASADENA CITY COLLEGE

s

0 . ...

Pescription of College, Computer Contiguratidn,
1 and.Caraer Counseling Services

Pasadena City College (PCC) in Pasadena-, Calriforni d an enroll-4

meat of approximately 13,00G dq, students, 9,000 credit evening student's,-

ist

and 9,000 noncredit stdtdents as of December 19.75 when the Saivaluationl ,

team visited the pliege.

Co4uffer Con4iguration

In December 1975, one SIGI terminal was in Use at P adena.-

.
z.

placed behind a glass partition in the career guida.hcb center, a rocl.=.71 that
.

.
. .

= - ,...
. -

also housed the career reference library.......-CounselingoffiCes wee adja
,

1 , ... .
, _,, .- ,.cent to the centcr.

SIGI was an on a PDF L1740 based"-)RS1S/E system rcn nad 112K words

-----

of coreaimemor and three RKO5 1.2-mi ion-byte cart idge disk drivels. The-
_

computer wa located ia the main comp.ute
* _

room on the fourth floor of a
°

"Classroom building. The SIGIterminal% a Delta/Data 5000, waSconnecteC

I
-,-

.411

+ ?tQ the comput4r by Bell 202imodema aat DL11 sir-'e line interf4Fes ,1(4,I
7 40

1 k - .

software installpd i'fkMarch 19.
,

. ,-- J
. A second ,Delta 'ata terminal was'urchased-in March 1976 end by Oe-

,
...

,

cemtler 19.76 both Terminals were ihsfailed on tiie
.r_.. ...,

f irst Floor of the learn-

ing center building,i a rcorper guidance certer. irce the l'eArninv .,

%Po.
...

,* a
--7;---...-.

-,-- , . .

;center, rs acro5s the campus from thg building where the computer is located,.
- ---- . , . -

. "'
.

.t.he7term4nais ate-connect,ed-to the f.:omputer by-Bell-2-02.modems.and D1.11
-4IS

.

_ _ $:itigX.g..1-111e inter acei:.-
.0*

- I
. ,. -1,Sp. ;. N

5--
- ,

t- r- '

*,s1'
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On6 SIGI terminal, equipped with an Okidata 100-character.-Ter-

second matrix,pr,inter:/#The other terminal uses a Texas Instrument 30-

4characte4r-per-second thermal prifiter.

The RSTS system is operated by the Directorof Computer SerVices at

PCC. It is used for ocher activities it addition to SIGI. Three tele-
,

t
printers ate used, for instruction in BASIC language programming, physics,

40
mathemat4s, chemistry,business, and statistics. Pasadena is also de-

A
}loping an interactive program for rrl estate market value determlna

tion.

How reliable -is this hAdwate-rnnf uration? To find out, we asked

I
the test sites to keep two logs from aeptember 1 to December 11. 1976, one

r V

by the computer operators and the' other by the SIGI monitors; describing

each hardware pralem and, if possible, identifying its source. The logs
.4 .

of-the computer operators were sent to ETS every Eime'there was a problem;
,

the log's of the SIGI monitors were collected at the end of the test. peti,.1

During t e time the logs were kept there were nollprobilems beyond
CI

. %,

.

what might be expected in any computer,s stem the size of SIGI. 411 the
. .

illik

11
c ponents are standard, off-the-shelf .equi ent requiring no modiiication

for SIGI. Problemi were taken care of by means'of routine service proce-
N,,

,'

x
.

durs. .,
Ilk

, 1 t ,

1
,

1

,. I; ;

At the time of4rptallation of the hardware',,there were problems -twith

the configuration of the modems which delayed the actual usage of tge

system by several weeks., Also, Pasadena had some initial problems with

rvice on the Delta Data 5600 terminqls ap.d the Okidata printer. Aft, r (

.1

foix

ese were taken care of, ne reliability of the computer system hardware
4'

Was good.

There were a few software problem atPasadena. When the Predi"cti,on

.,-
414. eyseeM was created, scales fob a few variables were accidentally, eversed.

? ,, i , , _,, I'

,. ,

/ I /

)

'Or -7
' N

J
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On one occasion time-sharing operations were inte upted because the STU

data collection ftocedure'had not been followed and all the available disk,
. ./

space was in Lige. These problems" occurred before the period. in which logs

.L.
were kept; they were resolved satisfactorily.

Career Counseling Services

yDescription of counseling department. Pasadena has 21 full-title

counselors who handle academic, persbnal;zna vocational Counseling. At

ahe time of the site Nisit, students were assigned to specific counselors'

according to their program of'study. Since fhen, counselois have adopted

ateam approach. Four teams of coDunsLors cover all theZacademic programs
4

at PCC. Seven counselors, available to students who liave not declared

major, are specifically equipped to handle career counseling.

At peak periods,4part-time counselors are recruited feom local high

,sch 'ols to assist with the registration of even1.ng student's p,sadena

also trains students as%peer'couaklors to assist other students with
.; :).

. :_....:_.°,°--

registration forms, eta, "JhreelkaraprofesOonals-assist the counseling
.

,

. :-.
,

:

1 teams%
(, -

, *
A workshop was held for counselors, in Fe&uaxi'1976, It wasled by

a. member of the ,ETS Log Angeles office who ihad:been _briefed' by thelIGI
, .

f. ,*: ,t;!..

staff. He explained the theory -behind SIGI,-_anT.oirg*';'t'ounselors' ques-

*
0 -

tiOns, and addressed their concerns:

(

.,
f.. '.11,

.

) Robe of,SIGI in'coungelingprogtam. Pasadei.Olash,new.caer
i . . )

. ...
1/, .

h guidance center, built in part from state construction:funds,,,.,
.....

;; ,..-

which opened in ecembe 1970, a year, after the ETSsfte-vksft. The

career guidance cancr occupics Lae first,floor of the learning center

'..:, k f ,
.

building. The two SICI terminals, encldsed by large'8tudy carrelg, are

,

now located_in a room by themgelves where students 'ehjY,Maximum privacy,
. :,. :

with fw distractions. A carer resourcelibrary occupies 'the main part
I .. A Ot., 441 ,I 1

I 8-6
/

a

9
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1 .

of the cente,e° with different offices close at . hana) counsel,ingsc....coopera-

tive education and placement, r4gistration, and financial. The

'librery'has a variety of resources and AV material. ' .,

. _

Most ,copnselors teach a course'in eivcational
.

and career planning..
.

. . .

Although SIGI has not yet been incorpOrated,into the course content for ----7
- .

.
. - (---

,o

any of the sections, some 'coun5elors intend eN integrate it in the future.
. .. . A.

, - --___Y

.-PaRldena's SIGI coordinator is a paraprofe%sitallal couns lor who 1

schedules stud,ent use of SIGI, publicites the service, colle ts data for

Pasadena's prediction and planning system's, and manages Crcareer re-

,source library. Plans are underway u5 hire an as'sistant. ,

/ t

At the time of the site visit)'thecoordinatOr was iheduling SIGI
.

- -- appointments for students on a first -come, first-served_bais_fr)omjr00
,*

aM to ii:00 p:m:, Mondaithrough Friday. (2,./6..PproX1 natel 5:30 sidents)

used SIGI each. week. Demand for SIGI far exceeded available hours arta -

-

"..,

$
,,

many students "had- to-schedule -appointments 51 month -in ad'Irance: The ar-
....,

rival of a second -terminal has greatly improved the situation. - C.
4 \.

. -

Inie14.11.x_most students_atfasaden4Jearned about SIGI'frota flyer.

.... .- t
%:,,,,--;.. _,.. ,R,

which- was pbsted around campus and distributed in_lhe kIntroduction to ".
,

0f % ,
6

. .

College" .C(3urse,.required for all freshmen under the age of 21. Other
*t--

-

- students were referred to SIGI by counselors, teachers, and.friends.
.,...,,,.

c's

students in one Course, °Job Application Procedures,' were requir'

.usg SIGI as a l
A

lab for the course. '41

A

Students were nat-screened before they used SIGI, but they.were re-

.

quired to take a reading test or:caieer teats as part of an independent

el/Aluation study'conducted.by,the college: The experimental students

in the college's study had an.hour session with one of three counselors

to,review their,printous after they had gone through the entire SIGI

system. Other student generally did' nothave:a post-SIGI interview, al-

though some saw cdunselog on, Iteir,own. r.,
6
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The data that follow were, 'oft course,

i. terminal was added or the'new!caTeer guidahc

eollted before the second

enter was opened. Access

to'SIGI for initiates. was severely restricted because only one terminal"

was available.

8$

I it

44e

WO.

r
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c
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Impact on Students

To 'rieasura thOimpact of SIGI or its users, we interviewed a few
,

, , , .40,,
,

students who had gone 'thiough SIGI at each,,college, and we had question- '
. .

.
.

naires adminiStered to a sample Of SIGI users (experimenta1s) And,a sample 0
. .

.

,
. .

of students who were interested in using SIGI but had not started (con.'

trols). The colleges themsefves selected the Ancients toy be interviewed

'and administer,ed the questiOnnaires.in-a-ccorcince with .our' guidelines.
,,, .

Me Appendix letter to the college.) .This section of this chapter dis-

.

.cusses our findings from the interviews and suestt IOnnaires at Pasadena City

..,

N Interviews
. qr.',

,

The college counseling office,randomly selected for our, interviews

o had used SIGI. We interviewed 13'of these sub-

xwomen. The experience of two of these People
-
18

a group of students w

jects, seven men and s

especially useful'in illustrating the impact of SIGI.

George. George: came to SIGI with only a b. red image of1what
..fl'

11` ,

0°

nis getting a"job in I

escribe hi's o9cupationall
. -

.
cupat onshe might inter. "My primary considere

something 1.--like,"-was the best he could do to

goal. He added, "And since I'm Pairly flexible, it doesn"F matter Wh4t.".

J.
He had done well in high school English, and he had an interesE in that

subject as well as in math and science. He-thought he might pursue a

scientific occupation simply because he believed employment opportunities

were better in that field than in any other. He recognized t at he needed 's

guidance. "Thec main reason Ilwent to SIGI is because,I didn't have a

clear idea of' what career I wanted," he said. "I had vague ideas, but

nothing selected."

I' i

'

r

3

. ke.
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After weighting his values, George retrieved four occupations in

Locate: Political Scientist, Optometrist, Civil Engineer, and Industrial

.`

Engineer. He then adopted a logical strategy for testing the validity of

his value weights. He tested several occupations, mostly in the field of

engineering, to sAhtch value/specification had prevented their re-

. trieval, If,he found a test occupation to be so attractive that he was

'Willing to change a specification in order to cause its retrieval, he

would know that the value that had blocked it was not so impor as*
he had originally believed. On the other hand; if he found himself

willing to let the occupation go rather an change a specification, Ile

would.trusrhis original weights. None of the test occupations was ap-

,pealing enough to make him distrust his value weights. With confidence .

that he was on the right track, he decided to confine the rest of his

search to the four occu?ations thaOhad already been retrieved.

He asked numerous questions about the four occupations in Compare,

taking printouts of the'information abobt_personal qualifications. He

wrote for a'dditiohal infor4tion,about civil engineering, using the

reference. cited in answer to one of the Compare questions. He also felt

a need for.information about local employment opportunities and 'local

outlook, but-he had found no way to get the information.at the time of

the interview. His exploration continued in Prediction and'Planhing.
0

The feedbiok froth those -two systems confirmed, in'his opinion, the suit-

,ability of the four occupations. In Strategy, .C1.141.1 Engineer and Op-
.

tometri.st 're-Ceived the same DesirabalitySums, with the result that

those two' occupations emerged as the top candidates.

What was George's.state of mind when he finished SIGI? He was un-

willing.to commit himself to a single choice', but was definitely leaning

S,

ft

192
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toward engineering in general and civil engineering in particular:, "I

hadn't thought at all about Civil Engineer as-a career," he said, "but
t.

now I'm thinking kind oniiiously about it." Ihe'high Desirability Sum

earned by-Optometrist influenced him to keep an open mind about that

occupation as well. He therefOre decided to.postpqne declaring

major for as long as ie could. But :his inclination seemed to be toward'

engineering. Later in the interview he said:

I kind of knew all along thg I want to be an engineer,

.bait. it never came out. But then it kind of came to the

,.surface. . . I guess you could'say that it [SIGI] was

a main influence because it kind of pulled it [Civil Engi-

neer] out from the baried depths of my mind.",

Perhaps the main benefit of SIGI was in providing'peoge with a new

way to look at his career options. He accepted° the SIGI postulate that

occupational values pTovide a basis for choice. He became aware of what

his.values were and'he tested them in a systematic way. He also became

aware that he himself had to play an active role n making a choice, and
. .. ,if I..

, see about, in ,limited way, o collect information and dLito. make plans
4

_directed toward a goal. He developed a strategy.that would leave his

(

o ions open as long as possible. Information/about local demand will

p)ay a large part in his final decision. Fi ally, he becaaaware that

,

A

his judgMents about the' occupations he was/considering had a rational

foundation. They were not based on impulse, dreams, or uninformed

/

advice.

As George observed:,
. ,

. .

. /

Some people say, "Gee,' I'went to be a doctor; I Want to,

been engineer:" They don't stop and think whether thOoll

be good.entugh for it pr whether they'll like the'profes-

.pion once they're in it. It's possible I'll change from,

engineering, but I don't -plan to select a major until
/ .1 .

after I transfer.

193
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Marilyn. rilyn was a young'woman with 'difficult physical and .

emotional prob ems. She wore.two hearing aids and had a slight speech

/
r

impediment. Moreove, she was in conflict with her father, who. thought

that'her

f

a bition to become a secretary exceeded her abilities and that

she should not be.attending coliege at all. The combination of physical
.1 , 6

,
handicap and family conflict had sapped her self-confidence, and lehe was

d6ubtful about any occupational goal. -She.said, "'I know I wanted secre-
-

tarial. But, see, I get a lot of pressure at home aboUt what I want to

do.' My father doesn't think I'm doing the right thing, and that builds

Up and gets me mad, too."

SIGI helped,Marilyn recover some self-confidence and focus her thoughts.

She said-of the Values system:

I think lt is a fantastic thing, especially for people-
who are.confused like-I am. This really helped me Settle

down now on what I want to do. But fwasreally confused
when I firSt came inv . It is good for people Who are

'so confused in their mines. They know what they're 'doing

but they don't know hoW to start doing something about it

or'find information, about doing it. The values helped me

know what I really wanted in a job.
, /

The Prediction system was especially useful t6,Marilyn. , It boosted

her self-A.steem and gave her ammunition for the battle over het. abilities.

,

She said of it:

I've always'been kAckeddown--"Oh, you're not to do

this-and do that." This was the first time Iftuld bit
here and thi4; "Well, how do I feel about it?" not, what,

the other people, feel. It [Prediction] gaVe me confidence
about how,youifeel,about What yotiltT going,to do, and that's

wha't I don't have.

There was another tangible benefit fromSIGI: , Marilyn explored two

A

-additional,occupations, Stenographer and Receptionist, and was consider-.

ing them. Butter first love was still Secretary. She returned to it

on a higher plane of under4anding,with some assurance. that It satisfied

4



tier values and lay within her reachthapit was a dr fensible choice.

She said, "I'm looking forward to my .future more t ian I ever have before."

1

19
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Experimental.and Control Group Questionnaires

Method of analysis. Separate questionnaires were given to students

who had been through SIGI (experimentals) and to students who were'sched-
.

,uled to use SIGI butwho had not actually used it (controls). This

section of the report covers the responSes of PCC students to the ques-

tionnaires. Since questions 1-41 ate the same for experimentals and
el

controls, we were able to,run tests of significance comparing the responses

of the two groups and to present the 41 questions, together with our

finding's, in a single table, P1. The portions of the qdestionnaires

that are-different ardn separate tables:.questions 42-45 for controls

in Table P4 and questions 42-88 fot,,experimentals in Table PS. .(The

intact questionnaires are in Appendix D.) In all cases the numbers

in the tables are percentages dAless otherwise indicated.

In the tests of significance, chi-squares were cotputed for most

questions (1-24 and 37-41). In the computation, responses in logicallA 2

A
related categories were grouped if.the expected cell sizes fell below 5;

this is a requirement for chi-square. For .questions 25-29,-in which

students used scales to, rate themselves on a Variety of dimensions, t-tests

were, done on the computed group means.' Questions 31-34 comprise an in-.

formation test. Wrong answers for eaCh suestiOn were 'scored 1 and correct

answ rs 1. The four'scoras wire then added and an information test'sco,r,e

'r up' mean,was computed. It is shown Opposite question 30 its Table 4.

test was then done on the two means. In reporting theresurts_of 41

tests of eignificance, welollow the convention of using a single asterisk

for significance at the .05 level and double,ag!terisks for the .01 level.
.

19E3
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Several of the questions are open-ended. Responses to these have4 been

placed in separate.tables. Tables .P2 and P3-list the'occupations named

by experimental and control students in response to question 30, (What oc=':

cupation would you like to prepare yourself for eventlialy?) .The responses

have been grouped' according to whether or. mot the occupation named was

among those already in SIGI. Other responses that could not be quantified

appear in Tables P4k, P6, and P7.

Results. Questions :1 -3 give a description' of the sample irr-termr.S,of age,

sex, and college enrollment..

differ significantly on these

than half of the students 'wer

The expe;:imental and control groups do"not

dimensions_. In both groups, slightly more

e women, some 70% were betWeen 15 and, 22 years

old, and approximately. lalf were freshmen.

.Questions 4-,10 concern students',agsessment of their career decision-
'*

making skills. Significant differences (1.01) were found in.fiVe of

the seven questions: The experimental group .(SIGI users) indicated greater
. 4ittw . ( .

.knowledge of the rewards and satisfactions to be obtained from an occupa-

tion (question 4), had-explored more occupations (question 5),,had more

definite and specific career plans (questions '7 and 9), and indicated more

over :Confidence in_their-career deAision-making , skills (question 1d).
,

The oups were not.significantly different in the number ofoccupations

that students thoughtwould provide desire satisfactiOn4 (question 6) and

in,their estimate of their ability-to predict grade* (question 8).

. 1

%

Insert Table P1 about here

. .- .

-s:,.
.

SIGI also seemed to -stimulate activities related to career exploration.

.1
,

°
.(questions.11-18). ,'Signifi(ant diffetences .01) were found in responses

,% 4

I

VP I,

44, -
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to four of the questiond: More experimentals had used the callege career

.

reference library ("question 14), talked to a guidance-counselqr about careers'.

. (question 16), used career-:related audiovisual materials (westioh 17), and,_-
.( 7"7--.\, .

P 4 .,
not unexpectedly, had'used "a computer - based guidance system" (qucs.tion.18).

o 4
\

.

.. ,

No thesignificant diffet#nces were found in t level activity in reading .

about occupations (question 11), talking with friends'about careers. (ques-

t ion 12), talking with people in the field (question 13), or attending career.

planning workshops (question 15)?'
0

Given the opportunity to-agree or dishree with certain statements about

choosing an occupation, students' who had used SIGI were significantly (p_<.01)

less disturbed by conflicting.advice from others (question 21). No signifi-
o /

cant differences were fpGnd in the attitudes of the two groups toward follow-

ing the advice of others, toward the role otchance in career chqice, toward
.

, 4
. ,.

making their own decisions,: towardithe need to know marriage plans, or toward
.

., 1
. .

' the need fok. making an immediate choice (questions 19, 20, 22, 23, and 24).

4011*

J

/

Questions.25 through 29 explored the way stude ts rated themselves as

,
,

career decision-makers. For tour of these questions a significant differ-
1 . ,

/ ,

ence was found between the responses of the two groups. SIGI users distributed ,
,

/

themselyes closer to the "good" end of the career decision- making scale than did

nonusers (question 25) and showed.more confidence in'their knowledge'of occupa-

tions

.

. ,

(qufstion 26) and of goals and values (question 29) -,-all p_<.01. They were
. ft

also more confident (E<.05) about their decisions, once/made (question 28). No

significant differed de was found in how often students,planned ahead (ques,-

tion 27). ,

As a check on these self-ratings, four qUestions were included to test

the students' actual knowledge of, oco,upations (questions 30 -3,4). Students

were asked to name p first-choice occupation (question 30) and 'were ques-

'

NI" 198
u
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tioned about' the education required, average salary, amount of indepeudence,

. .

and employment outlOok for that occupation. Tables El and P3 ;list the oc-

cupations named by the twogroups of Pasadena students. They -show that most',

.
of the occupations of.interest to both groups are already 'offered by SIG[.

0.
:..it

First - choice, occupations named by 60 of the 77 students in the experiment;1
-,- -,,

group andbry 54 of the 7.6 students in the'Contgpd. group were SIGI ()cepa-
.

. -.

tions. -A few students in both groups named identifiatIle occupations not in
4 ,\ k'

\ '

SIGI. The.rest-711 students in the experimental group and 13'-in the control--
1,

were unable to name a specific occupation or, were undecided,,

ert Tables P2 and P3 alrut here

the.replips to question 30 were sometimes difficult to tabulate because

students often were unable to identify a specific occupation or to express

6 -

clearly what they had in mind. We sometimes had to mike judgmerits about-a

student's meaning. When the staff could not reach agreement, they re-

)

cq-ded the answer as Too Vague to Classify. When the occupation named in

question 30 was a SIGI occupation, we were in a position to evaluate the

.

accuracy of the students' responses to questions 31-34 for both groups.

-
These Pour questions constitute an information test, which was scored in

thepanner described earlier. The students who had used SIGI were found

to be significantly better informed (2,4.01).

Responses to question, 37-41 show that the two groups were'Similar

in their careec guidance experiences (excluding.SIGI) at Pasadena. Over

two-thirds of boat groups had seen a'counselor within the last two mo nth$
. -

(question 37) about a variety of problems (qUestion 38), but had not 4'

taken a career guidance course (question 39). Of those who had taken a

career guidance course, the .SIGI uaars were significantly (2. <.05) more
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.

satisfied (question 40). Generally, neither group had reservations about

interacting with a computer,for,caaer. guidance (question,41).
a'

The remaining four questions in the questionnaire for the, control

group explored attitudes towad'SIGI.. They are listed in Table P4.

. Ninety-nine percent of the, group had heard of SIGI (question 42) and wanted

to use it (question.45). No one had formed an unfavorable impression of

-

it (question'46). Members of the group had learned about it from a variety

of sources (question 44).

Table P4Alists the responses of the control group to the open-ended 8

. questions.

Insert Tables P4 and P4A about here

The remaining 46 questions in the questiOnnaire for ehe experimental

group sought to find out how these SIGI users rated their experience with

SIGI (Tple P5). $

*

When asked to give SI GI a grade (qUIstions 42-54), more than 75% of
/

the students graded SIGI A or B for 8 of the 13 items.(interest, clarity,

t

overall usefulness, helpingwith values awareness, seeing relat onships

between values ani career decisions, finding occupations to fit values,

getting information, and learning to make career decisions). For the

pther.five "questions, which concern choice of An occupation, understanding

predictions, estimating probabilities of success, and helping to plan a

program of study at Pasadena, the proportion of

Insert table P5 about here

20 0

a d 'was over .
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As for-their experience with SIGI (question 55), 42% said-thtat SIGI

helped' confirm a choice they had already made, 12% said that SIGI helped

them, to choose an occupation, And 39% thought that SIGI had suggested

other occupations worth considering. Only 8% failed to pdrceive SIGI

as having been directly helpful.

Questions 56-63 asked he experimental students whether, they would

consult SIGI,.a counselor, or a combination of the two:tor help-with

occupational'and educatio al decisions. The students would bend to

choose the combination r most guidance purposes. This preference held

. ,

true for'plafining atpt gram of study, getting information about an occu-

4 4
pation, confirminvan occupational choice, resorving conflicts about,oc-

cupatiopal Epoice, and estimating chances of success in a program. SIGI

. alone was preferred for finding occupations that fit values and for mak%
/

ing values more clear. A counselor alone was thought to be more help

in finding out about financial aid:

Almost nine out of ten of the students who had used SIGI planned to

'4

saledule.a conference with, a counselor for a variety of purposes (ques-

tions 64 and 651: Two of the students added that they would'go to a'

counselor to discuss the-results of SIGI (see Table.P6, question 65).,1

Another stated, "I-decide0 both seeing a counselor and using SIGI were

valuable."

Most of the students 475%) said that the occupations in Which they

r

were interested were,kctuall/y retrieved on the basis of their values in

Locate_.(question 66). Although they-named a few occupations as "'missing"

( i"
from SIGI (Table y6,

A
question 67), the "occupations" they named were

4often not occupations at all,'but general fields of interest; some were

already,in SIGI; some were ,specialties of occupations in SIG/; and some

201--
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were occupations with only small npmbers of workers.
-

A few students men,

tioned occupatpns that are scheduled to be added to SIGI in the next

round of additions (air.traffic controller, anthropologist, chiropractor',

a
travel agent). AbOut 76% regarded the information in SIGI as superior to.

Insert Table P6 about here"

other sources of occupationil information (question 68).

Of thesPasadepa students who had used SIGI, 8k were satisfLed with

.the 28'questions Made available in Compare (question 69). Although a few-
..

made suggtstions for additions,' many of these were either imprgctical
-$

("In what:position will I be happy?") or already in SIGI with different

wording. Ti _e student ho wanted "Financial aid information" woyld find

.ihin the Planning sysiem, not in Compare. The questions Oggested for

."\addition are recorded in Table P6.-

About 88% of the students found SIGI'b styles and vocabulary to be

"just right," and none said that it'wastoo difficult (question 70).

Since the reading leVel of the text was designed for communitycollege

students, this finding Is particularly encouraging.

.Few students,. etected any sexual or racial bias in SIGI (question 71).

The examples given by those who did fee there was bias appear in Table P6.

\

Ninety-eight responges-2.7eCe,made to question 72 asking;about.pro-
'

...

blems that might have occurred in using,a computersed.system. Sixteen
. , . -,,,,--.

percent reported that the computer had broken down; 14% repOrted that
t

the
. .

1 . ( ,, . .
,

writing onthe screen caused. eyektrain4 '13% said.ihey felt "rushed while

using SIGI. Some of the directions were unclear to 9%, and18% thought

that there was too much reading.

tioned by the 18% of thestudents

to _go back tq correct mistakes, or

'don 72).

2

variety of other irritations were pen-

.

hO checked "Othei," such as inability

edundancies in the teic(Tahle

02
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Almost three-fourths of the SIGI users frequently took advantage of

. 411
the.opportunity to gqt printouts, and only 1% used the printer just once.

or twice (question 73). Over two- thirds (67%) tried,o get more'informa-

tion on their own Initiatin after using SIGI (questions,74 and 75). The

.

najority (61%).of the, students spent between two and four hours on SIGI,

and 35% spent more (question 76). Nearly all those inthe.gample (97%)

went all the way thrOugh SIGI, including Strategy, at least once, usually

in two or more sessions (questions 77 and 78). More than half .(58%).J

expressed an Interest in securing additional time on SIGI (questions 79

and BO).

The six subsystems. of SIGI'seemed to meet a variety of different needs;- .

.

every section would be "used most"'by at least some students although
.

Planning and Valuesreceived the largest percentages of votes (267 and 21%,

respectively). Prediction was the system named least often (question 81).

Students,found SIGI' to be comprehensive; 75% said-that there was not 'h -

,

ing mdre they would like it to cover (question 82). A few wrote in sug-

gestions for improvement such as'.r4lating occupations to college majors,

adding more information about job'search; and so on (Table R6, question 82).

'Nuarly two-thirds (65%) said that there was no area that needed. fuller

-;

coverage"(question 83); but the others Would have liked more material in
.

i

Prediction, Values, and Locate; more information on courses at transfer/-
. ,

. .

, 1._../.
.

colleges; and similar additions (Table P6, question 83). All areas except

1;rediction were liked best by some Students;.Values- was the most popular,"
. ,.

designated best by 38% of the 04u

/

p. The privacy that SIGI makes possible

was considered very important to' 18% ofthe group, but it made no'di fer-

.
,

ence to another 18X (guestidn 85). M omost80% rthe
4.....

group said that they
.---.

had advised theircollege classmates to use SIGI; of these, ,about half .

(46%) had-'recommentiecPit to three or more ftiends ,(questions 86 and 87).

a")20.) ..
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'Question 88 asked the stuclents for suggestions for improving SIGI.

'The answers are listed in TableP7. ,Most-of the suggestions were for
4

expansion of the information or services offeled by SIGI or for minor

changes to enable students-po dove more'citickly Co the secti.ons in which

they were most interested. There were a few suggestions that revealed
4

insufficient information On the part of the Uudent. 4The general tone,

hOwever, was-one of approval, respeet, and gratitude.

4

.

Insert Table P7 about here

.6
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., Impact on Counseling

d
Responses of eisbilt Pasadena City College counselors who filled out

questjonnaires are tabulated in Table.P8. (The constructed.responses to,

*

the open -ended questions an that instrument are in Table P9.) Five of,

the eight had not a.tended the SIGI workshop. It is possible that some

of the responses wouldhave'been different if,all the counselors had been

A. -

exposed to a workshopl

With or without a workshop, however, the counselors were in general

favorably disposed toward the idea of computer -based guidance (questions

4-8). Only one saw computer based Oii4ance as a passing fad (question 4),

.and,on'ly one did not plan to use such a system in his or her counseling

"(question 7). None thought computer-based.gilidance was a threat (question 6)

and 1 eight had actually referred students to SIGI (question 12). Coun-

tse'ors who had used SIGI and had'observed SIGI students thought,that those
students r4 eacted, favorably to SIGI (question 13) and benefited in a number

Po.

ofways (question 28). They thought that,the reading level of SIGI was

appropriate for their students (question 32), that the occupational 'informa-
1

tion was better than what is general.ly,,avati414e (question 33), and that
*

SIGI was for the most part free from any kind of bias (question,34). Six%

,.,counselors reported that students came to them with printouts (question 14).

Interpretation ot,the students' printouts was not a large problem: The

problem g described (Table P9) do not really involve interpretation of print-

, 4

outs.1 Only three counselors said that students had encountered proisleas

T4ith,the terminals (question 15): Students "found it difficult to relate

to the definitigqi of the values" (a problem that does not seem to be as-
, f.

sociated with the terminals); and there were apparently some hardware mal-

functions that were corrected (Table,P9).

20.5
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Questions 16-23 were designed to explore the effect SIGI might have

on problems khat counselors face in career guidance. The chief problems

were keepi g up to sate with occupational information, finding time to

see all s udents wild needed help, and getting students to read occupa-

a o .

tional information; the mostfrequently specified minor problems were ,

.t
identifying sources of occupational information, identifyile'studexytd who

need help, and getting students teread occupational information. Five of

)\ the slx problems listed were desigriated by at least one of the counselors as

k

, having felt,the impact of SIGI. SIGI was seen to have had the most ef-

fect on getting students to read occupational information and on keeping

counselors up to date, and some effect on all the problems except selecting

programs appropriate. for students' career goals,

Insert Table P8 abOut here

All eight counselors responded
4
to questions 24-27, which explore the

impact that SIGI may have exerted 'on counseling seslons. Of counselors

,who had had opportunity to observe, only one thought that SIGI enabled him

or her to see more students, whereas five noticed no change; three thought

that SIGI had improved the.quality of their disyussions about values and
. ,

career decisions, and only two saw no change in quality. Three counselors

saw no change in the amount of time they spent in career counseling, while,

four thought their time had increased and none thought it had decreased.

Four counselors thought their counseling sessions were longer because of

-,SIuI, none ,thought they were .shorter, and three noticed no change.

*
Question 28 sought to discover how SIGI had affected students' career

decision-making behaviors that might be observed in counseling sessions.

Six counselors said they knew which students had used SIGI, but only four
. ,

(perhaps not always the same four) specified the differences in'behavior

.206
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they had observdd. In the hpinion of the counselors, the SIg,students

\

. .

rated higher than non-SIGI students in four categories of behavior: theli

ability to relate programssof study to occupatiOns under consideration (4

yes, p no), their ability to,state theirprimary occupational choice (3 yes,

//
1 no), their ability to mention possibld alternative occupations (3 yes,

1 no), and their ability to deMonstrate sound reasons for their preferentes

(3 yes, 1 lio). Two counselors-thought the SIGI students were betterable

to express their occupational goals, were betier infotried. about their
a '

first-choice occupation, en,drwere better able ta_predict their chances of

f

success; two counselorai App think the SIGI students were any different
e,

. .

ti

r".

with xrespect to these categories.

Question 29 explored1 he - subject of how SIGI shduld be fitted into

the structure of the Col./se ing department. Three counselors accepted the idea

of making SIGI alienable to tudents on an entigely ad lib basis with no

couns elor intervention or mandatory follow-up. Nine responses favored'a
I

structure in which the counselo would play a direct role in the career

/11t

guidance 'process: Counsel it ref ral to SIGI with mandatory follow-up and

use of SIGI as part of a formal classroom unit in career counseling were

the structures named radA frequentl --four times each. One counselor sug-

gested that SIGI be made available "'or student self-referral" (Table P9),

a configuration that seems to be the, me as the ad lib .option:
.

Counselors named some seven occupa ions or occupational area-that

they or their students would have liked to see in SIGI (vestiops 36 and

31). (SoMe of these were already in SIGI under differenenameS.) Three

counselors suggested improvements for SIGI (question 35), and two added

comments under "Optional Information." Their observations'land'the suggested

bccupations are listed in Tible P9.

Insert Table p9 about here
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.

Usage of the System-.
t%

The computer automatically records.the responses that students Make

to most displays. Tattles P1O-P23 represent these summary data oir students

who used SIGI at Pa

ti

adena City College.. The n's iary from table to table,

with higher frequencies in Values, Locate,-and Compare,:which novices en-
.

. .'

counter first, and lower frequencies in Prediction,Snd Strategy, which

no4ices encountee last. The reasons for the decrease cannot,be isolated.

In any case, the reader should bear in mind.that the summary data do not
.

in icate the progreSs through SIGI of, 4 particular group of studel.mg, They

a e merely-,a record of responses over a period of time. Some of the stu-

ents were already in

nd others were just .b

.umulated data. Thus

another. Nevertheless

SIGI was used:

Planning or..qtategy when the data collection began,

eginning when the disk was swept clean of the ac--

the tables are to some extent independent of one

, the'n.'s are sufficientlY large'to reflect the way

Data from the SIGI Introductory Sequence

Breakdown of ste sample: Table P10 showsothe breakdown o this sample

! 3-

by age, sex, and enrollment status. Percentages are given'ralher than

actual numbers because students are asked, about their age an \enrollment

status every time they sign on, since thesfvariables may have changed be-2

tween sessions.

We see that nearly half (42.6%) of "sign ons" were eighteen or under--

that is, they were'students who hqd presumably gone directly to college from

high school; consequently, there were proportionately fewer "older students."

The sample was about ,evenly divided between men and women.

.Insert Table F10 about here
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.

Initial status with res ect to career dec sions. On their first pass

f i.

through the introductory sequence, students res ond to questions about

their awareness of their occupational-values, a aut their identification

of occupations' that fit their values, about the r ability to predict their /

grades,
.

and about their knowledge qfiappropriate programs to enroll in.
.

- .

Table Pll gives the distribution'of their respon es`to these questions.

..

The table reflects the state of mind of students s they begin their inter-1

action with.SIGI. We may take the following obse vations:
, )

, :

Insert Table P11 about here

I '

.
. ,

1. Nearly a quarter of the students'in the sample said they knew

their values, and over half of them had a general,idea off what they want
.

.

.

I

from an occupation but had'not analyzed their values ("ValueStatus").

2. They tended to feel a need for much information about which oc-

cupatians fit their values.

3. They believed that they could predict, their grades'auccessfully

in at least some programs,

4. Most of them had little or no idea what program to enroll in

and would in planning.

Data frcm the Valut Systa
'

TheValues system 4i1ldgrvile4sures. showing the importancethatstadents

attach to each of the ten OceUpational valAs used in SIGI and alio indi4
A

cats the field of interests they would like to work in.

I Values Weigh ts/ Table P12 shows the means and standard deviations

of, the weights that students astigepd,to the values on a scale where 6

designates, no importance and 8 magium importance. The figures in the
^
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"Unrest icted" Coliimn are the weights assigned by students before they 'played

the Value Game-i.e., the numbers represent the students' initial reactions

to the defin ions of the values. The "Restricted" column reflects the ef-
,

fects of both the Values Game and the constraint that the sum of the weights

equal 40. The latter ondition, of course, largely accounts for the smaller
.

Insert Table P12 about here

means in the Restricted column.. It is not possible to separate the effects
7

of the Values Game and the restriction to 40 points do all changes from the

Unrestricted to the Restricted columns. In general, however, it would not

be unfeasonable to attribute changes in rank order (Income, Security,
A

ariety,lelping Others, Prestige, and Leisure) primarily to the Values

Game.

Table P12 shows (a) that each of the values was important to some stu-

dents; (b)Ithat there was no.serious ceiling or floor effect, since even

the highest and lowest weighted values exhibited sizable variation; (c).

that, in, general, Interest Field, Income, Independence, and Security were

the four most important values for this group, whereas Early Entry was the

least important; and (d) that in reaching the 40-point limit, students

,

selectively reduced theweights originally assigned - -that is, not all weights

were decreased proportionately. Students.were least willing to give up
4

Interest Field and Income and were most willing to reduce weights for garly

Entry and Prestige.
.

The low weight given to Early Entry is not surprising, since all the

students had already made some commitment to education beyond high school.
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o
d 1

o It,is also interesting to tote that the tandard-deviations show very

reduCtion. Indeed,4one case (Helping 6iHers) shows a slight increase.

I

, .

Thus, th'e restricted case.dnes not appreciably reduce-the variance of the
,

.weighfs.

Selection of,interest,field. Before, weighting the value Interest'

Field, students indicate which one of th.e six fiells interests them most.
.

They are given the opportunity to change fields before they adjust their

weights to sum to 40 and whenever they elect to xeturn to theNalues sytem

to review the weights originally assigned.

Table P13 shows the number of times each field was selected. Note

that "N=1011" in this table means that 1011 interest field` selections were

made by the sample of students. Some may have chosen the same field more

than once, and others may have changed fields,-
'p

InSert Table P13 about here

5

Table P13 shows that the Personal Contact interest field Wasclearly-

the most popular, with Verbal in seCond place. The Technological and

Aesthetic fields were feast popular. ,

Datia from the Locate System

In Locate, students select a set of five valUes as a screen for re-
,

trievingpotentially.Attractive occupations. The students specify a mini-

mum return they would like on each value, and the computer then lists oc-

cupations ,that meet or exceedithat minimum for each of the five value'.

\

- 4

Although ,students may choose any five of the ten SILT values, the students.
ti'

are encouraged to choose their top-weighted ones.

211
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Values selected for the screen. Table P14 shows the frequency With .

ahioh'each of the 10 values was selecte4.as a member of the retrieval set.

It may be inferred that students t d to uSetheir most cherished values

Insert Table P14 about here 4:1

I

in Locate, for there is close agreement between the rank order of the value

,

weights (Table P12) and the rank order of

2

the frequenciesih Table P14.

. -

Specification levels .or categories. For each value except nigh. In-

come and Interest Field the student may specify one of four possihle levels%

there are five levels for Income, and there are six dtegories (not-levels)

for Interest'Field. Table P15 shows the frequency.with which tlhe various

levels or categories were' specified,, Again, the n',s and .the numbers'listed
-7-

in the "FREW: column indicate the number of times a valUe or specification

was used, not the number of students making the 'specifications. Also, the

numbers are associated only with values/specifications that actually-re-
.

'

trieved acceptable lists of occupations. If a student's specifications are

1
too strict or too loose, resulting.inempty lists or ones of unwieldy size,

he, must alter-the Specifications, one at a tim4.but in any order, until he

'finally arrives at a set that dries retrieve.

Table P15 indicates that all the degrees of's pecification are used.

Insert-Table P15 about here

The fact that the retrieval of an empty list forces the studer* to lower

,

-

a specification (or change interest fields) May account for the frequency 41).

with which the,loweitspecification appears. (A value set at the lowest

212
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,

level does not screen, since all occupations meet or exceedthat specifica

. tiOn.). Table- P15 also,shows that students tend, to specify mostly,

.

...
.4 (

."- .

and above average levels, and that when they use Interest Field as one of .(

,
.

their search values, the most popular field (Pertonal Contact) as the
,

one most frequently chosen in the Values system

Occupations retrieved in Locate. What occupations do these

specifications retrieve? Table P16 lists all the occupations in

values/

SIGI at

the time of the-data coll'ection and the frequency with which each was irer

trleved. The frequencies include the interactiah of initiates (students

who have gone through the six subsystems in the prescribed order_and who'

are consequently privileged to return to,any's4bsystem) as-well as AdVices.

In all, 1Z7 occupations oi the 155-in SIGI'were retrieved for a total'_ -- /

of 12,642 times.. As.would be expected from the /relative popularity of
I

various levels of specification, professilial occupations were much'swe
.

11

frequen tly retrieved

occupations that were not retrieved are

Insert Table'P16 about here

than were nonprofessional occupations. The eight

Keypunch Operator
Medical Laboratory Technician
Nursing Assistant
Operating Room Technician

Science Laboratory. Technician

Telephone qtaftsworker,
Wastewater Treatment Operator
Welder

!,

.No occupation appeared morefrequently than about, 3.6% of the total

feequency, for novices and initiates. If we the various teaching

occupations, the most frequently retrieved occupations

2ö0 retrievals) would be

Teacher
:4.

Lawyer

:Psychologist
lOPhysician .

School Counselor
Rehabilitation Counselor
Dentist
Speech pathdiogisf/
,Audiologist

2

(i.e., more than,

Civil Engineer
Industrial Engineer
Optometrist

0

Urban Planner 1

A

e 46

9

4..
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Data from, the Compare System

Occupations selected for examination. Table P17 shows the frequency

with which students (initiates and novices) selected occupations for exami-
e_

nation in the Compare' system. Students.may select any occupations they

want, but they. are particularly encouraged to investigate occupationg re-

trieved in Locate beCause thOse 'occupations tend to satisfy their values.

There were only three occupations (EEG Technologist,Xursing Assistant,

and Chef/Cook) that students never selected. Students did not, confine them-

4
x

selves only to occupatlaRiNretrieved in,Locate. For example, seven of the

i
eight occupations that were never retrieved in Locate were asked, about in

Compare; only Nursing Assistant had a frequency of zero in both systels.

On the other hand, the secondary school'teaching occupations,, which were

Insert Table P17 about here

"4

frequently retrieved in Loca e,were ked about)in Compare with relatively'

loW.Irequency. Only Sp Eduqation Teacher, Physical Education teacher,
el

and Elementary School,Teacher were asked about more than 1% of the time.

It seems possible that ma' students tended to avoid the teaching occupa

tions because they knew the'jdb market has turned sour. In general, how-

ever, the two pets of frequenCies appear to be quite consistent. The oc-

cupation most frequently asked about (3.5% of the total.ktequency)'was

Lawyer. Of the 13 most frequently retrieved in Locate; only Pilot, Dentist,

andOptometrist are not among the "over 1%" list for Compare. In comparing

'alisplute frequencies of occupations vtrieved,in Locate with those used in

Compare, one must allow for thefact that a given occupation may be retrieved

. a.

several,timts by one student through various lists. f specifications in Locate,.

\ ) but will probably be. selpted only once by that student for examination in
4

. .

Compare. AV 214
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No
Questions for which answers'were sopght. Students may ask up to 28

.questions about the occupations they haveselected. (For-A list of.the
. 10'

questions,'see Figure 2, Chapter II:) Table P18 shows the frequency
. .

with whiCh each of 'the.queitions was asked.. All the questiOns were asked
.

. .i.,.;

ti

insert Table P18 about here

with considerable frequency, the highest being7.5% of the total. ,..Zhe
'

0 . .

least faVored were "Opportunities for.le actetsW.p?" and "Eriptige level?"

The five most often chosen were, in order;'

D escription of' work activities?

efinition of occupation?
E. cation required--Early Entry?
Be inning salary?
Em loyment outlook?

Data from the Prediction S tem_

Reports of-previous academic performance. Table P19 sunmeri3kes

students' responses to questions about their previous academic performance.

The responses are stored ty the computer and may (or may not) be included

among thepredictor variables in any of'thetregression equations that.cOm-

pute the "probability of a student's receiving various grades in a particu-

lar "key course._ Table P19 ahqws that nearly 70% of the Pasadena City

College students reported that they bad ranked in the second.or third
ir

fifth of their high school ,class, and over 70% said that their mathematics

grades had been mostly B's and C's. They presented a somewhat rosier pic

qr sInsert Tat:he P19 about here.

S.
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4, sd
., t \

ture with respect to.their English grades; more than a quarter of the stu-

they

1

dents reported that they had earned A's, and more than 70% of them said

had get.B.or better. On the other hand,,fewer than half-of.them were

'confident that.they needed no help with English, and about one-third of

them believed positively that they did need help. Apparently some students

did not think that a grade Of B tir better in high school English guaranteed

sufficient'mastery for colleg., work.

I

Programs for which predictions were requested.''The fist of programs,
-

for which the student can4tain predicticrhs is different at ;each college.

At,the time of the evalAtion, predictions weie available in 68 programs

at Pasadena City College. TabletP20 lists these programs and shows the

frequency with 'which each was selected in the Predidtion system. tudents

sought predictions in all the programs except Chiropractic. The programs.

most frequently selectedwere Business Administration; Law, Psychology,

Insert Table P20 about here .

Accounting, rand English.

Selection of questions'about probability. Also available in the Pre-
.

diction system are explanations of probability and prediction. The ex-

/planations are in the form of answers to five questions that the student

(novice or initiate) may ask it he chooses.' (See Figure 5, Chapter II

for the,wording of the questions.) The questions were included in SIGI

because we knew fromdr pett experience that the concept of probability

is difficult for many students. The frequency with which each question was

selected appears in Table P21. *-The questions were selected with about equal

frequencies. Assuming one question per student, 109 students sought answers

to one or another question. This'is about four-fifths (83%) of the students

216
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fa
C

using the Prediction system, if-we assume that the`number.of students is the
., -

same as oeclose to the nbmbotr, that reported their preVlous academic per-

.
1. ..

.

formance in Table P19--in the case of.Pasadena, 132.-
/ .

A

Insert Table P21 about here 7

;
Data from the Strategy Sy

4 y (No summery data are .collected from the Planning- system: Indeed, the

4-

.

only. information. from that system that is worth recording as summary data

er would be the names and frequencies of the occupations selected for plan-!'
4

-rang.),

In Skategy., the'student selects a'set of three occupations and
...

cafes which one he favorsmost. Then he sees the Desfrability_Sums of the

occupations. (See Chapter II, pages 32-34 for a description of Desirahil-
r

ity Sums.) Next, he interacts with a discussion of a decisionfiaking strategy

based-on,asSessment of rewards acd risks, after which he estimates the pro-..-

babilities of his buk.A_k_bsfully completing all the requirements fOr entry into

each of the Occupations. Finally, he once again, indicates which, of the oc-'

Lupatiom, hL favors must in light of the information he has accumulate4 about

rewards'(Desirability Sims) and risk probability of'entry )%

Table P22 shows% in the fi two-columns, the frequency with which ocC

cupations were design ated first choice when .the s of th ree occupations was

selected, and, in,the third and fourth columns, thefrequency with which they

4
were designated first choice after assessment of rewardll; and risks.

'

Insert Table P12 about here
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We must becautilus in interpreting Table P22, since it shpws frequen-

cies of choice, not changes. We4Cannot infer, for instance-, that no'stu-

dents changed their minds about an occupation that has the same "post" fre-
,

quency as "pre" frequency. We may note, however, that the most popular

occupations,.in terms of post frequency, were Psychologist, Lawyer, School

Counselor, and Rehabilitation Counselor. Also, if we list occupations with

a difference of 3 91, more (in either direction) between the pre and post
0

frequencies, we see that Rehabilitation Counselor, Speech Pathologist/

Audiologist, Automobile Mechanic, Civil Engineer, and Dentist made gains.

,(5, 5, 3, 3, and 3 respectively), whereas_ Psychologist -(-12); Accountant,

Interior Designer/Decorator, Registered Nurse (-5); Elementary School

Teacher, Flight Attendant (-4); and Architect, Commercial Artist, Electrical

Engineer, Early Childhood Teacher (-3) had losses.,

,Choice in-relation to desirability outcomes. What influences students'

choice of occupation in this context? Table P23 provides Some insights.

Under the heading "Desirability Outcome" are the frequencies with which stu-
.

dents, in their pre choice, selected the

..to have the highest Desirability Sum, to

est sum
1

, or to fallmore than 10 points

occupation that later turned out

come within 10 points of the high-
,

below the highest. Apparently,

more than one-third (39%) oilthe time students did not designate.as their

first choice thaloccupatioA that, as they soon learned, was the most likely

to satisfy, their values.

Insert Table-P23 about he

The next set of figures., under the heading "Which Stiategy," assesses

the post choice of occupation with respect to the measures of reward and

1
Students

sirability
estimated,

this

, .

are told to ignore differences of 10 points or less between De-
Sums. For a discussion of how the 10 -point 'error" term was
see-Counselor's Handbook for SIGI (which isLA pendix G of

report), pp. IX-12--IX-14..
.

218-
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1"

r

risk. The reader should understand that the options listed in the table do'

.not all exist at the same time. For example, if the student had estimated

that his chances were equal for successfully entering each of the three

occupations, he would have only the last two options on the list: He could .

choose either the occupation with the greatest:Desirability Sum or one with

a smaller sum. If he had made differential estimates of success, some of

the first four options would be present, but not the last two; moreover, it

might' be that none of the three occupations had the fortunate combination

of greatest Desirability Sum and greatest chances, and therefore the student

would not have the first option. The reader should alSo remember that Sum

high means having the highest Desirability Sum or coming within 10 points

of the highest.

Nevertheless, we can make some inferences. TH4 first four categories

under "Which Strategy" represent instances of differences in both sums and

chances. If we make the reasonable assumption:that students would nearly

always choose "Sum high, chances high" when that option was present, we have

left 233 instances (123+81+29) where students had to 'chdose on the basis of

fir,
. highest sum, best chances, or some combidation in,which )newer faCtor was

,

best. In 123 instances (53% of the time); they selected \the,pccupation with

the highest sum; in 81 instances (3,5%,./1:;f the time) , they selected the Aziccu-

p
.

ation with the best chances;,andAn,29'instances_(12% of the time),,' they
,

. -

selected an occupation that liad4elOier the _highest sum nor greatest Chances.
. . . .-

=,.

(This last is. not necessarily_lan illogical choice, since it may be the best

combination of reward and risk. See Counselor's Handbook for SIGI,,which

-:5'is'APpendix G of this rePoit, pages JX725--IX-26.) There were 45 occa-
,

t0
1H,-sions when students estimated their chances as equal. for all three occupa-

tions. In this situation, they made' the apparently logical choice (occu7

pation with.' highest sum) 32,times and the apparently illogical one 13
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times. We must' be careful, however, not to infer tl?at those 13 choices

came from students who did not know what they were doing. We have learned

from our interviewst44t,behavior which appears inexplicable in printouts

J

often has some logical explanition--even if it is only thatthe student

was late for class and puihed the last few buttons at random to reach

"sign off" as quickly as possible.

.
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Table Pl: Responscs by Experimentals and Controls to
Questions 1-41 of SIGt Evaluation Questionnaire's

1

,(Unless otherwii.e.noted, all f.igures except n's,are perqnt.)

PERSONAL INFOhMATIoN

g E
1. 4e:IL 70 (1)

020 11 (2)
-..2- Le_ (3)
ca. 0 <4)

2. Sex:

qi lik (i)
sr kt (2)

15 -22' 7 *di/ .

23-30
Over 30 211e 146-

Rather'not say

Map 74-1E '

Female -7,c, 76

3. Year in college:
46 ..5-2. (1) 1st - 2e ak7.6-

.411.... 4LE2 (2) 2nd .. . ,:4-
/ // (3) 3rd =-- c.

--47 .11 (4) 4th
--j-

a (5),OtAsidute.A.te4-1-1--1-1-

CAREER DECISION-MAKLNG ,

"4. How well do you know whit rewards and satisfactions you want ft-0m an/3 3 i4 (1) I know exactly what I want from an occupation.CI .-f (2) I have a general idea of what I want from an occupation. '
/4, (3) I'm not sure what I want Isom an.occupation.

(4) I have no idea what I want from an occupation.

1"5. How many occUpatlims have you explored as possibilities for yourself?
5-. / (1) wed

:, n49 027 (2) 1-2

'43.12L -12 (3) 3-4
/6 al (4) More than four

6.

/0
-777

lt
7.

/7

37
.2 4,

8.

47_

occupation?

How many of the occupations that.you know about are likely to give you the
satisfactions you want?

' (1) None,

-CC (2) 1-2
g...)(3) 3-4

_..,r(4) More than 4

Which of the statements below best describes how definite your career plans
4/ (1) I know exactly the occepAtion 1 want to enter.
,02/(2) I am trying to decide between two different occupations.
77 (3) I am considerinit three or more different occupations.
L. (4) I do not 'nave any s'ecific occupation in mind at this time.

.How well do you think you 'can predict your grades in various pragiams at your

97
=76

= 77

21- c 75

are? --72) 74

2r c -'76

col ege?
.

' (1) I think I could

.../
I might take.

...:._-1 (2) I think I could
but not in'alld

predict rri pracies,accurately in any program of study

predict my grades accurately in one or twaprograms,

,/41 (3) I-have only a pcneral idea of my grades in one or two programs.'
(4) I cant predict,tml grades well in any program.

Whip of the following best describes the present state of your plans?
Al (1) I know which prggram to enroll in, which courses to take, and most of

the othcr steps necessary to reach 'my occufational goal.

Ila (2) I have a\ general idea of which progt'am would .e best, but j am not
sure what other steps are necessary to reach my. occupational-ioal.

(3) I don't know which program to e.. I need help in planning my education.

o22

- 77

C 6

e
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Table P1 (continued)

E
X10. Overall, hoW confident do you feet about

(1) Very confident
(2) Somewhat confident

- (3) Not confident

your career decision-making skills?

_ e = .
'Zk e,

Items 11-18 are ilitivities related to thinking about occupations. , Put a check'

under the heading w*tch shows how much time you have spent on each of the activities.

11. Reading about occupations.
(t'o r'76)

12. Talking with friends about the kinds of

occupations they are considering.

Talking with people in the field about

their occupations, ?ti.E1.7, ys)

"14. Using the college's career reference
library. -de salt. (21,c3 75)

Attending career plpining workshops.,
a .4-

Talking to a guidance counselor about
careers. a'sE:.- yG (e n)
Usitig career-related audiovisual -

materials. , Aie -.74 I 7-..tic.1

it*18, Using a cdvuter-based guidance system.
Xv,.e =-74)

Never Rarely

(44) .22100

Sometimes Often

53 (97) 03)

0 (3/ 9 (04) 39 5-/ 06)

5 043) Ate) Ns)

4L(.32) ay) fir1 0
04W ls)

.41,g) c3f (io) 3,5' 60

49 110 .3412s) /3 (44)

us) 21(2) ye)14)

IFor statements 19 , put a check under the heading that best describes how you feel.'

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

19. I would follow the advice of a teacher,
counselor, parent' or friend in planling

lay career. M'S.3 Oa- c
116 1,242/) .11ftff) .417)

.20. Which occupation I enter will be nwskly

a -matter of chance..2ker 76 (1e r

*1in. Everyone seems to tell me something dif-
ferent, so I don't know which career to

choose. 7s, 76.L.& w 74)

22. 1,4111 decide for myself which occupation

to choose. = '14)

23, In order to plan for a_career, I would

need to know how soon I would be get-

ting married. .r7.f (21-a .1--.744)

Y.21.10) 1/4 42E7) _fjo) fee)).

(7) .21,640 '4 2. (4S)

dfrf) .94(30 e".) 3 (;)

24. There is plenty of time before I have

to stamt -thinking about choosing an

occupation. 71. 377 (Lzre ::, , 4)..-...-0

4 *.'...

ffiso) 7(b) 3 b)
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Table P1 ('ontinued)

Rate yourself on how good a career decis on-maker you think you are.
Wee,73
t =

Look at the scale below. Think of a friend your age who, in your opinion, makes

good career decisions. Consider that person at the top of the scale (10).

Think of a friend your age who is not a good career decision-maker. Consider

that person at the bottom of the scale (0).

Now think about yourself as a career decision-maker. Where do you f it on

this scale? Circle the appropriate number on the.scale from 0 to 10.

. . - .
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -10

E 0 / / 7 ..c. ,rt /14 /..1"- ia i6- /0
I

11

e °A 6 a '7 /4 4:4 ,2. ;it is' 4/ A54

poor good
career I, . caree

decision- decis on-,
A

maker (,, maker

I For items 26- 29 mark an X on the part of-.the scale which ,kest shows what is true of y

`2626. How

. .
= ,

much do you know about occupations?
23..6 6 7 a,6/

..,

trc.:. :,./.3-. /.96-

0 1 2 .ei 3 4- 4

I. a i

0
I 4,

71 - 41

I
I

19

I . 1

...7 7

I . ilE PI

-'-'veiy little' i 7 7 .34 ,,, ., , g 4) a grerat deal

= 76 3 .6`

27. How often do you plan ahead?
e V

7:1---.e. r- 7.5 .f .5-

E i o if

I
il 1 al i I I

C ararely , /

-V

1

.5-. /5' ''," .2.2., 9 gfteft

7z.. ...- .76 2, VI
'PIA
'9. How do you feel after makpg an important decision? c,*. 75"

,Sc;

00, 1, ' 0 2 g 4q 131

L

)
ei

Azi

.29I io1 i

os' 14
1- .(E io

don' t think'

'I7am sur.I usually /
I did Ln

I've done 'the right th rig.

right thing.
1

riee
4fr 29i How eller is your knowledge of goals and ,values? -2,__-c. ,.. 7:0--

0 1 2
.. 3 , 4

E 41 ;., la.., ..
6 41 14z... .2.9

4,11 I I

.0

/ 6
\ c inbt clear 0 . 7 3 ..1.,2, 7 33 7 very

clear

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION , .. -, .
,

**M. What occupation would you most like to prepare yourself for eventually? Even
AO

if you are undecided, pick an occupation that appeals to you. 21&E- 6.4) 6.65

Name of occupation: 4:15-m....) 811'52 1'3 31-..1';1. .c;c) e..at 1-r- c = Sil 7//,0

,.......,- -",, 1 i

.o7
/

..223'

.5'7

i, acs

/. 06

/0/

I.oy
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Table P1 (continued)

171-
Answer questions 31-34 in relation to the occupation named in Item 30.

wg,

E87 13 31. To enter this occupation, how much education beyond high school would you need?

E

701..30

57

30

E. 74

4/

48 2.

ti

413 3 .

70

4.

116%(1) None.

(2) 2 years. '

'(3) 4 years (bachelor's degree).
(4) 5-6 years (master's degree).

(5) 7 or more (doctorAte or law degree).
(6) Other (please explain:
(7) I don't know.

Check the salaiy range aka fneicates the average amount of money per year earned
by people in this occqpation. 1,

P
'(1) $20,000 or more
(2) $15.,000-$19,999

(3) $11,000-$14,999
(4) $8,000-$10,999
(5) $7,999 or less

(6) I don't know.

Check.the one statement which best describes the amount of supervision usually
received by workers in this occupation.

(1) Work without supervision; plan own work; seldom evaluated by others.

(2) Supervised weekly; follow overall assignments.
(3) Supervised daily; work under supervisor who assigns and schedules

work; free to decide details of-work.
(4) Supervised hourly; activities aretdirectly supervised with little op-

portunity to act on your own:
(5) I don't know.

4,
Check the one statement which hest describes the future .epployment prospects
foi workers in this occupation.

(1) Excellent: Strong demand for workers; shortage of qualified people.
(2) Good: Steady demand for workers.
(3) Fair: Dcmaild limited except in,cerrain geographic areas OR demand is

. decreasing due to aUtornition or economic conditions:
(4) Poor: Little demand, if.any; the occupation js very overcrowded, and

few jobs'are available.
(5) I don't know.

35. What college program (major) are you presently enrolled in?

)

36. What occupation are you preparing for in'this program or major?

CAMER GUM ;INCE .

37. Have you seen a cetunselor during the last two months?
71-e =7_5"" 79

, .4,L(1) Ye. 34(2) No
, ad

C E t .c..e, : , ...

. 38. 11 yes, what thing(s) did you discuss? -7t,'.7....2 3 9

...1.-

.

,

...?i...(1) Your values

/3 (2) Occupational choice

-- ...,

T. /3 4)C
_y_i_ .. (3) OccupatiOnal information

if (4) Curriculum choice
(5) Course selection

,

---7- (6) Chances for success

; (7) Program approval
--Jr- (8) Family pressures

(9) Financial aid

t2,(10) Other (please explain,:
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Table P1 (continued)

39, Have you taken or tire you,presently enrolled in a career guidance course at

., ,
..

yOeurs college? V,,, '2 74 :.-13 (1) Yes 6 7(2) No
C 7,e

40. ITyes, how would you rate it? a 14', z ..,
V----- , (1) Excellent '--. 0-frc.. 1.: ..1.S-

170 i<f (2) Adequate

...1.:- IC (3) Poor C

...e., /4_
,. W.

-- -

41. How do you feel about interacting with a computer for career guidance?
7'9 Zt: (1) Favqrable 71.0- = 777.7 a2 (2) Neutral
0 _.1_ (3) UnfavcIrable

23.re .2 76.---.

N
I

fv < a5

4 < ,ai

225

z
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Table P2

.3

OCcupations Named by 5xperimentals in
Resfonse to Question #30

In SIGIa

(60 occupations)

AcCountant
Actor/Actress(2)
.Architect

Chemist
Civil Engineer
CommercialeArtist
Dentist
Electrical Engineer (3),
Engineering Technician
Flight Attendant
Forester (2)
Interpreter/Trandlator
Landscape Architect
Landscaper
Lawyer (8) ,

Legal Assistant '(3)4'`

Ntrse, Registered (3)
Occupational Therapist
Photographer
Physician's Assistant
Physicist ,

Pilot (2)
Police Officer (2)
Psychologist (2)
Radio Announcer

Estate Agent
Retail Store Manager
ecretary (2)
inger

School Counselor (3)

Teacher,. Elementary (4)
Televiion Producer /Director (2)
Typist
Ve dnariam

(2)

'Not in SIGI

(6 occupations)

Business Management
Chiropractor
Christian Singer and/or
Missionary Work,

entomologist
Environmental Conderva-

tion

Foreign Consul

c

/

Too Vague to Classify:

(11responses)

B.S. or M.S. Degree in Math
Behind the scenes in T.V.
Stage

Bib stax

Business, field

Community service
Criminology
French, Science, Music
Journalism,
President of a company
Researcher
(Don't know)

4

a
If the o

by SIGI fo
"Stewardes

c upational title used by the student was different from that used
the same occupation, the SIGI"title appears on this table, e.g.,

" "Is.listed as "Flight Attendant "Aittline Pilot" as "Pilot, " etc.

b
If an occ

shows how o
pation was,designated more than once, the number. in
ten it wa4designated.

,.226

eses

.14
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.Table P3

Occupations Named by Controlsin
1111 Response to Question #30.

e

J.,

In SIGIa

(54 occupations)

Accountant (3)
b

Architect
Auto Mechanic
Bank Officer
Chemist
Dental Assistant
Dentist
Electrical Engineer (2
Firefighter
Flight Attendant
Industrial Engineer
Landscape Architect
tawyer (4)
Legal Assistant (3)
Mathematician
Musician (2)
Nurse, Practical
Nurse, Registered (4)
Nurseryman/Landscaper
Occupational. Therapist
Pharmacist
Physical Therapist (2)
Pilot .

Psychologist (5)
Public Relations Worker
Recreation Worker (2)
Se tau (2).

3 Tea!Ler, Art .

Teacher,'.Early Childhood-

Teacher, Elementary
Teacher, Physical Education
Teacher, Special .Education (2)
Television Producer/Director
X-ray Technologist

Not in SIGI

(9 occupations)

Business Administration' 't

Carpet Layer
Chiropractor (2),
Fish Culturist
Gem Faceter
Personnel Management
PEobation Officer
Sobiologist, recreation-

related

Too Vague t6'Classify.

(13 responses)

Data processing, computer.
science

'Entertainment field
(broadcasting 7)

Health & nutrition or'
public relations

International relations
JOurnalism
Medical
Physiology Instructor
Research into Para-
psychology

Sales--adver4tising
Teaching, hUman physiology
Television studio work
Undecided but French,

music major
, Work'in fine or commercial")

art

. ;

i

a,
If the occupational.

SIGI for the same ocCupat
'Stewardess" is listed as

b
If an occupation was designated more than once, the number in.paren

how often it was designated. \
,

le used by the student was different from that used by
io the SIGI title appears on this.table;

"Flight Attendant," "Airline Pilot" ad'"Piloe." etc.
t /

eses shows
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Table P4

Resppnses to Questions 42-45 of SIGI Evaluation
Questionn,;ire for Controls

,

(Unless otherwise oted, all figures except n's are pero&it.)
RIX

42. Are you aware that there is a ,computerized guidance system (SICillfrcampus?
(I) Yes 4. (2) No ,

43. If yes, what is your impression of SIGI -rEJ

(1) Fa-Vorable
L:,/ (2) NeitHer favorable nor unfavorable
0 (3) Unfavorable

(4) No impression

44. Ho. did you learn about SIGI? 6
,e2 (1) Friends
,4-/ (2) Counselor

Li (3) Posters, Brochures
(4) Newspaper

(5) Other (please explain:

ear

45, Do you want to use SIGI? =

If yes, Olen?

1f no,- why not? '

...9? (1) Yes / (2) No

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAUr TO ETS IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.

me.

A
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

228
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Table 24A

Control Stddents' Responses -to-Q
on the Questionnair

C

en-Ended Ltems

r

uestion #38 (Other'Reasons for Seeing a Counselor)

How good I would be at accounting.
I just signed Op for classes, .

SIGI.

Help in studying (homework).
Personal.

This to ting program.
Trans erring (Co UCLA). .(Mentioned by 2 students.)
Gr uation.

w hobbies will fit in with occupation.

6

Question #44 (Other Ways of Le4:21ag_About SIGI)

a

Psychology teacher.
Teacher. (Mentioned by 3 studene-s.)
Worked in SIGI office.
One of my supervisors.
Teachers who have explained it to their classes.
Parent.

Just walked into the guidance center.
Sister,
My job application teacher.
At freshmen. orientation.

Instructor for DAP 60 elasi.
Program planning seminar. --
Yellow pages (phone book)..
Student working,at guidance canter.

a
Some of the responses ve slightly edited.

229

4
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Table P5

Responses to Questions 42-88 of SIGI Evaluation
Questionnaire for Experimentals

(Unless otherwise noted, all numbers except n's are percent.)

EVALUATION OF SIIScI

I

Circle the grade that you would give SIGI of each of the following:,
,-----'/'..

42. How interesting was SIGI to you? -.x.,:Li'd7Z
i
-A,

"4-;r'9
A,

4.11,
#6

3,
B,

9
CI

/

D,or
o
F

43. ,How was SIGI in giving information? 7r, 21' 77

44. Overall, how gOod--te- SIGI? ',v.:. 7:,

B,

fi2

Tv
C,

a
D, or

/

I'

C, D', or

'I

F

."4

A

,

Circle the grade that shows how useful SIGI was,in each of the following.

45. Helping you decide which occupation to prepar

46. Helping you become -more aware of your values.

47.,Showitig you the relationshdp between values a
decisions.

.

48. Helping you find out which occupations might

v 49. Helping you get inforMation4abouf occupations

50. Helping you understand grade predictions expr
probabilities.

51. Helping you estimate probaWIlities of success
more programs.

52. Giving information about programs of study at

53. Helning you plan a program appropriate for an
you are considering.

54. Helping you learn how to make career decision

e for.'n- II' 77

-N. -=0 76

A, B, C, D. or F

7/
A, B,

/
C, b, or F

ad career
-1-- 71

fit your vAlues
-7e. -c 7;7

6/-A,
A7
B,

'to

C,

+1,

DT'br

/

F

A,
lie

B,

gg
C,
/44

D, or
It

F
il

. -7ti .7v a,
43

B,

21
C,

/7
D, or/ F

/
!ised in
--,c,' :-- 77 ,,tti

A,
ad
B,

P.3"

C,
.5*.

D, Or
..5.'

F

In ore 01,,
.....?? 7 7 . '

' *
your s chool.
-71. = v7

23
,A,

YY

B.
27
C,

4.

'I), or

i
F

A,
a7'

B,

30
C,

A/
D, or

/f1
F
S'

occupation .
--. ---- 76

a. 7t 1.7. 1I

a7
A,

.44
B,

ZS'
C,

9
D, or )?

.

A,
do

B,

,K
C,
/6

D, or
.!o

F
/----

55. What role has SIGI playdd in your occupatUmal choice? -.71./t11.1/1
/2/ (1) SIGI helped me to choose an occupation.

(2) SIGI Veiped ctnifi"rm the choice I had already made,
...39 (3) SIGI suggested other things which I am-considering:'

(4) SIGI provided little or,no help:
.
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Table P5 (continued)

.c

7 .

To get help with occupational and educational decisions, you can go to S,IGI and to a
counselor. For each of the followi ng (56-63 ),' put a check under the heading, which,
in your opinicn, represents the best source of help.

-'.8IGI Counselor SIGI 4
Alone Alone 4 Cotctselar)

56. Plan program of study 71./ 7:-. n /1 6o 5 ?
.3, 1 . 3 I- ,

58. Confirm an oecupatiOnal choice 71. ::: q LA e,C, ' : /.Ce ... 9'

--.

59. Find occupations that fit values 7t' = 71/. 4 :2) 41 ..? 9 =

...

60. Find out'about financial aid --rt4 =7/ 7 .3---5 . 3 ,Y
61. Make values more clear ..7-pt....:-- 71.4

c 7
62. 'Resolve conflicts about occupational choice / / 2 C

4 ,

63. Estimate chances of success in a progum 3 V- Lt.
7t- :: 7ii . o

.57. Get information about occupations

O

64. Have you scheduled Or do you plan to schedule an appointment witb a counselor
as a result of using SIGI? 74 ,VS'(1)' Yes i,/,(2) No

65. If yes, 'what,was or will be the purposedof this visit? Check all the topics you
discussed oe plan to,discuss.. .9 4/
/e (1) Your values

(2) Occupational choice/ (3) Occupational information
(4) Curriculum choice
(5) Course selection
(6) Chances for success
(7) Program approval
,(8) Family ,pressures

'7 (9) Financial aid
,Z (10) SIGI print-outs_
2(1I)Other (please explain:

66. In using SIGI, did the occupations of-interest to you show up_os the list .determined-
by your values? 7-,..).-.7 7,f' . .75- (1) Yes '02512) No

67. Were there any occupations missing from SIGI that you were interested in?
, ...N (1) Yes (2) No ..

is

If yes, name themi-

68. Compared to other kinds of occupational information, how would yourate the becu-
pational information preiented in SIGI? 7t. = 9'4
, 7 6 (1) Better ,az (2) About the same, /

. (3) Worse

69.. SIGI has 28 questions you can ask about occupations. Are there other quesVons
about occupations that you wish had been in SIGI? /...4- (1) Yes 1.5'(2) No

If yes, what question(s) would '.you add tot*dhe-- 7 SIG41I list?
, , . .
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Table P5 (continued)

70. How would you rate SIGI's writing style an vocabulary? -In/ =L-Vo
0 (1) Too difficiat

(2) Just right
/2/ ( ) Too simple

71. Did you find sexual, racial, or other bias in

If yet, give examples:

1

giGii71..,.='74 .3 '(1) Yes

P

9;Y(2) No

72. 'Below is a list of problems that may have occurred in using,SNI. Check any 9,5%(
that you experienced:

9 (1) I did not' undetstands some of the directions.
/ (2) The-writing on the screen strained my eyes.,

(3) I had to wait, too long for an appointment to use SIGI.
(4) There was to much reaang. .

49 (5) I felt rushed while using SIGI.
7 (6) The computer broke down while I was using SIGI.

(7) The. writing on the screen was jumbled.

VG' (8) I wanCed to sign_Of SIGI, but couldn't.
(9) Other (please explain:

73. Hov often did you request ,a print-out on SIGI? 76
(1) Frequently

12) Someeimes
/ (3) 41D:we or twice

0 (4) Never

74 -After using ehe commuter, ,did you do anything to get more information on your own? 7ti 7C
9 (1) Yes 3.3 (2) No'

75. .11 yes, what did you do? 17- 7 :7
46% (1) Read

OY (2) Spoke to people in the occupation
(3)-,. Used audiovisual material

/ 7 (4) Other (please explain:

76 How much time 'did 'you spend on SIGI?
73"' (1) 1-2 hours

(2) 2-4 hours

4-6-hmors. or more

77. Did you go all the way through SIGI (including the Strategy section)? 721
( 1) 'Yes 3 (2) No

.or

78. Over how many sessions, did you use SIGI? 2)Z,
(1) One

(.4-'242) Two.

,4,--1-3) Three or more

..-

79. Do you think you would profit from further use
-Xi
of SIGI? (1) Yes '*/....22) -iNo

80. If yes, how many additional sessions would you like? 7r.,, -1-- 51 ..::5

YI 7 (1) One . - . 4k .-
____ .

-(,..... .3.':) (2) Two

i,..:414' (41" Three or more :.

% 4

232 43.
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5able. PS (continUed)

4

81. Which.sections would you use most? -7.1./=
,;Z/ (1) Valuet

7(2) Locate

(3) Corpare
7 (4) Precaction

A4;(5) Planning_
/Co (6) Strategy

82. Is there anything SIGI didn't cover that you would like it to cover? -21-1='9'.:2--

.2.5 -(1) Yes 7.1-'(2) No

If yes,-please-explain: '

ea,

83, IS there any area yod wish SIGI had covered more fulay?

.

If yes, please explain:

-.../.5(1) Yes '5-'*(2) No---

84. Whit did you like best about SIGI? (check one only)'.-7v= 9rlie
3i(t) Learning about my values
r/W(2) Finding occupations that fit my values
,;.?eD(3) Getting occupational information

(4) Getting grade predictions
4t1 (5) Learning what courses to take to prepare for an occupation
.3 (6) Learning a, striate,gy for making decisions

/5A(7) Learning how values affectdecisions
/ (8) Other (please explain: .

85. What you did on SIGI was completely private. How important 16 this fact to you? -"rd-r:

.0 1 . 2 3 4

/4rivacy d
I

:714
/,g /6 /.12, very

made no important
difference

86. Have you advised friends at your college to use SIGI? 7,. (1) Yes A/ (2) No
-i/ r 17G

87. If yes, how many? ',L..= (. /

SIAM ]-2
......

,a...(2) 3-5
. s/am 6 or more

88. IS there anything else you would like to tell us that` Wo 1p us improve SIGI?

,233
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Table P6

Experimental Students' Responses tO
a
Open-Ended "Items

on the Questionnaire

Question #65 (Purpose of Appointment with Counselor)

'My personal attributes as they pertain to a field.
To go over kGI results.' (Mentioned by 2 students.)
Effectiveness of SIGI. I decided'both seeing a counselor

acid 'using SIG} were valuable.

How do I kno),, what is right for me?
Required visit.
Related jobs to work towards major goal.
Duration of time I should spend in school.
Transferring to a 4-year school.
Teaching information.
Had to go, for written information.

Question #67 (Occupations of Interest Missing from SIGI)
b

Drama-teacher. Media specialist.
Agriculture. Chiropfactor.
Translator. Criminology.
Printing, Air traffic controller.
Anthropology: Christian missionary,fields.
Science related.fields. Entomology.
Museology. Res'earclier (historical).
T.V. stagehands. Editing.

Travel agent. Recotd producer & publisher.
Bio-Chemist.

Gourmet Cook (not a chef)
Metallurgy. (Mentioned by 3 students.)
Engineering technology. (Mentioned by 3 students.)
Writing. (Mentioned by 2 students.)
Different facets of law and accounting.

Question #69 (Additional'Questions Students Would Like to Ask)b

What personal qualities must I have?
How difficult is. actual preparation?
Financial aid information.
Information on areas to get work experience in the field.
Suggestions for study improvement.
Further details about job description and availability.
Are Christian values important to the student?
In what position will I be happy?
More variety in careers offered.

.A way to plan for yourtpersonal situation.
'The last part of SIGI.was not available when I entered the

program. If it is available,now, part 6 would answer my
questions.

A way for a student to put a question of his own to the computer.

f

, 234 0"
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Table P6 (Continued)

Question 1169 (continued) 0

How creative can a person be in this occupation?
Do you have to take your work home with you?
Some of the answers were poor.
Predict job opportunities for near future.
More information for foreign students.

Question 171 (Examples Of,Bias in SIGI)

SIGI did not tell you when sexual bias exists'iri an oCcupation.
For example; the U. S. Forest service is hiring more females
to make up for a previous imbalance. This was not Mentioned
Lin SIGI.

Should throw some light-hearted remarks instead of being ultra
straight and impersonal.

Lack of Christian occupations.
Many jobs I liked SIGI said women can't get into easily, and

I should check others.

Question #72 (Other Problems in Using SIGI)

Not enough occupational choices.
Two hours was a. bit long.

You touldn't sign off in the middle of a section without, erasing
your work.

'It is redundant.
Wanted to erase an answer.
At timestI felt rushed, but there was actually no reason to.
I'made a-mistake. Pushed 7,rong button and lost infordatiom I
wanted printed.

I wanted to return to a part of the section I was in but couldn t
without starting over. (Mentioned by.2 students.)

Made mistake and signed off-7couldn't restart.
Could not ask direct questions.
-Too many examples.
Problem with grade prediction (chances out of 100).
No printout. (Mentioned by 2 students.)
Didn't. move fast enough for me.
Takes too much time to print out. °

Prints even if you don't want printout. (Mentioned by,2students.)
Computer delays.
Deletion difficulties. (-

Question #75 (Other Steps Taken to Get More Information fier Using SIGI)

Talked with Counselor and friends in forestry.
Counseling. (Mentioned by 6 students.) '

Went to different employers to find out about requirements for a
job of interest-to me.

Consulted chiropractic college requirements.
Wrote for information. (Mentioned by 3 students'.)

235



Table P6 (continued)

Question #82 (Additional Topics SIGI Could Have Coverei)b

Personality factor in job choice and prediction.
SIGI's selectiod of job occupations was very narrow. eel SIGI
should show some occupations that would be possible for a certain
major being considered.

'

More information on colleges to.enter for certain occupations.
-

If you were not right for a job, I would like' some SIGI alternatives
listed after that.

More occupations,.

Part 6 [presumably Strategy].

h:10:ing my personal situation 6 my career situation.
What position or job is needed to be happy.
To find out if the user is interested in God and 'if so to give the
user more choices directly linked to'Christian jobd.

Remarks by people established in,careers shown by SIGI.
I think the main sections were very helpful.
The comparison of personal aptitude to job with the student who
has the schooling on the.job.

More in-depth discussions of the careers.
More information on colleges, more comparative information on
Occupations.

Better occupatiolial information. SIGI did not cover people's'needs.
What to do when you find a job--not enough information about it.

I think it should be more:exact on the locations of certain jobs-
states, etc.

Printing occupation not in 8IGI.
It said nothing of those working already. It might mention the
"stopouT."

Deeper emphasis on personal qualities as they relate to-a given'
field, geographic emphasis .on job availability.

Question 1183 (Areas That Should Have Been Covered More Fully)b

Schools appropriate to chosen career.
Would like to seethe use of more'ffiateiial in the trediction system--

not just one key course, but-perhaps 3-5.
It should have shown different fields under 'selected,majors.

More advice on courses that are beneficial to major and upper
division courses at transfer colleges.

4.

Explanation of careers--too brief.
Locating more jobs.
Jobs and College planning available.
I wish it had more jobs in my field of interest;(perhaps there are
none, but I hope that's not true.- The only jobS listed in History.--'
Humanities field are teaching jobs, practically.

Values., (Mentioned by 2 students.)
Locate.

Job security. Maybe a few current statistics, that Would definitely
show an overcrowded situation.

I would have liked more than 20 occupations listed when Locating
occupations.

'236
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Table P6 (continued)
t..

Question #83 (continued)

More emphasis on,strategy.
.

Discribing jobs and salary and hours.
How I may find .a quicker way of entering the field", while

continuing my education.
The occupations that fit my values. The first two that SIGI

chose for me did not interest pie too much. When I gave my
own choice, SIGI responded favorably to it--although it
wasn't one of its first two choices.

Prediction.
Strategy and planning did not help much because there was little
information. Some of it was kind of ridiculous, game-playing.

GPA required for 4-year college transfer from PCC. Also, differ-
ence,between the two public colleges of Forestry in California;
Berkeley and Humboldtstaie.

More personal and psychological testing.
More occupational choices.

Question #84 (other 'Things Liked Best About SIGI)_

Values.

My own interest in the computer's complexity.

a
Some of the responses have been_ edited. slightly.

b
In some cases students suggested occupatiops or innovations

in SIGI.

p
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Table

Suggestions for Improvements in SIGI Given by
Experimentals in Response to Question #88a

it!

ProMote the program more. EspecEally for entering students, I used SIGI
"after" graduating from P.C.C. to confirm my direction and choice of occu-
pation. I would have liked to use it at the beginning of my program at
P.C.C.

I feel the prediction section is so general and weak that it is pretty
useless. For example, it predicted higher grades for me in courses that
are not in my primary.field of interest,

More computers would help ease the waiting period between sessions.,

)
When it says more than 20 occupations fit your values and they ask you to
change something to reduce the number, I would 114 to see the other occu-
pations also. The.one I want just might be in the other group.

It seems-to be good or the person who Is completely undecided. But for
someone who knows t it strengths and weaknesses and their basic area of
interest--not much help.

All exampled-were too long and boring.
a

I like _to take my 'time--time limits somewhat short especially if problems

occur--sometimes repeating sections.

You should stress field of interest,. a bit wire. A person wouldn't want
to take a job that was not interesting to them. A profession should be
stimulating. ,

I ,can see how (SIGI) could be very useful to all whd,used it, if it were

%111 to_ be re-programmed with, religion. If religion is removed...then the pro-
gram is violating our legal'right to freedom of religion. The lack of
religion in the values systero...is surpressing my righf of freedom of re-
ligion (which is)...a violation of my constitutional rights.

(a) For someone undecided in a career it was helpful to an extent,,bUt I
still feel uncert in making a decision, .(b) SIGI is more for the person
who is pretty wel cided on an occupation-but wants to weigh everything
about that job.

(a) When getting the information at the end of the program, it is too
slow L) have to get out information, especially when you only want to know
abdut one, (b) I didn't like the part of the program where you're trying
to match occupations to your values. Sometimes, you have to warp your values
to get a read-out.

Have salaries .on occupation'S" up-to-date.
. ,

Keep up the good work!:

2.3 8 D,



Table P7 (continued)

On various sections (y.g., planning), many of the autOmatic.print sections
repeated many timesi There,should be, some may to cut down on this informa-
tion and'have it, read out once.

I would love to See moreqIGI computers in more schools. I feel fortunate
to haVe had the_ opportunity to use SIGI, and I Only hope we can keep it
and let more (people) use it in the (future).

Some way of determining how much in demand your opcupational
how competitiVe hiring practices are.

A

choice is, and

Let the student know'he or she has all the time he or she needs (as lOng as
by prior appointment) and that copies may be made as often as desired.

I would have
per student.

" I knew I was
more time.

liked it better if SIGI could have been reserved one whole d'ay
My appointments were spread out over a period of four montils,
pressed for time and so I hurried through. I would have liked

SIGI is an essential instrument to be used and expanded in the future. Every-
-,.one I know that has gone through SIGI has found it beneficial. Possibly SIGI

should be required of entering freshmen, especially at the community college
level.

SIG' should be put in more junior colleges. It helped me out a lot, and
there are a lot more students like me who need direption for planning occu-
pations, and what 'to do 'to'prepare for them. Thanks for sending SIGI to
Pasadena City College.

0

).

(a) I think it would help if SIGI were a,class,project for some classes like
lecture class for writing improvement, (b) There are a lot of students who

are taking subjects that aren'Orelated to their majc4. SIGIcould help
.#
them

decide.

Only .the future will tell!! O

I think that it could be made knoVh to.the students, that the prediction system
can fail.

I liked not having to deal with a'counselor, who wouldn't have come up with
half the information that SIGI did. Thanks.

I dislike choosing one answer that was written by.someone elle which never
seems to satisfy me as'the appropriate answer. 'In SIGI and the questionnaires
I realize it simplifies matters, but is surface evaluation. I was grate 1'

for the chance to use SIGI.

Make sure SIGI doesn't break dogn too ofterj,. Otherwise it is a pretty good
system, considering the user programs what SIGI is going to say. °

Have different courses for people that have different amounts of knowledge

1

about their occupations.

0
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Table P7 (ontinued)
I

- Thank you for the very helpful opportunity. '_._

Make it more flexible. Several times I was forced to continue with an occu-
pation I wanted out of, aneseveral times I was forced.to take printOuts I
didn't want. Also, there were some printouts I wanted_but couldn't get.

Add more information on colleges such as student-teacher ratio, etc.' I.

liked the overall tone of SIGI."0

(a) Better list of 34- possibilities and occupational information, (b) After
aa person hes teen on SIGI a counselorshould be there to help him, and maybe

have information that SIGI'doetn't have. -

(a) I felt a wider selection of occupations was needed, which I'm sure will

happen as time-goes on, (b) SIGI was an interesting, enjoyable expereience

even thoughlt had hardly any info pertaining td MY occupational field.

Under the options it gives yqu, make a way for a person to give input if none
of the options apply to a person.

Having to pick a Field of interest wh n you are undeci is difficult.and

it would take weeks,of testing to go rough all of tharch. Maybe if there was

an extra section before the choices helpelp decide"what interests and career

a person might be Interested in.

Make' SIGI more available.

5 .

'- Update the availabilind Saldty info and
also. Tn6rporate some itdimentary, form of

helpS to et more honest and pertinent info
and friend y.),

put more emphasis on geography- -

psychological testing. (It

when the interviewer' is Arm

I think that instead of tajlking to a counselor at the end of SIGI, maybe

talking,to-one once or t ce during SIGI's tests might help. SIGI could be

a bit more flexible. The stent should be able to start and stop t cOn-

venienttimes; also a way to nil the machine you don't want to go hrough

a whole series of questions on a job.

.
Overall, SIGI is very effective and helpful the way it is.

.

My salary expectations and security values given to SIGI was what I .decided

gave me the occupational list that suited my values. However, I felt that

perhaps my units in Data Processing at P.C.C. could have affected it. The

machine should clarify if any school data is,in the computeraCcording to

-your name.

$ a Some, of the responses have been edited-401ghtly

240.
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Table P8: SICI EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

, FOR COUNSELORS

BACKGROUS*INFORMATION

. .4er

1. WhAI percent of your time do you
career'' counseling (as opposed to

counseling, academic,advisement,
0 (1) None

25Z or less

? (3) 25-501
.2.. (4) 50-751

75 -1001
. -

2, On the average, how mahy students do you

see each,week for career counseling?

C) (I) None
/ (2) 1 -5

(3) 5 -10
-(4) 10-20

::E(5) 20 or more

spend in
personal
etc.)?

3. How long are most sessions for Career counseling?

,2) (1) less that 30 minutes ,

ei (2) 30 minutes to an hour
0 (3) one to mko hours

9 f

Please indicate whether you agree or disagree-with each of A. fallowing' statements about

-computer-based guidance systems.

. '4. Computer-based guidance syitems

/
5. ComputWr.,kased guidance systems

of many roalug duties, leaving more

. eional counself4.activities.

'-- -."

r

f 7.4 I pill probably never take much use of computer- based

' .--Z guidance systems in my:- work .with students. N / . 7e.....at-
'03

4 -0"8. Computer -based guidanie systems are capable:of helping
students make rational career decisions. - 7 e7___

.

EXPERIENCE WITH SI4

are

can

a Agree Disagree , Not sure

avpassing ftd.

relieve coUnselorr
time for profes-'

7 ,

4
&:.`Computer -based guidanEe systems are a potential threat

. to the jobsof'counse/ors. .

=

7. Have you attended a SIGI Counselors' Workshop?

10. Have you had a chance to useAIGI yourself?

11. If so, which of the'SIGI subsystems have you beethrough?

Once
(1) VALUES -52
(2) LOCATE

(3) COMPARE
(4)/PREDICTION

(5)IPLANNENG
f6) STRATEGY /

More than once

oL

Al) Tea

(4'Yis

Copyright (C) 1975 by Educational Testing Service. All righti reserved.
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-Table P8 (continued)

12. Have you referred students to SIG!?

If so, how many?

For what reasons?
.

(1) Yes 0 (2) No

13. Now have most students'at your college reacted to SIGI?
7 (1) Favorably

0 (2) Unfavorably .

/ (3) No opportunity to observe

14.. Have students come to you with their SIGI printouts? t (1) yes z,(i) No

What problems, if any, have you hack, in helping students interpret their printouts?

15. Have students come to you with problems related to use of the SIGI terminals?

,3 (1) Yes .e.i-(2) No

If so, what kinds of problems have they encountered?

Prior to having SIGI at your college to what degree was each of the following (Items(16-
22) a problem to you in your role as a counselor?

Major
problem

li. Getting studdhts to read occupational
.

information. ,. 3 _3 .6 6
.1.7. Keeping up-to-date on occupational

information. 4 J

Mihor

problem

No
problem

Not relevant
to me

18. Identifying sources
information.

of occupational

19. Finding time to see all the students

who want the help of a counselor.

20. Identifying students who need help
with their educationalOmmd occupa-
tional plans.

21. Selecting appropriate prograuis of
study for students' career goals:\

22. Other:

6

41

2'

a /

.11,1 0

23. Has SIGI had an impact on any of the above problems? 5(1) Yes /- (2) No

If so, which ones? (Circle responses.) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22)

Please explain: s s- / .2., 2./ 0 /

,242
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Table P8 (continued) 10"
6

tRaJt_xou noticed a change in any of the following (Items 24-27) now that SIGI is available
to students at your college?

24.

25.

.

24.

27.

ZS.

19 No
"J Increase Decrease change

Number of students you au,able to see. / ," 0 5-.

No opportunity

to observe

1'

/
.

Arsqunt qf time you spend doing career

cougeeliAg. , 4 .;. /

Length of career counseling sessions. 94 6 A ;
4

Quality of group discussiAs about valued
and career decisions.

,..
0 _.2., :2

Do you know which of your students have used SIGI and which have not?

' / ...(1) Yes .2 (2)
.

L 2_,

If so, in your opinion do students who have'used SIGI rate higher than students who
have not,used it in their ability to:

(1) express clearly the satidfactions they want from
an occupation?

Yea

,,-

No

_ 2i

No opportunity

to observe

I
(2) state their primary occupational choice?" 3 /
(3) mention alternative possibilities? . .3 /

-Jr (4) indicate sound reasons for their preference?
(5) show they are well-informed about their first-

.7-,, / /

choice occupation? -L 2--' /

(6) decide 'what programs of study are suitable for
each occupation being considered?

s' (7) evaluate their chances of success in programs

0 /

:
being considered? .

..2., ... /
..

.29. How do you think students should gain access to SIGI? (Checkone(or more.)
.1 (1) Terminals should be available testudents on a first-come, first-served

basis, and follow-up sessions with counselors should be optional.
(2) Students should be required during their first year of_college to use SIGI lk

and schedule a follow-up session with a counselor.
%4 (3) Counselors should refer students to SIM and require a follow-up session

afterward. -

'4 (4) SIGI should be used as part of a career guidance unit in a classroom course.
(5) Other: tr

I

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

30. What occupations do stndents frequently ask about that are missing from SIGI?

,,,

_At

ti

'31. AreAre there other additionil occupations that youswould like to see included in SIGI?
/ -(1) Yes '4004. 0 (2) No'

If so, please lint then:

32. Are SIGI's writidg style and vocabu4ary appropriate for your students?

6 (1) Yes fi (2) No

If nof, what changes would you suggest.?
elk

243,
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Table P8 (continued)

'How does the occupational information in SIGI compare to
stuOints at your college?

-5" (1) Better

-77(2) About the same

O (3) Worse
P'

34., Did you find any sexual, racial, or other bias in SIGI?

If's6, give examples:

other sources available to

(l)--Yes (2) No

35.- What suggestions do you have for improving SIGI, the Handbook for Counselors, or the
Counselora'- Workshops?

3

OPTIONAL INFORMATION*

Members of the SIGI research staff are especially interestdd in hearing about any
personal experiences which you or your collepgues Mpy have had in working with SIGI. Please
use the space below to record any observatiOna, amusing anecdotes, students' comments, etc.,
which you would like to share with us.

Name:

-7'

t

11.

4,

College:

(

PLEASE RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED

THANE YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATI4:71

244 \c..
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Table P9

Counelors' Responses to Open-Ended Items
on the Counselors' Questionnaire-a

Question 12 (Reasons for Referring Students tortIGI)

I feel it is a great, aid to manrestudents and has a great wealth Of'
inforMation. v.

EvalUation.
Needed help with 'Tvitiding a possible career goal.

4 Help them analyze their values and educational and career
choices.

Pilot project. So far little, opportunity to refer. Anticipate
doing sglater.

V

Career decisions.
Students needed objective, extensive guidance with career goals.

°

Question 1i-,(Problems Associated with Printouts)

4None' (2 responses).

None--once I familiarized myself with the material.
In some eases, students did not pursue the information long

enough to get the meat available. One studenl gave up because laW
(his choice> did not appear, He chose not to ask for it.

Correlating occupational scales with value themes.
They don't always print out what I would like to see.

Question 15 (Problems Associated witfithe Terminals}
.

Some found it difficult to relate to the definitions of the
values., a,.

Mechanical/interpretation.

Technical ones that have been worked out.

Question 22 (Other Problems. Associated with Career Counseling)

Career Guidance Center.Maintains materials.
, -Motivating students to seek help in career area.

Question 23 (Impact of SIGI on Counseling Problems)"

They literally have Pots of information at their fingertips.
They have been interested in trying SIGI and so have been

Staged on a search.

'16--ease of access toi.nformation,fun; 1977-student has more
time to explore occupations without taking as much counselor time.

SIGI helps student to gain insight into his values which,in-turn
assists him with possible career, choices.

- 4

-:r
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Table P9 (continued)

Question 29, Item 5 (Other Ways of Making SIGI Available to Students)
.

Made available for student self-referral.

Question 30 (Occupations Suggested by Students for Addition to SIGI)

Self- employed.
Those occupations dealing with TV &'Radio, Music & Art, Psychology,

Business.
Keep adding alternate carers 'related to major areas.
Fo reign Service.

Question 31 (Occupations Suggested by Counselors -for Addition to =_IIGI)
b

Theatre jobs"directing, etc.
Yes, those that are new and have high employment possibilities.

Question '32 (Suggesat Changes in Writing Style)

[Writing style and vocabulary appropriate], except in some
definition statements on values.

. The non-reader has trouble.

Question 34 (Examples of Bias in SIGI)

A returning student who has been out of school for a few years

still is held to poor high school grades. It may be more valid to give

more weight to recent college work..
.

Question 35 (Suggestions for Improvement)

. [Information about] incomes shou}d be regional and updated. Some

informationOngoing into counseling in California is incorrect. Hand-
.

book-is too wordy, too lengthy, and distracting.

.
Make the Handbook more readable. Many more occupations need to

be addeeto pan its true potential.
.

J..
!Expand occupations.

(.1...,. ,

k 1 -A 1,---,; -4- J -__! ,-, I i
, \ . -----,,,,t,,,f.,,,,

. OPtional' Information' '",'N' ,

;

,,,,,'
-,- -..-4.,

,-.'ir...... w.

-.

Bright students get the most from SIGI. Low ability students-do-

not halie enough choices. Students are enthusiastic.

' -I found that there is much repetition of occupations in. the different

interest fields. And if interest field ',is not one of the 5 chosen values,

the occup.ations come out the same. I really like SIGI.

a
Some pf the responses'have been edited slightly.

Some occupations in these fields are already in SIGI.

. 246
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Table P10

Breakdown of Sample by Age, Sex, and Enrollment Statt.ts.

Fadtor

.Age

18 or_gndeC
'19 -*
22-24
25 and over

Enrollment status .

About to enter'
semesteror quarter

Completed 1 or more semesters

Other

1I0

.7

42.61
26.59
18.66

12.1,3

49.25
lk.75

.744
43.23
45.70 -

/- 13.44

247
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Table,P11

Initial Status wi gespect to Career Decisions

VktUE SIAM: (N= 600 )

A-1. A T
--VOULD KNOW IF I-S*A.W IT.

I'M THE OA*K.

---"="_111r-iIikAAT TA/V4 N'" _16

MIMS -

Q11"-1713.-'MC
'Arri

TP icT T 0 N

0. NOT SURE THEY FIT MY VALUES.
I 'NEED LOTS GF INFORMATION.

FhEE

40
S7*

- X

.6.67
16.1'7

107'-
120
312

17:2-5
20:0;
5?.0a

, FA E D I Cr" LA ATIE-S-: rN i N i P -ii ea ,-T,-.- '2n 1.1I. 37-.-6
Pi!EDICT GcApEs IN SCMIF. PROGRAMS. 238 39.6"i

. 'LFNEFOL .10E4 CF-MY GRADES. . .. 95 15.83
T-,7---.--Dliff .17V=P-ft-Eff Lit-Cet -G k ATIL-I-ii:-- .----

'KNOW WHICH PROGRAM TO -ENNOL L IN..*
CENEhAL IDEfi, WHICH I:. BEST. .

ffikknEANUV---"W Cit.- f_L--1t_lti,-.-_ 1_g::: TATKE i -_--
--* -.,.- .

- , - ---.

S

1L6 17.67
.37.c7

o

GP

248
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table P12

Means and Standard Deviations for the 10 SIGI Values
s

Value

Unrestricted
a

Restritted
b

X S.D. X S.D.

Income 5.36 .68 4.81 .1.68
7

/ ...

Prestige 4.50 2.01 -3.13 1452.

Independence 5.37 1.74 4.61
...-
1.65 .

Helping Others 5.25 2.21 4.34 2.25
)

Security 5.54 ' . 1.95 4.51 1.87
. ,

Variety , 5.30 1.96 4.17 1.72

Leadership 4.70 2.06' 3.t3 1.75.

e% C
Interest Field .s. 5.89 1.78 5.47 1.71

Leisure 3.87 1.83- 3.18 1.68'

Early Entry 3.20' 2.38 ,2.16 1.98

aStudentsweighted each value on a scale raVgihg from G (no impOrtance)
to 8 (maximum importance) , with no rastrictien on tfie_magnitude df.thY

s,umof -the
)

he weights. .

b Students were forced to adjust their valve weights to sum to exactly

40 po-ints.

249
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/ Table P13,

Frequency with Which Each of the Six
Interest Fields Was Selected

Interest Field (N = 1011)a Freq
a

fAv

Scientific 141

Technological 73

Administrative 143
Personal Contatt 328
Verb-al 211

Aesthetic 115

a
The n and frequency iepresent.the

selected. Students may choose more

L

4

13.95
7.22

14.14
32.44

1110-, 20.87

11.37

number of times fields were
than once.'

250
A
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Table P14

Frequency with Which Values Were Used for Retrieval in Locate

VALUES USED IN LOCATE 12,410a)

I I

Income

Prestige
--

Independence

FREQ

1858

665

-1590

14.97

5.36

12:81

Jielping'Others 1276 10.28

Security 1368 11.02

Yarietre 11.31

Leadership 853 6".P7

Interest Field 1928 15.54

Leisure 909 7.32

Early Entry, 559 4.50 ' I

k

. .

a ,,
,,

The n represents the total'number of selections, not the'number of

students using the Locate,system.

251
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Table P15

Level or Category of Specification Used in Locate

INCOME SPEC LFVELF (N= 18.58 )

t85-000
S- ,i030*
$113 000.-

PORE Ti/.N s1500O.
flE 'THkrr '20,000.

_ .

APEt.LE'VELS -f`t,-= 66.5 _-,-)-

EEtC AVEIOGE I O.
AVERAGE 1.1..1UNT.
e!F. THAN AVERAGE it,CUNT.

g-AEAT AMCUNT-

EP EfittENCt. 5-P_E.0 14LEVE.15. 1590 Cr--=_PRE-Vz

FF,EC

2
622
582
286

72
251
75.8

e EELCW AVERAGE IS OK.
AVERAGE AtirAiNT:

-

,

is

4;95 -

14.85:
33.43

15..L4

=

18.10
38.80

1u7
648 40'4175

rtirk

HFLF 731i4Ecz-5 SP :6LEVEL 5 7t2Th

BELOW AVERA E IS OK. 76

=Ij TH *YE- RI_ G.E :-."

-
_

'SECURITY SPEC LEVELS (N=,l3o8 )

Pea-- ---OK

4r-ifitatEtalikc Uti
FAA-- -j-M4-404

'VAXIETY SPEC LEVELS (N,= 1404 )

Aftff

r-v-1111-GE:=A-MOUNT"-.--
LiE AT ApiCUNT 2.88 20.51

5 ero 5

94-4-14.

1-61

FhEi) 0.

_ - - _

-7-7- I
".2

- -ntA --AYNTNT '33-.-65-
PGRE THAN AVERAGE 'Ato,r6NT. 333 39.64.

lir.o.CREAT AMOUNT 154
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Table P15 (dOntinuea)

INTEREST. FIELD SPECS N= )

TUFfittLaG TCA

.PE°!5(INAL cnrotkci.
vE,Baw
JESTRETICs

aPEE LEVELS. 9139-

' ALL AOUNT IS CK.
LE'-'S, THAN AVE*AGE AFCUNT.

--,-AVE NA GE , AitttiNT
THAN AVE R A GE A-iiNT

EARLY ENT* Y SPEC LEVELS (N= 5C-c- )

FRED
' yr

.43 06

28 14.63
794 41.18
212 11.00

nET-

OR MORE YEARS.
YEARS.
h'r 3- YEA Se
-YE=AR LESS*

" w

144

253,
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Table P16

4'

.00CUPATIONS IN LCCATE-NCVICL INITDTE (Ni= 10783ad 18)91))
FREQ %

PCT.Ott ANC' ACTRESS. . 8 0.07 ,-_...1 0.05
:A0V-ENTISING COPYWRITER. ..-. 7 f:-.-.. 0.06_ ---4--_-7.3 = 0.16

..,-

=1 1 II CONO, .EFRIG, e HEAT !aELi-1. 9 0..03 1- 0.05
ACCOUNTANT. 12 0.11 11 0.59

- AIRCRAFT PICHN IC. 2 0 0.00
'----='- APPLIANCE REPAIR TECiiNICIAN.-

0.02
-2-_--_'-_. 0.02 ---; -r-70-.-- -- C.00..;---;---,-----r-.y:2: 1, _ _

F-.-----=-.-- AKCHITE CT*
_AUTOMOBILE SA.LEZWORKER.

--AtCP.V'TECt- 0:00.1kArTSMAt..
AVIONICS TEEPNICIiN'..
AUTC/40811" NECHANIC.

-ECTUAIY.
______ fBqOADCAST TECHNICIAN.:-..-

---1-5-7-7_ =BEA VT I C I A is; .__- : :_--jil f__
--BCVANTS'r.

60rUkKEEFER. : NA `-1

CUSINF..S.- , rPCH IY!'hF.Pil IR TECri.
. -tAllit:ifIriCEIR". ,-

-__---..:_-,--..-- -1=-_±1,-, i j4K, -tE a F .4 , -
7-;-C :ity.i.E_N.0 IA L AR T I Si._ -0-..01_.7- ___Lk. 00 ---

"CLOTRING-CFSIMEn. 4 ---0.'-fr -----C .1-6
CHEIIICA-4.. ENGINEE. '98 0.91 24 1.29
CHEMIST`. A

20 0.19 6 , 0.43...
- CrERGY-i -----2-__--_-:_--------,,,--_--__,..-_,_,__,--jt 24 __-_---._ ._-,-._ 1-....4a___.,_-_- --,_ 0 .54

----,7-------f--='-=-- "7-'----7 f-4t.=-C O 44P 0 T E R '-ePERATCEZ.-'-'7_1=-------7,-,--;------,----7------=,-----ff-,--7-------=---,-=:--0_,-t--6--7--
--=-±- --7

VPPUT-Eli _f_' -,C.Sit-.4 timea -A -7 .7i --. -_-- ,-. -_- = -, -- , . , - - _.,-- 17--,----7----_-_ Oa i_V. 6---21:- _ 0:32 : _
-----=-----=' tIv-rc -sqr ICIER. ----279= '.21;-;9 45

-....,_
--.-4-2-

CENTA_ A:.:"IC,TANT 2 0.02 0
CENTIST

1 28:2 5.8 . 3.12
0.00

-__--.7,------_-_---.-----=- =7:_titlitTAr:"-7---IHILg TENT .!.',.1-------7- 7
2.62

---;---------,----&-171044 ...- -- -f-7:- -:--- C 11 ="

- 7-;:.-...:0 1 k Et.S.a.1.,r -: - V; 1 _ zZ 0 t....Z'
-. 07.1.f.1' I Uriw-, ,,,,,-A_F.: --i"

.7 0.75:: '
t I: SI.V-F E CI-IL N." I ' 0---: 07(15"

. DANceo AND DANCING TLACht. e, 2 0.02 0 C. 00
E CcNale I ST 1 44 .0.41 4 30 1.61

,__.--------=.--L___7------7-7-EFT..-E-CT-TICAL L-. NG' INE.tR -- -_ ---.-- =----------='-- 50=--2-:-T=0:"-4--6;------ ;1.--T -----,7 -0 4 5q7-,-__-rv =---:---'---'------747-ENPINEE',:IN:: TECHNICIAN =-- Iiii-11=:_-_-, ___ L-.00
7 , - - , _ _ - ' , E L E C T R I N I C - S . T F C I N I c u N ,

----,----'_-40._.22--,==!--4-f÷-_:___,_. z_27.--:. 0 . 11 i-''-'-'q 4C ---iR I ST / P':' I V A T E --Ac: T2:71E-A-tii SR

. .

1 13;29 . '"---'"--4.72' -7:: ''
FUNEeAL I SECTOR 91 0.84 ' , -20 i.oe.FLIGHT E 4 C INr-F." 44 0.41 1 0.05

'A'-27-.7--"=
E-t I O h I LI T EN U AN I 47--0. 021F- -w47::._ Iti11- ,7-iFO 'E $ 1E R 1.94,,:ng-AP,E. ...,,

-15-. Q. 14..5-. 0.33,_-.

----; -----'---14--OvE---7CONPVIST -II t 1: 72---
HOTEL/;CTEL titNAGEA 69 0.64 r

20 "1"1.048S
INSURANCE 4GINT 19 0.18 3
INTEN101, CE5IGNER/DECORATON'T

0.16-'
`-' 7-7=36.",=--=0:35":-,.--E_ 6:-:=:-/A-i0.2.7-`- EN(UNiER 253 2.35 44-' = -- d.eq3

_INDU!)Te'IA.L TLAFFIC MANALC". -..
- 18. - .-0.17 10 G.54'17' INOUSTR IAL! DES IGNER j- -." 112 -1.04 .-----.11

.24;9' INSTRUMEN'T rCPA IA TECHNICIAN 3. 0.01 o :3
SCI_FACE 00 itCNNIC VAN 0 0.00 ( 0 0.00

-2 --: '114R AR T.1N 106- 0:98 ..-17 0.91
LA RCA !P.LLATIC,ifi SP'ECIALI;T 144 1.34 35 1.88LIPRARY TENNI C t AN .

_ . .

4 0.9i 1 0.05

0 _.'__ 0.74 ..,:::=-.1 I' 0.59
1 --.-:-;-_ 0.01 ___,-;_-:-7.-o_ c.ofs
5 -. 0.05- ..---"i'-'''''':if OCI
o 0.00 - 1 0 c
4 s- 0.04 0 , 0.00

.

-7.-!--:017-41-5:-\- '17-7:-.---37-, 1. 7S '1
f.i. 0 i.:.7-.,. 4-3-.-_-: 13.05 a_

2 _ --:(1 1.41:-___ ar=-----,- O. o 13.
67 0...8-7-C- -1-3------- C.-. 7C1

3 G.0.3 3 0.1.e
114 0.13 1 0.05

=A"- -0-i9 ---'-r_ f----- ,----4- , , Cie 91 lt.,_-
):-

It-Z. 06.-1-:"- C411-

-J -
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I b.

LAUVER
PATHEMA
PHYSIC!

-77BE CHANT
PETECRO

1. ED ICAL

P .ODEL

F(ARKET
fTAHUFAC
i'EDICAL
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Table P16 (Continued)

TICIAN

CAL ENGINEEII
LUCIST -

RECCRO AOMINI6TAAJO:
L A6 TECHNIC IA

1'EN-A RCHER
TUP.E1'.° S SALESVORICE-m

TE CHNOLLGIST :

400 3.71
67 0.62

376 3.49
0.73

_0.49

0 , C-. 00-
1 0.01

17 0.16

...,:_-: -..----- -r a i-,-: F.-..,,, 0.707 0I..... --- ..._,..,
10- 0.09
36 0.33

8 0.07 t
-48

4
4,

...,:_-: -..----- -r a i-,-: F.-..,,, 0.707 0I..... --- ..._,..,
10- 0.09
36 0.33

8 0.07 t
-48

4
4,

...,:_-: -..----- -r a i-,-: F.-..,,, 0.707 0I..... --- ..._,..,
10- 0.09
36 0.33

8 0.07 t
-48

4
4,

cr:

( 58 3.12
17 (,0.91
62 3.34

=-7-- 18 = :0.97
.0.91
.0.22
0600

0 '0:00

--17-7.11USICIAh/M`USIC TEACHES. =..._.-;_.---

l'ICHIN-11T.
NURSE.P.AN/LANOSC APER.
hEUSP AP Er, FEPOITER.

, -..-------c_te--A hOG RA PPE

...,:_-: -..----- -r a i-,-: F.-..,,,---
7 00.70 ..._,..,I.....10- 0.09

36 0.33 4
8 0.07 t 4,

-48

;L00
0.05.
Oa 22-

.11
.0.22
0.22 .

Oa 22-
.11

.0.22
0.22 .

408

---,--=---714.-=-.7-7--slIOL IT 1- C Al. _SCMarST i --=-_---- _ 9Nii---T-----i:L#--r-14:-..-1-=------r=_a_CE--f-Z-. {Q5 .,.-
-----'="-PkVKitn isrl. -17--_-._ 4. _I-____--_-__ ii.to 7-_-___::::77: = .,-----.-L- _7_, i::-, 1 t;,,..72 4F-

,
rib-1St JP Fr li ATI-T0A L

' PHOTOQR ArHER.
;PUBLIC RELT IONS id OkKER.

----ay-vrcrsT..- ,--

...1:.reitt _TES
_ __-_ urtiitti_:- f14reit-Tra-itc-0_----- 4 =

-pRil-o-D n- fOrfr.7. N A CE"R 102---------C:-9t-- --------7r5-H-2-- 17.1?---8----
__.

. 1?SYCH01.. CC EST. 385 3.57 '
0.11

62 , 3.34
- 1 0.05P.!OIC/T V AMNCUNCER. . 12

Vigil-MT-VIA T I tHIC-011N"-Al.34 .- ,,3-1-4.- _,= ..-_,-_--2i--Pgr-C=---f_ ---_=.----L.---t-_2--. 6k -------
-----EctErroNTST. =1-*- 71,--7 ---=-7----TIT-7_,----------- OI-07-,------:::=------4.4-_-:_"-"- 0 II 1 1-=:-Z.

---.=---±_tAL -EST gitieiGEN 1.--1- _ ----- _ a -----tkoi_=__-_-#-_ ___----,_7_-_-x--ff=--0. nv,..=-:_ _

-t tilttE".;"-T.E r.-; iE. T E R aTr. -2-2 LI 20 - -6-- ---DV:12

RESP'IRATCRY THERAPIST. 27\\ 0.25 2 0.11
RETAIL' SinkE MANAGEs fa 39 0.36 . 12 0.65

7 ---=--- __-_-_-__TITC./T V 'C.:FM/ICE -TECIftil:C.141Lic_-- 3 : -- 0-4-0 Et-- r--- -I- --7-__- , ---7'.-7.- TT :=i-4-_=1 9-_-,_-___,;=-_--0 .--0 a ---_::-

===== -.---.---=-=- =--- C R ti, sk T I 0 N V CRKE &,.." ------7-'-=--1 --'-'----:-----"-=-----='--------'27-7==-=-- --0;-50=2---2--2----z-t2'==4-i-T- --Os 6f '`';-
-7---=,..__--,-- --..1i, S TEHS A '4 A L Y St -_----Tt --_:-_-=-=-.:-_ --- ____ _=-_-.4-4 -_-:-.2.- ---Alit ri...---L ----.;.-_- .=...-: 9=-__=_E-_-.0. 48 ,._

EP fl.---t C.N'SE ,,V a I T8 1765- 41 --72i2r,------
SECUR1 T IES '6,.OKER

---;\
74 - 0.69 15 C.81

SECRET A R Y' 28 0.26 8 0.43. .

2 . C a-2-
35 0.32

6 0.06 .

o
1 04,35

3 C16

-0;1 6-

ar, OL C CU NS
-

*SERVICE :AIDE.
--S PEE CH p A T Ho L cG 'sr / Apofoli66'
SINGER.IND SINGING TEACHER..
SURVEY0.

7.ft-r--?-260CIAL Vora.
44,4-Efi A IDES

TELEPHONE,ChAFTSVORKE.A.
TCOL 'ANC !CIE MAY,EX

AChER, ELEMENTARY SCHGLL
ZOOLCGI

0 , C-. 00-
1 0.01

17 0.16

1
. 2
. z

0-
'12 0;11

.A"'""tt 0.14
78-1

12 0.11

"-g---1,ECHNI CAL WRITER.

T Yp PO-
UtBAA P LAANER

.255

27
1.99

1 0.05
2 0.11

a 65
3 n 0.16

5 -=-0.05
135 1.25 21 1.1S

63 0.58 13 x.70
4 r''',71 0.04 C.11
3 0.03 o G.OJo G.OJ

192 T.78 29 1.56T.78 29 1.56
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Table P16 (continued)

-VETERINAP IAN. .. , 84 . 0.73 24 1.29
WASTEI1ATEk* PEEATNENT OPEAAT6A, 0 caa " 0 Q.00
X-RAY T E CH":0LOGI ST. 0.003
TF AC)-1E s ART.
TEACtiEt 11,1C-L&GY 227
T eChER s PU#It.ESS 224

172 /
172
172
-13P
227 _

-_TEAChEits,PPPSICAL E0UCAT

AE

_

E

t

74,-111

TECHE, FXL ISH/LANCI tTS
TEA CHER, f";kI 'LANGUAG.
TEA CrEs HISTOM Y/50 C AL -TUD IS

1TatEs INS. TS/VOCTEC1.
TECrER ThOAT

0.043
2.33 "32-7- 1.7?
2.11 37, 1.99
2.02 . 35 1.8'8
1.6C 1.45
1.60 27 1.49

6C 27 1-.16C

- 1 28 -4 413
2j11 . 7 1.99

"s"-: --- 1 02,... . _TXCHER; NWACP L LIENCE.- 22
_

2.1 1 37 1.99,
VELDE!..

. 0 0.00 0
k ER CSPA CE (ENG INtE't. 14 0.13 4

1;400
,, G.22

F., I R FEE; li TE R f _._-=' -----=--_:...=-_- --=-_-_------:.- . --- - - .1 7-_-------:=V417.g -;27-- r.."-:,-:-,-. -C.11
KEYP-utiCk -_GPEe.ATG ?t. ----7._=1-=-7-.---====.-=---_-_-_: -_-_-- -- 7; 0- _--:-.17_-= -_,0 DO L1.7--fe---:--- -_. 0 _=. C 00

-.:-_-_.----,..--.7:.-------,-- -- " ,---,-;a7---.7.--;,,-....,._-------- -,=_- -_ ---:.--=f_-f.,t -.- --
- L .4 N is , S C A P E A R C H I T E C T . --'---,--.=-"---"-t_-:_---- ----- ---- ---Ilick2=--=-=-41-- f...._3- --'__,__- L 43-_-=___.__....___-CPERATIM; -RCCH TE,CHNICIA-14 0" -G190- D C.09

DPTGP. RET IST . 235 2.18- .-:.0 1 t1
.TEACHER, EARLY CHILCI-.900.

.

37 v 0.4 . 6 L.32
TECI-AL: r 0 CA TIC-N. -r-- 7-7.---=-;-"-- tt-2-5-1-. TTi.60 607; ---7----_'-=-7-7. 77-27=7--i--_ =1 . 4'5'

-'7;-:-L- 0 . 37 E----1-.1-=-,--!"-=-.. '',K._-_ 3_-_ :":"' *-1...! . 27 : _
:-._7---_"=-7,---7 ---r--;- C CI 1 R ECT I_GI;-=_G-i- E IC E R _--__--,1:1-_=1 ...-_---t-17*---- --.-i- -: .,71 -1'-_......"--;r2G 1-1 1 -':-- ---: _ _14.11-1:7 . -:_ C o

G Efi t-rtitt t.f---- ; T U787,

4

37 1.99
4 0.22

FA "NERIFs.P.P MANAGE:I. . 10 Q.09 2 0.11

, -- ---_-7.7:---__
F - ..,..--_ -----_ ....,._-_ = , -- -r_=-17---=---7:-7 :_.---r7-_-- .- ..:- = 7= . 7 . ----------7-Mr----7-' -- -

- =---.-. -- ---,------.--:_.--_,-_:_-= _-=--=-_- - ..---------___ - -----;"--7-----.--
*

a.
Retrievals for novices

Retrievals for initiates

(
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-Table P17

-NNOCCUPATIONS UFED IN COMPARE ( Nr-- 3831a) FRED ,

O ---t-
'ACTCR ANu ACTRESS. 32 0.84

-.- ,
. .

LCIVEMT !SING LOP YLR ITER. , -29 0.76
AIR. CON') REFRIG 8 HEAT igCH. 8

i IRCRAFT MECkANIC. . - -5 0_ --)
1.83
.

0.13
A CCOUNTANT - 69

r -
APPLIANCE PEPA IR TECHNICIAN. .2
ARCHITE CT. 22- 0.57
t UTCMG81LE EALE EtORKER ...1., 3 0.03
ARCH. TECH. AND DRAFTSMAN. 2 G.05 . I.

s. s.41 IGIq.C;) TECHNICIAN.
__

4 4

12 2- _-094.1313,
a

- - :- `-- -- ' PUTCMODILE tiECHANI C. .t.--- _ --r..'--
. -

i CTUAP Y. >16 0.42
BROAD CA 1 TECHNICIAN.'

_ . -
:-.:-,' ::. .

0.21.,
-LEAL) (IC IA.4

. .
-I-5- 0.39.

EOTANI ST. 26 1
,

LOOKLE EP ER t .16 0.42
LU 5- I NE C... M AC MINE 13 EP AI R TE CH4-= ---7=-- --_-::4 -;.. -1-r- -- 0.10

- - -- -: BA klic DEE I CER

------"--"'":- ------- ---. E

..:._ri. 01.11039

7

f810 T ELLER. -,,-_._ _ -- -i5-
COMMR CI Al. ART IST-----'--"=""------=:-=-=-"2.1---L----- ---* 0.61-:
CLCIThP4L, DESIGNER. , 11 0 4 29
CHEMICAL ENGINEER. 12 0.51

----.:4---.E.:=7;--- - - ----- -- C H E 1-1 / S T .. =7. -,-. -r-.-- --- : - --=3=7,-'1--=--- -.742. Tf- -'t-7::----'-= "-r:1-171=-7-=---: 127. -7" : ---q - --'-'='- 0,31

-- -- CLERGY. ---,7--
1,---:.--,.

--29----- --=- -----
0.75

COMP 1( T ER VERAT 0R '= 2477- --

'------=*'-'"-- COMPLIER Pr40 GR AMMER . -777-- -4 -44 1.1 z' '-_-

CIVIL ENGINER 50 1.31
DENT1L AzSISTAN T . 9 -, 0.21

77. -,..E__. _:::-..-::. fk7-,-;a7..7_--_-,----=---= ---1-' = ' = D 6 N T i $1 _ ir.-- ±
.- -7±-

7 c

.

- [4 78-
0 E N T A L H Y Ii S i F } 3 0 4 34-

===-_1( AFT S !'' A N . _ ..f ' '--- .----- --
_ --.._-_-. ____ .......-___,_-_-=_-_--_-,:_-__ _ _. _-:-.T. 8 _ .. _ ., _... - -...-. -7.- 0-, 21 - - -4-, --

IErITIA

____7-..-s-- 47----::.-F--='---------='-=-'

-_ ----,

,
r , 0 IrrSCE.. MECHANIC 12 0.31

s' DANCER AND DANCING TEAChE R 5 0:13,
'-= =-- --r. -5' -----'-a-.- -''--#:. C.--C9te OM 1ST --- ----. ------- -,----=--- .-.-=--___----.-i-,.---==.--,---,----....1-7,_....,-,-_-_, :7_24=--1.t-=#-_:_.--..i.---'--;--a-----=---__ -,--Z "- 0 .-63_ -if_ %-.1.: _

E L C T R I C AL E N G IN E E 4 -....;4. :7 :_iil .--7::-. ; _; _;_: 14- ---.,-__;: L , 0 37"
;.-----7:7--i -"----1-_-_ENGINEE rej.ING TECHNICIAN "-"----

11

-. --,i ----

2,1---4-.,,---
-

_,--.F.--.--,

g '-_-:_ 0.21
1L E CTRONCS TE CHN I C I ht 013
FINE RTST/PR I VAT,E ART TEMCMER 20

,.7.'. .

0.52
FUNERAL GIRECTOR .

. . 15' 0.39
---7.Jf---- ---: '-'-:::7 FL I Glt T ENGINEER . '-- -..÷.-.,-,_ :-:-,7.g.!---:-',E.: 4-7,7:::. _ --.--..-..., _-...;:

-'
-_,-.7.. 0.10

_

FLIGHT ATTENDANT - . 0.73
--I 1: °RESTER - , ---:- - -5- - , -"'" 59- -. 1.56,

-_ _ ..- _

&E0i,RA PHER 5 ---' 0.1"z -7

*HOME- E CONOPI 67 '... , 50 1.31
- HOTEL,/MUTCL MAN A,GER

-'-'- 1NSUkANCE IFENT ; 0.4:?
. INTL-RIOk TE.,IGNER/OELORA I OR 3? 064

INEttz.TRIAL ENGINEER ,- - _-_ ---- 4
-, -_, - - -q ._ . 1.17

; INOIJoT RI AL TRAFFIC MAMA iiER --Et. -, 0.21 f.

IN D Ub'T "2 I Al DESIGNER ; . .-- 20 0.5?
INSTRUMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN '- 2 0.0ct ,0
SCILCE CAC TECHNICIAN

.
0°...Qt 58LIBRARIAN 26'

-.,

'
-LA rio,< RtLATICNS SPECIALIST 4C 1.04
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Tabfe 1517 (continued)

L MARY IFCHNIC IAN , *1
LAIYt 1;t4

ICIAN 19
sHYSIC IAN 51j
cs.lrHANICAL ENGINEER

ILOROLUCIST
L nECt$ R D AJMINISTRA TV(

0

-.

h. NvA LAP TECHNICIAN
ANAL

o tuA4kE i RESEARCHER
Ntif- TORER ' S SALE St4";RKLR.

EDICAL TECI-TACLOZIST.
hIIICIAf3 /M'J51C TEACHER.

ACHINI ST
NURSERYMAN/ NI/SCAN-Rs
NEVSP APE REPORTER.. sier

CE A NOG AP RE R.
OPT ILI NS

OCCLe/. It-' AL THERAPIS T.
PURCHA INS ACcNT.
f":1L ICC FFICER.
FHB!, IC EALTH SPEC/ ALITST.

PfkIT ICAL :,CIEttTI I.
F. HA ROC I LT
NURSt., PAACT ICAL
I- HOT OCR APFiER

PUBLIC riELAT IONS WORKER.
FHY:ICIST.
PHYSICAL THERAPIST.
PERS6NNI L
PRODUCTICN MANAGEri,
PSYCHOLOZ,IST.
IIADIO/T AVGUNCER.

ti'-'"-kItEktAb IOTA T ION- COUNSELOR.
stECEPT IoNTST
REAL ESTATE 'IGEN _
NURSE, RE.GIsTERE0.
RESPIRAIi RY THERAPIST.

, ETAIL :TORE MANAGER.
TPDID/TY RERVTCL YE CHOI CIAN.
itECRIAT ION tORK6R.
SYSTchiS VIAL YST
SOIL CONsERVA,DION fS T.'
&EVA IT It S 6ROKER.
SECRET-AV('
SCHOOL COUNSELOR. .
STATISTICIAN.
SOCIAL :UNICE AIDE.
SPEECH PATHC;LOGIST./AUDIOLCNIST.

iNGEl AND SINGING TijCHE- ?
SURYCION
4SOCIAL I.CRKER.
TEACHER Al Di'.
TELEPII0,,E C.NAFI ;,,:ORKER.
TOOL ANL, DIE *MAKER. .
I E A Cht-^, F:LEMEN AR Y SCHOOL -*

ZOOLO; I ST.
TECHNICAL VAITFR.
TYPIST. °

20
13
16

7
10
18

12
16

19
36
33

1

62
28
30

29
40

08
48
36

8 ,
42
66
33

174

19
17
25-
'9 --Z-2
;27
15-

`N68.,
25'

258., .

154
18
20
77

8

0.03
3.59
0.50
1.31
0.5!
0.34
0.4'

:G.13
0.25
0.1.7

-1).1!

0.4?
OUR
0'.50
U.94
0.66
.1.U1)
1.62 ",,to.°f*
0.73
0.73

00;,9

1.04
0.'52
0.i1
1.25
0.54
0.21
1.1J ,
1.72
0.59

-4.54
0.6,6
3.Z4-
0.44
'0.39

0.44
065

. thi3 ,
0.70

_ -

1.
00.65

0.63
4602,
'0.67
0.5?
2.01° 000

0.21
Col)

63 1.6C fito.

9 0.23
3 0.04
3 0.Ci

49 1.28
36
10 0.26
10 0O.26-
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Table P17 (continued)

4RRAN PLANNER. b
*ETEhINAKIW.
1.0STt4ATER TREAThENT OPteATOR.
X-RAY TECHNOLOGIST.

ART. 'akePTEACHER,
TEACHER) BICLaGY.
TEACHER, BUSINESS.
TEACHER, EN6LISh/LANG.. ARTS.
TEACHER) FtLIGN LANGUA(E.
TEACHER, HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES.
TEACHER, IN,DOSs'ARTS/VOC.TEC41.
lEACHEP) NATHATICS.
TEACHER, PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
kELDER.

-'/EPOSPACE'ENGINEER.
FIREFIGHTER.
KEYPUNCH OPERATOR.
LANUSCAPE ARCHITECT-.
CPERATING RCCH TECHNICIAN.
OPTChETRIST.

11,I.TEACHER', EARLY CHILDHOOD:
_--f-JEACHE,R) SPECIAL EDUCATION
,_=:CONSTRUCTIOk INSPECTiR.:

tDRRECTIGN CFFICER
6EOLCGIST.
HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR

_=7pHYSICIAN!S--ASSISTANT)-_
..,A!f.ENI5ORAPHFR.

-WRSING ASSISTANT.
FLORIST (RETAIL S DESIGNER).
TEACHERYGGATIGRAL/TECHkICAls

aggplogR. f;'_±,==7-
--:ettEpp-sc'EATisItTicHNoLoa§t

iNTARPRETER/TRANSLATCR.
LEGAL ASSISTANT.

:=4:1FARMER/iRM:41AYAGEp.

42

25
1

20

24,x
12
22
23
23
37

24
17
55
15

2

7

3
-a5
10
30
37
76

13
25
27

6

9

1.1J
0.65
0.03

0.63
0.31 y

0.57
0.60
0.0 1.

0.97
0,63'
0.44
1.44 .

0.39
Mc,
0.18
0.55
0.08
0.65
0.25
0.73
0.97
1.93
0.50
0.34
0.6c

0.15
0.23

-A0 1

26 0.68
39 1.0:! .

aFreque,ncy indicates the total number of times an occupation was.'selected
as'a subject for inquiry-by novices and initiates'.
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OUPA.1(MS FiNE0
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DE r IN In ON OF OCCUPATION? 643
DESCRIPTION OF YORK ACT IV It ILS7 701

-174;,--YE t, 20F F K. I L L E? = = 375'- -14.--ff--TD:--4ST.-!4011tE DIForAAJIDlil -204
1 fC AfT-4.FIVAE D.0 -I K E Cu- EA Rif? - EN _I RI? 628 ,-; .

SPFCIFIC tit-CU-PIT IONFL Th; I!jI14-? 376
k FL AT ED COLLEGE COU+4SES? 1.77
P riRsiON4L r UfiL IF ICA T IONS? 46d
& T 1 f f R R .1.=:,Ci if III-EME N T S? = ?: 231

--=-E.E&4141.1114& S AL A R Y ? = 532
--_-4WitAG Pt Cf.14E -14 101 I ttllr.FLE- .45E=.,

TOP -SAL AR-Y -PC S'S I OIL IT TES ? -2-0
H014 SALARIES VARY? 195
OPPORTUN IT IES TO HE LF OTH7R ;1? 1%i

:-=,--==-1-- -----==-72---'72----=_EFEETIITIJN I I IF;f:=T: OK 1_ EA__H LP ?- ,-__-1-1-78-,

Fif--17-77i.1--72- _---7:---ki-T J.:I-EL-0:S_ -_-Cf= =PT T Ek-ES I -.-_= 3 3 .?
- ---------L-----MOE:III-Sit:3 '_ . 1- -439_

"1P ET I k L Fr-Kim-LI m s -?----q- 319
F NYS I CI, L '!itt.':-IUNDINCS?. - 178
LS I Sti!E -HPURS? 360

--'; 1.4 E2-- a t X CE: 014 THE_ JO H 2- 207
Lri&i) --=,- - =al '-
-tti_fiitEll F-EM?..t- . 211=-

E-MPLOYM-E r.1.- CUTEGDKI 51.8T
s' 4 F FE A rE THE JOES? 4 C (
.1-08 SE CURTI Y? L49

TeeEfl5S-11T.1 .' .--- =21,9
It Y E ii? 197r .-VDN

6.91
7..53
4,03
3,16
6.53
4.04

4.94
2.43
5s7''
14,1W
7.51
2.1 1

tec 7

1.91
3.22
2.22
2.41E_

5,57
4.37
2.63

2

- -

401/11
a
Frequencris

.

of tithe total num times the question was chosen by
i .

novices and\initiates. ,' .
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Table 129

Programs Chosen in Prediction (N = 480a)

FREQ

Accounting 23 4.79

Administration of Justioe,-.. 11 2.29

Afro-American Studies 2 0.42

Anthropology ' 4 0.83

Architecture 12 2.50

Art 7 1.46

Aviation Commercial Pilot 5 1%04

Business Administration
1

33 6.88

Business Educatign 1 0.21

Chemistry' 2 0.42

Chicano Studies 1 0.21

Child Development 11 2.29

Chiropractic 0 0.00

Computer Science 6 1.25.

Dental Assistant 2 0.42

Dental Hygiene 2 yr. 1
...

0.21

Dental Hygiene - 4 yr. 1 0.21 C".

Dentistry 1 0.21

Early Child Teaching Assistant 8 1.67

Economics / , 1.88

Electronics 4 0.83

Engineering 6 1.25

English 18' 3.75

Ethnic Studies 4 0.83

Fashion Coordinator 2 0.42

'Foreign Languages 11 2.29

,Forestry 13 2.71

Forestry technology 7 1.46

Geography 1 0.21

Geology & G ophysics . 3 0.63

Home Economics 4 0.83

Industrial Arts Teacher 2 0.42

Industrial Supervision 3 0.63

Interior Design 8 1.67

Journalism , 4 0.83

Journalisth 4 yr. 9 1.88

Law 30 6.25

Librarianship 5 1.04

,Math/Astronomy 11 , .29
Medical Technology 6 1.25

Medicine. 12 2..50

Nursing RN 6 1.25

Nursing Transfer 4 0.83

Ncupational Therapy 10 2.08

Oceanography 4 0.83 pc

Optometry 2 0.42,

'Pharmacy 5 1.04

ZO 2

1
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Table P?0 (continued)

FREQ

Philosophy 3 0.63
Physical Education' 6 1.25
Physical Therapy 10 2.08
Physics'! 2 0.42
Podiatry 2 0:42
Police Science 10 2.08
Product Design 4 0.83
Psychology', 25 5.21
Ratio & TV Broadcasting 5 1.04
geligiiDus Studies 7 1.46
Secretarial 0.83
Secretayial Administration 4 0.83
Secretary-Legal- 4 0.83
Social Science 6 1.25
Sociology 13 2.71
Speech Pathology 6' 1.25.

'Stewardess 5 1.04
Teaching-Elementary 8 1.67
Telcolkt-Controls 4 0.83
Telcom-Production 7 1.40
Veterinary Medicine 11 2.29

'a
The n represents the sum of the individual requencies, not students.

.4.
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Table P21

OUESTICNS IN PP-E-DICTIONS (N= 1U9 )

CHANCPS IN 100 MEAN?
CHANCES CF PASSING COURSE?.

CT G't AD E
__-s--.10-741-1-a BrATT,:

J Ittir-40-it -AM I RIGIIT?

r-

20
21
22
24_

4 4 4 4

_.
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Table ,.1322

_
, .

1,T CHOICE 0 CUR A-T ION IN_ 4TR,T-EGY-PR_a t- & nsl-
b.

tq. 493 4
-'::'"'--'"--- ; --; FAEC !

ACTOR AND ACTRESS. 6 1.22
ADVERT I SI NC CCP TVIIJE f` 4__ __ .

0.81
r----.=--------.:, A IR COND, P.EF1 IC, & HEAT MECH. -- .- -_' I- -- --... 0.20

- P,CCOLP*2T AO --: '`.---;- --- ---- 21 4 26. -
-a,-:-.LJ----:.-17 -___ A IeCA AFT 'EChAN IC. -=----'+'-,- -= -=, 0 -- -0. 00

APPLIANCE REPAIR TECHNICIAN. 0 0.00
ARCHITEJT . 5 1.01
PUT0M0gILF :ALESWERKER. 0 0.00

C T CI- AND DR A F T SM AN. 2.-- 0 00
V-ION I C TE Cf.\ IC IAN.

N

00
t C d AIC 0.81

u.RY.
6OADCA ST TEC/I;INICIAN
EF.A UT IC
rnAti I SI

FOOKA. EEPER.
ELS INES C I NkE._

-GFEI
' TELLER.

compEcim.. 'ARTIST.
anti lc _LES I G E

tI4C-I4Etk,

.1 0.20
0 MC

s fi

15----
2 0.41
4 0.81- t-- (T42.0

G
1ST. = _ -,-c 4

Cr:7R Gr.
CO:IP UT ER
C n MP UT E? -P-R0 Al4rER

IT

1

4
7

sa 2-2

0.20
081
1EVA E. _ E E _ _ _ _ -

at)
1 0
0.41
0.41

c5: IS IANt-2_-_ 2

NTAL YG IETII
DRAFTSMAN
0 IETIT I AN .

--11/1ESEL--

2
3

f4E CHAN IC
ATANCER AND" 0, NC ING -IL

- -

1/4

i51 ) _

' EAt-ra
5 1.11
1 0. 22

6.22

0.00
c.00o

2 044
0 0.00

- DO

C.222

1 6.22
0 0.00

4;

- UtJL*=L.,"
_ 0.39

1 0.22
1 022

U.2? _
0.22.

-4
00
89--

2 0.41;
- .22

' I 2E.

----- 1.7-7
_

0 DC1
1- 0.22

ELECTRICAL .E4cINE.E4-7.----
ENGINEERP.0 . TECHNICIAN ---'s -

ELECTRONIC-S- TECKNICI,t.N
--AR-T1ST --:-_,--7,.-=',52--

- -2-
- --:-.2

.-L-1-:-T.---=-1 .01

----= 6.41
-.... ----0 41

1 42

.7-=----.-- -,-----i-f i NE /P R I V AT E A-/T T .._1 F A CNE-..--,:e=---
D I °E CT.OH, = _; -------

?: EL..-.... --------1-;-, I CH T ENGINEER i 0-- . ;.-.7- -_ ,-,...,,:-.1 _,7777 _:-

'EL I GEIT AITT ENG ANT -7
FORESTEX . 7 1.42
GEC/CRAP Hit 1 0.20

1 --'-:-----0. 20=------;-------=3.--2-7-;iiamE ECCNOMIST 7:-.7---,-- ----=-

_ .7.-5.._ -- : i. aT.EL / m CUL PAN AGER_ 7 -;1,-.._-_ .5-_-_-12".::-__ 1 5 1.01
INSURANCE /CENT ,--- .=-7,..------_-_r_-.-:=.-a-_ . 0 0.00
INTP;IOA -0ESIGNEk/OCC0A-.1176k r---§---'

,-

. 1.33
INDboTR I AL ENGINEER 6 1.22
INOUU I AL T AAFF IC kiNAGE:R 1 0.20
INTWSTR OCSIGNER 2 0.41
INSTRIlmE:NT .P4 Ik TECHNIC IA
SCIENCE LAB TECHNICIAN 0 .6.00

/

265

7 55
1 -70.2?
2, 0.44
0 0.00
0 C 0E1
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Table P22 (continued)

LIBRARIAN
L ARCA "(LAT ICtsIS SPECIALIST

5
4

L IgItARY TECHNICIAN, 0

LAWYER 35-7-..,-7.:,..4-.--
"..--.

PATHEH.ATICIAN -.

-I'HYsicim4 -,_____
MECHANICAL EtGINEER
METECROLuC:Ik T . 2

ME ntcAL Fr Cf,Pt) ADMINISTRATOR 1

;7:"...:-.7-,7 --i T:)F 0 ICA L LAB TECHNICIAA
-,

"4--z- PODEL
,_,.
_ ,.

i-I-F A'''KEr RE F. EA AC;fE R -

1.01 4` 0.89
0.81 5 1.11
G.00 -0 . U4,00

'77- 4.87 ':'t ---'' 25---.-7 5.54i' 0.00 : cfi.,...---: 0.00
... _

.17. 62_,:.:,-":_L, _,:::_sY--__-_- __. 2.00
Z81 ' 2 6.44
0.41 0
0.21

0.00
0.221

.14=70:2G ---?-"- 3=-:-71--- 0.67
7 i'-- 0.20 7' 00:020?

---0.20 ._.-.--; .._

--"lfANUFIC TITRE? 13 SALES;i0tKER..-- --F- ----6:41-----

MEOICkL TECHNOLOUI'ST. ' 1 0.20 0 0.00
-2-- -0.44

MUSICIAN /MUSIC TEACHER. 6 1.22 5-- 101
F.T.=7,=--7--;-- 1 CH Pi I4 T. ,- - =_ °= U-04.0gT: 7 ik----7=-7-' -, Cr fi 00

;-,-:.--.:-zr-f-7,_ --::NUYSE.RYHAN/LAN0SCAPER.
---tf.:1=--= _I.E'iP AP EP REPORTER*____..-__ ...
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about rewards and risks.

------- _

means first choice before the student received, information.
associated with the Occupation. 4

columns) means first choice after receiving information

$

C
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Table P23

. .

p
1*,

IDesignation of First-Ch ice Occupations_in Strategy ..

with Respect tO.D sirability Sums and
,

Estimated Ch nces for Entry

4

DESIRABILITY OUTCOU (N = 482) FREQ

OCCUPATION WITH' 'HE HIGHEST SUM. 195

WITHIN 10 POINTS OF THE HIGHEST. 101

MAE THi 10 POINTS BELOW.HIGHEST. 186

ICH, STRA GY (N = 455)

et

SUM H H;a CHANCES HIGU.
SUM IIIGHe CHANCES LOW.

SUM LOW; CHANCESCHANCES HIGU.
SUM LOW; CHANCES LOW

SUM HIGH. CHANCES EQUAL.

SUMLOIHANCES EQUAL.

40.46
20.95

38.59 ir

FREQ %

177 38.90

123 27.03

-81 17.80
29 6.37

32 7.03

13 2.86

a- Suin Hi
of

e

h neans that the occupation head the,higheet Desirability SuA

ithin'10,points of the highest sum.

b ---

Chances.Low meanschances notJagh"; i.e , the student estimated

better: chances for some other- bccupation'in the set of three. Low does

not iteaeis-arity mean lowest. -_ :. 1

.,..-

-Suni LoW means _that. the Desirabilfty.S was not the highest or within

10 points of the highe t. _It does not m n that the Desirability Sum

wa-s_nbeeSsiiirily st of the three sums 'wider consideration.
o

1

,6
'

.-

4e
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CHAPTE? VII

FINDINGS AT SANTA FE COMMUNITY-COLLEGE

A
./*

Description of College, Computer Configuration,
and Carer Counseling Services

Santa Fe Community College (SFCC), Sitrted in Gainesville, Florida,

has an enrollment of approximately 4,300 full-time and 1,600 Rart=time

students.

Computer Configuration
-

4

t

In January 1976,when the evaluation tatm yisfted Santa Fe, four

terminals were in use. All four terminals were installed with the soft-

7
Ware iii March 1975* After tie site visit, a remote terminal was installed

, at Br -dBgrd County -High Whool, which serves as a satellite campus -for the

college. This enables both .high school Students ,and Santa Fe students to

use the SIGI system.

The four local SIGI terminals are in one room of the SIGI Career Coun-'

seling Center, a temporary building adjacent to the main administration-build-
)

ing, where users have privacy and few distractions. This building also houses

a career library and the Officeof Financial Aid.

.$ Santa Fe runs SIGI on a PDP-141/40 based RSTS/E/system which has 64K of

core memory and four RK05 1.2-million-byte carttridge disk drives.' The tom-
,.

puter is located less than,40°Yeet from the local terminals in an adjacent

coop of the counseling center. These terminals are directly connected to

th4- computer. Three of them are equippgd with Texas Instrument :16- character-

per -set printers and one has an Okidata 120- character -per- second printer:

The remote terminal at the high school is corifieLted to the compute,by a

leased line.using Bell 202 modems at 180 characters persetond. This termi-
. I
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nal is also equipped with a 30-character-per-second Texas Instrument printrsr. °

All of the terminals are connected to the computer through D14.1 sing',

interfaces.
I

The RSTS system is operated by a psychology graduate student with a

strong. interest in computer science. He has other responsibilities at the

College besides the operation of the computer. Several.addicional appli-

cations are being plaited for Santa Fe's computer, including an interactive

scheduling and inventory system for audio- visual equipment.

How reliable is this hardware configuration? To find out, we asked

the test sites C.o keep two logs from September 1 to December 1, 1976, one'

by the computerlopetaEors.and the other by the SIGI monitors, describing

each hardware problem and, if possible, identifying its source. The logs

of the computer operators were sent to ETS every time there was a problem;

the logs of the SIGI monitors were collected at the end of the test period.

Duripg the time the logs wee kept there were no problems beyond whdt

might be expected in any computer systeM the size of SIGI. All the com-

e,

ponentaaie standard, off-the-shelf equipment requiV9gno modification

for SIGI.. Problems were taken care of by means of routine service proce-

- duress.
)

During the start -up period, Santa Fe had a reasonable number of hard-
..

ware problems. In the first five months of 'operation they found that DEC

field service was "prompt and efficient" d that the mainframe was "quit'e

reliable." There were some problems. w4 reliability, of the Delta Data

5006 terminals and service available throU a. third party (GTE). These

problems were resolveZ with the installation of heavier pOwer supply'units,\

tnd th system has been ,apgrating smoothly ever since.

2,70
c.
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Career Counseling Services ,(

Description of counseling-department. Satita Fe, has 15 full-time coun-

selors who handle 'career, educational, financial, academic, and personal

,..

counseling, veil as guidance assessmeAt and placement. Eleve raprOfes-
.

A

sional counselors specializ*Iin either academic advisement or f nancial aid
.

counseling. " 1

i

In January 1976 a member of the ETS SIGI staff conducted a,seminar for

counselors. He made a presentation 'about SIGI and'career counseling, and

answered, counselors' queseions.

Role of SIGI in counseling program. Twelve counselors teach a three-

our behavioral science elective calied,'"The Individual in a Changing En-

.

vironment" (BE 100); which focueS on 'interpersonal }effectiveness as well

sr

as dri career exploration. Six of them have incorporated SIGI into the

course as a kind of laboratory unit. Students in their sections receive .

an orientation to each'subsystem of SIGI and a follow-up in class. Each
P.

section of the course is different, but- j,n general, counselors anticipate

r. questions and problem areas and encourage students to share their SIGI

100
printouts, write a paper setting orlh their career goals,'use other career

AA: \

r .c

Q

, f- . .

.. '-'. exploration instruments., and /or participate in exercises in values clari-

4,, :. yeet, A
#

i

z4.'

'' s

- fication. Terminal time is scheduled or class members to use SIGI inde-,-

s ''
`-,pendently during three separate appoin

1k

,.

SIGI has been incorporated into Santa Fe's counseling ogram in another

important way., Fpr each SIGI occupation, an igdex sheet is being compiled
r

/
listing all of the resources at the college related to the (4,,cupation. These

resources include Video cassettes, written materials (keth fiction and non-.

fiction) in the career library -and main library, staff members with experience
*

in the field, and so on. The index sheets are filed by :SIti.pccupation

TO.
-1-Nt

0 .
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,number .so that students who have used. the system ,are able to locate oc'cu-

6
1.

pational information easily, and those who have-not learn`tha occupation'

which interest th'em are included in SIGI. ..,

The Dean of Student Developmeni oversees-th SIGI program at Santa I

An administrative assistant, herself a Santa graduate; is responsible for
4

c

the day-to-day operation of the'counselin center. This person alsofhandles

the public relations aspects _cif SIGI--visiting classrooms to'tell students

abdUt SIGI and meeting intefegted visitors. She is also in charge of th*

career library and is respoRsible for maintaining contact with counselors

and instructors concerning SIGI and the career library. With the help of

another assistant, she prepared Santa Fees planning and prediction

Matuill. A secretary and a student assistant handle scheduling and record

of SIGI users. They also assist students who have problems using SIGI.

SIGI _i/s available to students from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday

through Thursday, and from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday. Becai the

college has had four loc terminals from the beginning, no scheduling prio\-

blems have arisen. Approximately 60 students use SIGI each week.

The college publicized
the presence of SIGI in many ways, inclfiding

.

'posters and a film strip. Stddents also learned about SIGI by word of

mouth_or'were referred to SIGI, through the BE100 course, counsel9r7,
mc"

faculty. Students in BE100 courses had priority in using SIGI; other .stu-

ft'-

dents signed up on a first-come, first-served basis. (
OW

'V

No special tests were:administered at Santa Fe in' connection with SIdl,

' ....

.
although the college does use assessment tests"for incoming freshmen: The

college administers its own pre- & post-questionnaires to SIGI students.

i udents who used SIGI were not,reNred to see a Counselor when they
.

but

. A
- -

finished, but as they left SIa they were offered the chance to do so. Most

studeilOs'felt j eed for a post-SIGI counseling session, either because' '

they were enrolled in BE 100 and could discuss SIGI in class, ox because_th'-eY
.- ...

.

4411preferred to use IGI on their own without the aid of a connselor. 40.
A

7-2 .2
A

) i
.

,...
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-Impact on Students

4

, To measure the impact Of SIGI on4ts users,-,we interviewed a. few

students who had gone through SIGI at each college, and we had q stion-

naires administered to a sample of SIGI:users (experimentals) and a sample

of students who were interested 4n using SIGI but had not started (con-
,

trols). The colleges themselves selected the students to be interviewed

and administered the questionnaires in accordance with out guidelines.

(See Appendix D, letter to the college. This section of'thi's chapter div

cusses our findings from the-interviews and questionnaires at Santa Fe

CoMmunity College.

Interviews

1

The college selected at random 16 persons to be interviewed, all of

whom hadgone'through SIG

all these interviews in d

. Lack of space makes it imposs ble to report

tail. Instead, we will use one student, Mike,

as a vehicle for showing the impact of SIGI on, an i divi1ual forced by

circumstances to cancel all his career plans and to sta 2. f row -the

beginning; then we wilA.genpralize what we learned from the other, inter

views.

at,
I

Mike. Mike was 22 years old and had just begun taking courses at

Santa Fe when we intervived hit. He had' gone through SIcl shortly be-
,,!.' , , ..1,

. P'' '

fore his admision into the college.
. ,

. . 0 . ,

,

For many.years he had wanteCto be a plumber and had started working

for a 'plumbing contractor soon after graduating from high school. He .,

-I
, . .

lik'jd the job from the first and was more resolved than ever to becbme a
- .'. .- ,

.

plumber himself. Three years later tbd time seemed right td begin an

. . ot

apprenticeship program.
.

,
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,Then, just a few months before he was to become,an apprenticehe

was injured in an automobile accident. His legs were badly damaged,

and his doctors told him that he might never regain the ability to do

strenuous work. His dreams were shattered; becoming a plumber was now

out of the question. Instead of being a person who, as he put it, "pretty

well had it made in the shade," he found 'himself completely at sea and

severely handicapped as well.

Fortunately, money was not a problem. His injury was job-relatgd,

sand h.e was eligible for workman's compensation; he might even qualify
a.

for tuition assistance for straining iii a new field. The question for

him was, Vhat field? He heard, about SIGI and decided to use.it to get

some ideas. He described his state of mind as follows:

..

It was the thing of having to find another job', one-chat I
could fit into, that would give me the type' of things that

..

I wanted. . . . It was something my mind had been closed
to--other fields and occupations. . . So I decided to

come out there and play along with [SIGI] and see if .it
could throw some ideas out at.me. 4' .

Duridv his fitst'sessiod, Mike went through Values,,Locate, and
. .. 1 %

Compare. He played the Values G used his topweighted values-L-Tech7
I.

nological interest field, Security, High income, Independence, and Variety
:.

,

. %
-1-to retrieve a.list of occupations; and'hen went to Compare to ask

I.

questions aboutrthem. 6,

. When he looked ever his phi irrtouts that night, he recognized a prob-

lem: Most of the occupations he had explorectiwould requiry.s much
,

.,
i

A

physic4 energy and skamina as would plumbing. He was .really no better

,
. . .. .

off than'before.

%.He thought fora long tithe about the meaning 0 the information he
4 a .. 4:

was getting'from SIGI. He decided that the next time,he used 'the sYste, i

4

he would specify r_h, Administrative interest field instead of Ote Tdch7
k ,
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'?

I

nologicaf. This change might lead to occupations that he could be success-
.

, ...
.,

ful in despite his handicap.
, i

e

He also thought about his values again in light of'his
.

tations and his reactions to the, information he had got froM his first

session. He said thatsince the accident, "l've had to change completely

around. I've had to pick up new values, new ideaS, new' ways." Two of the

"new values," besides the Administrdtive interest field, were High Income

and-Security. Both had become more importint to him than they had been

before the accident.

Upon returning to SIGI, Mike quickly went through Prediction,. Plan

ning, and Strategy in order to attain initiate status as rapidly as pos-
-

sible. He would then go thrigh the entire systenr again more carefully. ,

o

This p!dn worked. He specified the Administrative interest field in
0

Locate, and retrieved a number of occupations that he had never thought of
. . -

before., He toldthe.interviewer, "One that came up that.I'mtaking into

consideration now [is] accounting. It really interests me.the most."

He6follo ed Accountant through the 8IGI subsystems anti also read abut
.

it in books /d pamphlets. His predictions for the accounting program at

'Santa Fe looked good to him. He aldocarefully studied displays from tie
41'

.
.

Planning system to seqNwhich courses he should take, He kept his kintouts

to take to his counselor uponhis adMission as:a student: In Strat'egy,

he found that Accountant had the highest Desirability. Sum of the three ,

A ,
, , . . ! , ..,=..

Occupations he was comparing. He also estimated favorable chancesA2or ,
I

successflp. entry.

AccOuntant did not flash into Mike's mind 4ike a di$ine inspiration.

Rather, it appeared unheralded and gained acceptance as the, result of a

rational procesg% The process began withQn aSsessment of his values, then

h

s_ 27.5
11/P

'

,

4.
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-

a reassessment in view of fresh knowledge. Thel process continued with the

acquisition of information about the occupation, his own abilities, the A

plans he would have to make, and aftcomparison with other occupations. "At

first,I really wa.sn'y quite happy with the idea of beig an accountant,"

he said. "I was used to being ou,t in the open% working with my hands,

doing something constructive, . . But it seems like it fits,Me well °

enough."
;

In the end he became convinced that Accountant would offer him high

income and security, as well as the other satlisfactions he was looking

for. He said, "The more I look at accounting, the more it [seems] to fi't

,
me. Really, leklid not know' abolkt my values and'all those things.

N.*-\

until I used SIGI."
fi,

Sopn after finishing SIGI, Mike was admitted to Santa Fe. He,enrolled

.

in buline-s-g-administration'withsthe aim of transferring to the University

of Florida. He sa,i that all parts of SIGI had been dnstrumental ih his
I 0

decdSion, but that the main benefit had been to instill in shim an awaTe-

. 6. ,

'mess of tfie many career opportunities open to him. 1.'1 think SIGI has a
,

.

'good variety of occupStions for someone who doesn't'have any.41deas," he
9,, . . ,

4 4.said. "It did for- Tie."

w
Other interviews. The other 15 sfudents who were interviewed at

.
Santa Fe had varied experiences with SIGI.' The following paragrigh5 are

°

a.stitmary.of their reactions to the systen.ane its impaci on', them.

411 ,

, . ,

, ,, The immediatC impact of SIGI varied according to well defined

. .

-the sLants' expectations weretlwhen they began -their inter'action. ---If a
.! , '

studont had soMe more'or less definite oc'cupatiohal goal 'in mind, or if

he was choosing between two or three occupation l, or if he meretv wanted"

4
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information about dark areas of occupations he was considerghg, he usually

found the answer he was seeking. The most obvious impact was immediate

confirmation of a specific occupational goa fteneth-e student started with

Z' the idea of being an electriLal engineer, an*accOuntant, a funeral director,

went through SIGI, and emerged with his goal confirmed but now more firmly

base&tan it,had been because 6f,the knowledge he had gained.' Sometimes
4r

form of disconfirmation. One student, whose p4rents

weie.hoth physic , assumed that in the normal course
7.

%
become a physician;sctoo. The Prediction system causer him to reassess his

Vtion; the predtttion showed small chances of g iug d good grade in

the'preparat?ry key course, and the statement that past_ performance is
a

usually the best predictor of futue performance had a strong influence on

his thinking.

a .
.expeEtations were not so clearly defined. :rtIri,t.... ;.,..4, ,o 6ccunational

.
I

goals and whb hoped, that SIGI, by means or rne/mavie [net is Lhe prove-1.1.y

1
mputers, would be able to ,tellthem. 71his is whaL yoLl're spP..sed

r i

t ' did not always leave -SIM feeling tha: their problc-ns 'nad ht-i,n t 1

solved. One student said, ''Then I went into S'ild, I expected it to give

. .
.

.
.

.

.

.. .

..,

. .

me more answers and not really rely on me to -1a1<, so c,:dny decisions, T ..

, ' *

guess I was kiRd'of waiting for it to.teil me,jYpc:this is the answer..'1

But it doesn't do that, Leven to the end."
. . .°

.
.1

I

, ii, i ,. .

The immediate impact of SIGI was less apparent when the students'

I

1

The main impact of SIGI was not, however, Lo
1

'oceupn*ionald5onl'q That they could forthwith begin nuriuing.. The main

.

,.

pact wall' in. providing students With a new an$ lOgical mode
MI,
of thinking

1

The interviewers-saw vida:Ices of this impact on ail the sample 5N.u,dents.
.

....

Ve acANAtion of this mode of thinking was almost' uncon cious% That is,

..
. 0

. -1 ,

, ,

'
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,

P students seldom said, 11I,found a new mode of thInking." They did, however,

. ,
.

talk about their values and about discovering4pe use of values as a basi-
4

4 . 4.

. -44-

for decisions. One said, "I like the Values syatem. . . . I thought it

. .4

was excellent, and I have never done anything like J.'.in the occupational

'? ,

tests I have taken." Another saild, "It was excellent, excellent.. For the

first time I think I realized what the Most important things, are to me.

And it'stuck.4-%. . I wrote them down immediately. . . . It helped to

see it all right,in front of me."

They also talked about entertaining new'ideas. A young woman was

entranced when Industrial Designer appeared for her in Locate. "I still

don't understand why anyone at any time had.never explained tome about

4

the occupation Industrial Designer," she said. Another woman discovered,.

Eleclrical.Engineer and said, "I have a fantasy of going into eledtrical

'engineering [laugh). . . .
I'm, interested.in electricity and I like math."/

4 1

Similar comments were made by one student or another about eyery subsystem

':*pt SIGI: or about SIGI as a' wholeot

The impact of SIGI was not always immediate. In fact, it usual Ytook'

some time for. the concepts planted, by SIGI.to grow. Of thr three students

who went throughSIGI'in one grinding,session, two reacted negatively'to

trying to absorb so much in such a small amount of time Other students

said .that SIGI had started them thiRki new directions about their

.

careers.; but that they had not yet madea decis Mpst interestingly,
.

.

- i ' .

seven of the students wanted to return to SIGI as initiates. One had usedr

SIGI x months beforc and was using it again. 'She said, "I started'going

thr4ugh it again recently because I didn't get the full advantage of ;it,

before.' nocifer said, "If I ever change my major or ever have an ideas
1.

about c ging my major-v, I, think I'll goback and4go thrIugh SIGI again.

278
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A third commented on the value of letting the iformation.dispensed'hy
4.0

SIGI ferment for a while away from the computer. She said, "Later on,

3
after you've liVed with it a little while, you can come back and pick it

up again and do some re-evaluation. This is va.1,uable to me. . . . It's

kind of like a private memory bapk. . . . 1,can go back and have the infor7

mation flashed back on the screen' for me."

One additional facet of SIGI's impact should. be` mentioned her: SIGI
<4,

a

was sufficiently flexible td...respond tp the different needs o most of these

+4, p ,

students. The most common need--often unrecognizedwas, for values clan.-

ficaLlon. These. students were simply not. in the 'habit of p.akingtheir

values explicit, and they were grateful for the opportunity to do 'so, even

r A
,

though some of them found it hard. But there were other needs, too. .Stu-
r

dents tended to linger in the subsystem that was satisfying a reed and to

hurry through the rest of SIGI. Thus we find one siudent concentrating on
2*

Locate, another on Compare, a third on Prediction, and so on. Although.
. ;

novices are forced to Pread".SIGI from beginning to end, like; a book,

'and they cle4r3tr
c
seem to get from that experience a sense of orderly pro-
,

cess in deci4ion-i,maKing, the immediate impact. of SIGI on manostudens lies
, ,

in:finding th5 answer to t need they feel at the momenC-
,

SIGI seems to
-,.. /1,N.

.
.

_function.satisfactorily as an inforlPation system as well.as_a guidance

pogram.

4
4

.
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Experimental and Control Group Questionnaires

Method'of analysis. Separate questionnaires were given to students who

had been through SIGI (experiments's) and to students who Were scheduled to

use SIGI but who- had not actually, used it (controls),. This section of the
e

report rs the responses of SFCC students to the questionnaires. Since.

questions 1-41 are the same for ekperimentals and controls, we were able to

run tests of significance comparing the responses of the two greupS and to

,o. 6

present the 41- questions, together with ,oitri ngs, in a single table,

The portions of the questionnaires thatare fferent are 1.9 separate tables:

quest4!rrg'42-45 for controlS in Table S4 and questions 42-88 for,experiment_i%

in Table S5. (The intact questionnaires are in Appendix a) In all cases

the numbers in the tables are percentages unless otherwisetherwise indicated.

In the tests of sigiVicance, chi=squares we e computed for most que-

.

/ ..

. tions (1-'24 and 37-41). In the computation, r ponses in logicaVy.rEiatej

categories wee'groupe, if the expected cell sizes fell below 5; this is a
42 ..

.

requirement for chi-squ re. For questrons'21-29, in llich students used ,

V. scales to rate themselves oh a variety of dimensions, t-tests were done on'

. .

the computed group means. Questions31-34 comprise an information test.

4.

TheyWrong answers for each question were scored.1 and-correct answers 2. The.
..,

0 .

x..

four scores were then afded saran information test score group; mean .,.

,,- '`.. , /

computed. It.is shown opposite question 30 in Table'L. A t-tegt;wa then'
.

11

done on the two. means. In reporting the, ,alts of all of significanc.e,
.

.. .
. , $ *

. i

.

.3.4e follow the cony tion of.usingea single asterisk for significance at the

.05 level and doubl. e asterisks f x the .01 level. .
!

0
.

ice... '

, I

Several offhe.quesiOns e,open:-ended. Responses to these have been
./.. i

.
_ ' .

placedfin separatetables. Tables S2 and S3 list the. occupations named by ,

, 1

I

expeoimental and control students in response to ques tian.30 (What occupa-' . i

.

, 1
t

tion-would yoUdike to Trepar yourself for eventually?) The respOnses have
. 1 ' '''' .a.t '''-'4' 440;. Wi, .."' .:<-4-,, .i, .....0 ........., .

', '

4 V

80



been grouped actording_to,whether or not the occupati n named was among those

already in SIGI. Other resvionses that could not be quantified appear
o

Tables 54A, S6, and S7.

c)Results,' Questions 1-3 give 4 description the sample in'termsof

e

, se, and college-enrollment, The exp ental and co trol groups do not
, #

s
. .

.

cli

Ifer significantly on these dimensions. In both groups, more than half of

o
the students were women, srle.63a of'theexperimenbals and 70' of the controls

were betdeen 15 and 22 years old, -and apptoximately half were freshmen.

Questions 4-10 cencern students' assessment Of their
/
career decision-

making skills, Significant differences were found in all n questions:r

The experimental group (SIGI u4rs) indicate.egreater knowledgesof there-

-ward§ and satisfactions to be obtained from an occupation (question,4), had

0

explored more occupations (question -.5), knew of more occuatian§,that would

give them the satisfactions they wanted (question 6), had4mo.re definite apl

*
specific career plans (questions 7 and 9), and indicated more overall con::

fidence in-their career decisionlmaking Iskills (question p_

'Moreover, the experimental§ were more confident (2_ .05) of their abi ity

to predict grades (clUesion 8) .

,

Insert Table S1 about here

q,

SIGI also deemed to stimulate activities related to career exP'Ior4Lon
4.

UeStikIS ]1-18). Significant differences were4.1nd in responses to fo
. 4

of, the questions: Moreexperimehtals had used Ole oollege career ref nce

lihtary (question 14), and, not unexpktedly%-more had used "a computer-
1' ' '

-. .
,

based g ance system" (question 18)--for bah, p. 01. AlSy, more of the .'
0 ,. ...'

pxperimentals hadof,tenread about occupations (question '11.) and were more

.

likely to-have used career-related audiovisua l materiallk
''. 4

.
4

.

.
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2,6-05. No significlit differences were.found in the extent `to tench thL
. .

__
.

two groups talked with friends aboscareers (question 12), talked with

- people in the field (question:13),eattended career planning workshops (qi,

,

15)f or talked to a guidance counselor about careers'( uestion 16).

Given the opportunity to'agree or disagree with certain staterents

about choosing an occupation (questions 19-24), students whp used SIGI

edisagreed more strongly thatchanCe would decide which occuPa hey

I.
would enter (question'20) and we're less disturbedty conflictin dvice

r
fromothers(question21)--fwhoth,R.05. No significant differences.

were found in the attitudes of the two .groups toward following the advice
.

----
t

-.7. 4

of others,! toward making their own decisions; toward the:need-to'know mar:-
4

- ---------

rfgks, plans, or toward the need to make an -9mniediate choice ,(qUestiOns -9,-;----__ -- _,
.

. -

.
----_--

,
.

22, 23,.and 24) . _ *

Questions 25 through 29-:explored the way:students rate& therrOelves

career decision makers. For ali-Of-th6seill'estions significantI'differedaes:

were found ,between th fresponses of the two'groups:- At ale .31 level'of.

significance, SIGI

.

ers distributed themselves closer-to the "good"! end Jpi
.- -

the career decisio4making scale than did nonal re (quest
-

ion 25), 'Showed
,

.

,. t

more confidence in their knowledge of occupations '(question 26),41anned

...
. .

.

. , A

ahead more often (question 27), an were more confident of their knowltdge .

, i

! A
.

, . ,. i

iv-of goals and vai4s (qUestion 2q). At the . level of significance they

4
,

i *
. ,.--

' were more Confident about areir decisions, once mada (question 28). /
. b

.

- .,

k' ... '.AS a check on thesetself7ratings, tour questions were include to test

:
-,,r,-

- ...
. .

.

-the students' actual knowledge of, occupations (questions 30 -34). Students

., .
(

...
... -

,
weie.4sked toii-ame-a,first-choice occupation (question 307 and 'were ques-

.
. . . ..0-

,---_
.- .

tioned abct,ut the-educaion'required. average
_-

salary, amount' of independence,-
'and:employment liticok'Sor that c-cupition. Tables S2 and S3-1-iPt or-

1

or-
_ _

.

-

ions ,named by the two_ groupS of 5 nta Fe students. ..They show that mot
- t

,..: - -;-- . . . _ . .-

tr:- .
...,

18oth
,-

of'theloccqpat,4ons:.0t'in*ege'tb, grou s d-edalready 'offere4 by SV;T 101,

. P e' already'
i

.. ,
,..-- 1
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Fftst-choice occUpatiots named by 72 of the 86 students in the experimental

group and by. 70 oof,thAl5 students in the control group were SIGI occupa-
-.

tions. Eight experimentals and X17 controls named identifiable occupations

.not in SIGI. The ,rest -. -6 students in the experimental group and 28 in the

control--were unable to name a specifio4occupation or were undecided.

'

,,, , P
41.

the replies to question 30 were bometimes .difficult .to tabulate because.

"-.
(

a

,
students often were unable to identify a specific occupation or to. express-

'

4 6- \

clearly,what th y, had in mind. We,somNimes had Eo make-judgments about a
. .

?. ,,

student's mean ng. When the Scaff,dbuld not reach agreement,"'they recorded

Insert Tables S2 and S3'about here
o

the answer as Too Vague to Classify. When the occupation named in question

0 30 was a SIGI oceupation, we were'in aposition tt evaluate the accuracy of

a

(

the students' responses to questions 31 -34 for both groups. These four ques-

t ' 0

a dons const tute an information, test, which was scored in the mauctellesLcil,ed
.

\ 1\ .

. A ,

earlier. No significant difference was rouud between the Ewo groups. Thri
,

,ii- 0
experimentals however, got a 'Ijg' kr proportio f correct. answers on all

t lestions except number 34, which'co4erned future employment prospects in

'the occupation.
.

, 4*
Responset to questions.Z-41 show that the two-,Iroups Were similar in ._,,,

,

./.:
. .

,
.

. .

eir career gujdaride experiences (excluding SIGI.) at Sgnta Fe. Approximately-
,

...., .

60% elt both gr(Np-s -had seen a Counselor within the.last two months (question

.

,

'37) abouabout: a variety of problems.(question ,38) , but more than 75% had 'not taken
, ,

a cateel. wiltlailLe Luu..6e ,i,,.....it.a r). :*Of those whokhad taken a -:ar er

guidancsrcourse, differences in expressed satisfaction were not significant

, ,--,,i

(question-40). Over two thiTaMpZ of the experimental:s,' and. 66% of the
;.4...'

. . ,

141
1,p,:, '' ..:

-%

cow.trols) had a fayorable attiqAe toward%interacting irith-a computer fai.Is,..,
Okb -

\ career -guidance. (question 41).
,

47,
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-- ,

The, remaining*four questions insthe questionnaire for the control gruupg
# .1

J 6
. ,

explored attitudes towardSIGI. They are listed in Table S4. Ninety-seven
. - .;-.
percent of

'

the gro-Kup had heard of,SIGI (question 42). and 99% wanted. to use

, "---.

it (question 45). No one had formed an unfavorable impression o it
C
(uesq,- z <

4 .
,

.

tion 43).. Members of the group had learned about-it from a variety of.
,

,'

sources ,(question 44) .

6
. 4 ?

Table S4A lists ,the responses of the control group' to
.

the open -.ended.
0

questions.

Insert Tables S4 and S4A about here

The remaining 46_questions in the questionnaire for the experimental

group sought to find out how these SIGI users ,vated their experience with

SIGI (Table S5). r' , ; ..i'-t
. 4 .-,

When asked to give SIG-l. "a gradt."(questions 42-54), more than 75% of the'

.-students graded SIGI A or B Tor nille of the 13 items (interest, clarity,

Oterall usefulneS's helpinew.feb values awarene§s-, seeing relationships be-

tween values and career decisions, 'finding. occupations to frrvalues, get-
_

ting' information, helping to plan appropriate paeranis, and learning to make

career decisions). For the othei fbur questions, whiLilebncern choice of
-;c

an occupation, understanding predictions, estimating peOtAllities of suc-
-

. .-
1 +. . ..

.
cess, and giving / nformation about e program of :Study.at Alanta Fe,;ithe,pro-

k .
.

't,portion of A's 'and B'swas Over 6 %.
.,

/

Insert Table S5 abdut here

As-fortheir experience wiWSIGI (qmestIon 55), 45%,:sa,id tha-t

1,7,a1pd coia.J.ra a ca nice they had 'already made, 14%said-,,that SIGI hclpcd

them to chrlose an occupation, and 37% thought that SIT hathsuggested other

v,
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S'-m'..."'.....C.44

occupations worth considering. Only 3% failed to perceiwSIGI de'havip
_,,,,... ;,

.b.AuN

'been directly helpful., ..-:,/ /
....

. ,

. 4 - Questions 56-63 asked the experimval students whether they wpuld con-
1

.

.

suit SIGI:-a counselor; or a combination of the two for.elp with occupational

and educational decisions. The students would tenli to choos'e the combination

r

for most guidance purposes. This preference heldltrpe fO
r

-
ot stAy, getting information about occupations, confirmi

lanning a pKograur

an Occupational

-choice, finding occupations that fit values, finding outabut finanti
Ns,

resolving conflicts about occupational choice, -4nd estlAting chances of suc-
0

cess in a program. SIGI alone was preferred foil making v.aluel more clear.

Of the.stedents,who had used SIGI, '41% plannedvto echedull a conference
4r

.

with a counselor (question 64) fdr a variety of purpo4s
__..

kquestion . The
.. 1 . .. iii,

- ,
. ) ':

,
. , 4

rssponses to ""
a P

Oter appear in Table S6. - ,

A.
Most of'the students (77%) said that tha occupations, in which they vwe

i
o. r ' .0 ' , CI

interested were actually retrieved on the basis
0* '

of tlNr values in Locate-
I

A
v

lei .

.

-,.. -..

(queseion 661. Althoueh they named some occupations as "miss4n0 from SIGI
-.44.,

,
(Table S6, question 67), tth,-, "occupations" they named were oftennot oLcupr--e-

s

tione at all, bu_ general fields .of in4tres; goe were already in SIGI;', some

wees

were specialtieS o occupp.tions in SIGI; aria-some were occupations'with only

small numbers of -act: rs. A ret, tudents men6oned'oct<pations that are

scneduied,to be added to SIGI in the'next round of additions ( stronomer,

CIA or FBI. agent, travel agent). About 76% regaNed the inforwation in SIGI'^

as superior to other- sources of occupational information (question '68).

J

Ipsgrt.Table S6 about 'here

Of the Santa Fe students who had ,used SIGI487% were s'atisfigd with

the 28 questions made available in 'compare (question 69), Only a few made

to

1285

*
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'1
5

1

suggestions for additions. The questions suggested"4ovadditian are recorded
.

oin Table S6, question 69.

0
;About 92% of the students found SIGI 's style and vocabulary to be ."just

I

right," and none said that it was too difficult (question 70). Sincemthe

reading. level of thip text was designed for, community collegel,students, this

finding is particular./ encouraging.
4 'A

Few students detected any sexual or racial bias ;in SIGI (queition'7

6

)'

The examples given by students whodid feel there was bias appear in Table S6.

..
.. f ) -,.......

. t

Seventy-two responses were made to queLion 72, .asking about problen that

A
a ,p

\,..._ might RaIre occurred ilidusing a domputer based system.. Eighteen percent re-
)

ported that the writing on the screen caused eyesiirn; 17% thOught0therd '

_
.Was too much reading; 14% did not'undergtand soMe"of the 4irjections; 11% ex=f-

.., . - 0
f .

perlInced computgi-malftinctions; 16% had wanted to gign off butcouldn't. s...,-!

k. -\ A.

Only 3% said that they felt rushed whileusingsSIGI. .M. number'of other ir-,''
.

O

ritations were mentioned by tha 19% of the students who checked "Other,"
,-. , .(,

such as getting unwanted printouts, slow printou ts, pr inabilityto go back

i-,
i . .. .

. ,..

to correct mistakes (Table S6, question H.).
.

....

; Almost three-fourths of the SIGI users frequently took advanlage of the

"
0 0

-' -,

- opportunity to get printouts (question 73). Nearly *two-thirds (65%) tried

to get more information on their own initiative after using SIGI (questions

it 74 and 75).. The majprity (55%)`Of the students spent between two and four

hours on SIGI, and 34% spent more qt) ction 76). Nearly all those in the-

sample (99%) went all the way through SIGI,
. . . .

.

-once, usually in two or more sessions (questions
.

..

(61%)'expr.sed an Interest in seeurinc! ,additional time onSIGL(questions 79

, .,....

,..

]

--,

and 80). C
16

1 The:six subsysteut of SIGI seemed 6'meet a variety of different needs;' ,!'i ',I.

ncluding Strategy, at least

7 and.78). More than half 0

every section would be "used most" by at least sore students,` although

ning and. Compare rreived the largespercentages'of votes (19%.Pnd 26%,

respectively).' Strategy was the system named least often (question 81).

2.86

y0.
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Student) ioundNSIGI to be comprehensie; said t hat there was noth-

ing -More th would like A
.

co cover (question 82). A few wrote, in Mfg-

, ..4:

geitions for improvement, such as combining majors,
.

morerquestions in Pre-
- ,;4/

.

diCtion, more information on where jobs are available, -a Sist -of counselors

at the college, and so on ,(Table'S6 , question'82). Exactly three-fourths

sa.id that there was no area that needed fuller, coverage (question 83), but
6

9. i ./ .
, others' suggested more material on courgyrequirements it Prediction and

. a ... .4, 0
,,,

. 0 I
f

i+,
o ' -

Planning; more ,n Values and Locate; more on agricultGral
k

fields, job des
' . It . t

Nacriptrons; nuties; and siMilar additions (Table .56, question 83). All areas.

were 4ked best by some students (question 84); finding occupations that

,

.?'

fit values was the.most.popular, desiznaLed best by 26%'of the group; jearn-,

.

ing about values (21%) innd getting occupational information (2 ) followed.

The privacy that SIGI makes possi6ie was considered very im portant by 24 of
ye. P

the group, but it,made no difference to another :21% (question 85). Sixty-

f .

eight percent of, the grOup said that 'they had advised their college class -`

Mates to use SIGI; of these, 71% had recommended it to three or more friends
IP .1

ti

(ques'tion 86 and 87) .' ,.

i ..

.''"
4. '

,.

,..

6.

Question '88, askel.the students for sugge.

1

ons fortproving SIGI.
e

The answers.are=lilted in Table 7.t Some of 1-e suggestfonwere for ex-

. ..

.

..

'pension of the information or services offered,by1SIn bi--'fpr min6tchanges,

.. Nts

.

,

to enable stud-ents to move more quickly to the-secti:OnS.in wftich they were
. ,

....t

nliVt interested.: There Were a :few suggestions that revealed insufficient

\'',.

.
... ,

infkm4tiOn on.,tbe,part of the Audent.:Theleneral tone, however, was one

of approlaJ), and gratitu4'

Insert Table S7 about here

48 "7
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Impact on Counseling

Responses of seven Santa Fe Community College,couriSelors who filled:

put questionnaires Are tabulated in.Table S8. (The constructed responses

. t
. , .

\ a
.

to the. dpen-ended q tions on that instrument are in Table-S9.) Only

:
.

. .

two ofthe pdunselors reported that they had attended a SIGI workshop.
a.

With or without aworkshop, however, the counselors were in geperal

favorably disposed toward the idea of computer-based guidance (questions.

4-8). None saw computer-based guidance as a, potential threat (question 6),
,

five planned to use such a systym'in their counseling (question 7), and a1,1%

seven had dctually-Tefered'students to SIGI (question 12). The counselors
o

thought that seuden't,s who. used SIGI reacsed favorably to it (question 11)

and te efite4 in a,nUmber Af ways (question 28). They thought, by a six-to-
.

one margin, that the reading level of SIGI was appropriate for their stu-

'dents (question 32)T that the occupational info rmation was better than
. '

, .

other sources .aailable(question 33),'and that SIGI was free from any kind

of bias (question34.). Interpretation of the students' printouts was not

generally a, problem (question'14). One counselor - observed that persons

experienced 1 the use of SIGI'were needed to help in the interp'retation of

data, and another said thaA somestudents were incapable of succeeding in

vb.

certain majors--a,problem that is only.remotely related td printouts (see
.

Table S9).--r Only one counselor knew whether students'had encountered pro-

f
blerns-with the terminals (first-ion 15), since malfunctions of

,.-

hardware _A.
/ «

.e.

.

were not handled'by counselors (Table S9). .

Questions 16-232were designed to explore the effect-SIGI mighthave

on problems that counselors face in career guidanCe. The chief problems

ti

20"
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were getting students to'read.occUpat-ional informatipn, keeping .up to

date with occupational information, and finding time to see all students'who.

need,help;. the most frequently,specified minor problem was ideneifying,sourcesr.

of occupational information, but at least two counselors thought all six items

were minbt.pro))1ems. SIGI was seen to have had the greatest.dtpact on'Reep-
.

. , /
. .

',

. ,- . ,,,

'ing up to date (six responses) and getting students to read Occupational
. / 5'

formation (four responses). Each problem.W.aS designated by at least o of

.
. . / /

the counselors as.haiing felt the impact, f SIGI. One/noted that tareer coun-
-..

.
/ ,

.
/

seling head lehd been minimal *(Table S9,- quetion 22) and.SIG.I t d h'.ad an im-
,
a

pact on.thatprobleM,' too. . ,

...

r

ft.

%./

sert Triple S8 abpbt here

...Ellie counselors r sponded tir qhes ons 24- 7, which explore the impact

'that SIGI may have xerted on counse ing/Ses ions. Four out of the ,five

.1
observed no chant- in the number students they were able to see, the

arunt °C:time/they spent ,,p c eer, co g 111hg,- or the length of their
,,

ounseling sessions. On the/other h 94i-three thought that SIGI had im-7

Y 7,,

proved,the-quality ofi,4heir dislu ions abort Values and career decisions,
....

4

arid twei/Saig no4hange i 'qualit

.

Question 2y /sou t told_ cover how SIGI had affedted studentsfeer

decision - making bevior at might be observe& in counseling sessions. Four

'/ -:-

.

counselAs Said which of eheire.students had usiid SIGI but only three
..

..
.

specifies s in behavior they
-

had noted. At leas# t two out of
1

.

the thr e ted SI 1.5sers higher in the first five behaviors; one\thought
.

SIGI userp were h ter able to select' programs of study, whereas two were

0
. -

/ I

...

.

F, ,/
. j

//

.
/ .2 8 9 .. _ i
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.

not ifi a position to observe; one thought the SIGI,users were NOT better

predictors of academic perforaance, andagain the other two had not been
ti

able to observe this behavior.

,

Question 29 explored the subject of hoz.:, SIGI should be fitted into

the structure of el le counseling4department. Four counselors accepted the

idea of making SIGI'Liailable to students on an entirely ad, lib basis'

.. mandatorywitir,no counselor intervention ox andatory Tollow-up. All the other

.-. .

.,

responses favored.a structure invhitAi the CounsabrIwoula play a direct '

role in the career guidance process, tse of SIGt as part of a formal class-

L

. .

,

.

robm unit in career counseling was the structure named most frequently--

.1

.
....

five times. One 'counselor suggested placing a terminal in,a feeder ,high
;

r

school, and another wanted to use SIGI for:Self-evaluation and assess- '.

' .

ment as well as guidance- (See Table S9).

Counselors named only three occup tions or occupational areas that

they or their students wouldhdke liked to see in SIGI (qjStions 30 And

31). One counselor suggested an improvement for SIGI in the form of more

explanation og results (question 35), -and two volunteered optional'in-
-

.formation. Their Foments and the suggested occupations are listed in

Table S9.

a

4

Insert Table S9. about here

o
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Usage ofipe System,
.

A

The computer autoaatically:records the responses that students make

to most displays. Tgbles S10-S23 represent'these summary data on students
,.

who used'SIGI at Santa Fe community College from late Augusttffrough

early November 1976: The n's vary from table to table, with higher

frequencies in Values, Locate, and ComAre;.which.novices,encounter

7 -1 to
,first, and lower freqUencies in Prediction and 'Strategy, which novices.

encounter last. The reasons for the decrease cannot be isolated: The

main reason, however, appears to be that Santa Fe, has made SIGI avail-
.

able. to large numbers of visitorsrand students from other colleges who

are able to use the system for only a short time and never finish, thus1

.

increasingithe amount of use at the front end, especially Values and

Locate. In any case, the reader should bear in mind that the summary

data do not indicate the progress through SIGI of a particular group

't
of students. They are erely 'a record of 'responses over a period of

time. Some of, the students were already in Planning or Strategy when

,
C.

the data collection began, and others were just beginning when the disk
.

was swept clean-of the accumulated data. Thus the tables are to some

extent independent of one another. -Nevertheless, the .104S are sufficiently

used.'large to reflect 'the way SIGI was used.
,

.

f

Data from the SIGI Introductory Sequence
.

= ,',..'

..

...
, , ' e t

)

Breakdown of the sample. Table S10 shows the breakdown of this
.. -, i.

If,--,-
sample by age, sex, and enrollments status. Percentages are given .

/ '

rather than actual,numbers becauee s&identa are,apked about their age°

g;

and' enrollment status every tim they sign ori, since these variables

allay have changed between/sessions.

14e see that over a quarter (27.5%) of "sign.Ons", were what might be

. . / .
.

./
2b.i. . a
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fr

'called
,
"older studentg,students,'" a finding that one might expeCt at a community

I. 7 college. The sample contained more women than men, but the dispropor-
, k

if /
.

.

I

Insert Table S10 about hee

y r1

, tion should not affect any of the data that follbw, since'SIGI is not

'
programmed to differentiate between' users by sex. Only about:10% of

.

,

% the sample had had no college experience.

.*Initial,ptatus with respect to career decisions. On their firSi

pass through the introductory sequence, .students respond to questions

abbut theirawareness)of their OccuPational values, about their identi-

fipcation of occupations that fit-their values, about their ability, to

predict their grade s, and about their knoWledge of appropriate programs
r

to enroll in. :Table Sil gives the distribution of-their responses to

these questions. The table 'reflects he state of_mind o
A
f stUdents'as.

.
-

,

.
they begin their interaction with SIGI. .

We may Make the following ob-

/

0

servations:

insert Table Sli about here

L. OVera quarter of the students in the sample said they knew

fheitVaIues -acrd' ibotikt- half -of--them- had a_generaLaidea_of what
the

7

- .
want from an occupation but had not analyzed-their valued ("Value'Status"). .

.. 2. 'They tended to feel a need for much information. about which,occu-

pdtions fit their value,:

3.. They believed that theyCould predict 'their grades successful3y

292
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I

in at leastsome programs.
.

4. Only. i7% of them definitely knew what gram to enroll in.

NE'

41"

,Data from:the Values System- sa
r i

-The Values system yields measures showing, importance that stu- .,
0

'

!Pr

dents attach to each of the ten occgpatiopalvalues used in SLGT-and also

indicates, the f*ld of interest they would like tp work in.
.

40 ,

Values weight Table S12 shows.the'means and staricrard delSiations

of the weights-that students assiwied, to,the values on...a scale where 0

designates' no importanc nd 8 maximum importance. The figures in the.

"Unres cted" column fare the weights asligned by students before they

played the Values,Game--i.e., the'numbers represent the students' initial'

reactions to the definitions of.,,tlie values. The "Restricted" column
; *

reflects the effects of both the Values Game and the eonstraint that the

sum of the weights-equal, 40.: The latter .condition', of course, largely

.

,accounts for.the smaller means initthe Restiicted column. It is not pos-

S

3

Insert Table 512 about here

sible to separate the effects of the Values Game andthe ,restriction to

40'points on all- changes from, the Unrestricted ro tie: Restricted columns.
. .0

,

Itl genera], howeVer, it would not be
ft

,unreason'abl to attribute changes '

in rank order (Insome,Prestige, Security, and Leisure) primarily to'the

.

-)

Values Game: .. .,
. ,..., .

Table S12 shows(a).that each of the values was important to some
. ,- ..

,

o ...-
students; (b) that there waslo,seriousAceiling or floor effect, since

.
. .

even the highest wId.loJtast weighted values exhibited siablda variation;
1( ),

. /,
r .

4,
.0 2.9

0
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N
.

.
----, .

. (c) that, in general, Interest Field, Income, and Securitrwerethe three
.

5
.....-- -

- 1 . 0.-°.

most important values for thligroup, whereas Early-Entry `was the least.

-A ° / . .

\..important; and.(d) that in reaching the 40-point limit, students selec-
_

,
.

tively reduced the weights origindlly assigned--that is, not all weights

were decreased proportionately.- Students were least willing to give up

Ihcome and Interest Field and were most willing to reduce weights for

Early Entry, and Prestige.

The low weight given to Early Entry", is not surprising, since all

the students had already -made some commitment to education beyond high

school.'

It is -also intere fng to not that-ihe_standard deviations show

)

very little reduction. Indeed, in two cases (Helping Others and 6ecurity),
%

they increase. Thus, the restricted case ooes not appreciably reduce the

I

variance of the weights.

Selection of interest4keid. Befeve weighting the value Intergst

.
., .

Field, students indicate which oreof the six fields interests them

. .. . -- .
#

r
most.. They are givea the opportunity to change fields_before they ad-

, '

., .

just their weights to sum to 4.0 and whenever they elect-to return to

# the Values system to review the weights originally assigned.

Table S13shows the n ber of times each geld was selected. Note

that "N = 694" in this..ta le means that 644 interest field selections.

re made by the sacple o students. Some may have chosen thee same

field More) than once, and thers may have changed fields. .°.
,

- to

Insert Tabl e S13 abont.here

11,

I
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' Table Sl3shows that the Personal Contact interest field was clearly

..the most popular, followed by the Scientific, Administrative, and Verbal

fields. The Technological and Aesthetic fields were least popular.
. .-

.

0
or

Data)from the Locateystem
. 4 ;

,

'inLocate, studehts select a set Of a:We values as a screen, for

. ot04 rieving potentially attractive occupations. students specify a

minimum return they would like on each value, and the computer then

/

lists occupations that meet or exceed that minimum for each of the five
(

values. _Although students may choose Any five of the'ten SIGi values,

the students are.encouraged'to choos'e their top-weighted ones.
,

'Values selected for the screen. Table S14 shows the frequency with

t which each of the10 values was selected as a member of the retrieval

set. It maybe inferred that, students tend to use their.most cherished
,

c.
%

,
.....

\ ./ °

values in Locate, for there is close agreement between the rank order

Insert Table S14 about here

of the value weights (Table S12) and the rank orde.r of the frequencies

in Table S14'.

$pecification_levels or categories. For each value except Hiagh-

Income and,Interest Field the student may specify-one of fourfpossible

levels; there are five lewers'ipr Income, and there-are six categories
.

(not levels) fox Interest Field. Tabie'S15 shows the frequency with which

3 .

the various evels or categories were specified: Again, the iLis and the

numbers listed in the "FREQ" column indicate the number oftimes a value

or specification was used; not the number of students making the speCi-

0 .

295
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ficatibns. Also; the ndmbdrs are associated only with yalues/specifi-
,

,' ,
cations that actUallysreteieved acceptable lists of occupations. If a

-294-

,

a

student's specificatibris are too strict or toO,loose, resulting in empty

f

ones
'

lists or nes of unwieldy'size, he must alter the specifications, one at
.., .

.

a time but in any order, until he finally arrives at a set that does

retrAeve.

Table S15 indicateS that all the degrees of specificatio4 are used.

Insert Table S15 about here

r
The fact that theretieval of an empty list forces the student to lower

a specification (or change interest fields) may account for cbe frequency

with which the-lowest specification appears. (A value set at the lowest

level does'not screen, since all occupations meet Or exceed tilt speci-

fication.) tabfe S15 also Shows that students tend to specify mostly

average and above average levels, and that when they use Interest Field'

a§ one of their. search values, the most popular field (Personal qcract)
.L . ..

was the one most frequently chosen in the Values systein:'

Occupations retrieved in Locate. What do these values/

specifications retrieve? Table S16 lists,all the occupations in SIGI

at the time of the data Collection and the frequency,with which each

* .

was retrieved. The frequencies include the 4<e*action bf itifiates

(students who have gone through the six subsystems in the scribed

order'and who are consequently privileged'to return to any subsystem)

as well as novices.
r

all/ 143 occupations of the 155 in SIGI were retrieved for a-
,

. total of 9,419 times. As would be 'expected from the relative popularity

e
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of various levels of specificatiOn, professional occupations were much
.

InsertTable.S16 aboyt here

more frequently retrieved than were nonprofessional occupations. The

.12 occupations :that were not retrieved are

...*Actor/Act'res

Automobile Salesworker
Dental Aeqistant.

.

Dancer/Dancing'Teacher
Flight Attendant .

InstrUment Repair Technician.

Science'Laboratory Technician
Real Estate Agent
Typist
Welder
Keyp4rich Operator

Stenographer,

No occupation appeared more fftquently than about 3.V of the total

,

frequency for novices andinitiates. If we pdol the various teachitig occu-

,pations,- 4rt most frequently-retrieved occupations would be

OD

Teacher Dentist AC.

Lawyer Civil Erigineer

Psychologist ',Industrial Engineer

Physician School Counselor

Speech Pathologist /Audiologist-

Data from the Compete System

Occupations selected for examination., .Table S17 shows-the-frequency

with which students (initiates and novicesY selected occupations for

0
examination in the Compare system. Students^may select any occupations

they want, but they are particularly,encouraged to investigate Occupations

retrieved in Locate becauie those occupations tend to satisfy their values.

There were only two occupations (Dieel Mechanic and Instrument

Repair Technician) that students never Selected. Students dtd not confine

,

themselves only to oc-cupatlons.retrieved in Locate. For example, Actor/

Actress,, which was not retrieved at .all in Locate, was sel cted.,17 tit4

in'Compare; Dental Assistant, which also failed to_appear

wasIselected 17 times. On the other hand, the secondary

297
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Insert :Table S17.ablut here.

occupations, which were among the most frequently retrieved in Locate,

were asked about in Compare with relatively low frequency. It seems

poSsible that many students tended to avoid the teaching- occupations
40+

-because they,khew the job .market has turned sour. general.,, however.

the two.sets of frequencies appear to be'quite consistent. The occupation

most frequtintly asked about (about 2.7% of the total frequeficy) was School'

COunselor.. In comparing absolute frequencies of occuptions retrieved in
.,. ,

.

Locate with thLoae_used in Compare, one must allow tprithe fact that a given

may be retrieved-several times by one student through various,
.. ,

lists of specifications in Locate; but will probably beselectedonly once

by that student for examination in Compare,
t

Questions for which answers were sought. Students may ask up to 28
,

questions about th6 occupatiOns they have selected. ,(For a list of the
I

Alga.
J ,c ,

questions, see Figure 2, Chapter II.:) Table t18 shows the frequency

with which each of the questions was asked.' All the questions were

Insert T.41e S.18, about here

asked with considerable TrequencY, the highest being 7.98% of the total./".

The least favored were "Opportunities.for'leadershi0" and "Prestige leVel?"

The five most often chosen were; in order;

Description,:of work activities?
Education remuired--Early Enty?
Definition ,of occupation?
Related college courses?
Beginhing salary?

-1
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Data 'from the Prediction System 4 .

4'

Reports of previous academic_perfotrmance. Table -S19 summarizes

.
students' responses to qUestiofs'about their previous academic per-

' r

fortance, The responses are. stored by the computer.and may (or may

-not) be included among the predictor variables in any of the regres-

sion egliations that compute the probability of a student1Sreceiving

various grades iri a particular "key course.' Table S19 shows that :

over 70% of the Santa Fe Community college students reported that they-
-

had ranked in the second or third fifth oftheir high school class

'and that their mathematics gradekhad been mostly B's and G's. They

0

4

Insert Table S19 about here

,Tresented-a, somewhat rosier picture with respect tO theiEnglish gradeS;

more'than a'quarter of the\stude reported that they had earned A's,

and more than 70% of them s aid they. had got B or bette-r- On the other
.%

..... hand, fewer than half of them were confident that they 'needed no help-
.

'.'With English, 'and abollt one-third Of them believed positively that

they did need 'help. Perhaps) the studep4 did not think that a.grade.
3',

1.

,

',A

g' B or better in high school English guaranteed sufficient mastery

for college work,-

,Programs for which predictions were requested. The list of- programs
.,. ,

.
--.

for which the studentcan obtain predictions is different at each.college.

At .the time of the evaluation, predictions were available in 65' programs

at Santa Fe Community College. Table S20 lists these. progrAms and shows
. .

b-'0

the frequency with which each was selected'in the Prediction syst4
- .

., N.

rTh
' ft

0 *

At

. . 299
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Students sought predictions in all the programs except Mid-Mana&ement-;

4
,

Marketing and Radiologic Technology, mThe programs most frequeiily
J, ,

. .

Insert Table S20 about here

4

-

4

selected were Psychology, Industrial Design, Business Administration,'

,

Engineering, Child Development, andkaresfry.

Selection of questions about probability: Also available in the'

Prediction system are explanations of probability and prediction. The

explanations are in the form of 'answers to five questions that the

student.(novAce or initiate) may ask if he chooses. See Figure 5,

. Chaptexi II for .the wording of the questions.) The questions' were

-

included. in SIGI becauselde knew from our past experience that the con:-

cept of probability is diffiiult for many studentd. The frequency

with which each qpestion was selected appeail's in Table S21. Assuming one

question per student, 133 students sought,,Diswers tetone or another ques-
.

414

tion. This.is two-fifths C40%) of the students'using the Prediction system,'
" '

if we assume that the numbet of students is,,the same as or close to the

6 -
number that reported their pfeviopp academic performance in Table' $19= -in

the case of Santa kFe, 305.

Insert,Table.S1 about here

Data from the Strategy System-

,(No summary data are collected from the, Planning syltemi

the only information from that system that is worth-reCOtding as summary.
. ,

data wouldibe the names and frequencies of the occupations selected far

"

planning.) .

In Strategy, the student selects a set of three occupations and

X00
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indicates which one he7fav9rs most. Then he sees the Desirability Sums
S

"

e

4
oi;sthe occupations4 (See`Chapter II, pages'32-34for a

description of Delirability Sums.), Next, he interacts with a discus4on

-of a decision-making st ,rategy based on assessment of rewards and risks,

after which*he estimates the' probabilities of his successfully complet--
. .

. .

,

ing all the requirementi for entty, intoeach of 'the occupations. EinalVy,
. ,

. ,.
. . ,"

he once again indicates which of the occupations,he favors most in light'

of the.i4formation he has. accumulated about rewards (Desirability Sums)

and risks (,prdbability of entry),

Table S22 shows, in the first two columns, the frequency,with which

#- occ upatiOns were designated first choice-when the set of three occupa-
-

tions was selected, and, in the ehir& and founth.columns,.the frequency
lk

with which they were designated first choice after assessment of rewards
-I -..

and risks.

4

Insert Table S22,abou here
o

.

Wemust be cautious in interpreting Table 522, since it shows fre-

quencies of choice, not changes. We cannot infer, for instance, that

no studentAanged their minds about an occupation that has the same

'"post" frequenpy as "pre" frequency. We may note, however, that the

.4
most"popular octupations, in turns of post frequency, were School Coun-

selor, lawyer, Legal Assistant, and Rehabilitation Counselor- 4aso, if
0

we list-occupations with a differepce.of 3 or more(in either direction)

between the pre and post frequencies, we seethat Rehabilitation Coun-
t

.

selor, Civil Engineeand Veterinarian made gains (6, 5, and 5 respec=

tively)., wher Elementary School Teacher, Motel, ane Registered Nurse 2

301
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4

...had losses (5, 3, and ,3 restectitiely).

Cho ce in relation to desirability outcomes. 'What influence&
0

'ft \
.

3 students choice of occupation in this context? Table.S23 pfovides some

irisighti. Under the headihg "Desirability Outcome" are .the frequencies

with which stildents,,in their pre choice, selected the occupation that

.latqr turned out CO have the highest Desirability Suti, to come within

10 points or the highest sum, or to fall more than 10 points below the

highest. AppaientlY, almost half the time (47%) students did not desig-

mate as their first choice the occupation that, as they. soon learned,'

was the most likely to satisfy their values.

Insert Table,S23 about here,

The next set of figures, under the heading "Which Strategy," as-
/

sesdesthe post choice of odcupaplon with respect to the measures'o£,
*

reward and risk. The reader should understand that the options listed

in the table do not all exist at the same time. Fqr example, if the

student had estimated that his chances were equal for successfully enter-

Ing.each of the three occupations, he would have only the last two

options on the list: He could choose either the occupation, with the ,

",,

,

greatest Desirability Sum or one with a Smaller sum. If he had'made

differential estimates of success; some of the first four options would

be present, but not the lit two; moreover; it might be that none ot the
.

1s
tudents are told LV ignore differences of :10 points' or less be-

tween DesirabilitY'Sums: For a discussion of how the 10=P9,int "error"
term was estimated, see CounselOr!s'Handgook for SIGI (whi8h is Appen-

dix G of this report): pp. IX-12--IX-14.

.302
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three to icupatiOns had the

I

,

Sum andigreatest chances,

first option. The reader

I

it

-301-

fortunate combination of greases

,,

ancl therefore the student would n t have the

should also remember that,Sum high means hay-

Desirability

ing t e,highestDesirability Sum or.coming within 10

:
, .

.

6vertheless, we can make some

under 1."Whic'h-7Stra teg
It

s o he highest.

ences. The first foil categories

present instances of d4fferences in b th sums

and c a If we slake the reasonable assumption that studen s would

\nearly, always choose,"Sum4high, chances high" when that option as

I

11;vlei ,

present, we ha e left 1.47 instances (68 + 5..\+ 24) where studen s had,

to choose on the basis of highest sug;best Chances, orsome co ination
(g-

'

pl which neither fattor was best,q0443 instances (46% of the ime),
,

. .
they selected the occupation with the highest sum; in 55 instan es (37%

2.t

"tbf the time), they selected the occupation with the best chances; and
. ,

',:', in 24 instances (16% of the time), rheyiselected an occupation -t_batAlad
.

::.t

,6,,,neither bhe
\

highest o,t/,sumnor greatest chances. (This last is nneces-
.,

-. ., I, . .

.:,Vsa\r'ily an illogical choice, since it may ,he-the best combination a
,

))

rd and risk. See Counselor's'Handbook for SIGI, which is Appendix G

,i

.dS his report, pag s A-25IX-26,) 'There were 24 occasions wherl4stu-
!

. .
.

I
,

,dents estimated their chances as equal for all tree occupations. 'In-
. , 41

this situation, they-made the apparently logical choice (occupation with

!

fhe highest sum) 14 times. and the appareritly illogical one 10 times..

.We must be careful, however; not to infer that those 10 choided cape

\

,,- .,. - .
../

!'
from students wh o didnot know what they were doing. We have learned

. .

. .

. , from our interviews that behavior which appeals inexplicatA in printouts

\\\

I

often has some logical explanation- -even if it is only'. that the student

.

was late for class and pushed the last few buttons at random to reach

"sign off" as,quickly as possible,

,

803'
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Table Sl: Responses by Emperimentals'and Controls for

Question 1-41 of SIGIEVAluation questionnaires ',

(Unless, other ise noted, all figures except ni,s are percent.).

Pi snsm. INFO6ATIn. i.

al (2) 23-3' 21e cr./tit,

/ .../. (3) Over 30

(4)
4
Rat er not say

il

P

Sex: ..4

41 (1) Male
11, e .1". n

a/ ,, (2) Female e. i/4 ',4

70
Aa_
7
c

3. Yelr in

.5:5- ±lz (1)

-.I I (2)
..... (3)

)

CAREER ECISION-MAKLNG '

o liege : rtrE.= Tye
st

ad --C. Z.'

rd '

th
jts_ 4 .T4,4-4,/, rut

*3+4

/ a.)

,

How ell do you know what, rewards and satisfactions yoewant

1) I kndw exactly what I want from an occupation.

,5" 2) I tave a general idea of what I. want from an occupation.
3 3) I'm not sure what I want from an occup ation. . .

,

0 ( ) I have no idea what L waat fzom an occupation.
4 . ...

from
,
an

,
S. How y occupations have .yot explored as possibilities for yourseff?

.z.. _j_ A I (1 None

3-/ ,2 0 (2 1-2
(3) ?-4

,:l cf. (4) ore than fou

*7E-
6.. .How many .f the occupations that yoil knbw about are likely to give you the rt.. - ,-/ a' (.,.

satisfact n4 you want? al aN a
......- C /

, j
j .2.. 0 (1) No e .

- - z.- ii /

Tg (2) 1-2
,....2 (3) 3-4

. ........t. -$ (4) More than 4 . ' , g,
0

.
'..7..

lt7. Which Of the s atements below best describes how definite your career plant are?-n =,11,..
r.1

,a (1) I know xactly the occupation.' jOhnt to enter.
-r-:- 4'

a

da (2) .I am try ng to decide between tTo dif ferent'occupationa.,

.2f (3) I am cons dering three or more different occupations. -

.21.- ::. / / 4
.

.

---"Z (4) I' do not h ve any specific occupation in mind at this time..,

r
. 44.8. Vow well do you 'think 64,17. Apredictredict your grades Inalkous programs at

-,
y_ur t.1.2r4

college? , 4, 1
(1) I think I could predict Try grades accurately in any program of Brody n.G .-://$4

21.
I mightitake. ' .

ail- (2) I think I could predict my grades accurately in one or two programs,
.

. but not in all
18/ /0 (3) I have only a general idea 3f my grades in One or two programs.

e_gi (4) I can't predict my- grailei well in any program.
'4

1 s

IL
9: Which of the following best describes the present state of your plan's?

_--j,......q. (1) I know which program to enroll in, which courses to take, and most of7....te

..z Ye.

22-

. S-5...

the other steps necessary to reach my occupational goal. c. .//Y I

I have a general idea f which program would be best, but I am not

......_

87 (2)
sure inlet other steps e necessary to reach my occupational goal. a

t? (3) I don't know which prog m tb take. I need help in planning my education. ..

1..

occupation? z..7 ez16,

Alp

'30
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Table S1 (Continued) 4

erall, how confident do you 'feel abobt your career decision-making skills?
0 (1) Very confidedt e =7q L. /1179

(2) Somewhat confident -
(3) Not .confident,

Items 11-18 are activities relatedto thinking about occupations. Put a .check
under the heading which shows how much time you.hve. spent on each of the activities.

11. Reading about occuRations.
?LE, a 71 a /144)

12. Talking with friendsabout the kinds pf
occupations they are' considering.

13. Talking witt'peorile in the field about
*k. ocCupations,s/e iS, 6 917.

4,4e
14. UU ing the ,college's career ,

ibrary. wee) )//)e
15.. 'Attending career planning workshops.

16., Talking to 'a guidance counselor about
careirs.n,i.z. 7.y (-.01".1 1174)

Using career-related 'audiovisual
materials. //,2)

.
ilsing, a computer -based gitidance system.

= 8.9 // 3) /

Rarely Sometitaes Often

1,4`-/) 31 /6)

*7 (eS1)1' 4Z(5).

.25) .1.L(3_)

1.5:44) ;/ ;LI)

& /(.a) aq(34) /(24). ` /'.'J.

4 (6,5*) 3423) /4A) _IlLoj

) 4(7. ) ) 1/ )
For statements lq-24, put a check under the heading that best describes

19. .1 would follow the advice of a teacher,
counselor; parent, or. f riend in, planning
my career. Zee. se, a- PI)

1'20: 'Which occupation I enter will be ihostly..

21...0 r. /
a 'matter of chance.

Everyone seems to tell roe something dif-
fer,ent, go I _don' t know which career to
choose. 7 ? . . . ( 2 3 4c I I 4)

22, I,will decide for myself 'which"oCcup tion
= g

23. In order Eo plan for a career, I would,
need to knew how soon I would be get-
ting ne /43)

24, There is plenty of time before I have
to start" thinking about chooiing an /

_occupation. 0.3),

StrOngly
Disagree'-

.5-0)

how you feel.

Strong*
Disagree Agree Agree

,q33) 62b1.50 (7)

37(") 0) 4-63)

/9(2 6.) th)

(I) 4(2) -72_64

L,)

.'305
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Table Si (continued).

gate yourself on how good a career decision-maker you think you are. b1e. = 5/.5-
"Ma

-, Look at the scale below. Think of a friend your age who, in your opinion, makes

good career decisions. Consider that person at the top Of the scale (10).

Think of a friend your age who is not a good career decision-maker. Consider

that personcat the ,bot tom of the sca4e (0), .

Now think about yourself as a career decision-haker. Where do you fit on

this scale? Circle the appropriate number on the scale from-0 to 10.

0 .

'E 0 /
1

0
2 33

.5-'

4

C I

1A a, .9 , Y io
poor 1career..

decision-
makermaker

5 6 7 8' 9 10
6 /4/- /s F

7 /3 /19
3
A
good
caree
deCis

maker

on-

I For items 267 29 mark an X on the part of the scale whIlch best shows *hat is true of yoU.1

IA

"t E = 51

#4, 26. How much do you know about occupations?
7E1 cl -111i1

. d
ISa a 3

/

4rI I 1

° VA .1. ,...,

C 3very littl
1 1 A 'I/ 01/ :).

a grear deal
67

7.11,'E =10.1

NE S 27. How of ten do you" plait ahead?
li.c .-=/1i

1 °

.6 jj
/ i

1 0 iy
2 M3 /0 3.0

4

C ''' rarely, ...

1
i

often
O

Y I .11 .15'

V

*28. How do you feel after making an important decision?

E

,.,

1 i''

9

4101

i

o , o 1 0 14

3 'aa SW/ 3 4

4--
-I usuaily o
don't think
I've dole the
right thing.

04 -

Ilk OP9; How clear is your knowledge of goals a nd values?

6 't11

0
,

It

ipa not clear°
'1

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

2
q?

3

SeE=g4

a4

/6"
I am sure
I di the

right thing.

,b9
2.1.2

IS'

o
.2, r 3

1: A0 I 2 /

//f

30
4

ya4.27-5-

clear

.
t 'N. - ,

30. What .cipcupatidm would you most like to prepare yourself for eventually? Even

/11f you are undecided, pick an occupation that appeals to You.
lnee! = 72,

Name of ivf_d.d .9//g.2133 't 3 4 Jut . 2-1... 7.- 7d1 i

F

.43

. 97

/,1
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Tabn'S1 (continued)
r.

Answer questions 31-34 in relation to the occupation named in Item 30.

To enter this occupation, how much education beyond high school would you need?

(1) None. r
\,..--(2) 2 years. : 4

.---' (1) 4 years (bachelor's degrees. O.
(4) 5 -6 years..(master's degree). , N

It

(5).7 or more (doctorate o law degree). r

(6) Other (please-explainr # % )
.

(7) I don't know.
/

. .

Check the salary range that indicates the average of money per year earned

. by people in this occupation. ' - '
.

(t) $20,000'or more
(2) 4$15,000419,999

S
r (1)611,000-$14,999

(4)$8,000-$10,999
;"(5) $7,999 or less

(6) I don't know-__

Check the one statement which best describes the /amount of supervision usually

receiveZ1 by workers in this occupation
9

.(1) Work Without supervision; plan own work; seldom evaluated ¢y others.

(2 } 'Supervised weekly; follow overall assignments.
(3) Supervised daily; work under supervisor who assigns and schedules

work; free to decide details of work.
(4) Supervised hourly; activitiesoare directly supervised with little'op-

portunity to act on your own.
(5) I don't know.

D

Check ehe one statement which hest describes the future employment pro pects

for workers in this occupation.

(I) Eicellent: ,Strong demand tor workers; shortage of qualified p ople,

(2) Good: Steady demand for workers.

(3) Fair: Demand limited..,extept in certain geographic'areaw OR dema

decreasing due to automation. or economicconditIons.
(4) Podr: ,Little demand, if'any; the occupation-is very overcrowded, &n

few jobs areAvailable,
(5) I don't

10

35. What colltge program (major) are you presently enrolled in?

36. Whax,occupation are.you preparing for in this program or major?

CARERCUIDANCE
-.-°. 71-'.6.44. 6-'6 . 4

.-

f
37. Have you seen a counselor during the last two mo,nths721..e:iii. 5,y(1) Yes it/ (21 No

E
38. .7-yes, what thing(s) did you discuss?

i3 . /O (I) Your 'values a. , e = /6.6" t'ic '3141?1)
)./6 (I)-Occupational choice

// /0 (3) OcCUpational infOrmation

/.. /7 (4)'Curriculum choice
/ .22.(5): Course selection . l'(-f..

44 (6) Chances for success "r ,7 (7) Program'apProval
J.

_a (8) Family pressures ,

x .

,,La. (9) Financial aid .4-7.

/ (10) Other (please explain.:
.

)

307 % \"
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.Table S1 (continued)
r . . . . 1

".<
VI . ., - . . , g

39,. H a v e you taken or are you presently enrolled in a career guidance course at
your 'Tollege? z...x--..e..,_ go / (1) Ye's .:(7,/ (2) No

40. If 'yes, how twould you rate it? -71, =4.0-- . '."C.--1 / /4 P15- 7.5:,... ,

9 ;.e/o.) Excellent`
Z
"ft,

-.V2r.. 1,,,7(2) Adequate --C.,=-a2/
__. 1(3.) Poor. ,

41. How do you feel about interacting with a computer for career guidance?
4.4 0 74 (1) Favorable -77- E = 2/

. ,.,941 r dc Neutral
C) e .2. (3) Unfavorable . ...a = 46 g

-

..cA"

< 01/

J.

,

308

4

0

O
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Table S2

Occupations Named by Experimentals in
Response to Question #30.

In SIGI'
a

(72'Occupatioxis)

b
.*AcLountant kz)
Auto Mechanic (2)
Bookkeeper
Chemical Engineer

. Clothing:Designer (2)

4 C6Mmercial Artist
Dental Hygienist '.
%Electrical Engineer (4)

Parmer
.Forester (2)'

Industrial Engineer (2)
- Interior.Designer

Lawyer (3)
° ' Leal,As-0.sfant (2)-

.

Practical,-

'Nurse, R'egistered (2)

0C&pational Therapist
Oceanographer (2)'

Pharmacist
Photographer.
Physiai'an (2)

PhysAcian's Assistant (2)
Physitist (2)

'Psychologist (4.4)

Radio/TV Announcer
Receptionist
Respiratory Therapist

- Retail Store Manager
Schotek C6unselor (5)-

Secretary (2)
Securitie Broker.
Social Worker (2).
Teacher, Early Childhood\
te4r, Elenlentary (2)
Teacher, Foreign Language
Teacher, Physical Education (2)
Teacher, Physical Science
Teacher, Special Education
Teacher, Voc/Tech
Typist (2),,

Urban Planner 0) ,

Zoologist

%

Not in SIGI'

(8 occupations). .

Business Administration
Caraiovasdular'Technician.
Child Psychiatrist
Fashion Merchandising
Military

. Wildlife Conservationist
Youth' Counselor (Christian)
Zoo Keeper

r

Too Vague to Classify

(6 responses)

Busin2ess (3)

Medical
Own Name km

(Blank)

t

a
If the occupational title used by student was different from that used by SIGI

for the same octupationr the SIGI title appears on this table, e.g., "Nursery

5Chool Teacher' is listed as "Teacher, Early Childhood," "Fashion DesXgaei-"7as

"Clothing Designer,"'etc. die

If a ,occupation..was desgnated more than once, the number-in parentheses

,showsgihoW often it was designated. 6..

1

I

O ,

O
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Table S3

Occupations Named by Control. s in

Response:to Question W30

3

t

tOP

(.'
.

In SIGI
a

Not in S}CI
-a*

(70 occupations) .(17 occupations) .

, . % '

Accountant . Advertising Rep
ACtor/Actressi _ Animal Conservationist
Arcniteci _ BialogicalTarkz
Architectural Techrtician ,Technologst ,

.
Beautician - /....°\ Builder '

,

Botanist : Cardiovascular Tech (2) .

Chef/Cook.(2)
b

..Clothes Buyer

Civil Engineer . Dean of Girts
Chemist (2) . EnvironmentljeEngineer

, ,

g-
.

ClothinDesigner - Foreign Trade Specialist
, . ,

41, 1:

Commercial Artist ,Horticulturist
Dental Assistant Land Devdloper
Dentist
Drafter
Electrical Engineer (2)
Electronics Technician ,
Pine Artist
Flight Attendant
Forester (2).,

Hotel/Motel Manager1
Interior Designer
Lawyer (2)
Musician ('3)

Nurse, .Registered (6)

Oceanographer
Operating Room Technician'
armacist.(2)

hotnrapher
Physician
',Physician's Assistant. (2),,

Pilot (2)
Psychologist
Public Relations Worker (3).

Meal Estate'Agent
Receptionist
Respiratory Therapist.
Retail StOre Maniger (2)
School Counselor'.(3)

Secretary (2)
Teacher, ATt

-.Teacher, Business

Ornamental. Horticulturist
Parole Officer'
Producer of Concerts
Retail' Merchandising-Buyer
Teachet, Drama

Teacher, Erementary

ed.

310

)

I

. Too Vague to Classify .

(28 responses)
.

"Animal, Science
AviatiOn
BOss
Business (2)'
Business_ or Helping
Relation Field

Communication' (2)

Conservation, working'
with animals

Criminology
Education
Helping Profession
Marketing'
Medical'
PhysicalsEducation-(4)
Plant Man
Social, maybe health -

related field
Working with small

children
Writer
Undecided ,

(Blank) (5)



Table S3 (continued)'

'In SIGI

Teacher,'English (3)
Teacher, Physical Eddation
Typist (2)
XRay TechrIplogist:

a If the occupational title used by the student was different from that used

-by *IGI for,the'sameyccupation, the SIGI title.*appears on this table, e.g4,

"Fashlon besigneT7 is' listed as "Clothing Designer,""Airline Pilot" as
,"Ftlot,",etc.

If an ,omipation was 4lesighated more than once, the number in parentheses
i . 4.'

b.

, . shows; how often it waskdeSignated.
f ol

a

H

'q

/19

.1
r

311

a

a
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-Table S4

a

Responses to Questions 42-45 of SIGI Evaluation

Questionnaire,forControls

eko .r .
(Unless otherwise noted, all figures except'n's are percent.)

42. Are' you aware that theie is a computerized guidance.sysiem (SIGI) on campus? '''"

44'' /1 7 (1) Yes .... (2) Ro , ---'

43. : If yes, what i ypui impression of SIGI? - =-1/.9I
2) (1),Favo

. .

... ....--

62-), 'Neither favorable nor unfavorable -..
(3)' Unfavorableo ......

7T (4) No impression____

/44.. How did you learn about SIGI*71-'
1.6.- (1) Friends

(2)"Counselor. a

(3) Posters, Ardchures,
--7 (4) Newspapeta (5) Other (please explain:

45, :Do you want to use SIGI? "
If yei, wfien?

)

9(1) Yes / .(2) No

If no, why not?

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE TO ETS IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.

VI

, THANK YOU in YOUR C.POPERATIOI4.

4

3t2

't
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Table S4A

Control Student's' Responsesto Open-Ended Iteits
on the Questionnaire

C

Qudstion #38 (Other Reasons for Seeing a Counsellor)

College selections.
'Inftrmation on higher institutions.,,
Possibility of early entry.
Whether or not to stay in school.
CLEPeihd university enra ce.

Question #44 (Other.Ways o 1:earning_About

'Instructot--teacher,
Sherry Bookman knows
,that I try it.

My'BE10,4.olps. (Aent
VA counselor.
My son.

J

(Mentioned by., 3 students%)
my father and she suggested

ioned 14 4 students.)

a
Some of the reTnses have liden slightly edited.

.1)

e

a 1

1

313

104

a
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Table S5

Responses to Questions 42-88 of SIGI_ Evaluation
Questionnaire for Experimentalsi

1,...,0"

( .._.
. ,

(Unless otherwise noted, all numbers exceit n.'s are percent.)
,

EVALUATION OF SIGI

b

.-
F---
Circle the grade that you woad give SIGI .on each of the followings

42. How interesting was SIGI to you? 7t, =-_-r4
...-f--

6'3

A,

7
B, C,

.2
D, or

0
F

43. 'How clear was SIGI in giving information? --::- s, 9-

44. Overall, how good is SIGI? "it, 1: 8 4 . 7

, .

A'
6.4

B
.112

Ce D or
,i,

.

F0
u

A,

.:0:r

B,

.4

C,

6

or

/

F..4

c)

Circle the grade that shows how useful SIGI was in each of the following:

45. Helping you decide which occupation to prepare for,.x.,,AK3
4

46.,Helping you become more aware of your values.

47. Showing you the relationship between values and career
decisions.

48. Helping yelp find out which occupations might fit your values.

--49. Helping you get information about occupations.'"

501%* Helping you understand grade predictions expressed in

A, B, C, D. or F

12.
A,

.25"

B, C,
/,

D, or F

Er
A,

3t.

B, C, D, or F
A, C, 15, or

A, B,
.2.40

C, D, or
0

.3/ 6
proliabilities- . ir/

51. Relping you esamate p abilities of success, in one or

A, B, C, .D, or. F,
3/ Sid / 3-

more programs. =. grV.
s

m52. Giving information about programs of study at your school.
..111N11- hrer-

A; B, C, D,,or F

A, B,
$4

C', D, or F

41i
/6 4.453. Helping you plan a program appropriate for an occupation

47.
'you are considering. .A, B, C, D, or

54. Helpingyou learn how to make career 'cleelislons. j A,
36 39A,

B, C, Di Or T"

. 1
55. What -role has SIGI played iflyour occupationarchoice?-x,: rto

'/44 (1) SIGI helped me to"choose an occupation. -"

ikr-(2) SIGI hielped confirm the choice I had 'already made.

3,7 (3) SIGI suggested' other things which I am considering.

.,

_....,1 (4) SIGI provided littleor no help. ,

314
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Table S5 (continued)

To. get help with occupational and educational decisions, you can go to SIGI and to a

counselor. /For each of the following,.( 56-63) , put a check under the heading which,

in youroptnion,,represents the best source of help.

Plan program of, study 217,6 =ea.,

57. Get information about occupations
4,2)

58. Confirm an occupational cho4tst FlU

Find occupations that .fit valims4

Find out about financial aid

59.

60.

61. Make values more cleare ;yi

62. Resolve conflicts about occupational choice
-2L-E 8.6

63. Estimate chances of-success in a program

SIGI. Counselor .SIGI &

Alone Alone Counselor

_2_ : if 72
.;I i' 9 6 _3

3 Z) ./ h ..5 // .L..

-2/ 4 ., 5- ..3- /

3 33
9 5

g e 6

..3

64. Have you scheduled or do yod plan to schedule an appointment with a counselor
(1) Yes _5-4/(2) No

65.

as a'result of using SIGI? =

If, yes, what was-,or will be the purpose of'this
discussed or plan to discuss.
44 (1) Your values

'TT (2) OCcupational choice
(3) Occupational information
(4) Curriculum choice
(5) Course selection
(6) ChanCes for success

(7) Program approval
(8) Family pressures
(9),Financial aid

/JO (10) SIGI print-outs
(11) Other (please explain:

41,

Check all the topics you

66.. In using SIGI, did the occupations of interest to you shoWil, on the list determihed

by your values? = gei 77(1) Yes ,2 3 (2) No

67. Were there any occupations missing from SIGI that you were interested in?
(I) Yes (2) No

If yam,, name them:

. #

'68. Compared to othier kinds of occupational information how would you

national information presented in SIGI? .2.1e-= = g0

(1) Better .-

11Y(2) About the same

45, (3) Worse

69. SIG' hes 28 questions you .can ask about ocdupations,.
about occupations that you wish had been in SIGI?

e 76

rate the occu-

Are there other queitiong
ti (1) Yes g7(2) No

If yes, what question(s) would you add to the SIGI list?

I-

f

42,
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Table S5 (continued)

70. How would you rate SIGI's writing style and vocabulary?,--JY..,
Z1) Too difficult

2A, (2) Just right
.11'(3) Too simple

71. Did you find sexual, racial, or other bias in SIGI? (1) Yes 9$7 (2) No

If yes, give examples:

72.

a

Below is a list of problems that may have occurred in using SIGI. Check any
thapycru experienced: -,1-, = 7.2-J

/

Ji4 (1) I did not understand some of Ehe directions.
]T(2) The writing on the screen strained my eyes. ,

(3) I had to wait too long for an appointment to use SIGI. .
ti

(4) There was too much reading. ,.
V- '(5) I felt rushed While using SIGI. - --1,v,

(0 The computer broke down while I was using SIGI.
(7) The writing on the screen was jumbled.

LO (0 I wanted to sign off SIGI, but couldn't.
Le (9) °there (please explain: . )

73 How eften did you request a print-out on SIGI?.-YL tl.2r3
.Y (1) Frequently

,,;;A!(2) Sometimes
42 (3) Once or twice
C) (4) Never ..

1"
74. After using the computer, did you do anything 'to get. moree informAtion on your own ?'

7
66 (1) Yes".7.5-(2) No

.

75. If yes, what did you do? "2/...-% 71

I/ (1) Read -, .

4/ (2) Spoke p people in the occupation

(3) Used'a diovisual material:
(4) Other ( a 4 explain: )

76. How much time di&you spend on SIGI?-x. =4":./

// -(1) 1-,'hours
3-.3(2)'2-4 hours

23.1.4(3) 4-6 hours or more

77. Did you go all the way through SIGI (including the Styategy section)? ?n .62:

917 (1) Yes' / (2) No
s

, 4' , " ,

78. Over how many sessions did you use SIGI? jr. 17-8 ;X.0
2f(1) One

(2) Two

4;2(3) Thre or more ,

79. Do you think you would profit from/further use of sun 49/(1) Yes

80. If yes, how many additional sessions would you like? -7fr tr Yrr
40(1). One .

272) Two
45:^(3) Three or more

:71(2) No
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Table S5 (continued)

81. Whch sections would you use most?
/6 (1) Values
=(2) 1.oc,4te

0203) Compare
/.2.,(4) greQ.cfion
7-7(5) PAnning
a(6) Strategy

82. Is there anything SIGI didn't covet that you would like it to:cover?
(1) Nes gip)" No,

If yes, please explain:

.

83. Is there anic_area you wish SIGI had covered more fully . Yes 'Ai--(2) No .-79
"If yes, please explain:

-Y
M. What did you like best about SIGI? (check one -only) . . / ,2. 7

ca / (1) Learning about my values,
1,

,(2) Findingoccupations-that fit my values
..60(3) Getting. occupational information

../

...4--(4) Getting grade predictions
.

L.../(5) Learning what courses .to take to prepare for an occupation
,r.(6) Learning a strategy for making decisions

(7) Ltarning how values affect decisions .,
..:.

(8) Other (pleaSe explain:

85. What' you did on SIGI was completely private. How important is this fact to you?

0

-,o2/
piivacy

- made tur

difference

.2 3

4 2.6

4

1,..2
'very

important

86. Have you'advised friends at your college to use 6 (3.Yes 3 ;;/../(2) No

-77
87. If yes, how many?

g(1) 1-2

.2.(2)' 3-5

(3) 6 or more

.

88. Is.there anything else you would iike.to tell us that wouki help-us improve SIGI?

317
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Table "S6

ExperimenCal Students' Responses to Open --End
on the Questionnaire

terns

Question #65 (Purpose of Appointment with Counselor)

az.
To see if I eon change from clerical to practical nursing.
Discuss experience.
Suggestions about schools:
Values on working.
Kelp in decision:)

,

Question #67 (Occupations of Interest Missing front SIGI)b

CommUnity mental health workers paraprofessionals, i.e., rehabili-

tation technicians, cottage parents, special education aides.
Occupations working directly with animals.

Military Officer.
Combinationsof two majors (business and language) where and what

to do to get the best opportunities.
Ix the field of agriculture - rela'te'd occupations.

Soil Conservation.
Underwater welding.

Geolraphy,
Legal*aid.
Psychiatric nurse clinician.

- FBI or CIA agent.
Aitronomer
Diplomat.

Journalism--btoa eating combination.
EEG TechnOlogi
Public Relationsbroadcasting.
Horticulture -- ornamental.

Travel,Business, .

Motorcycle Mechanic.
Playwriting.
Art Historian.
Set Designer.'
Free-lance Writtr. ,

Question #69 (Additional Questions Students Would Like to Asil
b

In what sections of the country are jobs to' be found (i.e., New

"England, Southeast., 'etp.)? - !_. .

.14hat.isp the future outlook for/-a 10-year prediction?
Specific information about job opportunities and firms..

.

Question #71 (Examplenof-Blas in SIGI.

Value judgment in 'presenting jabs from the imaginary placement center.

As,a white male, I wasn't looking for,' net was I sensitive to any bias.

I'm white, middle- class, coll ege-educated, blond, blue=dled, and

American.

318
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Table S6 (continued)

Question #72 (Other Problems in Using S

Many.things required "Print"--which I didn't waZ, It caused a delay
for me time-wise. (Mentioned by 3 students.)

No erase possible,
. When you have the opportunity to ,go.back, it makes you wait for

printouts which you already have, Frustrating. Waste of time and paper.
Slow printout. ( Mentioned by 2 students.)

. Getting,the answer of "illegal response."
I had to take more printouts than I wanted. (lentioneby 3 students.)
SIGI should- not, be done in 09- sitting.

COuldn' go back at time I desiredit.
Writing on the screen strained my eyes.
Ptintout had almost faded intoOblivion..:pbor copies.
Had to listen to a long explanation becaise I pushed the wrong button.'

Question 1175 (Other Steps Taken to Cet More Information After Using SIGI)

Went back to work.
Planned.
Thought.
Talked with parents.
Counselor. .
Wrote off for additional infoilltion. (Mentioned by students.)
Took two more tests.
4Chetked oh probable couraet of actj.on.'

Question 1182 (Additional Topics SIGI Cduld Have Covered) b 4

Combination of two majors--business and foreig ,languages.
Yes, more questions in prediction.
More extensive planning of upper division co ses.-

More precise informatiqn as*to where are the jobs available- -

states apd cities. J

The bad, points in teaching elementary school.
A list of the counselors.at this college..
General life style influences. ,

More details gpout'Colleges.

Question #83 (Areas that Should Have Been Covered More Fully)

' Professional responsibilities and/or psychological strain involved
in the helping professions. ,Difficult to leave "sickness" at work..

abiljj.y to use leisure welPisaffectea.
More digricultural fields.

-', The full 4-year program of-study.'
LOCATE:
VALUES. .

Job dscriptions. (Mentioned by 2 students.)
Planhing=,-course requirements. (Mentioned by 3 students.)
Prediction--course description. (Mentioned by 4 students.) "),
Duties -that go with occupations.

t 319
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Table S6 (continued)

r

Question #83 (continued)

So rces of further information .on occupations.
Jo0Navailabiliuy around the nation, statistics in national areas.-

A list of occupations.
Values: Physical environment and customary clothing attire for

.occupation selections.
Colleges..

Question #84 (Other, Things Liked *Best About SIGI) .

None mentioned.

. 0

a
Some of

I

the responses have been edited slightly.

b
In some cases students suggested, occupations or innovations already
in SIGI.

ti
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-Table S7

Suggestions for Improvements in SIGI Giirenthby

Experimentalsin Response to Question'#88

SIGI is a great thing, make it available to as many people as possible.

The values -Ames made you choose' between.two values--stimetimy a third
value gets in stile way and then the computer informs you that your decision
does not agree'with your'values.

Try to combine majors' with-minors (two majors together).

Include the fixture outlook <10 years) ,\a d the ful147year curriculum.

ffeel that the occupation art teacher a

Iodisagree.

no room for helping people.

I didn't like having to print some things and not being able to print

other's.

SIGI is a little repetitious.

Hard, to read (on my eyes). a

The,course descriptions were' inadequate in my opinion.

I really couldn't say much to improve it.

Except for Wuties that go with occupationsf, I feel
for anyone who wishes to-know more about himself, as well
decisions, whether a person intends to heed the advice or
and really enjoyed myself.

SIGI is pellect
)S making career

ot. I profited

I'think 4 is great. Thank you.

Ekcellent!

A real good service with a lot of p9tentli.al in helping people"to find

th it niche in life..

ex or better occupational choices.

E ;plain some of4the bad points about the occupation.

Very good.

If the printouts could be quicker, or at least revised so that you don't

get a printout over again. It made me restless--more anxious to have my
specific question answered - =also I lcareless.,became more careless

Thank-SIGI very much.
"(

I enjoyed it immensely and recommend it highk:.

321.,
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Table S7 (continued).

Information for pepple al

it would be advisable to plan
Florida positions with busines

Is there any.way to print
received the same thing twice,

I like it very,. much.

ready employed--to help us to

a change. Pefhaps comparison
s positions.

onlyd portion of a screen?
in orderto get ,a second item.

decide whether
of State of

Sometimes I

Too-many instructions'repeated. Also, if you had to repeat a section,

you still got prirktAiS% That took too'much time.

a Some of the responses have been edited slightly.

.0
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Table S8: SIGI EVALUATION, UESTIONNAIRE

FOR COUNSELORS

BACEGROyND,INFORMATION

1. What percent of your time do you spend In
career counseling (as opposed to personal
counseling, academic advisement, etc.)?

.2,-) (1) None

2..(2) 251 or less
-7-(3) 25-501
0 (4) 50-751

_4225) 75-1001

21. On the average, how many students do
see each week for career counseling?
,e1(1) None 0.
/2)(2) 1-5

(3) 5-10
-77-(4) 10-20
--7--(5) 20 or more

3. Row long are most s salons for

(1) less that Omminutes

' 77.(2) 30 minute to an hour

GP (3) one to_mso hours

4

J

Na

career unseltng?

Please indicate sihether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about

computer-based idadce systems.

4. Computer-based guidancnsystems

5. Computer-based guidance systems
of many routine duties, leaving

sional counseling activities.

6. Computer-based guidance systems

to the jobs of counselors.

are a passing tad..
m

can relieve counselors
more time for profes-

are a potential threat

7. I will probably never make much usexof computer-based
gdidance systems le.my work with students.

tt Computer-ased guidance systems are capable of helping
students make rational career decisions.

Agree

6 .

4).

Disagree, Not suce

'EXPERIENCE WITP SIGI

,4

through?

I

-2'(1) Yes9.

10.

11.

BAYS you attended a WI CounselorS' Workshop?

Have you had a dance to use SIG' yoursalf?

If so, which of the SIC/ subsystems have you been

_La) yes

£1) VALUES

P),I.Q ATE

(3) CO
(4) PREDICTI
(5) PLANNING
(6) STRATEGY

.

Copyright (C) 1975, by Educational Testing

Once.7

'3

More than once.

-D--

Service.

323
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J

,:

4.7 '''thir

41 (2) No

(2) Now

.

All rights reserved;

1
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Table S8 (continued)

RP
*A

12. Have you referred4students to SIGI?

If so, how many?

For What reasons?

1

I

9 (1) Yea O- (2) .No

0

13. Row have most students at your college reacted to SIGI?

7 (1) Favorably
0 (2) Unfavorably
0.(3) No opportuhity to observe

14. Have ikudents come to you with their SIGI printouts? 7 (1) Yes - -0 (2) No

What p roblems , if any, have you had in helping student s interpret their printout ?
10,

15. Have students come t you with psobreins' related to use of the SIG' termirs?

.
. / (1) Yes ' G 2 No

If so, what kinds f problems have they encountered?

/
.

/

ge

Prior to having SIGI at your college, to what degree was each of the following/(Items 16-

22) a problem to you in your role as a counselor? or i

16. Getting students to read occupational
information.

17.` Keeping up-to -date on occupational
information.

' 18.* Identifying sources of occupational
information.

Major
protlem

-?

Minor
problem

..2-'

NO
problem

/

__3 ....2., 0

// 2
19. Finding time to see all theistydents

. (h want the help of a cani7for. 3 ,..?--

20. Identifying students who need help o<
with.their educational and occupa-.
tional plans. .

21. Selecting appropriate programs of
study for students' career goals.

22. Other:

(
23. Hai SIGI had an impact on any of the abqve problems? 7 (1) -Yes 6(2) No

If so, which ones? (Circle responses.) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (12)

Please explain: 44 6 3

I

N t relevant
o me

go.

(
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Table S8 (contipued)

Have you in any- of the following (Items 24-27) now that SICI is available

to students a our liege?

Increase

24. Number of stu&ents'you are able to see.
0

25. Amount of time you spend doing career

counseling.

ZA. Length'of career counse}ing sessions.
4

a
27. lity of group discussions about values

and career decisions.

. -Do you know which of your students have used SICI and which have not?

_2E(1) Yes

Decrease

0

0

O

No

change' to observe
No opporTenity

C

O

-3 (2).Mo

If so, in your opinion do students'who have used SICI rate higher than,atudents who

have not used it in their ability to: No opportunity

Yes No to observe

(1) express clearly the satisfactions they want from
an occupation? --Al / 4?

(2) state their primary oCcupationaLchoice? - ..42 -1-- 0--
(3) mention alternative possibilities? .; 0 0
(4) indicate. sound reasomor their preference? _g...2._ / 0
(5)'show they are well-informed about their first- o '..'

choice o cupation?' o%. - ..2.. /
^

....-- --.
(6) decide at programs of study are suitable/for

each o upation being considered? ' / 0 2.)

(?) evaluat their chances of success, in programs

being c sidered? 0 / . 2,'

29. How do you think students should gain access to SICI? (Check one or more.)

.2L21) Terminals should be available to students on a first-come, first - served
basis, and fdllow-up sessions with counselors should be optional.

2--'(2) Students should be required during their first year of college to use SICI

and schedule a follow-up session with a counselor.
-7 (3) CounselOrs should refer students to SICI and require a follow -up- session

afterward.
(4) SICI should be used as part of a career guidance unit in a classroom course.

(5) Other:

0
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT ---.

.-. ,

30. What occupations do students frequently ask about that are *losing from SICI?

.

31. Are there other additional occupations that you would like to see included in SICI?

.2., -(Yes / (2) No

If so, clam list.thea:

32. Are SIGI's writing style andsvocabulary'appropriate for your students? '

4 (1) Yes No

If not, what changes would you suggest?

S.
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Table S8 (continued)
4

33. 'How does the occupational information in SICI compare to other sources,available to
neents at your college?

/ (2) About the same

(1) BetZer

0 (3) Worse

34. Did you ind any sexual, racial, or other bias. In sIV? 0 (1) Yes 7 $2) No

If so, gi e examples:
I

V

, 35. What suggestions do\you have for improving SICI, the Handbook for Counselors, or the
Counselors' Workshop?

C

OPTIONAL INFORMATION '

Members of the .SIGI research staff are -e apecia.11 nterested ih hearing about any----"r
personal experiences which you or your colleagues may have had in working with SICI. Please
use the space below to record any observations, amusing anecdotes, students' comments, etc.,

. which you would like to share with us.

" 4 !

Name: College:

0,

PLEASE RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE IH.THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED

THANK YOU COOPERATION

t)

a

d
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Table S9

7 C'

Counselors' Responses to Open"Ended;'IteMs
on-the counselors' Questionnaire a

4

Question 12 (ReasonsforReferring Students to SIGI)
, i "'

....

Validation of some directions already discussed Nith student.
I require mylstudents in'Behavioral Science 'to go throuh SIGI

--as, part i,,:iuirement'for the course.
.

Uudents are referred as part of an oh-going process in self-
assessment- student choice of alternatives.

Career choices (2 responses).
Value clarification as part of conrse BE 100.

Question 14 (Problems Associated with Printouts)

None l resnses).
A

responses).
Some tddents are incapable of successfully completing the

preparation elluired for certain majors.
There seems to be a -need for experienced SIGI people.tb inter-,

pret data.
y

Question 15 (Problems Associated with the Terminals)

;This is taken care of by assisting personnel..

Question 22 (Other Problems Associated with Career Counseling)

Career Counieling was very minimal h re.

Oestion 23 4Impact of SIGI on Counseling Problems)

..,

The students at ]east haVe one place to go--a central 1 ccation-

- for a source of help. l \

.

'SIGI is centrally located for all students.
Program of value/goal clarification is valuable. .

SIGI issomething the.students can relateto that is objective

and reasonable. . ..N-,
.

'
2

Question 29, Item 5 (Other Ways of Malang SIGI Available tO"Students)

. . ,

Termihal located in major Feeder school. 4,-.

(

Use of SIGI as 'part of our alternative §tudent list in serf --

evaluation and assessment.

Question 30 (Occupations Suggested by Students for Addition to SiGI)1'

-

Vocational-Technical.

32: :7
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Table S9 (continued)
N.

A
.

Question 31 (Occupation's Suggested bz Counselors for Addition to SIGI)
b

Food Service, Child Care.

Question 32 (Suggested Changes in Writing Style)
. ,

International student's have.trOuble with some idioms.

question 34-(Exaiples of.BiaAn SIGI)

.No responses.- 00.

Question 35.(Suggestions for Improvement). 4.

Mord time explaining results thoroughly as soon as printout is

given.

Optional Itfofmation
yo

I am very impressed with SIGI. Since I require my students to use SIGI

it has added to my classroom discussion on values and has encouraged students

----. to come in for personal counseling. Many times vocational problems turn into

personal problems. In-counseling I have a hard time separating personal, voca-

tional, occupatiollal, etc. I can only speak in high regards for SIGI and how

<it hagThelped me in my work. I feel it is one of the biggest advances in

o

counseling that I have experienced in 20 years. /

O

-1
.

I am director/counselor of a_group of 11th and 12th grade high school
.

'students here at the college in a-voutional/technical situation involving
both vbcaiional and academic courses. We have set up a program'of performance .

.objectives from which the students might choOse their own program of objectives.

Completing SIGI is one of those objectives. The tudents who have experienced

SIGI have been enthusiastic.in their response'to the prqgram. More students 4(
e

'have been choosing this,alternative to self-exploration., . .

,1>

a
Some of

.
th responses have ,teen edited slightly.responses

,
Some ccupations in these fields are already in SIGI.

.

328
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Table S10

Br;akdoln-of Sample by Age, Sex, and Enrollment Status

Factor
,:r""

Age
4

de

,.1 oy under 32.2

19,21 25.8

22-24 14.5

. 25 and over 27.5

) Sex

' Male -42.2

Female
,v

57.8

Enrollment status,
About to enter 40.5
1st semester_or quarter 46.5,,

Completed 1 or more semesters 27"5

Other 15.5

WI/

4

;,44T
rob



Table S11'

Initial. 'Status with Respect to Caree Decisions

T (

'I KI,(14 T 'I -t,At*-T
:MX I

WOULD KNOW IF I SAW IT.

1 2

Z2
41

2::47

I 1" IN T: s 1

#,T V'" T _4: )

1 CAN L1::T OCCUPTION4 41"
1 !,i 7...(C"Fi*--T TONS 4"11-'11 F 114- ?2. e I

IT FIT "Y .4 . 1'
I " tr I' FC,..t 4

(N= 46G )
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F PE i c IN r f.t rr './
-"F t, fL I t.y r r A`r,ik .

1 Crt AT P in- F,Ao . ,
"I

(= 146C, )

P r...R ri IC LL I4t
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itlif t. I Ch ;PP( Ti I

F te_C r

/7 164'.
f 1..1.

1 l 7, `

9
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Table S12.

Means and Standard Deviations for the 10 51Gl Values

Value

Unrestricteda Restricted
b

.

Ic S.D. X

ASV

S.D.

Income 5.62 1.71
,

5.16 1.67

Prestige 4.43 2.05 3.07 1.66

Independence 5.39 1.77 ,4.46 1.63

'Helping Others 5.28 2.25 4.21 2.32

Security 6.07 1.87 4.69 2.40

,

Variety 5.08 1.99 3.77 1.80

Leadership 4..30 2.12 3.16 1.80

, -

Interest Field 6.07 1.75 5.40 1.75 0

Leisure 4,.26 1.97 3.57 1.83

O

Early Entry 3.47 2.38 2.27 1.98
C

aStudents weighted each value,on a scale ranging from 0 (no impor-
tance) to 8 (maximum importance), with no restriction on the magnitude

of the sum of the weights.

Students were forced to adjust their value weights to sum,to exactly

40 points

b

. 331
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Table S13 E4
Y.

Frequency with Which Each -fff the Six

Interest Fields Was Selected

Interest Field (N = 694)
a

- 4:reqa

Scientific 134 19.31

Technological 71 10.23

Administrative 118 17.00

Personal Contact 190 27.38

Verbal 117 16,86.

Aesthetic 64 9,22

,

aThe n and frequency represent the numberof times fields were
selected, Students, may choose more than once.

f
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Table S14

Frequency with Which Values Were Used for Retrieval in Locate

yr' L t t;`'' 1 i;Cr ( .) I, a

I. 7r ST IC L.

NC, rci

Ye
vThTY.
l.IDERS.1,1
INT-E-RFST FIELD.

1

I

a
#

The n represents the total number of selections, not the number of students
using the Locate system.

A
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Table S15

Level or Category of Specification Used` in Locate

Lr (N-- 1474 }

TLIA;. 'E, OC.1 -f-F, t'#< .

E Tr1 V.% 8, Oath
IIRE t'1.1 000.

A T.-11."1 r..11;,

° PLL-TIGE

.1...FLC,

-s

1

la 7
1L.11
4-%."

.t

SP1-C LEVEL:: (.=
-Ss'

*41.-tA.C:t. IS pK.

/4Q4

..

)

l';;

......1-:'
- "r - ".: .

cl

81.'6

, i ...?.

,

1)6:::
1 !"'-'4 \\.:% .)1 1-I,I :.4.. 'If:F. At 1 c:r. 1H ',cif,.

I -',-)T '.'r'..!.T .-.,:

1)!DEPFNDENCE C.PEC LEVEL!: Cs: 12:.1 )

!V1 r:A.;:.". I. C.IC

1Vr:siv:r T

r.:',E:1-"T-is Is '41 P,11;L` 4r.UNIT,
129.FAT it'OLINT 0

CTiltPt- SPEC LEVELS (N= 7

rt.61, Vt.", tk,1- is;

rLsc:E THAN 'AVERAE At-CUNT.
cREAT At-CUmT

2

,-t7CU6ITy LEvt-L;, (N? )

AkiERAff,
t'`f.P.F THIN 'AVERAGE AMGUNT,
-CRE T A1461iNT

VjRJETY SPEC V 'a S (4= )

6E10W AVER.AGF IS (11/

AVERAGE_ AHOUNr.
MORE THAN AVERA1.3E AHCIUNT
CqEAT A fr.il';`11".* ,

FistC

;c

1r1

it-Lr

cc 2.4'2
325
181 41.91

La.r.''':..HIP SPH. L=VELS (N= 441; ) r7r.r I: ,,t
. .

BELOW".AVLRAI;LE . IS'fiX 22 5.40.10

AVERAGE-- ,Pmf..'UNT - , s 151 34.32
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Table S15 (continued)
6 :

INTF F (.

T I PIL I f EC.
TECHNCLCGI CAL
f OPT ;TnATIVE
f C'NTACT.

Li 1 fs.UPE SPE C VFL r (1):=

I O.'.
t E

L't.T
TuAN AVE RA(E

87- APT- L Y 1:14 Y C LIVFL
o

.0

)ca

% R ' Y: t r.S.
1° YE

.6

140., )

4.,

VA:

,."

,

'7 177a1-.1J

174 12.4

1' a.;
1...st

A

664 )

0'1'1

4 4
re

(N- )

0

-

1 :7 /42%.1

1 t.t; 74,17
40 ° !,):

I

0.
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Table S16 .
. .

OCr.' PA 110ti S_IN trf':,CAJE( NCY I CI. .& IN1 I I AT,E ) (1.= 8/55
a 6.- *(64 1)

)

FRE0 z FRED x
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LEA.011C1 it;. --'f-0 D. 1 1 3 L..
L';,1 ANI51. f,7 0.65 55

t!,.71

. PlPletl-E'-.-__Pt rt. 4 0. V. 0

I 4`.:t< T'CLI.FA. 4 0.J5 J
8

6 '41

;.f.i.: tly2

7),.,
l'il'INc5....- te t,CII1NE RE PA IR T L C".. R 0.09 4 1

Ist..tr. C.--Fr1GF.R. 49 0.'-o

CO4Ii::tG I ...L" /10 I z.T. -7 ' .0001 0 1)4 4

40THING (EL1,3:..0. 13 - 2

Giv::hiCAL-E-4-4-E-"Il'.FER. 89 -1. 02
O. 15

11
Li. 3")1.

k DMPUT E 13 -PRC,CR-AhtER .
Cr"i-IT7:R CPEht Pin?* ) -

24
2 6.02.

0. a7
Ii
0 (Li t.°I.C)2.'Qt

G-IFIIIST ., 17 2 G..;L.19
CLFPt:Y. C6 0.7 5 1' 1 A 5

[-/...T.1 '.,...siSISLINT O

2. 1?
O.

CIVI-L ENGINEER. 186 26 1:9"'.

1.:: -IT ISer , 216
0.00
0.47

( .:.1:1

rEkt1'..L hYG-IEINI ST . 32 0.37
- L R .' F 1 11./1N .4- 419 - 04 2?

t (-JET ITH.. b? C..7.1

. GIFSEL Mk.. G!-'An IC ''''''''` ' . 12 ,0.14 .0
.

C.'30
G 1,4 CER INC f.42'C DIG Tc ACHL R U 0900 0.00.

,IC.OtI,A:1;,f 46 0.53 tit '11
LI r. CH ',CIL E,-si;11,i-ER :.'S

1.-.4r 11.FE 0 INC; TI- f't 41C IAN 3 * 0
3 1,2 1.1,4'N

i.,.C.i ..
0.45
0.0'3

LI. '..I.`:,28 O. 37 0 -LLFLTriONICf.- TI-C. "IICIIN
^F IN" AR T 1;7/PR PATE ART 1FACtli,'R . 26 O. -..20 0 L.G3

FU'it%tAL id RE CT P.m 59 0.67_ 4 7 1 . Li5

FLIGHT r.i.GINEER ". 10 0.22 ^ T c r! 0

ft Jtetl A-rrn,:7,',0 0 f. OJ 0
'(.:Cf.' R E,5 T FR 12e ' 1.46 11 1 6;

GEOLeAP HER . 27 031 2 C4..'0

129m1 I' CCM tt1:37 ,.. 94 j 1.07 10 .....1.. 5.1

WIT EL/ 90117.1! t' AN A,'ER 31 ('.35 , 3 0.45
IN'il12t gni .(-t '.T 3' '.0 ti. 03 . 3 .,C.,,45

I 'IT INIC2 Itt OF ;1(:..i210E COR A ICI-I '37 0.4? *-1 0.15
IN011z,1R1,L 1.2,G INELR 1111

4

.30 4.5?
Itettt-,TR IAL 11,: F1C l',ANAL,t ,t- 25 (. ?9 1 f,.1 !,
INCifISTR l'AL 01::,`ISNLIe -(1) -11-.80. 1.0 1.51
IN".TKP-ILNIT ni P +1.1a i' r,LIIN I i: IAN .a
SC IL NCI: LAO I t( .INI G IP: 0

0. 06
- 0

0 ' 1.4.1):)
i,(,...

1.1 if I: ',sr,: I I, N ° 6?,

0-, 011
12

lidtC11. 221.I.AT 1P, .., ';.PE CIAL I: T 1&.*. II 0/
be "le

3 U...0.t
1.-31

4

330
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Table S16 (chntlnued)

*
L. IFiliAP Y TELhNIC Dal .,,./ 3

L AY YE.V 266

VATHiMATICIAN 49

PHYSICIAN . ?29
l'E-CHANICi( ENGINLE3 63
METLOPOLuGIST ( 24
)I'D I Cb C it.CC,RU tf:H=4,1.1 3 TR A i 0 rt \ 18
I-E01eAl .LAcIFCiigIC IAN., 3

114ME L 2

h.ARXIT M. SLA RUE 10

!'s PSYCHOL(.41`.T .
6' 2-45, 2.8 18

Ve' L:,( .. ir C03 1-

2.71

1 :.i.;:0::-' ..° 1 ,.) 67- Os 90. ,-.

o t 0' (.4 0,, Gs00 .4

-,, 6.03' -o,/ 0 o 0 %,..:00"'!"

,i3 026 0. :VI' ''' 6-.15 ..
96 1 &lit 4# f41 ;14 66

17 0.1 c
176

2i.).V, *2615/ ::: 11 ."166 .

16 O 1-8 0 .te 0.00

.,J9 0/ 4( 30 0 . /.-C
4) .

', IN hER AlCc 2 1.0? 2' ' 0.60' ,
IF _E:PHClivt CRA1.1SCRKER. '. 2 l' 0 0.00

PANIt1-Ar ibPf. 10 S :,ALE LI.ORKLR --- .G

)115.111 A:`,./F"it It Ti. / CiiEH 27
f'F'n:t..i.L. IFCHNOLGGI SI. 18...

til;RSi:RYIMt;/LANDSCAPt ft. 21
I,A Ch 111.)i. 2?

t. F t ! 9 ' 4P E i . F E PORI i il 4. 9
iCEAN':.'.F,iPtch 75
CPT ICI /',. . 3

x.
C.CCUI AT TOOL TiliAAP 1ST 07

CURCI.ACINr AGENI /16
F CL ICC Lf-FICER. ,, . 7

PU3L IC titzlT°H SPECl/LITS1 it ' 1F.5

PILLI. , t 37,

P11,5 In A Ci...:1'

.94z11;,.Pr''LIII'f_AL 1-LIENT 1ST.
.

4

0.03 0'
3.04 16''

. 0.56 6
2.57 16

,0.7?
0.27

8 ;
3 = .

= 0.21 0
0.h.'. 0
0.0? 0-
0,11 04'

1 U

a L00
.0,21
L1pl!'

0.31 3
0."..

0.'51 0 ..

2 ,0.:1)4
3U.10

1.10;:irt 6 '
093 ,0'
1 .77 - 4 ".

1

0:0
0.18e,

0'
= 0.97 2a,

061P _3 °

,.,61 .2f: ig i c 3
16

b.00
2.4

.11.90
2.41
1.20
6.45
1/.00

U1)L. .0(0)
'': 15 11110

0./.1.1
1.00

(4.1.;0
C. 30'
Le 03
G.c3 ;
0.00
Or tO
0..15
L00
6.
0.45

30 °

2.41
06 45

NURSE/ PRACTICAL. - 1 2 0.0? Or' , 6.053.

PH3TC.G§1i::_k 22 = 0.-'? ..., 2 C.10

4
' U -Li 0.0CPUPl IC 1,. EL AT ICiiS IINIKER. 8 00t

PP.YSICI:T
PrI,Y.SICil. PlERAAIST.

''' 4 0..- irE

2 03 66.135.,' 42 64.44
.P.5.0.'UNHEI, ,INTER liTccii , 38'-'77. GO 9' 1 s 7:5

c---,:-..--1. -F:CDUCT II..% MANia.E.R. 76 9.87 , 7, 1.0`

RFIlit- iT;.I JON CCUNf.-.E.LOit
kECf:PTIC.I:Te

ES I,,TE ECeh1
NURSI, kEr;I::TE41-0.

. / KEIP IR/ TiVl THEI:14' iST
grri,IL MANAct1.1.,0,

f,ADlt../T TELl'aiCIAN
PECRE IT NA I CRKLR

-t f.Y5:1;1115 /AALy.sr
i?vAr I0f 'sr.

EiCKER.

7,C4Pt.t.

SFCREI t.i;Y

':.14T11411C1Th
'I:1AI AL ,'VICE /10E1 '
LPFECTI PAT IttiLL'CI:)1/AL:DI CLOC; 1.1J.

SINCE'? SINGING TLACH1 R.
IJR 1' E. Y 0 It

:G1Kfit

.

T OL AND' OIL !MLR. 15
0.0?
0.17 0 t

FACHFR .1 F.t Esi, IiiiTAf;Y hCHCOL 160 ' 1. 8:7: 4

0.75
0.60

001.bf 1;.T. / 57 .. 5°
TECHNTC,61_ V.11.111-,; 7 (1..! le ff; ;:li ,- '0

0 o.bo 01
0..po

TYPIST-. tioo

2 A N30.9 1.

2* .
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) Table 816 (continued)

URBAN PLIkOfkit ,. ' 1 9 1.47 19 2.116

IlETERINArilAN. 6 0.87' 8 1.20
lASILV111 it TREA TmCril QPEnATC,R. .3 0.03 0 (.00
X-RAY TECMOLOGIZa. 5 0.06 0 U.00
TEACHER, l,i1. 2c41.: 3029 i0 5.01
TEACHER, CICLOGY. 2515 3.?7 16 2.41
TEACHER, EUNNE::::. ,28b .3.24 19 2.56
TEAChER,FNGLISh/CAta. AF,T.S. 22 2.5 11 1.66
TEACHER, FOREI:;N LANCUA6l. 220 2.51 11 1,66s
ICACH62, HISICRY/MCIAL :)T01/Ic.S. .....220` 2.51 11 1.66
IEtCnE4, INCA'S. ARTS/VO.C.TECh. 184 2.10 . 7 ' '1.05
TE41HER, vATHFMATtC!... '295 3,37 16 ° 2:41
TEACHER, PeY;ICALEIJUCATION. 160 1,87 4

.TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENC4. . 295 3.37 16 c.41
VPLDER. '0 0.00
ArRbSPACE FLCINEER 2 0.0? 0.00
FIQLFItzt 1 EP'. a.8 0.69 0
EYPLIVA: DilltATUk. 0 0.00 0 1.00C

1ANGZICAP1 ARCHITcCT. :28 0.4.: 5 L. 7c
CPEWIP* RCCF TECHLICIAh 1 0;01 C.00
(PTOhEThIcTe . 16S 1.66 3.21
TEAChES, f_AltLY CHILDITOu. '41 0.47 0.30
TrI,CHNO :OECIAL IDUCATICN. 12.20 2.51 11 1.66
t0NSTRUC1P:6 I:iSPECTLR. 3f. 0.61 1 U.1
ORRE:CT Ic'N °J,FFI CIR. k.> 1 0,01 0 6.00
GEOLCGIST. 8 0.00 3 .0410"0.45

HOSPIT!L i'DPANISTRATCR. 81 Gici: 9 1,36,
F4Y:ICIiNT1 tCSISIANT,. 4'2 0.48 C 0.90
1-,TEM:Al1tPl.k. 0 0.00 0 c.ao
EEG "NCI.W:.,101I6T. , 11 C.13 0 6.ori

1013SING 1.LS1.1J/L1 . 2 0.02 0 .u.ou

FLORIST (RETtIL d 0E:IGNE.1.).7 17 0.1° 31 U.45
TE;C4ER, VCCiTIONAL/TECRINICAL. 1h8 2.1 6 6.9.0

C4EF/COiA(. 1/ 0.16 3

PLUBT:1;. 82 G.44 -13 1.96
FCJO SCIL.:TI5T/TiCti%aLCGi3T bl C.c.'? ' 8 - 1.20
TELEVISILN PhCiDUCER/GIRLCT.In. , 31 0.7! 4 6..60

1NTERPRETCR4TPANSLATU.R. 78 C.89 -14 Z.111,)

LEGIL A.,-,f:IWANT. 101 1.15 4 0.60
FAq!hCR/FART hANAGEd. 15' 0.17 4 t.6U

aRetrievals for novices

b'
Retrievals for initiates

t.



^ft. Table S175

CCCUP AT IONS IN COMPARE (N= 2727a)-

/ 01,./2 4,1L ACM: SS.
LOVERTI,II.C. COPYlaRITCR. ft: ,

AIR' CONN. 1,E1 n16. 3 MEAT NC C:1
ACCLUNT /INN .
A IRCRAF T V.,.riall.I.C.
IPPLIA1CC PEP, IR TECHNICIAN. .ARCHITL CT. -.

*

F fiC 0

17
1)
11

24
6.- 5

23

,

1-0's

0.62
.6L

0.43

0.22,

AuTOM0111. SkLi-..vORKER. 1 t..G4
;4CH. TECI!. t3 ukAF1S:4AN. 6 0.22
-AVI,GNIC,S TECHNICIAN. 2 Noy
ADI.1:1-.CSILE hi CrIANIC. 6 0.22
ACIPARI. " 13 0.43
100.4;1C4f:1 11-CiNICIAil. 13 0.41

i-"-101 IC 11::. 10 0.:77
`601. ANIS T. i 21 0.
OCC:I.KFEPEN

)1103I NESS 1"-tcHINi. REPAIR UCH.
15

4

0.55
0.2?

FANIN i:FF101%* 19 0.-i
. y'ia-, 1-E-LLF: 15

CC".11_3CIAL in .TIST. ?7
41.`.-iiiINC, DESIGNER. 14 0.51

_Je (HE-NICAL f.t:GINF Eh. ' 17 0.62
C R.7.-.1' -I 'z T . 7 , 0.26
CLI,:::(C Y. 12
C6ePUTER iPLRATOR. 19 0:7
CS.".F1..TFL PI.(111ARNER. 14 0.51
C\is.' iL F NI. INCE c. 46
DENTAL A;SIST ANT j . 17 0.6../ DENTIST . 38 1.:/9

tJENTAL h1GIENIST 27 * 0.57
DRAFTSMAN .-1 11 0.L) lk'GIE.-1 Uri At,. . ..- 13 0.1,S
Dr:. EL h.CCoal-IIC 0 -0.00
DANCF.R !art) CANCING TEACHLR 7 0.26
E COMOMIp a 8 0.29
T Li: CT RI Nol'a 1 ENG,INgElir, 21 0.77,

[-N.: 1,aCE IMF, Ir.CiaivICIAN a

3 0.11
Fl.i7C11C,:t1CS T: C.1-1:IC IAN 23'
F I N E AR 1 IS.T/PR 1VATE ART TEACIIE:( 16 0.f;)
FUMENAL C.Irt.I.,Clet:

. 0.26
FLIGHT ENG1kCER v 4 0.15

, F 1 1GHT A TTEND:NT 021 0.77
FC12LIFO - 54 1.94vi
CrO(.,4APElt. i 4 0.15
Plv.I. ECC:\ GetS.-1 ' 15 0.55
Fr-aTFLAiLl EL E 1,N AGER : 8 0.29
PM.11tANCC ACt '11. 2 0.01'
INT E li I OR' 911 I f;N:R/.0 LCORi6 27 0.99
HOUSTR JAL 1.0--: !NEER. . S9 1.45
INDUsTRI/1. Iftit F IG HANAGLR
INDUSTR IAL OF.:.0",',NkR

*---4
21 40d

0.15
0.71

INSi-RDNLFIT I,ii 41R HAHN It. IAN 0 0.00
SCIENCL LAC IrCHNIC01AN 2 0.07
1. I 4RART AN 9 0.31
1 A341c RL1 kl 11:1,S SPF.CIAL1;.1 15. 0.55
1.1.3i:42Y It c't! It' IAN , 3- 0.11
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Table S17 (. wit:slued)

LAwYLR 69 2653
5 061S

PHYSIC! fit. 39 1.43

:ECHO:ICI: :ACP:LER . 27 0.99

PFUURCLCAST 0.1!,
PFP1Cla. I.LtGLD ALAit:ISTR%10k 10 0.37

FEDILAL TECH.:1E11,N 7 0.26

*MEL 7 0.26

FARVET kiY-o5.tCHIR 2 0.67

PPMFACIIA:R/S zsALE.OUL:t. 1 0.04

ITOICAL HCW.CLbC,IS1.. 13 0.4;

TIACnEfs. 13 0.4i

rICH1114i. ! 0.11

fURSERYLhN/LAN9SCAPC;. 13 0.48

tNFUSP/pEk i:FFORTER. 36 16:52

CCEAttOqh/F4h6 30 1.10

(PTIC1AL. 0.0?

ECCUIN11:,/4. Til2API!!1 35 - 1.23

Pr:ChAslC fs 0629

Pet. ICE C1 1C1R. 17 06E2

SPECiALIT:.1 2.5 0684

15 0.5S

ITICia.'ZIEATP'Te 1.5?

Or4A.nrIEJ::6 . 0.81

LURSL, voACTIC/d.. 7 0.2$

PHOTCCPIPHEk. 41 1.50

tiLL:TIGNS WORKER. 2S 0.92

PHYSICILI, 1).18

PuYS:CAL 7 1.36

iteTERVIP4Eb. 16 hs5q

*Pr!oUCTI... 49
PSYChr21C6P-T. 70 2.57

NAnIL/TV C\NIUNCF. 0.84

PrqAbiLil;TI:N CZUN:.FLOR. 2.4q

-.&C:PTILI J:16 (1,4o

:CIL
fi..1:Tnt_56f lecP

IIESPiRs1k TEIEKOI:T. 18 06(6

MANAGER4 14 0.51

A011,/TV CcIVICE TE LN E1AN, 2 0.1./

rECr:E41 14

::LY8T 7 0.25

CU\ .51 . 11.44

17 Wee?

EFCRITAh1,0 29 1.0.5

1CHCLL LLiNSELGL. 74 2../1

:TITICTICl/N. 4 0.15

nci,L;.;'vict AIDE. 1.8 . 0.E5

PATIA.LOZI14/...601LC0.10T6 42 1.54

fANGINGTERCHFR. 1 0.04

1°V1Y0k6 2 0.07

:eCIAL Ptrig .42 1.54

riftWO: t1U1. 0.1-5

LLEPON:: CfifT31,0i2LEN. 0.07

Fill. AN: :AL mAktr. 3 0.11

TVICJIER, cr.lrEN,141:Y 30 1.10

[0111.LCI:J, 4? 1.54
9 0.3:

16 0.:;1

Pt' .f,ch. 1:4 0.(6.
O

1.

3,40
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Table S17 (continued)

VETI f:INA,i1 1 e; `3 '
1 Alle e'A 'Li TkrIENT OPtiiiiii..a
.XX RAY IL 1..(1C:1,151
TEACHER, %.'. "IF/ fitP, 1 it I ;11,Y
TIAC(.ER 1, .E5:.
1 r r.chr. , P t 1.13h/L Aity. /1,15.
11PCii , liu1 16: fAiU A bi ..
1 r.Fii; iii:A0.0/SOCIAL .--TUDI,E.)

4C1Ek, 'd.j..US. AkT!./V0(.1'Cii.
CEER , ."Ail":11),TICL.

ACtl'.::41 PPYSICALsEDUCAT1044
4 *I./CHER, '' tYSICAL SCIEeteLL

1,1:LDER.
/ 1POSPACE fiel-INEER,
FIRiThItIEh. _......--,
F. I:4 N, Pi C t'. :et k/..1 Cott.

...
I 046.1.,CF.Pt. rtCHITECT
C PER/ T1.11 i LA M -PE CH N I C 1 Ah
(PTi,eElPi:T.
irt.c.h7R, ..4g.eLY CrilLLH6LO.
T r (-C .1 3I'i CIAL Et:UO.1101.
CP4,1;Tr,'LeCTIr: IIPLPr.C1Cit.
C,Rit't CT If.re e..FF ;CIR.
CEOLOGIST .
hOS,PIT'AL, /01.1NISTRATt,R.
PI-YSICIANIF., h S S I S T A N T ID
.. Te.tr,GCAPi4. e

- t -EP`.: TECol,.ti (,CIST.
1...iSTANT. .t.:!:.'6174C ..

'et.^P,P;T f P.L TAIL & DE.;;16.4 el). .
..., TF,'ChFC, VI CAT IGNAL/IECIlk J C/L

ctieF/Cr,
-- PL C.rE%. .

",-.e...(fTiiil SC it '0T IST/T1 CHr.i.L0:1::T4
1

...TELLV1S1L.' i :3COUCt.E/1,1Pit.T(kltiTERPP.ETEL"?/T3i,NSLATC.
`LcGiL Sbi.-.1i.-TiuiT.

a

30
3

26
74
19
1'3
19

8
9
S

11
21
1.7e

-3
8

10

15 --,...,
11
11
18'
39
46
.4
26
15
14
35

410
10
15

9
.,11

9
11
20

132,'
21
61

,

`...,

.

.-

s

,

0

.

../

,

.

1.10,
011
0.95
013

0.43
0.7d
0.2?
0.33
018:
0.4/`
0ri5-
0.37
011

08:57
0:`,..`;
0/.0
00...64:.:,

1.T.;
1.49.
0.1"..
C.E.

055
0.'..,1

_1).i..22.i

0.2;7
ilif.!6'-

'.;

-0.:13
0.4`,J

01:71,;

, 62.7247

;

'.7.

..

tt

tar-

°:4°

1 AftElk/FARM FANAGER.. 0.L9' .

a
Frequency indicates the total number of times an occupation was

selected_as a subject for inquiry,by novices and initiates. : -

+1,

3 4 1

I

.
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Table S18

e

T.'S COMPARE a

-4

I f. rF '7,C"rt .t :

10 1 11P ,

ILL:7?

T ' ;
- , ..

rs, T1, '

: :L i ,

Pi LI
r '-1Fr,1"t7---4r-T"?

, P,11 7

T '""L 1.1 ; .-
1-r:4 ...i1.5 !1S '1 .7
f.T3r.C: T(' Hi Li
i.Dof F-J1it.ITIFf, Fit /ID E ,diPi I" T FT 1. Jr F.

I T. L V , 1

Puiv.AC,L
'
THE.

` 'I' T

b I i-r T r1 TI

JnA .,-F(21,n,f,TY? 1, /,

",\' ',13 1,7

'-----...........,I)

.,
. .. .i.

a
,.*,0,-----,..,

Frequency is the total number of times the question was chosen by n6Vices

and initiates.

RM

vi
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Table S19
.

Students' Reports of Their Previous Academic Perfo

H. A(!', (

TOP 'F TUN.
FIFTH.

3P0 IF TH
FIFTH.

trJ,Teil r IF T.H.

Ha.; *MA T1-1 C-RAD,E (N= )

t cSTL Y. A".
h "cTLY
VISTI sr: C".
f,FL(

-41.-1sENEL TS fi PRIDES

IrfTLY
'STLY

JELO
. .

q:
'4*(40.

NOT

VIM

s

(NF-

ENGLISH

, .

705

(Nt-

(

nce

a 1!77
if:

.1.57

: Atc''

F 4

0

1 '7

ri

PRI '16

d

27,21
L. ?

2.6?

.-
I- o I

s.

? 2. 3C) ;

1.-;,..._ .
...041,

-..,'- ,--- .....- .__-

A - -.-2 - -. li

1, .4
".4.

;
re--or2r,f_

343:
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Table S20

Programs Chosen in Prediction (N = 717a

' AccduAting.

Advertising
AgrOnomy
Animal Science
Architecture ,

Biological.Parks.
Broadcasting
BuSiness, General
BUsiness Administration
Business Education
Cardio. Technology
,Career Assoc. Spec. Education
Chemistry
thild Development.
Computer &' Info. Sciences

Corrections Counseling
Criminology. .

,,

Data Processing
Dental Assisting -

Economics ..

Elementary Education
Engineering
English
English/Lang. Arts Educatfbn
Food. and Nutrition

.

Foreign Language :Education: Spanish

,Foreign Language-EduCation: French
Forestry
Home Economics

s.' , ._

....,,,...Hogiatc. oii-;7,7.4-11ild,Development

Home Edo9...-..-Food & Atrition ,

Industrial Arts Education
Industrial De.gtgn ''" .

Inhalation Therapy
Landscape Architecture
Law Enforcdmene
Mathematics ,

Mathematics .Education
Medical Records Science
Medical Technology .

Mid-Management
Mid Management, Marketing
News --Editorial

..,.

..b

Nuclear MediciktT
1,. .

Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Pharmdcy

-..

A

..

/

FREQ

,

-

-

2.23

1.12
1.67
1.67

..1.53

1.12

0.84

1:39'

3.63
4.70

0.98

f:12
1.95
2.79

2.23
2:65

1.67
0.98
2.37

1.12
1.95'

3.35
2.65

0.56

1.53
1.26

1.12
2.79

.0.70

0.56
0.42
0.14
3.91

0.28
2.09

0.98
2.65

0.70
0.42
1.53
0.70

0.00
0.70
0.70
2.09'

2.09'

1.67

16

. 8

12

12

11
8

6'

.10
26

5
.

.

.14_

20

16

19'

/2

.7

:17

8
14
24

19
4

11
9.

-8

20

5

4

1
1

28

2

15

.7

19'

5 .,

3-
11 '

5

0
. 5

5

15

'15

4

#1"
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Table S20 (continued)

s, FREQ

"

O

Physical science Education 6 P0.84
Physical Therapy *11:1 1.53
Physician's Assistant 1 2.37
Practical Nursing 6 0.84
Pre-Veterinary Science 11 1.53
Psychology 30 4.18
Public Relations 17 2.37
Radiologic Technology 0.00
Real Estate -19 2.65
Registered Nursing 6 0.84
Secretarial 9 1.26
Social Work 2.51
'Sociology 8 1.124
Soil Science' 8 1.12
Statistics 4 0.56

Theatre & Drama 5 0.70
Textiles 14 1.95
Zoology 17 2.37

0

a
The n represen6the sum of the individual frequencies, not students.

.-"

a .00

4
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Table S21
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Table S22

'1ST CHOICE OCCUI'AT ION -It. STRAT-tlyY -PRE% PeSTb(ti= 270 4 263 )
FREC k FPLG

,P CTGi AT.D ACTRESS .- 0 0.00'
ADVERT! SI.II CCYIITtiTER 2 0.74
Al° VAC, kLFRIG, 1 HEAT MECH. 3 1.11
f CCOUNT ANT 4- 148

1

2

3 '" 4

2 0.
1 C. _8
0 CGO
5-
0

190

---7 0 Ls VT
1..00

0 10.0
0 L.00

. 0 . 0.00
1 D36
0 D. '..i 0

L6./6
0
0 . Li., ::j1 r()!

4 I . !f 2 , . i c Oa
2 C 76
3 \ 1.14
0 \ D.00
0

0.37 1

L6:)11

1
o.

. 2

4
L. 6
/.. 2 ts

0 C DC.;

3 1-614
3 1,14

to.i81

. 1 1'..3
.0, s _0,600 .

0 Ili F.ID `
0 60: 0,,_fo,

2

L.76

'ox

0.37.AIRCRAF T I.I.:CliANIC. . 1

1 O8!:

to

t PPLIANCL TEPAIR TECINICIAN 0 .. -1Y. GO

/IRCHITE CT ' ' 5

ArioroaiLF- $1_F-:-,t,oRt:i.il. 0 0.00
' ARCH. UCH. ANI'.; DRAF.ISKAN. . 6 0 MO
AVIC,N1C5 TICHIIICIAN. 0 U.00
A UT'CPC9 ILE IL-CHVAIC 0 O.00

% i CII.URY 0 0.03

4 Dc0AL/0:,T 1 ECH'IICIAN 1 (i...37 ,
f 1"AtITICl/A., 0 -1 Ci OG

C: G.. . ?6I ANI ST sI 1 ..7

4

BC' '3 ttI_IP' L R .'" . 4.0 0.00
CLIc'IRE. :` 4 C I 1 I t4 t REPAIR TECH. -'-',- 0_ 0.00
E'$"11 OF F icir. , .

....,
.. ._OV'' 1.85

Pain Tr I LO U 5eGf
iRTILT 2 0.74CU'VERCIAL. .

c I. a Tit 1 N c- LF. 5 I G.`4E-!:' 3 1.11
CHEMIG).L F t.i..iIiEERO 0 0.00
CHF. t:I ST 1 037

_

Cf."'111./TER CPE-EAT. A 1

1 ol 1

0.3/

1 t 1 1

DENTAL fr'..1SLINT 1 0.37
'DENTIST . 3

CFNIAL 41YGILNIST 5 185

., ...

DRAFTSMAN 1 0.37
' '_ P I ill VI MI ' -k. "- - -,.. k - ,L2 ,,,0 74

L. IESEL I..114tNIC 0 . 6:0 t
, DANCER- AND DANCI4f, ;1E4i:tit:Ai 4 o MG

E CON 00 I'S T .. 0 01:0101

FLEcTRIcAL ENGI:stlf R 3

ING'ItEEk IN:: fECF4IF ItN 2 0.7!,

.0.96
f LFCTRIThICS TECHT:ICIAN 7-
F I.sa: ARI-1ST/PRIV/4E ART TEACH.I.-.-2 0

1.11

0.00
0.00 ,FIJNERAL DIR,CCIOk 0

FLIGHTIGHT ItoGII.EE- . 0
FLILIIT ATTEN6.4 &I % l 074

6 02..3202FJRESTt-R ,

HOME ECONL t!It.,T 0 0.0D ,C

C.F.F.GRAPI.ER G

- HOTELINGTPL IPlt.I.EFI 0 0.00
`.. II-NSURAII1":. At4`IT 0 000

N-INTEfilln DI ::.1,Iit;./LILG0RATOR 0 0.00
I NDL; TR I ;1.. 1 !;' INFC t; 2 0.74

rnit TAL DE S IGNIR - 1it101 0.37
III0l4 T: I AL 1 tcAFf 11 riNAGER 0 0.00

, 0.01INSTR.:PI; NT I.t.PAIr; TLCHNICNN o
:. C I I. NCE I_ tit Tr.:(..-rtli l'C 14; 0 U. ,

L 144AR I ATI , / 0 0.O
L P,;IFI, RI LIT TOIIS ..) P I ( 1 1. C. 1 Z: T 1 , 0.37
L I H A 2 1 ' TC Critv) C TAN J

0 0.00
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l *Wag , 9, 3.33
PATHEMA.TICIpt. 2 0.74

*I

HAIUL EA:GI:JEN 3
1.1'1
1.11PEC

PHYSIGIAA 3

NETLORDEL2IST 1 0*37
KE01( AL. isFGC1t0 ADrINISTRA TCR 0 0.00
1.4.F DICA LtAE) IC.C,INICI.AI . 1 0.37

.. ....
I..00EL *

. 4 1.48
POKET F-LARCHER - 0- C.00
t ANU1ACTLPE'R IS .:)ALESI)ORXER. ..0 0.00
t,E0ICAL TT ChNOLC, I:.)T T. 0 0.00
1..I.'SICIAhlt 1 S.IC 1.7ACNER / -6
1.1A Cril .111..1 . , 0

2'. ??
0.00

1;E!r:SEYistt/1. A NOCCAPtIt 1 0. 37t
N1,1.,13 APES REP:ITUF_Ro 6 2.22
1cFANcii,,Ar rq.n. 2 - C.74
CPT ICI t::. 1 0.37

PURGI.A!..111.; ACE-itT . 3
1.11LGCUFAT IG.,:t_ ThECAPIST 3

POLICE CFFICLR. 2

11
at

)16:74

PU81_ IC 1-.1AL! F. WEGI/LHST. 3 '1 .. 0.37
F ILUT \ 3 *4". 1.11 .t.

pcfciricAt :GU:NT I.ST 2 0.74 ._
Frit mi,RG I.c.-T . 2

1 .
U. 74

hip?sE, PRACT ICAL. di "4 1648
.

PtIOT (.GR hPEttr. 5 1.85
. -,

PURL IC liELAT 1 '3r,, .> 1tLRKER 2 0.74
PHY,81CI",:,T. 1 037
PWCICAL T-41-t.tP I ST. 1 2 0.74

'F ^c '!':EL. I), .17.".:V1`..:).;i: 0 C... 3E-1

PRDE, G1 i i. pNAvil:t. ° 2 0.74
PFYC LOGIST ' 4' 1.48
RkDIE V ANNC'JNGER. . 0 0.00

.. fEtit.EI T1(.1) CC,UvtSL LOrto 3 1.11
P.ECE-.1T (...P.:T. 0 C.06
kit!. 1- 'I ATc. ;EN1 1 0.37
r. l i r : S I.: R r. ::: Tir. Tg21-.:17, . e* 2.96

L t "" '' ' kE.51 JR TC/tY, TriEi,d,PISl , 3 1.1,1
- FUT I IL : T r .': E 4AttAGER..

V
0.37

4 1-AQI),/Ti 5-hVICE JELPAIL/AN. 0:;7
PE CRHAT 1;..N - :RFER. ? Os 74

)...YSii "S f.).''.i. YST 1 '0.37
SOIL GOts.;:.F;eVATICINIST 2 L.74
SIGUkIT IE., LI-.0Ki R. 3 1.11
52GNETAKY ' 6 2:22

T5TIT IGi'), 0 %,1(..(79)
;Jlt c'L CCL'fLELCR 10

-3

:.00TAL' SERVICE AIDE. 2 0.74
SPEECti P ATMACGI,T/A0DICLCal: T. 1 C637. ...

,..
SINGER AND SINGING 1 E AShER./ 0 0.00 - .
SEINVE,YOK 111

EociAL 1. CPY E R.I. 9
0.00
3.33:
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0 , 0.00
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VET/ RIN,th IAN. . 3 1011
1 A5JEWAILI( TI.FAlr.:":NT OPLItATIA. 0 0.00
X -RAY T E CIVICLOGIbT . 0 0.00
TEACHER, AT ,*

0 U. 00
TEACHER, 1.-ACLC;,GY 0. ooo
TEACHtR, BUSINESS. :, 1 0.37
TEACHER, I-1,6L I(..11/LANG. ARTS. '2* TEACHER, FC.,ieE 1C:N L A NC1JA CC 1

0.74

TEACHER, 1i11..TCH7Y/SOCIAL STUDIE,3 1 L.37
TFACHER, INLL'S. Oa:IS/VOL. TE CH. 1

(
TEtCHER, PHYSICAL EDUCA11.3N. 4

C),1°. '337TEA E 7i,E4 , mATI-4:.tIAT ICS. 1

1.48
TFA*ChER, Pirt,,IChl SCIaNCt 0 U.00
IIELbER. s

0 " 0.00
AEP6SPACL Elli,li,1-EE1 2 0. 74
f IP c.F IGHTIR. 0 b,od
sFypvich (DE10,Toit 1 (1.37
IA 4017C !Pi. iRChITI.CT 1 -0 -S7
C Pr-k: I INC itCC;.. 1 tCriNICIAN 2 0.74
tPT Ci4ET RI eT 2 11. 74
TE ACr4E:1, EANL Y CHILDH00O3 5 1.85
TEA,EnE'2, SPECIAL EDUCAT JEN. # 7 l59
CC"IL:TPUCT ICN IASPECTC,R. o Lo 00
r .-eR ACT N.\ 'C,FF ICER. 2' 0.74
GEO L. 1,C. I f,T 0 01.00
H0cF IT AL A01' INI;;TRA TCR 0, sif

0.00
PHYi,ICI AN 1.!: ArSIST ANT. 1.85`,......' 5
,(: TE 1`11G-R APHER, - -,s. 0 0.00
F'Fi+ TECHNCLCUI ST. 0 C 00

-1LIR;..ING /S.:I:STILT. 9 , c:-. cm

---rioal.T (RETAIL 4 DESIGNE1), 1 0.37
TEACHER, iiCCAT IteNAL/TECHNICAL :' 0 L.00
CHEF/CaK. ...... 0 ' 0.00

-1-1.- PLUM)ER . , -:
0 0.00. .

roop 6GIU:TIST/TECHNOOGIST.
...-

1 0,37
TFLEVISILn FPXOUCER/DIRLUOK. 2 De 7/4
INTEEtP RI TEP/111AN3L AT L,R. 2 O.74
LrTkL--A-Strl'ETAWT4,,,,,

' 7%. , 12 4.44
FARtER/FARP, VANAvER: t.74`_.

e

"lacr

8 3. 04
0 U. 00

0.110,
1 0.
0. L6 e0
1 C.7.S

4 1.52
1

1 0.,?P
.2 0,76

3 1.14
1 eV,: ,

1 0,13
0 0.00

?* 3 1.14
,0 (cbj
1 I.,

2

0

4 1.S2
5 1.91)

6

0 L.'..1
1 La s

0 u .1. a
0 ea..)
/1 I r 2
0 C 0 a
1

&* 4:
Le U
Lc00

0 LtOU
1 Lai;;
2 0, 76
3 111,

2 lar 76

a "Pre" (first two columns) means first choice before the student received information
.

about the rewards and' risks associated with the occupation.

b
"Post" (third and, fou)h columns) means first choice after receiving information
trout rewards and risks'.
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Table S23

Designation of First-Choice Occupations in Strategy
with Respect to Desirability Sums and

Estimated Chances for Entry

DESIRABILITY OUTCOME' (q.T 268) FREQ
r- .

OCCUPATION WITH THE HIGHEST SUM. 94 39 ;7
WITHIN 10 POINTS OF THE HIGHEST. 49 18.2
MORE THAN 10 POINTS BELOW HIGHEST. -, 125 46.64

--, ,

WHICH'STRATEGY (N'= 264)'
- 0

SUNPHIGH- 'a CHANCES HIGHIGH,

S HIGH.
a
ill2CES LOW.

. a ,
%sPm call. CES,HIGN
,-AUM,Telp; CHANCES LOW.
i M HIGH CHANCES. EQUAL.

SUM LOW;L CHANCES EQUAL

I
FREQ

93
,68

55

--* 24

14

10

;\

35.23
25476
20.83

9.09
5.30

3.79

tpac the accupation/dia the highest Desirability Su&
or came within 10 points of the highest sum.-

b
Chkices,Low means "chances not high"; i.e., tire student estimated

better chances for some other occupation in the set of three. Low does,
not neceSsarilmeaa lowest.. .

c
.Sum Low means that the Desirability Sum was not tit hi hest or within

10 points of the highest. It does not mean that the Dasi ability Sum
-was necessarily__ the lowest of the three sums under'consid ration.

350
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CHAPTER VIII

FINDINGS AT EASTFIELD COLLEGE'

Description of College, Computer Configuration,
and Career Counseling Services

Egstfield College, in Mesquite, Texas, is part of the Dallas Count Com-

muniiy College District. There are four community colleges in the district;

eventually there will be seven. ,.Approximately 7,600 students attend East-

field.

Computer Configuration .#

se
.

'.. , In the fakl of.1976, when the evaluation visit was made, one SIGI to

nal was in use at Eagftiligld. The terminal and puter were placed in

. eh counseling offiCe on the second floor of he student center, where they
4

had hi visibility.' The counseling center.is a large area with a balcony

overlookifilAthe cafeteria and with offices for individual counselors sur-

rounding the ()Pen
L
area. The terminal was at the back,of the reception-aria

behind the desk where a paraprofes
. .

h dk h f onal scheduled students for SIGI and-

helped'. them_with its operatio they required assistance. The terminal
.._ . , 4_ ', 4', 4-

4
_ ...

was not otherwise screened rom the traffic in the room and students had

littleprivacy. A second terminal was installed in the counseling office.
aftee.the evaluation team had

The 4.SIGI software was installed in March 1975. SIGI run on a PDP
virA-

baAd RSTS/E system which had 48K.wOrds of core memory and three

RK05 1.2-millidn-byte cartridge disk drives. The terminals, Delta Data

.a%
5000's, were connected directly to the computer through DL11 single line inT

and were equipped with 30-character-per-second Texas Instrument

printers. The compu er also had one dial-up port which Was occasionally used

by ETAS for trouble shoiating the Easftdes*.tem.
l.

. t
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, The RSTS system was operated by the Director of the Appraisal Center,

farmer counselor with astron interest in computers. The computer was
,

used exclusively for SIGI.

How reliable is.-this hardware configuration? To ,finds out,,we asked

the test sites toAseep two logs from September 1 to. December 1976, one

by the computer operators and the other by the SIGI monitors, describing

each hardware problem and, if possible, 'identifying its ource: The logs

of the computer orators were sent to ETS.every time tore was a problem;

the logs of the SIGI monitors were cillected`at the end of the tes period.

During, the time the logs ware kept there were no problems beyon what

might be expected in any computer system the size of SIGI. All the com-

ponents are standard, off-the-ghelf equipment requiring no mpdificataon for

SIGI. Probleis were taken care of by means of routine service procedures.

The initialSIGI installation want very smoothly. There.were some

problems in the first year with the Delta Data terminals which were taken

Ise

care of Pith the installation of heavier power supply unitso Sind then,

there save only been minor problemswith the computer system.

Career Counseling Services

i Description of CounselingDeartment. ,Ea-stfield's counseling staff

consists of 11 full-time professional counselfis who handle personal,

vocational, and academic counseling and who administer personality,1

interest, and ability inventories to students as requested or needed.

(There is no mandatory testing program at the college.) In addition,

they conduct inforlial group counseling sessions that are open to all

students and that cover a variety of problem'S', including career choice.

Sixf011-time paraprofessionals assist the professional staff with

4 .

academic counseling.

Ji

4
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A SIGI workghop was herd for counselors in November 1975. A. member
, - ,

.

of the SIGI staff exp ained
40
the theory behind SIGI, answered counselois' t

ssec'questions, and addre their concgrns.,

o

Role of SIGI in the Counseling Program. SIGI was not used as a

component of any formal instructional program. Rather, it was publicized;

through posters, local newspapers, an interdiAtrict newsletter ari-'

buted to the four campuses of the Dallas Community College District; and

during orientation, and students were invited to sign'uP fol use of Ehe.

terminal on a first-come, first-served bas i Studeni.s with problems

related to career choice were referred to SIGI by TAInselors or advisers

C..

whom they had seen individwally. Also, counselors who.conducCed the in-
:

formal group counseling sessions that were devoted to career choice sug--

a
gested the use of SIGI to the students in/their groups. Students referred

by counselors were not given prefeNntial.access to the terminal. Thus

students who need career guidance can turn to - counselors, paraprofes-

sionals, SIGI, group discussions (usually in'a series of six sessions),
p

or a combination of these. In additiorrAkEastfield has. a small cLeer

reference library that includes basic references on occupatidns and

, ,- , ,
,

---1'

m

career plann4n, as well as'information about local employment'oppor-

,

--N . ._.-L.A__
',', PIPIties

1

-,.*:

The Dean of Instructional Services and the Director of CounSeling .

oversee the operation of SIGI at'Eastfield. Assist44ag the is a team:

of 12 part -time paraprofessional counselors who sham respo ibility for

,1!

saleaulin students on the terminal; assisting them,-answering their ques-
# . .

'

. .

tions, and adminigtering questionnaires' for'both the ETS and the local
....*

1

evaluation of SIGI. Th rt-time parapofessionals are, for.ttie most

3

part, mature women,returning to work or school or both. They have other'

duties-in the counseling center besides -the management of SIGI: Their
o

work is coordinated by a counselor,

353

oaa
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At -the time of the-site visit in the ,f%11' of 1476, about 40 students
.

!ve
per weelivwere using one term naI from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday

through Thursday and from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday. The average

appointment for o alf hoUrs,and mot students completed
4 .

-
thbir use7of SIGI as novices in 1..e or two sessions, Because Eastfield

had owl terminal, students often had to wait a mon$h or more for

their appoi ents. The arrival of a econd terminal after the site

visit re5 ed waiting time.

After-Atudedts had completed.SIGI, they were asked to fill out

% le1/4

questionnaires for e college's assessment of the system. For the .--

-most Part, stu.: ts did not see counselors for a post-SIGI confeKence

evem though counselors usually suggested such a meeting to them.

I

cl?
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Impact on Students

To measure the impact of SIGI on s users, we interviewed a few, stu-
.,

Ldents at each, college who had gone through SIGI and we had questionnaires
N

administered to ^a sample of SIGI users (experimenLls) and a sample of stu-
4,

,

.4., dents who had not used SIGI (controls). The colleges selected the students
C.--

to the extent possible. '(See Appendix D, letter to the college.) This

section of this chaptir discusses or findings from these two instruments

at Eastfield College.

2 ,;..Most of the interview students selected by Eastfield had" used SIGI

several months before our evaluation visit and had trouble recalling the

details of their SIGI experience. Furthermore, the Prediction.and local

Planning sysC4is had bee%iniusefol: only a short time, and few studen,ts

had used them. We consequently decided to.limit our interviews to 10 stu-

dents and to uselthe extra tfme to talk with counselors about the effect

of SIGI on'their counseling practiees.,

As to the questionnaires, our guidelines asked that the controls be

,-----7-
selected from the Oppuletion of students who wee interested in using SIGI

0

but had not yet been scheduled to do so. Eastfield was not able to follow

this guideline. The college had (lot been running the complete SIGI fpr very

7-.
and, since only one.terminAljbasthen in(use,0-erewas not epough

'time for a large number of potential users to/accumulate., Eastfield there-
, .

fore edministered,the control questiobnaire to students whb were at the col-

lege pr freshman orientation. The result was that the controls were dis-,

tri uteri differenbly from -the experimentals with respect to age and enroll-

.111dt-it status. These differences may have introduced bias into some findings.

0
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I

Sally. Sally was 28 years old. She was a high school drop/Out who

1/N
. ,

d become a secretary, had married, and had spent the previous four years

bearing and raising a,daughter, now three years old. Her problems with

career choice were complicated by the fact. that she had a felony record,
%

which restricts. the rage of opportunities open to her. 'NeveftheleSs,

, -
. ,

.

she had earned her high school equivaleficy (GED) andswas. "sponsored"

,for two years of education, which she was undertaking at Eastfield.

Accordinz'to her self-estimates in Prediction, she had always been first

or second in her class, dependiiig on whether or not mathematics was

involved in her coursework. She impressed her interviewer as being both

quiWand articulate.'

Before going on SIGI, Sally had in mind a career as a social service

aide, an occupation she had been thinking about for almost a year. Her

reason was that she wanted to "help people in jails or prisons." She waa
ft

uncertain about her values, however, and a counselor had suggested that

she use SIGI to clarify them: In explaining her coricern, she said, "I

want to be sure of what I'm doing. I don't want to spend a lot of time

in. school and then come out and not like what I'm doing."

The Values "systeml*m .c.fascinating to her. She told.thelinterviewer,

"It really maAe me think and I've thought about,my values even more

)

since4then and what I want to do." When she was first weighting her

.

values, she realizedIhat independence was very important to her, but later

in summing her weights to 40 she became confused between independence

in performing her work and the independence she could attain as a result

a being employed and having her own, money. She "resolved the confusion,

4
, ,

,...,,,.
.

. however, and was able to understand that` -the value Independence in'SIGI

; s\
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is independence on the job. After completing SIGI, she expressed ari

. . i .

1
.

interest in going back .to Values to see if she would like to change her

weights.

o
Sally was plea'Sed with the occupations that came up in Locate.

*Although Social Service Aide was not among them, Rehabilitation Coutiselor

was. She recognized it immediately as important to her. She described

her reaction as follows:

I just grinned to myself when I saw it come up on the
screen because-f-knew that was what I'd really like to

be.. . . I was just thrilled that it.[SIGI] came up
with something I Wanted to do that much without my hav-
ing given it any information besides my values.

40
The other occupations on her teaching occupations, Clergy,

and Lawyer--also seemed logical to her'becduse they were Alping occu-

potions.

In Compare, Sally explored Rehabilitation Coungelor, Social Worker,

A

and Soc Service Aide. She learned that the amount of education Li

e,-

N
ma ter!s degree equired for_ her- tolreCome a Rehabilitation Counselor

. ,rir`tifisr...v.
WaS:IntFre CH a r..-M-F1 top.lci,,manme in_ her present circumstances, for she'

, -

could "only amount on' tCib years." She asked alinoi-fi=.a11 the Cgmpare/'/ - ----

questions for th- three' occupations. She found out that the reason why

Social Worker an I Soc 'Service Aide had not appeared in. Locate was that
e

the Latter works hider close-supervision and the fdrmer does not have so

\

much` independence 4g a Rehabilitation Counselor. The only information

she would have liked from Compee-but Gould not.get was the effect of

a criminal record on employment opportunities.

In Prediction Sally asked about Sociology and was "relieved" to

find that she had 15,chances in 100 for an A or B and "good" chances for ,

4
. F; ; ,,

o'C or better. She had rated herself, low on memorization because she

4 :44
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had been out of school for so long and was notsure of,herself, but she

rated herself high on the grade factor Interest in-Sociold6:-' She estimated

her -rank in class as in the first or second'fifth. She thoilgrEE5T-Th7e

/
had consistently ranked first-ill her class from the fourth grade until

she had dropped out in her senior year, except when mathematics was

.involved. q.

Since Sally had extensively gone over possible courses for Social

Service Aide with her counselor before using -SIGI, shelused the Planar'

system only briefly. She did not saj, whethe\ or not she had checked the

Planning system for information about RehatiAtation Counselor.

Strategy, although irritating to her at first, helped to cigifirm

/

her choice of. SocialServiCe Aide for the next two years. She said:

I`was irritated because I knew. .what I wanted to do irehabil-
itation counselingb.but 1-had-to be practical about it. . .

I am sponsored for. two years and I can't look,beyond that.

. Actually, I felt bette'r when the computer said, ---

"Yes, yo have to bd practical."

. 4TTN4_._ kperience is illuminating. She entered SIGI apparently

well settled in her choice of occupation fox. reasons ass9ciated with

an important value, her desire to help others entangled in the penal

-system; and she .was safely enrolled in an appropriate program. One

would hardly4think that she needed career guidance, whatever her

personal problems might be. But she felt that something was miss-
.

ing. SIGI taught her to make these vague feelings explicit. She

began to organize her thinking around her values, discovere ()CCU"

pation that pleased her for reasons she understood, and examined,it

in- ajogical manner to see if it lay within reach of her abilities and
'6

.
reiources. She is realistic about her chances of entering the occu-

pation, and she, has sensibly ad6pted a strategy that will take care

/ '358
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immediate needs while she rches for paths to her primary

''goal. This is rational decis -making.

Other irlterviews. "Most of the time other students selected for inter-

view also happened to be older women returning to college in search of a

career. . The months that had passed since they used SIGI.had erased many
6

of the. details of their experience. What remained was a dominant,impres-

sion of the system. This impression gave us some insights into the con-

tinuing effects of SIGI.

All the users were'positive in their comments about SIGI. In general,

the aspect they remembered as having been most useful was the amount of

information it made available to them. One woman said, "SIGI's strongest

point is all the information it lists:" Another said;- "I would have

yked answers to all the questions." A third commented, "SIGI played a

tole in my choice by answering all those questiOns." And a fourth said,

"The information was useful. I can't remember the details,Nbut I have-

'?

the printouts if I Want to look back."

Besides supplying information, SIGI helped these user in specific

choices. One was confirmed in her choice of accountant. She 'per

had already been thin)cingTof-&-E-COunting, but when I went on SIGI I found

ciut,much money you make and what kind of Math you need, Before, I

really didn't know." Another had discovered an occupation, actuary, that

she had not thought Of before. Yet another.changed her career goal from

history teacher to physical therapist. Two women who had been interested

in law had a delayed reactjon from their SIGI experience. They rememb

that Urban Planner had come up in Locate, dnd at the time of the inter-
.

view they were conside4ng that occupation.

When asked about the Values system, all of the gtudents sa d they

359
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wer grateful for the opportunity to clarify thellr values. They had not

previously recognized the role of values in decision -m sing. One -said,

"I didn't know what values were important before I went, on that." Another

.realized that the values clarification had given her a logical method for

makinga decision about her career. She observeth

It made me clear on the law thing. It helped me when I,

had to sum to 40.. It made me think out what I had to do.
I had Lo decide on which one was important, and that Was
something I never had to-do before.. I had to decide be-
tween Income and Leisure.

,

*3`360.
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Experimenter and Control Group Questionnaires

Method of analysis. Separate questionnaires were given to students who

had been through SIGI (experimentals) and to students who were scheduled

to use:SIGI but who had not actually used it (controls"). This section,of

A bl

the repdrt covers thoP'responses df Eastfield students to the questionnaires.
. . -' .

,

-
,..

Since questions 1-41 are the Same for experimentals and controls, we were

able torn tests of significance comparing the responses of the two groups

and to present the 41 questions, together with our findings, in a single

table, El. Th, portions bf the questionnaires that are different are in

separate tables: questions 42-45.for controls in Table E4 and questions
.. .

42-88 for a erimentals in Table E5. i(The intact questionnaires are in

.. . . 0

Appendix 10:) In all cases the numbers in the tables are percentages unless
-.-

otherwise indicdted.

4
In the tests df significance, chi-squares T:erg computed for most ques-

-

tions (1-24 and 37-41).. In the computation, responses in logically related'

categories were grouped it the expected cell sizes fell below 5; this is a

requireMent for chi- square. For questions 25-29, in which students used

4 4
scales to ratethemse.lves on a varifty of dimensions, done on

the computed group Means Questions31-34 comprise am infotmation test:
,1

Wrong, answers for each question were scored 1 and correct answers 2. The

four scores were.then added and an information test score group
4

was

computed.: ,It is shown opposite question 30 in Table El. A ,t-test was then

done on the two means. In reporting the results Of all tests of singificance,

we follow the convention ofusing a single asterisk for significance'at the

.05 level and double asterisks for the .01 level.

Seveial of the questions are open-ended. Responses tothese have been

. ?
.. .

.

' placed in separate tables. Tables E2 and E3 list%the occupations named by .

' 1 ) I.
.

experimental and control students in response to question 30 (What occupa-.'

361



tion would you like to prepare yourself for eventually ?) The responses have

./ been grouped according to whether or not the Occupation named was among

those already in SIGI. Other responses that could not be quantified appea

in Tables E4A, E6, and E7.

Results. Questions 1-3 give a description of the sample in terms of age,

sex, and college enrollment. The experimentai and control groups differed,

significantly in age and year in :college (p. (.01). A larger percentage of

the controls were 15-22 years oldeahile a larger percentage of the experi-
.

mentals were over 30. The majority of controls were idArtheir first'year of

. . s

college, while most experimentals were in their second year. Only 22% of

-the experimentals were freshmen, compared to 52% of the controls. In both.

groups, s ightly more than half of the students were women.

Ques ions 4-10 concern students' assessment,of their career decision-
_

smaking skills. Significant differences were found in three of the seven

questions:' The experimental group (SIGI users) had explored more occupa-
.

tions.than.non-uers (question 5) and had more sPecific career plans

(question 9)--for both, ,p <.01. Moreover; the expe'4imentAs were more con-

- -fident (R (.105) in their ab±litY65 Predred-grddes..',The.groups-were-not
-1

.
significantly different in knowledge of rewards:and satisfactions to be ob-

tained from an occupation (question 4), the number of occupatio'ns that stu-
,

dents thought Would provide desired satisfactions (question 6), and °vet-dial.

A confidence in career deCision-making skills (question 10). Althodgh 'ex-

perimentals had mqre specific career plans, there was no significant dif-

Terence bet we et groups on how definite those plans were (question 7).
k-

,-.. :362.
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,

Insert Table El about here.

Questions 11-18 investigated activities related to career exploration.

, .

Significant differences were found in response to two of the questions. As

expected, more experimentals (2<.01) had used "a computer-based guidance

system"(question 18). Experimentals also had used the career'reference

liLrary more frequently (l< .05) than controls (questign 14). Otherwise,

,Tte groups did not differ statistically: No differences were found in the

revel of activity in treading abou occupations (q stion 11), talking with; .

frieqds about careersAuestion 12), talking with people in the field (ques-

tion 13)., attending career planning workshops (question 15), talicing to a
.

:.guidance counselor about careers (question 16), or using. career-related
. _

addiovisual materials (question 17).

-.,.

.

Given the opportUnity to agree or disagree With certain statements about
..

. .. SP
cho ing an occupation,-students who.had used SIGI felt ignificaritly (p_<.C1)

,
less need to know marriage plats before planning a career (question 23). ND v

,

,s.ignifecant.differences were found iii the attitudes of the

....

two groups toward
°v , ,

following the advice of others, toward the role of chance 'in carte choice,
r

q
. ,.

toward conflicting advice from others, Poward making their,own dec ions, or

toward the need for making an immediate choice (qugrstions 19,,2, 21, 22,

and 24).

Questions 25 thratgh 29 explored the way students ratedthemselves as

career decision-makers. No significant differences were found between the

.self- ratings of the two groupS fOr any of these questiogs which dealt ith

ability to make career decisions, knOwledge of ccupations, how often stu-

,

dents planned ahead, confide e,in their decision ,.and knowledge of goals

.and values.
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k
As a check on 'these self ratings, four questions were included to test 1

the students' actual Jcnowledge. of occupations _(quest4ons 30-34). Students- ,.

were asked to name a first-choice occupation (question 30) and were ques-

tioned, about the education requirO, average salary, amOunt'of independence,

4

and.employmencouikook for that occupation. Tables E2 an&E3 list the oc-

cupations named by the two. groups of Eastfield students. They show that most

of tlk occupations of interest to both groups ate already oftred by SIGI.

,First hoice occupations named by 4 of the 63 studen4ilin the eXperimptal
1

Ur) and by 85 of the.128students in the control group were SIGI occupy,

.tions. A few students in)9o9kgroups named identifiable occupations not in

SIGI-0 The rest--11 students i!)the experimental group..--and-IL-in-ehei.control--

.
,-... .

were.0nable to name a specifie occupation or were undecided.
/ -e .

`,. ,
_ . .

I ;

Insert Tables E2.and E3 about here

4,...0,

The replies to question 30 were sometimes difficult to tabulate'becatise

-:students often.were unable -1 identify, specifiC occupation or tb express

clearly what. they had in mind.° ice sometimes had to make judgements about a
' ,

4;-

.. . .

-f-- tpden,t's meanin When the at could. not reach agreement, they recq.rded___
-

...- the answer as Too Vague t _aseify. When the occupation named in'question

.
.

.-4.7,a-sa SIGI ,occupation we were in Z position to evaluae-the,accuracy'of
. . .. .0t,

the_students' responses to questions 31-34 fox-both groups: These four
.,:-/' , .

questions const tute an information test, which was score in The manner"

descrilied earlier'. AThe udents.who had used SIGI were...found to be4igni-

1.
ficantly bet er informed (ja

Re ponse to questions 37-41 show that the two groups were similar in

a

#

. thei career guidanca experiences (excluding SIGI) at Eas4field. More than

0 .4 4 40% of both rgroups had seen a counselor within the last two months (clues-

e364
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tion 37)pabout a variety of problems (question 38). More thlp three-fourths
'

of the experimentals and controls said they had not takbn a career guidance

course (question 39). Although Eastfield doet not have a formal course in
4

_

career guidance, counselors at the college do conduct-informal'group counsel-

ing sessions which address career choice; Both experimentals and controls

were about equally satisfied with these sessions (question 40). Generally,.

'neither group had reservations about interacting with a computer for career

guidanc (question 41).

e remaining four questions in they questionnaire for the control group

exp ored attitudes toward SIGI. They are,listed in Table E4 Sixty-si

pecent of the group had heard of' SIGI (question.42)
0

Vented to use it

(question 45).. Only one student had formed an unfavorable impression of It/
(1--2.--'-----

uestion 43). Me beast the group had learned abOut it from a. variety

of (sources (question 44 -Itrilay be noted that many students who, ih ques-
',..,

tion 42, said they were unaware of SIGI's existence went ahead anyway and

a 41, ,

answered questions.43-45. Such are the vagaries of questionnaires. We as-
1 ,

,

sume that the 75% who responded yes to question 45 represent students who

felt a need for career guidance.

Table E4A lists the responses of the control group to the.open-ended

//
/',

questions.
o

Insert TablekE4.and E4A about her

The remainin 46 questiots in the questionalie.for the experimental

group sought to find o' how these SIGI users rated their experience with

SIGI ( E5).

f

When asked to give SIGI_a gradel(que6tions 42-54), more than 75% of the

'atudents.graded SIGI A or B for 6 Of thX-items (interes clarity, over-'

a

,-
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FW

all usefulness, helping With values awareness, seeing relationships-between

values and career decisions, and getting information). For six of the re-
.

maining seyenlquestions, which concern choice of an occupation, finding

occupations to fit .values, understanding predictions, estimating probabili-

;

ties of success, helping to plan a progrp appropriate for an occupation, 01r

and 1-.:Irning to make career decisions, the proportion o'f A's and B's was.

over 50%. 4.

Insgrt Table E5 about here

As fortheir experience with SIGI (question 55), 44% said that SIGI

helped confirm al5hoice.they had already made, 7% said that SIGI helped

them to choose an occupation, and 31% thought that SIGI had suggested other

occupations worth considerint. Eighteen 1;;e failed to perceive' SIGI as
Q1

%. 'having been directly helpful.

Questions 56-63,aaked the expAimental students whether they would con--

suit Sin, a counselor, or a combination of the twpfor help with occupa-

tional and educational decisions. The students would tend to choosg the

.
combination for most guidance purposes. This preference held true for plan-

.

Zing a ,program of study, getting information' about an oEcupation4onfitm-
.

ing an occupational choice,*resolving conflicts abOut occupational choice-,

and estimating chances of success ita program. SIGI alone was preferred

by 57% of the sample for finding occupations that fit values arid, by 50% of

l"-

the sample, for making value.more clear.. ty-niq percent thought a;

counsoliir alone would be mote help in flindi ut about financial aid.

Over half of the students who had used SIGI planned to Schedule a con-

f .

ference with a.Counselor for a variety of purposes (questions 64 and 65).

Other purposes 1.4re mentioned by three students (see Table E6, question 65).
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- Over two-thirds of the students (67%) said that tlieoccupations in

/

:Which_they were:interested were actually retrieved on the basis of their

values in Locate (question 66). Although they named a few occupations as
_,......_ .... . .

a.,-,-

"missing from SIGI (Table E6, question 67), the "occupations" theWnemed
.... ,,-

. ,

were often nNoccupations. a; all, but general fields of,inteXeS,t; some

... .. _

were already in SIGI; some,were specialties A ocCupations in SIGI; and some

were occupations with only small numbers of workers. 'A fewltudent5, men-

i (-1//
tioned occupations thatare scheduled to' be added to SIGI,/n

\:
the nftxt rPUnd,

t

of additions (park ranger,, travel sgerit, bilingual teacher'). About 63% re-

garded the information in SIGI- 4s-superior to other sources of octupativnal

information (question 68).

sr Insert Table E6 about here

Of the Eastfield students who had used SIGI, 84% were satisfied with the

28 questions made available in Compare(question 69). Although ten students

suggested additions, only silt of-those. were specific, and they would be hard

-to implement. given the. present nature pf occupational information that is

available: Thel 9uestio4s,suggeted for,addition are 'recorded in Table E6.
(

.Regarding SIGI's style and vocabulary (question 70), 3% said that they

were too difficult while 90% found them to be "just right." Sirfce the wad-
. 40

in4 level of the text was designed for community college students, this find -

11F=ing is particularly encouraging. .

..- Al P

0p.1y one etuAnt detected any bias in SIGI (question 71).: He thought

. 4 .

tha, there '1:4-0 "a defidite undergraduate,blas." , , /
0

k .
,

king
.

One hundred six responses were made to question 72, apking about problems
. `-..

1-

that might have occurred in using a computer-based system. Twenty percen-
.

.

: t

reported that they had to wait too long for a SIGI app.. Ontment; 19% said
4.

..4-

-\
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they felt rushed while using SIGI; 10% did not understand ..son4, of the direc-

tions; 9% thought there was too much reading. Eight percent reported that

the writing on the scre; caused eyestrain, that the compUter had breakdowns,

and that they wanted to sign off SIGI, but cou dn't. Twopercent said the
4,

writing on the screen was jumbled. A variety of4other irritations were men-

tiony by 14! 'of the students who checked "Other," such as inability to go

back co correctmistakes or redundancies in the text (Table E6, question 72).

Almost three-fourths of the SIGI users frequently tdbk advantage of the

I
opportunity to get printouts, and only 8% used the printer just once or twice

(question 73) Ovcr-two-thirds (68/) tried to get more information on their

own initiative after using SIGI (questions f4 and 75). The majority (63%) of

the students spent between two and four hours on SIGI, and 17% spent more

(question 76), Eighty-four percent of those in the sample had gone all the way,

"thrOugh SIGI, including Strategy; at least once, usually in one or two ses-

sions

'

(questions 77 and 78). More than half (52%) expressed an interest

securing additional time on SIGI (questions 79 and 80).

The ,ix subsystems of SIGI seemed to Meet,a variety.of different needs';
!

every section would be "used most" by at least Some students, although Plan-
_.

ning andCorillial. e received the largest,,percentages bf votes (24%..an 20%, re:

?'spectively) Locate was th'e,system named least often (question 81 .

Students found SIGI fo be comprehensive; 80% said that there was nothing

a A
more they would like it- to cover (question 82), A few wrote in.suggestions

for improvement, such as providing informatir for those changing occupations,

adding more information about local job search, and so on (Table E6, ques-

tion 82). Nearly tfifee-fouiths (73%) said that there was'no area that needed

4 '34N 4;

fullei coverage (question 83),, but the others would have liked more complete

or detailed occupational information, more information on courses within a .

,

AI

A
36,8
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O

field of study, and similar additions (Table.E6, question 83). All area

except Prediction were liked best by some students; getting Occupational

information was the most popular, designated best by 31% of the group. The

, privacy that SIGI maces possible was considered very important to 23% of .

-----
the group, but it made no differ ce to 36% (qution 85). Seventy-one per-

A

cent of the grou

SIG?, of these,

(questions 86

that they
4
had advised their college classmates to use

half (62%) had recommended it to thr or more friends

,

d 87).
4

Question 8t asked ,t students for suggestionsifor,improving SIGI. The

answers are listed in Table'E72`..Ugost of the suggestions were for expansion

of the information or services offered by SIGI or for minor changes to en-
.

able student& to move more quickly to the sections in which they were thost.t

interested. e re were a few suggestions that revealed insufficient in-

vs!.

formation on the part of the student. The general tone, however, was one of I

approval, respect, and gr
A

O

titude.

Insert Table E7 about here

.f

36.E
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Impacr, on Counseling.

Questionnaires

J

,

o

O

Responses of six Eastfield College counselors who filled .out` question-

naires are tabulated in Table E8. (The constructed responses to the open-

ended questions on that instrument are in Table E9.) One of the six had

4 4

never artended a SIGI workshop.

.The counselors were in general favorably disposed toward.the idea 'of.

computer-based guidance (questions 4-8). None of the counselors saw com-

puter-based guidance as a potentiate threat (question 6), four of them Planned

e- ,

to use.....s.'Cch a system in their counseling (question 7), and all 'six had
t

'actually referred students to ZIGI
4
(question 12). Five of the counselorv',

who had used SIGI and had observet-SIGI students thought that those1 students'''. .

.

reacted favorably to SIGI (question 13) and benefited in a number of.ways
%

(question 28). Three out of four thought that the reading level of

appropriate for their students (question 32); half of theM believed that the

- occupational information was better than other sources available (ques- ti

tion 33); and all six thought thr SIGI ::as free from any kind of bias Zques-

:lion 34). InterlDretation of the students' printouts was not a problem. Only

.
four counsei.osf however, said that students came to them with printouts

(question,14), apd one co4selor said separately that he or she was stryctuT-
.

ing counseling segsie.ns to take advantage of printouts (see Table E9). Only

three counselors said that students had encountered problems with the termi-

,.
nals (question titre noted that students wanted a simpler way, to select

occupation,s fon examination in,Compare, and two mentioned problems with hard-

/
ware (Table E9).

Questions 16 -23 were designed to explore the effect $1GI niiight have on .

problems that counselors face in career guidance. The chief problems were
wt

; , ,

1 A
.

. 370. J.
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- 4
keeping up to date with occupational information and identifying students

. .

who need help; the most frequently specified minor problems were getting

studentd to read occupaVtnal information, identifyingsources of informa-

tion, and selecting appropriate programs for students' goals, Each problem

was .designated by at least one of the counselors as having felt the impact

of SIGI. SIGI was seen to have had its greatest effect on getting students

to read occupational} :nformation and on helping counselors keep,up,to dafe

-

on occupational information.

insert Table E8 abobt'here°

Five counselors respondirto questions 24-27-, which explore the'impact-

0
' ,

that SIGI may have exerted on counseling sessions. Of the four.orthese

who had had oppdrtunity to rtserve, none thought that SIGI had affected tale )

number.of students they could see; four thought'the amount of time they

spent in career counseling had increased; none saw that the length Q4 coun-

seling sessions had changed; and two thought the quality of their discus
.

sions about values alibi career decisions had improved, whereas, the other two

saw no change. #

*
Question 28 sought to discover how SIGI had affected the behavior of

Students' career decision-making behaviors that might.beobserved in counsel-

ing sessioh9 In the opinion of the five counselors in a position to know,

the SIGI students clearly rated higher than non-SIGI students irtag seven
r

categoilts of behaVlor

Question 29 exPldred the subject of how SIGI should be fitted into

the structure of the counseling department. Three counselors accepted the

. idkrcif making SIGI available Co students on an entirely '.ad Tib basis with

no*con4selor,intervktion,or, mandatory follow-u2. All the other 10 re ponses

P

4.

favpred,a_etructuw in which the counselor would play a direct,role in tife'--
mr r,

, I

,

- -0
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career guidance proce§s. Counselor-referral to SIGI with mandatory follow-up

.
was the structure named most frequently--five times. No counselor suggestead

an alternative configuration.

,

Counselors named few occupations or occupational areas that they or

their students would have liked td see in SIGI (questions 30,and31). (Medi-

cal lechno]-6y,und some other medical occupations are .already in SIGI.) One

counselor said that deaf students had poblems with SIGI's vocabulary and

and anothersaid that the "small pc.int nd technical nature of the
.

material" made SIGI "unusable for some Students.!' Four counselors suggested m

improvements for SIGI-,(question 35). These and comments volunteered under

AP
"Optional Information" are listed in Table U.

t'

4

*

Insert table E9abput here_

-

r-

Curtai lment Of interviews_with.studentslitflowed us to _talk._wi- th
- - . - _ _

,

-f-the Eastfie17i-coune4ots-about theirAmpressions.of SIGI and the way
_

,

- ,------_4-
-, -

it haS,-,"aed their work, -- ---4--:- --'--- ---='-'--

! '- -I',
,

The. inipae.-t hai,ber5-ia7,.15FirWoUnseIo't described lCas 'totally
. ,

,.. , -.- -

.
-

ggood." , "It is.pughing counselors to go beyond Where they were
,

befor," he
*-

./-

i

first
*

. said. The counselors reported that at s there.had been some prehension
....,--.-.

'
i: N,,

,.-abou7 STGT:,, bilvthtts badlevapOrated as More and More students used the:system. )\

,

"It as desensitized is tO using the conipuer,° one of thlp said., Another o

.

observes,- "SIGI has given us npw approaches.aadnew.terminology, and--w f,' in

e-sanded_ on_ SICI-" _7

ine ppesenee of. SIGI has affected what goes or. i.. counseling sesn,

s-ilaft-,T--ene counselor deuTibeA04' clange-as follows:.

372:
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A

Students now e to us further along in the problem-' .

solving process. We.used to make assessments of students,.give them batteries of tsts, personality and interest
inventories, and then try'to suggest some occupations to

start. All that is covered in SIGI now, and we spend,

less time'in testing. .

In interacting with students, counselors have found that SLGI

has-"clapil; Iltheir thoughts. Some counseloiis had never organized

, ' -' , c, !,t-4 W-
.!4*g - ':.°17

cunfts*Lin ar1 ind Values 1)iiore. Now they have a terminology that .gives

..--:-, -..

:theni.'',,a_c_azPAon framework. 'tncy SC=t1=CS c.v.= us --1.C1. "as a springboard
i

r
s

futdiAcussing lif tyles outside ofkoccupations
\., _

_N Stud-ents-lho have tszea on stut often see cotinselors for additional

hell). About, tialfaf the stuaents oring their rintouts. They come for

a vaziety of.reasons. Some want more information about a specific occu-
0

ration, Some need help in making-a final decision, andome need help in

(

,

discussing their goals. Occasionqlly there is, in the words of one doun-

,4 . .

selor, a "realitj al...--rs.... __c_ gc5als 211-.1 ae-1Iti,,,c may hP l&O de-

grees apart'," The,--unqelors ronont7o that 1TGI raises questions as wgil )

.

nswers them. "There is more depth to couns;1.nizthan wnat appears on
e

,{, 3 ,

thipreen, I t
one -or them said, and added that, because of SICI, counselors

'

can now grapple with those questions and do more counseling in depth. One

4

counselor in particular thought that students react to SIM- in different

/ °

ways and thaT ?cme of them neeled cute1de heir, They sometimes disder

(-
with the definitions oft,the ten values' as t4ev appear in SIGI, d- o not

know which of the six interest fieid°s to specify, or re apprehensive.

.

about thr--"° il\-e,41^"r"-'c Annthpr rnnice] or pointed out that older stud

Mir

often Otnted more specialized information ttwn SIGI offered--4ocal data,
.

for. example., Ofor lnfor tion about highly individualimed oecupatiAk-S,

ihch c SIGI provided a point of departure -for discussi
o

3 73
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,

of these topics.



"Usage bf the System

The computer automatically records the responses that students make'to.
31.

Age
.most displays. Tables E10-E23 represent these summary data on students,who

used,SilgI at Eastfield College. The n's vary from ttable to table, with

higher frequencies in Values; Locate, and Compare, which novices. encounter

first, and lou1iet,trequencies in PreZliotiort and Strategy, which novices en-

counter Tdst. The reasons for the decrease cannot be isolated. The main

reason, however, appears to.be that Eastfiela has made SIGI available to

large'elbers'of visitrrs and students from ouher colleges-who are able to. a

use the syslitem for o4ly a short time and never finish, thus increasing the

amount of use at -,the front end, especially Values and Locate. In any case,

thereader should bear in mind that the summary data do not indicate the
.

progress through SIGI of a particular group of students. They are merely
a.

`

a record of responses over a period of time. Some of the students were al-
..

r

ready in Planning or Strategy when the data collection began, and others

were just beginning -when the disk was ept 0.ean of the ,accumulated `data.
.4 /

, . p

Thus ,die tables are to.gome ependent of one another. Neverthe- ,

:leSs,',Ehe-nt .g'.are sufficiently large to reflect the way SIGI was Used.
.,.

Data from the SIGI Introductory Sequence

, /

Breakdown of the sample. Table E10 shows the breakdown of this sample
/ .

r ,

. .

by age, sex, and enrollment status Percentages are given rather than
.

:

, actual' unumbers becase students -ae-Isked about their age and enrollment
.

, ---
- "'

;
.

status every time ,they sign-on,? since these variables may
4,
have changed

between sesslons,,..

We see that appioximately 40% of 'usign,ons" were 18 or under - -that is,

.

tt v were students who had presumabiy,gone.directi:, to college fruit high - .

'-.
.

,
4. I.

..

'School; consequently, there. were proportionately lewer "Tlaer students."

1

O
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A

, The sample. contained equal numbers of women and men. Only about 10% of

the sample had had no college experience.

Insert Table El0 about here'

4

.

Initial status with respect to career decisions. On .their firSt pass

through. the introductoir sequence, students respond to questions about

their awareness of their occupational values,-about their ideptificAion
a

of ddcupationsthat fit their-values, about 'their ability to p edict their

grades, and about their knowledge of appropriate programs',to enroll in.

Table-i.11, gives the distribution of their responses to these questions.

The table, reflects the state of mind of students as they begin their in-

teraction with SIGI. Wemay make the following pbservations.:

Insert Table Ell about here
r

. A -

c
-

4 1. A quarter of the students in the sample said they knew their
. ,

malaes, and abouotehalf of them had a general idea of what they wa4t from

an occdpationibut had analyzed their values ("Values Status"). -

..

.

,. ,,,, <2. -They tended to feti a need for much° information about ,which occu!lic

4--

..

.

,--%

.

, , N.... , ,,5 ,

,pations fitthetr:values: 4 1; .-

:

'3. rhirty-eight _Percent of the stude is in the &lila believe that

&
,

4
they-could(predict their itada successful y in at least some brograms;

.,7 /
. -

and the believed tha.!,t they could predit,thar grades 'sticr

s ,

cgssfu 'y in any program.
. ,

.

.
,

4. M,90Voi 'them had iitt.i.e-or nt idea what pr,)gram tc6enroll in and..,

--l ' % ,

A

*r.

would like fiel:Pr in planni9a.

,

Y

Si

I

lJ I 1411111-,..

. "

ti
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Data from the Values System

7

The Values system yields measures showing the importance that students

,

attach ro each of thelten occupltiphal values used in SIGI and Also indi-

icate the field of interest they would like to work in.

es wei hts.' fable E12 shows the leans and standard deviations

of the weighte-that_students assigned to the values on a scale where 0

.
desibuaes no-importance ancM8 maximum importance. The f res in the

Ars r

"Unrestricted" column are the ,,ei:1-.ts.assigned by studentg before they played

the -flues Game--i.e., the numbers reptesent the students' initial reactions

to the-definitions of the values. The.-Kestricted" column reflects the ef-

fects2RS.both the Values usme and the constraint that the sum of the weights
el

equal 40, The latter condition, of course, largely accounts smaller

Insert Table E1
. .

'

)4.110.

here

means 'in the Restrid column.4 It isnot,possib.101.to separate the efLects

If of. the Values Game and the iesOriLLiun to 40 points -on all changes from .the
, .

, - ..

Unrestricted to rhP Rpstrired columns'. In general, however, it would nit
.

be ,unreSt7nable to attribute changes in rank order ,(Income, Prestige,. tielp-
.--D- . ,

ing Others, SecLfity)Variett and Leisure) .primarily to the Values G me.
. .

1
\

.

,...
.

Table El2 shows (a) that each of the values_was important to some stu-

dents; (b) that there 'was no serious cei.1.ing or floor effect, since even °
-

. I
f,

*
.

. I

the highest 4d 'owest weighted--values.exhib'ited sizable variation; (c) that;

..'

in general, in._ecest Fie;d, I.y..a.e,and Security were,,theithree Most important' .

, wherevalues for `this group where s taerk Entry was the least important; ands %,d) 'e.

,

that in reaching the 40-pOint limilhe students selectively reduced, the weightg

.

.

.

originally assigned -that, is, not.all weights 1,ri-ge dctreased'proportionately.
.

. ./

Students were least willin %to give up. rncome and Interest Field and were

4.

4

J. 9 'm
V

r
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mos,t willing to reduces weights for Prestige and E ly Entry.

4/r *- I °
k

The low w4ght giver to Early Entry is not surprising, since all the

I
-

t 3ents had already made some commitment. 'to e ucation beyond high school.

4

. -

It is also interesting to .note that the standard 'deviations show 'Very

little reduction. Indeed, one case (H ping Others) {Sows a slight increase.

Thus, the restricted case doeS not appreciably reduce the variance of the

weights.

41.
i

Selection of interest field. Before weighting 'the'value Interest Field,
4

.

sstuderits indicate which one of the six fieldainteresp them most. They are

given thebpporttinity to change fields before they adjust their weights to'

-
,

-

sum to 40 and whenever theyielect to return to the Values system to review,

the weights originally assigned.;

.
Table E13 shoWs the number of times eachvfield. was:selected. Note that

4

"N = 851" in thistable Means that 851 interest fieleselections_ were. made

f

by the sample of st4ents. Some may have chosen the same field more than

once, and others may have changed fields.

Insert Table E13 about here

.

Table E13 shows that the Personal Contact interest field was dee
l

4 1

the most popular, with Verbal in 'second place.. The l'echnolqical and

. dr
:Aesthetic.fields were least, Popular.

Dja from the Locate System
.f

I , ..

In Locate, students select a set of fivt values as_ a screen re-

', tri vingTotentiapy attractive .occupations. The students specify a mini-
. 1

mum etan they would like on each value", and Oe comput r thin lists cictu-
c. . .1.

.

pations that meet or exceed that minimum for each of die-five values. All

though Siudents may choose any five of the ten SI,Olelu , the students .-

.
.

1 ' 4 '

are encouraged to>choose their top - weighted oneg:
14.-.

1
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Valdes the screen. Table 'E14 shows t

:

requency with

ich each of the 10 values Was sefected as a member of the retrieval set.

7t-may be inferied that studetits tend to use their most cherished vanes

Insert Table' E14 about here

in Locate, for there is close agreement betWeen the rank

weights' (Table E12) an the rank order of the4,frequencie

3.

der 421. tile value

able E14.

Specification-levels or catrgorles. For each value e ept High-IncoMei
/---

'

.

.and Interes t Field the Student may specify one of four possible Il ievels,possible

. , , g''.

there are five lavels_far_ Income, and there are six categories (not levels)
.

, ,. ,
----' -

_
,

for friterest Field. Table El5 sholis the fr quencywith-whial the various
. ---

. z. ---------- .-

'levels or categories were specified. ain, the n's and t e numbers fl-ted--

in the "FREQ".column indicate the number Of times -i value or-speefficatiog

.

was used, not the number of.students Making_the specifications. Algo,

7
... -

numbers-A4re associared.only withiValuesispetifications that.actual'y-r.e-.

-.- _

trievedaccepc e lists of occupations/, If. a student's-speeita ations
.

re _

""."---- -
.

, .

.

too strict or oo loose, resulting in empty lista-or.ories of unw eldy size-,%."

he'must alte4he Specifications, oneat time but in any order, ntierhe .

.

-,
° '.'N

finally.arrtves at a set that.0oes retrieve:
,

I
0

: Table E15 ;indicates that all the degrees of specification are used,.
,

.
i ...'

. ..o

. V '
. '-.1

..

.-., ----, /.

Insert Table -E1.5 about` -'

. t y

1'1

.

- A
,--

. (v-. ..

-The fact that the-lefrieval of!-In empty fist forces the student tO ,lower -a
,

,

01

1-`

411. -
lc'specifktka&L.on (or change_incEres_t4/A4.ns) May accouq'f-or.thefrequeiacy, with-

.
.

.,

whiell-the specgieatidn appears.0(A value'set_at the lowest 10e1 ,

..-`: .-
A

,- -
diDes!uot'scyeen,<cn&eall'OCcupatiotIN meet or exceed.tfiat spe(ification.)

--.'.

::...-
a.



Table E15 als6,show& that students tend to
0.

average levels, and that
'/A

values, the most pop'ular field (Personal Contact) was the onemost frequentlw

chosen in the Values system.

4

specify mostly average And above

I
when they use Interest Field as one of their search

Occupations retrieved in Locate.I.
What occupations do. these values/

specifications. rettieve? Table El6Alists all the occupations in SIGI at the

time of the'da'ta collection and the frequency with which each was retrieved.

The frequencies incAlde the, interaction of initiate's (students who have gone!
P

h through the six subsystems pl th.crescribed,order and who

,

privileged to returr, tr, Iry susyFtem) as well as'novices.

(

are consequently

In all, r42 occupations of che\1455 in SIGI were ,retrieved ior a total

of 9,723 tilts. As would be, expe¢te4 from

'

the relative popularity of varicts

o

Jnsert.Table E16 about, here

levgls of prulfonalLLupations were much pore frequently
ts

retrieve 4r..thail-wer normrnfe;910n1

. *.

not reetieved are

occupations 13 oc-kqvations that were

ppliance 4ir Tdchn.ician

'Avionics Technician
EEG Technologist
Instrument repair Technician
KP4LytI nch OpE.,ator

MOdic 1 Lab Technician

r

,NursinA.Assis ant.
Operating Roqm Technician
Radio/TV Servic Tech
Science Lab Technician
Telephonel.Craftsworker
Wastewater Treatment Operator

Welder

.

ND occupation appart,d more frequently than about 4.4% of the total frequency
. .

17 -....._,.

for novices and initia'res. 1.0we pool the various (teaching occupations,

the most freilur,ntl!, retrieved

f. Teacher
'Lawyer,

Psychologist
Physician

4?'

ncc!upaticns would
ift

be ,

risp

3 79

Rehdbilitation Counselor'
Sc 11Ool Counselor

Dentist

Speech PathologiSt
Civil Engineer



Data n are System

OCcupationS'selected'for examlnation. Table E17 shqws the fequency

.

with which studentsAinftiates and novices) selected occupations for exami-

nation in the Compare system. Students maySelect'any occupations they want,

-380-

--.4411e.

but they are-particularly endnuraged'to investigate occupations' retrieved

in Locate because thOse occupations tend. to satisfy their values.

CIL
There was only one occupation. (App/idnde-Repair T echniCPan) that stu-

- 4

dwits never selected. Students did not confine themselVes onl, ip4occugations

1

tet'rieved in Locate. For example, Operating Room Techniciar, w ichkwaa not

.1
retrieved at all in Locate, was selected foui t,ims in Compare; Welder, which

also failed to appear in Locate, was. selectqd three times. On the tither and,

the secondary school teaching occupations, which were among the mast frequently
. _

4 -- ..0.-

Insert Table E17 about here

.. ..

retrieved in Locate; were: asked abont in'COmpare less than U. of the time-;,

physical education teacher and *tory teachel- were exceptions. It seems pos:

.

sible that many studentstended to avoid'the teaching occupations because
',

. .
. . t:

.

they knew thelidb market has turned sour.* LI, genral, hdwever, the two sets

,

. 4

- Nk...

of frequencies appear to be quirts consistent..,Yhe occupation mostNrequently.
,-f. t';': .c`" .. .. -...

asked about (over44:8% of dieotolal f,,Keiquency) tsarOiol Counselor. In com-
a . . ':4.:1!: .

.I.- -

paring, absolute frequencies of tpations'retrieyedLocate-wfth those -0

......
. .

. .t.
.

secLinvCompari
,

, one must allow for Che fact :that a gieri..occup ion may be
. .

%
. ' .

retrieved several times by one Student throtiglivariohslists-i;;f.-. s cifica-
,

1
.

tions,in Locate, but will'probably be selected only..,OtiCWr that student for

'examiJnation in CoMpare. a.

, ',.' " .

. i..
Questions for which answers were sougrit. Students may ask up t9 28

. '.

questions about the occupatioA they have selected: (140f4a ij.st df.the.ques-
, ..,

...

- tions< see Figure 2, Chapter II.) Table El8 shows the frequency with

which each of the-questions was asked. All the questions were asked with

a

o

a:
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, ,e'

1-

Insert Table El8 about here,:_v

considerable frequency, the highest be' g 7.3% of th'e total. The'least

favored were "Opportunities for lea/der ?" and "Prestige level?" Th-C-7

five most often chosen Weret in orae4r,.

Description of work activities? ,

Education required--Early Entry?
'Definition of occupation?.
Beginning salary? ' -

Employment outlOok?

Data from the Prediction System
.11

Reports of previous academiC-Performance. Ta.10.e 01.9 summarizes stu-
t., -tr

. ).
dents; responses tp questions abbut their previous a4demic performance.

' 1,, lia,
.

j' -,

. . , -7 ,
re responses arse stored, by the computer

4
and mac (pr. ?ay not) ,be included

among the predictor variables in any of the zegression eguations that cogs .
--

.
4 ,

ef.
r

pute the probability of a student's receiving varioUgraleS in a partictifai:
N

( AW
4 #

1,

, V
* .

.

"kt.:Ys'LQUA.JCp" Vallit.: E19 liows that over 75% of the Eastfield:1College stu-
-,..7-

dents reported thatthey had ranked it the second oThird fifth of their,..,..;

.).

11.

, -

high school class and that the-tikJdal mitthematick,grades were mostly B's- and

ti's. They presented a s9mewhat rosier piCture with respect to their English

..../ ....

.cr---
Insert Table F19 about here

i.4

.

gracies1;.4-more than two-fifths of the Students reported that they had earned

A'sh.nd more than00% of them Said ehey hid,got B or better. On the other
_

J
o d , e

hand, only 60% were confident that .they needed'no help with English and more
'

.

than a quarter of them (28%) believed positively that they did need'help.
. ..,-,

Perhaps some students did not th4nk that a gradeof B or better in high

school English guaranteed sufficient' mastery for -college work.

04,

t 381

0
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Programs for ylich.predictions were requested. The,
*

of programs

.

for whiCh thestudent car\ obtain predictions is different at each college., .

-3842-

`T.

At the time of the'eraluation, predictions wereavailable in 28 arograms

at Eastfield College. ,Table no lists these programs sad shgws th fre-

quency with which each was selected.in.the Prediction'SYstem. Students-_,
...

,. " 0 0

sought Pred4ctlont in all the programs. The programs most
41

frequent y selected
,. 4 , Ps

-..., t
Asie II

Insert Table E0 about here
t.

* ,

4t,

were.pusiness,'Law, Sociolog, and omputer. The n's were 'not. large and no

)
'f'

program was selectee more than 1' times: ,

. .
. .1

..

Selection of Tte-oi,t1 ii)out probability, Also .1:wlable in the.Prced+c-'

.
.

,tion system are explanations of probability. and prediction. The explanations

"<ts
I\

are in the form of answers to live questions that the student (nOtice or,

initiate) may ask if he a.hooses.*.(SccFigure 5, ,Ch aptek II for the

. wording of the quetionq.). Ltie'clesLioN:ety
t included in SIC' because we

knew frcm oor ^^7.-07°- nf iq difficult'

for lanytudcnt2... Th, from:Pr.,: whioh each questiqn was selected ap-

P'eac.s in Tab4p En. Each nest ion as, important to some students. Twenty-
.

eight students (.ssuming.that cd:,h student asked dilly one question) sought

answers to one or another question. This is over one-third (37%) of the

studentg using the Prediction system, if we assume that.the number of stu-

dents is the same as or close to ,the umber that reported their previous

academic perfornia e in tabld E19 - -in the case of Eastfield, 76.

Data from th

Insert Table E21 .149,ut here

I

S stem
.s.:

'w,.., V.

,fk.tqif'..,

(No summary are collected from the system. ',deed,, en ..,,r),
. ...,

?

only.informatir from that system that is worth recording as summary data',
-...- .

f" 382. . .
.
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)

,

would be t p and'frequencies of the occupations, selected for planning.)
,

..,
. , .

In'StrAegy, the student selects a set.of_three occupations-and Indi-
N-,°

1 ,- .,

cotes whi one 41e favors most. _Then he. sees the Desirability; -Sums, of the .'
N,,

..
, -

pager or a cr on esoccupations. (See Chdpter II, 32:34 .f deipti'of Dir2
z

ability Suts.) 'Next, he interacts with a discussion of a decision- making

straLgy based oR assessment of rewards and riskss after-.which he estimates -

i
a J0

the probabilities of his successfully comple4ng all the requirements for

, . . sot 41 t ..

C' . , -'entry into each of the oecupations.. EinallY.., he. onceagain indicates which ,
1

. .
-, ° .' l.

,.. .
* of the occupaLon; he favors most4in Light of thefinformationte has accum

t r

6* '
, 0,

:
lated aboilt rewards (DeSirability Sums) and risks (probability of entry).

.
i

° ,
..

`Table E22 shows, 0 the first two columns, the frequency withwhiph oc--*

Cupations were designated finjt clitri*ce when tlie.,set of three occupatfbns was

selected, and, in the third and fourth columns,. the- frequency with whiCh they

6

were designated first choice ai.ter - assessment of rewards and risks.

Insert Table E22 about here-
,

'
'

..
* .

We must h-!-aut*us in interpreting Table E22, since it, shows frequen-

cies of choice, not changes. We cannot infe for
'

instan,ce ilat'no studentstudents"

..

changed their kinds about 'AVccupation-that S the Shme "Bost" frequtncy

,
, \

,

as "pre" fequency. Wexmay164e, however, thatlthe mogi.:popular occupations, ''

1 \1. if '1

.' ..

.

' 27
in terms_Of post frepneny, *re 14iNer, Psychoiogilt; School Counselor, and"'

,.6. .
,

,:i'P ; ;6 . , , -r

.

*

Rehabilitation CdUrvsal Alif l_st occupations with a'differenc'e of

3 or, more (in e_itttr, dixkction) 'betweet Bre and post, frequencies, we see

that Civil Engineer :Lafied.4 in 1).-.ntic.,t, Political Scientigt, Personnel Tn-
Atjt

terviewer, allot Rehabilitation Counselor gained 3, whereas POchologiSL (-10);

* 4
Interior Decorator/Deeigner (-7); Advertising Copywriter, Elementary School

Teacher ( -4); and Photographer, Registered Nurse, Early Childhood Teacher

(-1) had lo4ses.

Jo

'10,-)u

?



.Choice in relationto desirability outcomes. That influences students'

choice of occupation in this context? ,Table E23 provides some insights.

Under the heading "Degirability Outcome" are the frequencies with which,stu-,

dents, in'their pre choice, selected the occupation that later turned out'to

have the highest Desirg4ity Sum, Co come within 10 points of the highest

sum 1, or to fall mote than 10 points below the highest. Apparently, almost
. .

two-fifths of the Woe (39%) students did not designate as their first choice

.

.
.

.

the occupation that, as they soon learned, wns the most likely 0 satisfy
t -

their values.

Insert Table E23 about here

The next set of, figures, under the-heading "Which Strategy," assesses

,f
.

the post choice of occupption with respect to the measures of reward and

risk. The reader should understand that'the options listed in the'table-
,

do not all exist at the same time. For example, if the*student had esti-

mated that his'chanpes were equal for successfully entering each of the
, -

.three occupations, he:would have'only the-last two options on the list: He

could choose either the occupation with the greatest Desirability Sum or one.

with a'smaller sum. If he had made differential estimates ol success,'some

of the first four options would be present, but not the last two; moreover,

it might be that none of the three Occupations,had the fortunate

of reatestDellrability Sum and greatest chances, and therefore

would not have the first option. The reader. should also remember

high means having the highest Desitability Sum or coming within 1
' .

combindtion

the student

-that

0 poit4i of

S

/'

the highest.

1
Students are told to ignore differences or 10 points

sirabilipy Sums. For Adiscussiont.of how the 10-point

estimated, see Counselor's Handbook for SIGI (which is

this report).

384

or less hetWeen De-'

"erroe'iLrm waS
AppendiX G of
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Nevertheless, we can make some inferenCes, e iirst f

'under. "Which Strategy" represent instances of alffences
4 I

,/
1: 4

chances. 'If we make the reasonable assumption:that Stude

always' dhoose "Sum high, chances high" when that option
/

es

and

,
.

is woul early'

waslrp nt, we have',

left 175 instances /60 + 64,4 21) where students Ilea to cilObs' on the. basis
- ? - .

/ ..
. .

of highest .sum, best chances', or
,
some combination C.i,hic

.4 . .

1> 90 instances (51% of the time),was ibest.

with t

.

highest sum; in 64 instances (37% of

oscu at4.on with We best, chances; and in

lected an occupation that had neither t

(This last id not, necessarily

combination of, reward and risk.
, .

Appendix G of this repdrt,

when students estimated their

either factqr

ad the occupation
=.

,f-

.
.

i'.
.

they g cted the

),

'a141.$11c (12% of th time, they
,,,

ese,Sum nor greatest,chances.
.

F
a. hi

Ch ice/ since it may be the be\ st

See
e

ohCfiSeicr'a' Handbook for
.. .., ,..

pagl*jk,25--rg-26.) There were_34 occasions

SIGI, which is

;-1. ,

chand s as equal for all three 'occupations.. In

this situation, they madd the appirently

highest .pm) 26_times: and the apparently

dareLul, however, not to infer that those 8

lotical choice ( occupation with the

illogical one 8 times. We must be

choices came from students who
r

did not know what they, were doing. We have learhed from our interviews that

bel vior which appears inexplicable in printouts often has some ldgical ex-

planation--even if it is only that the student was late for class and pudhdd
=

the last few buttons at random to reach "sign off as quickly as-possible.

4
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Table El.: Responses by EXper imentals and Controls to

Questions 1-41 of SIGI.Evaluation Qeestionnaires

/

'(Unless 'otherwise .noted,,all figures except 4 is are perient )

t
PERSONAL 140VATInN

("" 441. 4e:r .t.....-T;(1) 15-22 Al C-
zi (2) 23-30 4,

,2.f2 (3) Over 30
(4) Rather not-say

Sex: n. = 4Y1.(1)
7-* /Al

. Year in college: -

,..o.2.). A 2, (1) 1st 6- = 3-9
sg / (2) 2nd ..--n . siA7
.4.1... / ' (3) '3rd 7
.....y.:. , ...4 (4) 4th ,

0
.. .,===-(.3:)Aiut.t.t,*(..te., +re./stzrt-t;

,CAREER DECISION7HAKING .

A

4. How well do you ow what rewards and satisfacVions you wantftotean occupation?.
.2 '7/ ) -1,-2-)(1) I know exacitli what I want from an oecupatit4 , , -77:... a

4 .2) 7..9(2) I have. a ,;general idea of what T want from "anioctuitation.
/a/ .. (3) I'm notiliure what I want from an occupation.: --

. 0 (4) I have _no idea .what I want from an occuifat,i6n./ .' .
. . #k45. How many occupations have you explored as;(ossibklitibs for yourse4? --71-. a 6 ...1

(1) None
c.

zoli..... 125 1-2
. ./1, "-Kr - 2 7

* / _ ,

33 .i.2.-<3) 3'4 - ' ..:-

:41.,_ ...92.) (4)' More than four ,
A

.. ' .., ' * l I

6. How many of 'Om occupatio'n/thatJ ypu know about are likely to give you the , "n-E = 4. 4,
, . 4 j

$'
. satisfactions you want?...

fili.1) gone,' ".. : .. -
.

. 1/.... 77 ( 2 1.4 .
,_2__ L. ( 31, 3-4 ; i

16. (4) 'gore -tbarr 4-- 4i

c. = /A

.
. . .--

- 7. Which' of.:7the statements below best describes how, definite your career plans are?-x. .,L v.
..-2 e -,' 4/2/(1)/7 -knot'.* ly. Me occupation I want to enter.--- :I,- --a

,(2)",.4 ap,:tiving to decide between two different occupations. ....ra ', -'1- 4
,(0 I AM considerinfr three or more different 'occupationg. /

`8 Al 1
.fr,. 'ay well do you think you can piedict your grades in various programs at- y

ra),,,I.do not have tnyspecific occupation in mind at this time.

.

a.. ..

.4: c lege?, 4
4 i

(1) I think I could predict rr; grades accurately in any program of at dy' '..L.t..., ,..._ /.2r
i I might take: - ,, . i'

,t1r. 2) I think I could predict m; grades accurately in one or two grog emst
; ,," but not in all , : , V

(3) I have onl. regeneral idea of my grades in one or -two progTa
0 (4)

,
1 can't predict my radep well in any program. '-,,,:.--.

, - . / ''

Which pf the following best, describes the present state of yOur O1 s? -71_.. 22 4'21
53 (1) I know which program to enroll in, which courses to eallh, nd most of -,....e. /Aro

the other steps necessary to reach my occupational °al.
3/ (2) I have a general ,tdea of which program would be best, ,bu I am not

sure what other steps are,pecef.aary to reach my ocupati nal goal..---- .

k, ( 3) I don't know which program to

8
take. I need help in, aininCnry education.

. .
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Table El

E.

10. Overall, hoc., confident do you feel
74.2(1) Very confident

(2) 'Somewhat confident
_62. (3), Not confident

(continued)

abouttour career decision - making .skills?

21='- Si

I Items /r-18 are activities rerated to thinking about occupations. Put a check
under the heading which shims how much time you have spent on each of the activities.

-Relag about occupations.
E -71-4 3

,
cf, =/'2 0

12. talking with friends about.the kinds of
occupations they are considering. it

-71' a = (21, ,p;

13. Talking with people in the field abi:ut
them occupations.:3 4S (X. %_/ gi.)

14. Using the college's career rerex.es-Ice
./2k)

-15.' Attending career planning workshops.
... it e' =6 3 (?..2.-- c_ .= /.26)

16. alking to a guidance counselor about
I careers.- S'a "g (71-c =/.2 0

,r Using career - related audiovisual
materials. -4:6 3 (7, r / 2 f )

4 18,1 Using a computer-based guidance system
e 3 en.

For statements 19-24, put a check under

1) il

Never

aRare(ly?o)
Sometimes Often

the heading that best de.scrib:s how you

14: I would follow the
counselor, parent,
my career.

20.

21.

2.2.

advice of a teacher,
or friend in planning

5.2r (21 / 7}

Which occupation I enter will be mostly
'a matter of chance.

( c_ = / 2 r)
Everyone seems to tell me something dif-
ferent, so I don't know which career to
choose. e = L ej

I will decide fgr myself which occupation
to choose. (73..c., /;.z 7)

i.
'

23. In orOer to plan for a career, I would;
need to know how soon I would be get-.

, tine married. -yr.,,,E ....,47 (lc-- c., -= / 2.4 )
... .

Strongly Str
Disagree Disagree Agree ,Agr e

351052 44R.

.1.0

4(40 &)

gly

s7 ass)3f

2

24. There' is plenty of time before I have /
to start thinking about. chgosing an

occupation. x it64/). ..#644 .10 a

P"0.1) SclOr
3
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Table El (continued)

.. e.

25. Rate yourself on how godd a career decision-maker you think you are. 7t. g = 6 0

. .
J .00. /2, r

. , Look at the #cale below. Think of a friend your age who, in Your opinion, makes

good career !decisions. Consider that person at the top of the scale (10).
o

Think of a friend your age who is not a good career decision-Maker. Consider

that person at the bottom of the scale ).

Now think about yourself as, a career decision-maker. Where do you fit on

this scale3\ Circle the appropriate number on the scale from 0 to 10.

3 4 5 6 7
.27
8

,7E' oo
1

02

C pA 0

poor
career,

°fleas ion-

. meter

0

10

ly 9 A/14

good
caree
decis on-

maker

X 5,
/, TO

;.13
4493

7.

For items 26- 29- mark an X on the part of the scale Which best -shows what is true of y u.

. 26.

a

27.

E

How much do you

0

l./1 1-/
very little

How often do you

0

10
rarely

know about occupations?

3012

3

1

plan ahead?

,

2

/1

r

Jo
a great deal

A
15r = 4 3
13,

4 4.24.

. 13
often

2:_. = 63

AA/
I am sur
I did to
right th ag.

28. How do you feel, after making an important decision?

5

C.

294

00
0.1

)I,ususlly°
ddn t think
I've done the
right -thing.

2
s-9

3

/6

i °

86w clear isorour knowledge:of ,goals and values?

6+-1-1----1-'- 1 -I 1
.

- not clear6-.1--
e .

OCCUPATIONAL 'INFORMATION

"7

f21

414 1,7

ig,941
3. #0 .17

93

3.o

e...F.. /27
4

I

: 80
11a

very

clear .

.
,30. What-occupation would you most like to prepare yourself fOr eventually? Even

if you are undecided, pick an occupfition that appeals to, you.
4/1 44Z,

Hatie of occupation: .W.4.p4,4;) 31 t 21%5 31-3 Out- 45- C.a 4 /

7/

,73
.1/ .S#

388

.0
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Table El (continued

Answer questions 31-34 in relation to the occupation named in Item 30.

31. To enter this occupation, how much education beyond high school would you need?

(1) None.

(2) 2 years.

(3) tiears (bachelor's degree).
(4) 5-6. years (master's degree).

. (5) 7 or more (doctorate or law degree).
(6) Other (please explain:
(7) I don't know,

Check the salary range that indicates
by people in t4is occupation. .

the average amount of money per yearearned

(1) $2Q,000 or more
(2) $1$,000-$19,999
(3) $11,000-$14,999
(4) $8,O00-$10,999
(5) $7,999 or less

I don't know. 0:(

3. Check the one statement which best 4escribes the amount of supervision usually
received by bin-kers this occkatron

(1) Work without supervision; plan- bwn work;.seldom evaluat'ed by others.
(2) Supervised weekly; follow overall assignMents.
(3) 'Supervised daily; work under supervisor who assigns and,sched.ples

work; free to decide details of Work.:,
(4) Supervised hourly; activities are directly' supervised w ith 9t,tle op-

portunity to act on your own.
(5)-I don't know.

4 Check the one statement which best describes the future employment prospects
for workers in this occupatiod.

(1) Excellent: Strong deandfor workers; shortage of qualified people,
(2) Good:, Steady demand for workers. .

.

(3) Demand limited except in certain geographic areas OR demand is
decreasing due to automation or economic pmditions.

, .(4) Poor: Litile_demand, any; the occupation is'very overcrowded, and
few jobs are available.

(5) I don't know.

35. What college program' ('major) are you presently enrolled in?

36. What occupationsro you preparing for in this program-or lzaor?

$ , 0 ,fI '

pREER GUIDANCE . ,

37. Have you seen a-Counselor duiing the,last two months? -4W1) Yes.---451(2) No ,,, C E -..t.
-.?..ke:Ttlag (

if .38. if yes, what thing(s) did you discuss?
62' -6 (1) Your values e"7-' 957 1 .

.
i_6; 21 (2) Occupational choeCe 7.1.- a =J510

22- /1 (3)Occupational information '

,. /....2'..- 2, (4) Cuiriculum chilice
. : 4:

/ 4
i
(5) Course selection..

---7,-
6 (6) Chances for,suctess f .

-.Z..- (7) Program approval,
.0

,

4. ,a, (8) Family pressures.,
' ..

6 7T (9) Financia/°aid ,

tli ,:,Y1(10) Other (please explain:
°

. -3 8 `.1.

'M, C. 3 -//-

z,
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Table El (continued)

, .

39. Have you taken or ire you
your college?

C E °i
40. If yes, fitni would yeu rate it? - .32' . 29 (1) Excellent n: e 7-: 1',

job -F. (2) Adequate ' 21--e. ...asD a (3) -Poor
..

4, .

Jo 4'1,. How do you feel About interacting with a come ter eor career guiddnce?.
5.:1-d (1) Favorable .., e =. 4 vL

7.-- 0 (2) Neutral
.

..%. 3 (3) Unfavorable a a -.; , ../ 7 \,.

presently enrolled in a, career guidfnice course at

p tit. 6 =G 3 ca# (1) Yes ih (2) No.

,t- /;) <- 0

c c

r

1

1

390 .

,

r.
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.Table E2

1

Occupations Named by Exgerimentals
k Respbnse to Questipn #30

. 9

I

fil -.
'In S/GIa

(46'o.ccupatiOns)

Accountant.
Actuary .

CoMputer'Programmer
Dental Hygienidt
Diesel'Aechanic - (2)

b

Dietitian
Draftsman
Engineer,(3)

Geographer
Home Economist
Hospital Administrator'
Lawyer (3) -

Legal Assistant
Manufacturer's Saiesworker
radical ReCord Administrator
'Musician

Occupational Therapist
Oceanography
Personnel Interviewer
Photbographer

physical.Therapist (2)
Physician (2)
Pilot ()
Police (Officer
Rehabilitation Counselor
School'Counselor (3)
'!ecyeta
Social 1)rvice.Aide
Speecfathologist
Teachey Aide .

Teacher, Elementary:
'Teacher, P.E.
Teacher, Special Education
Teacher, Voc /Tech (2)
Veterinarian

.

Not in SIGI

(4 occupations):
,

Park Ranger
Printer
Ticket Agent

(Airline's)

Too Vague to Clagsify

(11 respodsesi

Business
Business Journalism,
English Ipacherl-counselor

'Library science catalogue
Mathematics [coMputer
programming]-

Psychology- dentistry
Public speakl4g

Teacher- counseling
-11Ehnical instructor

t Television-film taking
"(Blank)

i

ti

-

, .. ., .

a , ,

,

If the occupational title-used by thp student was'different from thatused
occupation, the SIGI title appeais on this table, 'e.g.,by SIGI for the same

"Social WOrkerAide"
"Pilot;"ete. '

4
b

If an occupafton was
shows how often, it was designated.

is'listed 'as "Social ServiceAide," "Airline Pilot"'as

designated more than once, the number in fiarentheses
0

391
.1

4_
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Table E3

Occupations .Nainedqby Cpntrolsa in

Response tp' Quegtion; #30

i . 4

In SIGI

(85 occupations)
1,*

Accountant (4):'
Architect (3)::

Biologilt
Clergy
Commercial Artist (2)

Correciion.Officer
Bentiet (3)
diesel.Mechanic .)

Draftsman
Ele'ctrical Engineer
Farmer
Fine'Artist
Interior Decorator
Lawyer (4)
Librarian
Machinist

.'Musician

Nurses .egistered (8)

NuraerymanfLandscpper
PharMacist
Physician
Physician's Assistant
Physicist
Psychologist (8)
Physical Therapist
Recreation Worker
Retail Store Manager (3).
School Counselor (2).

Secretary
Social Worker'(2)
Speech Pathologist
Teacher, Art'
Teacher, Elementary -(10)
Teacher;','English (2),

Teacher, History (2)
Teacher, Industrial'Arts
Teacher, Physica). Education (4)
Teacher, Special Education
Teacher, Voc/Tech
Veterinarian -

Zoologist

2.)

1

Not in .6IGI

(12 c;ecupatfons).

Business Manager- (2)

Zlectrician
Xv'angelist

Historian
HouseWife
Horticulture
Judge
Personnel Director
Recreation.Therapist,
Retail Skies 6.'Kerch.

Travel.Ag.itne

'a

r

Too Vague, to Classify

(31 responses)

AccOunting & education
Advertising e public

relations
Agriculture /diesel mechanic

Biology/phOtegraphy/N.
. . nutrition,
Business (2),
Business.consultantiac-

couatarit/lawyer.

Civil service worker
Counseloi- (3)

Criminal justice.
Design modeling

.''Early childhood or social'

work
Guidance Counselor/social

worker (

Journalism'
Health related occupation

" .Law enforceinehts (2)

. Marketing

I

Mechanic, bus. driver,

sports
Mechanical design
MidManagement, business

lield; supervisor,
buyer, seller

Rodeo '.

Technical elect onics,
-Working with' people (2) :

Writer-reporting-
(Blank) (3)

. -

$

If the occupatal title used by student was different from that used by SIG'I

for the same occupation, the'SIGI,title appears on .this table, e.g., "Pianist"

listed as :"Musician: "Minister': as "Clergy,", etc. C .

INkal art occupation wastdesignated more

how often it was designated.

than once, the number in parentheses ows'

'.*
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Table E4

Responsesto.Questions 42-45 of'SIGI Evaluation
Questionnaire for Controls '

.

.

(Unless'otherwise noted; all. figures ekcept,n's ate peicent.)-

A.

a .
42; Are you 'aware that there is a computerized guidance system (SIGI;) on campus? - -:--/f S'

r:
i 4, 6 (1)4 Yes 311;(2) po

s443. If yes, what is your impression of SIGI? isk..---= gy .-ii (1) Favorable
4.q..d (2) NeitKer favorable nor unfavorable

(3) *Unfavorable . I
.

_
---7 (4) No impression ,

44. 'How did you ifearn aboiit S'LGI?*
'At (1) Friends

r /9 :;
011b

4y. (2). Counselor' t ,. 1
-......-? (3), Posters,. Brochures ...'-'

1 (4) Newspaper . '.- - .
a:1-(n_ P[4\t- (please explain: )/ (..._.

45. Do you Want to use SIGI? It. = / /g
.

t ..
....-,

If yes, when? ...
a-....

/75 (1) Yei A.5(2) No

If no, why not?

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. TO FAT- -S IN THE ENVELOPE P,VIDED..

'.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPER;()N,

'

4

*it

393

,i:

'4'

3
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Table E4A

. .

.- . . .

. .-
_

Control Students'RespOnses to'Open-Ended Itets .

-,.

on the Quesrionnaire
a

uestion,#38 (Other Reasons for Seein a Counselor)

'Ilhat.jobs would help prior' to

Problems "day cares" 'face.
PSychology course.

Courses.

Aptitude testing.

question #44.(0ther Way's of Learning About SIG')

this fob?

I

TV news feature. (Mentioned by 2 students'v)

Teachers. (Mentioned by 13 students.)

'Husband.
Worked 'in office where Toccted.

OrientatiOn.
vow

Psychology class. ,

My mother. 4 3..

arted working with SIGI in testing center. ,

A Counselor gave us.a test related to this,in class about 2
This questionnaire. (Mentioned by 4

.

ktudents.)

P. E. teacher passed out fbrm.

r.

#
yea ago.

a
V 4'

Some of 'the responses have, been sligtly edited.
C

e Asa

rs
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Table E5

- Responses to Questions 42-88 .of SIGI Evaluation

Questiannaire4r Experimentals

LInlegs otherwise notes', all Aunibers except n's are percent.)

.;`

EVALUATION OF SIGI

Circle the grade that you would give S ?CI on each 'of, the follow ing: . ,

.42.- How interesting .was SIGI to you? ,, "re- '(...-.3.

..
41. How clear was SIGI.in giving informati9n? ,-r%. = .C..3

- . ,

;44. Overall, how good is SIGI? .,-,-L ----.- (60
.

,.
.

A;
, 5 2

I; C,
/6

D,
..1"

r F
l 0

,

.

A,
.5" 4

a
It

D,
5-

t. F
0

A,

12.

, C,

ig

D,

-;'

r F

Circle the gride that shows how useful SIGI was in each of the .following:
, .

45. Helping yoti decale'owhich occupation to prepare for. (.3

4 (.. Helping you become more aware of your values.
e

47. Showidgyou the:relationship betweenvalues and career
decisions. (..3"

pelping you find out which occupations might fit your values.
(.3

49. Helping you T,et informatioh about occupations.

50. Helping you undfrstand grade predictions express:_cl.115-?
.probabilities.

, -

51. Helping you estimate prohabifitie of success, ift one or
more programs. ...IL= 59

'
52.E Giving information about programs of study at your,:school.

-'
53. Helping you plan a program appropriate for an pccupation.

you at considering. -.IA- (,)/

5,.
9 Helping you learn' how to make 'career deci.sions.

..

55. What rote has SIGI played in your occupational choice? 4,...7..g
(1) SIGI helped me to chi-lose' an occupation.

(2) SIGI .helped confirm, the choice I had already, triade.:,
/ (3) SIGI'suggested othertkings which I am considering.

SIGI provided little or no help.

(---\
395

A,
q,

B,

444

C,

.4/

,-

D,

/0

1.

or s'
I/

A, )1, C., li, or 'F

.1"..2. 25: // 6 ,-5-
s.

A, B C, D, or F
57 ;(7 /4 4 0
As B, C, D, or F

A,

5.2

,B,

5'1

C,

7

D, or'F

A D, or F

9,

ill
7 3

A,

,3 0-

gig ,

Y

or F

0

A,
A /

glip
.21 i

D., Por
do/

.A, B, C, D, or F

3 / 33 g , ' ...?-2._

1.

Awe
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Tale E5 (continued)

.1 s.''
.

To get help with occupational and edu,cational decisions, you can go to SIGI and to a
counselor- FoIr each of the followingi( 56-63 ), put a check und'er the l ading which,
in your opinion, represents the best source of help.

56. Plan program of study

57. Get information about Occupations "vc..-z.(02..

53. Confirm an occupational choice

SIGI
Alone

Counselor
Alone

//

59. Find occupations that fit values,st.=, 1

60. Find out abO.ut financial aid

61. Rake values more clear

62. Resolve conflicts about occupational choice

63. Estimate chance of success a,program
6-7

4'y
4Lg

-11(

64. liav-e you scheduled'or dia-you plan to schedae an
as a result of using SIGI? /32-::: 65

65. If yes, what was or will be the ,purpose of this
discussed or plan to discuss. ,),4. FYI

(1) Your" values
(2) Occupational, choice,
(3) ^Occupational. inform t ion

Curricultim c
LZ (5) Course telec on

"(6) Chan ceifor success,
(7), Program approval

/ (8) Family pressures, ..2 (9) Financial aid
-7(I0) SIGI'print-outs
e2(11) Other (please explain

appointment with a
57(1)

counselor
Yes (2) N

visit? Check all the topics you

.1

66. In using SIGI, did the occupations of interest to
'by your values? xr--

67. Weregthere any occupations Missing from SIGI [hat

If yes, name them:

you show up on the list 'determined
,6'7,(1) Yes :33 (?) No

you were interested in?
(1). Yes' (2)' No

68. Comparedto other ki nds of occtipational, information,
pational information presented in SIGI? (0.9,

. (1) Better.
(2.) About the same
(3) Worie .

'
69. SIGI has, 28 questions you Can ask about .occUpationa': Are

about occupations.thSt you wish had been in SIGI?,'
0 ...-)A- .=- (.2 /

If yes, what question (s)- would you add to :the SIGI list?

how would-you rate the occu-

there other que0ipne
/g (1) Yes (2) No

39(1
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'Table E5 (continued)

74. 'How would you rate SeGils writing style and vocabulary? /71- 7.7(0',3
.5 (1) Too difficu1e0,

(2) Just right ;

(3) Too simple

71. Did you find sexual(' racial, or other bias in SIGI? ..A. (1) Yes ir(2) No

It yes, give examples:
* .

'V

V

i
t. .

Below is%a list of prbblems that may hSve occurred in using SIGI.
that' you e*Tiented : . '

/0 (1). I did' not understand some of the directions.

(2). the writing on the screen strained my eyes.

20 (3) t had to wait too long ior an appointmentto use SIGI.
(4) There was too much reading.
(5) I felt rushed while using SIG':
(6) The'computer brthe down while I was using SIGI.

02.- (7) The writing on the screen was jumbled.
(8) I wanted to sign of f1SIGI, but couldn't.

) )4. (9) Other (please explain:

Check any /C4.

73. 'How often did you request a print-out on SIGI? =- 1011

72' (1) Frequently

(2) Sometimes
(3) Once or.twice

..41. (4) tevel

)

74. After using the computer, did you do anything to get more inforgtation on your own? /A-7=4;S

6i (1) Yes 1.:2. (2) No

75. °If yes, what did you do? .1.- zr 67

W (1) Read
(2) Spoke to people in the occupation

(3) Used audibvisuAl material
(4) Othej (please explain:-'

.
) .

.

76. How much time did you spend on SIGI? .-14.* .=. (9

-'"- 020 (1) 3-2 hOurs
' i'S (2) 2-4 hours

7 (3) 4-6 hours or mote ..

, . 4

77.- Did you go all the wily, through SIGI rincluding the Strategy seCtion)? /.:".6`5
_ . t4 (1) yea /t (2) No

78. Over how many sessions did yotiuse SIGI? C--74- = (.,y c

*

41(1) One o
.

,Tff (2) Two
)4&(3) Three or more

.

n.. Do -you think you would profit frod further use of SIGI? ..5,2.(1) Yes #(2)*No ....s... =,(4i

.

.) ,.
.

80 If yes, haw many additional ,sessions would you like? :yL.

yjt..(1) One

141(2) Two
---C.(3) Three or more

39.'7
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Table.E5 (continued)

81. Which sections would you use most? /1.1_ = /0)5 -

%kW* Val lies
'212(2) Locate

L(3) pare

(4) PT-cc:action

5 Plponing

Strategy

82.1 Is there anythingSIGI didn't cover that you would like it to cover? /71- " 7
\..,ZeL(.1) Yes 1222).NO

If yes, please explain:
,114

"V"
,

, 83. Is there' any area you wish SIGI had covered more fully?

If yes, please.explain:.

7 (1) res 7Y(2) No

.
. .

84. What did y(14 like best about SIGI? ,(check one only) .,11- '''' 7 7

.. ,2 4 (1) Learning about my values .

C
;24(2) Finding occupations that fit my values . ^I

a / (3) Getting occupational informatiOn
0 (4) Getting grade'predictions \,

A

41. (5) Learning what courses to take to prepare for an occupation
_1(6) Learning a: strapegy for making decisions
/0 (7) Learning how values aftlect decisions
7(8) Other (please explain:,

,

85. What you did on SIGI was completely private. Now imOttant is this fact co you?
- ...;

0 1 2 3 4

.6 4 i _

1 I I
1 'A I o.3

privacy 0 it ,2 it. a.- g a very

made no . important

difference

86. Have you advised friends at your college to use SIGI? 71. (1) Yes a 9 (2) A
G.3

87.. If yes, how many? c(c7.

4
(l) 1-2

(2) 3-5

(3) 6 or more

88. Is there an y i rtg* ease you would like .to tell us that would help us improve SIGI?

-4

PAVE RETURN THIS OUESTIONNA3t913 ETS IN THE ENVELOPE. PROVIDED.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.



',Table E6

Experimental tudedtg Responses io Open-Ended Items
On the Questionnaire

Where to go
Which schoo
Job pros

uestion #67

lfill choices,
.

at might interegt:mt.

b
ations of Interest Missin: from SIGI)

Parks an re reation,,specifi011y.
Writing (fic ion and nonfiction)
Airlinci-res rvation and ticket agent, r, :

..

/

I don't rem tuber which ones were listed-7but.a_the time there.
I

were any that were not listed:. 1 .

T,V. D ec r-r-film'witer. v.',.,'
.. 1

Occupa ion dealing'with speech.aceivities, A , /

.',Denta5. cer mist, doctor's assists ,t,, but not nurse.-

Librar an ide. 4''KZH.

Agricu tur I education. 4 ( '

I'm s re GI can't list every job.available; therefore the need
4

. for the counselor.,
Engineer nstructor.

.

More agri uadral courses [animal sciencle, ag. economics,zetc.
BilAgua ,teacher:
IsWit cert iniwhat type,of job would interest me. I have had ve y

few joy s. ,.

OCcupati nal therapy. %. , - ''.

Marriage counseling, legal asSistant,,collegesteacher.
More ar s In social science and Url3an studies.
Mechani 1 ;engineering, pilot. - ° .

Athleti coach, tvid otts that canxt come tomind-at th Imment..1
Docent teacher ót lect 'eri, ar*tour guide or working in'tour agency.

AdV. ac ount exetutive; adv. professor. There were others, but

aince I used SIGI almost 7,MOntbs ago; it is hard to'reme ber.

,

.
,, ,

uestion #69 Additional Iuestions Students Would Like to'Ask

;
What is the bet way I, in my high school'clagsese prepare for

futur= career? _ .

Informat orOconcerning middle-aged and,older persons who WaVe al e4dy

or wil soon start on different educational or occupational ppr uits.

`There were specific questions at the time I used SIGI, but, that w

so long ago I've forgotten.
HoW does a felony conviction apply?
Actually an expansion of the present answers given to the questions

dis needed.
.

I heaieve someone should-counsel and explain SIGI before putting
-61

you on it.
.----;

if
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Question #69 (continued)`
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Table. g. ,(continued)

i`

(a) Region of bes chances for employment,

of best to m erate schools to attend

occupation.
Quality of per6nnel employed in field,/

employment, standards.
GI was very detailed in this respect, a
qdestion-I would have wanted to as

field; (b) Posibl ,list
or the chosen field or,

7-year proAction of/income,

d I can think of any
hat'wasn't in SIGI./

What area of the country do you plan to ork in?° Does your/husband

or wife plan on working? If so, tiow much money will they make?
rI would regionalize information fbr more accurate averages.
I would help balance careers with etpecteeincome.

Question #71 (Examples of Bias in SIGI)

.,How can a machine reflect sexnal, racial or any,other
There,is a defiritte undergraduate bias.

Question #.72 (Other Problems in Using SIGI)

So much repetition I became bored. (Mentioned by 2 students.)

Sometimes would like to returns' to a section but didn't know.how.

Had to.use a new numberqto sign on SIGI]. It, would not respbnd

to the old one.
Had to'do it several times to be sure. .,.

1

I punched the wrong key once and'did not have an opportunityltio,

correctthe error.
I sometimes misundersebod because the directions werenot olliAr/ 'e

I was not sure rwouldn't miss something if Ml signedoff at the
wrong time., Also,: I punched the wrong button once.an0.:bad

to go all the Ay through the program before I could.go back ,

to where I made the mistake.
Wanting to back up--usually covered later, but not. always,.

The printer should Print faster.
Sometimes I %/as confused 'as to what I wil,. supposed todo next.

I was too impatient to ask about a lot AT occupations.
After a period of time it became boring to me.

'Information was out of date. . ,,h
4,

Question,#75 (Other Steps Taken to Get More Information After, Using SIGI)

Sent for career information.
Talked to teachers who have had practical experience.

. Read catalogue. (Mentioned by 2 students.).

I saw a Cdunse&r. (Mentioned by 6 students.)

Wrote for -information.
I re- checked my earlier choice which was diesel mechahic.

I

400
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able E6 (continued)

uestfon #82 Additional T cs SIGI Could4Have Covered)

More speoific ways t prepare fOr a career through education and

experience.
Would like to s6- even more extenisive list of occupations than

was given by the computer., .

.. -Options available to the homemaker returning to the work force ,

It was too, key d,to the younger person.
More informal o /Por those gersons who are changing directions in

'middle age or beyond. ,
.

SIGI appeared o relate to;jobs on a national level. I feel a local

or regional approach would be more eficlal.

Lists of petrsonal data that shoilld d courage an individual from
0

attempting to succeed in a part 1,.'lar field. w,
-Schools in the metroplex,where ,edits will'transfer.

. .
I think the one I used did not have the prediction section.

Under Valifications for pilot you need to include hdurs of flight

'tile already logged, and delete the part about eye glasses which

I . 211 not believe is, tec t .. .
.

,

An evaluation using,one s "experience.afFeady attained and how that

'experience'coulcreffecf your `future gans.

The SIGI I used:4id not have.the'predictifn or planning porfions.

Now it has been? Mded and I am going back again.
.

Current data and darket trends.
,.-..,.

Question #83 (Areas That Should' Have Been Covered More Fully)

Addi ional options for those already experienced in the workforce,

b4 who Wish to change direct4on.
Colic ecourses offered for a particular ,field of study

4:lhe%c pate section. I felt there was more I could find out but

'-: ,didn t hkreally know how to.

I'
1
lDiesel.

Compati g. .1.
1

'All o t em. .

.i
, Could ha goovered occupational information more fully.

'A lit le Ore detailed,information about the.salary, time spent
in school,.and 'a little more specific in financial aides. '

f, Strategy and-possibly more on the values system. , -

,lieLp to those who don't'have definite idea of future plafis 'but

do want to).Mprove themselves. .

ediction and planning were, not included. Now they have been

added and I'lam going back again.

Mdre occupations, regional sa.aries.
I. would have liked a 'predict" section and more information on

what courses Wete needed for an occupation.
,

401
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--Table E6 (continued)

Question 4184 (Other Things Liked Best /lout SIGI)

It was an interesting experience with a computer memory system.
-Learned some [values] I thought were very important to me did not

really mean as much as others.

Some of the responses have been:/edited slightly.

b In some cases students suggested occupations or innovations already
in SIGI.

e
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Table E7

,Suggestions for Improvements in SIGI Given by
Experimentali in Response to QuestiOn #88a

HaVe more than one CRT working at a time. Revise data semi-annually or more.

You have made a good start-l-bUt do not stop now.
.

No.' The program was very.uSeful to me and has helped me decide what I need.

SIGI is just all right,

The values'and compare sections were most useful.- Prediction section was of

little value.
4

Advise fteshmen and juniors Use strongly.

The SIGI I used did.not have some items but since have been added. Thank You.

The people I talked to did nothing to prepare me for /the use of SIGI. I

merely wanted to know wh4 my best qualifications.were o that I might best

apply them for a better,job and know what and how much education that would

take.

Really enjoyed the chance to use SIGI.

I feel that.SIGI should bemace more public to the Stddents,Thecause it would

definitely benefit them.

They advised specific courses to take for pre-med; then-the schbol I went to

wouldn't accept 5 courses t had taken in-an earlier school.

SIGI re-enforced my choice
,
of occupations and I only wished such testing had

beenavailable in-1944.'"SIGI-confirmed my. values in selecting an occupation

plus my choice of nursing or counseling. 'm attemptIllg to build on the

latter how.

Thank you.

It was great! I thought it,a_little tiring,. I used it about 3 1/2 hours

straight, would have liked tó use it twice, and split the time.
., , .

% _/
. .

SIGI said I would have.chances to go to predictionwhich I never did, it

also safein-2,.or 3 places "we will explain this further in a few minutes",

but it never did. ''
/

4

..'just wish I hadn't pressed the wrong key that one time, because it gave

"me an incorrect -rest ionse. The key t intended to push was the correct answer.

I wanted to explain that. It only happerhd once, but it gave in a "bad"

feeling.

403
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'Table E7 (continued)

L

. .

It is difficult to understand and SIGI

toocomplexforate:..

This survey would have been a lot more
about 6 or 7 months agp, As of now, .1

, .

It repeated too many questions.

Les reading.

seems not to work out for me because

helpful to you if I had received it
ye rorgotten most of what happened.

It should be moved to'a qUietd Uhlle working, the distracti6ns

kept me from completely behefiting froethe program. I-did not feelfree
to take-my time. Becausd Ihurried, I lost some of the thought.

I' conferred SIGI 'during,the summer when I had nc$ trouble getting an ail',

pointment, or in spehding as'muchtime as I liked with it. I understand

that is.not true during other, times of the year. Mayte.wecould use another

swr.

For me the use pf SIGI Was an interesting but snot very.useful expetie
I am a former teacher, currently ahomemAker, who is interested in resu ng

a career, outside the home. I found aboue2/3 of the 51G1 Material snap
.plicabld to me.

.

,

The One occupation SIGI kept flashing was one im,iyhich I hake nodLire to

do (political scientist). I found myself trying' to figure what values I

would need to satisfy SIGI's demands. SIGI is too-rigid for me. I did .4

receive some val:uable information though.

Replace some of the outdated Occupations'and Continually change the occupa--:.

dons to fit today's trends., .
. ''',,

/ 4,
Would like to' see more SIGI programs offered to the general public than
ju.st at the one junior college (Eastfield) in Callas. Think the SIGI pro:-

.gram'fteeds gteater publicity also.

I went through the SIGI program last spring.and it,took me untirth month

of September 6 get an audience With a counselor. The people with% hom I

dealt this past spring.who were responsible for implementing and.e lainAg
SIGI seemed totally disinterested with me and my participation in he prp-
gram. -I suppose it takes 2 or 3 tries to get it right, but I don't intend'

to take it again.-

4 .

! .

Make it easier to, get an apkintmdht. I feel you need to' spend at,least an
hour per sitting--this limits number_ of appointments - -we need 2 Or more-,

machines. -
...0

Makecareer* planning information more precise if possible.

Learnihg my values Was Of great importance to me and helped me a lot. But

the occupations that fit valUes-Or locating Section was also,of great help...

The j roblem I had was that three,occupations did not fit my-values

but SIGI d not 'tell Me why they did not fit. A

404
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Table E7 (continued)

. .
e

I

On question #44 I gave SIGI a B becr ause I ?eel kwas rushed.in using it clq.,1

becauseI waneed'to sign doff and then pick, up exactly where 1 left o_ff, but
couldn't do lt. Also I feel everyone who uses SIGI would need to,visit'a

. couApelor and/or read up on requirements of other colleges to get a complett!
.

,
:view of occupational choices.

. .

,. . ''t 'p
-

.

It was,my fault I didn't get more out of it. I used it thinking I knet4 the
occupation 'I wanted,so I didn't get information oh enough careers. Fhave
no c4anged my major, ao'SIGI didn't do much good. I am so mixed up right
now I would love to do SIGI'again and get information on many majors that,,
I've been thinking about. SIGI is definitely bever than coilbselors.or any
occupational test I've taken..' ., ,

.-i

a
Some of the responses halte been editedslightlyi.

4

p

L

f
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4a. l` ,

BACKGROUND INFORMATIOte. ;----..

1. 'Whet percent of your time do Au spend in

career counseling (as opposed to personal

counseling; academic' advisement,,etc.)? ,
C2 (1) Nose el
_-2) (2) 251 or less ,

_tea (3)' 25-50E ',.
%

e) (4) 50-75I

4) O (5) 75-.:100Z "ANN
, /

2. On the average how many stuHentw do you

-see each week for career counseling?
0 (1) teone o

/ (2)-1-5 ,

0
(3) 5-10.
(4) 10-20

(5) 20 or more

\

3. Row long are moat ses ions for career counselin89

0 (1) less that 30'm utei

--4 (2) 30 minutes to 'hour

I

407

Table a: SIGI EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

'FISR COUNSELORS

rr

---f-(3) one to two hours

1 .

Please indicate whether you agree or diaasree with each of the following statements about

computer-based guidance systems.

4. Computer-based guidance systems

Y. Computer -based guidance
of manyrouttne duties, leaving
sional counseling activities.

a passing fad.

can relieve counselors
moreetime forprofes-

,

ligree

6. Computer -bised guidance systems are apotential thresh

to the jobs of counselors.

7. I will probably never make much use 6f compuerbastd
guidance systems, in my work with students:0w \

8. Computegbased guidance systems are capable of helping'
students make rational Career detisions.

s.

eft

EXPERIENCE WITH SIGI

'9. Rave you attended a SIGI Conselars' Workshop?

Rave y u had a chance .to

11., If , which of

v.

.

use SIGI yourself?

the SIGI subsystems have you been through?
ay.

Once More than once
j

-V ,5
VALUE

LOCATE
COMPARE
PREDICTION

PLANNIUG
STRATEGY

.2)

Disagree

14

. I.

6

0

z.r."(i) Yes:

(1) Yes

Not sure

O

/.(2) No,

.eD (2) No

f

Copyright (C) 1975'by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved.
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. Table E8 (coneinuok.
. ,

4.

. ,
... e , . 110

i 120 Have you referred students to-SIGI? 4; (1) Yes 42 (Z) No

,1/4 If so, how many? ,

,For what reasons?'

IN, How have most studeqs at your college reacted to S1(1?
(1) Favorably .. ,. ,

/ 0 (2) Unfavorably .

C7 3) No oppo tunity to observe.
: .! ,

/ (2) No

,......t- a

'5 (1) Tf$ ,, 14. Have student OCe to ion.with their SIGI printouts? .

. .

...

What problems, if any, have you had in helping;etplinon interpret tile printouts?

_
.

15.' Have students come to ybu with problems related to use of the SIGI terminals?

$90' .
I

If so, what kinds ofd problems have they enc

13

untered?
, -

3 '(1) Its 3 (2)'No

.

Prior to having SIGI at your college, to dpree was each of the follOwing (Items 16-
22) a problem to you in your role as a Counsel° ?

tikjor.

problem(

16. Getting students to read occupational
,information.

* 17. Keeping up-to-date on occupational
information. .

18. Identifying sources of occupational.
information.1

ir 19. Finding time t-P,Lsee all the students

who want the help of a counselor.
%

20.

22.

Identifying students who need help
with their educational and occupa-
tional plans.

S'slecting appropriate programs of
atudy,for students' career goals.

Other:

Minor
problem

No Not relevant
problem* to me

.614
7'

.3

1

soar

23. Hai SIGI had an impact on any of he above problems? 41(1) Yes (2)14o

If so, which.pnes? (Circle rtsp ses.) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) "(21) (22)

Please explain: / / / 0

ti
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Table E8 (continued)

Have you noticed a-change in any of the following (Items 24-27) now that SIGI is-available
to studehms at your college? .

r".

Increase

24. Number of students yon are able to eec.

No
Decrease

/
a. .

25. Amount of time you spend doing career
counseling.

-.--- 0 0
. .

/1Z6. length of career counseling sessions. C .6)
--...._

'42. Quality of group discussions about values .

and career decisions. Z., O''''l
/ C."...r ..tr.^..-. .

28. -Do you lollow which ofyour students have used SIGI'and,v4id have not?
_4.5(1) Yes 0 (2) No

-xr--

If so, in your opinion do stu&ents who have used,SIGI rate higher than studentsvIm
have not used it in their ability to: , No opportunity

Yes. No to obs rive -

(1) express clearly the satisirctionsthey want from
an occupation' 2--- ..,2-1 ,

(2) state their primary occupational choice? . 3 ....2. . 649
(3) mention alternative possibilities? .--7- , ,..

(4) indicate sound reasons for"their preference? 7- 0
. (5) show they are well-informed about their first-

choite occupation? . 2-._ /
(6) decide ,hat programs of study are Suitable for

each occupation being considered? ....._
/ 0

(7) evaluate their Chances of success in programs
being considered?' 3 --L

No opportunity
to observe

29. Row do you think students, should gain access to SIGI? (Check one or more.)
(1) Terminals should be available to students on a first-come, first-served

basis, and Iollovup sessions with counselors should be optional.
(2) Students should be required during their first year of college to.use SIGI

And schedule,a follow-up session with a counselor.
-3 (3) Counselors should refer students to SIGI and require a follov -up seision

afterward. -

4 (4) SIGI should beused as part of a career guidance unit in.a clasbroom course.
-77-(5) Other:

SUGGESTIONS FOR PIPROVEMENT

30. What occupations do students frequently ask about.,that are missing from SIGI?

31. Are there otber additional occupations that ydrvould like toisee included in SIGI?

If So, please

/ (1) Yes 4) (2) No

them

32. Are SIGI's writing style and vocabulary appropriate for your students?'

34' (1) Yes 1.22) No

If not, what changes would you suggest?

408 I
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fable E8 (continued)
, . w

- ' ' 4 .

:,,
4
. 33. How does the occupational information in SICI compare to other sources avaiNuble to' %.

T students at your college? ...

' _IL...a) Better .

.3 (2) About thesame e
.

. '

4, 43) Worse

,
34, i 6 (1)ld you find any sexual, racial, or other,bias in SICI ?' 6 (2) No

.11

1..

1

If so, give examples:

4 4
35. What suggestions'do you have for improving S2CI, the Handbook for Counselors, or the

Counselote,Workshops? 't4

At,."
f ",

-

OPTIONAL INFORRATION

MembZrs of the\SICI research staff are especially interested in hearing about any
personal experiences which you or your Colleagues may have had in working will/. SIM. Please
use the space below to record any observations, amusing anecd6tes, students' comments, etc.,
which you would like to share with us.

0 J.

-

Name:

7

r .

I

409
,r College:

. . a-

PLEASE RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE IN T ENVELOPE PROVIDER,

- THANK YOU FOR YOUR, COOPERATION

4.

ov

I

,

1b-
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Tabie.E9 I

Counselors' Responses to Open-E ded Items

on the Counselors' Question aire,i

question 12 (Reasons for Referring Students' o SIGI)

To train student assistants who wilL help o er students with SIGI.

Decision-making.process--a place to begin. elf-assegsment

and career information.
ForreinforceMent of personal values.

Career information; organizational skilltf career process

model.
Explore values--begin search comparing c eers and interest,

etc. Usually for students who don't have ideas about careers.
Value clarification in occupational de ision-making.

A

Question 14 (Problems Associated with Printouts)

None (2 responses).
Letting student know he can dO SIGI more than once; time

length to do SIGI.
lam structuring my coanseling sessions and follow-up so that

the SIGI printouts can be an integral part of the show.

Question 15 (Problems Associated with the Terminals)

Too many responses are required to select occupations for Compare.

Why not just select occupations direitly?
Hardware problems.
Wouldn't advance.

,... .

Question 22 (Other Problems Associated 'with Career_Counseling)
/

Career counseling is a 'slow, time-consuming process. . A:

, . ,
...

. Question 23 (Impact-of SIGI on Counseling Problems).
. .

[Reference to #20] --The process oe selecting students to use

SIGI is not clear'to, me, but SIGI, is booked up solid foy-at least six '`

-

weeks in advance.
.

4ii;.

Question 29, Item 5 (Other Ways of Matting SIGI'Available'to Students)
-1

No responses.
,

. .

.

.

.

Question 30 (OccupationA Suggested by Students forAddition to SIGI)131. ,!
1

/
.

Medical technology an4 other.related medical careers* Also,

creative arts and business opportunities within arts marketing.

,410
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Table 29. (continued) --

Question 31 (Occupations Suggested byCounselors for Addition to SIGI)

4
Don't know yet. .

Question 32' (Suggested Chalgein Writing Style)
.

4e've had some problems with handicapped (dbaf) students.
Review of reading levels should be made--this is a critical

area. The small 'print and technical nature of the material make it

unusable for same students.
. ,

Question 34 (Examples of Bias in SIGI)

No responses.

'Question 35,(Suggestions for Improvement)

Haye the representative who conducts. the counselor's workshops
actually be counselors from sites who have SIGI rather than ETS per-

sonnel. .

, More "counseling" approaches and techniques. .ETS approach is

more P.R.,,academic, and defensive .than one of.sharing.

Review of uses fD4 counselors; more terminals for better access;',
session for counselors:n the total SIGI experiment (i.e., other uses
and thelA results); strategies for counseling with SIGI on an individual

and group basis.
More specific. guidelines for integrating SIGI Into counseling and-

career guidance programs. At Eastfield, SIGI is too much stand-alone.

Optional Information

Aside from most people calling "SIGI"`"HLGI," not much to report.
The noise of the hardware becomes. an almost subliminal drone that makes

many notice the beast only when it is down. .
Some lack of reinfOrcement for creativity?
Ifi some instances the value system appears to be unrekistic. Stu-

dents are forced to lower their value point syatemn order for tie com-
puter to produce a career--which is in essence inappropriate to theft needs

since thy have been forced to reduce their values below what is realistic

tb.them and whet they know is-realistic. Your representative appeared to'

be most biasecriA,her questioning of students and-coUnselors on their ,

utilization and impressions of SIGI. She showed much reluctance to.accept

negative criticism. SIGI does have a place at Eastfield.
Time 'was used in questioning counselors at Eastfield--part of that

time should have been used to go over actual counseling techniques that

could be implemented in the SIGI program. ETS staff"seems to be more con-

, Cerned with supporting the present system:than in implementing improVements.
Many of- our suggestiqnd wete put down by the_statement, "But we'at ETS

dont agree." SIGI is a'great system and should be.supportea..

a Some oftihe respZihses have been edited slightly.

b
Some occupations in these fields are already in SIGI.

411'
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Table E10

Breakdown of Sample by Age, Sex, and Enfollment Status.

Factor

. A

Age,,_
18 or under

a
41.3 ,

.19-21 '26.6

22-24 21.4

25 an over 10.7

Sex
Male
Female

49.7
50.3

.
tills.

Enrollment status
,

About to enter 10.9

rst semester or quarter 24.5

Completed 1 .6r more-semesters ,46,9

Other 17.7

kA

Ts

4.<

4 1-2

I

aa'
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Table 111

Initial Status with Respect to Career Decisions

y-A LuE STATIV.) (N= 523

vNGWi;ICAT I WANT.
'CENERAL IDCA OF WriAT I t.ANT.

WOULD KNOW IF I SAW IT.'
I' P..' IN THt DLRK.

;1C-CUPATION STATUS (N=. 523 )

I CAN LIST 3 OCCUPATIONS.
1 nR'2 uCriFATIONS TOAT tIT.
NOT SURE THEY FIT MY VALUES.
I NE,C.0 LCTc GE 3NPOI,V.ATIL;4.

FREO

128
273 5c.2"J

_z8 isa
34 1E.66

nice

'57
83

1C2
281

PREDICTION STATUS (N= FIEC
----

PREDICT LgAtIES It? ANY PRL(;R At 1 1945

PRFDICT 200

GENERAL IDEA OF MY ols.AOLS.' 86

I CAN'T PREDICT. MY GRA0E.;,-., 41

PLANNINC. STATV44104= 523 )

KNn6, VHICH PROGRAM TL Eni.OLL IN.
(E::ERAL IDEA WHICH it 3t ET.
CO'A'T KM6k WHICH PRUC. TI TAKE.

413

FREC

91
193
239

10.90
15.67

ty

' ,8.24
16..44
7.84

17.40
?6.90
45.70



Table E12.

Means and "Standard Deviations for he 10 SIGI Values,

Value

Unrestrictee Restricted
b

S:D. S.D.

Income 5.44 1,68 4.89 1.67

Prestige 4.52 1.99 3.14, 1.50

,Independence 5.35 4.53 1.63

Helping Others 5.22 2.25 4.29 2.30

Security 5.62 1.92 4.59 1.85

°

Variety 5.10 1.97.. 4.16 1,71'

Leadership ", 4.63 2:93 3.54 1.72'

InterestTield 5.87 '1.80 5.42 1.70.

Leisure 4.01 1.85 3.25 1.67,

Early Entry 3427 2.38 2.19 1.95

.

Students weighted each value on
to 8 (maXimum importance), with
sum of'the weights.

,I3Students were
40 points.

,

r

fo'rced to'adjust

a scale ranging,from 0 (no import nce)
no restriction on the magnitude o the

their value weights to sum to exactly

414 )

I
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-Table E13

Frequency with Which.lac of the Six

Interest Fields Wa Eelected

Interest field (N = 851a) Freq
a

Scientific 117 13.75

Technological 56 6:58

Admilpistrative 112 13.16

Personal Contacit 291 34.20

Vetbal 177 20.80

Aesthetic .4 98 . 11.52

A

aThe n and frequency represent'the number of times fields were selected.

Students may, choose more than once.

I

I

(

415,

AIL
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Table E14

Fzequency with Which Values Were Used for Retrieval in Locate

VALUES aIN, LCCITE

INCOME.
PRESTIGE.
INDEPENDENCE.
HELP INC 1 T HERS.
SECURITY.
VARIETY.
LEADERSHIP. ,
INTEREST FIELD.
LEISURE. .

E. 'RI_ Y EtrT.RY.

-

FRED44
'1573

579
1`329
11i22
1159
1135

787
1568
717
501

2
..7,

19.1 /
5.58

12.
can '

11.1.3
10.9.5
7.59

15.12
6.91
4.65

4a The n represents the total number of selections, not the numbef of.students

using the Locate system.

416
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Table ELS

Level or Category of Specification Used in Locate

2

INCi LFVtL (N= 1701 ) rr.r:

----

-LESS THAN 48,:10.1 CK.
FORE THAN 78,0U0. 2;4
mgr!E THAN :111,000. 611
r("Zi. THi,N

Thf,. 'cLIOL6. 2!:2

PREtTTCE LEVEL :iFE,IS,(N= 618 )

FELCA AVLRAGE IS OK.
f%"LNTI.

TF.N t,EtsALE ArCUN1.
( 'r 4T (';T

7.61
7.86,

TNLEPc-NLENUc LEVEL.P.EC (N= 140 ) Fh EC A

--,_--....

fLui..4',:f IS': 6K. 87 5.81

0117/41.Or ,,kjaN.T. 5.1,C ''7..i1

10L HPN AVER,(A. At.LUS1. 6.-.7 5i,

GREAT ,AM,LUNT . 110 11^4

.7

HELP '_)HERS LEVEL SPECS (N= 1114 ) FREC %
,..

irLG1( 'y..r:i.-E 1;-, OK s.- 5c -4,..V3

OrKACF PACUNT. 210
i)

18.8'1

',IRE THAN FVERAuE AMCUMT. 402 ..36:0q

GREAT fkiOUNT 442 39./7

SF(L")/TY LEVFL ::PECS (Nr 1287 )

tPLCK A4Lr';(.:E IS LX.
14 :-.RACE APCUNJ.

,ORE THAN AVERA.CL AM GLINT.
CREST Ahi.UNT

.
,

Vilkyli-LEVLL S-PEC ;(N- °12 -co ) FINE(":

_...--
S.

bECLA AVI.P.P.GE IS OK. 03' . 4.97

AVERAGE AMC.UNT, 3(s45 _ 31.1S
I.:10E THAN dVERA-GE AMOUNT. 570 . 46.95
tREtT AiuUNT 240 18.93'

FRU,

4.51

40.56
38.3

522
489 . 0

218 16.94,

ij-PLEIshIPLEViL SPECS (N= 874

EELOW AVERA6E IS OK.
iVcRAG At4f1LINT.

° 11/E THAN /VfRAC,E Ai'C'JNT.
Al LUNT

417

Fria!

, 84
299
32,77-,

1c4''

'9.01
34.21
37.41
18.76 .
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Table E15 (continued)

A.,

INT' Pr:T ,P It( 1

srIENTIFI( .

lie

----
c. 246

1;6 11.S)
ts.( 46.4,
1'/ 11.")

I no c4
v

LEVLL (Nc 73c,

GE t
T AXtfRAU.,

rvay LFNEL :PEC: (A= )

""*.r. 1,6p
I 18'4
2 On 119

Ylit.Z U-s LE -3..s 51

.

s

418

4

4

k

57..75

A

'203
35..cg
22 ce

9.7.7

eu
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Table E16

°CUP/a1 p-1S IN LOCATE( t.0 VICE A 'NI TA AIL) (ii= 86G9ai 10 S4b ) .

A CR 'A.t1C ACTRE..,';'Se
V

ADVERT I.:14111 CGP`M/RIT(.2.
_AIR COND. nEF.3 IG e''," I:CA T ME CH.

.1 CCCOT ANT. .
AIRCRAFT rFCHANIC.
JiPPLIANCI. PrEPAIR TEthitILIA4

go ARCHLTE CT.
ANTeMOBIlf SALESVCR'KER. A

ARCh. TECH. AND DR/.1:TSMAN. 7
AVIuNICS TECHNICIAN v

_ALJTOMOBILE ?;.GRAPH C.
ACTUARY.

... 7.: ER_OADC/,!--I TECHNICIAN.
E;EA CT IC I AN f

bOT /NIS T
'

FRED % FhLO !.:'
0.03:3 1

0.05
'1 4°9 0.10

0.12
04

10 2
'2 0.02 -. 0
.0 0.00 13

69 0.80 11. =.

1 '0.01 0
6 ,, 0.07 t

0

>1f , 1

0.00 0
00,01 0

41 (1 04? .4.0
9 . 010 .--.0 ;

10 012 0
52 0 GO 6'; .

1 0.01 '' 0
9 0.10 -'f-f ,:---LANK oFFIC:.:R 91 , -1.135 rt 9

--' 0
31

0.03
'..0

21 0.24 .7
91 1.05 13
17 --r0.20-- 4:"---

60nKkEEPER
.

605,1%ESS ";ChINE REP! -IR TECH-.

...:..EA1K TEi L.E.q.
COMMERCIAL ARTIST. .. '"--=

_
....:

CLOTFII!.: CEz,PiNEft
CHEMICAL 'ENGINEER.

,--; CHEMIST,. 7-,

1.09
0.09
(.00
009
0.00
1.00
:1 r011
1-.00

.0:00
(... 00
0.00
5.90
1.00

16..00
14.4,057

Cs CO
0.09
(.35
L*00
T...00
10"n6
1.23
O.35

GLERCY. . 126-. ' 1.45 -11 ' 1.04
CD,''''UTr.ER ,..)ERATOR 0.05 - 0 1.00
COMPUTER P-tOGR AMMER.. 0.0.9 --1 1.09
CENT/L tt...SI.STANT .°*--- 2 0.02 *0.

:::51CIV U. ENCINEER 218 2.51 ......, 37

- DENTIST -----=.= .--7-263 . 3.03
0. Oa

DEN T AL MG IENI ST 6 0.07
'":561- 3.4?

-0: 1.00
_CR AFTElsh.AN -.. 13 005 -1;_ 0.04-,......-

-

GIFTITI eti- 72 0.83 3 8 .1.76
.....

1IESEL MECHANIC . 8 0.09 .
0 , E.P.00

0..000.01- J 0DA14CER /.11 0/NCING If 1.CrIER 1
.-.1.CONCIO:.:1 ..- "-- 28 1.32

cr-.12

1.11: CI q TEAL ENSINEER -C1 0'47
"NGINEEF.Ii.IG lECHNICIIN. 10

0. 30
FINE AR TIS1 /rR IVATE ART 0.22

'ILEGTRONIC TECt-INTCIAN 26

0.88'
TEACHEri 's 19

FLIGHT .Ei,.CINEER, 3.7 0043
FlikEgAL c rqf (JCR 76

FLIGHT Al TU,OANT , -0 02 .
FORESTER _109 1.28
(..E0GhAE HI"; 15 0.17
110M,E. ECCOMIt>1. . .1E.3 1.88

. A hOTEL/YOICL MANAGER' 51' (1.59
4 -Ttt-atti2'F-fi Ct. A GE al .

a °.09INTEkI0k 1.-:::::IGNER/DECORAIOR. ?7,4 013,1.
INDI,E1 R In. ENDINEIER 108

0.15
?. 28

INDUSTRIAL TicARFIC MANA'otR 13
......1101.1F.IRI.L Or .;11.-f-d;R . -97 1.12 .

I.NSTRUMEN I rEPA IR 1 ECHNI,CTAN *0
EeILNCE LA8 TECHNICI1N 0 rf / 20° g

LlakARI AN .- - 89 1.03
L 1.3GR R Lill IONS SPECIAL /ST: 130 1 a SU

419

'

'

.

-

4

.

,

:1-9-'-=
=7 ,:.-

-- 0-:-2.

1--
7

12 ''''
1-'-'
1--;r:,

24'. ..0*72.28
'2-.-
17
15

2-
. 7
32 .

4
1.02

0
7

22.

1,118,A
0-.6.3r
1'400
C.09
1.66'
.1..14.
07409
0o-09

Go 19
'I.E.?:
1442 _

, 0.19
0.66

,:04
0.38
61:0104 -.

0.00
' 0..66

2:09
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Table E16 (continued)

LIBRARY If CHNI C I Ali- P 2 0.02 0 G.00

LAWYER n5 '4.44 /12 3.9.8
t. ATEE MA TICIAN 58 `111 1.04

PHYSIC I AU Ii- _
...0.4 337

O. 67
`.4..

, 142
3.-U,

DZCHANI CAL INGPieiR 73 1.!..1; '12

0.27
11 4 41.014FETECgOlA,G)ST 37 6.0

PEDI (AL Et CLRE) Ar."1%:151g TO'li 23 0 u400
Co.MEOICAL_LA6 TEGhNIEIAI 0 LI 0

61)..(T]-)

. PPM T RI 1-_PRCEER 12 1,11:1)1 5 (.67
11.00j I. 1 0

Pl.,NUI AC 1U0E '5 ::.ALE=zi 3Rt LK.t. 7 6r08 0 U4,0i

1-',FD1(:AL .12ChNOLDLASE. 17 .0420' 0 1.00

MUSIC' A N/F Ul'IC TI,ACHE 4. 26 0.30 8 0.76
..

ACHINIS1. 14 0.16
---

2 1 1.19
ISURSERYPAWLANDSCAPt R. 30" 0.::5 6 e057
NEWSPAPER RiPOPTLR. lb 6412 1

C CC0PAT IEN AL hiCKAP I ',.14 149 1. 72 -1 7 gC CEAltOG16,P 11E 67 0...7 7' 12

CPT ICIAN. 2 0.02' 0

PUR CO SINi., Al,CN T. 1 0d01 1,

C.R) OL CE CF F It Er,. ' 1Q 0412 1 I.1,.04

PHARMAC I. T . 15 t 0.17 0 ICO...!!

Z.3?

OW,ILIC hEiLTH SPLCIALITSI. 1.02 11

PILOT. . 41 6 0.47
1.1,8

5

POLITIC/I. .CIEAT 1ST. 159 1.9,3 . 25

NURSE, PRACTICAL. 2 G.02 0 1.06

F HOTOCR A PHER. 32 0.37 5 064;

FUBL IL RE UT rePIS UOItKER. 7 0.08 '
1

F)-11%,If I ST. 13 in
0 ' at

L. 0

PHYS:C Al TPERP I ST. 45 , I C.).0

PE0;.-0.4NIL INTE'RV IEVEN. 122 1.41 . 17 1.61
88 1.02 23

351 4.05 46
Z.18
44 6

7 0.98 - - 1' C. 9

-., R E 1 U . . . c r i t I T A T I C 4 CGLINSLL0h. 310 3.58 46 4. .6

RECIPT I (...K 1 ST-. . 4 0605
RE:i. ESTATE AGENT 'a 0.054 1 0409. _

NUR;;EJ RE GISTFREG. 19 0.22 ,;,,, 1

...

U 09

BESPIR A lORY THE.RAP I ST: 17 2 0 19

RETA IL STZRE MANAGER. 32
0.14

10 I, .9r;
....

0. 37

RAD 16/T V :"-f RV ICE TET.14I IC IAN. 0 0.00. 0 .00,

RE CI:EA1 ICA GRKCR. 48 ,6.15S 10 br .95

SYSTEMS ,Nal:)I . 38 0.44 2 ).19

:.0 IL CONSERV-A71 6N IS T. 152 1.75 33 .f..13

SECLR IT 11-,S. [ADRIA. 61 O. 70 13 1.23

f ECPET W. 21 ' 0.24 3 0.26
&CH6CL cc uNsEL ft. 296 x.41 28 2.66

ST!TISTIE1N.
,

21 0.24' ,6

(L.': 278
:SOCIALSt R VICi AIDE. 21 0.24- -3

T kPEE,CH ,EITALOG IST/ALLOIELLD;z14.4i 248 24.86 25 2.37

EIAGLR AND SINGING TEACHER. ., 11 0..1 3 1 0:09
.0.16 2

0.9 7

6.19SUIldCYCR. 14

TEACHER aA IDE.. 9 , 1 0.09
1.04 'SOCIAL :0k1(tR. 84 -11

0.10

TOOL Ah0 DIE MAKER. 5 0.06. 0 g.(01g
1 raf," Na CI:AFT ';')NORK ER.

\*"14
10 ,. 0:00 0

TEACI-O=R JP tLIME-NTAR.Y SCHOOL 112
1

5
.4 0.47

ZOOLOGIST. . 52 0:2960'
6.19

6 0e57

(G2 0.00
TECHkICAL 4R1TE;R.

.2

01I YP 1ST. 2 U.

PRODUCT ILO M4,NAULR.
PSYCHOLGC I: T.

AV4CUNCER.

0 'J

I.

420
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r
ble E16 (continued)..

URIOAYLANNER.
i

143 1.65 '1? 1.80

VET,LkINARIAN 76 C.88 ' 16 1.52
UASTLWATLR TREATVCNT ONRAT h.- U 0.00 0 0.00

X-RAY TECHNCLOGIS
2.

a 0.02
2?

0 b.00
TE/CHER. ART. 193 12

I

TEAChER.,B1LL6SY: !
172 7

1.14

TEAChEP.SUSINESS.
,.

1.7? 1.99: 6 T..7
'

TEACHER, ENCL1SH/LAbC. AkTS ! 142 5 G47
TEACHEq, FCREIt.;t. LAWU4.9E.

/ '
Q142 1.64 ,

1.64
5

TERtHrR, HIETORY/SCCIAL STUUIES 142 S .G.47
0.47

11.62 3 0.28TEACHER, INDUS. ART5.-/V0C.TEI.H. '108 . .
TEACi;ER, MAThEMATIC!: 172 1.98 7 0.66

fan

TEP CH::.R. I HYSICAL ti:LCAT IC, '. 68 1.02 , 3 U '26
TEACHER, P: YSICAL SCIENCE I ., 172 108 .. '7

.

'1.. 66
OADER. 0 0 .' 0.000.00.,.'

61 ERCSP A' .t: ENGINEER. 11 G.13 1' 1 0.09
FI'RE GHTI:R 12 -.4 0.14 ,, 1 - 0.09
FE 14 C it i/- P E R+Vjt, R . 0

_
0.00 r, -.0' 0:00

LANGSCAN tRCHITE CT. 72 0.83 .9 t..85

( PERAT INC POCH TECHNICIAN. 0 me 0 GAO
OPTG/ETF HT. \--...*" 194 2.24 24

:..,
1

i28
-TEACP.E.,12,,.EIRLt CnIl VIDC3Dti` t -- 22 0'. iS ....., G.09

-. TEACHER, ..FECIAL F:DL-C1T IC .... 142 1.64
_ --S

0,37 1

0.47
.7.---.i.l::CONSTROCTIC'N ItIPECTCR.- :52

GEOLOGIST. - . .27 0.31 3 0.28

60.:(190
..,-,

,CORRECT ION OFFICER:, f 0.01 =0

'HOSPITAL /OnINISTR TCR 11'3' 1.30
30 .46;4,35

20 1.90

, P4YSICIAU<:";ISTAVT.1 37 0.28
-r, *SirtiocR /UFA X: . -.. ,-,-- '. 3 ,--10.03 -.0 G.00

.-: -_- EEG TEChNOtti.;151. : 0- 0.00 - . _ 0 0.00.
IORSIIii.: iftISTANT. (-- M0 G . .0 0.00

, TEACHER, VOW IONAL/TEC NICAL. 52 0.60 3 -" - : Oe28
0.19FLORIST (RETAIL d OESIG ER). 2 0.02 2

r41_-CHEF/COCA.
',..---PLUMC)FR -- '23 C.27 ;2 -" 0 0.19

FOOD SCIENTISI/TECHNCLOIGIST. -10^ (1.13 ----.4- - t.r. 09
-TELEYiSICh PRODUCE.i.(itARICTOn. , -14. 0.16 -4 ..)313

INTE,RPRETE4/TRANSLA1OR: 46 0.42
'1 i "0.13LEGA1 Abf,iSTANT. , I

'FARMER/F/01.H t4xnA6Es. ---------7 31: --_- 003

G 0C9

0
4 0

-7. 71 : -:-.'
,... .:

0.00
C). 00o-
0.09

a m
Retaievals for novices.

b
Retrievals for initiated,

/_ _

Via

L
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Table El7

(ICC( PAT roms coll. ARE (1l= ..f.n 39a ) FRIG

t CI Gh Atli: ACT RC SS.-

AD 'Eta I CCPYWRI 1f-3k
Nt.,,,..*REFR 1 C., L i.LAT NEC...

A CCi. UN ANT.

AIR CF.AF Pi:604NC.
AF'PLI/NCE Pr-FAIh TECH4ICLON.,
A72,601ITE CT.
1UTQPO9ILE SA LES1.4DRKER

20 0

22
8

41

6
- 0-
17
2

ARCH., TECH.- A,10 DRAFTSMAN. 2
AVIONICS TECHNICIAN. 1

PIT LNCBILt Ftcr.A.r.rc. 9
A CILIARY. 13
,sPROADCAL T TECHNICIAN.IAN .7

.t.E3/ UT IC I 10
beT /NISI. 17

1?
/XS' INF SS worth I!.4 REPA IR 1 f:CH. 4

V4K OFF itFR 25
DANK TELLER. 11
COMMERCSAL RT1'..",T Nod 18
(1,0ThING'bEEI>NEE. 4

CHEMICAL 'ENGI°,1F.Eil 12
S T y ,11

. ?.1

CMPUTER CPER),TGR 2G
COMPUTER PRDIRAMME2 L39
CIVIL ENG ritE.R. 40
DFNTA.t. A.SEISTANT "2: 5
DrNI IST .* 28
(ATAL 1 YG IEAIST 6
DRAFTER frt.n4 4 11

IETITI,A,N 20
CIESLL MECHANIC
LANCER AND DANCING TEACHER
CCONOMI.A. , -

ULECTRIC AL ENGINEER `e414

ENG IHEE PANG TECHNIC IAN 7
El F.'CTON ICS TECHNIC IAN 7"1
FIAA'AR I^T/PR IVATE ART TEACHER 15
FUNLRAA. DIRE croft 9
'FLIGN ENGINEER 5

FLIGHT ATTENUANT_ 21,
FrIRESTER 36
GEOGRAPHER 4
HOME ECCNC;YIST 41

HOTEL /HOTEL MANAI.ER 27
111.FVF.ANCiz esCI-NT 12

INTEBIGa4FSIGNIEFUDECC.RATOR 25
ItIOUSTRIAL E.Nc;INLER 0 37
IN0113TRIAL TRAIFIC hANAGER 4

Qt :',,t*Itsc.R 19
IHSTRIP41 NT fa PAIR TECHNICIAN 1

SCIENCE A IL CHNIC 3

LIBOR I i N 19

422

0.66
0.72'
0.76
1.35
0.2J
0:0)
0.56
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.t.)

0.23
0.3!
,0.55

0.8?
0.36 r
0.59
0.13

-0.19

101'2-
MI:65:

1.2S
1.32
0.15
0.92
0.2)
0.36'1

0.66
0.4s

0.31.

0.23
0.23
0,49
0.30
0.16
s69

. 1.13
0.'13

1.3.3

0.89
. 0.29

0.62
1-.22

- 0.03
0.13
0.63.
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\Table C17 (continued)

LASOR R IONS L.'PECIALIST
L lEliARY TrL-INIC ft./

4W1t.P.-
MATHt t1A
PH'tSIf,I AN1
,VECHtN 'Ca 4
MF TEDROLLC1; 1,
rf DI CAL Kt f.'.411.) AlimINIST:tATtM
rEOICAL LA6 TiCrKICIA.N1
1200f 1.
1".7<11 I rsESEAF.Clif.i.
Etk!(1f AC IL:tiOS S1 LEI.V.ONKU.
A.FrIl CAL TI:EI.,;+CLCLIST.
M.11cICI A wrUSIC Ti ACHER
MACHINI; T.
NUPCLVYHAN/LANnSCAPER.
N 1..:SP AP it' tit Fri,':.k.
CCFA6GRIP,,Erc.
OPT ICI A
CC,CUPAT TI:cnAP IST .
PUoCcA /c,c.N'T
F',OL I LE CF'iCER. *
P1151_ IC tit.4111.. T;..1

,`f-POLITJC.AL rEltNTIST.
PHA R1AAC IST.
NURSE, PR CT 'CAL.
PH('TCGR;Pliik.
F LIPLICR:L;kT IONS 1-16/iKER
?HY:AEI:T.
PHYSICAL TI-str:APIST.
PFRSQ1NLL INTERVIEf:ER.
PRZWUCTICN MANAGtRe.
PSYCHOL ELI S1,.
RAVIC.iT V ALN(UNC-R
RE.01.611_ ;NI CIA113ELOR.
itE CE PT ICA ',I

REAL ESTATE AGENT .

NURSE, KEGISTFRED.
INFiPIRA T121y THE:SAPI ST.

. RETAIL SICat Mr410ER.
RADIG/-T TE CFIAICIAN.
FECREATIGN 1.C3gErs.
SYSTEMS ANALYST
SOIL CONSERVATIONIST.
SECURITIES f,ROKEK
SFCRLTARY.
SCHCOL CC-UNgL OR.
STATISTICIAN.
SaC,IAL SERVICE AIDE.
1+PIEGH PATriCLOGIST/ALDIGLeGIT.
SINGER AM) SINGING TEACHER.
SURVEYOR.
SOCIAL 1;t,121E:R.
TEALhER AIDE.
TELEPHONE CRAFT,S$ORKER.
iDe.)L AND DIE HAI<CR.,
TE ACLER, ELEMENTARY SCHOC,C

11
1

t
O.

., 3.
0:81

39 '4

14 0.-46
4!) 1.51
22 0.7?
5.

14
611)
.0.46

8 . 0.26lr 0..36'
11. .. O.I

6
10

G.2,1
' 0.33.

8 0.26-
2 0`.07 s'

13 0.43
31 1.10 - ...%-- *,x.

.31. .:- 1.12
3

66
0.1')

.17
21 0.69
19: ,

24
23

"N--. 0.79
0.76

34 1.12
15 ... 0.4?

7 0.10_

41 1.351.
e7 0.8'2

& Ci.c:,
37 1.22
61 ^ 2.01'
34 1.12

147
25'

. 04..6721

1117 3.5?
12 0.30

i 11 0.35
20 0.66

5 . 0;16
20 -.: 0.66

9 01V.I1
23 0.76.

01. 3337 1.22
9

'
2? ,- 0.72

147
24 0.79 i

-_-_44 T.4

As 9 '''-'0. 33
16 ' ,...,059
63 2.07

B
z

..-- 0.2,6
2

46
0..07

. 1.51
9 0.30

,1 0.0.5
5 0.11

, .34
'...4 11:012210rALGIV. . 31

TECHNIC/`L ViRITr.R. 5 0'.16

- Z3
1
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Table Ell (continued)

T YP IST

LIRO P N'll

YrTEkIN'ARI`A:7
kASTEVATER TREATMENT 3PLkATOK.
X -RAY TECHNOLOGIST*

21

1

10
TEACHER,
TEACHER,

ART
EICLOGY. 9

TEA CHER, BU.SINEI.:.-.. 17
1 eAcHER, EliGLISH/LA:w. 23
YEA,CHFR
TEACHER

FOi,FIGN'LANGUAGE. ,
d4(131 P L bY/OtIATATIES:

la
41

'47 TEACHER, ARTS/V@C.TEen. r 23
TEACHER, 14
TEACHER, PhY.(ACAE EUCAIION. 48
TFACIIER PHYICAL 12
WELDER..., 3

IEPOSPACE LAC, BEE R 7

F TREF ICHTEr.,.
-KEYPUNCH
LANDSC AFL ARCHITECT.
OPERAT I t.G t4JECHNICIA.N
Crf 'C MET R 1 SI !,C

6
2*

23
'4'c2

TEACHER, EARLY CHIL6hDOC 21

TEACI4R, sPLC IAL EDUCA.T 63
CCNSTRUCT IPN INSPECTCR. 15
CORRECT ICN LE, F. ICE 12
GEOLCC I 2U

-.110,SP IT AL 1-CePtISTRA TOR.
PHYSIC,' Ak-'S. ',33ISTA:41.
STENOGRAPheP.
EED TECY.W.U.CIST..
NITRSlING ASS TANT
FLORIST' (PIT', IL DEc:IGNE R)
TEACHER, --VOCAT.ICNAL41 EChN ICA,L

17,
5

6

CHEF /COCK. 2

P LU1',3ER -- L
,

-: 1........---- =

I- DOD SC TENT IST/TtC4i.L3I ST ..--,41 -

-.. . T EL EV IS.IGN PkOOLCE:R/UIRt CTC-R 6
INTERPRET ER/TR ViSLATCR. 6
LECLL ASSISTANT. .
FARMER /FAR'' tANAGER

...

0.20
. 099
0.69

0.33
0.79
0.30
0.56
C.76
0.59
1.35
0.76
0.4c
1.53
0.39
0'010

0.23
0.07
0.76
0.13
0.72
0.69
2.07
0.49

No. 39
CI*66
0.76
0 c i)'

77-0 1 c

-0.63
0.07
.0:21
0 13

=.- 0.07

- 0.03

0003
0.2)
0.23
026

03

a
Frequency indicates the total nuMber of times an occupation was selected

as'a subject for inquiry byfiovices and initiates,

-7-
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Table E18

flUETIuNC 4N C(1.1PAK't (1.=74C7a)

-- DEFINITION OF OCCUPATION:
DESCRIPTICf CF.,i1AK 'ACTIVITIES?
LEVELS .Z.F.--KILL,,.
1-4FRE TO G T M)Ri- INFORKATIuN?

...,

PRCO,

5t1
/523 \

2F9
2';2

EDUCAIICK OUIRcD-EARLY ENTRY? : 514
SPECIFIC CC UPATIONAL TRAINING? 282
RELATED COLLEGE COURSES? 2 70

PERLV4AL. CUALIFICAT 'DNS? 353
`iTHER RELUIREMCNIS? 168
EEG INNI NC, SALARY? 45E
VFxAGF.INCOkE-HIGH INCt,ME? 314

TOP SALARY PbSSIbILITIES? 227
HOW sALARIES VARY? 145
CPPORTUN IT IES TO HELF OThFRs?
..t.-4,PPuRTUNITIES' FOR LEADERSHIF':

4.t*f.
'3.51
7.1
3.0
3.75.-
4.$,--9C

2.33
6.'!
4.77
3.15

li'4

b5

.
If

'1.127..!

?

THAT FIELD`. CF INTrIkEsi? cS6
yRisTipE LEVEL? co /

SPECIAL PRCBLEFS? 248 ,

PHYSICAL SURROUNOINW 128
LEISURE-HOURS? 220
INOFPENCENtE ON THE J08: 16E
VARILTY? 152
FRINGE DEW:FITS? 162"
EMRLOYMNT OUTLOOK? -.` 400
WHFhE AKE THE JCBS? 322
JOB SECURITY*? 190
ADVANCEMENT? 172 ,

HCV MANY 411MEN? 14Z

1.:5

;:73.

3.05'
2.3)
2.2
2.2:

. ..5.55
4.41
2.64

1.2.397'

Frequency is the total -number of times the questionas chosen by
novices -and initiates.

425
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Table E19

'8rUdents.I:Reports of Their Previous Academic Performance

4.

8

q. S.. RANK (N= b. ) FRO

TOP FIFTH. 13 17.11

`2NO FIFTH. , 40.7C

FIFTH. 26 :54.41

4TH FIFTH. 4 . 5,25

ETTCM 2 2.6-3

H.E. MATH. GO6E-c., (N= 7t ) FASO
%,

',ONLY 13 17.11

E-0.5ILY 25 . 32.89

TSTLY 29

8E/.6*, C. 9 11.84

H.S. FNGLISARADES (N= 76 )

NOSILY
HOS.TLY BIS. .

toriRrTLY (.'S.

BEL.'UIJ C.

0

FRg0 '

33 43:4 2
39:47

. 11 14.47
2. 2.61

4

HELP' TH ENC-LISh (N= 76 ) : FREQ Ao %

...i c,.......
.

I1E-§0 21. 27.0
_ NO. ,

46 6d.5%.

NOT SURE. 9 11.64'

426,
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Table E20

Programs Chosen in Prediction (N = 22.1a)

Accounting Technician -

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Anthropology
Architecture

FREQ

.

2.26
1.36

4.07

5

3

9

7'

Art. 6 2.71
Biology 1-1 4.98
Business' 24 .10.86
Chemistry 7, - 3.17
Computer 12 5.43
Data Programmer 7 z 3.17
Drafting and Design 4 ' 1.81
Elementary Education 5 2.26
Engipeering 2 .90

English 11 . 4.98
Language 6 2.71
Government 8 3.62
Health Fields 11 4.9k
History 6 2.71
Home Ecodomics 5 - 2.26
Law 18 8.14

Math 8 = 3,62
Medicine 9 . 4.07
Music 1 .45

Physics' 6 . 2.71
Secretarial 2.71
Sociology 17 '! 7.69

Speech 4 1.80
Veterinarian 3 1.36

a
The n repreSents the sum of the individual frequencies not students.

0

427

4
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Table E21

DUEETION:: Iir FKEDICTION (N= )

CHANCES IN 100 MEAN?
CHANCES OF PASSING COURSE"?
HOW TO PREDICT bRADEs.
CHANCES CUIL Ck FAD.
SICI RIChT CR AM I miGHT?

,.

428

S

..*

FhEC

c

8

1

7

I.

17.86
28,57

3-457

25.CO
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Table E22

1ST CHOICE OCCUP AT.\ ICT IN SIR A TE0 Y - PRia tt POST b( N= A38? & 148 >'

FREO Si ER I. ct

AsCTOI; AND ;cTREs:..,. .. ..4 .0.79 3

ADVERT 1,:dt1C- -COPYt.R I 1:; Rs 4 1.05 0,
..A IR COND fM. k 'GI -it A I ME 0 6of. 1 1

A CCOUNT*NT 13 3.40 11
AIRCRAFT MECHANIC. . ',. .0 I. 00 " o

41.EPLIANCE REF'AIK TECFNICIAN. 0 0.00 0
ARCHITE CT. 3 0.19 - 1AUT0i;.0ULF SALESWGRKER 0 0.00 0
ARCH. TECH. AND 3:01:TSMAN. 0 ,.000 0
AV IONIC.c. TE ChNI CI AN 0 000 1

AUTGED8 ICE !"2CHANIC. 4 ,l 05 6
ACTUARY. 2 0.52 1

FiPTADCA ST' NTECH IC IAN 0 0.00 0
6FAUT IC I AN I 0 o.00 o
bOTANISis 2 a:52 1

BOOKKEI-PEP. 2 0.52 1

US.IVES::. l'AChINE REPAIR TEM. 0 0.00 0
SANK OFFIC.:E . 3 0.79 4
E ANA T E l'i_E ts 2 0.52 1

---- CO'itiElIC I AL ARTIST. 2 0.52 0
0.26'CLOTHING DESIG,4Ek. 1 1

CHEF:ICA L ENOINEER 0 0.00 1

CHEMI LT - 2 0.52 0-
CLERGY. 8 2.09 6
Cao.PLJTER CPERATOR. 1 0.26 0
CO/AP uT i.- fl P ")RLGRAreER. 3 0.79 -.

,..

-CIVIL ENGINEER. 3 0.79 7
DENTAL A 5:3'61th T 1 0. E6 1

DENTIST ', 3 0.79
-.. 0

1, 6

0.52 --
DENTAL hYGIPNIST 1 0.26

DIET IT IAN 0 0.01; 0
DIESEL MEC:TANIC

.. .,_= -

1GRAF TER SIA',N , 2

,
-___

3 0.79 1

DANGER AND DANCING TEACHER. 0 0.00 1

E CCNOM I ::.,T ' . ii .0.26 2

ELECTR I CA L ENGIoN:1-6? 3 0.79 V
ENG INFE RING TECtit.'ICl/ N .0 0.00 0
E LE CTECNICS TECHNIC IAN 3 0.79 1

0.52,FUNERAL DIRECTOR 2 2
--; PINE. AR T I T../ER-IVATE ART TEACHER 5 1.'31 6

FLIGHT ENGINEER 1 0.26 0

---IIFLIGHT AT 1 FNEANT ' 3 0.79 1

FOPE6TF ft . 4 1.05 5

GEOGRAPHER 0 01.00 / 0
: HOPE ECONCMIST 2 0.5'2 3

HOTEL. /MOTEL TANAGER 2 0.52 2

INSURANCE A ("VII o 0. CU 2

'INTERIOR. DESIGNER /DECORAT OR 8 . 2,.09 3
_.

INOUSTR IA!. ENG INLER 4 1 05 5

INDUSTF I Al., TRAFFIC NANA FL a ' 1 0;26 1-

OVEINIRIAI 1-SIGNER 1 0.26 1

h INSTIZUmr.N3 REPAIR TECHNICIAN 0 0.00 0

.i- "SCIENCE LAB Tr LIINICDN U 00. 0 0
. I. I BRAR I AN .5 1.31 4LATIORR L LAT TINS SPECIALIST 3 0.79 4

L I BRARY Tr cun 1 t I.At4 , . 0 0.00 0

429

:f

1,.86
0.00
U.2.9
3.16
OLthJ

°U(./..002090

0.00
0.29
1.72

.0.29
u.o0
0.00
01.29
0.29
C0
1.15
.29t...

001,0
0.29
0.29
6.00
1.72
0.00
C57'
c2:01

1.72
. 0.00

0.00
0.29

G.29
0.29
0.57
U.29 .0

0-.00
0.29
1.72

ti0. 27.°9

1.41,
0.00
0.36
0.57
0.57

.. 0.86
1.44
ci 29
0.29
O. 00
0.00

1.155
0. 0 0 Al:',7,
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Table E22 (continued)

21 5.5D 22 6.32
0 0.00 0' ' 01.00

10 2.'62 i , 10 2.87
3 0A79 -4, 2' U.57

' 0.52 0 1). WO

1 0.26 1 (2 Tri

..- 3 0.79 ' 3 1.86
1 0. 26. - 0 ' 000
2 0..S2 1 . 0.29
? 0.52.

2 : 0'550751, 0.26 0 U.

2 0.52 . 0.86
0 6.08 0 00.f2.9)

3 1

1

0.79.
1 0.29

4 10 3 ,i.86

0 0.00 0 0.e9
6 1. 57 7t

1 0.26 0 +0.00
5 1.31 '3 0.86
0 .. 0.00 2 0.57

1

1 09.26
0.26 4 -tiji:....E001

0

4 1. 05

1 O.0.26
4 1.05 1 0.29

.. 2 0.52 0 0.2009

7-3==-,1==1 0.26 1

0.85l'e 31' '. 1
11I 72,3 s 0.79 6

-PR nDUCT IC.r4 !,..NAGER. c --4 ' 0.79
F.12

3 0.56
.4.1 21 6.03
4 1.05 2 0.57

'14 3., 66 Af4,-1 7 4.89
2 "0/52 -1-= 3 O.86
1 D., 26 .._ 1'-- 2.36 6 1.72'

0 -0.00 1

2 ' '0.52 2 0.57
-...1- 0 0.00 _ _

0 0.00
,,, 1 0,26 1 Le 29

S
.. 0 o.ou- --- 1 0.29

.

1.05 .4. 115
3

0;795
2 0.57

3 0.79 3 U.36
18 4.71 . :20

05:0705G 0.00 0
5` 1.31 4 1.15
2 0.52 3 . 0. k.6

0 000 -0 '0.00
0.290 0.00 1

....
1.72-s- 5 . 1.31 - 6

1 Gs26. 0
.(t))..4dg.1. 0 .0 ,.

0 '10500
0.00

0 0.00
f9 2.36 -'5 , 1.44

1 45.26 4.1 0.-29
0 0%00 0 0.00
(i 0..00 0 6o:2°90

1 0.26 1

L AWYEK
EA111LHAT I CIAN-

PHYSICI Ft.

hEChANICa ILGINEER
I' E...T EURO L\GIF I 2

MEDICAL faC0RD Adri a4.1 LI hit TO tc
.

MEDI,CAL, LA5 lECHNIL I,:i
P.ODil .

EtRRLT PESLARCHEk _ ----

YA:41.11ACTURER-1 S ;IALE.(:ORNER
I:ED ICA L TC. CHNOLOG I SI ..

11USICIA!,/i'Lli..1C TEAChER
, hACHI.IIET.
NURSER Yt..ANiLA 40,SC APEk
NEVSP AP LR RFPCRTF.R.
,..

CCEAVOGaaPhERa
GPIICIAN:
O CCUhAT 1(,tAL THcriAP 'IT.
PU"C,HA SIM; AGENT
POLICE 0FFICER -
PUB!. IC hcALTH SPEC' AL IT5T

POLITICAL ,..01ENTIST.
PHA RMAC I'.:-.f's -

PILOT.

NURSE., PRACTICAL.
PHOTGGR APHER .

\

PUeLIC. REPT IOttS- 1,CRKER
:PHYSIC-I.:J.

...-

_--, iiVZ)i.C.AL TL:Eri:.ISTi, -

PET?St-.INtL Itt-TERViEt,Ek '

PSYCVOLGL,IST
RA(?IO/TV V,INGUNCER.
.REIrAbIL IT) T ICN CGUNSLLOt,.

HECEPT IONIST. .

. .

SEAL ESTAT AGE0TNURI)Ls RE( i.-REO.
RESP IRA T6RY ThERAP.J.
RETAIL STCiL NAivAGER

".'-_ RADIL/TV SERVICE TEChNICIAN
RECRE/21. ICli 1,,CRKEk.

YSTEMS ANALYST'
AIL CON;..ERv..TIC,N IST.
SECURITIES URGKER
SECRETARY.

*-S MCI COU/45):7.1.20.12.
.

f:TATIST MAN.
SOCIAL- ..5E1VICI.: AIDE

!PEECH PAINGLCGIST/AMIOLOGlbT
E P4GER AND SINGING TEACHER:
SURVLYOk
SOCIAL P iRRI ft:.

TEACHER AIDE .

TELLPHOhE CRAETbWORKERs;
I FOOL LAND DI MAkt-R
T E ACtIER ELEM EARY :-.CHIA.L.

.7 001.0G I '...,T T.

4TECHNICkl -WPITER
JYPI:J.
1)..Rooi pLANAR.

......
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Table- E22

vEyhK1NALIIN.. . . i
$

A.A.SILwATCP TRCATHENI OPLRLYLW.
X-RAY FICW:GLOGIsl.

(continued)

1

0

1

0.e6
0.00.
Cc'.2E

2

0

1

0.57
0.00
L.29

TChCHFR, AR(. 1' 0.26 3 U.86

TEACAM, 6IEL0.5.Y.. 1 0.26 1 0.29

TEACHER" FUSI,i1".. 2 0.42 1 0.29

TEFCvER" EN6LIN/LAL('. 1 0.264 1 0.29t
TEACHER, FOREIGN LAI,SUAGt. 2 0.52 3 Ve86

TE/CHER" HISTORY/b&CIAL 1 0.26 i5,6

TEACHF.Ra Ihoy,!:. ART s/y3CTELn. 2 0.52
.

4 1.15

TCACHF.R., NIATME:'ATIL. 2 0f.52 0 C.00

TEACNR, PHYSICAL EZ-A.CAT;3N. -12 3.14 13 1.74

TEACHER, PHY4ICAL SCIENCE.
VELDLR.

0 O. (

..,0.00
A 1

0'

0.29
c.on

AER6SDACE ENGINELR.
/A----
o o.no o 0.00

Pl?eFIGMIER. 1 0.26 '1 .. U.29

KFYUNCH PURATCR. 0 0.00 0 C.03

LANDE.CAPE 4RCHITtCT, 1 G.26 C.!:7

LPER,TIN1' 1COM TECHNICIA,s. 1 0.26 1 0.29

CIPT:A.ET/AST, 2 0.52 1 C.29

11:ICWER, EARLY CHICACOL. 6 1.57 3 L.86

TFACNER EDL,CATiCtd.
., 8

2.'09 9 2.!9

MISTRJCIICN 0 0.00 0 G400

CORkLCT1C;1 OFFICER. 2 6.52 2 C.57

CEN_CG I ST 2 0.52 2 u.57

HCSP IT fr L 6MI Ni 'ST RA KR. 4 1.05 3 O.R6r.

PHYSICIAN") SFISTANT. ..: 0.79. 3 C.86 .

STEi C:R,1PEa. 0 0.00 0 L.00

EE4 IECr4' LC6Ici, 0 , C.00 0 L.00 .

NV:SING tSISTANI. 0 0.00 0 C.00

FLORIST (RETAIL 1 DESIGAqi). 0 0.00 0 c. on

IE414,HFR" VCCAT ICNAL/TEChN 'CAL. ° o 0.08 0 C.U0

CHEF/CONk.
0 0 0 0.00 0 C.OU.

FLUYSER o 0.60 . a 0.on N.

F0010 SCI.xNTI51/TECHMLO6IST, 0 00.00 0 C.90

ThEVI.31C'4 PRCDUCER/::.1;iciTO;(. 0 .0.00 1 0.29 .

--INTERP.RETCR/TRiNSLATCR. 1 C.26 0 -, G.00

LZGit ASI.STANT. 0.52 2' 0.57

FARMiR/FfrRM MANAGER. 0 0.00 , 0 0.00

a, ,

'Pre' (first two columns) means first chbice before the student received inrorma
about. the rewards and risks associated with the occupation.

b°
"Post" (third and fo h coluthns) means first choice after receiving information

about rewards and risks.,

4

0

et

a
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Table E23
.

Designation of First-Choice Occupations in Strategy
with Respect to Desirability Sums and

Estimated Chances for Entry
-

bESIRAB/LITY OUTCOME (N = 372) FREQ.

OCCUPATION WITH THE HIGHEST SUN 152 40.86

WITHIN 10 POINTS OF THE'HIGHEST. 76 '.20.43 't

MORE THAN 10 POINTS BELOW HIGHEST. 144 , 38.71

WHICH STRATEGY (N = 351) FREQ

SUM HIGH;a CHANCES HIGHS 142 40.46

SUM HIGH4CHANCES LOW. 90 25.614

SUM LOW; CHANCES HIGHS 64 . 18.23

SUM LOW;c CHANCES LOW. 21 5.98

SUM HIGH CHANCES EQUAL. 26 7.41

SUM LOW; ',CHANCES EQUAL. 8 2.28

aSum High means'thatAhe occupation had the highest DesirabilitY Sum
6r came pithin 10 points of the highest sun.

=.

5b
i

.

'Chances tanhx!eans "chances not hiih";'i.e., the student estimated
better chanbei for some other, ,occupation in the set of three. Low does

anot necessarily mean lowest.

cSum,Low means that the Desirability Sum vas not the highest or within'',

10 pol7IT's bf the highest. It does not mean that the Desirability Sum
was necestily the lowest of the three sums under consideration.

, .

1 .

.,
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.CHAPTER IX

FINDINGS AT DELTA. COLLEGE

Description of College, Computer Configuration,
and Career Counseling' Services

.
College. is a public, tax-supported _community college serving three

counties in Mithigan's SaginaW Valley. More than 12,000 students, are enrolled

in Delta's academic and co ty educatiop progtams. Most, attend clagsdbat

the college's 640-acremain campus in University Center, Micagani_however,

,Delta also offers ,a broad selection

About half of.the students are enro

terminal occupational and

signed -far transfer to a

Computer Configuration
\

Delta runs SIGI on

words of high speed MOS

of.courses'at its 28 off-campps locations.

lled in associate 'degree or certificate

Ast. g es. ,:-
the other Calf are enrolled inlprograms de-

,

senior institution.

1
so

a PDP 11 500 b4sed RSTS/,system. Thig 'system
,
hap 16K

(

, - ... i
memory and 80K words of core memory,.f total tog

0

.

96K words of memory. Disk storage is provided by twcyliFb4a8-Million-byt e,,,,, .,

' . s
.,

,
Aisk &rives. The system is also equipped with a ,TU16 800/1600 b097-channel,''

, ...
t , .

inagnetAp tape drive and an LP11-VA 300 -line- per- minute. printer. 'Illree ' '?
.

'terminals are current

addedin.; ,:the summer. o

. e

t

r "

.

II)
y dedica d to SIGI and a-fOgrth terminal will he -'

,

77. '.t.

,

, ,,,,,...

In add ion, there are eight localsterminals-

connected to, the 'computer 'through.a Dal multipleXer:.... and five dial -Lip ports

4,1

The computer is located in the main computer room in the administration
o 4

and classroom building. The SIGI terminals, about 1,500 feet away, are con-
.

nected using Iran .sh9t-haul modems at 2400 baud. Each terminal is equipped

with a Texas Instrunient 30-character-per-secopd thermal printer.
. I -...,

,-- 1 ,
. .-.

,t.software'was.installed An February 1976.
..
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The RS system is operated by the administrative data processing staff

.
,

under the supervision of the Director of Data Processing. In addition tar SIGI,
. ,

. !
,-:

. .

the RSTS system is used for pn-line registration, admissions and scheduling,
.

\

.

and by s udents taking courses in data processing, economics, basic science,
4 .

and math, as well.as computer assisted instruction. Students write programs

in BAS C-Plus and Fortran

t

how reliable is this' hardware configu ration? To find out, we asked the

. ,

test/sites to keep two logs from Septembgr.1 to December 1, 1976,'one by the

computer operators and the other by theSIGI monitor41-sdescribing each hard-

.

Ware problem and, if possible, identifying its source. The logs of the com-

puter operators were sent toETS every time there was'a problem; the logs of

the SIGI monitors were collectedat the end of the test period.

During the time the logs were kept there were no problems beyond what

might be expected.in any computer system the'size of SIGI, the components

^ I

are standard, off- the-shelf equipment -requiring no Mqdification for SIGI.

.
Problems were taken care of by means of routine service proCedures.

The only operational problems during,the period before logs were kept
1

were related to' the exp rimental data collection. These were resolved.

Career Counseling.Services

Description of dounseling department. Delta's Counseling Center is

staffed by 11 professionally trained counselors and 2 3/5 counselor aides.

The staff assista.individuals
,

with academic, vocational, and personal pro-
.

-blems'. On the basis of a preliminary interview, students at Delta areas-

signed to Counselors associated with a'particular academic or career program

or-"-to counselors responsible for students who are unsure of their academic

or-career goals.
, -

In addition to working with students on an individual basis, Delta's

counseling Staff conducts special gratin counseling sessions. Vocational Ex-

'43
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pl.oration Groups (VEG) are offered without Charge to pip, ta students And the

general public. During these 2-1/2 hour group sessions, partipants learn

decision-making skills, identify appropriate career goals, and find out about

sources of career intormation: Counselor6 also teach several one-credit

courses designed to help students with their personal, educational, and career

plans. These include.\Personal CareerPatterns, Personal Value Clarification;

Personal Decision- Making, Behavior Change through Self Awareness, Human

Potential, fOnd,Techniques of Effective InteractiOn fOr Allied Health Professionals..

Ipelta offers several other options for career explorations as well. Stu-

dents who, want first-hand information about an occupation they are considering,

can take advantage of Delta's Community and College Referral Sarvices. Many

Delta'AlUmni, faculty, and staff have expressed a'willingness to discuss their

occupations with Delta students and to share information they have about edu-
.

cation =1 and oreer opportunities.

or on-the-job experience, students can sign up for one- jf6 the,Exp'erien-

tial Learning Opportunities.' These programs provide studen with volunteelli

and Paying jobs directly related to their major fields of.study.

1 The Counseling tenter.stafe:makes avail le to students a variety o

is and inventories designed'to help them determine where ltheir careerin-

t rests lie.

1 Aworkshop was held for counselors pl May 194. A member of the SIGI

staff explained the theory behind'SIGI, answered counselors' questions, snd

/ addressed their concerns.

Role of SIGI in counseling program. SIGI is an integfal part of Delta's

career guidance program. Delta's Career Information Center CCIC), made pos-

SIble by an AIDP grant, houses the college's career reference books and pam-

phlets, occupation files,_college catalogs, and career-related audiovisual,

equipment and material's. It is also home'for Delta's three SIGI terminals,
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which are placed side by side in a well-lit area, separated by partitions

from the rest, of,the C ter. The partitions help reduce noise and other dis-
_

tractions, and also pro iaeprdvacy for students as they work a_the termi-
.

.

nals.

Established in the fall of /1975, the CIC was, used by over 2,400 students

during its first six months of opdation. A staff member is always on hand

in the 61C to help students locate career information and, if hecessary,.to

refer them to other career developro4t'services at the college.

3101 has been incorporated into one of the courses offered by Delta coun-

selors, Personal Career Patterns. This one-credit elective was offered for

the first time in tlie fall of 1975. SIGI was added to the course activities

in October, 1976. In addition to using SIGI, students who sign up for Per-

sonal Career Patterns take at least two occupational interest inventories.

Afterward, they must research anewrite essays about five occupations from

those interest inventories. As a final exercise, they are required to select

one of the five occupations and write a paper defending that occupation as

a career choice.

Students taking Delta's CaTeer/Lif lanning course were also being re-

ferred to SIGI, beginning in thp fall qf,1976. This course is patt of Deltes

ComMunity Education program and is taken primarily by women who are returning

to.college after several years' break in their education.

Two groups of students who have already made tentative decisions about

tbe fields they will enter are required to use SIGI in courses dealing with

career opportunities in those fields. Pre-engineering students in Delta's

Engineering OpportunitiA course go through SIGI and then write research

papers on four engineering specialties that interest them. Operating Room

Technician-(ORT) students are expected to use SIGI to find out about other

0
Occupations they might go into should theydecide,later that ORT is not for

theM. = \,// 4j6
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Finally, instructors in Business.Communications recommend that their

4tUdtifs make appointments with SIGI. Students in this beginning business

....

course use the system to explore business careers; In addition, their SIGI

experience becomes the topic-for an exercise in report writing.°

At Delta, the Chairma of the CounselingiSepartmentsand a professional-__

counselor have ovetseen.the sIdr project. dhe coordinated data collection

for Delta's Prediction systegl..and the other handled the college's Planning

4,

system."

Shortly after SIGI was installed at Delta, the counseling staff hired

and train ed a counselor aid to work exclusively with SIGI. The aide's

duties include planning and running orientation' sessions for first-time

SIGI-users, scheduling appointments, getting student's signed on, and

helping thpm with questions or problems that come up.as they use STGT. The

counselor,aide's desk is just a few steps from the SIGT terminals,making

her readily 'available to students. who need assistance.

At the time of the site visit in October 19767-SIGI wasqtn operation

Monday through Thursday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m: and on Friday from 8:00

-,to 4:00 p.m`. Students were advised to schiedule one-hour blocks of time, -'and

* most followed this recommendation. Because Delta had three terminals, sched-

uling was rarely'a problem. Students were usually able to get.an appointment
. A

the same week (and sometimes even the same day) they came in to stgn,up.

. Y

They were given specially designed appointment slips reminding them of the

Aate and time of their appointments. The slips, $hich bore the SIGI logo,
-

.
.

_-

also gaveistudents the number to call if they h'act.to cancel

.

an appointment.

,.#1.

.
.

In most instances, d vacated slot was quickly filieeby another student.

Thus, the SIGI terminals have' been used at a rate of over120 students a

week: " P.

. 437:)
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Beforelcheduling their fir;t appointment, Delta students who were not

using SIGI as part of a course were required to attend an orientation ses-

sion run by the counselor aide h session was attended by about ten stu-..,

dents
.
and.ran.for approxi 137'30 minutes. During this time; the aide

gave a.short demonst of how to operate the terminal keyboard. She also

explained to students what they would do and what information they would get

in each of the SIGI Iltbsystems. At-the'end of the orientation session, stu-

4 dents were given an opportunity- to sign up for their first appointments with

SIGIg

The counseling staff began to publicize SIGI during the first,few weeks

of the Fall 1976 term. Studentsofficially-classified as "undecided" were

among the first to be notified about SIGI. All 1,700 of those students were.

sent a letter describing SIGI and inviting them to use the system.

The counseling staff ars.° wrote announcements for the daily Student Bul-

letin and prepared an article for the campus newspaper. A handout describing.

each of the SIGI subsystems Was posted on bulletin boards throughout the cam-
.

/
pus, and copies were made available to students in the, Career Infoxjnation

Center and at various other location's. Counselors and faculty-members also

,

publicized SIGI in,the'courses they taught, as mentioned earlier.

I

$
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. Impact on Students

c

To measure the Impact of SIGI on its users, wet Interviewed a few
. ,

students at each college who had gone through SIGI, and we had question-
_

haires-administered to a sample of SIGI users (experimentals) and a sample

of control students.' Ideally, the controls were to be selected from the

.population of studiOts who 'had express6d an interest in us iig SIGI but

had not yet started their interaction, but,it was not always potsible to

meet this requirement at all'colleges. The colleges themselves selected

the sample of students be interviewed and adminittered the control and

experimental questionnaires in accordance with, our guidellnee.,,(See Appen-
,

dix D, letter to the college.) This section of this chapter discusses our

'findings from these instrument
\

at Delta College.
, ,---. .

SIGI- had been in r'only six weeks at the time of the site visit.

.

&
_ : 4P'

Nevertheless, thenrhad been few problems ring the shakedown period,
5. ('

and a large enough number of students had used'the system to .rovide a

sample for interviewing. The interviews were condUcted on'campus-and

were-tape recorded. e

-

.With regard to the questionnaires, the college gave questionnaires

,

-.-to-stndente-who toad-., completed gm, Questionhaires were returned:Irom

56 studentsin this group. SIGI had be in operation fqi sech a short

time that it was impossible to select as controls'a large sample'from

the population of students who intended 'tnUse SIGI but had not yet been

scheduled. Therefore the cont41 sample-consisted of a random'crose:-

section Of 75 freshmen and a random'cross-:section of 75 sophomores. Question-

. a
nairesvere returned from 119 students in this group. 6iosignifiCant differ-

.

ences were fbund between the two groups in age, sex,,o0ear in college.
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Interviews.

The interview sample consisted eight men and three women, mostly

in their first year at Delta.. Their ages ranged from 18 to 30., Seven

had usip'SIGI in conjunction with the Personal Career Patterns course,

three had been referred by the instructor Tor Engineering Oppdrtunities,

and one had been referredby a counselor. .

.
All of these students thought they had benefited -frbm SIGI.. None,

howeyer, turned out to be a particularly dramatic "case history,"

and we have decided that the best way to describe the impact of SIGI on

them wduld be to pool their experiences and show their composite reactions

,system by system.

- Values system. The 11 Delta students indicated that the exercise

presented in the Values system was both novel and'useful. Most said that.
4

they had never thought much about their values before using SIGI, and

,

they consequently found the forced:dichotomous choices in the Values

Game to be thought-provoking and sometime's difficult. "I didn't know

myself very well;" pne student said: .Another said, "The Values Games

tell you whether youtre trying to fpo youself." The main effect was

one of illumination. "I didn't even know I wanted All this," was the

f comment of another.

The students algo found it hard and useful to-pare the sum of their
4

weights down to 40. "I had never'thought about these things before,"

one said. 'You could have 6nly .240 points," another said; "so you really

had to, make a choice about whichNnes were mostk.important:"

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the students' reaction to

the Values system was the effect it exerted'on their manner of. thinking.

440
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They began to use their values in other systems, as they were supposed to

"t butghey also found that what happened in other systems'gave them

fresh insights into their values. One returned andgeweighted his values,.

this time with confidence that he knew what he was doing. Another said,

"When you go through SIGI, at the beginning you're jtfi't kind of hanging.

But as you continue, SIGI helps you understand what your values are, no

matter what system you're in. SIGI helped me understand,-'Gee, that's

what I want!"' The habit of structuring their thinking around their values

4

may have been the'most important thing these students got out of SIGI.

.

mate system. Most of the students used Locate extensively. One,

who called Locate "the most helpfullsystem in SIGI," expressed the

ing

;

consensus of the'srOup: that Locate makes manageable the task of select-

an occupation. One said, "Ybu can go to a library of career Infor-

,
.

-

nation and sit down with. a catalog full of Oseupations before you. You

flip through the book and there are so manT,occdpations. That's whert I

get losi. It's mind-boggling. I don!t know where to begin."

The tendency to organize thoughts in terms cf values appeared in

Locate. Several students availed themselves of the opportunity to dis-

cover vity a particularoctopatioa had, not been-retrieved. One student,

learning that his strict specifieation-for Early Entry had held back the'

engineering occupations, started Eo reassess the importance of that value.
i

Another, on discovering why COrdputer Programmer had not appeared, re--

examined his values in light of his great interest in that occupation.

A would-be architect found Industrial Engineer on the screen and began

thinking of it as an acceptable alternative. A ,prenursing candidate,

who described herself as. "a little flaky when it comes to.an emergency,"

r.
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began treating this weakness as if. it were a SIGI value; she speculated
o

that "maybe dental hygienist or assistant would be a better occupation."

'j

1S4

Compare system. Ve may make three comments about the'reactions of

these students to Compare:

1. They thought that the systsem was one of the best sources of

Occupatibnal information available. Since Delta students have access to an

'extraOrdinary number and variety of.Tesources for c er infOrmation and

guidance, they are in a better position than most s u ents to judge the qual-
..

ity of occupational information. Oneobserved that SIGI provided "a lot of

information" that he could not have found in the Occupational Outlook Hand-

book. Another said, "The occupational iltformation in Compare was much better

than what I found(elsewherAe, and I could have it at the touch of a button."

(2. The students used Compare extensively. Some of, this use was

due to assignments made by instructors of courses the students were talc-,

ing, but much of it was also due to the - interest of the students them-

selves. 'Several students, asked all 28 questions about, a number of occu-
,

pations and,took a thick toll of printouts for later reeerenCe. '

3. Some studentsused Compare simply tosatisly their curiosity

about occupations, even though they did not expect to pursue them.

:.

One :Said, "I just figured IliaTehe char ce-to get!;the information, so

71 took-advantage of it. . . I just went through the list [6'rquestions]

.
and aske-a-About every occupation I had any interest in whatsoever." A

second observed, "I don't like to waste a counselor's time asking'questions

about occupations I'm not that interested in. L'd rather spend time with

my, counselor talking about my first - choice occupation." This kind of

"fooling around" in Compare has sometimes unearthed an occupation that

, proved attractive.,
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Prediction system. Infoimation from the Preiction system helped

three of,the students in their immediate career choice. A woman who was

considering becoming an accountant was confirmed in her choice by pre-
.

dictionp that looked favorable to her. She liked the Prediction system

, because she "could put the information down and actually see it," 'A

second student had not settled on an occupation but was leaning toward
.

,

something in the field of sociaf*Work. He leaned sti'll farther when

.4 .

he got his prediction fOr the key course in sociology. This piece of
'*

4 informati*Oradaed to what he had already laftned in Locate and Compare,

. .
.... -

. _,e4:6-
or'

made him think' he was on the right track: The third student expected

to become.an architect. His prediction did not'look good to him, wie

the result thatlhe resolved to work harder and also to think about...con-

tingency occupations, that he could fallback on.,

For others, the Predicti sy tem did not affect their immediate .

problem with carder choice, but it made them away* that, assessment of

abilities plays a part in the decision-taking process. Sole students,

unable to get predictions for programs of Interest because only 15.pre-

dictions were available-at the time of the interview, said they wanted

to come back to the system when it had been expanded. Others, disappOinted

by predictions that looked like bad news, said that they were motivated

to, work hard. Such statements have a familiar ring, espdbially during

the early weeks of a semester. But made in the context of career'gui-

dance; they indicate cognizance of one important element'of ihe, decrsion-

making process.

Planning system. The students' re' tion to*the Planning system was

similar to their reactiA to Cothpaie. ey liked it for the quality of

the'information.it gave them and for the immediacy of its usefulness. Two

443
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used it to make out schedules before seeing a counselor. One fulfilled

a need for instant information about transfer colleges. Another was

stimulated by the financial,, aid displays to seek help with college ex-
4

penses. 'Yet'snother learned that she had to act at once if she expected

to,get into a course with limited enrollment.

Several students used the Planning system to make choices between

occupation they were considering rather than to make plans for e try

into an.occupation previously chosen. .They deliberately explored occu-

a
pations of only matginal interest or occupations that did notmerit a

.)

. '1/4 .

o counselor's time for discussion. "Everybody keeps telling me, that I

should g6 into physical educatio one said. "So just out of curiosity

- .
4.

.
_

I decided to see whlt I would have to do for that occupation." Another

student' said, "When you go to a counselor, you should limit yourself

to discussing one dc upation. But in Planiting yOu can check out a variety

of'kields."

At
. Strategy system. The main effeet. of Strategy on these students was

to consolidate their confidence that they had chosen the best occupa ion.

One said, "I was pretty sure [about Funeral Director] before I wen through

Strategy; but after, finished, I was very sure." Similar comme s were

,
made with respect to Respiratory Therapist and occupations in t e field of

engineering. One/Student particularly welcomed the opportunity to.re-

. - .

.weight his values in light of what he had learned about them in other

sections oflIGI; he was much mre confident, about the new weights than

he had been about'the old ones.

Other students Oid not single Strategy out as having-directly in-,

fluenced their career planning. For them, the main effects of SIGI were

due'ta the other systems.
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, Interaction as initiates. Four'of the 11 Students had already, re-

turned to SIGI as initiates at the time of-the interview, and all 11

(including the four) planned to do so. One said, "I think the first time

through I was just learning what it's all about. Now that I'm going

through [as an initiate], I know what it's all about,-and I'm exploring

occupations all over the place." Compare and Plannipg were named most

often as the systems they,i4ould like to return to; they would also like

to return to Prediction when more programs are predictable.

Summary. These students all.stated that SIGI-had had a large effect

on their career plans. Two had started their interaction with more or

less definite occupational goals and tiad ended with their choice confirmed

but now. grounded on information and insights that had leen'absent before.'

Two other students,had.been faced-with about equally strong alternatives

and had settled:on one because of the information and the way to proceAs,----

it that they found:in 5ZGI._ Yet two more had narrowed, down. their options

to a manageable size and, had made tentative career choices. 'Four'had

"\been completely at sea when they started. They described themselves as

"really, confused . . . a lost cause . . . completely blank . bab-

bling." At titte time of the interview, they all said they felt more con-

fident; three had made tentative choices, and the.fourth,had settled on

a major that:embraced-several occupations he was considering.

'These effects may not have bpan, due to SIGI.alone. Seven of the

interview subjects were taking the career patterns course; moreover,

Delta has a strong.sommitment to guidance, including awellystocked career

information center and accessible personnel. Whatever the reason, the

interviewer saw in these subjects a movement toward a rational method of

= making career decisions.' They sbught.infdrmation, applied a logical

method far processing it, and actively put it.to use.
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Experimental and.Control Group QuAt!onnaires

Method dr:nalysis. Separate questionnaires were given to students who

had been through SIGI (experimentals) and to students who ha4 not used-it

(controls). This sectioh"of the report covers the responses of Delta Col-
,

JP

..1

lege students to the questionnaires. Since questions 1-41 are the same

for experimentals and 'controls, we were able to run tests of signi.fic ce

comparini, the responses of the two groups and.to present the 41 questions,

together with our findings, in a single table, Dl. The'portions of the

questionnaires that are different are in separate tables: questiohs 42745

for controls in.Table D4 and, questions 42-88 for experimentals in Table D5.

(The intact questionnaires'are in Appendix D.) In all cases the numbers °
- r

in the tables are percentages unless otherwise indicated.

,

In the tests pf significance, chi-squares were computed for most Ties-

tipns 6,24'and 37-
.

IA the tOmputation,'responses in logically-re-

lated categories were grouped if the expected cell sizes fell below 5;
.

this is a requirement for, chi-square. For questions.25-29, in which stu-

dents used scales to rate themselves on'a variety of dimensions, t-tests

were done on the computed group means. Questions /31 -34 cotpri e an in-
,

formation test. Wrong answers for each question were scored 1 nd correct

. answers-2. The four scored were thdn added and an information test score

, .

group.mean was computed. It is shAl,opposite question 30 in Table Dl. A-

.

,-- .

t-test waa then done on the two means. In reporting the results of all

tests of significance, we follow the convention of using a single asterisk
,

for significance li,,t the .05,1evel. and 'double asterisks for the .01 level.

Several of the questions are open-ended. :Responses to these have

been placed in separate tables. Tables D2 and D3 list the occupations named

, .

.
.

by experimental and control students in response to question 30 (What

4 6'
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occupation would you like to prepare yourself for eventeallyr) The re-=,

sponges have been grouped according to whether,or no.t the 'occupation named

. -

was among those already in SIGI. Other responses that could not be quaritir

fied appear in Tables D4A, D6, and D7. e

Results. Questions 1-3 give a description of the sample in'teras.o
-\

f

. .

age, sex, and'college enrollment;. The ' experimental and control groups do

not differ' significantly on these dimensions. In both groups,,. about 70% ,

were heeween 15and 22 years old, more than half of the students were women

(56% of the controls, 70% of the experimentals), and approximately half

were freshmen (67% of the controls, 48% of the exnerimentgls).

Questions 4-10 concern students.' assessment of the/r career decis,ion-

T01,4.ng skills. Significant differences (11 <.01) were found in two of thg,

seven questions: The exVft4pental grow (SIGI us ers) had 'xplored more

occupations (question 5), and had more specific career plans (question-9).

The groups were not significantly different in their knowledge Of rewards

and satisfactApns ta be obtained from an occupation (question 4), in'the num-

ber of oCcupatiGni that students thought would provide desired satisfactions

(question 6), in the definiteness of their career plans (question 7); in
A i

their estimate of their ability to Predict grades (question 8), and in_their

overall, confidence in their career decision-making skills (question 10).

In sert fable D1 a out here

sln also seemed to stimulate activities related to career exploration

(Tiestions 11-18). Differences significant at the .01 level were found int

responses to three of the questions: Mofe experimentals had used the col-
% b.

lege Career reference library (question 14), used',careerl-related and audio-

visual materials (question 17), and, not unexpectedly, Ilakl used "a computer-
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bped guidance system" (question.:18). Also, at the .05 level of significance,

experimentals had read aboUt occupations more often than had controls (ques-
.

fion 11). No significant differences were found in the extent to which the

% e

two grOups talked with friends about careers (question 12), talked with
40ritt °-

people' in the field (question 13), att ended career planning workshops/(yes-
.

.tion 15), or talked to a guidance counselor about career (question 16).

Given the oppo unity to agree or disagree with Certain statements

about choosing'an occupation (questio 19-24), students who had used SIG

Were not significantly different "from the controls. No significant aiffe

ter

ences were found in the attitudes of the two groups.- toward following the-ad-
.

vice of others, toward the role of chance in career choice, toward'conflict7
t

ingadvice, toward determination to make their own decisions, toward the

need to know marriage plans, or toward theneed to make a carer choice

soon,
.

. Questions 25 through 29 explored the way_students rated themselves as

career decision-makers. No significant differences were found between the

WO groups.

As.a check on,these self7ratinds,. &ourquestions were included to test

the students' actual knowledge of occupations (questions 30-34). Students ,

were asked to name a first-choice occupation (question 30) and were ques-

tioned about the education reqUired, averagesalary, amount of independence,

and employment outlook fOr that. occup4ion. Tables D2 and D3 list the occu-
'4 -

. .
.....

pations named by the two groups of Delta students. They show that most of

4t.
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t he occupations of interest to both gro

Nov

s are alrgaay offered by'SIGI;

First-choice occupations name 41 of the 56 students in the experimental

6

group and by 94 of the 120 students in the control groin) were SIGI occupa-

tions. Eight experimentals and nine controls named identifiable occupations

not in SIGI. The rest - -7, students in the experimental group and 17 in th\

control--were unable to name a specific occupation or"*ere,Undecided.

ttt

s tudents often were undble to'id.entify a specific Occupation or to expresst,"

.clearly what they had'in mind. We soinetimes'h to make'judgmtnts about a

student's meaning.. When the staff could not reach agreement, they recorded

the answer as Too VagLip to Classify. When the odcupation named.in question

Insert Tables D2 any0414 ere

. r.

The replies to question 30 were sometimes di fAcult to tabulate because

(0,

30 was a SIGI occupation, we were in a position to evaluate the accuracy of

the students responses to questions 31-34 for both groups. These four ques-

tions constitute an information test, whi,ch\was scored in the manner des-

cribed.earlier. No significant difference was found between the scores of

the tkvo groUps at Da.

'Questions 37-41 deal with other ca'reerouidance experiences besides

SIGI. The two groups were significantly different (at the a< .01 level) on

three items., First d larger percentage of experimentals (A46% as, ppose4 d to

51% of the controls) had seen a guidance counselor during the last two

* months (quetiogr 37) to discuss various subjects (question 38). Second, a

.0 --....
. `°

,larger proportionof the' experimental (39% as oppoSed to only 11% of the
...*

.controls) had taken a career guidance course at Delta (question 39).. Third,

1 ,.

/
'there was a-'significant difference in the feelings of the two groups about

$

/
.

. . f , i ,

,

interacting with a computer fbr career guidance: Eighty -twd perqefittif the
,

,

J.
0 ,

'
t

,

. ., ..

experimentals had a favorable attitude about usingta computer for this purpose

.449.
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as opposed to onl,y 50% of the eontr

The remaining four questions in the questionnaire for the control group

(question 41).

,

explored'attitudes toward SIGI. The answers are listed in Table D4, Sixty

Percent of the conti-ols had heard o (question 42) ..and 75% of them

wanted to use ir;1,question 45). Few Jad formed'an unfavorable impression of

1W'
it (question 43 (L. ers of the group had learned about.it from a variety

of sources,.but.priparily from counselors or the control-group question-

naire (qu'estioq5,.14). It may be noted that students-who, in question 42, said .

they were unawae 6f SIGI's existence went ahead anyway and answered quek-

tiphs 43-45. Such are th vagaries oquestionnaires. 146 assume that the

75% who responded yes tab questio 45 were students who felt a need. for '

career guidance.

Table D4A lasts the responses of the control group to the open=en4ed
.

\pestions

Insert Tables D4and:D4A about here

The'remaining 46 ques4ions in the questionnaire for the experimental

group sought to find out how these SIGI users rated` their experience with

SIGI'(Table D5).

When asked to give SIGI a grade (questions-42-54), more than '75% of the
e

.

'

.

0

.,' ' students-graded SIGI A or B for 8 ofle 13'iteMS (interest, 'clarity, over-

A
7t

'al/ usefulness, helping-with values awareness, seeing relationships between
0.

/0

values and career decisions; finding occupationi to,flevalues,1/4-gotting in-
t ,

.
.

.

formation, and learning,to make career decisions):' For the other 'flve ques7a
,',

° .

tions,which concern choice of an occupation, understanding prediction.s,
. .

.

/-
.

,estkmatinr probabilities of'success, getting information about programs of
4.

. . . -.

.study, ands helping tc:, plan a program of study at Delta,. the proportion of

%
-..

..CA!s and BLs'was over .507' .,;

t

4,50
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JP"

Insert Table D5 about here

As for their .Nerience with SIGI (question 55), 51% said that SIGI

o helped confirm a choice theymhad already made, 9% said that SIGI helped,

them to choose an occupatiori, and 35% thought that SiGI had suggested -

.other occupations worth considering. Only 5% failed,to perceive SIGI as 1.

having been directly helpful.

Questions 56-63 asked the experimental students whether they would

" (

consult a counselor, or a combination of the two for help with Occu-

pation0.1 and educational decisions. The students would tend to choose the

colabination for most guidance purposes. This preference held true for plan-

ning a program,of,btudy, getting information about an occupation, confirmK/

ing an occupational choice, resolving conflicts about occupational choice,
o

and estimating chances of success'in a program. SIG1alone was preferred

\-

for finding occupations that fit valuesand for making vaiue more clear.

-SIGI-plus counselor or a counselor alpne was thought to be Amore help .in

finding out about financial aid.

Almost half (48%) of the,studenti who had used SIGI planned to sched-
- /.

ule a conference idith a counselor for a variety of purposes. (questions 64

and 65). Other purposes were mentioned by five students (see Table .D6; ',44

2 .7

question 65)..
. ,

Most of the students (75%) said that. the occupations in which they were

interested were actually retrieved on the basis of their values in Locate'

(question 66). Although they named, a. ew occupations`, as "missing" from

SIGI (Tab1e,D6, question'67), th -"occupations" they named were often not

occupations at all, but general fields of interest; some were already in

..

SIGI' and some were,Occupations with only small'numberd'of workers.. A few

- . .
0
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students.ment,ioned occupations,that are scheduled to be added to SIGI in the,
r

next-round of additions, such as buyer and park ranger. Agout
r
73%.regarOd.

the infor tion in,SIGI as superior to other sources of occupational informs-
.

tion (question 68), and none found it worse.

Insert, Table D6 about here

Of the Delta students who had used SIGI, 93% were satisfiedith the 28

questiods made available in Compare (question 69)'. There were five suggested

additions; four of these concerned immediate job search, and the fifth--why

occupatiOns "do not show in your values"--was already in the Locate system.

The questions suggested for'addition are recorded in Table D6, question 69.

About 92% of the students found SIGI's style and vocabulary to be "just

right," and only 4% said that it was too_difficult (question 70). Since the

reading level. of the text was designedfor community college students, this

finding is particularly encouraging.

Few_students detected any sexual or -racial bias rn SIGI (question 71),

The lone example given.by a student who did feel there was bias appear& in

Table D6; it reveals an'interesting reversalormost definitions, of bias.

Ninety-one responses were mA4fto question 72, asking about problems

that might have occurred in using a computer-based system: Twenty percent

reported that the computer broke down during use; 14%'thought t t theta was

too much reading; '12 %. not understand'some of the directions; and another

12% wanted to sign off, but Couldn't: Only 5% noticed any eyestrain. A

number of other irritations were mentioned by the 10% of-the students.twho

checked "Other," such fas being forced to wait for compulsory printouts, or

being unable to go back as desired (Table D6, question 72).

About three- fourths,(76%) of the SIGI users freqpently took advantage

of the opportunity to get printouts (question 73). 'Oier half (58%) tried to

452
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get more informStion on their own initiative after using SIGI (quegtions 74

and 75). Almost half (49%) of the,students spent between two and fourhours-
.

on SIGI, 'and another 49% spent over four hours (question 76). Nearly all

those in the sample (98%) went all the way through SIGI, including Strategy,

at least' once, usually in three or more sessions '(questiods 7/ and. 78).

Seventy -one percent expressed an interest in securing additionalftime on

SIGI.(questions 79' and 80).

The six subsystems of SIGI seemed to meet a variety of different needs;

every section would be-mused-most" by at least some students, although Com-

pare and Planning received the largest percentages of votes (24% and 22%, re-
.

spectively)., Strategy and Prediction wete the systems named least often

(question 81).

,,Students found SIGI to be comprehensive: 9l% said that there was nothing

more they would like it to cover (question 82). A few wrote in suggestions

for improvement, such as more predictions, more information about jobs, and

so on (Table D6, question 82). Over two-thirds (70%) said thatthere,was-no

area \that needed fuller coverage (question 83), but others ,asked for, more on

Prediction, Values, .Planning, Locate, more on transfer schools, salaries,

job opfenings, and so on (Table D6,question 83). All areas were liked best

by some students, but finding occupations that fit ire, uses and, getting occu-
I

pational information were t e most popular, designat d best by 28% and 26%

of the group respectively (question-84): The.Orivacy :that SIGI' makes pos-

ible was" considered very irportant to 28,74of the group, but it made no dif-

rence to another 20% (question 85). About 73% of the group said that they
e"

advisedtheir college classmates to use SIGI; of these, over half (62%)

had recommended it to three or more friends,(questions 86.and 87).

1

-453
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Question 88 asked the students for suggestions for improving SIGI. The

-answers are listed in Table D7, Most of the suggestions were for expansion

of the information or services offered by SIGI or for, minor changes to enable

students to move more quickly tb the, sections in which they were most,inter-

ested. There were a few suggestions that revealed insufficient information
*

on the part cf the student. The general tone, however, was one of approval,'

respect, and gratitude.

Insert Table D7 abouhers

/454
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Impact on Counseling

ant

A.

Responses of the 11 Delta College counselors and 3 counselor aides
/

who filled out queptionnairerare tabulated in Table,D8. (The constructed

responses to the open-ended questions on that instrument are in Table D9.)

The counselor,aides answer students' questions about S.IGI and career in-

. i 4

forma ion, and the aides are consequently treated as counselors as far as

4,
atheyquestionnaire is concerned, Two of the 14 had never attended 'a SIGI -

r

workshop. It is'possible that some of the responses would have been dif-

ferent if all the counselors had been exposed to a workshop.

With or without 4 workshop, however, the counselors were in general

favOrably dispos.ed toward the idea of computer-based guidance (questions

4-8). None saw computer-based guidance as a potential threat (question 6),

12 planned to'use such a system in their counseling (question 7)-,. and 13_

had actually referred students to SIGI (qtestion 12). Counselors who had

used SIGI and had observed SIGI students thought that those students re-

acted favorably to SIGI (question 13) and benefited in a-number of ways

(question 28). They thought that the reading level of SIGI was apPropriate

for their students (question 32), that the occupationaLinformltn was

generally better "than other sources available (4uestion 33), and that SIGI

was for the most part free from any kind of bias (question 34). Only six

counselors said that students came to them with printouts (question 14). In-

terpretation of the students' printouts'waS seen as a slight problem by tvo.

counselors, howevert Five Counselors said that studdnts had encountered

problems with the tetminals (question 15):' There had been some hardware ma

- '

functions, and some students had needed assistance in matters unrelated to

operation;of the terminal
%
in the opinion of one counselor, assigning a pare-

.

professional to help students had overcome some problems (Table D9).

455
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Questions 16-23 were designed to explorp the effect SIG might have

-458- 7

A

4

on problems that counselors face in career guidance. The c (problems

were keeping up to'date with occupational information, getting students

to read occupational information, and finding time to see all students

who needed help;'but all the problems in.-the list were major to at least

two counselOts. The most frequently specified minor problems were .find-

ing time, getting students to read occupational information, identifying

studentsu who need help, and selecting appropriate.programs for students'.

goals; but all problems were 4por for at least 'six counselors.- Each
4-

problem was designated'15;'one or another of the eleven counselors as having

Melt the impact of SIGI. SIGI was most frequently seen to have had an ef-

fect on getting student's to read oceupatIonal information and on selecting

programs appropriate for students' goals. :

o

Insert Table D8 abOutJlere

Thirteen counselori responded questions 24-27, which explore the im-

pact that SIGI may have exerted on counseling sessions, but not all of them

were in a position to observe the matter. 406f counselors who had had op-
,

portunity to observe, one thought that SIGI enabed him or her r to see more

,.

, students, whereas seven noticed no change. On1 one thought that.SIGI had

increased the ampunt of time spent.in,career counseling, of had increased

.

the.length of.VounseliA sessions; five counselors had noticed no change

*these areas, and,rfone had Seen a decrease. &Slit counselors thought that

%

the'6,ality'of group discussion had, been improved, Whereas two noticed no.

change; none,thOught that quality had deteriorated.
)

be

4 u
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Question 28 sought to discover how SIGI had affected students' 'careen\ "

decision-making behaviors that might be obeeived in counseling sessions.

. Five counselors indicated they were in a position to know. For all seven

questions, the majority of counselors answered yes, that SIGI students

rated higher than non-SIGI students. The proportion of yes-to-ho responses

ranged. from a-high of 5 to 0 (question 3) to a low of .3 to 2 (questions 1

100

and 2).

Question 29 explored the subject of,how,SIGI should be fitted into
P.-',
. ,the structure of the counseling department. Eight counselors accepted

7 ,

the idea of making SIGI available to students on an entirely ad lib basis

with no counselor intervention or mandatory follow-up. All the other

responses.favoied a structure in which the counselor would play a direct

role in.the career guidance process. Using SIGI as a component of formal

career guidance insfructien was the structur e named most frequently--11

times. One counselor suggested.a flexible configuration in which use of
.

SIGI would depend on a student's liegree of sophistication and readiness

see Table D9). _
*-- e

4 ;
Counselors named some 17 occupations of occupational areas t "they .

or their students would have liked to see in SIGI (questions 30 apd'31).

(Some of these were already in SIGI, under different names.) All the re-

-spondents agreed, that SIGI's writing style.and 1.7oCZiOttlary are appropriate'

for their students' (question 32), and most of them compared-the occupational

information favorably with other sources (question 33).. Only one thought
a

there was bias, saying the pronoun "he" was used (question 34). Four coun-

selors suggested improvements for SIGI (question 35), and five vot!'lunt red
4

1

"Optional Information:" These and the other written responses a sted in

) Table b9.

Insert Table D9 abo
e
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Usage of the System

The computer automatically records the responses that students make to

most displays. ,Tables D10 -D23 represent these summary data on students who

used SIGI at Delta College from September 1976 through Januar977. The n's

are small--about one-half the size of samples at other schools--because Delta

had been using SIGI for such a short time, and they,vary from table to table,

eeer..

with higher frequencies in Values, Locate, and CoMpare, which novices en-
,

counter first, and somewhat lower frequencies in Prediction and Strategy, which

novices encounter last. The reader should bear in mind that bile summary data

do not indicate the ProgteSs through SIGI of a particular group-of students.

They are merely a record of responses over a period of time. .Consequently,

the tables are to tome extent independent of One another. Nevertheless, the

n's are sufficiently large to be useful.

, Data From the SIGI Introductory Sequence

Breakdown of the sample: Table D10 shows the breakdown of this sample

by -age; sex, and enrollment status. Pecentages are given rather than actual

numbers because students are asked about their age and enrollment status

4.

,

every time they sign on, since these variables may havechatged between ses-

sions.

We see that over half (57.3) of "sign ons" were what might be called

"older seudenls,'.' a finding that one might expect; at a coMmunity c011ege.*

The sample contained more women than men, but the disproportion should not .

affect any of the data that follow, since SIGI is not programmed to dif-

ferentiate between users.by sex. Only about 12% of the sample Rad had no

college-experience.,

r

.45S

z
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. .

Idsert Table D10 about here
"- ,

..4

Initial status with,'respect to career decision's. O
41f

n,theli first pass

through the introductory sequence,Jstudents respond to queStions about their

awareness of their occupational values, about their identification of occu-
4

.

pations that fit their values, about their ability to predict their grades,

and about the knowledge of appropriate programs to enroll in./ Table Dll
4

..,' .
...4

44444
gives the distribution:of their responses to these, questions. The table

. .
. .

reflects the state of mind of students as they begin.their interactions with ,

SIGI. We may-make'the following observations:

Insert Table Dll aboUt"heret

1. About 15% of'the students in the.sample said they knew their valued,

and about 64% of them had a general idea of what they want from an occta-

tion but had not analyzed their values ("Value Status").

2. They tended to feel a need for muck information about which occupa-

tions fit their value's% (
They believed that they could predict their grades successfully

at Ieastsome prograis.

4. Over a third (37%) of them had little or po idea what program to
.

enroll in and Would like hep'in planning:

Data fiom,the,Values.System

The Values system yields measures.showing the importance that students

attach to each of the ten occupational values used in SIGI and also indicates

the field>of.interest they would like to work

1

4
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Values weights. Table D12 shows the means and standaredeviations of

the weights that students assigned to the values on a scale where 0 desig-

nates no importance and 8 maximum importance. The figures in the'"Unre-
t

stricted" column are the weights assigned by students before they played

the Values-Game--i.e., the numbers represent the students' initial reac'tion'sion
t

to'the definitions of the values. The "Rest4icted" column reflects the ef-

,
fects of bot the Values Game and the constraint that the sum of th weights

0/

latter cbndition, sof course, largely accounts for the smaller

Insert Table-'-D112, about here

means in the Restricted column. It /is n t possible to separate the effects

e
of the Values GaMe and the restrictio on all ,chartes from the'

I.

--A w*
Unrestric the:Restricted columns. In general, however, it would not

a .

-

be unreasonable to attribute_ Interestin.rank order (Income, terest Field,

security, Leadership,-Lefstire, sand.Prestige) imarily to the Values Gdmes.
.

Table-D12 shows*(a)-that each pf .the v lues. was important to some stu-
,

.
.

.dents; 05 that tbere.wa _no serious ceili g or floor effect, since even ,

- _
,... .

_ -

the-highestand lowest wed.ghted slues exhibited sizable variation; (c) thdt,

ir

= .

.

in general; income- Interest. Fi ld, and Security were the three most impo-
...-

.

tent values for this grOup,,wheieas Early Entry was the least important; -'

, and (d) that in reaching the 40-point'limit, students selective reduced'
4

the weights os.inally assigned--that is, not alf weights were decreased

proportionately. S 40ents were least willing to give up Income and Interest/

.
-41 \

eld and were most willing to reduce weights. for Prestige, Leadership, and

Early Entry.

The -low weight given to Early Entry is not surprising, since all tht stu-
'446

ts had.already made some commitment to education beyond high school.
V

'460-
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It is also interesting to note that the standard deviations show very

. .'
little reduction. Indeed, one case (Income) shows-a slight increase.

ihus the restricted case does not appreciably reduce the variance-of the 4'

weights.

Selection of interest field. Before weighting the value Interest'Field,

students indicate which one of the six fields interests
s
them most. They are

given the opportunitYto change fields before they adjust their weights to

slim to 40 and"whenever they elect to return4'to the Values system to review

the weights originally assigned.

Table D13 shows the number of times each field was selected. Note that

"N = 493" in this table means that 493'interest field seie
4

ere made
. _

by the sample of students. Some may have chosen the same field more than

once, and others may have changed fields.
/

Insert:Table D13 about here

r
Table D13 shows that the PersonalContact interest field was clearli,

the most popular with Administrative and Scientific in second and third

place. The Technological, Verbal, and Aesthetic fields were least popular.

Data from the Locate System

In Locate, students select a set of five values as a screen for retriev-
e .

ing 0Otentially attractive occupations.' The students 'specify a minimum M
I

turn they would like op each.value, and the computer then lists occupation's

that meet or exceed that minimum for each of the five values. Although stu-

dents may choose any five of., the ten 5IGI'values, the students are enco4-
9

aged to choose their top-weighted ones.

,Valgds ected'for the screen. Table D14 shows the frequency with
1

Which each of the 10 values was selectedas d member of the retrieval-;set.

It may be inferred that students tend to use their most ch ri hed values in
4,

'461
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Insert Table D14 about here
'I.

Locate,' for; with the exception of Early Entry, there As close agreement be--

tween the rankorder of the value weights (Table D12) and the rank order

of the frequencies in Table D14. The frequency with which Early Entry is

used in Locate may be due to the 'fact that Delta students are given-orienta-

tron to SIGI before they start their iriteraction. They are told that they

may use Early'Entry in order to control the educational level pf the °coupe--

'tions they get, in Locate, and they are apparently doing so. Also, Delta has

a higher proportion of older students, than other field trialsites. As a

group, they may tend to be more interested in early entry than are other'
0 -

ew

students.

Specification levels or categories., For each value except High, Income

and Interest Field the student2Nay specify one orfour possible levels; there

* are five levels for Income,-and there are six categories (not levels) for

.

Interest Field. Table D15 shows thjfrequency witti"whiCh the various levels

or Categohes were spedifiedt`- Again, the ills and the numbers listed in the

"FREQ" column ihdicate the number of times a value or specification was used

not the number of students making the specifications. Also, the,atImbers areI.
.

. . ,

associated.only with values/specifications that actuallyretrieved Acceptable
1

. .

. / .

-
'lists of occupations% If a gthdent's specifications are too strict or too-

'
.

loose, resulting in emiiy lists or ones,of_unwieldY size, he must alter the

* specifications; one at a time tint in ad order

a set that does retrleve.
4

until he finally arrives at '

f
, .1

4- TabEe015 indicates that 'all the degrees specificatiA are used.

A

-.. Insert Table D15 about here
. ...

r
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The fact that the retrieval of an empty list forces the student -to lower a

specification (or change interest-fields) may account for the frequency

with which the lowest:specification appears. (A value set at the lowest

level does not sidce all occupations meet or.exceed that specifi-

cation:') Table D15 also shows that students tend to spe-Cify mostly average

and above average levels, and that when they -use Intel)est.Field as one of

their parch values, the most popular field (Personal, Contact) was.the one

most frequently chosen in the Values system.

Occupations retrieved in-Locate. What'occupations do these values/
a

specifications retrieve? Table D16 lists all the occupations in' SIGI at

'time
of the data collection and the IrecOtency with which each was ret-

/

rieved. The-frequeriCiep include the'interaction of initiates (students who

sF

have gone through the six subsyitems in the pres ribed order and who are

consequently privileged to return to anyvebbpyste ) as well as novices.

In all, 1.54 occupations of the 155 in SIGI were retrieved for a total

0,

,of 9,662 times. Only one occupation, Commercial Artist, was notretrieved.

At Delta, ,Early Entry'ranked seventh among the Values used in -the re-

.

trleval process, whereas it ranked lastat four out of five of.the other

colleges and eighth at the"remaIng college. The result.i.s that two of

Insert Table D16 abokt here

4
less than a bachelor's degree, whereas at the other colleges all thie o?cu-

pations most frequently retrieved required a bachelor's degree $r more.

Nb occupation appeared lore frequently than about 2.9% of'the total

. frequency for novices and initiates. If we pool the teaghtng occupations,
4.

e
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the 12 most frequently retrieved

Teacher ;

Dentist
Civil Engineer
Optopetrist
Physician
Lawyer -

.0 7

411,

Data from e4 Compare System

-466-

occupations wduld be ,

Industrial Engineer
Psychologist

0

Speech Pathologist /Audiologist

Legal Assistan
Plumber

4 Soil Conse

yee

ationist

'4

f

Occupations selected for examination. -Table D17 shows the frequency
,

with Which students (initiates and novices) selected occupations for exami-

nation in the Compare system. Students may select any occupations they

,

want, but they are particularly encouraged 43 investigate occupations re-
,

trieved in Locate because those occupations tend to satisfy their values.

There were five occupations (Appliance Repair Technician, Business

Machine Repair ychnician, Dancer/Dancing TZIZer,Diesel Mechanic, and

t
Forgign Language Teacher) that students ne/er selected. The one occupation

which was not retrieved at all in Locate, Commerci 1 Artist, was selected

10 times in Compare. On the other hand, the secon ry school teachillg occupa-

tions, which were among the most frequently reirie ed in Locate, were edited

Insert Table D17.about here
;

about inCompare with relatively low frequency.
*,

students tended to avoid the teaaidg pc.ctipitions

market has tu,rned sour. In genefal, however Atte

not .inconsistent.
4

1t seems possible thatmlny

-
because they knew the job-,

,wo sets of frequencies are

The occupation most frequently asked about(2.5% of the
.

total freqd'Acy),was Psychologist. Of the 121kiesC frequently retrieved, ill
.

Locate, only DeList, Physician, and Plumber,are not amongthe "over relist
OP

f for Comparef.

424 )
464*,

A
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k

O

In comparing absolute ti requencies of occupatiOns retrieved in Locate with

. *

Chose used in Compare, one must all'ow for the fact that a given occupation

may be retrieved several times by one student through various lists oispecifi-

cations in Locate, but will probably be selected only once by that student,

for examination in Compare.

Questions for which answers were *ought. Students may ask upto 28

questions about the occupations they have selected. (For a list of the ques-
,

_tions, see Figure 2, Chapter II.) Table D18 shows the frequency with which

-each of the questions was asked All the questions weresked with consider-

r-

able frequency, the highest being 7.58% of the total. The least favored were

4

insert Table D18 about here

"Opportunities for leadership?" and "Prestige Level?" The five most often

.chosen were, in' order,

Descrip ion of work activities?
Definition of occupation?

.Beginning salary? . ,...,

Education required-- Early Entry?

Related college courses?F, ....-

Data from'ithe Prediction System

.

. Reports of previoul academic performance. Tablt Di'9 summarizes ents

re

/
onses to questions about their previous academic pefformance. The*re-

.

A IA

sponses are stored by the computer anii may (or may not) be included among the
. - 0,-

*

predictor variables in any of the regression equations that compute the prob-
.

4

ability of a sEudept'sreceiing various grades in a particular "key.couppe."

0/ghp basis of 43.responses, Table D19 shows that almost two thirds of the2
-/

student§ reported that they had ranked in the-second or third fifth'of their
0 :

. .

465
"
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high school. class; 20Y, said they had ranked in the top fifth. Their

mathematics grades had been mostly B's and C's. They presented a'somewhat

Insert Table D19 about here
--.

rdsig picture with respect-to their Pnglish grades; two-fifths of the stu-

dents reported that trey earned A's, and almost 75% of them said they

had got a or better. Over nail (-Tf6,';') of them were confident that they needed. .

no helpwith-F,n4iis.., and less than one-quartenrof 'them believed positively

1 that they dLd need a

Pr.ogram/lor whiz:1 predictions were recuested- The list or programs for

which the student ca. obtain ,preci,:tiu nj is- different at each college. At
I

a '4

rilp rime of me e,,,Illav-ien.iorenAltionG were available,in 15 programs at
.

Delta. ladle J2u lists these programs and shows the frequency with ushiCh,,

each was'selectea in the Predicti3n system. Students sought predictions in

all the programs. The programs most frequently selected were Social4Work/

Sociology, Data Processing, and Secondary E ducation.

't

Iniert Table D20 about here

'', t ,
.

., .

hr SLIel-t
,

tl-C. 'rnaestftns al-,-)ut c ir,naii-_y. Also -available in the Predic-
__

i 6 . .

tine system are ),..,-,1anatl,--,n=z nt prq.azz.,...t, and. prediction. The explanatioA
. . .

.

C NN, ,.

.
'

m \ w rare in the to of ans ers .,_., ive- cuesti-ms that the student (novice or

initiate) ma,y r',S.:(. if he chooseS. 'kSee Fi:6dLe 5, Chaptci- Ili foI- the word-

.

. . ,
ine nF Fhe (1,:astiorq,) 'the riti..crion=, were included in SIGI because,we knew

from our past experience that the concept of probbility Is difficult for

many students. The frequency with questiqm was selected appoars-

) 4
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in Table D21, Each question was importarit to some students. One-hundred

/ forty-sil students (assuming that each student asked only one question). sought

(

F

answers to one or another question. This is over two-thirdi (68%) of the stu-

dents using the Prediction system, if we assume that the number-of students

is the same as or close to the number that reported their previous academic

perforMance in Table D19-7in the case of Delia, 2152" .

Insert Table D21 about here

'Datalf.from the Strategy System.
J c

4

(No summary dal..a are collested from the Planning system. Indeed, the

only information from that syste'm thatis worth recording as summary data

would be tK names and frequencielrf t'he occupations' selected for,planning.)

In Strategy, the student selects a sat of three octupatio s and indicates

-

which one 11 favors 4Ost. Then le sees the Desirability Sums of the occupa-.

tions. (See Chapter II, pages 32-34 for a description of Desirability Sums.)

Next, he interacts with a discussion of a decision-making strategy based or

.assessment of rewards and risks: after which he estimates the probalzilities

. . .

of his successfully completing all the requirements for entry inioeach of

7
0

the occupations.. Fire lly, he once again indicates which of the occupations,

he favors most in, light,of The information he has accumu'ated about rewards

(Desirability Sums) and risks (probability of entry).

Table D22 shops, in the first two columns, the frequency with which occu-

pations were designated first choice when ttie set of three occupations:

selected, and!..in the third and fourth columns, the frequency with which

. 41)

they were designated first choice after. assessment of rewards and risks.

,T0

.

Insert Table D22 about here

e -
1

4

)
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We must be cautious in interpreting Table D22, since it shows frequen-

cies of choice, not changes. We cainot infer, for instance, that no stu-

dents changed their minds about an occupation that has the same "post." fre-

Oency,as "pre" frequency). We may note, however, that the most popular,occu-

'pations, in terms of post frequency, were Legal Assistant, Retail Store Man-
.

ager, Operating Room Technician, Computer Operator, and Computer, Programmer,
(..

butthe n's are too small to warrant attl inferences.

Choice in relation to desirability outcomes,.." What inflUences students'

choice of occupation in this context?. TableM3 spine insights.

Under the heading "Desirability Outcome" are the frequencies with which stu--

s
dents, in,their pre elected the b.ccupation than later turned out

'
to have the highest Desirability Sum, to cote within 10 points of the high-

.

,, est sum
1

, or to fall more than 10 points below the highest. Apparently,

two-fifths df %e time 142%) students-al-id-not designate as their first choice
.

4
./?'

the pecupation that, 4184hey socin learned, was the most likely to satisfy

their values.

...

Ingert Table D23 about here

P
The next set,offigures, under the heading "Which Strategy," assesses

400

N
. , .,

the post of occupation with'respect-to the measures of reward and.
e.

%
..

. ,7.

risk.
,

. . .

,

o . sk. The reader should understand that the options listed 'in the tible

0
, . .

, .

N.:1!

do not 41 exist at the game time. For example, if the student had esti-

mated thQ.t his chances were equal for succesfully. entering each of the
. -

three occupations, he would have only the last two options on the list:
..

?

4,
i
Students are totto ignore differences of 10 points or less between Desir-

,
.

ability' Sums. For a discussion of how the 10-point '"error" term was ,ostimatvl,

"-see Counselor's Handbook for SIGI (which is
5L

ppendix.G of this report, pp. IX;

1.2--p-14.
.

.

468
6
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He could choose either the occupation with the greatest Desirability Sum

or one with a smaller sum. If he had made differential estimates of success,

some of the first four,options-would,be present but. not the last two';' more

over, iemight be that none of the three occupations had the fortunate com-

bination of greatest Desirability SqM and greatest Chances, and therefore

the student would not have the first option. The reader should also remember

that Cam .,:earls having the highest DesirabiliC7 Sum or coming within 107--
points of the highest.

;Nevertheless, we can make some inferences. The first four categories

undpr "talic;h c'rrarpqv" represent instances of differences in both sums and

.

cha-bc..e.iss. If we make the reasonable assumption that students would nearly

always choose "Sur',1 high, chances high" when that option was present, we haveo
1pfr 10n nqt-nraq (4A+i,1 +11) where students had to,choose on the basis of

highest sum, or best chances, or some combination in which neither factor was

best. In 48 instances (48';of the time), they selected the occupation wi th the

nignest sum:i in 4i instances (412o of the,Lfme),they selected the occupation

the best and ,in 11 instances (ll% of the thine), they selected an }

ccc cr ile' had her-"r the highest sum nor greatest chances. (This.

last iVtiot necessarily an illogical choice, since it maybe the best com-

eination of reward and risk. fee Counselor's Handbook fore SIGI, which is
4 "

rtport, pages TherP were 17 occasions when

*/
students estimated. tneir caances as equal for all/three occupations. In this. /

situation, they made the riir,artntly 1031cd1 c!hoce (occu'Pation wit4,tpe highest

,Sul; 15 times and `the apoarentl-; illozical one two times.s We must be careful,

uoL o lkL Cr ,uaL tWC, choices came from Ltdd,nt.o di4 n:t.

know what rney were doing. We have learnecCfro*our interviews that behavior

\,.
that appears inexplitabl in r,rihtouts often 'ass some logicaf Y.'lunaLlon--

evengif its only th.at the student waslate'.for class and pu§ ed thedast few

°

buttoas at random to reach 'Sign -oaf" ag,quicklas,pSsibt9,,.

ti
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Tablv.D1: Responses by EXperimentals and Controls to
Questions 1-41 of SIGI Evaluation Questidinaires

-(Unless otherwise noted, -.all figures except n's are percent.)

PERSONAL 1N1.-OtIMAT.IMI

1. Age:,
°(1)

/ (2)
/..9Eq(3)

a (4)

2. Sex:
...30 (1)
10_ (2)

Vre. //2330
Over 3(3
Rather not say

Male
female //

3. Ye in college:
41

ay-

(1) lst.
421 2nd

) 3rd
(4) 4th
(5) .bLa-Az&

CAREER DECISION-mAKING

4. How well do you know what rewards and satisfactions you want from
..9/ (1) I know exactlY.what I want from an occupation.
T7' (2) I have a, general. idea of what I want from an occupation.

..2 (3) I'm not sure what I want from an occupation. -
'0 (4) I-have no idea what I want from an occupation.

4

* 465. H&C; mamtoccupatfons' 0 (1) None
.---- -5-1.-77,- --jiL (2

,rfe (3) 3-4
(4) More than four

have_jourexpAorecr as possibilities

Kos., many of the occupations
satisfactions

3L, (1) None,
741. .a (2) 1-2 P
/3 / (3) 3 -4"

(4) More- than 4

you want?

an occnpat: on?

iii -trAi-self ?

that you,Itow about are likely to give you

Which of the statements below best degcribes how definite your
3 ( ) I know exactly the occupation I want to enter.

JZ,(2) I am trying to decide between. two different occapations.
a (3) I an consideri: three or more different occupations.
// ,(4)' I do not ^:tve any specific occupation in mind at this time.

)-e_ 6 -54,

- .e!

career plans nr,.?

I8." How well do you think you can predict votif grade's in. various programs at your
college? ,o

...8., (1) I think I Could predicteirr;
?
geodes accuratel,?'In any prov:rAm of stu,y

I might take. . . '-
44-._ (2) I think I could predict r; grades accurately in one or two programs,but not in all

(3, 1 nave only a g..netal 1,;,,, o cey grades- in one or two programs.
(4) I can't predicr my grades well in any program.

71_

ich of the f ollowing bnci: deccri h.sy ttiF prnsent etat,- nF yon/ plans?
411 Z-6 / (14 I kno../..:bH:ich proAram to enroll in, which courie:: to tare, and most of

-71-
z."

- PZa (2)

-1104,g,

"-**471'
1

the other stepsthecessary to reach lay occupational goal. c
r haYe a gefleral '4,4? o-f which program would he best. "but am not
surer w4t, or.her step "'are necessary to reach octupa0onal goal.
I kr.p: which 30-ara I need nplp dducZion.,

44,4) 4,,inr
Izztt 0

4 4NI'D-7175212;M-47004--.-..,,

41.

,r4

=7--

a
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D1 (continued)

w
. r

10. Overall, 'how. confident do you feel about your career decision- making .7.k_1.11S74
i 6 Z.2, (1) Very confident );_t__. = 5

s' i4 7-7 (2) SomeiThat confident
/ 0 // (3) Jiot confident.

4

Itet.: 11-18 are activities related to thinkirig about occupa'tions Put a check
under the headinewhich shows how much time, you have spent on each of the activities.

*.11. Reading about occupations.

12. , Talking with f rienids/ about the kinds of
occupations they are considering.

//
13. Talking. with people intthe field about

their occupations, yt,

Using the college' s career reference
library. (11 C ) )

15. Attending career planning workshops.
6-') s."'( //

16. Talking to a guidance counselor about
careers: = .5" 5-

Using career-re 4.ated/ audiovlsual
materials. m_t_, 6. : '64 ( )1.- c ii .17) 0.

.4
Using a e'_;puter-based guidance system.

i c
4

Never Rarely Sometimesfines Of 4.

02(3) s/6 (.q3) 47(5-4) '36-(/8

o

9(4) 7/3i) 'id (-324')

?(5 -44) $1:7(:.75) 7(/

S.")-(75) / 72 :7 (,)

L(.7) 43J)

3 3 4 9(22 / (//) (/)
.1,,,1_3) -4(`//

For statements 1Q -24, /put a check under the heading that best describes how you feel

19. I w uld follow the advice of a' teacher,
counselor, parent, or f riend in plantng
my, career. 73 =.S >' 7J

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agt<Ce Agree

't _

7(4) J.44...2c) ;/1 '(/5) ,

20. Which occuiratefon I enter wi11 be mos.VilY '
,. a matter or cnce..:73., -. 3-5- (-ae, .._ ///)

. _

.21. s Eve i-yon e to tail ,me something dif- :
ferent, so l now which career to -

i

_ choose . 23.-e ';'..3-4. a = ii 5.) .0(3;0
.

..,

.' .' . ,

.22. , I I...i.1.1- d,:.cir.:!:. fc.: rayeptf t...1.:ch c,,-cl.:-.fl,tff,T o, \
.to cppo54. :-? ..;-'--.1 .7,5" -3(21.1.c. --- it 7) 0 (' )e . 0.

23, In orovrAto. plop `..dr a career. ?- l_yduld , , (
4

.4.* , . I
. m.ze..1 ;.,-; ....now 11,-.1...7 :;pon i would ou get-

t i n : mo. ran d'. - Z 2 . - d ' ;.s- (212.4 '''- 11 7) ' 3.1'405).. -
. . .

V
, 7 '

24.,c.The, ra i's irlenty of time before.l'have -
% , to tart tilink.".ng 9bout chssing an

cu n t-4o-il ?...,' .-` '' .-5` ...1 ( `i".... 4-' `i. i 7 2 ..' ...-.0,/e n . ...

- ,

-.. - ...-v., : 1-., Li' (

;- -

.(6" 3) 41) ) o ( 3)

Y

3-602) ../2M) ,6-13)

of

(-2) (41 .t. 0(C) .

;43(4C.c.) //(;) (i-)

ti
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Table Dl (continued)

1.

25,-, Rate,yourself on how good a career decision-maker you think you are. Z - 2 - Z. '5 9-

1.. o 4 c =

Look at the scale below. °Think of a friend your age who, in vour opinion, makes,
good career decisions. Consider that person at the top of the scald (10).

Think of riend your age who is not a good career Secision-maker.. Consider
that perso, at the bottom of the scale (0). .,

.
.

Now ?Oink about yourself as a career decision-maker. There do you fit on.

thks st,..le?' Circle the appropriate number on the scale from 0 to 10.

0
<-)

,I. 2 3 4 ec 5 6 7
3,

8
e , 0 -1-,

I. I
C.. . :

A
poor .1.\

..4..,..,career
decision-
maker

10

1A'
good
career

- decision-
taker

IFor items 26=29 mark an X on the part of the scale which be shows what is true of yOu.1

26. -How msorh do 'you know about oappationst
;

0 u.
1

very
2_ littlerve

27. 'How often' do you plan ahead?
r'-' ) 441'

3

1
-I- c:' % li

-s---- .....___i .'
0 a / I 4 I 1

rarely o . .4 3 -)-
414/-

28. How d-. you feel after making an important decision?
s.

0 - - 0 1 2 3
"i, 4411

46,3 y-0 . 0
1-- t \-i I I

., ;...., 0 ...,
i osua,.....y .3 !: , c

i

don' t think
. 11.:..., .1or. the .

right thing. .

.N

.2.02

../=5

3

//

2

77S\29.==4C Ho:: clear is yossr "wfow1,4e

E

./not clear o. 4

OCCLiPATIO:!AL- INFORMATDA /

nc =
at-

4

'41.1. '
a great deal

ti//1

(I 4
02.5-

5- ottc

A

.3 4

I am sur
I di tt.

. 7 Z.

right theta }:.

3 e3-to,

of goals and valuet?.. "?..:....2- ,...' -:- // 5. 3 e 3

2 ,..3, 4.
.49 , ''f's ...z;2..

...4..

:. --- 3,4 7 '

very

tlenr.

30, 41hat oCcul-atio- c, Quid f..r eventually', Fven
if you are undecided., 'pick an o-!.upation that appealsto you'.

Name -of occupation: -* 35i

,

a

1

*-7.. A / ;L.31.1
I o,

-
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4/ rabfe. Dl (coOtinued)

1. /0 I

Answer qu,,,i10;.s 3l-s4 In telat:on 'to the occupation named Item 30.
Mhe:;

E

Y 41

L

E 37

C

.
4

3 27
C 33-

31. 10 enter this occupation, how much education beyond high school would you need?

(1 None.

(2) 2 years. .

(3) 4 years .(bachelor's degreei'.
...L., (4) 5 -6 year.. (master's dqgree),

Q

s (5) 7 or role (doctorate ,pr law degree).
t")) ()the' (please explain':

< ) ,_' (7) I don't know.
. t ;.. .

32. Check . the salai; lave that iudiLate the average amount of money per yedr earned
by r.eople, in t hi. okccuptat ion.

(1) $20,00p or more
(2) $15,00b-$19,999
(3) $11-,00-14,999
(4) $3,000-51.),999
(5) 57,999 or less

.

(6) I don't 1.now.
. "

3. Check the, one'staterat which best descsihes the amount of superVisIoh usually,
received by .:orkers in this occupation.

,
(1) Work witliout supervision;- plan own work; seldom evaldaceo. by others.
(2) Supervised .eeklv; follow overall assignments. o

(3) Supervkcd daily; ,:ork under super4sOr who assigns and schedules
woikr free_ to decide details of work.

(i.) Supor.ised hourly; ctivities are directly supervised with little op-
poitnit} to act ca your own..z

(3) I c-on' t know.

*i

4. the o -t It -lent ,.h..;'1 h st describ,'., the foLutv eMvluYtaent niusuecis
fo workers in t;,is occuptiol

10(1) Excellent : Strong d for workor!.;:r.11ortag-,-. at 4ualified_peoplet
(2) Good:* Steady demand fo workeis.
(3) Fair: ,rand limittd cx ept in certain geographic areas OR demand is

decrea,in9 due to autorvition orcconomic conditions.
(4) Poor. 1,,it_t le der n d, if any; th& occupation is very oveierNt,d, and .

few Jo), are -aliaflablet ,

(5) 1,C0:1 i know. r 4

o
sti

col le4i? poRram (major) are you presently (..nec11::d

36. 'What oc,, preparing vpation are you preparing for in this proam or.milor?
4

CAREER CU i DA,;(1:
.

.--.L..-.. -..: 7Z.
"''37. Have you seen a counselor durin6 the las6t Mc months23, .y7/ (1) us-C.._L , 6 , j

Y 6

l38. If yes., tt thing(s) did you di,.cuss? -2-1., 749 -,
7 XI) YO valuel

717 .

0 . I 6. (2) Oronpat.?onai choice , C.
.. .. /1- - ,2..

/V- ./(,.(s) uccupationai v,i-ormltto.,
-,

/ , 2.. (6) Curriculum choice .
- ) t/ ;°' / 7 (-J) C ,.- sei,tion

_..1 .9l (6) CI ores for so,Pess.

-/:
:

...,2, (7) p ;4raM Uproval
.A,

4 .(8) Family pressurec )...,_

/ a --7- (9) Fin lnci al \ ale "
.

..2./ 7 (10) Other (please explain:

e,

L:

..

4

a

r I
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table Al (continued)
ir . .

* 39. "Have you to n or are you presently enrolled
your college?
E ,

40. If les., how tould you rate it?

'24" 4'7 Fxse
(2) Adequate

-21..
-

(3 Poor
4 . .

6 ;

o

41. Row do you feel ab'f)ut

121 (1) Favorable
(2) Neutral

LM.. (3) Unfavorable/

?

is,
81

1"
.2

in a career. guidance course at
4 4 (1) Yes C, /-(2) No

//4 ,/ Yti
-

interacting with a computer for career gui

E =

?__.z..c. //7

r

'4

: 5

-

I. -- t '...
1

. 0 ''''' A
. .110,,

. .

...A I , il
1 ''L ' ar-- . f . ......... . - .. '74

'./ I ,:; r ..),,, 40 ,... 'AP, At -_- - - ---- 47.:--..,,c . ........?+.14' .`

11..

to

,,

: -i.
rr,r
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Table42

4

,OccupatiAps Named by Experimentals in
d Resporse to Question 1/30

In SIOla

(41 occupStio's)

Accountan (2) b:
Accour1LIT:i

Archir-%A.

Bdnk Officer

Computer Prograthler (2)
u,. .t)-0 Assistant

Llec::1..,"i,.TeLli.ician (3)

Atte::da::t

Funeral Direto,r
trILeriof Jerator
Lawyer

Legal Assistant (2)

Model '
gcean6graei-ei

OperNtlitg Roow Technician (3)
Personnel Interviewer

-

Production Manager

Public RelationrWorker

-Ret,;piratcry

Reiall uLe - +attagel

Secreta (2)
'

Social Service Aide
Social Worker

System Analyst'
Th,har ('h41d1:100d *.4

Teac Elementary School
2deploziat

,

Not in SIGI

(8 occupations);

Business administrator
Fashion merch. (Buyer).
Medical assistant (2)
Merchant marine
officer

Pro. baseballlumpire
Residentfhl-conj '

. sCruct4.on

Teathing nt?±si

A
I

)

L.tn occupational ,Litie used
by.SIGI for the same
"Social Worker iide"i listed) as

Attendant," etc.

, D ,

'

Too Vague to Classify

(7 res'ponses)

Counielor,

Data processing
Ear140ehildhood development
Law Enforcement
Medical/office field
'Teaching crafts
.Social health assistance

;

^7
oy thO'student was different 10m th4t. used
the SIGI title appears on this table, e.g.,.
"Social Service Aide," "Stewardess" :as

1 an occupation was ciesign.alea mote
shows how often it was designated.

ar

ty

than unue _the number in iictreutheses
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Table D3

,

--,Occupations Named by Controls in.
.

. ,
Response to Question #30

./

gi

In SII
a

(94'occupations)

-Accountant (7)
b

Autg Mechanic
Bookkeeper
BotSnist (1,)

Civil Er' ;sneer (4)

Comp.,,,erkperator
ComputerwProgrammer (2)

Dental Asgistant (2)
Dentist
Dtaf:-.r .

Electron', s
Engineering TecTnIkAah (2)

Fine ArCist
Flight Attendant
Forester _

Hotel/Motel Manager
interior Designer (3)

. Lawyer (3f

Librarian
Mechanical Engineer (3)

Medical Technologist
M3! qifian*(2)

Nurse, Registered (6)
OccupaNagsT Therapist,
Operating Root Techn.kcian

Pharmacist
Photographer (2)
'Physician (3)

Mice_ Officer (5)

Psychalogist
Real Estate Agent
Secretary (5)
Social Worker (5)

Surveyor,
Teacher, Art (p)

Teacbew, Business
Teadiet, Early Childhood (3)

,TeCler, Elementary (7) '

Teacher,'Special Educatibn

jy Tea;..10,,Yoc/Tech
Veterinarian

'X-Ray Technologist (3)

Zoologist

Not in SIGI .

. t.
(9 occupations)

Business_Administrtion
.Buginess Management
Construction (Houses).(2)

, Electrician ,

FasbionDisplay, ;

Industrial SuperviSion.
Physical Therapy 1:

Assistant (2)

c

'C

Too a_g,ue to Classii'v'

(17.responses)

,BrS'adcasting,(3)

Childhood :Development (2)

Data Processing Ahlications-

-.^Educaticip

healL business

'Legal _Assistant &
mnnpopmc=ilt T21 ,

Marketing
Nechanic

All:ed Heit
HealLh% alt- lnst'lo

Skilled Trades (lndu r y)

e

=)%,

, ,.

If 6Le .,...upaLiaal "4"1." -scr; by 9J-Hdent was different from.that used by SIGI
.

.. .-

- for thesame of..runarion, the SIGI title appears on this tL14, e. f., "Policeman

islistedns"Polic,,office.-"
"Stewardets" as "Flight Attendant," etc:

..,

b
. )

..,,IfrAn oc,cupati9n was
designated more than once, the number in pre4heses shows

...,

.... ;\of ten it was) des ignated.
1

4 iu.
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Table D4 .
i,

. ,

Responses to Questions 4"2-45, of SIGI EValuation 1,

Questionnaire for GOntrols .-//
# . ".

.

. (Unless otherwise noted all figurestexcept n's are per
,s\

_ r.
. . ,.., .7,,,

A

42. Are you aware that there is a computerized guidatiCe system (SIGI--).-bn campu

'-'7. 4, .

'.!..---4O (1) Ye'g (2) Ho 4

43. If yes, what is your impression of SIGI ? )12:: 71

n4 (1) Favorable
,2 3 (2) Neither 'favorable nor unfavorable

.0) Unfavorable
77 (4) No impression

44. How did you learn about SIGI?
,.2.# (1) Friends .1!)

t
. .

(2) Counselor. -

.L (3) Posters, Brochures ,
____:.77-(4) Newspaper

.L.2.1 (5 Other (pleast explaih:

4

t

.t

45, D0 yht want to use sIcille 7v )0 r/

If yes, vhen?

+o-

(1) Yes -2 5 (2) No

.

' it If no, why not?

,

c
'4

11.

-4 e , V .
. ... ,. 7

'LEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE TO ETS IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. ..1 k
.

.

1

to

THAAg YOU FOR YOUR CnOPERATION.

t

:47-(4

44

'( 'A
,/

44,

a
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Table:Dia

- Conrbl Stud

A ;

ts', Responses to dperEnded Items
n the Questionnaire

,

Question #38 (Other Reasons'for Seeiriia Counselor)
,

My counselor and Io,ound'out more about each other:
Credit transfers4 (Mentioned by 2 eebdents.).

-

Question #44 (Other Ways 'of LearmAng'About SIGI)

;)

/ /

V

4

Orientation. (Mentioned by /4,-students,)

This,questionnaire from. Nita. (Me tiaced student.)

Teachers.
cr

Researched it as part of class.

. a

- , -

.,_
. , e, , 4

.

*

1

4 oi
t ° .-+;--

...., t

- -
a

Sore of the resRonses'have been Tightly edited: . .

-f

rt

4P,

1

ti

4 7
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Table D5

E;espc ls,es, tA Questions' '42-88 of SI(II Evaluation..

Questionnaire for Expe'rimentals

. '-,.f " , ,.. . ..

-TUraess otherwse noted, all numbers except nes are ,,percent .)

-0,

EVALUATION OF S ICI

Jw

,

.

Circle the grade that .you would give SIGI on edch of the following:

.. ''..

42. How interesting_ was SIGI to you? -ii = GS-
-

43 . How clear was SIGI in giVitik ffiFOrmation? nst- 7-. .

44. *Overall, how good ')es SIGI?

IeircIe the grade that shows bow useful was in each of"khe following;

6

160 1,271 (I 4 o.
i A, jB, 4C, D, or F

,A, 113, C,
ul

0, or F

D,,or
'7 #.2 7

F

, , ! 1 5. 17',. ! ?.-. ..2-.
e ' N

45. Helping you decide which occupation to prepare Lot: 12.. '.., 5L/ I ,A , I B
:C,

D, or F 1.

4 's. 11!lpirig you- become more aware of you '`valurs., ,-/.. =59
ii ....,4 ...a

--, '

1.7 713.5;j, t"
/ A,IV, C, D., or

c. l'*

., -.. 47. showing you the relationship between values and eareet i'7.11 I4 'fr 6 -9' 1

( 1

decisions. "),...0 S .--- . . 1 A,i )3,'.C, D, or F i.

7.
.. t cir .14;1 1'3,4% '/ 7 -! 4 1

48. Helping 'you find out which occupations might fit ysc4ur values. I A,I B, C, 1), or F
1 1""-. 1°-a

49. 1 S1ping you get information 'about occupatior.s.',,-, , ;-s-' I A,I B, C,, D; or F 0,
. .

[!.;-G 133 5:' c.>*.

rr

I A, I B, G, D, or F 1

4 13 3 Z V--* &,

4; 41, C, D, on F
...,e5 23 ?, , // c)

33./9 .:,zl, .p
'.

A, 13, C, Do or F

50. liefping you tluderstna grade predieri ons exprpsced in
probabilities. ,,,k, = 59

es

51. Helping you.rstimate 'probabilities of success
more programs. = S-ST

.
52. ,Giving information about programs

one ott

of study at your sch
-..:. =

1 .4./ 2 - // 053. Helping you plan A program appropriate for an occupati. r D, or, F°you are considering. /1A., = Sy , . c
, . 4

,,, .., 4,.,

54. Helping you learn how to make career decisions= 53 ; p, C, D, or F'i
. - -AC 3;t /7 6 0. . * ---4----.-4-3 - i
55. Wiciai role has SIG played in your occupational choice? -7i

`7 (1) SIGI helped me to choosb an occupation.
...1-1 (2) SIGI helped confirm the choice I had already made.
3 5 (3) SIGI suggested other things whirl, T am considering.

$ (4) SIGI provided little or no 116.1 p. C tc)

1

1

a
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Table D5 '(continued)

To get help with occupational and educational decisi.Ons, you can go to SIGI and to a

counselor. For each of the followingo(56-63)t, put a check under the heading which,

in yqur oftinion,'represents'the -best source of help.

56. -Plan program ofudy -"tie =,15

SIGI ' Counselor SIGI' E,

Alone Alone Counselor

/ C0' 7-5--

57. Get ilfdrmation about occupations'72.45' 4/0

53. Confirm an occupational cholsfic

59. Find occupations that fit values _,...r

60. Find out about financial aid

61. Hake values more clear 2a,,a

62.- Resolve conflicts about occupational choice ,2

63. Estimate chances of success in a program 3 / / /
o

Have,you scheduled or do you plan to schedule an appointment with a counselor

as a result- of using SILL? . 5et(1) Yes .31-7(2) No

65. If yes, what was or will be the purpose of this visit? Check all the topics you

discussed or plan to discuss.

// (1) Your valuesL (2) Occupational choice
7-(3) Occupational information

23.(4) Curriculum choice
Gouese selection

/ 0 (6) Chances for sucqess
124. (7) Pr 'ram,,,approval

L (8) Far..ily pressures

3 '(9) Financial aid

/(10) SIGI print-outs
42,(11) Other (please explain: )

66.' In using SIGI, did the occupations of interest to you show'up on the list determined

by your values? -rt.- 7i 7(1),Yes .ZSn) No

67. Were there any occupations missfng from SIGI that ybu were interested in?

4
(1) Yes (2) /10

:
rf yes, name them:

4

. .

68. Compared to other 'kinds. of occupational information, how would you rate the occu-

.
p'atiotral information presented in SIGI? .
11 (1) Bette f -ki =-.5-6

(f) About th,e same

O )
(3) Worse

,
.

69. SIGI has 28 questions
$
you cam ask about occupations. Are there other questions

,

about occupations that youvish had been in SIGI? 7 (1) Yes 99(2) No

1..
. . --?, e -,5--.5:,

4 If yes,,what qU7stion(s) wodld, you add to the SIGI list?

48O
. ,

-
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Table D5 (continued)

70. How would you rate SIGI's writing style and vocabulary?
.....4_

..5- ..5

(1) Too difficult,

rt., -7-

7, (2) Just right

it (3) Too simple ..

71. Did you find sexual, racial, or other bias in SIGI?A...- S5-. 7 (1) Yes 94(2) No /

If yes, give examples:

72. Below4is a list of problems that may
that you experienced:
/.2j(1) I lid not understand some of the directions.

(2) The writing on the screen strained my eyes.
(3) J had to wait too long for

have occurred in uing SIGI. Check any
77- .= /

an

(4) There was too much reading.
V (5) I,felt rushed while using SIGI.

(6)'The computer broke down while I was using SIGI.

.1...2i.) (7) The writing on the screen was jumbled.

/.2. (8) I wanted 6o sign off SIGI, but couldn't.

/0 (9) Other (please explain:

73. How often did you request a print-out on SIGI?
74 (1) Frequently

(2) Sometimes'.

O (3) Once or twice
O (4) Never

appointment to use

.
.

. , ,

74. 4fter using the compUter; did you do a g o get ,dare information on your own?

.1.
4 5," ." , _51(1) Yes 54,2/(2) No

75. If yes, what did you do? n. ,

410/Z, (1) Read
.

i

/ (2) Spoke to people in the o upation i'/J',. /.

.7/ (5) Used audiovisual ter ,/
*.i/.5" (4) Other (please exp )

4
76. How much time did you on SIGI? -= .5-.5-

,2...; (1) 3-2 hours .
...

(2) 2-4 hot'irs

(3) 4-6 hinurs'
..4

e
. .

SIG'.

77. Did you go all ay through SIGI7(1nCluding the Strategy section ?
9 (1? Yes (2) No

78.. Over how mays siods-did .you use SIGI?2,,
..2i(1) On'

Tw
2r2(3) T ree .r more

79. Do you thin you would profits from' urthe use of SIR?. 7/(1) Yes (2) No
.

-80. Tf yes, many additional sessions woul you like!

pi13

481
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Table D5 (crntinued)

81. Which sectiong would you use most?
LEW. aknes

(2) Locatei.
() Corpare

Prealction
02,2(5) Planning

(6) Strategy -

-rt.

,

/

ti

82. Is there annhijig SIGI didn't cover that Au would like it to cover? ?.-1""

a if. 1 ,
..r. ; 9,`0.) Yes g/ (2) No

r
.41,17r

If yes, plense4xplain:

.. .A i
83. Is there any area you wish SIG4 ad covered, more fully?

i -7t., a53
If yes; please explain:

r

3 (1) Yes 70 (Z)

84. What...did you like bestabout 'SIGI? (chrcIC one only) 3 7.. Ir. 7..17 . ,
p.

/.5-(1) Learning about mytvalueS
4Z(2),,-Finding occupations that Jit my'values

Of Getting ..occupatibnal. information , .
/ (4) Getting grade predictions

__1_,(5) Learning what, ourses to take to prepare 'for an eczupation
4 (6) Learning a st tegy for making decisions e 4.__

/ ..Z (7) Learning tow alues affect decisions ).

_4(8) Other (plea( explain:. to )
6 / - %

85. is'hat' you did on SifI was completely private. How important is this fact to you?
5-

1 2 ->3 4
1/ ----

...4
.020 privacy p2 /1"

i"
.2-
I

.
I Is 1-,

1

I very
. ..2. Y

made )o : important
/difference, 1 1

,
.

86. Have, you advised friends at,your
.
college to use SIGI? 7.9 (1) Yes .627 (2) No

.... .=- _573 ..
87. If Yes , how =nil' .k

3K(1) 3-2
a(2) 3-6 I,
ao-13) 6 or more

88: Is t4fre'snythi4 els% yoU 16Pll d like to tell us that would help us impiove SIGI?
.;

LL
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Table D6

Experimental Students' Respon s toaOpen-Ended Items
on/the QuestioMaire

,

Question /65 (Purpose of APpointment with Counsel-or)

Demand4or any occupation.
Career guidance cours'e.

Transferring to anot er college. -

Requil-ed for career lanning..

How up-to-date SIGI is.
Pa'

Question #67 (Occupati s of Interest Missing from SIGI)

o ,t
Accounting-104; ai e, social service; book eping, buiiding

inspector, buyer, caseworker, computer perator.
Medical assistant or dental assistant. 6,
Outward-bound ins ructor.
Medical technology, operating room technician:

Teaching nursing./ (I had to use nurse, regi7tered4and
teacher, biolo y.)

Retail store man:ger.
Police, secret ervice.

officercartographer.
ction.
4
echnician. (Mention:: by 2 students.)

ical engineering te' nician.
ngineer., SIGI had eneral engineer.

,ranger, teacher.

x return servi es. ,

tor.-

giat (thou :; it was relate torzoologist).

rketing over than marketi g researcher.
inator.

ienginee

Merdhant marine
Building constr
Operating room
Four-year elec
Just chetical
Attorney, park
Librarian.
Auditing and
Computer oper
Health teachi,

Wildlife biol
A career in
Fashion coor
Broadcasting
Stewardess.
Drama teach
Purchasing-
More occupa

Retailing.

guestion #69

What's
How
Log

Wh:*

--D.P. manager.
s'in the art field, and information about them.

9Y j
ions

icerta
Onside
at is

ditional uestions Students Would Like to Askl
b

d jobs within that particular job are available?
Els open a year?

of jobs.

n occupations do not show in,,your values when yon
it just as gpod as the one shown.

b outlook in 'my own area (cdmmunity)?

183
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Table D6 (continued)'

t

Question #71 (Examples of Bias in SIGI)

It,suggested firefighter as an occupation which I would have, no

interest in, as I feel it is more of a man's.jab.

Question #72 (Other Problems in Usiug SIGI)

Delta didn't have enough course analyses (school prediction).

Printouts were given even if I didn't wdnt printouts: (Mentioned
.

by 4 students,.)
7

- It you,Made some mistakes you could not adjust them. ..

-SIGI broke down and they didn't call when I made an appointment.

Too many examples. ,

e

Couldn't go back until.all areas were covered.
The data on mortician- was outdated.
(a)' When I wanted to go back into another part of SIGI, it wouldn't

let me, (b) Made me get prints I didn't want, and (c) Only wanted

to make 1 or 2occupa;ictnal ehoices, SIGI demanded 3.

Temporarily broken downfor a day.

Question 1175 (Other Steps Taken to Get More Infor mation After Using

Sent for career-information.
-Saw my counselor. (Mentioned by 4'students.)

Wrote.
College relations person.

Question 1182 (Additional Topics SIGI Could Have Covered)

-,
Nuclear medical technology,.. . A .

. --, ..
,

More-educationalscourses on occupation besides just a two-year level.

The'naie and address ofthe places where I can go and apply for work.

An introductory pamphlet explaining all of the occupationa_presented:

Drama teacher; etc.' More predictions in different curriculums,
..,

. Other schools in the nation besides Michigan.an. .

SIGI'neeas more occupations which can be.preicted.

,

,Question #83 (Areas That Should Have Been Covered More Fully).
b

o

The transfer- schools. .-,
. 2.

"'Prediction.- P:cOuld,have used more help in understanding it.,

Values. (Mentioned. by 2 students.)

College courses examination (rOUghly).
Operating room technician. --.-

,.
Planningdidn't have enough occupations in it. (Mentioned by 2

students.) .
.

1

Salaries, advancement and location of available jobs.

A better list of information on jobi.

-More emphasis on'values. ,--

.In prediction the purpose was Unclear." I. didn',t agree that by

a giiade in one keycourse you could predict peifprmance in others.

Locate. -
.

,

.

.,.

..

The name of all the .places where I could go and apply.for,a job in"
..,_

.. the field I an entering.
-, .

6

4R4
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Table D6 (continued)

uestion #83 (con nued)

'Prediction. I entioned by 2 students'j
An hour-intro uctory class explaining undetqanding the 'value
, system and erhaps the six, sections. .

It would h41 to be more specificabout Siffdtent kinds of
jobs in' on field,and- just simply more information in and .

about each' field..,.- ..,
......

The grade prediction was bad-becadse it should'have asked more
17.-aormati'n alivut the person than just the grader but it is

..

. ,

. sail : e t . -
.

.

Locate. Ha' had:a. little More time here I would have b.:sen more
prepared ' orthe sections after it.

It

The course selectionsfor a particular curriculum.
-

../.
.. ,

. Q

ii84 (Other Things.Liked. Best About StGI)

,
.. ...

Financial id. IK

Spending y time working.on the computer.

uestion

.

a
Some of the responses have been edited slightly.'
. L ..A

In some cases students suggested occupations or innovations Already

in SIGI,

a

C

11/SI

,

.

.1.

0

Q

4

0
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Table D7

.Sgggestions for Improvements in SIGI Given by
Expehmentals-in Response to-Question #88a

I feel this issa good/tool inecareer. planning for the young student who has'

not had a previous career. to affect his/her values%
,

More informai n efhicurriculum.about c
°

was,
,

SIGI very,helpful andabove,all, interesting, which made it fun to use
.;?*.i. .and-it,herped me see other Occupations that I might be interested in. The

people who- instructed it were kind,'Cowrteous, and very helpful.

1. I wish you could sign off more quickly

'Men working with the system a chance

I wasn't. satisfied with'predictions bu
was probably the best if not the only..

told friends tha it's enjoyable.

whenyou get theinformation you need.
1

to type in your feeling about. situations.,

t When I think about it the'approach

I thought SIGI was stimulating and

Less breakdown in terminals would 'help in getting appointment to use SIGI

, when desired.

I really liked it.. There .:was CorelinforMation.thltIn any
o
ne book.

I enjoyed Irking

Maybe it would be
have 2 hours free
hour with SIGI.

with Sidi very much._ Thank you for this opportunity.

4011k

nice if xie .could have 1/2 hour sessions because I only

, and I lee to get other things dope beside one fill

.10

--

More correct data on occupations; example = conservationist.

No. SIGI was helpfliNto me in'a few afas an-d I myself don't ,see any im-

provement really needed. As I answered in #72, there was a little too much

V reading. I, think it could be written with fewer words and say the same. ----

. .

Limit the amount of pre-determined pcintouts.. The prediction syst a

not very good in respect to shooting an arrow,,etc.

It helped mein several of my classes--the current .informations iat is.

I- thought it was dumb. I don't lika-computersand I never will.

Bring in p/alues of exceptions about jobs and-cour4es.

Planning and Strategy sections were boring,

Expand i0o more places. Tell morepeople but it; because it is very
helpful and.was very valuable to mein finding values, making 'predictions,

and getting info on many subjects.

.
0 486
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Tabie.57 (continued)

S

- -
1 I realize that 'Mt all occupations can be put into SIGI; but I fee the.

aystemnly beifiefits students choosing a traditional or fairly pppular
occupation. Also I think only one,interest field is impossible to choose.
I was hetween,two or mole.'

.
,

I believe each stlident should be'advised 'to use SIGI when entering school-
as I noticed it make's yeti think. A saturation program should be talcen tb

.

bring attefiLion to the program--as many people I have talked'tO db.not-know
.' ofSICT's existence.,

.
-, '

If you could get afew More terminals, get a couple of more questions in
./..

questions part. .

It seemed to me there was too much cautionary about excessive reading, etc.
It made me leery,about trying it,. The process was dimple'but effective.
I think too much of an introduction,led me to believe it was too 'complicited.
Thank you for this assistance. I have enjoyed it and gained insight.

There were certain-courses that SIGI suggested that had nothing to do with
the occupation. J. thought I was requesting info abbut a medical occupation,

)and-it came up with a history major course. Numbers on the attached sheet.

of occupations sometimes got messed up. Also it would print when I pressed.
It next" when.I didn't want it printed. o ,

Not at the presenthime, thank you.
.

It would be'more helpful to a high school senior. They have usually not
made a concrete decision abbut career plans. At that age level I had al-

ready decided what my career would be. I'm on1(16 credits from finishing.

Make'it so SIGI can be used even when not in a'SIGI actount and on %ore
types. of terminals.

.Toll"t make us take a printout on some of the things. .'

J. A .
N.., /'

Once is awhile it repeats itself, also goes over the same thing a number of
times. Otherwise, it's basically good. e

..

1.
t 4,

. /

Allow a person a longer time on SIGI at one time if they request it. i'

teally felt rushed through it:
, . 1 .

10, . .

Make more time available to fit in with courses taken.at Delta.

Please put more classes.'on th'e.prediction portion.
,.M

4

It is a-fine program,

.

Values; You just have a list of values and than tell me to make the sum of
40 and in my case I put early entry because I want a job, and I have been
oUt.of high 'school 14 years so Ichose something that I like and tiourd.nat
take me long to get a job beCause I was married and now I am'a, divorcee and

heed a job now. I also have a son .to take care of so therefore 'Le 'values

48.7
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'Table D7 (contided)

.
. .

.
I gave are due to the condition, I an in now; see if I were yoUnger,I,wouldn't.

have said early entry.',I hope you understand thit'ex4mple:' I have beet go--

itg to 'school th.ree years already. ,1 am hitt taking a full load eath 'semester

soffit is a slow, process, so your values are differeht according, to what stage'

you afe in life. .

.

SIGI was good ehougil"tS where I'm to the point whereI Link forestry'is the

occupation I would wane, but I'm rot sure, just how good my chanees.are of get-

ting a job in forestry once I getmx degree,.-

-Bigger choice of occupationsBeing able to choose4just onet you want, _.

4
Publicize it more. . -

Make the program require less reading.

.

. .

When a person is finished ,with SIGI
'N.,

an appointment
v

with a . counselok should be

- ° made or set already--and it would be better to meet in a group probably the

one I started in. .
.

0.

. ....
t k

I think ,this is the bitt'hil4 that 'I could have done to help me make my de-

cisions. More peopre should be iblvmed'of thipiprogram when enrolling in

'college - -not after 3 semesterskof.nbt khowing what to dg and (not getting, %.4

prOper help froth counselor. t

I.

.
(

srGI was great
.

andthe work that was put into the program wad well worth the:

effort.. Thank you. (

tol

a ,

Some of the' responses.have been edited slightly.-
,

.1%
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Table D8: SIG1 EVALUATION QUESTI9NNATRE

FOR COUNSELORS

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. What percent of'you; tiro do you spend in
career counseling (as oppo ed to p4rsonal
counse1ing, academic ad;ijs meat, etc.) ?.

O (1) Nct'e
el) 25%- or less

(3) 25-50% .

(4) 50-75%

/ (5) 75-100%

2. On tht average, haw many stud is do you
see each'week for career counse ing?

(1) None
(2) 1-5

. 6 (3) 5-10
/ (4) 10-20

4 (5) 20 or more

3. How long are most sessions for career counseling?

4 (1) less Oat 30 minute,
/0 (I) 30'ml&tes to an hour
'0 (3) one to two hours

.,7 .

Please Lndiate whether you agree or diasgiee with each of the fallowing statements about
computer- sed guidance systems. . .

4. Computer-baletitildance systems -area \F;assing fad.

5. Compuker-b'ased guidance system can relieve counselors
pf manyroutini duties, leAvingmore time for profes-
sional coUnselini activities. 0

6. Computer -based guidance systems are a potential'threat

to.the jobs of counselors.

7. I will probably never make much use.of,computer-baaed
guidance system in my work with students.

b. ompitter-based guidance systems 'are capable of helping
students make rational careef(decisions.

EXPERIENCE WITH SIC!

9.. Save you attended a SIGI Counselors' Workshop?,

Agree Disagree Not sure

/.."1/

%7). /

tZ ).,Yes ..2.1 (2) No

40: Have you had a chance to us,SICI yourself? Yes 6 (2) No

11. If sot".!hich of the,SiGIsubsystems have yau been through?

Mice More thaw once
(1)0/AIXES

(2) LOCATE

0) COMPARE
4 (4) PREDICTION

(5) PLANNING
(64.STRATEGY

Copyright (C) 1975 by Educational Testing Seriice. All rights tee e ,

1111"
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Table D8 (continued)
a

0
. 4

, (Z) No12. Have you referred students to SIGI? //,51(1) Yes

If so, how many?

For what reasons?

a

13. How have most syudents at your college reacted'to SIGI? *c-

/2.i(1) Favorably
0 (2), Unfavorably

.2-/ (3) .No opportunity to observe
. 9 ,

.

14.- Haye students come toxyou with their SIGI printouts/ 6 cl) Yes g: (2) No'

What problems, if any, have you had in helping students interpret their printouts?

I v -

P. Have students come to you.with problems related to use of the SIGI terminals?

(1) Yes ' G (2) No

If so, what kinds of'problems have'they encountered?

Prior to having SIGI at your college, So whet degree was ea ch of the following (Items 16-
22) a problem to you in your role'as a eunselorT

- Major Minor
.

prablem problem
.

.16. CetiTng students to read occupationd1
N.information. .

17. Keeping up-to-date on occupational
inf4Fmation,

18. Identifying sources 06-occupational
4

information.

19.\iinding time to see all the students ,
who want the Ahelp of a counselor.

20.. Identifying students who need help
. with their educational and occupa-
tional:pIans..

21. Selecting appropriate programs of
study fmr students' career goals.

ij

7

'7'

22. Other:

V

. 23. Has SIG' had an impact

l'If so,, whiat ones? (Cir

Please explain:

No ) Rot relevant
problem to 010.

any of the above probleMs? // (1) Yes (2) NO

le responses.) (16) (18) (19) , (20)* (h), (22)

di S.6 / 1

C

wog
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Table D8 (continued) >,

save you noticed a change in any of the following (Items 24-27) pow that SIGI is available
tostudents at your college?'

Increase

4. Number of students you are able to see.

25. Am,upt of time you spend doing career
counseling.

No . No op4ortunitl:
Decrease change to observe

so .5--

-

.

21. Length of,careercounseling sessions. U 6

27. -Quality of group discussions.about values
0

and career decilions. 7 4 7

28. bo you knot, which of your students have used SIGI and which have not?
,c(1) Yes g (2) No ;

'

If-so, in your opinion do students- who have used SIGI rate higher ehan'studentswho

have'not used it in their ability to: No opportunity

, . . . 'Yes No' to obseive
(1) express clearly the satisfactions they want from'

an occupation,? .5
(2) state their primary oocupational choice?

..7 / 0.../ '
e ? ,..a. .
-----

(3)mantionalternativesossibilities? ,.., .O /

(4) indicate sound, reasons for their preference? _th..- __C.-
.

P2, a
(5) shy they are well-Informed about their first- sr

choice occupation? _..,' a i W
t (6) decide what prograins of study are suitable for .

peach occupation Being considered? ..8 / LY. ,

(7) evaluate their chances of success in programs
being onsidered? - - '72 6 2.)-

. (

29. do you think students should gain accessto SIGI? (Check one or more.) .

J1) Terminals should be available to students on a first-come, first-served

. basis, and follow-up sessions with counselors shouldbe optional. .
(2) Students should be.required during, their first year of College to use SIGI

,,, -*and schedule a follow-up session/with a counselor.
' / (3) Counselors should referstudents to SIGI and require a followaup session .

afterward. g

/ / (4),SIGI should be used as pert%of a career guidance unit in a classrodh course.
-7-(5) Other: . .

N t 1

o

SUGGLITIONS FOR IHP809E1ENT

)

30. What occupations do students frequently ask about that are missing from SIGI?

.
.

31. Are there other' additional-occupations that you would like to see included in.SIGI? '

-L-(1) Yes jg.,.(2) No . . -

If so, please list them:

-

32. Ars SIG's writing style and vocabulary appropriate for your students?
/3 (1) Yea 4 (2),102

,If not, what change ould you suggest?
f

491
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Yable'b8 (continued)

. ' t
,,,

33.
Maw does the occupational information in SIGI compare to other sources available to3

. students at your college?
.

.

X (1) BetterS(2) About the same
.

0 O (3),Worse t

34. Did you.find any sexual, racial, or'other bias in SICI? / / (1) Yea 2_1(2) NO,

If so, give examples:

35. What suggestions do you have for improving SIGI, the HandboOk for Counselors;. or the

Counselors' Workshops?
Z

OPTIONAL INFORMATION

1 Members of the SIGI research,staff are especially interested in hearing dbout any

personaf experiences which you or your colleagues may have had, in working with SIGI. Please

use the space below to record any-observations, amusing anecdotes, students' comments, etc.,

which you would like to share with us.

f
.1 r

. e

a
''

..-

.

1 l

a
responseseaponaes b5flthree coundeloi aides)06ansi«Ter students' 'questions

. I s
about SIGI and carder information.

9

4

Name:

a

6

College:

PLEASE RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

492
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Table D9

Counselors' Responses to Open-Ended ,ItenT
Ain the Counselors' Questionnaire-a '

Question 12 (Reasons for Referring Students to SIGI)

Career informaion-and decision-making.
Mainly students who are concerned because they are uncertain

Nabout their vocational goals.

To compare_ related job iunctions-and values.
Unsure of goal. .
Career decision, checking out values, undecided students,

information about other4careers.

Clarification of fields of career interest;. to learn decision-
imaking techniques; to obtain career information..

Needed help with values as well as a need to compare occupations.
To open students to their values and how these 1:Taluesrelate

to the world of work.
. 'Undecided. %.

,.1.(3 add to deAsion-making class. .

Attempting to inteeiate SIGI into current career counseling
, techniques.

/ Career indecision.

Question 14 (Problems Associated withtPrintOutS)

None

Some 4f4cuity with students reacting to only a part of a Nzalue
definition; getting students to be aware of patterns as opposed to
exact occupational answers.

Deciding "why" a certain'Occupation "fits" or "doesn't fit" a
I certain value.' .

No problems; jest evanded what they saw and felt. .

Question 15 (Problems Associated with the Terminal's)

1

Some mecha'nical problems. Initial-confusion.on.occupations
feedback in Locate.r'" . . .

. .

' Wanted more assistance in selecting goal.
Getting on [SIII.,--Stopping, etc. As of;November 15, when our

para-professional started -to help, I had no complaints.
Hardwiare, rocating specific jobs theyave in mind through

readjusting values; 4 .
Internal--breakdown or stoppage of-service.

<

Question 22 (Other Problems Associated with Career Counseling)

No, responses.,

Question 23 (Impact of SIGI on Counseling Problems);

4
.

. Students will let SIGI

for themselves. [Referring

a*systematic process, which

0

retrieve the information, but will not do so

to #21] - -AC least offers a choiCe based on

students feel comfortable with.
.

49,3
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Table,D9 (c,ontnued)

Question'23 (continued)

Too early to determine.
. s

Students are in some cases more apt to drop by our career center

and sit-down ith.5IGI than make an appointment with 4 counselor.

More a reapap. . .

Differ nt situation- -I camel to Delta after sc'. did.

,
An available source of career infOrmation, ,

All the problems listed,
tIGI has h'elped because of its location., 4117 and #18 are being

aided because students are'using'the career center where SIGI is "housed."

[Referring to 1116)--makes information reading more Vnteresing.

The complete terminal/student interaction definite'y provides

a bette't vehicle than just 'printed mateialsit enhances activity
instead.of passiveness.

c",,,-!stion 29, Item 5 (Other Ways of Making SIGI Available to Students)

A good orientatioR program can also help overcome client mis-
conceptions related to career choice and use of'SIGI.

Shtauld be flexible and based on student's readiness or level of
sophistication.'

Before using a SIGIterminal, students are required to attend

a 1/2 hour SIGI information session.
ft

Question 30 (Occupations Suggested by Students for Addition to SIGI)

Physical Therapy Assistantbasic4y SlGI seems'tOneed a
greater variety of allied health careers (below the Bachelor's leyel):

Fashion coordinator, medical-para-medic.
Electrician, forestry aide, security (industriil & retail),

.4.-technical illustrator,, conservation officer, therapist, music:'

Unable to commentnot enough experience.
None shave comeback as'yettoo early.
'No opportunity to/observe (2cresponses).
No feedback as yet.

.

None to date.

Question 31 (Occupations Suggested' by Counseldrs for Addition to SrGI)

Always need more information.
Gerontology specialist.
Not presently.
Uncertain. .

Haire to study SIGI in more aitail.
More technical and skilled-trade occupations.
Animal husbandry (Vet. Assistant); E.M.T. (Emergency Medical

Technitiin-r-not the same as Physician's Assistant); DeAtal Lab Tech=

jaician;. Health Optics (Optometric Technician); Physical Therapy

Assistnt.

Question 32 (Suggested Changes in Writing Style)

J

Haven't had'any complaints:
Too soolito eyaluate.

Only complaint is too much reading.

49 4 .
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Table D9 (continued)

Ques ion 34 (Exemples of Bias in SIG/I)

There are places in text that make referral to "he." Have noted

,' charges in references abOU.sex,4nOprediction" and "strategy."
. .

Que tion 35 (Suggestion's for Improvement)

Not enough time or experience to really evaluate properly yet.
More t-:rminals available. Have instructors go through the

SIG p-0cess, to encourage them to suggest [SIGI] to students':
I find myself still becoming educated to- SIGI and its usefulness.

Hop fully, by next year, I will be in a better po'sition to comment
her .

- (
Workshop was excellent. Handbook is excellent.
Summarize all the basic information about SIGI in introduction

so w can go to Ohe place to refresh ourselves on the systems,
Malie printouts optional each time--students don't always want t

r

printouts they're forced to receive.

Compare subsystem: OCcupation 128 (Dental Assistant), "Advance -

mept." should,state also the'OosSibility of expanded dubiesfor the C.D.A.
.(Cent fied Dental Assistant) and with B.A. degree teachihg, -:"Data/People/
Thing ?" should have things at tedium leytl. Occupations 128 [Dental As-,
sista t], 130 ,[Dental HygieniSt], and 219 [X-Ray Technologist], "Definition

o occ pation?" needs much improvement.
-

Optiona' Information

Ver few students have not kpt their appointment: I'm finding
students making tentative choices based on information retrieved in
Compare, -o Judy is encouraging them to check yalues in Locate and
return to alues ford

I am LsIng SIGI wialtilly Operating Raord Teal (OWn,students. The

idea is to lave them -come away' withothef oc,cupations they, may go into,

if they fin that ORT is not for them. Since ORT is not in the SIGI

system, none of them were afraid-of their values not matching up with

their colleg curriculum choice. I'll have more to report when I see

them on Decem er 9th. 4

, The few students I have discussed this with felt iconffrmed
career choices A few others were surprised over the dIscrepancies, in
their values inwork and their salary expectations.

Amusing anecdotes-7-one student kept pushing NEXT bar and saying;

"How do you back this thing up?!!" Many times -the students will push

wrong button and want to change theiranswer. Some complainabout eye
strain and length of job game (Values) and Strategy section. Favorable

comments far outweigh the unfavorable at the present time. .

Students' comments have been extremely favorable--ohly negative
comment which has been made by several appears to relate to the

"Definition of occupation"-**question in, the Compare section.- They say

the definition is too grief and really beoesn't say much.

a .

Some of the responses have been,edited slightly.

b IncludesreSPOnses by three counselor aides who answer students questions

about SIGI and career information. 495.
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Table D10
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kiP

Breakdown of Smple *37 Age, Sex, and Enrollment Sta2tus

Factor

Age

18 or uticer

19-21'
22-24
25 or over

12.24
,23.Q3

* 7.47
57.26...

Sex
Mlle 45.58

Female 54.42

Enrollment status
About to enter 12.34

1st semester ar-quartee 23.72

Completed 1 or more semesters 51.49

Other 12.44

4'96.

I

. 4

^,
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Table D12

. .

Means And Standard Deviations for the 10 sig Values
.. .,

4. .

4*

Value

Unrestricted
a

Restrite

S.D. X S.D.

Income 5.17 1.44 4.90 1.47

Prestige 4.01 .1.73 3.21 1.46

Independence 4.69 ' 1.78 4.34 1.42

Helping Others 4.53 2.03 4.08 1.99

Security 5.26 1.83 4.79 1.§5

Variety 4.87 1.65 4..18 1.51

leadership 3.91 1.-67 3.34, 1.49

Intere4t Field 5:01 1.83 4.80 \sc1`.72

LeisuFe 3.66 1.64 3.29 1.47

Early Entry 3.38'" 2.11 2.86 1.92

,
Students weighted each value on a scale ranging from 0 (no importance)

to .8 (maximum importance), V ith no restriction on the magnitude of the

sum of weights.

F .,

bStudents were forced to adjust their weights to sum to exactly 40 points.

r-e/'-"'
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. `T.Q le D13'

Frequency. with Which Each of the Six
Interest Fiads Was .Selected

Interet (N !1)

Scientific
'Technological
Administrative,
Persolial Contact

Verbal
Aesthetic

Freq a

1

94 19.07

= 44 8.92

98 10%88
150 30.43
61 12.37

9.33

/

$-; .

".--. .
.

,e
..

1a
The n and frequency represe thec,1,t mblik.k of times fields were selected.'

Students may choose more tha once;..:

1

D
. : . .

V

0
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Table D14

Frequency with Which Values Were Used for Retrieval in Locate'.

Vki_L,z 1.1

.

..

.."1COME.
I- RF bI IC Lt
INDEPF.FIG".CE
;.t.!) 1.NG
..ECLit\ITY.
1,,OCETY.

LLUTE (N=

.. -

LT 01:r01.

87t...a)

.

1 0.

`1.h(1
----
1:.7°.
514
996
8E3

1.076
1642

A

15..i'-:;

5.6R
11.5'
9 eb6'

,LEAUER!n4P.,
14465

11 .97
12.,-..?.

4.9n

LIT:)k,,RE. 1 50
13.31IN rt-RESI cicI.D.

_ I 4.4. Y FN T "f o . 740 1

t.2;1
8.4'.

4'

aThe n represents the,total number of selection, not the number of students

, using the Locate system. .
.

-11. 'ND.

a

f.
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Table D15 .

Leyel or Category of 'Specification Used in Located

,INt,Lur tPFt. LLVcLS (N= 1371, )

I.. T41,04 gb,00,U I S LK.
.

h 1"..0 A 1. flatie
411200G.
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YV! 401(91... 'LW
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!CrI ;.`t u1,1mT
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t A et_ IPA
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Ck

FRE C

f

6

S.

.47 4.7'2
,:c7P

. 76.1 t
459 .44.0A
1,0 _ 1-2. D'''.-

.._

t'od

' L,VEr.r.gE rlt.,(ANT. .

riRft fHA AVLRAbE A a,t.UNT.

I

ht.I1V7-

24r

('PLIPITY :rt:C 1-71 ) : t.0
°

Eluh Alrt.0AGE Is 3K
AVE .-0C...sf: /041 UNT. S71

1pt: THAN ,',VtRAGE, AtiCONT r, 16
. 1/.`

1/4 I' Ti SPLL.' I_EVFLs' (N= 1040 ) C

7

FL t . k evtiAGE I S OK s

UNT
AVCRA GE A hiCUN T

Ad, ar,uUnT 11,)

R0t cVEL`7 (N-= 4 ,6 E.
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PM. r;"- Ah... 'VERA ut. 1t 7

3.55
14.67

, 4R.2?,

iT 3

3t;9 38.0 7
44.1 3.

.
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Table D15`. (continued)

L

;

7.41t9e:T 1--1E-Lf) 411o'' )

c.4 c

1-)04 I,. T i r:

L'.:104)1_ 'FPEC t_t_VEL (N= c:43 )

sr-

-;."
t+,.7 nit IVER.!./E

Y C (N= 74, )
-

:1(;) t,, rdSo

c Lit 7, i'Li"4:.6
1 VLA1,

. .
1

,
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1 ..!.3
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1 4.

??.
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A
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. Table D16....

06tUP. TICNI.. USED IN`LOCATE(NOV ICE & INIT JAIL) (N= 7325 2337 b)/
.-s.

. N FREC A Fht-0 X

A CTuii AN D ACTRESS. , IL
....,-

2 003 -. 0 p.m) ,
ADVERT LLIN't, L3PYUR I TC.R. 7 ' 0.1 ' 7

.
U 30

AIR COND., REFR IC., & HEAT. MECH. 21 0.2 3 -: 0:13
A CailiNTATi. -. _"':: 10 ":--; 0.1E

_a v 1.

- 1 ...uot,
..AIRcionr t'FCHANIC . , 1 , 0 4, 0 4

APPlIA1CE REPAIR TEEHNIEtft 2 -O. 3 3 0.13
42 -.7.-0 7 1 004..:

6 11 08 1

2 03 -0 LC.

G.
400

-X .04` ' , 4 0.17 .

11 .15 9 u.30
1'.3(.. 0.49 / 12 U51

18 D.25 9- 3 013
4 / 0.05 11 U.47

= ARCpITE CT.
AUTENCF ILE S A LEL'f;ORKER.
ARC:.. TECH: AMID UR A E I Sw

' AVIONICS . TECHNICIAN.
...:AUT1.60.81LE MECH1A IC.

CYQARY..
-640AUC41 TECHNICIAN.
LEA o T ICTAA

COT /NISI. 0
Llcik ftEr P 7

-2 EDO INESS 4ICONE REPAIk
-BANK' r. FE iCFN.

'iTANK -TrLLE"g.
,

COPMERCIAL ARTIST.
CL3ThI.t CESIGNER.

:1].1,4-4-EHErIC.AL Er6IN E.E

CliEhin.
CLFAGY..

-COmPUTEk CPEkA TOR.
CO.PUPER EiGGRPMNER
CIVIL FAGIIEER.,,

f DENTAL TANT.
. DENIM.
.---"APITAL HYGIENIST.

GRAFT 'Y AU.

CIE T
DIESEL EXCEIAN I L.

--=CANCER AND DANCING TEACHER.
.ECO.NCP IST.

°- ENGINEER.
ENG :Ng:E ING TECHNIC TAN.
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN.
FINE AR-WA/PR I V AT E ART 'TEACHER.
.FUNOL/DIUCTOR:
F LI ENGINER. ,
FL iLHT Ai T F:NDANt.

FORESTFN.
-6E000(Pht I.
hDRE FUNDVIsT.

03 , 0.38 . 1 ( U.04
.1 = 0.01 10 0.. 4:3

14 0.19 8 U.34
,,.7. 7 051 0 u.00 0.

1 0.01 0 ', U '10
0

,

0.00 0 , c L.D0
8 0.11 .21 u 90 .

035 16

.. .--77.- 1.-15 . "r"" 5 puql
u68

5 ___--50tel -4 U17
0 0:00 : 10 1,.45

16 LJA:22
/ 88 2.57'

----1--=/- 15' f--F 0 20 II/' -144`

_-.,/ 177 2.4 ?, 14
-1,-: -50 " .7' 0. 68 ": '4

-----\. 3 -0.04_ '14
48 ° 066

49 2, .1C
1 U04

1.8e
0.60

4 L.17
7

.
.-0.10 0 u.170

, 7 -- .- 0 "":.---0.00 :*'----8 U.34
-, .38 . 0.52 : 2 0.09

24 -2'.. 0.33 '4 , u17
7 -="0.10 - 11 U.47

'19 0.26 0 0f:10
26 0?5 )5:. 1.50,
93 . 5,--'1.27 6--' U.26,4
18 '''.0.25 0 L00..

3 " , 0.04 . .)3 1.41
."- 100 1.37 ..\--1- 22 L94

27 0.37 8 I, (1.14
. 41 ,. 1.11 ii, C.81

!3 0.45 034
8 0.11 '''st 11 L.47

28 0r38 48 2IM
157 2.14 9 U.39

19 0.2t 1 ji 06
35 0.48 7' 0.30

..
3 ----i- O. 04 ' 1 0.04
1. C.01 i5 0.64

53 ' 0472 4 L17
r ,...

HOT EL/mTEL NANANER 'f7
INSURANCE AuENT.
INTEEt OE-sIGNEN/DECOR A TOR
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER.
INDUsT RIAL T RAF rLe NANA L,E RI
INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER.

- INISTIONENT kEPA IT TECHNICIAN.
. SCILSCIENCE AER.HAT NNY TECHNICIAN.

L I EljiAR IAN..
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Table D16 (continued)

- -, . ." . s. .

LA tIOR,RE t../T ICA S. SPE GIAL loT 57 0.78 0 0.01)
LIBRARY IEChNIC 'AM.,' 1 0.0'1 46 1.97
LA'N/YER.

dtt, ' . 160 2./18 9 ' 0.39
39 0 .i.--5,3

, 39 1.67
. 157 2 14 16 G.68

58 =0.79 17 U.73
52 0.71 '1 ,C04
10 G14 0 0..00

6 0.08 0 0.00,
6 . 0.08 0 ..0.09
3 £.04 1: 0.04
6 . 0 OS 7 G30

22 ' '04,30 6 .C. 26
- 23 0.31 -13 1...F6

2p 0.27 ' 5 'G 21
--- 18 C. 25 .: 0 0- 00

o 6 0,48 a G94
418 U.66 10 L 4'
5 '.- O07 19 0.81

63 0.86 1 G.04
'-9 0. 12 8 0.74

-:-..-.24 ._-'=,-.-;,1.g. 33 -,
2.8 ',. = 1.21)

55 ' *40: 75 6 '', Cl 26
. _,.,51- -1.... 0: 70 -..2'3 -,, GAM. ...,

--'1-11' 7. 1.52 LOC
15 0.20 0 G00

2 043 4 .17
74"::--- _.-.-' ' , 16- - 0 22 = '---.` 1 0:04

4 -, 0.05 --- 0 0.0)
4 "-:-.- - 0.0$ .7'112 0.51

46 0.63 24 1.01
85 1.16 ..)1 .- 1.13
90' 14.23 46. 1.97

.7..--'1157 :--7-----."-2. 14 -7.7- 2 ' i.) C9
9 0.1.2 . -38 l 61

105 . 1.43 ..,-.' 0 0.00
2 0.01 7=-'''0s 0.00

o. 0 0.00 . 5 0. 21
28 0.38 10 G43

4---,:--..: 71:_ti7=-'-'46 '''''0.-63 : 18,

.

-. -1P.; . 77

36 R. 49 . 7 -. 0. 30
3 -04 04 21 GOO

45 '''' O.61 5 ,....G 21
1-3 0.18 18 0.77

107 14.46 25 1.07,, ,
-f- --i-_-- 47 ' 0.64 * -11 O. 47

0 14 0.19 '41 1-.75
99 1.35- 1 0.04
17 G 23. 4 ' G. 17
17 d 0.23 59 2.5?

142 1.94 1 U.04
10 0.14 4 0.17.

8 0.11 4 0.17
23 0. 31 0 L.00

4 0:05 0 ()son

4 ' 0.05 3' 6.13 t,

9: 0.1? 51 2 . 1 R
113 1.54 11 01.47

''. 28 0.=8 1 G04a.,
2 0.03 0 u.00''.=- _- ..,

/ ..

h4THOPTIC4AN.
PHYSICIAN.
hECHANIZAL ENGINEER.
METEOROLOGIST.
PEDICAL PlECORD'ADMINISTNATOrtt
PEDILXL LABGRATORY TECHOCIAN.

-hODEL.
PARKET ILSEARCHEk.
KARtyPACTUPER'S_SALES.WORKtR.

--tEDILAL TEihNOLuGIST.
.

V0iCIAN/MUSIC TEACHER.
OCHOIST.
VrtStNYMAN/LAND'SCAPER.

-tiEV:PAPER REPC.TcR
LCEANOGkftPhER.

ecrupkTILvAL T

PURLH,SING ACE
----rot. ICS GEFICER

httom

PHA riMACIST

CrtJP IST
T.

PL CI /LIT. ;,7

TIST .°°".

NURSE, PRACTICAL. 4

UGRAPIIPR
PUBLIC REICCIONS kORKERL_ :-

HYS/CIST
THERAP 1ST.

PE ?S..NNEL TE IE W-E"t1.-
PROOGCT IGN MANAGER.
P DL GGTE I ' ==.

RADIO /TV ANNOUNCER
AEHAbIl IT AT IGN COUNLEL k.
1.FCEPT I 0NIST
SEAL ESTATE AGENT_
NORSE, REGISTERED.
RESP IR AT Y THERAPISTS

_ RETAIL :.TORE MANAGER.
nADILaT SCIaICE TE Ch IC

--1.P.CRE'AT I GN WCRKER.
SYST.MS ANALYET
bOII CON bERVO
LEO.' r I LICS LisOKEN

- CCTINSELDR
T A T-A ST IS

JDC.I,AL SLRYILE AIDE.
:-,PEECH'PATHCLOGIS_MAUDIGEr.GIbT.
SINGER AND SING-TAN TEAGHER
:APRVE 'friss ,

.00TAL 1.02KEk
TAcJIER_/IDE
TELEPHONE CRAFT St?ORKER

TOOL AND PIE MAKR.
TEAChEfrs ELEMENTARY SCHGCL

' 1 EChL. I CAL
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TYPIST.'
C ABAN INANN'Efts
VET.HINAtt.I
kASTEWATtR TkEATMENT
X-R A 1 TtCPNbLOGILT
TE.1 CHER, .14T

, TEA CrER, BIOLOGY.
, TEMW:4s et,sINEbs

1 Cti-E.R5 rNGLISh.-/LANL ART
TEACHER, FOREIGN LANGUALE
TF ACHE,' 14ISTORy/SOC IA CTUDIES

INDLS. APTS/VOLTECH
TEAChER, 44ethFMATICL-1
IF ACItY, PHYSICAI, ECUCAT

ei-IYSICAL SCIENCE.
LELDLR. .

.

k'i.-RuSI) CE EtIG 'NEER*
-2-- F 'GAYER; .

OPERATOR.
LAN)0..)C.1PE .4kCHITECT

P.C(.M TECHNICIAN.
LIILT kJ ST:

TE1, Ctina FIRLIY ,CHILCKOOD
SPECIAL EDUCAT IGNs

R0 CT ION IN SPEC TOR.
CORnECTILN uFF I CER
t:EOLCG<I,-1

.1.-&:/";-;."--110:3P IT AL I SIR A
k YS1CI ASSISTANT.

::-.;;;TENUGRAt-HEk
CO TE Ct;tiOLCIA ST

NURSING AS:21f. T AN Ts
FLORI ST (RFT* IL -8 CESI:G6ER).

VOCAT IONAL/TECIfflICACit.-=

-.Table D16 .(continued)

/

peERA T Ono's

r

.0 0.00
9617: 1.31
65 U.,89
, 8 0.1-1
2.1 0.,29

188, 2.57
206 12,41
202 12.76
156 2.13
156 2.13
156 13
1'50 , ,205
206 "` -2:81
113 1.54

- 206 2.81

10 -0`.14
436 _0. 49

0- 0,00
55 0.75

8
2.1?

54- ':. 0.,74

34 49
2 0.,(0

13 0.'18
8 _ s 79-

40. 04.'35
3. 1"--0.

'0.352 0.0.3
12 0.16*

--=.=203 267
29 0.40

106 .1:4445
1 08- `'147

ZS , 0.74
69 0.94

-7;7;1. 73
-O. 119

:CAFF/C004
_PLUY,tER

.----F0-30 SCIENTIST /T E CH FoOL-rdi5IT
t TELLY ISI 0. PRODUCER /DIRE CTOit.

INTtRP-RET FP/1R AN:,LATCR
AbbTSTANT.

FAIII?&R/Fr.nm MANAGER 1!

s-
a
Retrieval?, for novices.

b
Retrievala for initiates. -
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,

8'1

14
0
4

64
i0
73
o0-
00

eo

U.34
0.60
0.00
U.17
2:74
,1 00'
'3.12

57
57

-:2.57
66 't. R2

0 3.00 .
r.18

i0 f3- 00
1- c.. n4

_ 0 U.00
.1 G.4 7

0 u.oc
?:

_ ,0.01,
34 1.45
15 C.64
60 2.57

1 0.04.'
4 6.17
9 .0! 39

= 14 _ C.60
0 0.96
4 0.1T

-13 - 0.00
Jo 34r

9 . 3.81
-16 0.68

1.37
;c8 1.20

6 U. ?6
9 39'

36 .1.54
8 0.34.

r , 0 0*,00 +

4

4/

r-

.4"

,
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Table D17.

OM 1N COMP ARE (N= 22118)

ACTOk ANU ACTRESS.
ADVERT IS AG COPYWRITER.
AIR CONO, REFRIc.., a MEAT-MECH.
AcCOUNTANT. .

PI' CM4FT MPCHAN IC. '
.

APPL VANCE REPAIR TE CHN 1 CIA.N. .

ARCH1TEC r.
A0TCMCBILE ii LESLORKER. "r-',

( _ .

ARCH. TECH. AND DRAFTSMAN.
AVIUNIC.; TECHNICIAN,
A UTCOEILE MECHANIC.

. i-CTUA4Y. --'''

E 419.0 CV-I TECHNICIAN.
FEAUT IC IAN.

EREO
/

.

7

14

3

38
4 .

*

.4-- 0 7-

14 -

_ i

2

. 3

8

20 '

.14

%

0.32

(0).11);5.

' 1.72
0.13

: 0.00

-=.-g:ti

0.1,9

- 0.14,
0.35

l-0.90
. -- 0.61
: 7L-0.32

anTAN I ST . ' .. ------ '''-- 24. 1.09

COCKKESP EQ. 16 0.72
0.G3

4.

6.0SINE SS MACHINE REPAIR TECH. 0t

OANK PFFICFk. 14-1.- p. b3
__

. e

_ : bA4K TELLE°.
--COPmERCIAL. AWT I ST.- -_,-.-. :_.

6.
(0..C5

'1

107:-
-,

CLOT ra4G DES IONE h.
.._ ,_

0.63.1-

CHEMICAL. ENGINEER. 27 1.2?

CHEMIST . .
17 0.17

C LE MCI'. --:-1-7' - '"=""" --'1,=_Iii5-:--.- flgfft 0.72---___

COMPUTER ChRUCk. % _.50: -= 2.26

.-.
-: .CONT DT ER' P RCCR AM ER.

_.--,--- .....-

,._-7:=,_!2.(.13

CIVIL- ENbINEER. 40 1..81

CEN T AL ASSISTANT. 4 . De 13

CENT' ST. 8 0.35
n --,--:=--i-0.21

. DENTAL HYG IENI ST 5i'i

DRAF T Sli AN. _ _

.

-M16
C TEScL NECHANI C.
UPICCR ANU L A N C I N G TEACHER.

c CnNOtIsT.

___.
' ,' _--DIETITIAIN. '

jt-- ECECTRICAL ENGINE0.. -;f:i-

6INEEHING TECHNIC
__ ELECTRONICS TECHNIC AN.

F HI AR FIST/PR I VATE- ART I E A CH'El .

F UNck AL C.IRECT OR . \ -''

FL JOH T LIGINER.

.
'. P,_ ICH T ATTENDANT.

F.,0 -!E6 TER.

CEOCkAPWER.
v.

HOME. E COW °1ST.

4
,:.

hOTELiq,TtL MANAGER.
INSOkANCE ;OENT. t

'NTH< IOR DESIGNEk/O1CORATbR a
. . ..--

: i NDU$TR I AL ENGINEER. , ,

INDUSTRIAL rKAFric -PINALER...
INDUSTRIAL '6ES IGNER.,
INS TkUMENT 1,EP A I It TECHNI C IA ;4.

z.CI ENCE LA60RATurtY TECHNIC Lici.
I 1.8kARTAN.

.

I Ague RELAT JOS l'ECIALI5.;T.

L I PkAR V_ TECHNICIAN:'
. ,

r.

- 506

0.1j.

1

_

:00.5G79:
0.54

7-77-16.-
4,'

.- 2 s--=.1 0.0(-:

17 -,"0.77
'±'-- 0;41'9,

13
2.3:8

- 13 --'=:-'-'0(4S9

' 1.4132.
1 0.32

15 0.63
18 0.81
3 0.14

1.3630,

30 1.36
4

: g.r.,8
1

4 0.18
0.US

-, 0.368

11 0.50
' 0.14 '
_

.I.

,
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Table D17` (continued)

.LANYIR.
vhATHEMATICIAN.
PHY.ACI)N.
KECHANICAL ENGINEER..
KITEOROLLq1ST. :

hEDILAL riECCRD ADMIHISTRAT3R.
mEolc)L LABCRATCRY TECHNICIAN.
NOBEL.
TORKIT RESEARCHER.
PANUFACTORERIS SALELWORKER.'
1-EUICAL IECHNOLOGIST.
kUr3ILIA4 /VOSIC TEACHER.

KUR*Sc.RYHAN/LAND.ICAPER.
NcqLPAPEN REF3RTcR.
CCEANDGRAPPER.
(PTICIAN.
CCCUPAITONAL THERAPIST.
PiflCHA'Att'a ACENT.

FCLILE CFFICE2.
PUBLIC HiALIN SPECIALITST.
PILCT.
POLITICAL SCIENTIST.
:PHARHACIsT.
NORZE? PRACTICAL.
PHOTur:RAP1IER.
PUBLIC RtLATIlas WOHYER.
FHY:ACIST.
PHYSICAL THERAPIST.
FERZ:ANEL ANTERYIE4ER.
PROULCTILN TANAGER.
PFYCHOLuCIST.
RADIO/TV ANNOUNCER.
REHALILTAJICN CCUNSCLOR.
RECceTILNP.A.
REAL ESTATE AGENT

--=----NURsE, kLGISTERED.
REPIRATLRY THERAPIST.
RETAIL STORE MANAGER.

----.-RADIC/TV SERVICE TECHN etIAN
TiECkcATICA i.LRKER.
-SYSTEMS APALYST
50IL CONSERVATICNIST.
sECUKI.Icc: EROKER.
SECRETARY.

t,SCHIJUL COUWALDR.-
VATISTICIAN. -

OOAL .ERVICE.A1DE.'
SPECCH PAT4OL0GIST/AUDI6LOCIST.
ZINC.LR'AND -SINGING TEAChtR.

,esURVEYDR.
SOCIAL 6LRKER.
TEACHER AIDE. .-
TeLEPHONE CRAFTDRII,Efi.
IDOL AND DIE MAKER.
IEAtHER, ELEMENTARY scacct.
ZOOLOGIST.
TE.CHNICAL VRITER.
TYP,IST.
WRBAN PLANNER.

. 29 1.31
."0 0.59
18 0.81
30 '1.36
14 0.63
10 0.45

112 0.5k
10

6 0.27
4 . 0:18

21 0.95
'47 0.32
-5 0.23

4 0.13
24 1.09
13 0.59

0.09
20 0.9d

0.63
12 0.54
28 1 .27

--091
'10 ;-

--0.27.
19 Obf?
1-5 0: 613

57=7._ _ I/ 23
11"-T 0.50

_ 67
.09

57 2.53".
27 1.22

==1.27
-.0.32

0.45

1.00
0.90
O.0J

771.13

'1.40
A .0.5

..54
0.14

1%.

22
20'

26 4

12
12

3
15
30 105

1 , 005
4 0.18

5 043
5 0.23

-01'4
11 0.50
14 0.63.
3. 0.14
6 , 0.27 -

' 14 0.63
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Table D17 (continued)
St T

VETtdINAkIAN.
IXASTIWATER TREATMENT OPERAT:A.
e-TAY TELHNCLOGIST.
TEACnER1 A RT
TEACHER/ BIOLOGY.
TEACHER, BUSINESS
TEACnER., ENGL ISH/LA NG. AkT3
TE)CHFRs Feta IGN LANGUAGE.
TEALHFR, HISTORY/SOCIAL LTULIES
TEACHER, 'NU,. ART S/V 0(qE LH.
TEACHER, "ATI4EHAT I Cz.
TEACHER, PHYSICAL EOLCAT ION
TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
WELDER.
/E ENGINEER.
F c.,FIGHTER -
1. EYPICti CPEIIATOR

. LAIL; TPL ARCHITECT. --

CPEkATING S;CH TECHNICIAN.
L.PTCKETRIST.
TE &CHER, (-)kLY CHILDHOOD.

S °ECIAL EDOCAT IiiN
INSPECTGR

.;-",::.C-04thrE CT ILK LH I CER

OLGG I ST.='

. '

t.0.7P IT L iDI.INISTR A ILR.
PHYsl ASSIST /NT.
fGTr CnRAPH -
- ECG TE ChliC LOGi'S-T-

_ ISTANT _

Fl Krs PFTRIL o Gc:IGN-ER)
TE# CriER.y 1/L40J IGNAL/TECHNI CAL.
CHEF/ CCl,k
P H bE R = _

FOOL SCIE,NTIST/TECHNCLObiST
±-jELEV IS104-PtiODUCER /LIRE CTCk

-LEGAL ASSISTANT.
F 21.1ER/-F4R 1 1..ANAGER

7 0.32
1 005

17 - 0.77'
16 '7=5 0.72.
13 0.59
12 0.5/4
18 0.81

0 0.00
12 O 54

-O. 32

15:4--=2

10

0.36
0.63
0.45

1 O.US
6 0..27

"--'11.514
16 0.72
14 = 0.6z 1

18 04,81
22 '1.01
25 . 1.13

:I :40

18
ht 35

0.21
0:18
O. 2_3

0.81
1.53

114

00: 5792-

16
21 0.95

5 0.23
:JO* 7?

--26 .1P
: 72

--"=0:27
55 2.49

, 17 0 77

requency indidges the total 'number of times an occupation was
selected as a subject for inquilytby novices and iniliates;
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Table b18..
4

AL Cut..PARE 04=, 4.65Pai

.i;EFINITIiN OF LCCOATION?
DESCRIPTION CF WORK tCTIVITit

ttEC

.322 6.91
7.38

LEVtLS uf,
dri.,E IL PT MORE INFCRmATItid

181

1'47

3.89
2.64

ouLt.14, '/EOUInEO-EARLY ENinY? 267 .50'3

OCCOPATLCNAL TnA-INIAG? 190 4.03
kFLATEO CGLLEGE CO,UKSES: 241 5'917

E'bLNAE CUALIFICATIONS? 230 4,94
?CpIREHENTSI 84 '1.80

bEGIANIN6 HkLikRY? 297
;V7IRACr..INCOhE-HIGH INCLr E -? .211
10° JALARY PCSSIDILLTIEa: 1-126 2.71

h99 SALazIFb VARY? SO 1.94
oPPoRTUAITTES TO HELP OTHER.): 2.1'
LPPCKTUNiTItS FUn LEADEKLHIP? 58 1.2c

wHYT FIELp: LF.INTEREST: 1'47 a.16
LEVEL? 66 1.4?

t.POI4L VRO4LEMS? 1t2
PHY;;ICAE WRHOADINvz.?
EFI,)t.,RE-HltlkS' 137 .

2.19
2.94

1NDEP71CaVi ON tHE-jOBI 2.d4

1;4-21cTY,? 1c6 .2.71
FRIWOF DENEFITS? ..- 11,1 .2,07
14°LGYMENT CUTLUOK?-' -2219

LHEnt AWL ThE JOBS? -L25
JC)F :-..FCORITV? 1!-.1 3.24
ADVANCFi.ENT: . 2.19

1,n1.1 piANY 70.1EN? 4 2.25

.

aFreqUency is the total number of times the question was choSe'n by novices

and Idiviates.-

.\
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Table D19

Students' Reports of Their Previous Academic Performance

'1

eR ANK (st= ?1'74)

1 (.!P FIFTH. 411 2D. L.'S

c^10 F IF TH 7n 12,6
AD 1- IF TN 69 31.6:g
4TH FIFTH. ZS 11'.1?
r 'IT 'ICY FIFTH, / 9 -4.1 i

L-Kc.0H:-.,40A# TH i'stli..Dr 64= 215 ) ks----
LOTLYcelf',. . 42 19.57
frOSTLY rd I s. . 80 77.21'
t0 10 L'S. t9 --'2Y'
E-Li C. zle 11.'t

Hs z,. ENt.,L I SH CRAVES ,(N= 215 ) CKEC X

t lv"1 t...Y .A1 f' 87 40.47
! (111LY .t..1'..:' ti; 7."...'..;
r 0 ( ICY (.1*. 40 18.0
-Fv.J..... C. ) 17 c .5(''

HELF 1:ITH ENC.1...I&H (. = .?1c, ) Fi-F3.

. ---- -
.

Y F- .; .7 221.0'
',.1.. .- 14C 55.bl
NOT ..11Rt_. -.... , LF 22.3 S

,

r)

51.
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Table D20

Programs Chosen in Predi ion (N =564,a)

FREQ

Accounting 41 7.27

Accounting-Certificate 12 2.13

Agrilalure 19 3.37

4.08

Architecturp and Design. 25 4.43

Business Adtinistration 47 8.33

Business Managemdht 41 7.27

Conservation 28 ,4.96

Data Processing 57 10.11,

Engineering-Pre '
41 7.27

Finance and Banking$. A
32 5.67

Law-Pre/Political Science 40 7.09

Occupational Therapy-Pres '39 6.91

Secohdary Education 56 9.93

Social Work/Sociology' 63 11.17 .

ga t

The n re#presents th sum of the individual frequencies, not students.,

0

'41.419°

°
511

okt
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Table b21

,..PAEDICTION (kl= 11E.

C.-IA(1LP: ii 1u0 MEAN?
CHANCPS CF PASSING CCUR;.i.7
VL: PREDICT GKADE.
CHAACS5 CAD.
L1GI tip AM I RIGT":

) NM.

28

18
-Z7

...

;$ a

1C13

12.33
2,?.b-
1C.13

512
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Table D22

OCCUPATION CHOICE IN SikATEGY (PRF
a
s PO

1:1-(
N=

ACTOft AND_AURESS.,
ADVEKTI4ING COPYWRITER.
AIR COND. REF4IG, d HEAT MECh.
i.CCOLNT^NT.
AIRCRAFT '.ECHANIC.
APPLIANCE TECHNICIAN.
ARCHITECT.
iLITCPflcilLE SALESWORKER.

0
0
1

8

0
.0
6
0

FRED

A4LH. TLCH. AND URAFTSMAN.
AVIUo,ICS TELhhICIAN.
AOTChO'BILF KLOHA,IIC.
.1CT1,A°1.-

ERnADCJISE TECHNICIAN.

rOTANIST.

o
0

LOOKkEEPE.
603IAES4 MiCONE REPAIR TECo.
UAke. 1FfICEN.
Ei4K T.LLCR.
C0v.PE.RCl/L ARTIST.
CLOIHINt; CESIONER.
CHENICAL ENCINEEK.
CHEhIST.

-COMPUTER flPERATCR.'
.COPPLTBR PP:OC.RANHER:
CIVIL ENuINCE.
LENTAL ASSISTANT.
DENTIcT.

.=,,AIENTAL HYGIENP-ST..
;1AFTcPAN.

:CIETITIANs
HECHAhIC.

bANCER NO DANCING TEACHER.
LCOKL"!I&I.

1-JLECTRICAL" ENGINEER.
L4GiNEhING TECHNICIAN.
LLECIPCNIC!: TECHNICIAN.
FINE ARTIST/PRIVATE ART TEACHER.
FONEkAL oIRECTOR.
FLIGHT LNGINER.

ATTLNLANT.w
FO'i_STER.
GE0 -APht3.

.E ECONCHI:J. (N

F T,EL/M0TEL MANAbER.
14:WRANCE %ENT.

°FEIGNER/DECORATOR.
INDUORIAL ENGINEER.
INDUORIAL TnAFFIC hANACP.
TNDU4TRIAL CESIGNER.
IN".TAL44ENT.ItEPAIT TECHNICIAN.
!C,IENCE LAbOkATUNV TECHWICIAA.

LARck RELATIONS SPICIALIST.
I.OrtARY TECHNICIAN.

513-

2
0

9

6

0

0

2

2

1

-1
2

0

5

1

1

0

0
0
1

1

207 4 190 )
% FhLO X

0.0c o Non
0.00 0 0.00
0.48 0 0.00

-3.86' 3 1.53
`10.00 0 :

0.00
0.00 0 u.00
2.90 2 1.02
0.00 . 0- 0.00
0.00 0 0.00
0.00 0 0.00
0.48'. 1 , C.51
0.48 2.04
0.00 o 0.0D
0.00 0 1.00
0.48 0 iDedC.

0.48 2 1:07
0.00 0
G.97 --2--

0.97- 1

C.00 0

C.00 0

0.97
0.00

_4.35
2.90

0.00
0.00

0.48
-- 0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
_0.00
.0.00
2.90
0.48
0.48
G.00
0.97
0.97
0.4s
0.48
0.97
0.60
2.42
0.48
0.48
0.43
0.00
L.00
-coo

0.4.8

2
0
4

0.00
140?
b.5.1

0.00
0.n0
1.92
0.00 '

6 3105
-

2.04
0 C.00
0 .0.00

1.02
0.00
0.51
C.00
COO0,
than
0.51
0.51
2.55

1 0.!-1

1 0.S1
2 .1.0?

_ 1 (.51
4

1 ' 'U.51
0.51
1.02

k 0 L..00

3 1.53
1 0.51
1 0.51
1 0.51
0 0.0J
0 u.on
0 , oon
1, t.51
0 0.00
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Taiple D22 (continued)

-4.

2 0.97
' 0 0.00 0

0.51

3 1.45
.

2

0.00
/* 1.02.

1 '0.48 3

1 _0.48 0

1.53

4 1.9 N......... 0
0.00

i 0 0.00 0

6.00

4 1.93- 2 ff:12.

0 0.00 0

MOUF AC iLLRER iS SALE SLCRKE R. 0 0.00 , 0 U".gg

MEDICAL TE ChNOLO,IST a' 2 Q.97 1 6.51 \

MUSIC:401/1CHIN

1:-.T.. 41 0.48 0
0.001101K TEACHE 1 0.48 0
0.90

hUR AR YhAN/LANDSCAP . 0 6.00 0. 0.00

NEWSPAPER REPORTER 1 0.48 1 0 . r1

G CE AMC k AP dE R. " 1- 0.48 0 '0.00

_11- LPTICIAN. -. 0 10.00 : 0 . ' 0.00
IAL THERAP IST.6CCUP A T i'"-

PU1CHA r,INC AGENT. 2 0.97
0.00 2

,3

1.02
i., . 0'

1.53
f OL I CE Ca c ICER. = . 0 0.00 0 0.00
i URLIC m,ALT Ft SPECT ALI IS T 9 2 0.97 0 0.90

,..F
P I L Cs1 .. -7-=-- ___7,- -..--_=-. 0 0.00 1 _ 0.51

...

POL I I ICA L 8CIEN T 1ST. 0 0.00 0 6..00
1

I. BA RMAC IO. 0- ---; 0.00 = 0 1.00
lib SE; PRA CTICAL. -----0'- -,:'-z- 0.00 ".0 0.00

PHOTuGRAPHrR. 1 0:6s. 0 0.00
PUBLIC R LOT IONS WOhKER. 4 2 0:97 0 u.00

N --_IPSYICISTII _ = .-- _ -- --- O- 0 . 0 0 , 17-- 1 0.51

-H/5I CAL .THEKAT I bT. 0.48 f 14 0:51

f tq a0MKPEL -INTEn AEU La. t 3 -='-.1.45

2. 42

2.04
1.02PRODUCT I i N MANAGER. i- . -'- E. 97 . 2

__, __ _ _-

c.A 0 IU /T V ANNLUNCER. .
' ---, 4 1.93 3

2.0%.PFYCM'at_061ST. ,
5 4

ff---7.----:,-----:4-:F fi A 6 LI IT AT JOH COL:N6EL OR.. "----"-- 1 '.-_-' 0 4 8 ' . :':.-:--- ' 5 1.55:55

--- AE CEP T I 4A TST 4 -- _ .--2 . ,0.97 2 - 1.02

-:Ti A L ES I ATE' tGENT 1 ' _ _- 0.48 -= 1 , 0.51
_

-"; 3 ":'-1.45 2.04KUR SU, kEC I STEREd. ,

E SP I R A T (.. R Y THERAP I ST.' 0 0.0C
4

fi
0 6.00

AEI A IC tTCRE MANAGER.. ..-- 9 '4.3c- 6
C14.110(0.

-:.= 0 = -=:.,:TTRAD 10/T V SERVICEr, TECHNIC fAii;, -='.;:'.-7,=0 ...f.::77-- MO .1,
. ---:-.

7 : 0. 00 .

7--tf -_,:t YSTEMS ANALYST ._0.97. ,...1 2 1.02
0.00liECRL A T 104 WORKER.

. -
_ _. 0

--41:.7--SiD IC CON LE RVAT I GU TS T 4,
._ 204',.---- -1.45

,i ECIA IT IES 0A0 V E R. 4 .48 0 0.00k v

TA Yv
=

5 2.'42 4 2.04

:: T.CHOuL LGUNSIL OR . 2, 0.-971::- 4 2.04

'.41..TAT 1 ST ICI AN.' -
0 `-......,-., a.00 0 -..- 0.1090

"Tf ..izOCIAL LERW ILE 'AIDE. -, 4 _ --7! 1.93 1. 4 2.04
,..i.-:: .:-- _

_. _

'-= :PEECH PATHCLOGIST/ALOILLEG J.ST: . 1 - 0.48 2 . 1.02

:446EP AND SINGING. I EActicR. 2 0.97 1 ° 0.51

t..URlitY0r.. -.
0 0.00 0 0.00

'TEACHER IDE. 0.48 "1 0.91
LOCIAU.1,01KER. .:- .:---2 :10.97 4 2.04

---

A -71 TELEPHOA" CRAFT SWORKER:
.....__.

0.00 1 G.51

-11F --'-'' TOOL AN 01 c MAKER. --O -- 0.00 .0

TIE ACHE 2 ELEMENTARY "QCHULL 0 0.00
g .112.01:1U-

700L T.; ILT. 0 0.00

: "TECHN CAL WRITER.: -._.. .' 0,00

TYP I 1, .
0.00

URBAN CANNER. 0.00

4
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Table D22 (continued)

- ' VETCRINARIAN.
*-1dASTEWATER TREATMENT PPERAT

X -RAY T ELHNOLOCIST
TEACHER, ART.
TEACHER* RIULOGY.
TE ACHE Pr BUSINESS.
TEACHER, ENGL IS rx/L A1,13 ARTS

.TE ACHEfft FOREIGN L At.GUACE.
TEACHER* 14ISTGRY/-SOCIAL LTUDIES.
T E. AC-tER INDUS. ART S/VOCiT ECH.
TEACHER, " ATHEHAT I C:.1.
TE &CHER* PHYSICAL ECLCAT ION

ACnEl, F H1:3ICAL SCIENCE. 4.
1/ LDbh..
/ EROS!' A CE ENGINEER.
Fultf IGN-TFR

YPUNCri DPERATOR
.LA NLJEC APE ARCHITECT.
LPERAT INL RGCM TECHNICIAN.
CR Tetie TWIST.
TEACHER, EARLY CH ILui-1000.
TEACHER, SPECIAL EDUCAT ILN
Cl*ISTRUCT IcAst INSPECTOR.

CT ICN &FF. LEER. . . _ _

CEOLUG IST.
HJSPITAL A.DrINISTRATI,R.
PY.;.ICIAA," *SSIST ANT.

-_EEG _TECHA)OLOGIST
- -t1URSINC RS'S1 'ST AN T

(PFT ATE d DESTPtER)
..1 EAt.HER, vcAT IGNAL/TECHN I CAL.

CMFF/CCIA
r_ L t3E R -- -

000 SCIENTI ST /TECHitGL9GiS T
-,.:TEL EV TSILN PRODuCER/GIRECTOR
-1'0E10 P.ET ER/TRANSLATOR:

LEGAL AS.: I cTANT.
FARHER/F AR% YANAG,ER.

. . ..

1 0.48
-

1 0.1
0 0.00 0 , coo

'1 - 0.48 " 1 -O.51
1 0.48 2 ;,14.02
1 0.461 Ti 1.02
1 0.48 "z:-, 1.02
2 0.97 4 2.0f
1 0448 0 '(....00
0 0..00 0 ;MC
0 -0.00 --- 1 'u.51

. o -,,D. 00 0 .000 *

2 0.97 -- 2 1.02
2 -G.97 1.02
2 0.97 1 . 0.51
1 0.48 t 1 U.51
1 0.48 --is..- 0 - ..0 .00
0 0.00 0 G.00
0 -,0'.013 . -. 0- 'MOO
8 - 3.86

_2 0.97
4 1.9°
0
U 0.00

0 0.0c ,

o . 0.0a

6
2 °,1.02
4 2.94

0
0 -----u.00

-- : 00 . o. os° °3

0 0.00
3 1.45 2 1.07

---, 1 '-_ -if-TtOt. 48 ---.-: -2-f:"=1 --'-----'- 6.51
2 0.97 -,- G.51

-, 0 ..70.0C U51
D 0.00 1 ---.o.51
-2 0.97 2 . 1 %V

c 2 U.97 1 ....UM
-- -1 :- 7:-.-i--: 0.48 f,,- -'----=-"'2 -.- .r.-- :=-''- 1.02

1 ."" -:-0.48
1- r---2-0.48-..

-CY --Dion .
4 1.93
0 0.00

-.,-_--7_- .---, -

3 1.53
U.S1

oa
6 3.06

._.o .0.0

a, ,

'Prie (first two columns) means first-choice before the student received information

,about the rewards and risks,asseciated with the occupatioff.
40

.41

b"Post!' (third and fourth columns) meana first choice after recelulaginfAmation
about rewards and risks.

.
.
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Table D23

Designation of First7Chpice Occupations in Strategy
with Respect to Desirability Sums and

Estimated Chances for Entry

.1

DESIRABILITY OUTCOME .(1? = 203) FREQ-

CCCUPATIA WITH THE HIGHEST SUM. 70 34.48

WITHIN,10 POINTS OF THE HIGHEST. 48 23.651

MORE THAN 10 POINTS 43ELOW HIGHEST. 85 41:87

U

WHICH STRATEGY'(N = 196) FREQ 7 0

SUM HIGH;a CHANCES Hut. 79 40.31

SUM HIGH. CHANCES LOW. 6 48' 24.49

SUM LOW; CHANCES HIG§. 41 20,.92

SUM LOW;c CHANCES LOW. 11 5.61

SUM Him. CHANCES, EQUAL. ,15 7.65

SUM LOW;a CHANCES EQUAL. 2 ,1.02

`Sum High-lieans that the occupation had the
-came within 10 points of the highest sum.

b
Chances Low means "chances not high "; ite.

chances for some other occupation in the se
s'arily mean lowest.

highest Desirability Sum or

, the student estimated better
't.'of three. LOw does not neces-

'cSum Low means that, the Desirability Sum was 'not the highest or Within 10

points of the highest. It does not mean thatt,the-DelAribility Sum was

necessarily the lowest'.of the three sums under4:conSiddratiOn.

jLJ

"a'
5

4

9.
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FINDINGS AT CER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

'Description of College, Computer Configuration?
and Career Counseling Services

Mercer County CoMmunity College (MCCC).in New Jersey had an en-

rollm of 3,500 day, students and 4,970 evening students as of D,cember

.
The college has two campuses - -the main campus.n suburban West

Windsor and the James KearneLignter, about 6 miles away, in inner -city

Trenton. Because of its proximity to ETS,'MerceA was the site of the

SIGI pilot study ,conducted in 1973. At that/time, students at the col-

lege used a remote erminal which was linked to the ETS computer by.

telephone lines. In January 1974, Mercer purchased its own PDP-11/45 °

(
.

computer and became one of the field test sites des*cAbed'in this report.

Computer Configuration

In the fall of 1976, at lie time the evaluation team visited Mercer,

two SIGI erminals were in use--one at'themain campus and one at the

Kearney Center. Since the terminal at the Kearney tenter was relatively

new and had not been fully functional, the evaluation study was confined

.
--,.._.

.

to the use,,of SIGI at, the main campus only.

The SIGI terminal,at the main-campus was loCated in the counseling

area pn,the first floor of the administration building in a small room

used as a career and transfer information library, near the SnI coordi-

nator's office. A partition separated the terminal from the rest of the

room. Two additiOnal terminals were-installed in the same area in, January

197P, hfter the site visit by .the evaluation team had been completed. -

517
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Mercer runs SIGI on a PDP -11/45 based RSTSJE system which Els 80K

words of core memory,'hardware floating point processor, and'four R1c05
7

1.2-million-byte cartridge disk drives. The computer is located on the

second floor of the administration building. The local SIGI terminals,

150 feet way; ar wired in directly to the computer and are equipped with

/
Scope 120 - character- per - second electrostatic printers. Tde terminal at

the Kearney Center is connected to the computer over dial-4 lines using

Vedic 3400 modems at 120 cgaracters pet second. It is equipped With a
0

Texas Instrum9nt printer. The SIGI software was installed in April 1975.

, .

The RSTS system is operated by the computer services department under

) , .

the directiqn of a systems analyst. In addition to the terminals dedi-

cated to SIGI, Mercer has nine local terminals. and three dial-up ports'

a
connected to the computer through a D1111 multiplexer. These extra termi-

nals are used by students taking courses in data processing and engineer-,

ing and for the development of cpmputer-assisted instruction materials in
. ,

. w ,--->
r

matnematics, statistics, and i g.
t ,

4 V
v.

How reliable is this hardware configuration?- To,findout, we asked

the testhsites-to keep two logg from September 1'to4Decembef 1.; 1976, one

by the computer operators and the other by the SIGI'mJnitors, describing:

each hardwAre problem and, if possible; identifying 'its source. The'logs
-

of the:computer:operators were sent to ETS every time there was.a problem;

the lOgs of the SIGI monitors were collected at the endiof the test period.

During the time-the logs were kept there were no problems beyond-what

might be expected in any computer system the size of SIGI. All the tom-

ponents are standard, off-the-shelf equipment requiring. no >odification

for SIGI. Problems were taken care of by means of routine gervrce proce-1-
ti

dures.

.
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The initial SIGI installation went very smoothly.

problems when the yersion 1.8.3 update was

but these were quickly redcaved.
4

4
Career Counseling Services--

Description of counseling department.

counselors,and two specialists in career

chair Verson of the counseling department.

Op

There were some,

installed in SepteMber 1976

V

e 0

Mercer has ten full -time

counseling and Placeient,: plus h

The counselos handle peisonal,

academic, career, transfer, and pre-financial aid counseling. ACademic

advise'ment is done by the' teaching faculty.

Eight of the counselors work with students who are enrolled in or
A

\

4

,considering a specific academic progxem, such as visual arts or business.

Many of these counselors have their offices in the acadtmic building as-
_

sociated with -the program which they cover. Two other counselors work

e

with students who are sponsored by the Educational Opportunity Fund Pro-
..

gram, regardless of their program of stcdy. In addition, there is a

student services Staff to Provide services at the, Kearney Center.,
.

Role of SIGI in counseling program., At, the time of the' site visit,

Mercer had no formal career counseling program. Counselors had been
\

Introduceto SIGI at a workshop conducted by SIGI"staff at the college

in January 1976. The workshop was designed to explain SIGI to counse-'

,

lots, to-answer their questions, and tlft handle their Coheerns, It was.

not,deqgned to develop a more comprehensive counselang.program. The

workshop, provided by ETS to.SiGI users, was generally similar to thOse

hel' at other field.trial schools, although it it differed n dktails 4nce

feedback from one workshop influenced the conduct of subseqhent on*'

t

In 19-75, prior to this workshop, Meriler had received an AIDP grant

,

to be used in the development of a comprehensive
.-

410
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...gram at the college. Under the terms of ihe grant, Mercer.arranged for

members of the SIGI staff at ETS to conduct two additional workshops for ;

counselors in November and December 1976. The purpose of these workshop;

was to develop waysvin which career counseling at, the college could-be

improved, including plans to.establish,a new. career resource center at

Mercer under the AMP grant.

4
The AIDP grant'also praiided funds to ,hire a professiqnal counselor'

as SIGI coordinator,, and-the position was filled In the spring of 1976.

' The doordinatoels duties, as conceived by the college, were (a)' to imple-

ment SIGI usagethroffghdut the college, (b) to oversee fundtioning of

equipment and software; (c) to schedule student Usage, (d) to work with
.!1

counselors and students, (e) to conduct workshops, (Wto,design and

Oplement,evaluative reseg:reh, and (g) to explore the extension of SIGI

usage. Wqgk on Mercer's prediction and planning systems had begun before

the SIGLeoordinator was, hired; therefore, the coordinator was not

responsible fo'r collecting the data for these systems.

At the time ot,the site visit, the SIGI Coordinator was scheduling

SIGI appointments for students at the main campus on a first -come, first-
.

served basis from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., MOnday 'through Thursday, and

=

9:00,a.m. to 5:00,p.m. on Friday, Approximately 26 -30 students-used SIGI

each week. There was an 8-day lag between Sign-up and usage. It was

anticipated that the,addition of two new terminals would reduce the wait-
.

,ing period.

Most Mercer students were introduced to SIG I through an Orientation
. .

to College program, which included a unit on career guidanee, and through

an,OrientationDay progranj. Many were referred by counselors or other 1...

students, Some- learnaabout SIGI through the student handbook, letters

bailed periodically by the SIGI coordinator, newsletters, or posters.

52.0
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No,special tests were administered at Mercef in connection with SIGI,

although all students were required to take the Comparative Guidance and

Placement (CGP) test as part of the admissions procedure. CGP scores

could be led by4tddents in obtaining predictions from SIGI.' The SIGI

coordinator administered written evaluation questionnaires to students

.before and after SIGI..

I
Stud is Who used SIGT were not reqtftred to see -a clunseror when they

finished. owever, students who were referred by counselors were en-
9

colAr'aged to make a follow-up appointment with their counselor, the chair-

person of the counseling department, or the SIGI coordinator.'

4
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Impact on Students

...

To measure the impact of SIGI on its users, we interviewed a few

students at each college who had gone through SIGI, and we had question-

naires administered to a sample of SIGI users (experimentals) and a

.

,sample of student who had not-. used SIGI (controls) . The colleges them-

selves selected the students to be interviewed and to receive the

questionnaires, following our guidelines to the extent possible. This

,section of this.chapter-discusses our findings from these two instruments

at MECc.

Ten students were selected'for interview. Our proximity to MCCC

gave us a rare opportunity to follow the interview subjects as they went

through SIGI. We-inWviewed them bef6re they went on the system and

e,

periodically tbereaftel-r. In, this way we were able to see what their

'

initial state,Ot mind was and what their expectations were. In effect,

the 10 students became their own controls.

As to the questionnaires, our guidelines asked that the sample of

-1experitentals be drawn_ from, students who had completed the'six sections of

,.
SIGI at least once and that the sample'of controls be selected from the

.

population of students'who were interested in using'SIGI but had not yet.

been scheduled to do so (see Appendix 'ID, letter to the college). The .

'

-
..,

'MCCC coordinator did not find' it expedient to foliOw these.guidelites. In-...

-
stead, about two-fifths of the experimentals had not yetpompleted all six

sections of SIGI, and the,control questionnaires were given mainly to stu-

dents who were at.the college for freshman orientation prior to starting

classes. Consequently, no more than th'ree- fifths of the experimentals can

be said to have experienced the.X.treatment," and the controls were distri-

buted differently from the experimentals with respect to enrollment status.

_These departures, from requetted procedure have .undoubtedly influenced the

findings;_ to what extent, we cannot determine. 522
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Sandy. Sandy was a 26-year-old licensed practical niXrse. Through

assistance of financial aid, she was able to enroll full, time in the two-

year program at Mer er College. Her short-term goal, she said in her pre-

SIGI interview, was to improve her economic lot by becoming a registered

e
curse, but she dou eed that that occupation would satisfy her for long.

She would pursue nursing becatise that goil'Was within her immediate reach,

but she regarded it as a plateau in herascent to something else, But

what else? She had a vague idea that "something in the field of psychology"

0

s might appeal to her; or,school counseling, perhaps, or teachihg? She had

misgivings about not only her long-term goal but also her:ability-to

achieve it. "My idea is big; it's broad," she said. "It's,too broad

an impractical." She discussed her'qualms with her psychology instructor,

who referred her to-a counselor, who referred her to SIGId

This, then, was her state of mind when she first came. to the terfi-

nal. _Her hope was that SIGI would 'help her sort out herideas and rive

at a long-term goal. "I'd like SIGI to kind'of narrow,itlher range

choices] down and kind of give me some sort of direction,"- she said.

Inasmuch as Sandy was inte4iewed four more times in antes she pto-

gressed through SIGI, it was possible to trace the impact 'of SIGI as her

experience with it accumulated. 31", telephone interview,.she discussed

her interaction with the Values 'section.

Although'the task of making her 'values explicit andd oxdering their

priority made Sandy uncomfortable, as it does many studients, she recog-
,

nized that the system was providing her with the sense of direction she

desired. In:her final questionnaire she graded SIGInk" On making her

more aware of her values. She especially endorsed the Values Game, even

523
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hOugh she,had disliked being forced into either/or decisions. In dis-

cussing the Values Game, she said, "Looking back on it now, I'm glad t had

to do it I'm glad I couldn't go there-rutting the unorganized ideas I

have into SIGI."

In later'interviews, she expressed some confusion about t e occupatiOns

, -that she retrieved in Locate And Some surprise that Psychologist did not ap-

pear. For some reason, which she was unable to explain to the interviewer,

she failed to use the features of Locate for asking why a particular occupa-

tion was not retrieved or for changing her original values/dpecificat4ons.

By the time she left Compare, however, she felt that the tonfusions and mis-

givings that she had experienced at the outset were beginning to dissolve.

She said:

F

0

The information I got from SIGI only increased my interest
[in Psychologist]. I was starting to feel that I was pipe
dreaming at 26 'in starting something. From allthe infor-
mation, it doesn't seem unattainable to me. I did ask for
what they felt personal qualifications.should be . . . and
I kind of felt that was a little bit of me. I could relate
to that.

Sandy wanted to,pursue her interest in Psychologist in the Pre-

diction system, but she was blocked; theHumanities and Social Science
\\\

Program was not among those thit could'be predicted ate that time. In-
.

A

stead, she got a prediction for nursing, the program she was taking. Her

chances of getting C'or better wed' 60.in 100, with 15 chances of getting

an A or B. She hid hoped for better news; nevertheless,,she was not dis-

couraged. She told the interviewer that she had-thought about the pre-
.

diction when she signed off and had begun to spend more time on her ,studies

in order to improve' her grades.

In the Planning system, Sandy continued her exploration of Psychologist

and decided that the occupation lay within her-er teach, Since she has a

-524
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child to support and only limited resources for education, she will have

to make an,oblique approach to the occupation. She therefore intends to*

include in her.pursing program, courses that will transfer into a four-
.,

,year psychology program. This $te will be a beginning. She also con-

sulted a counselor about thd requi ements for transfer, examined catalogs

of transfer institutions,, and began inquiring about the. grants and loans
14.

in the health field that had been afentioned in the financial displays
...

in the Planning system.- She summarized, ler overall plan as Tollows:

Nursing will allow me to obtain and then maintain some sort
of a living status.; and Psychologist isn't a pipe dream,

- and I'd like to be working at something, but I have to be
able to sup ort myself while I'm working at whatever it may
be, and I do eve a little background in nursing - -I'm com-

fortable with hat-I do. I'm capable of more responsibility

(and responsibi ity and money for some reason seem'to go
in the same cony rsation), and that's why.I'm going toF
stay with nurs g,. I've ;got to .have a ,foundation before

'I can build, d I'm sorry to say that at 26 I'm still at
the foundati n.

In the Strategy system, Sandy seized the opportunity to re4eight her
MP

'values. She had discussed her values in the first two interviews, and

she had been thinking about them betw7n sessions.
, (She had been trying to

consider occupations in terms of values from the beginning, but'until she,

went on SIGI she had no vocabulary for taking her ides explicit.) She

then included Psychologist in her set of three occupations' for consider-

ation. It received the highest Desirability Sum, and Sandy estimated

better chances of successful entry for it thah for the others. She then

signed off because she was again running out.of time, As she had done
7

in Compare. She wanted to come back as'an initiate, but she had.not had

an opportunity to do so at the time of the final interview. In her question-

naire she designated Strategy as-the seotion she most wanted to return to.
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J
What had SIGI done for Sandy?. When she started, she was preparing

for an occupation--nursing--that she thought would not satisfy her for

long. Shelled only a vague perception of a morelpermatent goal, and she,

had,many doubts about its practicability for her. When she signed off,

she felt that many of the doubeg- with which she had-started had been re-

solved. The "idea" which had been "too 1road and impractical" was now

both definite and--with luck and perseverance--attainable. She had wanted

"some sort of direction," and she found herself, after completing SIGI,

engaged in studying college catalogs, seeing counselors, and seeking

sources of financial aid, as well as studying harder.

More important, however, Sandy had found a rational method_that

could be applied to the solution of man); different problems. 71 feel

it is a process that students should be able to handle," she said. The

word logicar occurred 'freqUentlF in her interview. "I keep referring to

SIGI as very logical," she stated with reference to her experience in

Locate-. She saw the utility of assessing her values Vorder.to deter-
-

mine goals. "SIGI made me realize that that's also a very logical

thing to do," she remarked. She summed up;her SIGI experience by saying,

"Having ideas is better than none. Having logical and even obtainable

ideas is even better. So if that awareness has been awakened in.me,

that's what SIGI has done for me." On her prd-SIGI questionnaire she

agreed with.the statement that she would follow the advice.of a teacher,

counselor, parent, or friend regarding career choice; on her post-SIGI

questkioneaire, she disagreed with the statement:
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Nor had SIGI made her unrealistic. Some of her original ambivalence

remained. _She,said this about her thoughts:

-There are times. at I think that I should be glad to-get
through with thi4'two-year program andiget a job and get

.back out on the job market. I have a responSibility; after
all,b-.look at my age. . . . But there are other timeswhen
I!al just not satisfied. I don't want to go back into the

job market . . . and stay. . . . The information in SIGI
made me realize that it [Psychologist] is obtainable for me.

Other interviews. We interviewed nine other sfudents before, during,
A

and after the time they went on SIGI. There is not space to report their
- .

experience in any detail. It will be instructive-, however, to summarize

our interviews with them, since each tepresents a different problem with

respect to career decision, and SIGI affected each in a different way.

Lillian, like Sandy, sought confirmation of a,tentative long-range

goal, °Speech Pathologist/Audiologist in this 'case. Also like Sandy, she

was,apprehensive about her academic ability. Lillian's*probleM, however,

was complicated by conflict with her father, who, shesaid, had no confl-
.

0

Bence in her ability and who discouraged her frOm pursuing so ambitious

an occupation. A counselor had also suggested that, she seek-an alterndtive

occupation. In short, she was under considerable tensions When she had

9
finished SIGI, she felt better about herself. Through SIGI, she had

o

learned much about Speech Pathologist /Audiologist and was.confirmed In

her belief that the occupation fitted. her values, and aspirations. Fuither-

.more, she had discovered two contingency occupations (Social Worker and

Spanish,Teacher) for which early preparation is through, the same Human-

ities and Social Science progiam that reads eventu ly_to'Speech Pathol-

ogist; she'could fall back to them if her first'choice faded from Sight.
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She said that as a result of the information she had obtained in SIGI,

she was motivated to apply for a part-time job at a day care-eenter in

ordey to get "a feeling for whether I like'this sort of thing and also-

[to][to] try to get my foot in the door to set up tor a summertime 'ob'."

She was,under no illusion that SIGI had Improved her academic ability,

but she w prepared to.take retdial work, if necessary, and to vest

her competence against the reality of coursework in the required program.
. .

Besides belping.her focus her thinking and organize her activities; SIGI

haikreduced hey anxiety. As she -said:.

What you find out from SIGI, you can find out eno gh infor-
mation that you.can just sort of relax and not wor y and
wonder about a lotof things that you would have to spend
so much time,finding.out about. It takes a lot of tension "
away. And anything that take away stress and tension,
I say, "Do it."

SIGI affected other students 1(n other ways:

Paul: Aiming at foreign service by way of political science and

5

economics (financed by a militaty scholarship), military service, law,

.
/.

and eventually foreign service itself. Because of SIGI, changed pl9s

to allow.for teaching ad a contingency occupation..

.p.eiA: Undecided whether to manage the family liquor store or pre-

Pare for another occupation. Explored several occupations suggested 'by

Locate and decided' to enter'the family business.

Fred: Like Bob, torn between a pure thing (manager of a

repair shop) and finding an alternative. Explored his values,

examined several occupations, was encouraged by favorable predictions,

and eventually decided to change his major so that he could prepare tt
,z

4 bedome an accountant.
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There were four students with little or no idea of any occupational
/ 1

goal.but full of hope that SIG' would deliver a prophetic statement -. 4Al-

though,SIGI-did not live up to this hope, in each case it had some positive

effect. Dorothy changed her program of study in order to accommodate a
*--

.

tentative choice discovered in SIGI, Physical Therapist. Harxiet became

aware that she was drifting and made an appointment with a counseJior to

sort out her values. Irene learned.that values and rational methods, -

play important roles in decision-makingland was mitivated to write for.
6

information about several. occupations; She4left,SIGI feeling' more in ,

control -her--life. David disCovered that Recreation Worker fitted his

values, but he took no action to begin preparing for it and stated that
%

SIGI had done him no good; nevertheleiii Comparison Of his-Pre- and -post-:

SIGI questionnaires showethat when he finilthed NeWas considering more

.
,occupations than when he started, knew more occupations that fitted his

t.

values, Was trying to decide between two alternatives instead Alone,'
\ ..

d
m ,

-.

..,

having. and had a general idea of which pco4raprogram, totenti4nstead of havijio
- 0%

..,.
;7c.

,...,, .
6

V . %

. =, ---- , . 1.'
idea.

fs
. -. o p ' . * .1

the aim of SIGI is To develop "the autonomous indll4dudi capable of
'

1

.#

'

A .. . ,
.°

makingrAtidnal deci*sions." Measured Against this standard, the res4lti.
. .

..... . .

.

of the interviews are most encouraging. SIG did not produce, a9 It Ahali 1 ,
4 -454 .'

effect, accompanied by flash s of lightning and claps of thunder.. We' /N..,
. . .

would have been dis ncerted'if i\had done sd,,-because such an effect. ,-'
.

. ,

144,,

0r
..

.

would not speak well of either the autonomy or 'the rationality of the student:

0 4 ."

Instead, we sac., quite definite movements; both in behavior and thinking,
0

that indicated. the student was taking charge of phis career decisions in

some organized,' goal- directed manner. The movements were not large and

529'
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sometimes-one doubts that they will be successful. Neverthelets, they

are the students' movements (not SIGI'gvor a counselor's), they are not

unrealistically motivated, and one suspects that the students are prepared

to move in other directions -'if forced to db so by events.

A

5:30
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Experimental and Control Group Questionnaires

Method of analysis. Separate questionnaires were gi'vp.to.experi-
(

mentals (stulents who had used some or all settions of SIGI) and to con-
-

trols (studerits.who had nor used it):, This section of the report covers

the responses of MCC students- to the questiitnnaires. Since'questions

1-41 are the same for experimentals and controls; we Were able'to run
0

,tests of significan-Nce comparing the responses of the two groups and to

.
,

.

.

present the 41 questions, together with Our findings, in a single table,

M1. The portions of the questionnaires that are different are in separate
,..

S

questibns 42-45 for controls in Tab4 M4 and questions 42-88 °

1

for experimentals ip Table M5. (The intact questionnaires are in Appen-

diX D.) In all cases the - numbers in the tables are percentages unless

V.

otherwise indicated.

In the tests of significance, chi-squares were computed for most ques-

tions (1-24 and 37-41). In the computation,'responses 4n logically related

categories were grouped if the expected cell sizes fellfteldw 5; this is a

requirement for chi-4uare. For question5.2-5-29', in whi udents used

scales to rate themselves on a variety of dimensions, t-tests'were done on

or
the computed group means,. Questions. 31-34 comprise an information test.

Wrong answers for each question

four scores Were, then added and
I

were scored 1 and oorrec answers 2.. The'

an infol4;tiOn test score group nean was

computed. It is shown opposite questipp 30,in/Table A trtest was then

'done on the two means. In reporting the resulti of all tests of-signifi-
.

cance, we follow the convention of using a single asterisk for significance
4,01

at the .05 level and d9dble asterisks for -the .01 level.

. Several of the questions are open -ended: Responses to these have been

placed in separate tables. =Tables Mf,apd M3 list the occupations named by

.

experimental_ and control students in response to question ao (What occupation

531
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would you like to prepare yourself for eventually?) The responses have

been groupeA according to whether or not the occupation named was among

t

those already in SIGI. Other responses that-could not be quantified ap-

pear in Tables *A, M6,,and
a

Results. Questions 1-31give a description of the 'sample in terms of

age, sex, and college enrollment. The experimental and control groups do

not differ significantly on the first two dimensions. In both groups, more

than half of the students werexmeh and 78%-88% were between 15 and 22

yez;rs old. However, only 58% of the experimentals were freshmen, compared

to 98% of the controls (as mentioned previously). This was a,significant-

difference (p <:01), but we do not know what effect this difference may

have had on the students' responses to the questionnaires.

Questions 4-10 concern students' assessment of their career decision-

making

,,
.

skills. ignificant differences were found in four of the seven

questions: The experimental group (SIGI users) -had explored more occupa-
v

tions than-non-users (question 5) and knew mote occupations that might

provide dq.s.i.ied satisfactions (question 6) - -both Moreover, the ex-

perimentals.were more confident Qa( ) of their ability to predict grades
-

(question 8), but were significantly, (2 <.05),,,,less definite with respecteeto

.their career plans (question 7)-7fewer of them were committed to a speci-

'fic occupation and more of them were considering three or' more'diffemnt

occupations. The groups were not significantly different in knowledge of

rewards and satisfactions to be obtained from an occupation (question 4),,

specificity of career plans (question 9), and overall confidence in career

decision-making skills (question 1014

Insert Table M1 about here
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-SIGI also seemed to stiniulate.activities related to career exploration

(questions 11=18). Significant'diffeKences'were found in responses to four

of.the questions: A larger proportion of the -experimentals were inclined .

to read about-occtpations frequen -..(question 11) and, not unexpected-

had used "a computer-based guidance syste
11 (question 18)--both 2.< .01. In

addition, more experimentais had used the col :e career library (question,14)

and talked to a guidance'topnselor about careers (question 16)--both 1><.05.

No significant differences were found in the-level of activity in talking

\ with friends about careers (question 12), talking with people in the field

(question 13), attending ta;eer planning workshops (question 15>, or using

career-related audiovisual materials (question 17).

Given the opportunity to-agree or disagree with certain statements

about choosing an occupation, students who had used SIGI felt significantly

(2.X.01) less neLl to know marriage plans (question 23) and weie_less in-

clined (P <.05) to follow the advice of others (question 19). No signifi-

cant differenbes were found in the attitudes of the two groups toward the

role of chance in career choice, toward conflicting advice from others,

,

toward making their own decisions, or "fhoWard.the need for making an im-1:

mediate choice (questions 20, 21, 22, and 24).

Questions 2,5 through 29 explored.tbe way students ratedthemselves as

career decision-makers. qr one of these questions a_signifioant.differ-

ence (a <.05) was found between the respOnses'of the two groups. Controls

distributed themselves closer to the "good" en( of the career decision-
-

making, scale than did-experimentals (questio, n 25)'. We do not know the

reason far.thib, but perhaps at this college the'Z0% of the "ex-

perimentals". who had not yet bee through all sections Of SIGI did not
, ... .?,

feel reany to claim expertise s career decision=mike* No significant

533
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difference was found in the remaining items:, confidence in knowledge

.

of occupations, how often students planned ahead; confidence in their de-

cisions, and knowledge of goals and values (questions 26-29).

As a check on..these self-ratings, four questions were included to

test the students' actual knowledge of occupations (questions 30-34). Stu-

dents wc-..e asked to name a first-choice occupation (question 30) and were'

qu estioned about the education required, average salary, amount df:inde-
,

pendence, and employment outlook for that occupat ion. Tables Maragd M3

list the occupations named by the two groupe of Mercer students. They

show that ost of the-occupations of interest to both groups are already

offered by SIGI'. First-choice occupations named by 37 of the 60 students

in the experimental.group and by 66 of the 104 studenti in the control

.group were SIGI occupations. Five students in the experimental group and

11 in the control group named identifiable occupations not in SIGI. The

rest--18 students in the-experimental group and 27 in the control -were

unable to name a specific occupation or.weie 'undecided.

Insert Tables 142 and M3 about here
_ .2:

The replies to question 30 were sometimes difficult to tabulate be-
;

cause students often were unable to identify a specific occupation or to

.

express clearly what they had in mind. We sdmetithes:had to make judgments '

about a stUdent's meaning. When'the staff could not reach agreement, they

-tedotded, the answer as Too Vagtie to Classify. When the occupation named

in question 30 was'a sip' occupation, we were in a pdsition to evaluate

the accuracy of the students' feSpodeeSW4AJestions31-34 for both groups.

These four questions constitute an information test, which. was

.

the manner described earlier. The students who, had used SIG' Were fOude°74'-'- `'

to be Significantly better informed (2_<.05).
Is

I no4
.
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'Questions: 37-41 relate to students' gUidance experiences (excluding

SIGI) at Mercer. For one of these questions a significant difference
- . \-

.(2<:.01) was found between the responses of, the two groups. ''Two,-thirds

of the experimentals had seen a counselor i'withAn the last two months

.

whereas less thaka quarter of the controls had done so (question 37).

This differenCe is'probably attributable, in part, to the enrollment,status

of the controls4s.mentioned previou4ly: Both grQupstadvdiscussed a

4 wriety of problems with their counselors (question 3$). A guarter (26%)

.

of the experimentals and 14% of the controls.s.aid they had taken a career

guidance course (que ion 39), which (for the exPerimentals) was probably

part of an orientation to college course, which devoteA a few sessions

to career, guidance. A latger proportion of the expeimentals rated the

unit-as excellent, but n's wax a too small to,warrant" tests of significance.

Generally, neither. group reservations about interacting with a computer

for career guidasee (question 41).

The remaining fout questions in the quelltionnaire for e cont

. .

group explored attitudes toward SIGI. They are liste-d in fable M4. Ap-

proximately 90% of the group had heard of SIGI (question 42) and 97% wanted
. (

to .use it (questionlc5): No one had formed, ap unfavrable impression of

it (question 43). .Members of. the group had'1earned about it; a

variety of sources (question 44). r d 44.

Table M4A lists the responses of the control.group to the openended

questions.

(

'

Insert Table$ M4 and M4A-'aboilt here

The remaining-46 questions in the questionnaire fOr' the.experimentar'
.

group sought to find out how-these SIGI users rated' their experience with

SIGI.
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-When asked to give SIGI a grade (questions 42-54), more than 72%of

the students graded SIGI A or B for 8 of. the 13 items (interest, rity,-

.

overall.usefulness, helping with v ues seeingeeing relationships

- between values.and career decisions, finding occupations to fit value's,

getting informationand helping to plan a program of study at Mercer.

For .the other,five questions, which concern choice of an occupation, un-

derstatding'predittions, estimating probabilities of success; getting fn-

`fordation about titograms of study at MUC,*andlearning to make career

decisions,the proportion of As and B's was over 50%. It islikely,: as

explained previously, that many of the "experimentals" had nSt yet used'

.41 - Prediction, Planning, andStrategy, which are the last three sections of

SIGI and relate most. directly to*the latter set,.of questions.

'Insert Table M5 about.fiere

As for their experience-with SIGI (question 55)1 40% said that Slot

helped confirm a choice they had.already made, 5%° said that SIGI helped

. ,

them to.choese an occupation, and 48% thought that SIGI had suggested

other occupations worth considering. Only 7% failed to percei've SIGI

as having been directly-"relpful.

Questions 56-63 asked the experimental student& whether they would

consult SIGI, a counselor, or ,a combination of the two 'for help with oc-

-cupational and educational decisions. The students would tend to choose

the combination for mast guidance'purposes. This preference held true

for planning a program of study, getting information about an occupation,
i ,

*

confirming an occupational cholce, finding out about financial aid, re=

'solving oonflicts about occupational choice, and estimating chances-of

success in a program. S)IGI alone was preferred for finding occupations

5,343
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that fit values and for makiniovalues more clear. (All the experimentals

dan be assumed to hate used the Values section, and probably more had used .

4.7

Locate and Compare than the last three sections.)

(.

Two-thirds (611) of thstudents Who had used SIGI planned to schedule

a conference with a counselor for a variety of purposes,(questions 64 and'

65). One student wanted to go to a counselor,to discuss transfer informa-

tion, an option not listed on the questionnaire.' (See Table'M6, question 65.)

Most of the students (79 %) said that the occupations in which they

were interested were actually retrieved on the basis, of their values in

Locate (question66). '-Although they named some occupations as "missing"

from SIGI (Table M6, wstion 67), the "occupations" they named were,

'often not occupatibns at all, but general fields of interest; some were

already in SIGI; some were specialties of occupations in S161; and some

were occupations with 'only. small, numbers of workers. ,About 74% regarded

the' information in SIGI as superiorto other sources of occupational in-

formation (question 68). -

7.tk.'4_ _

al=

Insert Table M6 about here

,

Of the Mercer students who haddused SIGI, 89% were satisfied with

the 28 qUestionS made available in Comparet(questibn 69). Although a few

,
, .. A, .

students made suggestions for addIions, many.of "these 'related to informa-4

tion in subsystems other than Compare.A' For.example, information about

Thigh ,school.prerequisites" or "what schools'. contain the program of inter-

elt" would be found in the Plahning system. (Again, we may'assume that
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many had not yet reached-theillanning system.) The questions suggested.

for addition are record in Table M6, question 69.

Regarding SIGI:s style and vocabulary question 70), 4% said that

they were Loo difficult while 94%-ound them to be "just right." Since

/

. t
N

/ -

the reading level of the text, was designed for community college students,

this finding.is particularly encouraging.

None of the students detected any .sexual or r c all bias in SIGI

(question 71).
.

Sixty-two responses were made to question 72, asking about problems

that might have occurred .i.pusing a compvIter-based system. Twenty-one

percent thOught there, wash too much reading; 14% did.n'Ot undeistaha some

of the directions and 14% felt rushed w ile using SIGI;13% reported that

the writing onthe screen caused eyestrain. Ten percent felt they. had to

wait too 164 for'a SIGI appointment;, 87 reported that the computer had'

-broke down; 6% wanted to sign. off SIGI, but couldn't. A variety of other``
.

irri atione,werementionedATthe 8% of the ,scudents.whdcheCked 'Other,"
-*-

uch as inability to skip material or to go beck to correct mistake's (Table

M6, question 72)..

. More than four-fifths (85%) of the SIGI users -frequently took advantage.

.

.
:of the opportunity to get printouts, and only two students used the printer

just once.or twice (question 73). Almost two - thirds (65%) tried to get more

information on their awn-initiative after using SIGI (questions 74 and 75).

The majority (54%) of the students spent between tW-6-andIL- ur hours on SIGI,

r
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arid 21% spent more (question 76). As we have alttady indicated, 60%

of those in the sample went all the Way through SIGI, including

Strategy, at least once; most of them took three or mor-e-sessions (ques-

tions 77 and 78). Almost three-quarters (73%) expressed an interest in

securing additional time on SIGI, mostly two, three, or more sessions

Atiestions 79 and 80). -

The six subsystems of 51GO:teemed to meet a variety of different needs;

every section Would be "used most" by at,least some students, although Plan-
.

ning and tepa're received the largest perccnegges of votes (26% and 24%,

respectively).. Values an d Strategy were the systems named least often

(question 81).

Students found SIGI to be comprehensive; 82% said that there was noth-

(queStion 82)..° A few wrote in sugges

g occupations associated with a par-.

ing more they wouli like it to cov

tions for improvement, such as

ticular major, .describing college programs nationwide, matching personality

traits with occupations, and so on (Table M6, question.82). More than three-.

.

, . ,quarters_ (78%) said that the was no area' that. needed fullet coverage

(question 83), but the others would have liked more material- in Compare;

more information about other colleges; and similar additions (Table M6,

question 83). All subsystems_ were liked'best by some students;
.

Locate was'
.,

the most popular, designated best by 28% of the group. Again, we do not

know how ratings of Prediction, Planning, and Strategy were affected. by

the number of students not reaching those sections. The privacy that

SIGI makes possible was considered very important to 25% of the group, but

it made no difference to another 8% (queption 85).. Sixty-two percent of
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the group said that they had advised their college classmates to use SIGI;.

- of these:over half (61%) had recommended it to three or more friends

(questions 86 and 87).

Question 88 askedthe students for suggistions for improving SIGI'.

The answers are listed in Table M7. Most of the suggestions were for ex-
,-

pans ion of the information or servicesoffered by SIGI or 'for minor changes

to enable students t6 move more quickly to the sections in which they were

most interested. There were a few suggestions that revealed insufficient

information on the part of the student.. The general tone,,however, was

one of approval, respect, and gratitude.

Insert Table M7 abOut here

9
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Impact on Counseling_

Responses of the 11 Mercer College counselors who filled out question-
.

naires are tabulated in Table M8. (The constructed responses to the open-

ended questions on that instrument are in Table m9.) Four of the 11 had

never attended a SIGI workshop, since they had been hired after the ETS-

conducted workshop had been given and had not received any special-instruc-
.

tion with regard.to SIGI by the Mercer counseling staff.' It is possible

that some of the responses would have been different if all the coun-

selors had been exposed to a workshop.

With or without a workshop, however, the counselors were in general

favorably disposed toward-the idea of compUter-based guidance (questions

,4-8). Even the two. counselors who saw computer-based guidance as a

potential threat (question 6) planned to use such a system in their counsel-

ing.(question 7), and' all ll'ead actually rred studentg" to SIGI (ques-'''

tion Counselors who had -used SIGI and had observed SIGI studeffg--

thought that those ,ftudents reacted favorably to SIGI (question 13) and

benefited, in a, _number of ways,(queetion 2e). TlieTthought that the reading

level of SIGI was appropriate for their students (question 32,, that

the occupational information was better than other dources available

(questio053), and that SIGII:was free'from any kind of bias (question 34).-

Only five counselors. said Vutt,studen'te,capo---them,4with printouts (ques-

tion 14),rand for these counselors, interpretation of the students' print-
.

- - mite was not a problem. One counselor said separately that stud6nts' neg-

lect in bringing printouts to counseling sessions Was itself a problem

.(qeeTable M9). Only two counselors said that students had encountered

problems with the terminals,(question 15): Students wanted some way to.

-correct erroneous inputs and someway to stop, short of completing a sub-

system (Table M9).

6

I-
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decisions, and only'yone saw no change in quality. SixAmoun elors saw
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06.Stions 16 -.23 were designed to explore*the effect SIGI mighjIhave

.

on problems that cecounselors,fa in career guidance. The chief problems

-were keeping up to date with occupational information and identifying

sources of such' information; the most frequently specified minor problems

were getting students to read occup- ational information and selecting

goals.appropriate programs for students' ,Four of the six problems listed
, . f.

. .4.

were designated by several of the counselors as,having felt the impac

-of S,IGIe Onlyone counselor saw an effect on helping 5ounselors find

timeto see all the students seeking help and none reported an effect-on

identifying those whd need help. ,4

Insert Table M8 about here

- A
Ten counselors responded to questions 24-27, which explore the im-

.

pact.. that SIGI may have,..exerted on counseling sessions. Of counselors ..

who had_had appor nity to observe, four.thought that SIGI enabled them

to see more students, whereas five noticed no change ; five thought that

SIGI had Improved the quality of their discussions about v lues and career

no change in the amount of time they spent in career counsel g, while
-

4 one though his time had increased and.one thought it had decrea'ged.

Three counselors thought their counseling sessions were longer because
-7

of SIGI, two thought they were shorter, and four noticed no change.
.

Question 28 sought to discover-how SIGI had'affected students' career'
- aa.,, , . ,

decision-making behaviors that might be observed in counseling sessions.

Seven counselors indicated they werein.a positioq to know. For all seven

questions, the majority of counselors answered yes, that SIGI students

clearly rated higher than non-SIGI students. The proportion of yes-to-no

responses ranged from a,high of 6 to 1 (question 6) to a low of 4 to 2

'(questions 4, 5, and 7). 542
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Question 29 explored the subject of-hozi SIGI should le fitted into

the structure of the counseling department. Only one counselor accepted

the idea of making SIGI available to students on- an entirely ad lib,:

basis with no counselor intervention or mandatory follow-up. All

other responses fal.pred a structure in which the counselor would play

a

a direct role in the career guidance prodes. tOuftselor'referral to

(
SIGI with mandatary fiolloW-up was the structure named most frequently

--nine times. One counselor suggested an alternative configuration that

would make SIGI available to high school seniors and that would incor-

,,porate it into a college orientation program (,See Table M9).

Counselors named some 16 occupation's or.occupational areas th&Y

'they or their students would have liked t e in SIGI (questions 30

f

and 31). (Some of these re already in SIGI under'different names.)

,
Five Counselors suggested improvements for SIGI (questlson 35). These

and the suggested occupations are listed in Table M9.

<2

0

Insert Table M9 about here

543 ,
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Usage of the System k

The computer automatically records the - responses that. students. make

I
to most displays. Tables M10-M23 represent these summary data on students

who used SIGI at Mercet County Community College. The n'svary from table

to table, with higher frequencieb in Values, Locate," and Compare, which

,novices encounter first, and lower frequencies in Predic iono,p4id Strategy,

which novices encounter last. The reasons for the decrea cannot be is-
.

lated. In any case, the reader should bear in.mind that the summaryldata

do not indicate the progress through SIGI of a particular'group Of students.

They are merely a record.of responses over a period of time. Some of the

students were already in Planning or Strategy when the data collection be-
,

gan, and others were just beginning when the disk was swept clean of the

,

accumulated data. Thus the tables are to some extent independent of'one

another. NevertheleSs, the Tr's are sufficiently large to reflect the way

SIGI was used.

Data Lrom the SIGI Introductory'Sequence-
et

Breakdown of, the sample. Table M10'shows the breakdown of this sample

by age, sex, and enrollment status. Percentages are given rather than

actual numbersbecause students areiasked about their age and enrollment
/ /

status every time they sign on, since these variales may have changed

between sessions. 1

149 see that approximately 40% of "sign ons" were 18 or.under--that is,

they were students who had presumably Bone directly to college from high

school; consequently,' there were propqrtionately fewer "older students."

1

The sample contained more women than men, but the disproportion should not

Insert Table M10 about here

544,
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affect any of the data that folloW, since SIGI is not programmed to differen-

tiate between users by sex. less than 10% of the sample had had no college

experience. (.,
t

. , .

Initial status with respect to career decisions. On their,first pass

through the introductory sequence, students respond to questions about their

awareness of their occupational values, about their_ identification of -(-*upa-

tions that fit their values, about their ability toTredict their grad d., and

.about their knowledge of appropriate programs to enroll-in,. .Tabje Nil gins

the gstribution of their responses to tilesg;ques ons. The table reflects
. , ;:',

,

. °the state of mind of students as they begin th ir,interastion with SIGI. We

may make the following-observations:
I

Insert Table Mll.about here

1. Over'a quarter of the students in the sample said they knew their

values, and about'half of them had a general idea of what they want from an

occupation but had-not analyzed their values ("Value,Status").

2. They tended to feel a need for much information about which occu-

patigns fit their values.

---1' 3. Thirty-ilLe percent of the-students in lie sample believed that

they could predict their grades successfully in at ;east some programs and

the same percentage believed that they"could predict their grades successfully

in any program. .44111

4. Most of them had little Or"no idea-what program to all in and

would lilts fidlp in planning.
4

,Data from the Values System
...4,

/ .
, ,

The Values system yields.measures showing the importance that students
. % ...l ' $

attach to each of the ten occupational values,used in SIGI and also indi-

cafes the field of interest they would like to work in.
o

545
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Values weights. Tab1e:M.12 shows the meaip,and standard deviations of

-

,s

. ,
.

the weightskat tudents, assi ned to `the values on a scale where 0 desig-

nates no importance and.B,Maximum importa9ce. The figures in the "Unre-

stricted" column are the,weights assigned by students before they played

the Values Game--i.e., the numbers representthe students' initial reactions
o

to the defir,ons of the values. The "Restricted" column reflects the ef-
.

fects of both, alueg Game and.the constraint that the Sum of the weights

equal 40. The latter condition,"of course, rgely accounts for the Smaller
*

cg

sert Table M12 about here.
. ye

means in the Restri tedcolumn. -It is not poSsible to separate the effects

of the Values Game arks the restriction to 40 points on all changes from the

Unrestricted to the Restrictedcolumns: In general, however, it would not
-

be unreasonable to attribute changes in rank order (which occur for seven

of the ten dimensions) primarily to the Values Game.

Table M12 shows (a) that each of the values was important to some atu-
-

dent;4 0) that there wis no serious ceiling or floor effect, since even

the highest and -lowest weighted values exhibited sizable variation; (c).that,

in general, Interest Field, Income, Indepenidence, and Security were the font-
- .

,.,. Earlymost important values for this group, wheteds Ely Entry was the least im-
. . .

portant; and (d) that in reachinge 402-point limit; students selectively

,-,

seduced the weights originally agsigned--that is, not all weights were de- q

creased proportionately, Students were least willing to g

/

and Interest Field andwere most willing to reduce weights fo
/

Leadership, and Early Entry.

The low weight given to Early Entry is not Surprising,
,

students had already made some commitment to edUcation beyond

up Income

rTrestige,

since °all the,

high schoLl.

°

o

C
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It is also i retesting to note that the standard deviations show very
a

little reduction. Indeed, one case (Interest Field) shows a slight in7

crease. Thus, t e restricted cage does ngt preciably reauce the variance

of the weights.

Selectio of interest.field. iiefore Weightingsthe value Interest

Field,' studen s indicate which one of.the six fields interests them most.

They are giv n the opportunity to change fields before they adjust their'

weights to um to 40 hndAwhenever they elect to.return.to the Values system

to review e weights origirially assigned.

Tab M13 shows the number of times each field was selected. Note

that "N = 889" in this table means that 889 interest field selections were
,

made by he sampie of student's. Some may have chosen the same field more '

than on e, and others may have changed'fields.

Insert'Table M13 about here.

- .

Table M13 shows that the Personal Contact interest 'field was clearly

the most popular, with Scientific,'Administrative,*and Verbal about tied

second place. The Technological and Aesthetic fields were least popular.

ata from the Lot te S stem

In Loeate, students select a set of five values as a screen for r4=
,, ,

tfieving- entially attractive.oceupationS: The students specify a

A

mini-

mum return would like on each value, andthe computer then ligts occu-
.

pations that meet or exceed that- minimum for each of the five values., Al-

though
..,

students may choose any five tpf the ten SIGI values, the students
.

., .

A-

are encouraged to choose their top - weighed ones. '--, 1

1

'Values. selected for the ecreen. liable M14 45heirtrithe frequency With
, ..

.

, .

which each of the 10 values Was selected as a member of the retrieval set.
. o

. .- , .

P

It may be ,inferred that students tend' to usg Ellett most cherished values

?-547.
e
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in Locate; the five most frequently, used values are the ones with the highest

mean weights in Table M12.
\lc

rnsert Table M14 about here

t-"---
4

Specification levels or categories. For each value except High'In-
c

come and Interest Tield the student'may specify one of four possible leirels;

there ,are five letls for Income, and .there are six categories (not

,revels) for Interest Field. Table M15 shows the frequehcy with which the

varioas levelsor categories were specified. Again, the n's and the num-

bers listed in the "FREQ" column indicate the number of t.mes a valise or

specification was used, not the number of studebts making the specifica-

tions. Also, the numbers:are Associated only with values/specificationar

.

that actually retrieved acceptable lists of occupations: If a student's

specifications are too'strict or too loose, resulting in_empt fists Or ones

of unwieldy size, he mast-alter the specifications; one at a time but in any

order _yntil-he finally arrives at a set that does retrieve.

Table M15 indicates, that all the degrees of specification are used.

--Insert

The fact that the reirieyalan empty list forces the btudent to lower a

specification (or change interest fields) may account for the frequency .with

which the lowes" t specification appears. (A value set at the lowest level

does not screen, since alLo ccup4iOns meet or exceed that speeificatiop.)

I
Table M15 also shows 'students tend to specify mostly average and above

average levels, and that when they use Interest Field as one of their search

-
values, the most popular field (Personal, Contact) was the one most frequently'

- ohosen in the Values system.

5 4 3
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Occupations-retrieved in Locate. That occupations do these valueg/

specificatiOng retrieve', Table M16 lists all .the occupations in SIGI at

the time ol'the data collection and the frequency with.which each was re-
.

trieved. The frequencies include the interaction of initiates (students

who have gone through the six subsystems in the prescribed order and who

are consequently privileged to return to any subsystem) as well as novices.

(

In all, 147 accupltionsof the 155 in SIGI were retrie*d for a total'

of 120102 times. As would be 'expected from.the relative popularity of

various levels of specific"ation, Profesgional occupations were more

InSert Table M16 about here

400

frequently retrieved than were nonprofessional occupations.

' tions that were not retrieved are

'Aictiait Mechanic
-Keypunch Operator
Medical Lab Technician.
Model'

The 8 occupa-

Operating Room Technician
Science Lab.Technician

ist
WAstewater Treatment Operator

No occupation appeared°mole,lx4ently than about 3.4.% of the total
. __._ ..._

'- ' a- _ -N
.

4,....
. a

frequency.for novices and initiates. If we pool the variouszteaching ohtu: ---
,

. ..

.

- pations, the moet_freqMently-retrieV6reaaupations would be
A

Teacher'

Lawyer I

PsYchologis
Rehabili ion Counselor.

Speech Pa.thologist/Audiologist.,

Data from

Occu

the Compare System

Dentist
Physician

Coqnselor
Civil Engineer
Industrial Engineer

ations setected f examination. Table M17 shows the frequeAcy

nd novices) seltcted'occupations for exami-with which students (initiat
4 '
nation ih.the Compaie system., udents may,select any occupations they

want but they are particularly

..trleved

encouraged to; investigate occupations re--

iniLocate because'thoSe occupations tend to satisfy their values.

549
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There were only three occupations (Telephone Craftsworker, Tool and

y_ la*

Die Makei, and Initrument Repair Technician) that students never'selected.
4'

Students did not confine themselves only to occupations retrieved in Locate.

. -
, . .

For example, Mddel, which was'not retrieved at all in Locate, was selected

17 times in Compare; Medical Lab Technician, which also failed to appear in

Locate, was selected 28 times; On the other hand, the secondary school

`teaching occupations, which were among. the most frequently retrieved in Lo-

.Insert Table M17 about here

4

cate, were asked about in' Compete with' relatively low' frequency. It seems

possible that many students tended to avoid the teaching occupations because

they knew the job market has turned sour. In general, however, the two

sets of frequencies appear to be quite consistent. The occupation most

frequentlyuasked abodt (over 4%,of the total frequency) was, Psychologist.

In comparing absolute frequencies of occupations retrieved in Locate with

those used-in Compare, ohe mdst allow for the fact that a given occupation

may be retrieved'several times by one student through various lists of

'specifications in Locate, but will probably be selected only. once by that

student for examination in Gompare.

Questions,for which answers were sought. Students may ask up to 28

questions abodt the occupations they have'selected, (For a list of the.ques-

tions;see Figure 2, Chapter II.) Table M18 shows the frequency with

m

which each of the.questions,was asked. All the'quebtions were asked with

Z.. A
Insert Table M18 about here

considerable frequency, the highest4being 7.25% of the total. The least

favored 'were "Opportunities for leadership?" and'"Prestige level?" The

five most often Chosen were, in order,

55O
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Description of work activities?
Education required--Early Entry?
Definition of occupation?
Employment outlook?
Beginning salary?

Data from the Prediction System

Reports of previous academic performance. Table M19 summarizes stu-

dents' responses to-,questions about their, previous academic performance. The

,pe. 4

responses are stored by the computer and may (or may not) be included among

the predictor variables in any of the regression equations that compute the

probability of a student'sreceiying various grades in a particular "key

course." Table M19 showi that 65% of the Mercer County Community College

students who Used SIGI reported that they-had ranked in the second or third

fifth of their,high school class and that the modal mathematics grades

were mostly B's and C's. They presented a similar picture with respect -

ti

$PN
Insert Table M19 about here

to their English grades; 73% earned B's and Q's, but a-Larger percentage

reported A's in English (24%)-than in math (18%). On the other hand,'

fewer than half of them were confident that they needed no he/016ith

English, and about one-quarter of them believed positively that they(

did need help.. Perhaps the students did not think that a grade of B or

better in high school. English guaranteed sufficient mastery for college work.

Prograis for whichpredictions were requested. The list of programs for

which the student can obtain predictions is different at each college. A

the time of the evaluation; predictions were available in 29 progrjams at er-

cer County Community College. Table M20 lists these programs and shows the

frequency with which each was selected lei the Prediction system.

551
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47

:
Student, sought predictions in all the programs except, Engineering Technology

*
Construction/Civil and Engineering Technology -- Mechanical. The programs most

frequently selected were Business Administration, Law Enforcement, Community

ti

t

Insert Table M20 about hee .

Seivic.e Assistant, and Nursing. The n's were not large, probably reflect-

ing again that fact that 40% of the experimenals had not yet gone through.

all sections.

Selection of .Ttestions about probability. Also, available in the Predic-

.tion system are explanations of probability and prediction. The explanations

are in the form of answers to five questions that the student (novice or ini-
,

tiate) may ask if he chooses'. .(See Figure 5, Chapter II for the wording o5

the questions.) The questionwere included in SIGI-because we knew from our

.4past experaence that the concept of probability is difficult for many students.

The frequency with which Bach qdestion was selected appears in Table M21.

Each question wasiffiportant to some students. Forty-fAve'students (assuming

that each student asked only one qu'estion) sought answers to one or another

question. This is almost two-thirds 4,3%), of the students using the Predic-
0

tion system, if we assume that the number of students is the same as orclose

to the,number ehae repirted.their previous academic performance in"Table

in the-case af Mercer, 71.

I

Insert Table M21.about here
.

.
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Data from the Strategy System,

(No sdmmary data are collected from the Planning system. Indeed, the

only information from that system that is worth.recording,as Summary data
-

4,4

would be the names and frequencies of the occupations selected for planning.)

In Strategy, the student selects a set of three Occupations and

. 0
cates which one he favors most. Then he sees the Desirability Sums of the

occupation00 (See Chapter II, pages 32-34 for a description of Desir-
%

ability Sums.) Next, he interacts with .a discussion of a degision-making

strategy based or assessment pf rewards and risks; after which he estimates

6,

the probabilities of his successfully completing all the requirements for

entry into each of the.occupations. ,Finally, he once again indicates which

of the occupations he favors most in light.of the information he has at-
..,

cunulated about rewards (Desirability Suds) and risks (probability of entry).

Table M21 shows, in the first two columns, the,frequency with which

occupatiOns were designated first choice when the set of three occupations

tl
. ,

was selected, and, in the third and fourth columns, the frequency with which

they were designated first choice after assessmehkof rewards and risks.

Insert Table M22 AboutThere4

We must be cautious in interpreting Table M22, since.it shows frequen-
,

- . .

.

dies of choipe, not changes. We annot-infer, for instance, that-no students

changed 'their minds about an occupation that has the same "post" frequency as

"pre" frequency. We must note, however, that the most popular occupations, in

terms of post frequency, were Lawyer, Personnel Interviewv, Police Officer,

4

Psychologist, and Rehabilitation and School Counselors. Also, if we list occu-
.

salons with-a differenbe of 3zor more (in either direction) between the pre

and'post frequencies, we see tlotat Publid HealVh Specialise,-Political Stien=
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- , -.40:a

tist, Photographer, Art Teacher, and Early Childhood Teacher gained (+3 each),.

Whereas Electronics Technician, Labor Relations Specialist, Medical Lab Tech-

.

nician, Police Officer, Reg4tered Nu- rse, Recreation Worker, and Elementary

School Teacher.had losses (-3 e'ach) as well as Accountant(7).

Choice in relation to desirability outcomes. What influences students'
or

- choice o.f occupation in this context? Table M23 proyides some insights. Un-

der thc. heading " Desirability Outcome" Are the frequencies with which students,

in their, pre choice, selected the occupation that later turned'out to havd
.

the highest Desirability Sum, to come within 10 points of the highests um
1

,

or to fall more than 10 points below the highest. Apperently,,more than two-

fifths of the students (42%) did not designer as their first choice thg occu-

pation that, as they suon-learned, was the most likely to satisfy their values.

Insert Table M23 about here_

The next set of figures., under the heading "Which Strategy," assesses

the post choice of occupation with respect to the measurea.of reward and risk.
1 .

,-)

The reader should understand that the options listed in the'table do not'all
4

e-4......, .. . ..,. 4:

exist at the same time. For example,-if-the student had'estimate&bhat his

. -

.
.

1 i0anoes were equal for 5uccessfuliy_entering each. of the three ocqupWorks, --

he would have only the lasttwo options on the list: He could-choose either
r,-

the occupAtion with .the greatest Desirability Sum or one 711.th a smaller sum.

If he had made differential estimates of success, some of the first four
° .

options would, be present, but not'the last two; moreover, it might be that

none of the three occupations had the fortunate combination of greatest De-

sirability Sum and greatest chances, and therefore the student would.not have

the first option. The reader 'should also remembeethat turn high me ans having

the highest Desirabl.lity Slim or coming within 10 points of the highest.

1 Students are told to ignore differences of 10 pOints or less between De§ir,

ability Sums. for a discusa.1-071-o.f,hw the 10-point "error" term Was estimated,

-Age Counselor's Handbook for SIGI (chich is Appendix G of this report),

pp. IX-127-IX=14. 554
lb,
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Nevertheless, we can make some inferences. The first four categories

.

under "Which Strategy" represent instances of differences in both sums and

chances. If we make the reasonable assumption that students would nearly

always choose "Sum high, chances high" when that (4)iion was'present, we

have.left,193 instances (79+87+27) where students had'to choose on the'basis

of highest sum, best chances, or some combination in which neither factor

was best. In 79 *instances (4l% of the time), they selected the occupation

with the highest sum; in 87 instances (45% of the lime),-they selected the

,occupation with the best 'dtances; and in 27 instances (14% of the time),

they selected an occupation that had'neither the ,highest sum nor greatest

chances. (This last is not necessarily an illogical choice, since t'ma be

the best combination of*Teward and risk. See Counselor's Handbook for SIGI,

- which is Appendix G of this report, -pages IK-.25--IX-26.) There were 40 ,

occasions.when students estimated their chances as equal for all three occu-

pations. In this situation, they made the `apparently logical choice (occu-

OR
pation with the highest sum) 35 times and the apparently illogical one 5 times.

We must be careful., however, not to'infer that those 5 choices came from stu-
,

4
0

dents who did tot-know what they were doing. We have learned from our inter-

'

.1 (
,
-*views that behavior which appears inexplicable in printouts often M some

logical explanation--even if it is only that the student Was 'late for class'

and pushed the last few buttons at random to reach "s%gn off" as quickly as

'.possible.

/

1
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Table Ml: Responses by Experimentals and Controls to

Questions 1-41 of SIGI Evaluation Questionnaires%
. .

(Unless otherwise noted,.alfl figures except n"s are percent.)'

PERSONAL. INFORMATION

Age:- -)LE =b0
K' (1) 15-22 ,nc. /05"

(2) 23-30
, 3 (3) dver..430

0 (4) Rather not say /'

1.

2.- Se :

3 to * (1) Male
'1- (2) Female

Yea 'in college: 't.-E= 60
-S (1) 1st

tia(2) 2nd c 'o

(3) 3rd
- 01_, (4) 4th

C59.113 .2uoic.

e =40
J4e

CAREER -DECISION-MAKM

4. 116w well do you know 'what toward -and satisfactions you want from
a2.3 (1). 1 knpw.exactly what I want f in' an occupation. -
(, 2.) (2) I have a 'general idea of..wh I want from an occupation.

,5-- (3)- Ilm not. sure what , I wart fr an occupation.
(4) I ha-ve no idea what I/want om an occupation. ..,

-A*
. - .., '- 4

ow man occupations have you explored as possibilities
- (1). None

M 1r2 4 . ..
._

_(3) 3-4 -

-7 __to (4)' More than feu.- - i .

icif- : s.. .
6. How- Many of the occupations that nu know about are likely to give you the

sat sfactions you want'? : -4. .
_ '(1} -None , '

...T7 (2) '.1-2 :

(3) 3-4- ,....
(4)-Mo

s.

an

tt

p

occupation?
E

r.2.14 '41 it

for yourself?

nC /0

2.- WillCh of -the Statements bel best describeq hoW definite your career
31 Jknow-exactly the ccupation I want to enter.

'te0T4(2)'I -am trving to dec de between two different occupations.
1/421.1"3)1,-am c-onsi-derik: three or horn different occupations'.

/4t -70 .(4) do not have any specific occupation in mind' at this time.

/ 8.

A

410 , '
.9. Which of the following best describes thepresent state of ',yout plans?,f ....9.2,-(1) I know.which program to enroll in, which courses to take, And most

the ofter'steps necessary to reach my occupational' goal.

Hovi well do you think you
college?
30 (1) I think I could predict my grades accurately in any _program of /study

I nigh take.
(2), I th k I could predict my gradea accurately in one or two progrms,

but Ali, in all
/2, '(3) I lia e only a general idea of my-grades in one or two programs.

(4) I ca: 't predict my grades well in 'finl, program.

c4n predict your grades in. variqus progr

plans are?

4.

1"e=

/41.5%

as at'yocy 4(0

4 S-3 (2) I have a general idea ,of 1,hich program would -be best, but I am not
sure wh'at other steps are necessary to reach my occupational goal.

(3) I don't lvtow which program to take. I need help in prenning my educak'On.

A

I

of

y - S
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Table Ml (ConthiCied)

0

10. Overall; how confident do you
3/ (1 Very confident
4,54 (2) Somewhat confident
-7 (3) Not confident

feel about ,your career decision- making skills? . 4
E

/a -`%.-

IItems 11-18 are activities related to thinking about occupations. Puti a check
under the heading which shows how muL.h. time \+ou have spent on loch of the activities.

12.

Reading about occupation,s.-
?_zer

Talking ,with friends about Ete kinds of
occupations they are considering.

Never

0 12)
Rarely

/7(/

0 ) 19(b)

13, TalkingTalking with people in the field about
their occupaions,

e ) (g). j/(-6)
*14. Using the college's career reference

library. 27 (Ast: Py4.) °

15. Attending career planning workshops. Cg (6s) t!)).
7° (a--; /0 )

16. Talking to a guidan counselor about
carers. 9'?) (-23) '3433)

17. Using career-related audiovisual
materials. -71..e -.:5,,,- ( .,, -;\,/-eli) 2L9 .34/3,V

-,

-*."18. lAing a computer-based guidance system. /5(145) .?G f%) .31/1_41.) L514- c)

Sometimes Of ten

/s)

*14 (")

e (29)

7 (0
411)

/.X.,(2.?)-

/3(`,f() (7)

For statements 19-24, put a c eck under the heading that best describes how you feel.

I would follow the advice ,of 'a teacher,
cainselor, parent, or,frlend in planning
my.career. (23-c c)
Which occupation I, enter will be mostly.
a matter of chante. ,. , \

77.- 4 -:. 0-9 ( ?lc, = /0 '/...)
Everyone seem.'3 to telra4 something dif-
ferefit, so I don't know which caPeer to
choose:

22: I w4.11 decide :for myself wbi.Eh- occu ation
to choos e . -.....72---.= .'s y (, c = / a S'Ir , .-

4 ' al1*'3, In orde
I

plan foils a career, I
neejl't
rTrip:

would
now how. soon I would be".get-
ied.-7-4,a

(
A: 3 )

24. _There' is plenty of time
to start thinking about
drccupatioa.

0 6

before have
choosing IP

I'D 3)

55,7

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

5-(1), 3:41s) 5 47). 7(1 )

3`1`71% /5(/) )

.24,69 i--(5)

JC.212) 24 .i46'4L7 4(49

S. ,346-9 2:42)

14.61..3) -Lith-) 7(i)

.-7
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Table 411 (continued)

X S.D.
i4. 25. ,Rate yogrself on how good a career decision-maker you think you are. -1.;; 6 07 b g"4-:

- , <<
. , ,..._

. 78 /. 6 7
Look at.the scale below. Think of a friend your,ae who, in opinion, makes
goad career decisions. Consider that person at the top of the scale (10).

Think of .al friend your age who is not a good career decision-maker. Consider
that person at the bottom of the scale (0).

Now think about yourself as a career decision-maker. Where do you fit on
this scale? Circle the appropriate number on the scale from 0 to ro.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 100
0 ....2 5. / .2,

i
Pi" : at ot %. lb 5- 2

C t

A0 0
/ 4. 2- i,

4 '/ 4 2 3 .::z 2 Y A -5-.
poor good 4
career . caree
decision- decis on-
maker d maker

IFor items 26- 29 mark an R on the part ofthe scale which best shows what is true of you.'

26. Homvmuch do you
,. ;4

know about occupations?
. ...

-7-te x /o.fi .2.31

2.:- .4 .-.:::T"Y 1_57

1.

I

..

56- i

71
i4-

134
4 ,

very littleI/ /0
d..

34; /0 - .;`i a a great deal

. ;),51
...

77...- e -= .57
.

7. How often do you plan ahead?
'a.y.: -"/ 0 !"...

22(7

o 2. . .2.2.1

4./ a." 9 30 ,2, 1 J

-5-
1

i . 3 .-4, I
e rarely '

.2.- // .2/ often

. 4 v
9

28. How do you feel after making antimportant Aecision?

0
O, ,Y1

0 2
i.2_,6 1 7

c /,
1 0

I usually 0 6 ° a p 3 g.
don't think
I've done the
right thing.

29; How'clear is your k5nowledge of goalg'-and values?

C not cleari;
a.. ..254

OCCUPATLFAL INFORMATION

3

,
.

4' 30. What occupation wouldtyau moat like to prepare Yourself for eventually? Even-

if, you are undecided; piok an occupation that appeals to you. -72.6 = 3 7

2Sec., 6 4
Name of ocapation; te, ../ t 3.2 7-33 -/- 3 '11 ,4,...a-r-4,;die...r

a/T'
.2,7c

4

9

I

I am stir
I di to

right th

Z . scy
7t zi

4

/a,

`'very
alear

4 558 "Atom.

113

. 7 4

kN

/

2G.
, gi

O

g.5'

4,4-9 - 90
4:42 n, I;
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Table Ml (continued)
C

t.

Answer questions 31-34 in relation to the o ccupation named in Item 30.

1. To eater this occupation, how much education beyond high schogl would you need?

(1) Ndne.

1 (2) 21,ears.
(3) 4 ears (bachelor's degree).
(4) 5-6 years (master's degree):

, (5) 7 or more (doctorate or law-degree). )0

(6) Other (please explain:
(7,) I don't know.

,2 4. 2.i CheLl, the salary rangeyhat indicates the avetage amount of money per year earned
4 "I by people -in this occ6pat ion.

'le
67

(1) $20,000 or more
(2) $15,000-$19,999.

(3) $11,000-$14,999
(4) $8:000-$10,q99

(5) $7,999 ar less
---'16)1I don't know.

Check the one statement which best describes the amount of supervision usually
received by workers' In' this occupation.

(l Work without supervision; plan own work; seldom evaluattd by others.
(2 Supervised weekly; follow overall assignments.
(3) Supervised daily; work under supervisor who assigns and schedules

work; free to decide details of work.
ter

(4) SUpervised hourly; activities anv directly supervised' with little-op-,
portunity to act on your own.

(5) I don't know.

P

:./vZ 4 Chech the one statement which bust describes the future employment propects
3 2 fot workers in this occupation.

(1) Excllent: = Strong demand for workers.; shortage of qualified people,
(2) Good: Steady dernind for workers.
(3) Fair: bcmand limited except in certain geographic area OR deMand is

decreasing due to abtomation or economic conditions.
(4) Poor: Little demand, if, any; the occupation is very overcrowded, and

few jobs Are available.

(5) I don't knbw.

' 35. ttitat college program (r1i0dr) are you , presently enrolled iti,
, ...

36
i.

What occupation are you preparing for in this program or major?
01-

CAREER CU1DANCE '

o
-

- Ile -_-;,cr,e -'7A37.
Have you seen a counselor during the last two montp?,,,c A / (1) Yes 79 (2) No

C , E
. 1 /

, 36. fry e s , what thing(s) did you discuss? ',4 0

/:L (1) Your values
71- tr /,Z 7

tt>
.

,:11... / 9 (2) Otcupational choice 21.:c -:- 6 4 '
\---..2, v i.2 (3) occupational information

/ ",.;,Z P . 77 (4) 'Curriculum choice .

241.110. I,2. (5) Course selection
(

'J' '' (6) Chances for uccess t e

0,' ' -.. j? (7) Program approval ..

3 '. -(H) Family. pressures ' o.,t
// li. (9) Financial aid , t A :.!0 tt. 42,(10) Other (please explain: r cl . -,..,, , . )

,),),) ,.,
IA

:'
, - AR
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Table Ml (continued)

'Have you taken or are ou presently enrolled In a c reer guidance cont-se at
youi college? '..&- -: -171 .,n (1) Yes 7+1(2) No

.40. If yes, how would you rate it? c, / 4
...1 (1) Excellent_ ---aea= /

.,,,i2 (2) Adequate ' '
C,

cv
./ f; 0 (3) Poor -.4

.41. How do you feel about inferAting with a computer for career guidance-?
4 'I/ (1) Favorable 21v8117,5-1(1
727 ...t7 (2) Neutral 12..r. /edit0 C, (3) Unfavorable

K .°
1k N 42, < /

44

a

J.

18

4

560

a

I

a_

I

-)7

sAI
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Table M2

Occupations.Named by Experimentals in ,

Response to Qu'estion #30

e

In -SIGI

(37 occupations)

b.

Accountant (2)

ActOr
Architect
Botanist .

Civil,Engineer
ComputerProgrammer
Dental Hygienist
flight Attendant
F1' ht Engineer
Forbster
Hospital Aftinistrator
Industrial Designer
Interior Decorator.
Lawyer (2)

, Manufacturer's Saleswor er
Nurse, Registered
Oceanographer
Physical Therapist
Physician .

Pilot (2),
Police Officer
Psychologist (2)
Redaptionist
.Recreation Worker .

Rehabilieation Counselor
RetAl'Store Manager
Secretary a
Special Service Aide..
Speech Pathologist'
Teacher, Secondary (21
T:V. Pr ducer/Director
Ve,teri arian

Not in SIGI

(5 occupations)

Aviation Management .

Financial Consultant

Floriculture
Recording Producer
Zookeeper

4

D

.Too Vague to Classify

a

(18 responses)

Construction

Counselor
Data processing
History
Industrial & labor relations.

Law enforcement
Legal' research
..,Meteorologist or psychologist

Personnel work
Pro golfer or recording

engineer
Radio, T:V., theatre,

announcing, directing 4

Recreationist/Musician .

Social work or field
Therapist
Visual arts (Media)
(I don' -t know)

(Blank) (2)

4.

a . .

.

If the occupational title used by.the,student was different from that used

by SIGI for the same occupation, the SIGI title appears on-this table, e.g., .

'.'Social Worker Aide" is listed as "Social Service Aide," "Airline Pilot" as

"Pi).ot, ",etd.
V

4 . f

b
If an occulgation was designated morn than once,

/ the number in parentheles ..

shows how often it was designated. , .
- . :

-

i. ..,..

,
7-4

561
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(66 occupations)

Accountant (3)
b
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Table M3

Occupations Named byControls' in
Response to Question'1 /30

:Arch71,.ect

Avionics - Technician

Civil Engineer
Clergy
Computer Programmer
Dancer ".

Ele,z.,trAtal Engineer (3)

Electronics Technician (3).
rlorict

Forester (2)
Landscape Architect
Lawyer (2)

Legal AssiStant
Mechanical Engineer (25
Medical Lab Technician (4)

Nurse RegisLered, (22)
4

uptiL.an
Photographer

;Me
Retail Store Manager
Secretary ''

Sc 4 °^C° f ab T Sr it iciaia

stenographer ,

Jeacher, e

Teacher, Business

''r
6

Not ,in SIGI

(11 occupations)

Business,ExecUtive
Business-Manager (3)
College English Teacher
Fashion Merchandising
Golf - professional iii

structor
Homicide Detective

.Horticuitual Technician
Tsychiatrist
Sound Technician.

a

Too Vague to Caaasify

(27 responses)

Accountant or attorney
Art field

business
organization

BusineSs (3)
Computer siences
Conservationist
Criminal justice

Electronics,(2)
EnVironmental science
Greenhouse-forest r4anger-1,

landscaping
Homemaker or electrical )-

engineering ,,

Law, or x -ray technologist_

--lew4-reeieurapt manage-'
mint.

tafrketing:_(buying) ./e^

brqacasting_
-2-f-

-:TeZletaryl=tomputer---:
- operator

.-Wctatary/StewardesS_.__,_
"..leacher or_stte-glice

Theatre,marketing,law.
erifot-cement

Working in a big cOrpora-,

tion
I dOn't.kt5ig

(Blank)

-

s

a'If the occupaticnal *4*16 used 'by student was different from that used by SIGI

for the,saffe occupation, the SIGI title appears on this table, e.g., `'Minister"

is listec; as."Clar,/." Ass'..steint as "Legal Assistant."etC.

b e

If an occupation was designated more than once thd number In parentheses shows
. .

t

.f how often ft was designated. ,

.

,

-

-

5,64-
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Table M4
.

Responses to Questions 42-45 of SIGI Evaluation
Questionnaire for'Conirols'

(Unless otherwise noted, all figures except nfs are percent.

42. Are you aware

43. If yes,
4,3 (1)

(
(2)

(4)

44. 'Ho. (Lid

(1)

(2)

0 (4} Newspaper

/.5.(55 Other (pl-Case explain:

that there is a computerized guidance system (SIGI) on campus? '''1" =
1FY (1) Yes // (2), No

/1 Y
-what. is'yo rnpress ion. of SIGI ? -rt.., --7-

Favora -

Neither favorable nof unf,airfratile

Unfavorable
No impfession

you learn a5.out SIGI?
Frienis
Counselor

,Posters, Brochures

45. Do yo uwant to use SIGI?

It<

If yes, hen?

ey

yti -=- /de' -1.) Yes (2) No

If no, wily not?

, is

if

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTInNNAFP TO ETS TN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED:

.r

. 1
THANK Y,OU FUR YOUR GQOPERATION,

Q.

r- r -41

t

41

)

ig

4
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Table M4A'

Control Students' Responses to Open-Ended Items
on the Questionnaire a

p
. a

Question #38 (Other Reasons for Seeiftg a Counselor)

'High school ptbgrOm, plus general discussion.

, I 4

Question #44 (Other Ways of Learning About SIGI)

.

Just today. ,

. .

40

Freshman orientation. (Mentioned by 12 students.).
( Mentioned by 3 students.)

Teacher

a . 41.-.

Some of the, responseiphav,a, been slightly edited.

r .

it 4

6

'

et5 G 4



Responses
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Table M5

tions 42-88 of SIGI Evaluation

"questionnaire for Experimentals

(Unless 0.1lierwise noted, all numbers except n's are percent.)

to-

EVALUATION OF

Circle the grade that you would give SIGI on each of theCollowing:

42. How interesting was SIGI to you? --rt.

43. How clear was SIGI in giving information? .5-`7

44. Overall, hOw good is SIGI?

A,4 8,1C,

11,2914/ liC 0
A,I B, :C, D,

D,
4

or F

or F

I A,113,;C,

1,2;2,11a5

D, or F

I

Circic the grade that shows how 'useful SIGI was in each of the following:a
45. Helping you decide which occupation to prepare for, 7r..=- ..5"-7

. ; .
46. Helping 'ou het.ome more aware of your values.° 71.- = ...--ki

47. chowing- yoq the relationship 418tween values and career

jr

443 yohrfinc-3 out which occupations might :fit you; values.

1, C1,1p1146 i&J.UssladLiv., oLyuu 77
50. Helpine you understand grade .predictions expressed In

'3 -71.1 ,

W°1
you t..stimate probabilities of success in One or

programs. 475'
51.

'52.

53.

54.

.

Giving information about programs of study 'at you7 r school.
4 r -71. ..r: ..1

helping you plan a program appropriate for an occupation
you are considering. --.,..z... as 5-4. ,.

/ .

Helping yeu ;Iea'rn how to make career,decisions. 7z.. 77./.5--6"-

, , r..

;21
A
3.5p6
B, C

3"

D,

+4

or F

462% p3147,,,C,,,, _101 orti,F

3J 48 17 2, a
A,, B, C, D, or 'F

A, B3 C, D, or F
-/.. 21- /1 7 c
A, B, C, D, or F

33 A3 le /.: 0

A, B, C, D', or F

/8 1 36 42! 0 ',

A, B, C, D, or F

'F, A, 13, (, Di. or
.2-10 3400 e, 54'

56 3(4 /g 7 43
A, B, C, D,' or F

,A5,

44
134 or F )

;
.5'. 'What role has SIN played in your occrIpational choice? --)a,g-.3-7

(1) .3.7.-GI helped me to choose' an occupation. :

. Q (2) SI.-i helpe.d confirm the choice I had already made.
(3). SIGIkuggested other things which I am considering.

7 (4) J lui pi-ovine° Little or Ilu help. .

S

11

11,
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TableM5 (continued)

get'help with.occupational and eduLational decisions, you can go to SIGI and to a

unselor. For each of the following,(56-63), put a check under the heading whi6h,

n your opinion, represents the best source okhAp.

4.

SIGI Counselor

Alone Alone SCloGis!lor

56.4 Plan program of study -71-, . 6 '

57. Get informatidn about occupations
2i. L 6 -.1---

It- .7.-
2.3 /7 e, e.,

2, .......,

53. Confirm an occupational choice

59. Find badupati-ons that fit values

60. Find out about financial.atd ,5 3

61.41take values more cleari_

7/3y
may // I

62. Resolve conflicts about occupational choice 2/ / 7

63. Estimate chances of success in a program s -?/

111

' 64. Have you scheduled or do you plan tb schedule an appointment with a counselor`

as a result of using SI',I? -"--- "5-41- /._1- (1) Yes -q.,.&(2) No

,1-
-

.
.

65.. If.yes, what was or will be the purpose of this visit? Check all the topicsyou
, .

discussed or plan to discuss. ' :")-z... o./ 6 i

.0 7 ,,(1) Your values
.

.
.

.
d/J (2) Occupational choice'.

Q
(3) Occupational info.._.__...

'44 (4) Curriculum choice

/44 (5) Course.cArop,rnr
/0 (6) Chances for success:

-
,..-> (7) Program approval
.2, (8) Family prel!,-,urs

,

7 (7) F4pancial nid,
/0(10) SIGIprint-ours
/ (11) Other (please explain: )

66. In using SIGI, Std the occupations of interest to Till show up on the list deter5ned
. .

by your values? 3,1-. 7.5-3. ',/,;(1) Yes . (2), No
%

1

67. Wvre'there any occupations missing from SIGI that you were interested in?

4
*

D (1) Yes (2) to,

If yes, name them:

--------
o

68., Compared to other kinds-Of occuP?tional information, hb Watild you rate the occu-

p7pt iona l information presented i.1 SIGI? 7
/t4 (IN D .. A

k. 1.j_ ) ,
5-$.1

(2) About the same
till

0 Worse(3)
.

,.
.

. .

69. SIGI has 23 questions. you ere: ask about occupations. Are there other lunstics

'about occupations that you wish had been in SIGI? //(1) Yes f(2) 'No

°

.,

- .

If yes, what question(s) would you add, to the SIGI list? 4
'a , 1 I

. . s .

o

56 6t
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Table M5 (continued)

70. Ho would you rate SIGI's writing sle.and vocabulary?
(1) Too difficult
(2) 'just tight

(3) Too simple

71. Did yokvfind sexual,,. racial, or other bias in SIGI? . 0 (1) Yes >40 (2) No ,

If yes, giye examr>lts: :5- ; 4-

"

t.

a

*
72. BeloW is 6 list of problems that may have occurred in' using SIGI. Check

that you exnerierrced:

/4 (1) f did n'br understand some of the directions.

/,,P (2) The writing on the screen strained my eyes.
/0 (3) I had to wait tog long for an appointment to use SIGI.
2/ (4) More was too much, reading.

yl (5, 1 felt rushed while using SIGI.'
(6) The, computer broke down while I was using SICI.

0 (7) The writing on the screen was jumbled. r
6 ,(8) L wanted to sign off SIGI, but couldn't.

4(9) Other, (pleasexplain: )

73. How,pfben did, you reqUest a print-out on SIGI?
45 (1) Frequently

(2) Sometirips

X, (3) Once or Mae '
0 (4) Never

74. After using the computer , ..dtrd you do anything° to get more information on, lour _.2wr 2? '

Xes fie ).No

"7-2,

.t

75. :If -/'es, what did you do? 7-

37 (1) head
--a- al (2) Spoke ta people in the_occupation -

,42.), (3) Us-e d audiolvisual materitl

,// (4) Other (please exp1ain:

76- How_ _patch time did you spend on Sig? -7-z. -_-.t-6
., -.

.4.5 (1) 1-2 hours
3-42-#. (2) 2-4 hours

.,2/ (3)4-6 hoars or mbre .

t-
, .. 4

.1 . t
77Y Did you go.all the war through SIGI (including

-)...

78. 'Oder howairy essions did you use SIGI?
2'(1) One

^ = ,

.4s-6) Threela;more,.

79: Do you th,411i ( yi)ir.i.Itilid profd,t)from.further
*-2-4-

use bf SIGI?

m . 40

. ,

. 80. .11 yeS:1'16'4 Many idditional.'sessiotts wotr d rA-likeR n 39...2, CAN, tr. a '. i

4a-(2) eT
.ne. t. ... . ,..

f . do:
.. .

"' 3 (3) 11.11-Ct or more .

. e,,..k' .4 ' c

.

. . ,....

°

-

41

.

.
the, Strategy section):

-,AI I 642 (1) Yes ..54/ (2) No

'

(1) Yes 'q2.21(2) No
° '

O.

-4
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Table M5 (continued)

fi
81. IN'hich sections would )ou use most?'

Z.D1)
'-'2,(2). oe,

(3) Corpiro
(4) l'r.,,liction

(5) 1-'1.mn1.lg.

/ C (6) Strategy

82. there anything Ski didn't cover that you°wouldke it to cover?/t(l) Yes f--L(2) No ,

= 4°

I f yes, please explain:

14.A.1 ,els, c- ., .. .
83., I. there aav area you wish SIGI had covered more fully? -<' 2 (1) Yes 'V (2) No

.
-2-t, -:f-,j-

If -,,e;, please explain:
I

84. .''.,:at did you like best about SIGP (check one °Tit') -7--t... ---, i /
/y(,1) Learning about tn.y values

..t.........
'7Q/(9) .inning occuontions that fit ray value$
...l., (3) Getting occueional information

,3 (4) Gettirig, grade predictions . .
/02/(5) Learair:g what courses to take co prepare/ forfor an occupation *1

(5) LearrJng a strategy for makit4 decisio s .
p-7 (7) Learning by values affect decisions

-----
-.-..(3) Other (ple se explain:

I )
.- ' ,

....
7 t,.. --;`5

z,.. ,)85. if.1;-a-_ > 3 0 did ca S ;T. was co7pletely 1..'riate., iiiw irapontant is ehfs fact to you?

;3'

plivacy.

difference

2

Pi.-

36. you advised mends atour college to use SIGI?
r--

If' :_arly1 \.
,3/ (I) 1-2

// (3).6 or more'

R6. 3 'c 2,77\p, else

=

3 4

.r

J

very

important

Yes, c, (2) No ° .

. r

ti ke t, tell us that L:ould help us improve SIG!.?

r
-z-

I

r-st.8
t

.7 "'

ti
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Tab Pe M6
c

a
0

Experimental Students' Responses to Op -Ended Items
on the Questionnaire

Question 65 (Purpose of Appointment with Cou elor

Transfer information.

'Question 67 OccupationsOccupations of Interest Missing from SI61.)
lb

.n--
a

Title search work.
Ornamental horticulture.
Mags coinmuniation.
Legal analygt, legal technician.
Social work..." . s

Professional recording prndINT .

Police.

Financial advisor. '

'BUSiness administration.' 1

Interior design,'graphic artist, 'ad'vertising. (Designate6by.2 sttidents.)
Mfcrobiology. .

Pilot, aviation manager, aircraft mechanic.
Secopdary school teacher -- political science..
Music therftpy.

t

Typist, keypunch opera or. secretary.
Probations and parole
SpeCificpilots (corporate, agritiltaresurveying).

Laridscape,architect;-urVa -ntal planning:
-Admnrigi occuria=1Z ling with an:Ulla:Ls.

Photograpkter.
Sociology Cdunselor, -

Question 69 (Additional Questions Studnts'Would Like to Ask)

High scffool prerequisites. , ,.4'

..
. .

More to obtain ,more inrmatinn abs' specific .,/

1
occupations.

What choois contain the program of interest.
An id a of what ryp9,of prokrams:(9rijob opport.u4cies) are' r

S 1 ; mr available under a---r-ricula,- ai4r ; % 4 '
.1

e t
Places for summer help. Chat rl-aLe Co job.

.

,,,

..

,
1

Question 71 (Examples of Sexual_orRatialiBias_inSTG.T)

Y
- No resZnses. ,

3. n
,.'

: O ,* z
1

. :

O

4.

)
wr AOP 4 t

t.
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Table-M6- (continued).

,

QUestion. 72 (Other Problems SIGI).
-

I,

...Tr broke down before- arrived to use
-Impersonal.
ll'ot enough time On SIGI.
Printout does not work.
When f made mistake, the-directions were not clea'r how

t p fix it.
didn't want to sign Off, but I had to;taf ter 10 rqinu
between systeMs;

Values, system (Security) needs: to be .cleareS.
Once programmed for a 'specific section, SIGI could" not
, stqpped until section was coppleted._ This became frus ating,

especially during section "planning" With the abundance of:'

.

print'out material. 4.. , '
. .. lk.

Question ii5 (Other Steps Taken to Get More-Information-After Using SIGI) w'
. .

ti
3 . ,

WeltA to see a jobs placement director. ____

----.--
_

Wrot14 to the airlines and one address SIGI -it'aye Me. . --"----
---4 I 0 : ---------",.-_

. CP UrA el-0 rS (Designated by 2 students.) , - -
- 1, ,- . --,:--1

. Apppintment with Mercer County Finance Offider.- -----:
?. CExamined several college-catalogues. -: -;-,_ s .

'11

-.
uestiort-- (-Additidna--1- To ics SIGI-c/OUld Have Covered)b

Matching personality. traits occupations.
- ---Soci-al work.

0

GeOgraph-ic oc ions of nearest job markts:" '
Prerequisite .,..... . ,A socip.1 sci ce section in the prediction area.: _

_-._,,..A.,_-_. More inlforma ion on specific occupati
, .
- ,,,,- L,ocatidns o colleges not k)nly in cal area's buer nationwide- ,

.,,, , ?" /4t-t ---f fa r r o,gr a , Of interest 1- 0i, An idea, of what type of pi-ograms (or job op'poiunities) are-
.' aujilable under e r major. 60 '\

I

,'Additional occupations. ,(Designared:lby 2 stUdenEs..) .

- b'
iv- .uesticm S3 (AVas That -S.houldil Have Been vered More Fully). ,

.'.- .' . ;Valdes systems. (Deignated 16y 2 students.)% -
"Social work.'$.

?''
.-- . 0,

.. .
.(e T'More oc'cupat i"Ons in thor t icillture. -,

Compare.; I would' like; _to hal.f6r. some moredetailed questions ,
. "S - about _the occupations.- For instAnce, what geographical areas

(arEApest for tile -Occupaelons? i(DebignareebY '2 sttidents .-) .,
More ifil'opqtati,on on what is revtied' lot certain occupations.

..-, .. , .'-' Locat Ir*g...-_ - .

. "4-..t.c4,0-tInati-On about, othei colleges with ary, interests. --,

-..)-bre.:'info'rinit_io_on ap' ec-Ifrc'oCctip.4,-iOns. .

---"; ":-.Y-oa 1-i4yeVrp. go .iN 1<.L;os,itig hour =values. ' If 'not it mitt t, g_ ,.. no
help y'i.,, beeaub_yaiucs---4.re- alt SIGI is mostly based op.,

_ Mo`ii listings af c011:s.es- which otfer Career choiee .

-iodalion &f "Coll-e'ges-u4rot- _bnly ii.i local axea...1)3.4. riationt4da--
, - .),

/- ,ifO'r ,pi"-- o "cram; of:, i:tter'est . , , ;' 4 :, ..,.. "VW

.. ,.I ' /. --..., , ' 570 ,
s

.1"-- 4, ".1 s. : I

I.
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Table M6 (continued)

6

Question 84 (Ottier4Th,ingk!Liked Best About SIGI) r--

8

Interesting technique.

de

o

a
<erne of the responses have. been edited slightly.
Ai

1

b In some cases students suggested oc"gupations or-innovation
already in-SIGI.

a

4

6.

tv.
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Table M7
ASuggestion; for knpriovementp in SIG Given by

Experimentals in Response to Question 41/88

.
. . .

.
,

,

.

' Although I.Stili have a very vague idea about my career goal, I do have a

couple of ideas. The compare system helped me in this.area. c

- /

I will come back for more of SIGI.
,

. .
.

,

i think SLGI should be Publicized mord. .Many.sgudents Italked ipo didn't

A 4 evep ,-..alize that it existed. I thi-.11;,. ,evex.roile,_ should be aware of the opportuni-

ties that SIGI provides'the student. .. , -' ....

. 0

No.., 1.14111 be back to review so ,-- 1,,f,-,,rmation in another system. of SIGI. Have

a nice day:: ,

Matchin g personality traits with occufations., -

Everything .on SIGI was very accurate, It gave Information en about evary t

you'wanted to know;.

,

Set up more terminals.
ea

.

Many people are interested in playing music, either'aS g lifab.by or as additional

income. Morein-depth info-,about mosi;.: industry. yr,' /
,. , ..

Get more:: Tell other.-..schoOls to use 'them. This would have been helpful in_

high-school.
;.;..

. ..;:

- ...y

Make SIGI availaoly L) [rig:. seiroL,I.Luds .,),t1',at LLc .:a.,, bcccmc. awareof

their vanes and not wdste valuable Lime and money,bychanging curriculums
, once or twice after starLing college.

Do not 'use the same examples All, the time. ,..-

.444

.

.,,... ...'.

'Put computer in amore comfortable area--Not so d,9,t1p,..
.

No. Not really. (Mentioned by 4 students.) %.....! h

- ,t',

Additional occupations% . ... 0

., 14, ;

..

Personally', I was expecting a test which could evaluate Oh.e's skill., em-

phasizing
Ar

phasizing strong points,and'thts allowing one,to choose:pc,cupatial goals. ..... - ,

which 'others obtained who had similar test scores.
' ,

..

,

., , .

I feel limited by the occupational ch:pideOP I,would,lilie tohave seen more.
. . .

occupations such as odtupationswhich would have involved history. There
.$.

. were plenty pr,occupatiops for people, with scientiftc 0.terwts, but hipt---

many for people-with pn interest ifn''hist6rA ; t-. .

i

r

6 .

- When you took me'off (SIGIII missed some of the questions 4 would have liked

to ask,, and ,1 couldn't go back t6-them. I think we .should ba.airowed to

finish the. sectan before you take me off. That was the part I wag-Aist in-
t

/

tetested in, and I didn't get a Chance to get some answers. .,

.0

.

a.
Some of the responses have been edited slightly. 5 2, , . , .,...,

a

.E.

t,

:
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Table M8: SIG1 EVALUATION QUESTIONN

FOR'COUNSELORS

BACKGROUND INFORMXTION

1. , Whar percent of your time do you spendiin
career counseling(as oppbsea to personal
counseling, academic advisement, etc.)?

(1). None
-2-7 (2) 40 or less.
7 (3) 25-502
2 (4) 50-75Z
C' (5) 75-1002

2. Ore average. how many students do you
see each week for career counseling?
6 (1) tipnt

"/ (2) 1-5
to (3) 5-10

----(4) 10-20
O (5) 20 or mare

4

How long are most sessions for career counseling?
/ (1) less that 30 minutes '

70(2) 3Q. minutes to an hour
75-(3) one to two hours

Please indicate whether you agree or. disagree with each of the fo,llowing,stateme4s about
computer-based guidance systems. < 4

Agree . PiSagreeN 1S,4 tire
4. Computer-based guidance systems ( are a passing fad.

)

' .S. Computer-b,ased guidance systems can relleye counselOrs
of many routine duties, leaving more time for profes-
sional counseling activities. / /

6. Computer-based guidance systems are a potential threat,
t9,,t)4 jobs of counselors..

/

7. I; will probably never make much use :off computer-based --. 0guidance systems in my work with students.

8. Computer-based guidance systems are 'capable of helpity3
,

students make rational career decisions.
. '

' EXPERIENCE VITH SIGI

9.. Have you attended a SICI Workshop?

10.- Have you had a..chance to use -ST yourself?

11. If sq,,r which of the SIGI subsystems have-you been through/

Once More than once 4;
(1 VALUES

(2 LOCATE

(3 COKPARK 4..
(4 ptEDIMION
(5) 101.ANNYNG'
(6) STRATEGY_

`A (2) No

(2) Nc

Copyright (C) 1975 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved..

573 .7-.
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-1fab1eM8 {continued)

12. Have you referred students to SIGI?

If so, how many?

For what reasons?

//' (1) Ye&

5

° t No

c NJ'.

V

How have most students at your college reacted to SIGI?
5 (1) Favorably--4 0 (2) Unfavorably

1 3 (3) No opportunity to observe
- e

t
14. Have students come to you with their S GI printouts? 5-(1).Yes ' 6 (2) No

What problems if any, have you h* i helping student,:inmerpret their printouts?

r`

:1

o i 6 '9as. Have students come t6 with h problem related to use of she, SIGI'termlnals?

.

. .
.

..,
'2' (1) Yes (2) No

....

If so, what kinds4of problems hav&t.hey encountered? .. "\. . _

t

I

ripr.to pavlrg ate. a. your college, to what degree was each of the following (Items 16-
22) a problem to you in your role as a counselor?

4'

16. Gettift students to read'occupational
information.%

17. Keeping up-eoLdate on occupational
r

information.

18. Identifying sources of occupational
information..

19. Finding time to see all the student
who want the help of a counselor.

Major Mirror No tat relevant
proklem ptoblem problem to me

c
I.

C2 0

. . 4

3 3 27L 0

20. Identifying students who need help
with their educatioAl and occupa-
tional plan.

21t Selecting appropriate nrogramS;of
study for students' career goals.

22. Other:

6

O

, .

23. Has SIGI had antoace on any of the above problems? 7 (1) Yes m.2 (2) No

If so, which ones? (Circle responses.) (14) (17) .(178) (19) (20)
0

(21) (4)

:lease expl&in' ,.g / ,a / ',0 d
a"

574 10

a

"f

,

ti
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t. . 1.

.-

. i being considered? ' - 7. -"2-
''`

ay ,.., ---

.k
,

29. Now do yo4 think studeq as-should gain ccess to SICI? (Check one or more.).
,/ (1) Terminals sh......1.: Lu ....,11aLle to students on 8 first-..ose., first-served1"--- i . er

basis, and follow-up sossions with counselors should be optional* .

'. (2) Students should. be required during their first year of,college to use SIGI
. t

.

and sthedulr -. fallop ::esci-n with a counselor.
(3) Counselors should refer students to SIGI and require a follow-uWsession 1

. c80

\ Table Mg (Contiqued).

[.

HaveInu noticed a-change in any of the following (It*ms24-27) now
to student; at y ur-sol1e0?

4

that SIR is avgilable

0 Inc're4e
24. Number of-grudents you are able Le: see. ";/'

164

25. Amount of time you spend doing career...
$

cOunseling, f , 674,.
k

Z6. Length of career counseling se;flions.
4

Detrease
No No 'opportuAdty
change to.observe

1/
.0

k
a7

27. 'Quality of group discussions about values
and career decisions. 6,)*

28. bo youtkdow'ohiCh of your students have used.SIGI end which have not?
(1) Yes

*
If so, in Ycv opinion do students who have used SIC
have dot used. it in their abilirVrt-o:

(1) express clearly the satisfactions they want from
an occupation:

-(2) st'Ae their primary occupstIona4 choice'
(3)'mntionalternat'ive possibilities'
'(4) indicate sound reasons for their preference?
(5) show they are wt11-informed aboUt thedc

.

.1-71

(2) No.

rate higher Igiin students who
No OppOrtunity

Yee N to observe
.

/ . /

.2

choice occupation' /
(6) decide what programs of stUdv are su1401e for

each occupation being considered ? .r -
(7) evaluate their chances of success in progfims . 6

afterward. of
*

'(4) SIM should be used ai part of a career guidance unit in a cladsroom course.:
/ (5) Other:

SDOCESTIONS FOR DIPROVE4NT

3(4 What occupations do students
4

,

trequAntly asittbout that arc missing Erma SICI?

A %

31. Are there. other additional occupations that you would like-to see included in SIGI?
.3 (1)r Yes / /2) No

If so, please list them:
0

41A.

.; ,

32. Are SIGI'a writing style and vocabulary appropriate fOr your students? .

.
' . ta 47 (1) Yea c".3 (2),No

If-not, what chanIes would Anrouggest?
*- - ,

o set_

°

O.
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Table M8 (continued),

33. Row does the occupational information in SIGI compare to other.sources available to
tOents at your college?
(1)- iet ter

::2::(2)-About the same

Worse

34. Did you find inysexual, racial, or other bias in SIGI? '0 (I) Yea 6--(2)

If so, givkgemples:

eee

35. What suggestions do you have for improving,SIGl, th ndbook for Counselors, or the
) Counselors' Works$ops?

OPTIONAL INFORMATION

Members of the SIGI research staff are especially interested in hearing about any
personal experiences which you or your colleagues may have had in working with SIGI. Please
use the space below to record any observations, amusing anecates, students' comment's, etc.,
which you would like to shal'e with us.

s,

Nazi: College:
. ,

hEASE RETURN Y6UR QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED

THANK YOU FOR YOU COOPERATI

576

1
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Table M

Counselors' Responses o I.en -Ende. Items
on theCounselor S .nnaire

a

,

Question 12. (Reasons for Referring' Students to SIGI)

To learn more about their value to help career planning.
SIGI jointly with th, SC I; I.feel that until the student

gets his reZ/1S back-frarathe/SCI SIGI allows for active carder explore-
tion.,

a

Also, *I believe its ba is i.e.,-values
e
system) is a very impor-

tant area ,to be explored by di ideals.
I have referred studen because (1) they lacked understanding of

decision making process, (2 it aims to help students master strategies
for rational behavior in tie face of uncertainty.

Clarification.
[The student was] n t sure about career choices Or had too many

alternatives and needed o narrow down.
Initial career exploration and information gathering. :

Career discovery 2nd exploration.
fO find possible career opportunities.
Seek career alt_ natives, etc.
Career choice d cisions
r

.

uestion 14 (Probl ms Associated with Printouts)

Only a handf I [of students come to me with their SIGI printouts]. /
REAL PROBLEM.

/

',Some stude is used SIGI minimally. Their printouts contained (,
,

limited infoi-ma io 'fibi COMPARE. It was therefore difficult to relate
/
/

;
octuplitions to v.14 es, .' . ! . ,,

ii

At times the,printouts are so long that they are unwieldy. Perhails

some type of ol riffle system could be set up. i

i

I

QueS

)
ion 15 Or9fblems Associated with the Terminals)

-

Difficult _i011owing instruction,. Wanting to stop in the middle/
of a suhsyste and being unable to.

.,

Hitting rong key in VALUES and being unable to change their response.

Question `22 (Other Problems Associated with Career Counseling)

gh #19 [finding time to See students] hasn't bee 0 big,:`
GI has alleviated the time element and I've hadmore time /
other areas of counseling. '

Altho
problem, S
to get.in

uestion 23 Im act of SIGI on Counselin: Problems)

CO PARE has reduced these [problems 16v 17, and le]..
16 -occupational material is easily obtainable,thus moA'motivation

to rea ; 1711keeping up-tb-date material is extremely hard,:,,SIGI:does it for
us; 21 -program selectidn is difficult bec;use of emphasi,s of students;
SIGI larifies and alsoknows" the different'prOgrams./

-5(7
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Table M9 (continued)
ti

s
i ,

Question 29t Item 5-(0ther Ways of Making SIGI,)Kvailable to Students)

High school seniors should use SIGI before applying to college.

This may help them eo make up their minds on a definite curriculum in

-thgir freshman -year. 4.
SIGI. could geome an 'integral part of an ongoing orientation

program. - ,'

Question 30 (Occupations Suggested by 'Students for Addition,to SIGI) b

Occupations dealing-laith animals.
. .

/ Communications media.
Specialized health careers.
College counselor, office manager, industrial psychologist, civil and

mechanical engineering technician, art therapist.

Question 31 (Occupations Suggested by Counselors'for Addition.to SIGI)b

College counselor, office manager, etc. [see above, Question 30]. /

Nuclear medicine technician, cytotarchnologist, respiratory therapist,

histologic technician, blood bank speciglist.1

Communications media, aviation science, health services, business

Cretan purchasing buyer).

Question 32 (Suggested. Changes in Writing Style)

Reading level might be Oficuit for some students.

Questibp,34 (Exarriplesof Bias in SIGI)

No responses.

Q uestion 35 (Suggestions for Improvement),

I feel that more work should be done on the values section. I

assert that students are not prepared enough to make value cho ces

believe that either a different approach by SIGI or a mandat ry rlues //.
clarification session with the counselor is necessary.

perhapsat'the4beginning of each subsection give an appro te

"time of completion" estimate. This would help students judge w ether/ i

or ng,t they had.timeito complete the program that he/she is i . Perhaps I

a specialized program could be instituted for those middle-ag women'
.1

returning to work.
Handbook for Counselors, and/or the counselors' workso hould4e'

written and,interpre.ted in a less computer- oriented style.

I have not been to any workshops but I think they wou e v luable.

I would like to see a workshop done on the use of IGI in eer/counseling.-

De'elop ecourse or seminar along the lines (4 the w It hop/for Ira

counselo= for euteriug students.

4

a
Some of the responses have been edited slightl

some occupations
°

in these fields are aireddy inb SIG

.5 7 8

t!,
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, Table MO

BreagdowkiSample by, Age, SeX, mit Enrollment Status

. '- 0

Factor

of,

Age
18 or under
19-21
224
25 and bver

Sex
Male
Female

w`.

Enroliment status
About to enter
1st semester or quarter
Completed 1 or more semesters
Other.

I

39.2 ,

28.6
18,8,

13.4

45.9

54.1

8.1
22.7

28.3 ,

40.9

as,
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Table Mil
0

Status with Respect to Career Decision's

0

0t

VALLE :.)TATU,5 C.N=. 534 ) 'FF,E:C %

1046W WHAT I 4,4NT '(''

.

156
...o,

2e,--.21
t4N1.0t, .'INCA C,F WHAT I toANT 2S1 47.t..)
WOULD KNOW IF I SAW IT. 79' 7.L.:

,̀ Iss IN THE DARK P8 16.41

OCCOATI011 STATUS (tl= 1534 )

I CAN LIST 3 OCC UPATIONS,

1 t r CC.(0-.AT ICI.::: 1 tiAT F IT.
NtKT THEY FIT t'Y V 4L1/..:,

NE:E'D LOTS INFORMATICN
, r

PRCL:TCTION STATtiS'(N--1, 534 ).-`.
F /EDIC T (., GLS IN ANY PK6C,P.4..i.

1.F.ADE.S Irr SyME
(1-?16RAL GI-int.:J.
I CANAT PPEDItT 'Y GRAfiEz-.

6

0

54

01
e

On

'.299

191
187
97,

PL.-I'N CTATUS ) FREC

.kKr11.: Pf',.:Gti AM TC ENrtaL P4.. 0.2
:GE.NERAL 111-1ICH Lb BEST. .110

kriu. PR't4. IC TAKE. . .232

w 4

7,

A

161165

17.2

N43.4,
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Table M12

Means and Standard Deviations for the 10 SIGI Values

1, Unrestricted
a

Restricted
b. ,

.

Value
.

v

)1' S.D.

.

X
H '

S.D.

44

'

1l

.

Income
.

.,

Prestige. .

Independence

Helping Others

Security

Variety

Leadership

Interest Field

.

Leisure .

-

,
' ,

Eatly Entry

t-4.--'

.5.30

',. 4.42 .

5.39

4.,79'

!

5.31' '

5.18

4.37

5.98

:.3.98''

..

3.17

.

1.76
,--.

2.01 '

1.70

2.27

1.99 .'s

1.96\

.

1.qp

1..63'

1.85 .

.2.35

*

491

3.23

4.60

0:
3.95

4.48

4.22

:3.47

5.5ivo

3.34

2.27

1.74

' 1.69

1.62

2.19
. .

1%78

1.82_

1.65

1.68..

1.63

1.95

.*

A

Md.

aStudents weighted each value on a scale ranging from 0 (no importance)

-to*8 (maximum importance), with no restriction on the magnitude of the

'spth-of.the weights', '
- .

0

,Studentewere forced to adjust their value weights to lom to exactly

. 4

e 581
0
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Table M13

7 Frequency with Which Each of the Six
Interest Fields Was Selected

st ,Ekeld 889)a Freq
a . c.

;.-,Saient 154 17.32

...f.s;Technological 82 9.22

Administrative 1.33 14.96

Pirsonal Contact 286 32.17

Varbal 137 15.41

Aesthetic 97 10.91

44. t,

a The n and frequency represent the number of times fields were selected.'
St6dents may choose more than mice.

1

tt

582

4

A

to 4
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Table M14

Frequency with Which Villues. Were Used for Ret-rieval'inAocate

.1;

vaLtre L,C'ATL 11",555a1

F

C9E T

!Y' FP C- N 4CI-

t 'LP IN 3
hri I T Y.

Vt?I;:.TY.

1.741'

7

cy

Fr<f.

1701'
597}

'17-0-C4

10s/1 0.23
12/45 11

1464 1 ?,.Cr'.

667
17;8 15641
-51? f .(77
i41 6.

a
The n represents the total ,number of selections, not the number of students 7---

'using the Locate system. '

o

CIF

I

5 3

,./

0

a
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'Table

Level or Category of Specification Used in'Locate

.,
I L (N--- 1(01- ) .f

4 C.
Z) I-if 1 S s.,K.

u.
'c1 g

Pcf,;:TiCt ';PiC (t.= 6c1 ) ,

I 'Vli .1:\
kir AT

"L Ar.....1".1
A

INN.P -Pt.L l t VEL' (\= 1;21. )

!FLE.i. !NA

r\A
ivE"-O,L. 010UNT.

V.EL (N- L )

:I ,. I:. :K.
,V,r7-11AcE Ar.F4Li,To

kr,RE T4ht, AUNT.
A(11.7,,T

; L ( 1 (4 , )

"E.H_Lm AVEr?AGL. IS C.
AVE. AGE .

t n7:IRC THAN AVLRAbt. AMCUNT.
( PF.AT ,o'cam

04'

3c

.1

67
492
487
559

.'
-VARIETY SPEC,-LtVELz; (N= 14L)4 ) F1fiLt) X

/1/.7..nAt7F. A,`.1..)Lhi.
r.:71_.1 ANLPioE IS pi< . .- 3.3 742..c.:;

4C1
hORF' THhN ,=VER:t. ANIUT. 587 .41.81
PR.FAT AliCUNT 293 2C.87

LEADERSHIP1 SPEC LEVELS (H= 667 ) FREE) N

.

.

r.51_06 AVERAGE IS GK. 46 6,9J
A VERAGF AriCUitti. . 274 41.03
MORE THAN iVf.,RA GE AMGUNT . 248. . 37.18

N% CREAT. AMC/UNT # 99 14.84

is

7A :4
37. 3,

42'; 6

ak

5-8.4
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/fable 1415 (cOntinued)

..
'.

VNTI RUST F11 LCs :2P#C 179-5 )

tC.
TFCrit.CLeLfCAL*.

PM _

F .)C:NPL,, C'NTICT.
1'F Pi L

LC,1,,UrtE

ki-it".T
-

VERPGE
i11k, THA.14 kV S., erAii1

F "FLY ENTR'Y ;.21 C Li=VEL (;J:- -i4i )

YE)42,S
4 YEARS;

rim
1 YEP' C,Ic I

V

t4t

A

J85OpuJ

551
.107
/14
6t>8

194

Fif\,n

126 17.0J .
264 so
27? ?.E.aL

e

'ec
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Table M16'
I

(
(

OCCUPATIONS USED IN LOCATE( NOV ICE 6 IN IT IkTE) (N= 953,:88 2510 ) '

F.REO
s FRED

1'
--rA

1

0

'0

0

17, '14

1.._

0

2

0

0
9

,,,

2.

1

!

10

0
0'

24.

0

P
5

2

36
0
1

59'.

, 2
C,7

6

0

14
1

0

4

1.3

0

3

1

'

ACTOR AND ACTRESS. '. 4 0.04O
ADVERTISING COPYWRITER. ' 16 0.17.
AIR Call), REFR Bo( 8 ht.T HE CH. '15 0. 16 .
ACCDUNTiN T. 16_ .0.17
AIRCR\AET MtCHAN IC. ,, 0 , 0.00
APPLIANCE REPAIR TECHNICIAN. 2 0.02
ARO.1TE CJ.

.
71 , .074

AUTOM.08 ILE SA LeSWORKER. 6 0.06
.". ARCH. TECH. AND OR.A.,F ISMAN. 8 0.08

AV IWNIC S TECHNIC IAN.. 4 5 0.05
,

., A UTOME I LE MECHANIC. 3

ACTUARY. t
0 49 0.511'

. ..

' B29ADCA .1 TECHNICIAN. 22 C. 2 3

BEA U T IC IAN. , 17 0.'1'8

0 81T AN IS T . Si C.59
rOIKMEEPER. \ . 1

PHS INES.: MACHINE -RIZPA IR 1 F CH. . 28

C. al

0.29
DANK OFFICES. -

, 1.05101.1
LANK TELLFR. 1 0.31
cnYmigc I AL ARTIST. 5 0.05
CLOT-INC 'LES IGNFR. ' 30 0.31
CHEMICAL ENGINEER..

if
117 1.221.22 .

> CHERI ST; : 17 G.18
CLEkbl. 101 1. OS

COmPUTER OPERATOR. 7 0.071,

. ' COMPUTER. PRGGR AMMER. 16' 0.17
CIVIL ENGINEER. 258 2.69
CENT AL 'ASS IS TANT . 7 0.07
DENTIST 4 ' 294 3;07
DENTAL HYGIENIST 19 0.20_
DR AF TEkSMAN

.°
20. 0:21

DIE TITI AN w 71 0.74
)

.. CIESEL MECHANIC ' . 9 0.69
DANCtR, ANO WANCJNG TEAChjR 2 0. 02

E CC INDM I S-T . 36 0.38
EL,ECTRJ c.A1 ENGINEER 56 e 0.58
ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN . 16 0.17
ELECTRON ICS TEOMNIC IAN 40 0.42
FINE ARTIST /PRIVATE ART TEACHER o, 49

..
0 .20

FUNERAL` DIRECTOR ( 115 01; 20

FLIGHT ENGINEER' i

' 48 0.50
'FLIGHT ATTENDANT 10 0.10-
FORESTER 133 * -t.39
i.E00(AP HER 21 04 22

1

1 'HOME ECCNCMEST 180 j.813

i

. hOTEL/MLT4 MANAGER 80 0.83
INSURANCE AGENT , 29 0.30 .

IN14RIOR DESIGNER/DECbRA TOR 45 0.47
INDUSTRIAL. ENGINEER ' 244 2 . 5S

'ts

INDU4TR I AL TRAFFIC MANAGER 31 '0'.32

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER .
135 1.41

INSTRUMENT. REPAIR TECHNICIAN . 2' 0.02
SCIENCE LAB TECHNIC IAN .0 0.00
LIBRARIAN '94 0.98
LABOR kE LAT IGNS SPECIALIST 119 1.24
T1 BRARY TECHNICIAN. --, 4 0.04

.' I .

. .

586

15
9

41

.5
16

'0

0

16
.38
.. 0'

o

A
U.04
0.20
0.04
0.00
11.00

0.00
0.56
0.00
0.08
C.00
0.00
0.36
o.o's
u.04.
"0.40
0.00
L.00
0.95'
0.00
.L.00

4
D.20
0.71
L.08

-

1.4.3

0.00
L.04
2.34
C.08
2.66
0.24
0.00
0.56
0.04
U. 00

L.16
C.52
p.00 ",
0.12 , 1

0.04
1.2.3

00. 704

1.11
0.04

1.07'

'

.o

0.66
0.36
A .63
0. 20

0.64 .4

0.00 1

0.00
'0.64
1.51
0.00
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I AVIYI R
. 44 32/-

I' AT )041 A II CLAN. 13
i PHYSICIAN !9

PECliANICAL ENGIN( ER fO7
. I 8.T L CR (IL* I`.1

iroic.1.1. t,CCLiNf ADt'l (.1.`..TAA It)n

61,

21

htEDICAI LAN li_CtINICIA'r `, 0
poOLL v., . 0

'r...4(2-1;1 T Ii S' 7 i f-CrIE il. 12
l'A'kf AC IL c-i 'tIS II.ALC.0;RINL1/4. 10
+JD I C AL II Cittol '0 I LI . 14
PUSICIAN/1)::.:AC I: AC:t._ ,.,

3":
ACr:14 1.

RY! M/1 AN,1h1 APc..1,
11 W SP,' f f f)q T
1. Cc At C:7,1 P

Gi'l IL
I C C(LrA I I( r,PAL 1111.1;At 101.

At,C41..
PP( ICt 'CF,T LEE k.
Plr't I C hr I H Sri. I AL I I ;.,1

POI 111A1

1.,UiZf r Pr,ACTICA1.°
f'hErt.

PUEL IC KLIAT I,tS 110Kkiik.' .
PHYSIC AL.
PFRA Cit. I .11,41"IVI"-.{-i-R.t. .
I IT it.o. t'ANAtA

P:S.Y(:

:NNIANCC:.
RENA:4,141T A.T CL,UN SE LUk.
RECL I

rYkAlf :(A:NI

i
21

39
10
tk

154
6

7

49
14'

. 21,2
53

12
5

39
20
11.
31

1 '4:
56

3 .?6

i 3
,, 297

5

5

NUBS L, rtt_'I;;Ii-r.i U. 20
ktcPIRA...16QY ItlEktPIST.

.
27

RETAIL bICRE IIANAGErc. 5'1"
kADI..,./T',, ".E Rle ICE 1E- ikitlIC IAN . . '',

RECkf AT 'GI. r..1(-0(1;f. . 88
PSTI..t S ANA( /SI . . '50
SOIL CONSE rzvar Ibt.IST. 186
SCCUft IT II S thOKEr. .- 1163..

SECRITAI,f . 37
S C HO ( L CC6 NSL L R. 27.1
ST AT IST ICI AN. 2'
SOCIAL SLI?:ILI- AIDE. 2z5

SPE.FCH PAI huLLGT;,1/AUDILLOGI z.T. -279
S I::GE2 AND SINGING TEACHI.Ii. 21.
SAPRVEYOri. rs. 18
SOCIAL i.CRXE.R. ' 95
TEACHER AIR. , 4

TH.LPHCNE. CRAFISWORNIA. 5

.T001. 'NO Cli FA)F7R. 6
.N.7 CACh.i1() U. EMEN 1.AR Y L:CitIOL 89

70.CLUC. I ST . 57
Trell41 CAL WRITER. 7

1 Yrs,i1S1

URBAN PLANNtk.

.

.

-:
,

--

3..111.76
3.07
1.12'
0.6,7

.0 .*2 ?
0.00,
000 .
0.1 5

,' fiel 0
0.1`_

.C. S7
0.22
0.41

` 6.10
O. ,'

.0.(6
1.11
0,1-1
0.'31
1.54
i'....,5 -

2. 21
0.15

0. (,5
U.41
0. 21
0. 1.1.,

i -O.!?
1.12'.
1 .0D .

3.4?
0.1/:

, 3.10
0. Or.'

. CO4(. .- ,

0.21
0.28
0; 57, 4
0.03
0'.9
0.31

*. 1.94
1:07
0.39
a.34
0.24 .

, 0.04
2.91
0.'?2 1

'0.1,9,
0.99

. 0,04 .
'0.115

". 1.1.(16
.

0.9"'
e

0:5.9.- .

0.00. ,.
1.86

,

.

-

.

.

4 .

66
17.

64
18
11.
2

0
0
3

, 9
4
0
8

5

17
.1

,54

'2
26
52:
.1.7

65.
0
1

. 1'
8
2

14.

2,6
, '20

83
.

-105 ,
0-
4

5 .
7

13'
. "0

.34

7
51
23

2
82'
11
1? ',
.91'

4

-::;9
..3

h
1 ...

4S`
V0-

,`O
43

-

.

.

,:

,

.a.

'

.

.

'

3..41
0.67

2.,.0(./11
.(f.'1..10.t;i

0.110
0.00
00:2112:

0.36
G.16
6%00
0.52
6.20

` 0.67 .

113.."1-)

0.0t.1
t. 1.03

1.98

161.7657,
U .0',I
Ur 04
1.04
6'.',2

.V.08.,
0.56
4643
G. (V
..2S
6 .26
4.17

0.,11(6)6 .
0.20
C..28 .,
052
0.00 '1
0.95,

.6.28
2.02 ..
0.91
6.08
3.21

, 6:44
0.45
3.61
tr. 12,
0.16 -1'

1.55
0.12
6.40
u.g,..,.
1.79
G.40
0.17
0.00
0.91

.

A'

i

''

.

z1

i.

.
.6

..

k..

..
....

9
0 .

178:
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Table M16 (continued)

VETERINARIAN. ,

kASTEWATER 1REATENT OPENAT&R
X -RAY TE CliNG-LPGIST.
TF.A.CHER ART*
TEA CHER) BIOLOGY.
TEACHFR. BUSINE,S:).
TE,ACHF.R.6 ENGLISH /LANG. ARTS.
TEACHER, FORE IGN LA NGUA Gt 6,
TE# Fti-sToRyisciciAL
TEACHER, INDUS. ART 6/VOC.TECH.
TEA:CHER, MATHEMAT I CS
TEACHER, PHYSICAL ECUCAT ICH.

-.TEACHER. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
kELDER.
AEROSPACE FNG
F IciLFIGHTER.
KEYPUNCH OPEAATUR.

_L,SN SC / PE AR s't H I C T

OPERATING FOOM Ti CHN IC IAN..
0.PTOMETRISTI "

`TEACHER, EARLY CHILDR'600.
CHER) SPECIAL EDUCA.TIPN.

-=-'-'-'-0LONS.TRILCT ItIF'EC101i.
_CORtECT ICN OFFICER,. ' _

GE 011Og. rEr:
HO IT AL AOMINISTRA
PHYSICIAN IS ASSISTANT.

AP.HERs
T E C 1-1Nr, LOG .14

rit11:.5 I N G A,..5`616T A N `f
-* FLORIST (RETAIL

TEA CliER VCCAT IONAL/TECHNICALi
CHEF/COOK.'

.

,, 2 4 04 9.5114 1 .19

0 0.fiG 0 0.00
9 0.09 1 1 0.04

160 ' 1.67 58 c 3%)

1.'91171 1 .78 ,1.8
c

151 1.58 50 1.98

.122 ''.. 1.27 . '4 44 1.75

122 x27 64 1..75

122 41 .27 44 1.75

100 1.04 35 1.39

'160 107 58 &..30.

: - 74' 0:77 :) 5 '. 1667.9
..

.' 160 1.67 .598 Le 30

5 .. ci 05 0 . 0.00
7 0.07 .0 . 0600

.1-:--- 31 0.'32 ie
0 0.00

,
0

G671
0.00

100 1.04 20 1.: 79
0 0.00 0- 0 .uo

166 1:.44 36 1.43
1' 30. 0.31 20 079 .....,

122 _ 1.27 , 44 1.75

.:,-`5
0.37 9, 0.63,6

4 _0.04 --.2: U.08
26 0.27 7'. = 0 28

110. .1.15 18 0.71 .

51 0. 53.' 13 0652,

1 '---:-0.01 -- 1- 0604 '-'1,, ..
.....,

- 1 ,- r--0 .01 6600 .

2- - 0.-02 C 0.0;;'.

3 Oa 03"----- -4 Ca 16
.

-053 55.t 21 0.83
8 0.08 7 0.2P

-:-.1 30 : , . . , 10;31 :'8-"--7-_, --- 0 . 37

23 =. . -_0.24 . I. 1 G.04
1.0' 0110

* 22- ',-- -`023 -"'`"--'-0-----, -0.00

.32'- ' 0'.33 64- 0.24

121,.... - 0.i 3 9 ' Cr.36.-
.:=,-----,--,

-- ::-=

r:-F:On0ScIENtiSi/1FCHNOLOGIS:1
''''''TFLEIrISIOWF350LEft/OIREITOrt.

7iNTERPRETER/TRAt1GLATOR.
LEGh.L.A6SISTANP.
FARMER/FARM MANAGER.

Retrie'Vals for novices

b Retrievals for initiates

.74

588
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Table 2417'

BCC& Iq-COMPARE,(Nr:°-3177.a)

ACTOR AN) ACTRESS.
ADVERT I-SING C3PYViR1 TER,
AIR COW.), RE FR IG, d HEAT ,:ECH.

.ACCOUNTANT. '

. FRED

20
39

9
38

.

'%

9.63
- 1.23

0.2.8
. 1:20

A IRCitAFT MECHANIC,. 7 0.22
I

APPLIANCE REPAIR TEONit-IAN. . 2 C.06
ARCHITECT, . 31 0.93
AUTOKIR ILE SALEStIOR1ER. 3 . It.C9
ARCH. TECH, AND' ORkFTSMAN, 6 A 0.19
IV!ONICS TECHNICIAN. 5 C.15
ro_ITCHOB ILE M.c.CHANIC, 12 0.38
ACTUARY. ,, 17 0.54
BROADCAST TECHNICIAN. 15 0.47
EFAUTICIANi 13 C.41
F e,TANI'ST. 40' 1.26

,E07)iticEEFt 7. 1(0. 0.31
EITSINES;) hcACt- IN,E REt-t IR ItCrit

A
3 3.09' EANit OFF ICER. i 31 . 0.93

, CANCTELLEP,. , °-. 3 0.0 '

CCHNERCIAL ARTIST. 13 "0.41
z, CLOTHINC flEIGNER. 18 0.57

t
CHFMIC,AL 'ENuINEE.R. rCHEMIST.

22
13

o.kc
0.41

CLFRGY. 23 0.7'
COMPUTER CPERA TOR. . 22 .0.69
COMPUTER P RCGR AMMER . 38 1.23
( IV IL ENGINEER. 47 1.4'1
C,ENTAL A;, IST41T 13 0.41

`EF.NT III N' ° 19 0346, ,

DENTAL HYGIENIST 21
(.65n

DR A ETERtIAN .1? 0.41
EI'.:TIT,IAN 26 0..82
C. IESEL MEC4ANIC 2 0.06
DANCER ANC bANCING TEACHER 6 0.19
ECZ.'NCMI 5T , 15 0.60

'ELECTRIC/ L ENGINEER 14 0.44
. . ENr:INEER,ING TECHNIC IAN 2 0.06

ELECTRONIC!: TECHNICIAN , 12 0.3d
FINE AR TrST/f3k IVATE ART 1EACoE1 1? 041,
FUNERAL ORECTGR 10 0.31

-.. FLIGHT EN(?)INEER 19 0.6.)
'FLIGHT ATTENDANT, ., 27 0.85
FORETcR .-r .* ,, 48 1-.51..
GEOGt-tAPHER , ... . -1 5 0.16
HOm`lf ECCi401.I.S.T .., 28 0.88
mOTEL/MCTEL MANAGER' 23 0.7'
IN(URANCE AGENT 5 0:15
INTERIOR &ES ICNIER/DLCORATGR 2,1',,, 0.93
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER 40 1.2,?
I,NDO TR I AL TRAFF IC HAN *GER, o , 7 0.22
MOUS DiIAL DESIGNER 36 1.13
INSTRUMENT REPAIR TECHNICIAN 0 0.0.)
SCIENCE LAB 'TECHNICIAN 11 f 0.35
LTPRAR IAN 19 0.6J,
LABV RELATIONS SPECIALIST 44 1.38
LIBRARY .TECHNICIAN 2 0.06

.,.. ,
.

i)Ot,' i

a
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3able.M17 ('continued)

I? YER

/1

M-ThEVATICIAN
Y)..ICJAN.

.

ECHANICAL ENGINEER
rcTE0:00CCIST
PEDICAI FCCOND AbHILISINATOx
PED)CAL Lfrb TECHNICJAN
MODEL
f.ARY,ET RCSIARCHEk
rANUI:iCTURER'S SALUSI(ORKER.
MEDICAL T;_ChNCLOC,IST.

. hOSICIAN/HUSIC TEACHER.
EtCHINIST.
NURSEQYNAN/LAND_CAPER.

e NEVSPAPCR,REFCRTER.
CCEP.OGRAPHER.
C-PTICIAN.
OCC.UP&TIDN,AL THERAPIST.
PURChASINc, ACENT.
pnLicT OFFICER.
PIIBL!C HEALTh SPECIALITCT.-
PJU,I.
PNII-ICAL nIENTICI.. 1

PH.APt;ACIST._
NURSE, PRACTICAL'

. PHOTOCRAPP'ER-.
rii8LIC RELATIONS gORKER.
-FRYSLCIST.,

--:PHYSICAL T14-PA,PIST.
-PERSC1NEL INTERVIEPER. 4

FRC.D,UCTICN MANAGER. .

PS1'CHOLC6IST.
..

TkOIO/TV-INAICUNCER.,
REFAEILIT/TTCN COUNSELOr:.
RECEPTIiAIS,T.

_.'REAL ESTATF AGENT
LURSE, REGJE.TERE.O.
RESPIR.ATCRY THETZAPK.T.
RETAIL ::TCRE MANAGEL.
RADIE/Isi bERVICE TECHNICIAN.
RECRIATIN: KRKER.
-SYSTEMS AWLYST
SOIL CONSERVATIuNIST.'

.

84

6. 0.19
44 1
18) 05Z
175 0.41
8 0.2$

26
17 0.54
15 06.64227

7
1

22 0.69
18 0.57
2 0.06

11 0.35
26 0.82
36 1.1.5

10 0.31
44 1.38-
20 .066.7)

35 1.1J

1.1/17

44 16
3$ 1.20
50
12

1.57'
0.33 /1

11 06;6
27 0,11,85

s40 0126

20 0663 ,

71 2.23'
24

141 4.441

25 '0

9

8-
26
11

24
5

40
20_
-43

Fail

01,448,

SECURITIEC 16OKER.
SECRETARY. r,.. 17
.SC4EICE CCUNSELOR.. 97
STATISTICIAN. - 11

SOCIAL SERVICE AIDE. 42
SPEECh PATHOLCG4ST/iUDICLOGIST. 40
SINGER AND SINGING TEACh-ER.

. -10

SVRVEY0fi. 5

SOCIAL U(RKER! 61
'T'EACHER AIDE. 5

TELEPHOlie CRAFT SWOUER. 0
TOOL AND PIE MAKER. 0

TEACHER, CLEMENTARY SCHCCL 23
ZOOLDGI sr. 37
TECHNICAL }TITER. 11

- 2

URi? N t ANNER. . 47

. 590°

0.162

0,35
076
0/.16

14.26

0.63
Ve01.

T*63
0154
3.'05

435
1:32
1:26
001
016
1.92
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.72
1.16
0.35
0.06
1.48
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Table M17 (continued) ,k'
VET Ckl NAkI in.

lNAS'ELI) A I ER TREATHENT OPEkAT:(.
ECHN0LOGILl. '

TEACPE , 61.
1 A:Ca kJ LAGLOGY

_ TEACh 1tUSINCSL6
TE Ali ki cNCL ISh/L ANC. RT S.

TEAL tER, 1E4(C.IGN) LANGUA E.
TEA fi£R, Y/SOC IA S )."

TEA hER, MES. ART S/V C. TE CH.
TE Chi r YLTAMAT ICI .
TEACHER, PWSICAL EL: CAT ION.
T ACHER, Pt:YSICAL SCIENCE.
V 'MA.
.EROSP A CE ENJINEt R.
FIREFIGHTLit.' \
SEYPOICH OPENA TC:i
LANDSCAPE MCNIEECT
PPERA I h6 iCOM 4CHN1C1A

, OPTOMETRIST.
TE kHER rARLY chlLoh000.

w. P TEAChER, FPECI AC :DUCAT LON.

2 RECT / OFF:I CEP.

`C(P):STn CI Jot, R.
C.N
GLNLCGIST.
MOSPIIV ADMINISTRAT(R.
PHYS:C PI,NItS1ST AN 1 e,

EG TEC hNCrtiG1S1
UIPlSINtStiS[ANT.

. FLN,,IST (r,FTAIL 6 Ut-tIGAER).
TE AChER V(.CAT IONAL/lECnNI CA(
CHEF/CC .

PLUM8C,7.
4'

ROCIEJ SC It- VT I ST /TECHNCLOUI ST.
TELrvisJo PR00UCER/DIRLCI0k.

. DiTERPRE TIR/TRANL.LAILR.
LEGAL ASSISTANT

. FARMER/1 tR hAIWGER.

' 19

24

11

14

14

14

20
12

8

23

6

2

16

6

-

\16,

'4

/27

28

38

5

16
17

20

.17)0

- 13

5

3

11

5
12

S

13.

47
4 0.0

0.76

0.449
0.44
0.44'
0.63
o.aA
0.25
0.7'
0.19
0.65
0.50
0.1?
'0.23
C'.47

.0.1
0.8C

c.2:3

C/ - 0.1:6

0.54
0.63

1941

0.1 h
q.C9-
0.06

0.06
0.15 44
0.33

0.16
0.41

-

a
Frequency indicates, the total.number..of times an occupation was

selected as a subject for inquirY.by novices and initiates.



Table M18,

PUF f. T1 eN.= :r lr><FI 7y4ia) I i(ht.
4...,

fJEF
INIT1CN r CCLO.P.AT EA?

. #

. .,J5 1
i

6(:)-!.
DESCkI231.i CF iNi..K ACTIVI,T.1653 . 'E f ;

, 7.2::,
LI:VELS t..F, Sli ILL.; ? ' .; 1

I

)4 I '82
, "-IF-UL T i "(T r.'-'f- "1e.i'DRrdTIii!'.2! 2 ' 4 -;7:;

E01..'(.;f IC 0. L......c vt:;.....oc Ar(Ll Ell frc f3" 544 , 6E'.
EPECIFI C :'CCI;0,T V.-,t+... 1 4s1:.;143? t9 .1.64
kl...L AtE0 Ci.LLE Gr. L...)U,C.:E.i? , q73I 4.e)
PFiitANAL OUALIFICfiT 1..11..)? , ° 451 /....:4
-,-,THER REceIkimENT;A, ?Olt' 't- -

-, ,-.
i)PC.INNII%C. . t Lk t; Y? ,

,

14171 '' r..e.:
AVf- R#.0E: II\ (INF r.IGH INIt.i% F' , , ,..:72' '4.i
1.".? ,.).1_ ..AY I- C' J I:... IL IT IE:1,-e 4 2.'0( : c.:
( °Pi...RJr. I T IL-J.' TO 1-1ELr OinfiL.

165
144

Z.L.; .

161.'
1.2."-r..r.

:.....AL br;1..q.... 1.!,',cY?

CpPORTUry.I TN S it,i'. LE- ii.OERSHIF?
!AAT FILLS LF isiTEt.E$J? *

112
c.40,

1-'!".:-.-T IC t. Lt. Vtt? ;0'1
":CIAL i'7'...CE-LtM3: 7 n.7 '

S I` C.SICAL StsRROUNUTNEJ:? 159
.

- 2.33,I:EIL:RE',7,-riC.-Up57
.1.141)LPENCEtkt:I. :I THE ...)3(5? 213
Vi'.0I4:TY?- 263

"F4"INt: T..? f'6
Pio ? L r

ARE ThE Jui.1.5.7? 346
Sr:CLIR iPf? 2,24

#,` ADVi,VICE?ENT? 203
I. ) u, 4,E 1Y7

01I

7 0

2'0 G

?93

2 72.)-,
?21

a
Frequency is the total number of time4the question was chosen by_ novices"

and initiates. 2
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Table M19

Students' Reports of Their Previous Ac demic'Performance

4t.RaNt, (..= 71 )

TN' FIFTh
2ND-

FIFTH,

rrTT,,m

G'SACtS Cri= 71
I)

< Ir.
iELL Cs

:4;
H.f.Ft-!-GLISH Gr:Ai.)ES (N= 70.)

ti'v;TLY

< TLY E'S.
FELCW C.

AEL P L .(2.r: ?C.

1YES. .

NO.
1-,0T/ SURE.

I ,

4.4

-

01,

.

f

,
II

593

11

16
7n

1

raL

,

15.4?
22.5,
L').2t
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Table M20

grads Chosen in PredictiOn.(N = 173a)
A'

tREQ %

Accounting -
10 5.78

Aerospace, Ope ations\Management 4 2.31

Architect ra Technology 4 3 1.73

..., Architectur 5 2.89

Business, A.flinistration .
22 12.72

,Community .ervice Assistant 12 6.94 .

Correctio, Officer 4 2.31

Data Pro.essing 5 2.89

Engineer ng Science 6 3.4,7 1

Efiginee ing echConstruCtion/Civil 0 0.00

Engine ring TechMechanical 0 : 0.00`

Fligh Att dant 6 3.47

'Gener 1 Business 8 '4.62

rndu trial Supervision 2 1.16

Labo atory Technology 4 2.31

Lan Use Management '4 2.31
.

,, Law Enforcement Officer 15 8.67

eta keting 10 5.78
:

- fa hematics 7 4.05

N rsing 11 6.36

0 namental Horticulture Technology 3 J.73

lant Science 1 .58'

re-Mortuary Science *1 -58

cience--Biology s. 9 5.20

_.SciAnceChemistry ., 5 2.89'
$0

iScienceComputer 6 3.47 .

/SciencePhysics 1. .58

Visual 'Arts- -Arts 5 2.89

Visual Arts--Media 5 2.89.'

I

alIThe n represetta the surd of the individual frequencies, not students.

;5 9 4
I
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Table, M21
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et

OCCUPATION CHOICE IN S ThATEC, YPREa 1 FC,STb,)(N= .396. d 35'. )
,

, .
1 V''' FRED - % FhEO X .,

-ACTOR AND - ACTRESS. 2 0.51 2 056
ADVERT ISINGCOPYWRI TER 5 1. 26 , 3 0.85
A IR COND.. REFRIG, d, NEAT ME 1-1 '- 1 0 25 I 1'. C. 28
ACCOUNNNT ,

N.; 14 3.54, 7 1497
1AIRCRAFT MECHANIC 0 Q.00 0 3.00

APPLIANCE REFA IR TE ChNICIAN61 0 0.00 0 0.00
ARCHITE'CT . 1.1 . '9 ' 2.27 8 2.25
AUTO,MOB ILE SALESWORKER l'4'. '0 ..a. G.00 0 o..00
ARCh. TECH ?Au DRAFTSMAN. ..1 0.25 1 ola

.
AvicavIcs TECHNIC, IAN `'2 u.51 2 '1356
A 0TCHCBILE P.ECHANIC .2 0.51. 2 0.56
ACTORY . 0. 0.00 2 G.56
130)ADCAST TECHNIC IAN 1 0.25 1 L.28
FEAUT IC IAN. , 1 0.25 1 C78
COT ANIST: 1 0.25 J 000116
FOOKkEFF EP a

1 . 0.25 D G00
i1154NESS MACHINE AFFAIR VIC ;1; ,..

r. 0(I0 1 0.00
' 0 0.00 . 5 1.41

o , 0.00 0 0.1)0
? 0.51 2, 0.56
S 1.2E 4 1.13
2 0.51 3 01,85

e 5 1.26 4 1,13
1 0:25 1 . t.28

, 1 --025 1 .0.28
4 1:01 2 C 56
1 s.:? 0.25 2 0.56.
5 1 26 3 0.85'

'41 1 .. 0.25 1 024,4'; .-)

2 0.51 0 6.,o-o-
1 G.25 ,-.....

0 L .00
1 0.25 1 0.28
0 0.00 0 0.00

'TEACHER. -0 0.00 0 '000
1 0.25 -1 U28
2 0.51 3 ' 0.85
11,,, G.25 i 1 0.28
5 1.2t; 2 ' 0.56

TEA L.-ttg 2 0.76 1 G 28.
- 0 Ci400 0 L.00
, 2 0.51 1 G28 .'

Al,
11,01. 2 0556.

fa , 1 52 4 1.13
0 .0.OG '0 EJ 00
2 0.51 2 6.56
Q 9.00 a 0 0.00
1 0.25' 2 '0.56
6 1.52 5 1.41
3 C. 76 1 0.28
1 0.25 1 0.28
1 -o 25 0 0.00
o me A, o 0.00 .

0.51
y.

1 0.28
1 0.25 1 0 28 ./7

i 4' 1.01 1 0.28
P 0.00

BANK OFFICER.
SANK TELLER* -.
C:1MMERtIl ARTIST.
CU:THING DESIGNER.
CHEMICAL ENGINEER.
CHEMIST.
CLERGY. ',
COMPUTER ZPERATCR.
CO'APUTER P.ROGRAMP.ER.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
E'EN TAL ASSISTANT
DENTIST
DENTAL HYGIENIST
GRAFTER.INM,AN
.GIET IT IAN
0 TESEL MECHANIC
CANCER AND .DANCING
ECONC,M
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
ENG/INEE WING ,TECHN C IAN
ELECTRONIES TECHNICIAN
F I N E A R I IST/PR JVA,TE ART
FUNERAL biRECTOR
FLIthiT ENGINEER
F L I CIHT ATTENDANT
FORE rER
GEOGRAPHER
Ht)'E ECONOMIST
HOTELYKOTEL MANAGER
INSUR,ANCE. AGENT
INTERIOR DESIGNER /DECORATOR
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
1NDUSTkIAL TRAFFIC P.ANAGER
INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER 7

INSTRUMENT REPA Ik TECHN l'AN
S'CI.E,HCE LAB -TECHNICIAN
['AGRARIAN Ns

L'APOR RELATIONS SPECIALIST
LIBRARY TECHNICIAN '
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*Table H22 (continued) .,,

z LiWYER, 14 -- 3. 54
MATHEMA TICIAN . i 0 O.00PifIsSI CI i.N . . - . 8 2:25 02
MECHANICAL FNGIe.EER ¶1
KETFOROLOCI

. 0 0.00
' MEDICAL RECORD ADMINISTRA TOR 1 . 0.25. _ .

1.52t'FD ICAL LAC 4CCHhV IAN 6
P,ODL , 2 0.51.
MARKET, RE <EI,I,CHE.R

1 0.25
V,/ RUFAt TURER S SALESkORKER.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST.
1:US AN/MUSIC TEACH_ ER .. . . _

ACH,IN I ST
.NURSERYhAN/LANtSCAPE:h
-NniSPAPER-REPORT'ER.
C.CEANOGRAPHLR. . _OPTICIAN. .

C C CUP A TICi.IAL. THERAPA ST
PURCHASING /GENT'.
POLICE OFFICER.
PI4L IC' HLALT M, SP ECI iLIT ST

3 01 ..07.6i

4
5 1.26
0 0.00
3 0. 76
6 1.52

1.26
0 0.00
2 0.51
2 Os 51

19 480.0

2 0.51P IL.CT : '''' 22::::-.. 5 ..0 1.26'
!POLITICAL SCIE'lTISt . 1' 0.25

- r. tHA RV. ACI S T i :1- . f,' I (1.25MORSE.- PRAC1'IC11.-. t, 2 0851 ''
PHO,TCCRAPHER. s- t :. _ - , 5 ; 1.26
PUBLIC Ri.LA'TICNS VOitNER 3 .-' 6876'--_PHYS ICI ST.- ' ----" i 0%.:7::- 0.00

--------: PHYSICAL THERAPIST! ';-
: -- :'-.Yt:"--:_ 4.4 1.7-!ERSUNNEL- INT°F.RVIEVER _ -11 -.5..,-1E-ff-..- 2 . 78

PRODUCTION tiVIAGER -: 2--- 0.51
PSYCHOLOGIST'. ' .- -32 8.08RA D,10/T "ii ANt+OUNCER 3- 0. 76

,:-..-
- REHABIL IT A T ICN CO0;4.01.011. '-.--'="_77 9 --'-2.27

.....: RECEPTICNIST. 0 ,- ' 0.00'REAL ESTATE AGENT 4... - 2 0.51,---,--_

r

NURSE/..RIGISTFRE);`) 5 1.26
RFSPIRA TORY THiRAP I 0.
RETP,IL STORE. MAN /GER.
P.'ADIC1 /4 V SERVICE TEChNICIAN.
RECF,:i-.ATH1 ,CRKET:.

_SYSTEMS AtOLYST
SOIL, CCNIE.RV/T IONIS 1
SECURII IES EAC.K" Re'
SECRE T W. -.
SCHCCL COUN!..-F.

I '.TTISTICI-V84,,, ,

'''' s'S C C I A L c irk C-AI-Ot '.- ...., t

''''''- SPEECH PATHCLOGIST-/AUDIOLOG 1.1j

-4.

;ANGER ANO SINGING TEACHER.
SURVEYOR.

-SOCIAL I,CRKER.
'TEACHER AIDE.
TELEPHONE CRAFT SI:ORNI:R
TON AtiO MAI.A.
T.EACHER, CL LMENTARY
TOO LC/61 S1
TECHNICAL VRITCk
I YP ISI.
URBAN PL AtIqRe

59-1

1 0.25
6 1.52

' 0600
4 1.01
3 0.76

'.1- 0825
3 0.7E:? 0.51

13 3.28
0 0.00
3 0.76
3
2 0151

0.0.0
2.78

0_ 0.00
9.00

0 0.00
5 1.26
5 1.26
1 O. 25'
1 005
1 0.25

,..

A5(
0 04.60.2C/ (:'

1..G96.
1 Le 28.0 C.00 c, c

- 1 - ' 0.28
..`0 , 3, ... ubss

0 0.00. r
. '3 -t' I.185

0 .,, 0.00
. .

4 1.13 °
4 ' 1.13
0 . 0.00
2 . G 56.

...- 5 -'1 .41
4 p1 .113 44-

0 ..../ L.00
C-0 .: OD---

2 1.6 .. 5t

' '5 - 1.41t
1.--=_-- 5. i t41

-4 .1.6.134
= .0 4' 'U.00

2" 0.56
8 . 2.'25
2 , 0.56
0 -., ' "1:::-.00 ,

1 4.* .; 4.51

5
11," 3110_

rt

0.56
31 8.73

2 G.56
11 :I-. 1 e0

0 Ovpu
a

,5.
-0

1:
1

it

0.00

.0.56
141
e.00
0.2d
.0. 25
0.28
181 3

1 0.2E.
3i 94

-0 G.00
6641'
1.13.

1

0 G.00
9 2.S4

.

0 0.00
0 0.00
0 0.00
2 -0.56
3. 0.85
0 0.00
1 0.28
1 '

1.0 O



TEACHER, ENGLISIeLAUG. ARTS'.
TEACHER, FOREIGN 1./OGUAGIt
TEACHER, HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES.
TEACHER, INDUS. ART S/VOCTICh

- TEACHER, PhT
TEACHER, rhYSICAL EDI.CAT ION
TEACHER, PHYSICAL SCIENCE.,
VELDER
AEROSPACE PNG INELReN
FIREF
KEYPUNCH CPERATC1,
LANDSCAPE, ARCHITECT
CPERATING F.CGH TECHNICIAN..
OWTOME TR ISI
TEACHER, .CARLY CHILDh960

"TEACHLP, SPECIAL EbUCATIvi.
2=CONSTRUCTICN
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Table M22 '(continued)

VSTERINARIAN , . 4 1..01.
1:RSTF4ATER IRCATt...ENT OPERATOL. 0 0.00
X1RAY TICHNCLOCIST.. 4 ' 1.01
TEACHER, / RT - 0 0.00

0.6 51
0.25

TEACHER, 131CLOGYe. 2

TEACHER, BIM; VIESLe. . 1

1 Oo 2
1

u.255

1

(6.27653 0)

1 O. 2'',..
2 0.1.1
0 0.00

x' 4 '0
2.

06.00
0..'1

0 o 00
1 O 25 .:.--

1 0. 25
1 ' G. 2F
2 0.51

. 4 . 1.01
2 '_ 0:51

c s

2, ' .Fel

CORRECT ION- ,OFF KER.
--tEOLOCIT

HOSP IT AL ADMINISTRATOR.
P YSICIAN'S ASSISTANT
STENOGRAPHERo-'

*4, T EG 'TEC RN 01:46I

'NW
FLORIST;- -,(RETAIL d OESI'GNER);=

TEACHER/ VCCAT IONAIL/TECHNICALe
CHEF /COOK.

-SCIENTIST/TEC NOLO
TELEVISION P'tiCOIJCE JOIRECTO:.e/
INTL-RP RET ER/TPAN,";LATCR
LEGAL AS:-..ISTAIIT' Is--
PAU:LH/FARM HANA(sR

_

3 0.85
0.00

4 c'7.18-,3,

3
1

c 0.2C
' *1 0.28
- 3 0.85

1 0.28
5 1.41
1 0.28
0 Gin'
2 L.56

,

,ef'1' t. 0..28
'0 1.f10

te, 28 01

2
G.

2536

01

v2 ' 56,
2 ° 1.56
2 056
7 1.97
4 ' 1.13

.. 3 . 085
o51,' 2 4, 0.56'

UO. CO 00
0.51 1 0.28
0.76. . 4 1.13

.. 0.03 ''' ANA iC.:401)
".0.00 0 0.00

1".:= 1--= 0;25 0..,R8
0 MO '0 !Gal)
0) 0.00 0 0.00
0 0.00 0 0,00

--..0 C.00 0 C00

0. 2F
0; .:

0.28
0-: 0.00

: 1 1

0 0.00 0 0.00
, 1 0-.25 0 en.00*

(1 0.00 0 C.00

-7/
a "Pre'l(first two columns) means first choice before the student received information
about the rewards aid risks associated with the occupation.

b
.

"Post" (thlid and fourth columns) means first choice after receiving information°'
.Labout rewards and risks. _ :17 .

1 I

fa.
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le 1423

.

Designation of- first- Choice Occupations in Strategy
with Respect tO Cesirabilityladms and

Estimated Chances for Entiy
/

40

DESIRABILITY OUTCOME (N = 384)
.

FREQ

-OCCUPATION WITH THE HIGHEST SUM. 141 36.72
WITHIN 10 POINTS OF THE-HIGHEST.... :80 20.83
MORE THAN 1U-POINTS BELOW HIGHEST. t63 . . 42.45

IARIGH STRATEGY (N = 357)

SUM HIGHlaCHANCES HIGU.

0 .

FREQ

0
124

. I t%

0'
34.73

SUM HIGH. CHANCES LOW. 79 - 22.13f
SUM LQW; 4 CHANCES HIG 87 ° 24:37
'S1,114 LOWic CHANCES LOW. 27 .7.56
cSUM HIGH. CHANCES EQUAL. 35 .9.80
SUM LOW; CHANCES EQUAL. 5_ 1.40

I

. * *
,

.a -.

Sum High means that the occupation'had the highest Desirability Sum or came
within'10 points of the highest sum. .

b.
Chances Low means "chances not high"; i.e., the student estimated ligt.ter

chanoes for some other occupation in.tfte set of three._ Low does not
,neceOarily mean lowest. o

II

'fr

,

c ,
SUM Low means that the. Desirability Sum was not the highrt of within°10

peirl7is of highest. It does not mean th4:the Desirabffity Sum was
necessaril the lowest of the three sums under consideration. .

. . .

1,
.. .

a

J
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CHAPTER XI

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS ACROS COLLEGE'S

.

Technical Aspecteof the System

Hardware

.M4

AtWthe time this report was written, SIGI was available only on the
_ .

.

pigitsl Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-].1 series of computers under the.

STS-(Resdurce-aharing T4meSharing) opeiat 4 system. Since RSTg* is a

eneral purpose .time- sharing oplatingsystem,\that can support .ft large
,

umber of simultaneous activities in addition t SIGI, the.actual hard-
1 - 0 ... .

\

varied in accordancere, configurations at the six'field-test college

wi'th the functions that tht compUter syst ms were designed lo perform at

..eac cortege. At some, the hardware was dedicated to SIGI, and at Others

it as put, to numerous- additional uses. he configuration at each college

is described in the chapterdevoted to the college.

Appendix F, the SIGI Hardware Guide, lists the hardware specifics-
,

..*

tions,.togebler with costs, of
,

basic to r-=terminal system ancLa sixteen-

terminal system. The Guide, specifies DEC VT52-1TE termin ls and LA35-CE'.

.'

DEC writer II printers. All the terminal used in the fi ld tests were

Delta Data 5000's,and the printers were Texas Instiument 0-character-
?

per-second units. Mantfacture'of the Delta Data terminals being Phased
/

out, and SIGI has consequently been reprogrammed to drive the VT52's as Well

as the Delta Dates.
./Trhe change of printer was necessitated by the change

i

of termd!nal. ExCept, then, fqr terminals, printers, and the interfaces between

tfie two, the hardware describedin the Guide 16 the basic hardlre used by the

test colleges, land.our evaluation of it applies to what is listed in the Guide.

60.0
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RelidLlity. From the colleges' records of hardwaxe'petformance dung p

14
"

.

the three-month test period, we found no malfunctions due to SIGI. When mal-

t

functions occurred, they were due to the normal operation of thdLcom system,.

They were completely independent of SIGI.

The hardware is all standard equipment and requires no modification to

'

operate SIGI. This is an important consideration for anyone contemplating /"

,
f'buying thehardware for SIGI.. t means not only that the costs and risks o

*-15)unique modifications. can be bided, but also that We hardware can be judged.

L
independently of SIGI. One,

.
can cell on-the whole population,bf PDP-11 users,

.,. . ,1- 4-
.

.

not just SIGI Users, in making judgments about the hardware's reliability.

5

Althoug1 no VT52 terminals or DEC writer printers were used in the
, .

field trials, the foregoing statements apply to these components, too. They
t

are standa4 equipment which may be used without modification for...S,IGI and may'

judged indepinden it.
Cysts.' The SIGI Hardware Guide li hardware and maintenance costs

of dedicated _four-terminal and 16-terminal systems. If the assumptions set

I

forth on pages 6 and 7 of the Guide re met--12 hours' operation Itr day fOr -,
,

.
-.7

. .
_

225 d4s per year- -the cost per terminal hour would be $1.73 for the four-
-

.

terminal system and $0.90 for, the sixteen-terminal' one. Over five years, 13,500

students would use SIGI on_the four -. .terminal system, and the equipment costs

., ,

would be $6.92 per_student. Since t assumptions are conservative, -when Com-

pared with equal- use at the fiel test sites, the cbsIs can be taken as upper
.

A
,

. .

bounds--particularly since the trend in hardware peices has been downward. ft

Software: Time-Sharing Capability

The decision to prOgram SIGI in extended BASIC (BASIC- PLUS), one, of the

programming languages that can be used under RSTS, turned out well. The actual

programming was undertaken by Evans, Griffiths, and Hart,- Inc. (Lexingtonl

Massachusetts), ana'proceedea rapidly and smoothly. It was completed by the
'"

time the first field-test-college got deliverf, of its hardwire, and .colleges

601
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th'at had ordered moie. than one terminal could begin operating in the time-

sharing mode as soon as they started,up.

The program appears to be entirely free of bugs. '14p outAges haveoc-

curred at any college because of the SIGI software. Response time is ex-

cellent with no noticeable delays. We do hot know the eAent to which the

system can be loaded before degradation of response time sets in. Santa
b

..

1/Fe, which started with four terminals and has 'added a fifth since the field
1

test, was the only college with enough terminals to provide an evaluation

of a multi-terminal system.- Response time was fully acceptable at that

college under all loads. At ETS we have used six terminals simultaneously

and loaded the system with other peDipherals, such as-teletypes and line

printers,, without perceptible degrad4tion. SIGI is programmed so that it has

O

priority over other computer tasks and,the response timeis excellent even

when other activities are competing for time on the computer system.

Software: Design

The software design--that is, the linkages between the systems so that

46. SIGI can serve both as a guidance toolan0 an information system, the oper-
.

*

ating procedure's, the storageof value weight's And occupations of interest,

andoso on--seemed entirely ade ate. There are a few minor changes we wish

to make so that SIGI will be tven more acceptable to its users (see below);

. but there is only one feature.of system design that will become necessary

" N-. . ',

for technical reasons. 4t>

As occupations are added fo SIGI, it seems likely that more and m

,of them may be similarswith respeCt to certain combinations of values/
I-

;

specifiCations. For example, the secondary school teaching occupations can

all be retrieved together in Locate cif one makes the properspecifications

for the proper values. At present, if more than 20 occupations are re-
4

1

trieved at a time, the student XS forced urmike his specifigations_more

602
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strict in order to.reddce the size of the list. We wish to increase this

number from 20 to 40 po that a condition will not occur where the student

is told to raise a specification because his list is too large, does so,'

and finds that no occupations.are 'retrieved at all.

\__
' Software: Test-Free Prediction Syqtem

The development of a prediction system that would be independent .of

test scores was successful. In the next chapter we will cite studies that

we have completed showing that'the predictions we have obtained using theme

test-free variables. described earlier attain levels of validity comparable

to and sometimes superior to those attained with test scores. This is an

important outcome of the field tests aside from the evaluation of SZGI.

The ability to render predictions without resorting to tests offers an

institution several advantages; First, a test-free program can give open-

admission colleges, and colleges that have no mandatory testing the oppottuv

nity to provide useful informaEion to their students, the absence of tests

notwithstanding. The.nontest approach is'particularly relevant to course.

,selection for career decision-making, since it focuses on the single key
, . .

, course of .interest rather than oft general'agademic ability.
. .

_

SeCond, since-the test-free prediction's depend on up -to -date predictor

a0 .

variables rather than onteats thatmay.have been taken in the more or less
i m

t remote past, the validities are not likely to be subjectto decay.,

Third, since the student-users themselves provide the information for
.: J

the predictions, students are not likely to regard them as biased; the re-
.

sults are likely to be more acceptable to students thanare test scores.

...

%-- Fourth, wehave grounds,for hoping that the test-free approach ma3-7-'2\,

to
,enable us to make predictions for courses that are hard to predict by means

.

of standardized tests because success does not appear to draw primarily on

academic skits. An example from,one,of our studies is a course called

. cr3
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Visual Arts, for which we obtained much higher validities without tests than
. - 4

with them. The grade factorSlAnd student's estimate of grade, which may be..,,
.

used as predictor variables in the test-free system, can betailoed to the
1: ,., ....._

actual content of the course. ;

- ;

Finally, the nontest techniques may produce educational benefits for

,

both students and faculty that tests cannot provide. Students become active

rimer than passive participants in the process,. since they Must examine

their past and take stock of their competencttes. 'Fatulty'benefit because,

in selecting'grade factors, they have to think about and make explicit their

bases for awarding grades. In addition, when the information resulting from

the ,validity studies is fed back to them and they see the actual correlations
.

between the factors they thought contributed to grades and the grades them-
.

selves, they can re-evaluate and modify 'their grading pr.ictices.

Adequacy of Courseware

.By the locution adeguacy of courseware we mean other aspects of SIGI

than it's effectiveness in producing favorable changes in students' attitudes

and behavior with respect to career choice. Are students able to retrieve

'occupations they are.interested in'? Can they operate the,system without

outside'assistance? they accept the idea of.interacting.with a computer?

Is the reading level acceptable?,i And so on. .

Retrieval of Occupations of Interest

One principle underlying SIGI is that the students' own values may be

used in the search for odcupations. Does this Trinciplework in practice?

QUestion 66 on the quetiOnnaire'given to experimental students asked _

.

whetherOCCupations of interest had shown up on the list determined by the

students valuet: At one college'67% of the students replied yes, and at

the other five.eolleges,f,rom 73% to 79% replied yes. If,we pool the re-

sponses,
-.' ...

sponses, the percentage of yes responses is -74. This high proportion
, -

6 0 4,

1
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dicates not only that the retrie val principle works successfully

-.4- but also that the occupations in SIGI include those,that students are most

like to be interested in.

Student Abili to Interact with SIGI

Abi , to\ o

monitors f

erate the s stem . Students occasionally asked the SIGIf

r help in making responses to one display or another. We did not

keep a formal tabulation of such instances; they were rare. The monitors

and coordinatOrs identified trouble spots for us when they occurred, and we

were often, able to edit displays in order to remove ambiguities without re-
..

programming. 4

Most students were able to go through SIGI wiffftrut any Oktside inter-

ivention. Short of a computer' malfunction, it is almost impossible for stu-

dents to get stuck. The computer will not accept responses that are in-

valid inthe context of the display, so that even if students were pushing

buttons'at random they would eventually make a response that would allow

the computer tp Continue.

We should add thht, when we interviewed students whose record of inter-

action we had, we were struck by how often behavior that appeared irrational

or random in the record was'actually rational and constructive._ example,

one student retrieved only one:occiipation on one Occasion in Locate. He

sametheft raised a specification--not once, but twice--an d retrieved the same oc-

cupation each time. This behavior seems irrational, since, it cannot possibly

cause the appearance of new occupations. Thestudent, however,*knew what

he was'doing: He was testing the limits for.that occupation.
.

The interviews with students and SIGI monitors uncovered many 'such instances

of interesting and sometimes creative uses of the system. Students will

formulate ideas about occupations not in SIGI by asking about re lated occu-

pations in SIGI; sometimes they test the system; the, occasionallask ques-

605-
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Lions for friends; they play games; they dremn'impossible dreams. Of course,

not all behavior that appears irrational turns (out to be the opposite. But

.

_much of it turns out to be rational and even ginative.

Ability to .comprehend the lisiga,---;ceounseldrs, monitors, and students

:who were interviews have all helped us identify the areas of SIGI that seem/

harddst for students to understand. These are,system by system:

1. Values system. A 'few students did'not understand the definitions

of the valUes exEaly as intended. One identified ,Security as a character-
-

istic of a job rather thanan Occupation and consequently failed to give it

the weight it deserved. Other students failed to understand distinctions be-

tween the six interest fields.

'2. Locate system. There was an evident tendency on the part of some

studeres to think of Locate in-ppescripttive terms rather than descriptive.

',In- their interviews, they would Use expressions like "SIG1 told me to be a

pilot," or, "STGI,aid I should be a funeral director.' (Writers of arti-

)
Iles about SIGI have done the same thing even though they have been cautioned

against it.) Also, students failed to understand the options that were

available to them in Locate; they'did not ask why occupations of interest

failed to appear, or experiment with va4ous sets of values/specifica ions-
.

In addition, a few students resented having to raise a specificatiop when

--
too many occupations were retrieved or lower a specification if none hadheen

t.

rdtrieved;-they thoUght that doiRg so 14ould compromise their values in- some

. way.
4

3. Prediction system. Some students were puzzled f)y the predictiOn

prodess. They did not understand the basis for the predicaons. If the pre-

dictions were interpretedas.being unfavorable, some students tended to dis-

regard them. Some also thought that.high motivation would overcome all ob-

stacles.
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, 4. Strategy system. A few student did not understand how Desirability

4
Sums were computed although we are n t aware of any instances where students

'

.

to grasp that 'a higher sum indicates a more desirable occupation in

terms of the SIGI values.

Students' suggestions fpr technical chan&ea. Students volunteered

gestions for programming changes that would make the interaction easier.

1. Backspace. Students sometimes wanted to go back to a previous dis-

play either to change a response to review information. Adding this

feature is not feasible, hoWever,.for technical reasons. Many SIGI frames

are constructed on the spot and never existed before they were, displayed.

These frames would have to be stored after the studentt'had responded to them

on the chance that the student would "backspace" to them. Such storage

,
would unduly increase the complexity and'the cost of the system.

4 2.. Forced printouts. :students are rpquired to accept printouts,of'

some disislays even if they think they. do not want them. A group of counseleis

had particularly urged.us to incorporate this feature. However /students dis-
,

like the attendant delay while they wait for the printer to finish. Our experi-

ensce in-the field tests indiCates that forcing students to take printouts is

not advantageous, and all printouts will 9a.Mdde optional in the newt revision.

3. Corrections of inputs. Students have occasionally wanted to change

one of their responses but have been unable to do so: We think this is not

a serious prOblem. Students already have'the opportunity to change some in-

puts- -the identification numbers of occupations, acid questions asked in Com-

pare, as well as their estimated chalices of success in Strategy--and they

can change other inputs by recycling through a system. Nevertheless, we ex-

pect to study this matter further.
,

GOT ti

I
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4. Midsystem sign off. A few students, under time pressute, would`

Ire liked to sign off without finishing a system. This seems,to be a ques-

tion of procedure to be worked out by the colleges. 'Students may "sign off"
.,

by walki g away from the terminal, or the Monitor-may abort the interaction

i6
in midsystem.. There will be no loss to the student. as a resulC. of such

"sign offs." Novices will be restarted at ehe, beginninfof the system they

were in when they departed, and initiates can restart in any system.

5. Tedious stretches. Sqme students reported that the interaction

,

casionally dragged on after they had got the point. One such sequence eX-

plains the derivation of Desirability Sums by showing how the Logic family

determines the desirability of three automobiles they are thinking of buying.

Another uses the analogy of an archer shooting at a target to slrw'that pre-

dic ions are based upon past experience. We would like to reprogram these

port ons of the 'script to make them go faster if we can find financial sup-

port to do so. t

6. Increasing number of occupations retrieved. Some students would

4 like to see all the occupations retrieved in Locate for a given set of value/

specificiations, even if their number is more than 20. We hope to revise.the

,retrieval process so that up to 40 may be retrieved before the student is forced

to alter a specification.

Improving method of selecting occupations. The selection of occu1

pation for\Compare, Planning, and Strategy is done in two stages. In the

\
,

first stage,, the student,signifies whether or not he wishes to select'an
.

. s, $
...

occupation from.

1

he list of occupations previously retrieved or selected., We

expect to eliminate that step in order to simplify the procedure.

Adequacy of Occupational Information

Quality of information. Question 68 of the experimental questionnaire

(Table College-Initial 5) and question 33 of the counselor questionnaire

(Table College-Initial 8) asked(mndents whether theoccupational
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4tion in SIGI was better than, the same as, or worse than occupational informa-

on the respondent had enoountered elsewhere. The pattern of responses was

ye- supportive of SIGI. At five: of the colleges, 73-76% of the students

chedidd,"bettey," and 21-27%checked "same ronly 3% at one college cheCked

"worse." At the sixth college, the core" was 62%,"better." 32% "same,"

and 5% "worse." If we pool theA.nformation,across all colleges (n = 374),

the score is 73% "better," 26% "same," and 1% "worse."

The reactions of the counselors was s 'larly supportive. No counselor

at any college checked the "worse" column. he ratios of "better" to "same"

ranged from a low of 3 to 3 at one college to a high of 10 to 1 at another.

The pooled responses showed 38 counselors responding "better,' 13 "same,".

and none "worse."

Information from interviews at the college bear out these results.
.

When students- talked at all about the.Occupational'information, they alked

about how useful it was and how easy to access. Some students, who'had a

more or leas definite occupational goal; thought, the info mation was too

skimpy for a thorough study of an occupation. (SIGI was not designed far this

purpose.) A few others complained that he informatiA was too old. This

criticism probably comes about because we date all salary information so that

the student' may intelligently compare figure compiled in different years.

Any date we could put down would prdbably look "old" to the gtudent'because

Y
,

it r kes at least a year and usually more for an organization to survey an
. ,

industry and provide the findings. A student would be hard to put to find

published information more recent than that in SIGI..

Adequacy of coverage. Question--69 on the experimental questionnaire

k.

(Table College-Initial 5) asked student whether they wished they could ask

other questions. about occupations besides the 28 uedfions in SIGI. Again,

the pattern .of responses was'quite similar at all colleges, ranging from a

609.
t
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As /no -ratio of 7.to 93 at the most satisfied college- to 16 to 84 at the

least - satisfied college. If the data are pooled, they reveal that 87% of

the students (h = 369) thought that the,28 questions covered their needs

adequately.

' Students were asked to suggest additional quesi4rFft. The suggestions

are listed in Table Colleg&- Initial 6 for each Allege: It. is difficult

t; find among the suggestions a common theme that would guide us in adding `.

new information or changing obr presentation of what we have. When one

he's eliminated from the lists those questions that neithersman nor machine

could answer (e.g.,,"In what position'will I be happy?") and questions that

are, indeed, answered in SIGI (e.g., "Financial aid intormation,"""High
\\

school prerequisites," both covered in the Planning system),,one finds a .

group of suggestions to make local information-available, a grdup to supply

more explicit information about outlook, and some miscellaneous suggestions.

We would like to incorporate in SIGI a little program that-Would enable a

college to add local information when it is available; it could includit

statements about local employment prospects. We would also like to Provide

more. explicit information about how .many jobs will open up in an occupation

'five years from row or even next year, but our system hardware does not include a

high-resolution crystal ball.

Size of the occupational base. Question 30 of both the control and ex-,

perimental questionnaires asked students, "What occupation would you mdst

like to prepare y self for eventually?" Tables College-Initial 2 and 3
.

fist the replies with the occupations sorted into three categories: those

that were n SIGI, those

classif

were not; and those that Were
4
too vague to

Ik we exclude the occupations that w too vague to classify, we find

that 30 (90%) of the experimental Students whd named classifiable,occup:

tions at the six eibileges named occupations that were in SIGI, while 35-(10%)

147'

s1.0
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:-.named occupations that were not in SIGI. If we combine experimentalssand

controls, we find that 697 students (87.5%) who named recognizable occupa-

tiong named qccupations in SIGI, whereas 100 (12.5%) named other occdkations.

The colleges were quite similar in this respect; the percentage of occupations

in SIGI (again, excluding those too vague to classify) ranged from a low of

84% atone college to a high of 92% at another fOr the experimental st:Uderlts%

and from 80% to 91% for the controls. Apparently, the 155 occupational des-

criptions in SIGI are sufficient to meet the needs of ahoUt 90% of studenta

who are sable to specify the occupation that they are most interested ill.

Student Acceptance of SIGI
. . .,F

Grades assigned to SIGI. Questions 42-44 of the questionnaire for ex-
. .

perimentals asked students to give SIGI a grade (A to F) on how interesting,

clear, and generally "good" it was. Questions ,45:54 asked for grades en the'

usefulness of SIGI with respect to specific aspects of career decision-making,

such as helpiag them undeistand thefr-values, make predictions,*and

The results at each college arerecorded in Table College-Initial 5 of the

Chapter devoted to the Allege. The responses are

able interaction with SIGI was to'these users.

a measure of how accept-
-

o

The pattern of responses at all the colleges was strikingly similar with

regard to most of the questions. If, for instance, one looks at the.modal

grade at all Lolleges it is A or B for every question except the' odlowing:

On question'50, "Helping you understand_ grade predictiohs expressed inprbb-
.

abilities," the modal response was B far three colleges and C4for,:the ie-
.

maining,three; on question 51, "Helping you estimate probabilities of 'success

in one or more programs ,P.the modal grade was d at one college and B at the

rest; and for question 52 iving information about programs of etUdy.,dt

your school," the modal grade was A at two colleges,

at the remaining tNk,_.

0

/ "

B'at two others, 'a d C
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Since the colleges were so similar in their attitudes toward SIGI, we

ooled the responses to questioh-s 42-54. The results- appear in Table 2.

y show that student acceptance of SIGI was very gooa. Eighity-six.perwe

sent graded it A or B on how interesting it was (question 42), 90% on'how

-2,,eigar it was (question 43),and 87% on its overall "goo'dnese (question 44).1
II

't

Insert Table 2 about here

Question 4b.asks how helpful SIGI was in.enabling students to decide

on an occupation to prepare for. The fact that the percentage'tf A and B

responses decreased to 61 on this question is not unexpected. Many stu-
,

dents leave SIGI-without having yet reached commitment to an occupation.

The phrasing of the question invites a'smaller proportion of higher grades.

.Eighty-five percent gave SIGI a grade of A or B on its helpfulness In

making them better aware of their values (questions 46 and 47). Seventy-

nine-fe;Cent gave it A or B on its helpfulness in finding occupations that
a

fit their values--i.e., the Locate:function (question 48). And 85% graded
.

it A or B on helping thein find occupaiiofiel information (question 49).

Grades were considerably lower on-e4-Prediction and Planning aspects

of SIG' (in part, because a substantial number of students had not yet reached

those sections when they filled out the questionnaire); 59% gave a grade of

A or B on queftion 50, and 63Z4g0 question 51, both of which asked about satis-
. v.

faction with the prediction process. And 58% gave SIGI A or B on it'll infor-
4

matidn'about local programs .of study (question 52). We may note also a larger

degree of dissatisfaction on this question, for 12% of the students asbigned

,a grade of D. This was also the question on which the colleges exhibited the

greatest variability as described above. We note in 'addition that question

6 r2



53,. which as how helpful SIGI had been in enabling th student to'plan an

%

appropriate program, also received relatively fewer A's and B's--64%. .The

lower grades assq to the PlanningsyStem in questions 52,and 53 seem in

'conflict with responses to another question on the questionnaire. Question
I

81 asked students..who said they wanted t9 come back to SIGI which systems

they Most t.ianted to use. The Planning' system ranked first at three colleges

and second two o ers. Even though grades for the Prediction snit Planning,
s,a ti

.systeuu. wet lowe than grades for other syste , acceptance was still high;

the proportion of A's and'B's hovered aro the 60% mark.

Question 54 asked hpw helpful SIGI had been in teaching how to make.

career decisions. Seventy-three percent of the students graded SIG1-A-or

on this aspect, which is most nearly relatedto'the Strategy system.

Reading level. Question 70 of the questionnaire for experimental stu--

dents asked whether the style and vocabulary of SIGI were too hArd, just

'right, or too simple. The responses were similar at all colleges. In five.

% out-of six, '90% or more of the students checked "just right," afiT at the
-

sixth college 88% checked that answer. Never did more than 4g of the stu-

dents find the reading level too difficult, and at three of the colleges no

one' did.' *"If we pool:the responses, we find that 2% checked "Too difficult,"

92%-Lhecked "Just right," and 7% checked "too Simple." (The total is 101%

because of rounding errors. The n is 376.) I

Counselors were also-asked whether the SIGI writing style was app'ropri-:

ate for their students (question 32 of the counselOrs' Auestionnaiie). Forty-
.

three counselors replied yes and two (One at each of two colleges) replied

no. One of these noted that deaf-studentS have had reading difficulties with

SIGI, and the other noted that international students have had difficulty),-

"interpreting idioms.

C1
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Apparently, the reading level of SIGI is appropriate for the population
,

for which it was 'designed.

Freedom. from bias. Question.71 asked students whether they detected

any sexual,racial, or other bias in SIGI. The answers ranged from 9a% no

_

atone college 100% no'at another. Pooled data (n = 374) indicate'98%

no across all six colleges. The percentage of no.responses'should actually

?be'even higher,.since some of the students, who checked the yes column

cated, in the verbal portion of their response, a bias On their owh part or

a misapprehension of what the question asked fort (See the-Tables College-.

Initial 6, questiona71.) In response to question34 of.the counselor quei- A

tionnaire, 45 (92%) of 49 counselors indicated that they thought SIGI was

free from bias.

These data should be considered in light of how well the ethnic, racial,

and sexual.compositiod of the samplt reflected the composition of the student
IL

population at'..the colleges. We know that more women than men,were in the
. .

sample. We have no identification of users by race or ethnidity. We,a'sked

4

the colleges to select the experime- ntals randomly from the total body of ,SIGI

Users; the use of am was not_re rioted in any way hat would make SIGI users
7

unrepresentative of the student population. Consequently, we believe that the

.sample contained about the same proportion of minority members as the student

population as a whole. Considering that community colleges typically attract

sizable numbers of Minority students, we think that the evidence for SIGI's

being free of biad convincing.

Pefeeption oiproblemp. There was not great consistency in the way stu-

.

dentd at the various colleges responded to question 72, w ich asked them to

check, on a list of nine problems, the ones they had encountered in their

interactiafi. 'Most-uniformity occurred With respect to the first item, "I

did not understand some of the directions": The frequency with which this

. 614
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item was checked ranged froma low
,

of 9% to a higl,of 14%. There was Con-

siderahle variation in responses, to other questions.' No'single itempstands,

out as a problem at all &news.

One canddetect in the pattern of responses the disadvantages of. oper-

ating with a single-terminal system. Having wait too long for an ap-'

pointment (item 3), was 'checked by 20% of responctentS'at-a college, with only

one terminal, and by 10% at two other-single-terminal colleges. The,per-

centages were lower for colleges with multiple terminals. 'Fewer than 102

of the respondents at the colleges with multiple-terminal systems felt rushed

'(item). At the single-terminal collegesAthe percentages ranged from 13

to 29. (Thehlatter figure came about because students at the college were
Aft.

, required to use SIGI,foe a credit course and had to crows through the fast
.'- .

three systems .as the end-
.,of-term

deadline approached.)

/ .

We would, of course, like to reduce the "problems" to.zero. Problems

3 and 5 (difficulty in securing an appointment and the feeling of being

rushed) seemed related to a lack of terminals; presuMably, these problems

lisaRzsar as more terminals are added. Problems 6 and 7 (computer failure

and jumbled writing) ,are due to hardware malfunctionsand are independent of

SIGI. Problem number 8, inability to sign off in midsession,is more apparent

than real, since the student can leave if he wants to. The remaining problems

1
are 1, 2, 4, and 9-.understanding of directions, eye fatigue, too much reading,,

'
As

.

and the miscellany of ''other"
problems.We axe studying t heSe problems in the

- . -,
..l .

'hope of reducing their occurrence still further.

(

Acceptance of the printout feature. Studentsipp#ently welcome the op-
, , \a '.,.\ ..

portunity to obtain printouts. Question 73 asked atudentshow often they
,

.

asked for printouts. The pattern of responses was the same at all colleges.

Pooled data (n =.382)'show that 75% asked for printouts frequently, 22;
- * -

sometimes, 2% once or mice; and only 1% never.

615
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P
Desire for further use. One indication of acceptance of SIGI was the.

,
-

. fact that a majority Of students wanted to
-...

useit.some mote even though
'

.

Lost of them had been through it once. The proportion of yes responses

to question 79, "Do you think you,Would profit from further use of SIGI?"

ranged froth' a low of 53% to a high solif,73%. The pooled data (n = 380) show
0

62.% yes_and 38%'no. These data.support a conclusion we make,from our in-

terviews with SIGI users, namely, that many students do not discover a,defin-

site occupational :goal as a result of a few hours on the computer.' However,

they seem to think that SIGI was useful in their search, for they would con-

tinueto use it.

Features liked best. Question 84 asked students what they )Aked best

about SIGI. The pattern of.,esponses was again similar at all colleges,

with a clear preference for Values; Locate; and Compare; a small preference

for Prediction, somewhat larger for Planning, and smaller again for Strategy.

Some 6%-to 10% of responses also favored item.7, "Learning how. values affect

decisiong." :The results call for several comments.

.1, Every system was named as best by some students-

-2. The Values system received the greatest proportion of votes at two

,1
,

colleges, the Locate system at three colleges, And the Compare system at /one

_

college: If we pool the.data (n = 514), we find'that these three systems

ere regarded,as best by, respectively,"24%, 25%, and 23% of the respondents.:
, .

t is, these three systems received nearlythree-qbarters of Vie votes for

best: By comparison, the Prediction, Planning,and Strategy systems received
A*

, 2%, 9%, and 5% of the votes. Category 7, "Learning how value6 affect decisions,"

. .

received 10% of the Votes, and "Other" got thp remaining 3%. This decided

. .

preftrence for the. "front end" of SIGI suggests twat students favor the part

of OrGIthat, in:their eyes, meets their immediate needs. (It may also reflect,

4

6 1.6
H.
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-in part thco,faet that some experimentals had not yet reached. the remaining

sections.) 'The immediate need for most students is to choose an occupational

gaal,'and .the Values,. Locate, and Compare systems are the best instruments for

, doing that. On the other hand, Prediction, Planning, and Strategy are most use-
,

ful for:"sizing up" a preselected occupation rather'than fort picking one out.

"(The'Compare system serves'both functions.) It is interest g to nbte that

when students want. to return to SIGI, they tend to designate the, Compare and

Planning systems, not Values and Locate, as the ones they most want to use

(question 81). Presumably, their need to choose an occupational'goal.would-

...-

have been xeduced in their first pass through SIGI, and their need upon their

return would be to "size Up."

3. Roughly.10% of the respohdents checked category 7, "learning how

values affect decisionsc" The low was 7% at one college, and the high was

14% atanother with respect to this response. Apparently, sizable numbers
4

of students find this fundamental principle the best aspect of SIGI.

Passing the word. Finally, we asked students, as an indication of accep-

tance:of SIGI, whfther:they had advised their friends at their. college to use

SIGI (question 86Y. At two colleges the percentage of yes responses was in

a
f

the 60%s, and at the other .four it is in the 70's. Pooling the data (n = 382)

shows 71% of the SIGI users reporting the behavior described in the question.

Recommended. Revisions

These findings suggest a high level of acceptance,Of SIGf. 'Major re-
,

vision does not seem necessary or desirable. Nevertheless, if funding'permits,-

we would like to, make some revisions to take into account what we 'have learned

, '

iti the field test.
S.

Expansion of occupational base. Even though the occupations already-in,

SIGI meet the expectations of almost 90% of the SIG' users,-but'intention

--to
.

increase the number of occypations as rapidly as possible continues. In
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.doing would be attentive .to the occupations suggested by students

And counselors on the questionnaires,

in our surveys as delcribed earlier.

as well as the occupations identified

We also believe we should divide some

occupations already in SIGI, such as Psychologist, into their specialties.

Local information. We would like to provide a method by which a local

college could-adcl-local information about the occupations in SIGI. Adding
a

this feature would require restructuring the SIGI Tiles and devising some

way to protect them from contamination, and therefore it is not trivial`..

main problem, however;' is not with SIGI but with

get reliable information and keep it up to date.

'matter further.
-

Technical changes in the script.

earlier in this chapter. They were

the colleges' ability to

141 wish to explore this

The

Some technical changes 'were mentioned

(a) making all printouts optional; (b)

increasing from fO'to 40 the number of occupations that can be retrieved at

one time in Locate; and Cc) improving

for Compare, Planning, and Strategy.

Other changes in the script. There are othei

the method of selecting occupations

desirable in light of student comments.

1. Locate. Although, Locate was, by asmall margin, the best-liked,

script changes that seem

system (question 84), in intereviews students sometimeg indicated that they aid

not know how to use it to best advantage. We would like to reprogram parts

of the sequence so that novices would be required to Use each feature once

to insure full,awareness of the capabilities Of Locate.

2. Prediction/Planning. We contemplate a revision that would tie

.

4
these'two systems more closely together and permit shuttling back and forth

even for novices. Students in the Prediction system could access the Planning

'System to find out which program their college recommended as preparatidn for

618
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' a particular occupation. They could then ask for a prediction for that program.

In the Planning system, students could be transferred to the Prediction system

when they were assessing their ability to prepare successfully 'far an occupation.

3. Explanatory sections in prediction and Strategy.- The emnanations

that answer. the five questions in Prediction and that describe the derivation,

of Desirability Sums in Strategy are at present straight linear sequences

that all students must follow. We'wish to change these sections 'so that ex-

.4

planations occur at three levels. The first would'be a Summary explanation

thatall students would see. Those who "got" it could go on, and others

could ask fora more detailed explanation consisting of several frames. Be-
.

neath.this second level, a third and yet more detailed level would exist for

students who needed it. These levels would speed up the progress: and'reduce

the reading load for many students.

Implementation of College-Specific Sections

We hoped that the operation of SIGI Uould be so,simple thai.the colleges

0

would be able to operate a dedicated system without the need for'specially

trained personnel. Also, we wished to make our Prediction and Planning system

manuals clear and detailed enough that the colleges could collect the necessary

data and construct the necessary displays without the need for expert, assist-

ance. Were these hopes realized?

Operation and Manager's Guide

Appendix E, the SIGI Manager's,,Guide, was the instrument for asSisting

.

the colleges in operating SIGI. It contains instructions for installing the

SIGI disks, making back-up copies, starting up and shutting down the system,

assigning student numbers:deleting Obsolete information, sweeping the disks

of data collected in this evaluation, and so on. Our hardware specialists
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at ETS backed up the manual, by making themselves available forconsultation.

by telephone. They also installed the SIGI software at each pollege when it

.started up- and occasionally visited the

There was large variation among the colleges in the extent t which

the technical management of SIGI was conducted by computer specialists. At

one eculege with a large computer that wasused for many seryices besides

SIGI, hardware,management was entirely controlled by technical Personnel. At

another college witha.basiC system dedicated to SIGI, the hardware was

physically and administratively kept'out of the techniciand' grasp;, and SIGI

'was operated by a counselor Whafthad never used a computer before. Between

these extremes were di fare levels of sophistication., Some colleges had

a member of the staff take a short training course in the operation, of the

. r
hardware.

The best test of the SIGIManager's Guide and our procedure for com-

municatio was the college where SIGI was controlled entirely by a techni-

, .

cally unsophigticated person. This person was able to 'handle all of,the

- technical aspectd-of 3aily operatiOn by himself. Questions ;hat were not

1

41,

answered in the Guide were resolved through telephone calls to the ETS

ra

technical staff. Unusualtivities we're more diffiallt for him to cope

,

with. These were the data collectioF sweeps, which are not'a normal part

of the SIGI operation but were required of the field-test colleges,, and

the installation of additional terminals, which required more knowledge of

hardware than his limited experience had mastered. Problems in .these areas

did not occur at other collegeswith personnel specially trained in the

operation of the hardware.

It is appacent fiom this experience that our manuals and procedures for

the day-to-day operation of SIGIwork. even with unsophisticated personnel.

The-system managers seem able to pick up enough skill to operate the system.;
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Week-long training sessions are also available frOm the hardware manufac-

tur4er. It is not necessary to employ computer s'pecialists. However, con-

saltation with ETS staff has been necessary when unusual conditions arose

or when hardware was to be expanded or changed.

Prediction System Development

The-firtt three colleges to get their hardware Werethe first to de-

velop theirPrediction systems. Our experience with them allowed- us to re-

fine and simplify our procedures for collecting the data for t at system.

The greatest' simplification came-about when we compiled the list of 29 grade

factors from which instructors select two for each:key course. The first

_

colleges had made up their own grade factors. fff many of the factors ap-

peared again and again that we were able to generalize the wording and make

up the list that appears in Appendix A. We we also able to refine the

Prediction System Manual and to make bur directions more clear.

The result has been that each college has been able to coglect the neces-

sary data. Each of the colleges has an operating Prediction system. Data

collectionis continuing at some colleges for courses where enrollment for

any single term is small and where the first wave of data collection did not

result in sufficiently high multiple R's to meet our minimum standard of .40.

Our procedures are still being refined. We have prepared computer,prO-

grams that facilitate our handling of data at ETS, and we continually make

minor revisions in the Prediction System Manual. Data collection at the. last

three colleges wept much more smoothly than atthe first three.

Planning System Development

The six colleges were also able to follow successfully our procedures

for constructing their unique Planning systems. Each college has an operating

system.
a
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As was true of the Prediction system, we were able to build, on our ex-

perience with the first college order to improve /our methods with respect

to the later ones. The main vehicle'for
t

implementation of the system is the

Planning,System Manual, which is Appendix C'of this report. We have made

small changes in the text of the manual and ]bore extensive changes in the

way that we present the occupational information that the college uses in

preparing its displays (Appendix A of the Manual; see also Figure 12 in Chap-
.

ter III). As more andomOre colleges prepare their Planning systems, we wily

be able to add their judgments about the appropriate preparation fbr each

occupation..

Our experience in communicating with the colleges as they prepared their

systems has also enabled us to improve air procedures. We now ask,the col-'

lege to send tat-the first half, dozen or so displays they prepare. Our review

of them provides feedback for the preparation of the rest of the displays.

The preparation of the Planning system at'the last coney:0 went quickly and

smoothly.

At all colleges the preparation was done by persons without special

training in either computer information systems or occupational information.

The work has been done by paraprofessionals and gradilate students working,

ffith p regular counselor, and by counselors themselves. Extensive consulta-

tion with the SIGI staff was not required.. All the systems run smoothly and,

-

in our judgment, are of high. quality.

Feedback to the Colleges r

Preparation of Prediction and Planning systems has provided some of the

4

colleges with useful feedback quite apart from SIGI.1 We have been able to

tell,colleges of changes in the distribution of'grades i a key course. We
, .

have alsohown them the zero-order correlations between t e grade factorth'

622
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selected by faculty and the actual grades themselves. - en the correlation

lk
is. small end occasionaIly_OVen negative. This information can help instruc-

tors examine their grading,practices. At one college a key course, English,

proved unpredictable because none of the grade factors selected by the\

strectOrs correlated well with final grades. This information resulted in

a review of the departmental policies 'with respect to grades\

A
The preparation of the Planning system has also proved salubrious on

occasion. At one college extensive revision of some curricula undertaken.

Preparation of the displays had revealed that courses varied fro', instructor

to instructor and, that some courses did not actually prepare the student for
)

the occupation that the curriculum was,designed for.

Usage of the System e.:

The Summary data Collected by the comjiuter were presented in The chapters

devoted to the individual colleges, Tables College-Initial 10-23. ,What do

these-data tell es about the operation of SIGI: There are. ich.deposits of

sociological information in these tables, but in this.section we are inter'

edted only in the evaluation of SIGI.

6 Breakdown of Samples
o

There was considerable variation at the colleges with respect to age,
., ,

,
,

, .
. .

sex, and enrollment status (Tables College-Initial 10). .At one college,
.

.

about 57% Were'25 years old or.older, and 12% were 18 or under. At another,

only 9% were 25 or older and 50% were 18 or under. ,The'other. collega,ranged
,

between these extremes.

There was also variation with respect to sex. The'ratio of womempo

men ranged from 61%:39% at one college to almost 50%:50% at another. WdMen

outnumbered'men at all colleges.

G23
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There was also variation in enrollment status. At one college 41% of

the students declared their enrollment status as ,"Other," and_on/y 8% as

"About to enter.6 yOr four out of the six'colleges, the modal response was

"Completed 1 or more semesters," at one it Was "First semester or 'quarter,"

and at one it was "Other."
, .

see from these data thdt, across all the collegeS, the students who

used SfGI were quite varied. Students of different ages and enrollment

statuses and of both sexes use SIGI.

In
4
tial Status with Respect to Career Decisions

The students at the six colleges were quite similar in their responses

to-questiods about the status of their career decisions (Tables College-

Initial 11). In all cases fewer dna one-quarter of the students indicated

that they, were in the dark about the r values or would know .their values only

if they saw them.) 'The modal response was 2, ."General idea of what I want,"

where.the percentage of responses ranged from 47 to 64. It is interesting
-

5

.to note that at every college more students admitted they were completely,, in

the dark than said they would know their values if they saw them. Tie number

of students completely in the dark was not small: 12% it one college up to

16% aelhother.

t
. '. .

The status with respect to occupations indicates that most students start
,

.

.

SIGI witlout .,clearly defined occupational goals. At all six colleges 50% or"more
, J .

of the responses to.the question abdut occupation status were "I need lots of

O

information." The next most frequent response was "Not sure they [contem-

plated occupations] fit my values." 'Fewer than a third of the students at

any college could list'one, two,-or three occupations that fitted heir

values.

$24
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The status with regard to prediction ,was somewhat better, 7d% tr mere of

the studentt'responding that they could successfully predict he grade's for

Sr.
some or any program. But the status of planning was notso good. At fiye of

the colleges, the py,centages responding "Don't know which program to take"

ranged from 37% to 49%, with fewer than 18%,of the Students indicating

that they knew which program to enroll in. At ttie sixt college, which-had a

.

larger proportion of older students,about 2?% indicate thei_knew which pro--
,.. -

gram to take and 371/had rib idea about prdgrams. .

%

The message delivered by,the Tables College-Initial 11 is that students

tend ro be indefinite about their OtcupationaPgoals and they'enter tollege

' .
c

a. .. .

with little idea about which program to take. They need information and guid-
.

..-.a

/. , r 11
-' .

-t1

Values System 4
% ..

,

Values weights. The pattern of values weights. was general similar at

",

all colleges, but with some interest.litg excefti$11$.(Tables ,Cp11.sge-Initiel 12).,

.
. ,--.-=',., ,'' ,41.' ''' .

%

Interest. Field was the top-weighted value-1n the Restricted,. or -nal weight- -- . t,top- weighted
.

. , ' 4,:gh, .
1

ing; at five of the six colleges and at the sixth it' ankedsecond: Inccme. '

.t
. . A

. ..\- . ., ,
four-%ranked first at this college, second at four colleges, and fourth e,t,Chle touT- V.

4 4 0 ----A:2--a

1 r !:4 4
yea institution. Security also tended to rank high. 'At the foult.yedrtol

y

lege,-".,

4? ''
..

. ,.

the order was Intere Field, elping Others, Variety, Income, and Security, der`

.

.

'

4 ?get

f

In all cases, Early Entry and Prestige were. ranked lowest, 14.0.th Leisure
.

or Leadership ranked next lowest. ThClow weight assigned to Early Entry -ks--
. _

vo .
,

understandable, since all the students had already committed themselvesoto .0
,

- I,

tcollege to., some degree:.

625
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The tables indicate that all ten of., the SIGI valdes were important to

some student. There was no serious ceiling or floor effect, since even the

highest and lowest weighted values exhibited sizable variation. In reducing

the sum of their weights to 40, students were selective; not all values were

reduced proportionately, and we may infer that students Were.giving thought

to the i.educing,yrocess, not simply following some mechanical algorithm.

Also, at every college, there were differences in the rank ordering of the

Unrestricted and Restricted' columns. We infer that such differences were due

to the effects of the Values Game, which was plaid after the unrestricted

Weights were assigned and before the reduction.

We have noted that at the four-year college the four top-ranked values

were Interest Zield, Helping Others, Variety, and Income, whereas at all the
,A100,

other colleges they were Interest Field, Income, and Security or Independence

(not always in exactly that order). The four-year college was also the col-
,

lege where the proportion of women students was:110%. We do not know whether

the-appearance of Helping Others and Variety among the "top four" is due to

institutional or sex differences or something else. We are currently doing

a study todetermine whether sex and age differences affect value weights.
,41

Interest Field selection. The most striking featurein the tablgs show-

ing the Interest Field selections (Table College-Initial 13) is the popular-
,

ity of the Personal Contact field. It ranked firstiby a wide margin atevery

college. Another noteworthy feature is the-lack of interest in the Techno-
,

logical field even thouh five of the six institutions are community colleges

with strong curricula'in the technological area. The'Aesthetic field also

,ranked low at all colleges. 'There was considerable variation the way the

other fields -- Scientific, Administrativey-and Verbalwere chosen. Egcfi

held second place in at least One college.

26
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Each of the fields was the main field forsome students Even at the

four-year col ege, the technological field appealed to nearly 5% of the SIGI

. .

users.

Locate System
. f

. '-
Values used in the retrieval process.. If students are using SIGI to

1-
their best advantage, one would expect them to select their tip- weighted

4
values for use in LoCate. We would except Early Entry from this generalize-

.

tion, since that value may be used to control the educational level of re,

trieved occupations.

Tables College-Initial 14 show. that students do, indeed,, use their most

important values in Locgte. At the College where Variety and Helping Others

were among the most highly weighted, they were among the five most frequently

selected in Locate. At all the other colleges Interest Field, Income, Secu-

rity, and Independence, which were among the top-weightedvalues, were among
(

the five most frequently selected in Locate: 4

..-
' ,

At one college, Early Entry ranked seventh in frequency of use in Locate.\

The modal specification on Earli Entry at this college was 2-3 years. This is

the college where more than half the users were over 25 yea S old, who, per-
.

haps, might feel the greatest pressure to avoid a long dela in entering an oc-

cupation. The fact )hat Early.Entry was used fairly frequently in Locate even

though it 'tanked last in. importance shoOs how SIGI affords opportunities for

students to control all aspects of the,gecision-making protess.

We May also note from'the Ta*. bles 14 that all valtes weig iused n Locate

Students.axperimented with various combinations of values in their search for

agreeable'occupations. This is desirable behavior.

G27
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Specification levels and categories. All levels and categories of speci-

fication lalere used. We must remember that the Tables College-Initial 15 re-
/

cord only specificatio hat retrievetioccupations. The specifications at

the lowest lever may be a conSequence of students' being forced to -1-ower

specifications in order to make occupations appear. Students may also lower

specifications in trying to make some favorite occupation came upl The num-

pet of specifications at the lowest level, therefore, indicates that students

actually are taking advantage itrf the syste'm's capabilities._ We may also note

from the Tables.15 that the Personal Contact field of interest was The one

most frequently specified by a wide margin. There is much carryover from

Values to Locate, as there ought to be-
.

Occupations retrieved. Since the colleges are generally similar-in the

values they use in Locate; one would expect them to be similar in the occupa-
c

. tans they retrieve. This statement turns out to be'true. At all six col0-"

leges, the list of occupations most frequently retrieved includes Teacher

'tseveral occupational titles taken as a group), Lawyer, Psychologist, F:hysicianr.,:-.

e-
Dentist, and Speech Pathologist/AudiOlogist,

It is most inrereatingeto note the effect of .Casing Early. Entry as a re-

,

trieval value in Locate. At the colleges where Early Entry was seldopi red,

the preponderance of occupations on the list of nip freqUently retrieved re-
.

quired gt/aduate study for entry or such study was highly recommended; the re-

maining oCcupati6ns'required a bachelor's degree; and none required less than

a bachelor's. At the other college, however, where Early Entry ranked seventh

among the retrieval values, only half of the7OccuPations were in the graduate,

class; and 21% of them did not reqniie.a bachelor's degree. a

Another phenomenon related,,to,uae of Early Entry can be men in the fre-'

quency with which Dentist, Lawyer, Physician, and Psycliologist were retrieved

by.novices and initiates (Tables College-Initial 164,1 The drop in percentage

628
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4

points from novices to initiates is very pronounce) at the college with more

use of Early Entry. Students who returned to Locate as initiates at this col-

lege used values/specifications that'retrieved relativel,few professional,"":

cupations. This behavior is in marktld contrast to their behavior as novices.

This was not true for the Other colleges, at* which the professional occupations

were retrieved with about the same,relatively high frequency by both groups.

Occupations never retrieved in Locate- Although no college retrieved

*3
every occupatl won in SIGI, there was no occupation that was never retrieved by

one college or another. That is, there i's no occupatiOn in SIGI that is unre=

trievable. The least frequently retrieved occupations--not retrieved by five

out of six colleges--were Science Laboratory Technician and Keypuna Operator,

Compare System

Occupations selected for query.. If students are following the SIGI de-
,

cision-making model as intended, the occupations most frequently retrieved in

Locate should be selected ftleqUently in Compare. there'should not bean

exact corresponden however. Occupations retrieved in Locate meet the
a,.

limited set of specifications imposed by the student, but they might fail. to

meet othtr specifications that LoCate does not consider--they,cost too much,

require abilitiesties the student lacks, involve indoor work, and so. on. Eor ex-

amp190 Dentist, was among the most frequently retrieved occupations at all six

colleges., but at only one college was it selected more than 1% of the time

I -

in Compare. Also, students may retrieve the same occupation several times in

Locate with different sets of values/specifications, but they would tend to
'-

select it only once in Compare. Finally, the summary data collected by the

computer dp not'follow a single group of students thr ugh SIGI; they are

simply a count of responses made in each system.

G29,
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NevertheleSt, considerable correspondence does eXist between the systems.
j

-Examination of-Tables College7Initial 17 shows that, at "I.of)the coileges,

nearly'all of the occupations that were on the list of most frequently re-

trieyad in"Locate were selected ltore than 1% of the time in Compare. (The

.4

mean number of selections Air 155 occupations is15%.) -Dentist, as already

'noted, was an exceptioh. Pilot and Optometrist were also exceptions at one

Physician,and Plumber at another, being on the. most,frequent

list for Locate but.not for Compare. At five of,the colleges, Psychologist,

Lawyer, School Counselor, and Rehabilitation Counselor always led the list of

most frequently selected, though not always in that order.

The sixth college, where the list of occupations retrieved in Locate

was unusual owing to the use of farly Encry as an educational moderator, was

different. A smaller proportion (9 out of 12) of the occupations most fre-

quently retrieved in Locate was selected more than 1% of the time in Compare.

At this college the four occupations that were selected most frequently were

Psychologist, Legal Assistant, Computer Operator, and ScZoy/Counselor.
.. 0

It is noteworthy that every occupation in SIGI was selected in Compare
,

at one college or another. Every occupation is interesting to somebody.
. , .

Questions asked in Compare. The colleges were quite similar in
O

the se-se -'
s

O.'

lection of questions to ask in Compare (Tables-611ege-Initial 18). All ques-
,

. .. .

. I
.

tionsw re asked with cgnsiderable,frequency. Description of Work Activities,
t

befiriit on of Occupation," and Education Required were in the top five with
i

respect to.frequeny at all colleges, with Description of Work Activities
,

,

at the head of the list ineach'case. Related College Courses, Beginning

'Salary, and Employment Outlook:were also very popular.

630
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It is interesting to speculate on why these questions are sq invariably

popular. They are the questions that one would ask about unfamiliar occupa-
,

tions. Many of the occupations retrieved in ,Locate must be new to students.

How many of them, for example, would have thought deeply About bedoiing aRe-

habilitation Counselor, a Speech Pathologist, a Personnel Interviewer? It

seems likely that stgidents are, indeed, ollowing up In CoMPare many of the oc-

'cupations that appeared' in Locate,. and that they begin their quest with those

, questions that give a quick idea of what the' occupations are. like.

The'least frequently asked questions were generally Opportunities for
9

Leadership and Prestige Level, as might be expected from the low weight given

Op :the corresponding values.

,p
Prediction System

-.

. It is' difficult:to rize the data from all six Prediction systems,
.

l f,x.

since each dellege2has a'different list of 1)..sogramthat,the students can se-

lect and since not all programs ..at a college we predictable SIGI the

time of the field tests. However, we may make the IollOwing observations

about-Tables College-Initial 19-21., which concern use of the Prediction system:
7

1: The colleges look' very much alike with ,.resPect(to the Way studenIts
.

_

reported their previous performance. Theitti4ed to rank in the second or
- .

. .

third fifthl, with sizable representationy416Zto 28 %) in the top. figth-:and,
. )

generally smaller numbers in the fourth fifth and bottom.fi4h,.r-Themodal---

categoties with respect to math grades were Band C; with" fe.Sptct,to English
7

grades, they were A and B. And the percentage of students who declared that

they needed help with English ranged From a low of 18% at one college to a
a

high of 33%.atanother.

. .

2. ,There was a total of only five programs for which predictions were

never sought--two at two colleges and one at another.
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3. Although we do not know.Oat.proportion of students availed theta-
., I,

selves of the opportunity to ask questions about the prediction rocess, we

believethat the proportion was bstantigl. -Comparison of the n's for ques-

tions with the n's for reports of previouS performance (bothn's corr.espond

to students, since'few students repott_their previous perfortance or ask queS-

tions more than once), suggest that ftom 37% to 837 of the students aak.a ques-

tion. No question stands out as having been selected abovethe others; they_

were all about-eqddl in prompting,students' inquiries:

Strategy Systems .

.

In Strategy, we look for evidence that knowledge of Desirability Sums and

estimation of risks have had an effect on the students. Unfortunatelythe

_

sum-

mary,data do not shine a bright light in this corner, for they are simply a

count of response's, not changes. Nevertheless, we, can make some inferences from

the Tables College-InitiaL22, Which indicate the frequency with which students

designated an occupation as- first-choice before receiving information about de-

sirability..and risk ("PRE" column) and after receiving it ("POST" column).

,When the frequencies are different, some change has occurred. We will no' count

the instances where the post frequency is4snialler than the pre, because the

. ,

difference may be due _to the fact ~that a student left before he made the post

,:-
, _

response But thoseinetances'Whefe the post frequency is greater-than-the

pre must "represent bona fide.changes ofpreference,..piesupably owing to the
... ..t.

f ,

information the student had just seen. These instances would, of course, be
--,--- ..

.

only a small part of,the total number of changes, since-we have ignored'the

..

occasion when the pre,was higher than the post, and we have no measurement
/ r

at all of how many comensating changes may have occurred when the two fre-

quenCidil were the same: No: No ye wish to imply ,that change of preferenceis

necessorily a desiid6le outcome in Strategy; it just happens to be an outcome

e
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that indicatesthat an effect did occur in ,Strategy, and that is one thing we

want to know.

The Tables ColegeAInitial 22 do, indeed, record numerous inspances of

-
such change. In fact, they range

1
from 13% of the post-frequency n at one

,college, xl_to 23% at another. The actual number of changes must,be much lar-

.

ger. Moreover, there must have been numerous occasions when the effect was

confirmation of the pre choice, andno change occurred.

4

'Cis interesting to notice particular changes. One can sometimes de-
.

tect from them the effect of seeing the Desirability Sums and the.estimttion
,

of risks. For example, Rehabilitation Counselor was generally retrieved in

Locate and pursued in Compare. But probably few students had considered it

before they found it in SIGI, and it apparently did hot loom large in their

expectations when.ther
e
ered Strategy. But at every college, the post fre-

, quency for Rehabilitation gounselbr was much larger than the pre frequency.

The amount of increase rangedfrom 2 at one college (from 9 pre to 11 post)

to 10 at another (a pre to 18 post).

We may also look at Strategy to see how students respond when confronted

with a choice of an occupation with the highest Desirability.Sum but not the

4

4

1
Reduce& to a formula, the computation is'as. follows:

155 155

E di ! sfi2 X100
i=1

where
-
d. = f

i2
-,f

11'
if f

i2

d = 0, if f
i2--

f11 = pre frequency

f12 = post frequency

C 3 3
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best Chances, an occupation with the best, chances but not the highest Desir-

ability Sum, and an occupation with neither the highest sum nor the best

chances. These Optiong are the second, thifd, and fourth items of "Which.

Strategy."n Tables College-Initial 23. (The other options under "Which

Strategy," which do not require a thoughtful deci .eion from the student, can-

not all.exiet at the same time as options MG, three, and four.) If we-take

.

the sum of the frequencies for this set of. three'Ontions as 100%, we find
,C

'04
considerable differences'amOng the colleges in which option was chosen most

often. At one college, almost 67% of the.resporr s chose the option with

the highest Desirability Sum, despite the increased risks; at another col-
,

lege only 4i% of the respondents did so. At the latter
,

college, 45% of

the respondents chose the occupation 14th the best chances, despite the re-

.
duceedesirability. Ate every college at least 11%,of the respondents chose

the occupation with'neithek the highest sum-nor the least risk (which may

have represented the optimum combination Of desirability and risk). This

variation in response'patterna suggests that students are being.selective

t4ot

?in Strategy, using the full range of available options,

Impact on Students .

..4k

The p\eceding sections of this chapter; show that SIGI is. gfective in
-....:

1( '.
'

.

the sensla that students accept it, can use it witha minimum of outside_inter-
,..,

, ,
,

. .

/ l ,

vention', and apparently can understand what is going.on. it appears to tie =in-',
.

ternally consistent, for studenta retrieve occupations that conform to thei
;-

more cherished values, and the students generally follow the_occupations

through Compare and into Strategy. Now we wish to ask whether SIGI is ef-

fective iii -the sense that it produces improvement in students' behavior with

,,..respect to tareer decision-making;

We do not wish to use as a criterion of effectiveness the extent to which
*IF

a student may have made a Commitment to an occupation as the result, of using
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SIGI. For one thing, we do not think that commitmentas a result of three

hours' iliteraction with a computer is a desirable outcome for all students.

A sudden shift from complete uncertainty to complete certainty Would be sus-
.

pect; it,tells us more about the'credulity of the student than about the ef-
. .

ficacy of SIGI. Moreover, increasing awareness that occupational decisidns
.

.t .

may °Octr several times during the course of ones career shows t e futility
7

. . .

of using closure dn a decision as Ocietcriterion of effectiveness. It seems

equally futile to measure effectiveness by, say, the 'amount of information

that students,Aery'in their heads about occupatigps they will never enter,

or about the number Of occupations they can nbme',wAnd so on.'

Rather than use such criteria, we wish to assess the effectiveness

SIGI by the extent towhich it accomplisheg its objecties. The principal

1

objective is to develop the autonomous individual capable of making rational
- .

decisions. If a student shuts his eyes, pokes a pin at the Occupational oat
.

look Handbook, and settles for the pric occupation, we judge his procedure

as neither autohomous nor rational, even though the outcome was definite.

On the other hand, if he systematically assesses his, values, abilities, and

resources, and then relates, occupational information to them, we would judge

die procedure as autonomous and rational, even though the student might not

have immediately committed himself to a particular choice.

,

Therefore=, we- 3udge the effectiveness of SIGI ifti terms of how its users
- - _

apply a rational process to the decision. In ualfig-orir instruments-the.in-

terviews and questionnaires--we look for evidence that such a process is at

work. (For a fuller disdussion of prodess vs. outcome in.assessment of career.

decision-making, see Kati, 1975.)

N
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Interviews

Interviewers looked at the vocabulary students used in talking about their

occupational plans, their reasons for consideiing or rejecting occupations,

their awareness .of the role of values in decidon-making, and their overt be-

h0ior with respect to career planning. We had the records of interaction of

some of the interviewees, and we were particularly interested in'the students'

explanation of the responses they had made earlier'at the terminal.

It is impossible,to quantify the results of open-ended interviews. But

faking allowance for the subjectivity of the Aata,and the fact that the inter-
46

viewers were -not third-party evaluators, we still found strong evidence that

SIG; did have a 6pesitive effect the students. We have detailed' some of the

-

interviews in the pr'eced'ing chapters. Here we may summarize our conclusions.

kqu-isition-of a vocabulary. When students'discusded their .attitude

toward occupations., they tended to do so4LterMs of the SIG; values. Indeed,

the discovery that th it values could be used systematically as'a guide in de-
.

cision-making was a revelation to most, of the students and was, in the opinion
A ;

:Of the interviewers, the Single Most persuasive evidence of a rational approach

to career choice. The students' new awareness of their values gave them a

language for talking aboUt careers. If.therewas any "Eureka--I have found it!"

effect on the students, was this discovery that values provided d'basis for

investigation as-rell as a medium for communication.,

Structured approach. The second evidence of rationality was an aware-.

ness on -tha part of the studen that decision-making can be structured. Al-
k -

.

..,,:th,o14gh_none of the students made this explicit by .reciting the Six StGI .Stepe

to Sound Decisions,_itmas often implicit in what they did. Even Carla, who

insisted that SIGI had not helped her_at-all, recognized that the failure was

duato her inability, to commit,herself Values weights. She .understood the

6 7 i)

-
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process, saw that value weights were essential to it and were desirable; and

started talks with a counselor to correct'her probleM. No student thought

'that the SIGI model was invalid or' inadequate.

Purposive behavior. The third evidence of rationality-and autonomy was

activity on the part of the students directed toward wing a choice. The acti-

vity took different forms with different students, depending on_their perception

of their needs. Carla sought treatment for her chronic indecisiveness. Fred

chantid his courses so that he could prepare for a new occupational goal as

an accountant. Sally and Sandy added courses-in psychology to their programs

so that they could begin pointing toward long-term goals. Irene wrote for

. ,

ocCupitional infOrmation. Paul modified his educational plans so that he

would be prepared to teach if he failed to.make it into law school. Many'made

follow-up,appointmen4 with counselors, changed majors, explored occupational'

information off.Lline, or discussed career choice with friends and parents.

Progress in decision-making. In the opinion of the interviewers, all

of the students

cision-making.

state of mind

had moved perceptibly forward in the process of career de-

.

This progress took different forms depending on the studerk's

1 he entered SIGI. If he entered with a definite occupa-

,tional goal and left with the same goal, "progress" consisted of increased

confidence thatsthe choice was now well'grounded on information. tf he en=

,tered with only a vague goal or no goal, progress often consisted of an aware--

% ----I-7'7\
40..nessithat reaSonahAe options existed, and that the student would have to make

a choice eventually.

Table3 shows the categories Of outcomes we noticed in the interviews.

We note that.the more definite the student's goal when he entered SIGI, tAe
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More definite it was likely to be when he left, even though' the two goals were

not always the same. When studentg entered with unclear goals or no goals,

Insert Table 3 aboutchere

They tended to leave without a definite commitment, but/wrth increased cla

fication of possible goals and ways tb proceed toward goal-definition. These

outcomes are.consistent with our expectations'since, as stated earlier, we

would be most uneasy if SIGI exerted such a powerful influence on the students

that e ry user emerged with a definite occupational goal. .The findingslre

- 'also con stent with students' responses tdp.question 55, "What role ha's,SIGI

, .

played in your occupational choice?" on the experimental questionnaire. At
.... . .

. . . .

all colleges, the jority of students checked responses 2 and/or 3- - "SIGI

helped me confirlA the choice I had already made" and,"SIGI'suggested'Dther.

- things that I am considering.", Many fewer students checked responses l'
. ,

A
and 4, "SIG' helped me choose an occupation" and "SIGI provided little, or

,

no help." The proportion bf'students who thought SIGI had gi en.them no help

ft.
ranged fro? to 18%. The proportion who thought it had helped,them choose4

an occupation ranged from 5% to 17%.

Negative findings. Although we foiind evidence that students were think

ing and behaving rationally, the students were often unaware'of,it.'.,Although

they wtre; for the most part; following the SIGI model for deasion-mating,

many would have had diffitulty.in saying exactly what'the model was. When

-they, talked about outcomes, they often tended, to speak in terms of finding, an

ccupation rather than in terms of learning a process for making decisions.

us many students were in the position of doing all (or most) of the right,.

633.

.w.
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a

things, but of.not showing that they knew why. Even students who, like-§andy,

said how logical SIGI was would have_ been-hard put to explain the logic. We

would have liked to find' better evidence that the students were able to gen-

eralize from the particulat SIGI experience to other kindS of decisions.,'

Questionnaires'

011...st:ions 1 through 41 of the control and experimen_al questionnaires pro-

'vide_obj4ctive eiridepce of the impact of SIGI on its user . Of these"Cluestions,

numbers 30-34 combine to make up onlya single item; questions 35, 36, and 38

are open ended and ho comparisons are, possible,; responses question.39 cannot

.

be influenced by the impact of SIGI; and question 40:was addressed to students'

- ' .

wId answered yes to question 39 and the n'swere usually too small for statis-
V:" , !" -,,,-, ...,s4

,

tical tests. 'These subtr14.044ens-leave us the 32 Items that ,appeat in -Table 4
. .

"c"--- .
- .

which are susceptible to statistical comparison. The first three questions
. -..

.
: .

,

concern composition of the sample,'not outcomes, and hence tell LIS nothing about

the impact of9WI. Moreover, we should not expect large differences on ques-
.

tions 19-24, which 'concern attitudes toward dedisions--for example, the degree

to which students think that chance.controas choice of career. SIGI would not

have much impact on this item because of a "ceiling" effect: About 9070-,of the
,e

students in each group reject, the pr)positiOn.

*

Table 4 combines .the respltsof the Tables College - Initial 01 from the

preceding 'chapters. the table shows that.4fli1'colleges significant dif0t-

ences,wact found in the number of occupations explored (question 5--.2.< :01)

,/
and in the extent of use of the career re erence library (question 14--2<.51.

for fout colleges;. 24(.05 for the other two).

Insert (able 4 about here

-639

14%
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(ff course, significant differences at'the .01 level were also found at all

.colleges on que;tion 18, use of a computer -based ,guidance system?) At five

. of-the six colleges, the SIGI users were also signifleantly fdifferent

(.11.01).,in 'their knowledge of which Rfogram to enroll in as preparation

for am,occupation (question 9)i the other college was the one where,a large

proportion of the experiffientals had not yet. finished SIGI nd had presuthably

not yet encountered-the'Planning system, where they would ¶lave found informa-

tion about programs of stydy.

Significant differences at the .01 or .05 level were found at one or

re cOilegts
.

on every questiot'except number 15 (Attendance at career plan-

ning.workshops), 22 (Choose for myself), And 24 (Plenty of time to chdose).

It is interesting that there was a signifiCant difference in attitude toward

using a computer ,in career decision-thaking at only one college (question 41);

at that college the SIGI users were more favorably disposed toward computers, ;

while at.tlhe other five neither controls nor experimentals'ohgected to them.

We may also note that at one college,' controls had more definite career plans

and 'rated themselves higher as decision-makeis than did experithentals. This

was the college where many of the experimentals had not completed SIGI and

/'

consequently had not reached a point of closure with respect to these two

questions. Differences that did not reach significance .tended to'favor the
, . 1

exper.ithentals. '

We did not anticipate uniformity results at all colleges. One of the

.
p 4
urposes in.cofiducting.a field test at six geographiqally dispersed colleges

was .to evaluate SIGI under a variety of conditions of use, with different popu-
.

lations,.in disparate settings, and in various context. The colleges were in

six different regiions of Oe'country, ranging frOm dtnse metropolitan settings
.

through small towns to-suburban And rural. Thely,ranged,in size from student
.6

-

.
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bodies.of 20,000 to about 4,00 . They varied in career guidance programs and

staffing, in'character of faculty and administ ration. T here Were variations

in characteristics of students - -in ratio of men to women, in ages, in enroll-
,

. .

;Bent status, in proportions of'variousracial and ethnic grOups, fn socio-

, 'economic status, 'in ability levels.
4

interestingly enough, despite all tilde differences there were

N.

great similarities in thevay students responded.ta.SIG and in the impact

.thatoSIGI had on their career decision - making. The e similar ties seem

sufficient to justify pooling the data from 1-1e six holleges in an attempt

to assess the effects of SIGI on "students-in-general."

Pdoling the data reveals the results shown in the "All" column of Table 4.

There were no sigdificani differences between \'controls and experimentals in

age and sex (questions 1 and 2), but differences in enrollment status (2. < .01),

caused by vagaries in control-group selection at two of the c6ileges. As to

the other questions, the SIGI users, as compared with the controls,,displayed

..-- .

(2 .01) a greater knowledge of their values,"explored more occupations, knew
.

whic cupations met tbtir values, had more definite career plans, thought.
..,...... . . .9

.

they could predict their grades..hetter, knew better whAh program to enroll in
.

for their occupational goal, had greater confidence in thein career decision--

making ability,,used the college career reference library mo4tfreq ently,

.talked with .guidance counseldrs more often, used career-related audi -visual

materials more frqkiently, used a computer-based guidance system more fre-
. ,

(

quently, rated themselVes higher as decision-makers and highenin;their know-
A.*

r
ledge.of occupations, knew more about the oceupation they might enter, had

""'

seen a counselor in greater numbers witfiin.the last two weeks, and were More

willing to Interact with a computer.. Moreover, they would be (2. (.05). less
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,

the,advice'of others, were less inclined to be flummoxed

by conflicting advice,. mere less persuaded that knowledge of marriage plans

was crucial to career decisionmaking, and 'had a clearer knqwledge of their

significantly differ from controls in their amount of

/Y

reading and ing about occupations, in their talking to people already en-

gaged in an occ4ation,'in their attendan at wofkshops, in their doubt that

chance playe0 large part in their occupatio al choice, in their belief that

they
$3*

hey would make,, theif own decisionscin their recognition that deciding could
.

s,

.not be long delayed, the frequency of their planning sessions, and in their

t.
values*. They did not

confidence that they generally made correct decisions.

_In,summary, both the interviews and the questionnaires show a 'definite

and positive effect of SIGI on its users. From the latter, we see Illeasurahke

differences between the STGI users and a group of controls in any different

bebaviors and attitudes. From the interviews, we see a definite'tendency to

organize career decision-making around a-rational model.

Impact on Guidance Program

The counselor questionnaire (Tables College-Initial 8 and 9) was our
4

main instrument for assessi, the impact of SIGI on the guidance programs at

.

the colleges. Besides providing information, about the amount of time spent

in career counseling, the'number of stude ts counseled, and suggestions for

improving SIGI, the questionnaire gored the co.unss1Rrs1 attitude towar d

oomputer-basd counseling, problems related to career'counseling, SIGI's im-

pactIon,the problems, and SIGI's impact on the counselors' activities. ,This
° . s-

° ", . .

isection only pertains to the portion'of the questionnaire that conceene mpact.

, (7-

Analysis of Questionnaire Responses ,

fie colleges were quite similar in the pattern of responses to most qUes-e

tions on the, questionnaire, and we have pooled the data as the best way of

-generalizing about the results,

6.42
r

O



Acceptance. Questions 4 through 8 e4lored'counselors' attitudes toward

-usiniia computer for guidance. The colleges Were all similar in their responses

and were overwhelmingly supportive of computer-based guidance. Only 3 counse -.

slors agreed with the statemenrrthat the use of computers was a fad (question 4),

whereas 50 disagreed with it and 5 were not sure. Forty-sevelt eed that

such systems can relive counselors of routine duties (question 5), while 8

Tisagreed and 4 were not surd. The counselors rejected by a wide margin the

notion that computer-based guidance is a threat to their jobs (question 6):

53 disakreed with the statement, only°3,agreed, and 2 were not sure. They

would also use a computer-based system for theit Own sittdents (question 7)

by a margin of 52 to 2, with 4 counselors not sure. Finally, they beliTed

that computer -based guidance systeris can help students make career decisions

(question 8): 47 agreed with the statement, none disagreed, and 8 were not.

sure.

Use of the system. The counselors translated-their suppoTtive attitude

^2s

into practice. Only one counselor out Of 57 indicated, in response to question

12 ("Have you referred students-to SIGI?"), that he or she had not done so. By
o

a wide margin, they repqrted that students reacted favorably to SIGI;(question

13)-750 saying the response was favorable, none saying it was unfavorable, and
'37

7 saying they4had had no opportunity to° observe.,

Impact on problem areas., Questions 16-22 asked counselors to indicate

the degree to which cdrrainCondi:tions were a problem, and qUestion 23 asked

.

whether or not SIGI had had an impact on the problems.

O

Five nut of the six colleges were in general agreement in their'patterns

of4esponies, with variations As to whether the...Counselors regarded-a con-

e

dition as being a major,pr minor Oroblem. At the sixth col ,ege the counselors

o

643
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tended to respond "No prdblem" more frequently than did-the counselors at
(
the

.

r
other five colleges. There were, howeVer, no really'striking differences among

the colle

The conditions most frequently identified as either major or minor prob-

lems are those described in questions 16 ( "Getting,students to read occuna-
.

tional information "), 1.7 ("Keeping up to-date on occupational information "),
...

i8 ("Iddntifying sources otloccupatlonal information"), and 19 ("Finding time

to see all the students who want the help of a counselor "). 'On question 16, -

42 of 55 counseldrs checked one-of the "problem" responses; on question 17, the

number was 46 cut of 55; on question 18 it was 38 out of 54; and on question 19

it was 36 out of 55.. Keeping up to date was the-severest problem; it was iden-

. titled as major by 29 counselors and minor by 17.

The other two conditionS were less often cited as a Major pr &blem, al-

though they ,remained minor problems to a substantial number of counselors.
4 ,

Identifying students who need help" (question 20) was a minor problem to 23

,
counselors (and a major-problem to 8) of 55;. ':Selecting appropriate programs

ofstudy" (question 21)'was a minor problem to 25 and a major-problem to 4 of

53 counselors.

Did SIGI have, an impact on these problems? Forty-six counselors answered.

23), aht.42 of them answered yes. The greatest impact
.

,

t getting students to read (question 16) and keeping
1\

this question.(number

was felt with respect

up to date (question 17), with 33 and 28 responses, respectiN!ely, Sixteen

counselors'found an impact ah question 18 -(identifying sources), 14 on clues-

iion 19 (finding time), 13 on question 20 (identifying students), and 16 on

question 21 (selecting appropriate programs). Three counselors indicated that

SIGI had had an impact on the problems specified in responte to question 22,

."Qther [problems]."

.
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Impact on counseling activities. In question 24-27we tried to evalu-

ate the impact 9 SIGI on counseling. activities. The results are most reveal-
.

'

ing. If weexclude the responses in the "No opportunity to observe" column,

we find that no counselor found a decrease in the number of students he could

see, 10 found an increase, and 33 noticed no change (questiOn 24). Only 2

counselors noticed 'a decrease'in the amount of time they devoted to career

counseling, 12 noticed an increase,,and,26 noticed no change (question 25).

The responses to question 26 (length of counseling session) were similar: 4

J
counselors noticed ,a decrease ih-length', 9 noticed an_increase, and 27 noticed

no change.

There was very considerable agreementon question 27, quality of group

discussions about values and career decisions: No counselors noticed a de-
.

crease, 25 noticed an increase, and only 9 repotted no change._

The patterns of responses were generally similar all six colleges, with

the modal response tending to b.e "No change" on questions 24, 25, and'26, and

r
"Indrease" on question 27. At one college, however;-4 counselors noticed an

o

increases inthe amount of time devoted to career counseling and none noticed
. ,

no change (question 25). At'another'college, the modal response was "In-

.
crease". 6n ,,both questions 25 and 26, 'with No change" a close second.

Impact on counseling session. iri question 2d we trieo to assess the im-.
'- /' r.

pact of SIGI on the counselin session itself. Did counselors .find SIGI stu-

dents different from non -SIGI students with resRect to certain behaviors?

.4

Thirty -six -Counselors indicateld that they cgoild tell which of their'counse-

...
. , .

lees had used SIGI; 20 were'Unable to distinguish between the two classes of

r
students. The 36 who recognized the SIGI users indicated whether or, not they

EL_

.4

rated the SIGI, users higher on seven behaviors.
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By the time we exclude the "No opportunity to observe".resPonSes, the

become quite-small. Yet theresponsers are consistent at all colleges

and. show quite clearly that those counselors who were in a position to Vow

perceived that SIGIhad exerted a favorable impact on all seven categories of

behavior. The SIGI users rated higher on.theit ability (a) to express the 1'

sat-isfaction\ they wanted from an occupation (23 yes, 8 no), (b) to state

their primary-occupational,choice (20 yes, 9 no), (c) to mention alternative

possibilities.(30 yes, 2 no), (d). to indicate sound reasons for their pre-
* I

.

ferences (22 yes, 5 no), W to show they were well informed about their first-

choice occupation (19 yes, 7 no), (f) to decide what programs of study were

suitable for each occupation being considered (23 yes, 4 no),-and (g) to 0-

evaluate their chances of success in programs being considered (18 yes, 8 no).

Responses to open-ended questions, Not many of the, responses to open-
.

ended* questions concerned the impact ofSIGI on the counselor's activity.

When they did concern impact, the comments usually bore out the conclusions

we came to on the basis of the-'qtintifiabl-e data. One counselor stated that

SIGI had "added to"'h her classroom discussion of values and that it had

encouraged students to come in for personal counseling because problems with

career choice were often intertwined with personal-problems. Another counse-

.71r

for found SIGI,hadan,impact on his conduct of a particular vocational/techni-

cal course. Anotlier.mentioned that students could explore occupations with-
(

out taking up a counselor's time. Yet anothe:reepfessed relief over being

spared "routine" basks associated with career ounseling; SIGI had made his

li e more enjoyable by freeing.hi'm for coftieling in greater depth.

I

e
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Summary

The nature of the impact of SIGI on the'counselors who work with it is A

instructive. We find that counselors accept SIGI, use it, and do not feel

threatened by J:e. They agree substantially as to what the main ,problems

are yin career guidance, and they think that SIGI has beneficial impact on

each of them.' fliey rate tIGI-users higher than nonusers on behaviors that

Contribute.to rewarding-discussion in a counseling seision...

.tYet in light of these positive results, it is interesting to .find that

no counselor perceived SIGI as taking over the'urden of carter counseling.

For all that SIGI is a machine that runs with a minimum of human intervention,

counselors apparently do not turn over to it the whole job of helping students

with their choice cq occupation. It does not appear that SIGI, used as it

was in this study, wObld bring about a reduction in the size of the counsel-

ing staff. Few counselors reported that they were able to see more students

'because of SIGI, to devote less time to career counseling, or to shorten

their counseling sessions.. What did happen was thatthe qualityof

the counseling sessions improved.. The students arrived for their appointments

with a better background, with bgtter formulated goals, with mor4finite

occupations in mind, and with a more structured approach than did the non-SIGI

users. . Counselors did not have to .aketime out froMthe session in order to

provide background and educate the student in basic knowledge. Consequently,

the quality of the,sessions improved and the students benefited from this im-

provement as well as froni SIGI.
4

1

Counseling Configurations

The colleges all used'SIGI in different from making if a 14borator
_

y

unit in a course oft-career choice to making it purely optional for the student

with no adjunctive counseling unless the stWdent sought it. We deliberately

)*

avoided making the fieldltests a eontest between the coltege's and in his ChaR-

(647 J.',
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ter have refrained from identifying the colleges..!by name tq keep comparisons

to a minimum. Where differences in results do exist, we t know whether

they are due to different student populations, different geographical tegions,

different counseling practices, or something else.

According to our measures,' however, the results were generally simil1T

at all colleges; no college stood out as unique with respe6t to the impact
, .

that SIGI exerted on.the students or theNictounselors. It seems' reasonable to
..

, -

,,
conclude, theiefore, that SIGI can by fitted into the counseling practices of

a college in various ways and still remain effective. Perhaps, then,

the "best" way of usiQ'SIGI is the way that best suits' the style of the col-

lege.
' 4

Nevertheless, the counselor questionnaires and queslionnaires for elc-

perimental students, as well as our interviews with .students, suggest that a

counseling configuration th allows SIG/ and a counselor to supplement each

other may be the most satisfying to the student, if,not the most effective.. (

Questions 56-63 df,the experimental questionnaire asked students whether

they would prefer the help.of SIGI alone,.a counselor alone, or SIGI and a

counselor working.in tandem onyarieus aspects of career choice. The'results

were, again, quite similar, at all collges:- SIGI alone Would be preferred,

at five out of six colleges, for finding occupations that fit values (ques-

tion 59) and, at all colleges, for making v lues more clear (question 61).

Pooled data these questions show that A'''t and 59% of the students would

choose SIGf.talone for these activities. A counselor alone would be'the
/

choice.oeistudents at threes colleges for htlp with financial aid (question 60)

faith SIGI. and counselor the choice at the other'thred colleges. The combine-

.

n of SIGI and counselor was the abEce at all six colleges } usually by a

wide margin-t-foz,planning a program of study ,(question V)), getting.occupa-

tional 'information (queston 57Y4confirming an occupational 'choice (quer
a

tion,58), resolving conflicts'in pccupational dhoige (question:62), and

(
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estimating chances of success (question,63). Furthermore, the counselor

Lone would be preferred least, generally by a considerable margin; for get-

.
ting occupational information (question 57), confirming an occupational choice

(question 58), finding occupations that fit values (question 50, making values

More clear (question 61), and .estimating chances, of success (question 6,3).

. ,

These res*s are most interesting. They show that students prefer the

computer for those activities that the computer does best -- retrieving occupa-

tions and operating the machinery of-values clarajcation, such as the Values

game and values weights. And, although they prefer SIGI alone to a counselor

alone for most other activities, the .. want the support of the counselor as

well. Thesepreferences of the students conform well with the perceptions of

the counselors, who, as we have seen, would like to turn over to SIGI the

4
more basic and structured activities of career choice, but would like to play

.

a part in the higher level aspects.
311

These results also appear tc agree with the counselors' suggestions as

to the bestway to make SIGI available to students. Question 29 of, the coun-

selor questionnaire was, "How do you think...students sh.ould,,gain"7aaetl45-16

f

,
Either option 3 ("Counselors should refer students to SIGI and reqUire a

follOw-up session with a,counselor") or option 4 ("SIGI shOuld be used as part

1,

of acareer guidance unit in,a clas-sroom cdurse').was the first: choice; at

two colleges theie.was a tie between these options. 'Thirty-five percent of the

respondents (excluOing the responses to Other) checked option 3 and 36%

checked option 4., TheJeast acceptable option, with only lb% of therespOnses%.

was the second, requiring all students to use SIGI in their fist year and re-
4

.
quiring a follow-up session with a counselor. Option 1, making use entirely

t

.voluntary apd follow-up sessions optional, received the remaining 19% of the

responses.

I
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.g Putting all this information together, we conclude that the counseling

Configuration perceived as "best" is one in which SIGI and counselors work

together, one supplementing the other. SIGI's role is to he groundwork--

to provide an algorithm for decision-making, a vocabulary for communication,

.the basic steps of. values clarification, the retr3leval Of relevant informa-
4

tim, and so On. ',the counselor's role is to interpret, explain, and supple-

ment, as well as t help with personal problems:

One -on -one counseling is expensive and might be impossible,if a college

had many terminals, each of which was interacting with 675 students per year.

These facts suggest that the counselor's contribution can best be realized

through some kind'of groupcounseling. Using SIGI in conjunction with a

course or seminar on'career choice seems a logical arrangement. Students

in a group would be progressing through SIGI at approximately the,same speed

and would have a common experience to share. The structured,-Setting of .e"--

formal course wouidkallow,instructors (presumably, counselors) to fill in

---.

1

"
__ ___, . .

--those aspects of career choice that are not covered by SIGI and to build on
4.

their experience with previous students.
7

We should mention here that some of the counselors at one college used

,SIbI as the .laboratory for a course that concerned career choice, among other

things. TAy.followed a pattern of explaining the objectives and features Of

/ .

. . .

0 a, SIGI subsystem in one class-meeting,. assigning students to use the subsys-

tem, and having a "debriefing" discussion in the next class meeting,,followed

by a previewof the'next subsystem. The counselors used the Counselor's Hand -N.

.

k14

book for SIGI (Appendix G) as the basis for the classroom discussion.. (Each

counselor at every college gets'a copy of the Handbook.) Although the Hand-
,

book was not designed as a textbook, the 'counselors thought that the combi,

,nation of SIGI- Handbook discussion was effective.

G',3('
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We do hot know whether such a configuration would be "best" for all popu-

lairons'of SIGI users. The field tests included a quitek diversified popula-

'tion with .respect to age, sex, ethnicity, race, and ability. But it might

happen that a population consisting,-for example, only of older persons faced

with the so-called mid.- career change or older women returning to the market-

place would not respond to the group approach. Moreover,*we note that sub-
/

stantial numbers'of students itigiour sample preferred SIGI alone for each of

the activities covered by questions 56 -63: Therefore, SIGI should also be

made available to students whewant to use it ad libitum without being cm--

'pelled to see a.counselor as part of the bargain.

Finally, we mention an element of the counselini,configuration that we

observed at all colleges. This was the effort on the part of the colleges

to i.ntegrate, the career_information center with SIGI and counselors to form

acomprehensive.oareerguidance program. At one college the SIGI occupation

numbers were used to -cross-index printed and audiovisual materials on file

,- in. the center .° Counselors and students madetttape recordings of workers in

some of the occupations, and these were cross-indexed, too. At two othe

colleges, funds from Advanced Institutional, Development Program (AIDP) gr s

were being used, in part, tp build up the centers. At bot-colleges the SIGI

terminals had been placed i,n,the centers. Since the occupational information

in SIGI is necessarily compt*sed, it is.vital for the college to supplement'

it with materials in greater depth. The student obvously'benefits- if eese

materials are stied in with SIGI.
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Table 2

Pooled Responses to Qi4stions 42-54 of .the

Questionnaire,for Experimentals

4-
Question

Grade

A *B C

.42. How interesting was SIGI to you? (n = 390)

43. How lear was SIGI in giving information?

(n = 391)

fterall, how good is SIG/Z (n = 386)

How useful was SIGI.in each of the following?

45. - Helping you ecide what occupation to prepare
38-1)

46.
-

Helping you become moreawar.e o

(n = 369)-

your values.

ng.you-the.relationship between.Alues and
.

eer..decisions. (n = 389)

48. Helping you .find' out which occupations might fit

61=1366}-

A9. 'Helping you.tettiaformation altut occupations.

2 -(n *-388)

50. ,:Helping you and :Stand ade predictiops.expressed

in 'Probab' o
61 79) .-
--.

---Heiging,you-estimate r babilities of success

in 6prror m e_ gram (one oon .

,

= 382)

/
52. 'Giving information about programs. of study at your

/- schott (1 = 382)
1 -

-.- ,

'.53. Helping you p an a program appropriate for an

occupltion y are considering. (n = 382) '

2'.4.
Helping yo earn how to make carer decisions.

'(n = 3 3) -
_

.1?

a
All figurek are percentages.

4.1

652

54a 32 12 2

55 35 9, 1,

41 46 10 2

22 39. 26 8 '

60 21 10' :4-,

1

52. 33 12 3 .

45' 34 14. 5

55 10. 12

.

25 '34 32 6.

25 37.. 39 6,

31 ,7726 12

28, 36 22 9

:33 40. 21 5

0

O.

1A.

5

2

e.

3

2

4

4

S
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Table 3-

. \ , ,J

Outcomes of the SIGI Experience in Terms of Status at Entry ' C

Entry status 0 u A c.cr,m.e s

Clear occupatiohal. Confirm choice and

_goal. get collateral bene-
fits.

Ex.: Lillian. t

Confirked Speech
Pathologist.
Changed program to
include teaching
asia contingency
occupation.

Unclear occupation- Find a goal.

al goal.Or no goal. Ex.: Mike. Forced
.

by injury to aban-.

don Plumber,
plows and accepts
Accountant.

Confirm- choice

through exploration

and rejection of
Alternatives.
Ex.: Bob. Con-
firmed goal of
managing family
liquor store after_
studying alter-
natives.

Lean, tdward a goal

, without final com -°

mitment.
Ex. George.
Started with in-
terest in English,
'psychology, and
science. 'Left

with idea of Civil
Engineer or some
other engineering.

Change goal after ,con

exploring alter- goa

natives.- amb

Ex.:.Fred. .De-. ,goal.

irm immediate
and get more
tious long-range

cided against
assured Martage-
rial position in a
diesel. repair shop

and began prepare-
ti<in for Accountant.

Ex.: Sally. Con-

firmed `immediate

goal as Social Ser-
vice Aide, :planned
preparation for Re
habilitation' Colin-

selor.

No gol, but in-
..creas d awareness of

deEision-making'pro-'
cess.

Ex.: Irene. Started
with interest in oc-
;cupations involving
personal contact. Left

with awareness,Ithat
values and rational
methods are important
in decision making.
Wrote for rccupational
information.

653

4

654
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Table 4

4 */ Summary o' Comparisons Of Experimental and Contr ol Questionnaires

I q

o /7/' NuMbersand l'ratAk4 of question

/

/7
1. Age .1. PI'

/
2: Sex
3. Enrollment status

.

t ** **

4. Kniwledge of values ** ** ** **

5. Number of.occupations exlored ** ** ** ** ** ** **

6. Know occupations that meet values ** ° ** **

7. Definiteness of career plans ** ** ** ,
*a **

8. Ability.to predict grades
, ** * * * **

.r.

-
9. Know program 'to enroll in' ** .** ** ** ** A*

10...Confidence in .career decision-making '*, ** **. , **

. 11. Amount of reading about, occupations ** * * **

12-- mount of talking about occupations *

13. Talking to people in an occupation **

14. Use of college career reference library ** **. ** ** * **

15. Attend career planning workshops
16. Talking with guidance counselors .

** ** * r**
17. Using care- -related AV materials ** * ** **

I,8. Using a ck.cater-based guidance system . ** ** ** **, ** ** **

19. Wour dvice of others * *
1 '

Chanc- rots choice of occupation

College

1 2 3 4 5 6 All

* *

IF advice makes choice hard y

22. Wil / 64'- for ,myself
.

23. Must know marriage plans before choosing
24. There's plenty of time to choose

.

25
*a **405elf-rating as a decision maker ** ** **

.

26. Self-rating on knowledge of occupat s ** ,* ** **

2.7. Frequency of planding * **

28. Confidencd in decisions' ' * * *.

?:11 '

29. Clarity of knowledge of vales
30-34. Information test ,

** **, **

**'
.

37,. Seen counselor in last two weeks

'41. Attitudt toward computer interaction

*

.
o

*
, *_ **,

** **
d 4

** ,**

aControls higher titian experimentals,
*2.<.05

**R<(.01

656
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CHAPTER XII

THE VALIDITY OF THE SIGI PREDICTION SYSTEM

oe.

The'Prediction system in SIGI aims to help students assess Leirproba-

bilities of success (or risks of,failure) in the 'early stages of college pro-

grams that are deemed preparatory for,various occupations._, While research.

/ gives scant encouragement to predictions of success in occupations themselves

(e.g., Ghiselli, 1966)4 performance in educational /settings. has tended to be
Q5m

consistently predictable ( .g., Lavin, 1965).
4

The SIGI prediction system is unlike More familiar prediction systems.,

.Typically, in most iction studies or practices, predictor var,iabtes in-.

Lude a set of test scores, along with previous academic record, biographi-

cal data, som imes scores on i tetest an /or personality inventories. If

1
a test battery is used,, the num er oftests-in,cluded is not likely to ex-

teed
six or seven. The Criterion is likely to fie freshman GPA or sometimes

GPA in the first Term of a program (such as accounting, data ktocessing,"

Sentarassiing, secretarial science, arts and humanities, etc.), or occa,-

it .*
i s,ionally a specific course grade.

,In such systbms, there are certain problems on both the_ prediction and'

-cr erion sides of the equation which the SIGI prediction system,attempts
v

,-,

i. of- ',,-

to avoid. Onthe criterion side, freshman GPA, though satisfactory for

admissionsadmissions purposes, is not salisfactory for guidance. At best, it might-

'

help a student differentiate one institution from another, but that is
... _

d

not the iasub when a student ANIall.eady enrolled or abo*-to enroll 'in .

p ." .

.. .

a given institution. GPAs in the first terims, of various programs tend
.s.,-_-

-, t,

,... '
,

., - . .41k

to be llittle more.usetur; they are likilY to be intercorrelated as

an artifact'of the common distributive requirements generally encountered.
100
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Thus, if Freshman CompOsition and History of WesterqaCtililizatiOn.are

taken by students in many programs, those common components ofche
o

programs will militate against uefully differential or comparative

prediction of GPA it the programs.,
°

The SIGI prediction ,system uses criteria which are More likely to

be differentiated: end of term_marks in the "key .course" for each

program. The key course is -identified,by the faculty.as a course that

comes early in the sequence for a program, represents the entire program

well, distinguishes between students who perform.satAsfactorily in the

program as a whole and those whO do not, and (ideally) 'is unique to a

/
given program. This criterkon focuses- on what is distinctive in each

prOgrap and,tvoids high intercorrelations across criteria insofar as

possible.. :

e".

3

'4

On the predictor side, the trent toward open-doorcolleges has brought
.1

a

with it a tendency to ,deemphasize the use of tests. Many institutions use 1

'no standardized tests et all, eithe for admissions',. placement, or guidancezo

Furthermore, the limited number of ests typically available and the sithk-

larity in the abilities tapped by th m (usually verbaland 'quantitative),

iT

are not likely to provide good comparative or diffbrential prediction across.
.

,

the'full variety of programs offexed at most-two- and four-year calegeS.

The .SIGI predidtion system, on the other' hand,, is designed for use with.

or without: test scores. It incliides not only such traditional variables as-
.

.

test sccrehen d'vailable) and pfevious reccfd, butialso a set.r.cif predictor
,

t ,
.

-*
t

.,

variables derived from informed self-estimates... That j.5, the system pro-
, ,4 A %

4
,o

vides st,udents.With unusually idetailed% informa tion, which includes
,

4
a distribution of grades for previous students taking thecdur4e and "grade

r

4

auhievement 'factor's" identified by Astructors as necessary fRr getting good

4, C5 8 .
,
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grades in a course. Students rate themse,lves on these factors; then,using

all the information provided about tachc'ourse, they are guided in selecting

and combining,elements froth their own experienc6 and knowlpdge Of themselves

to forecast their performance on the described criterion. These ratings and

self-estimates, which are incorporated into a regression system, provide a

unique set of predictors for Pach criterion, Since'he criterion information

can focus on what is distinctive about each course. This condition en es

- I

opiortunities for both differential and comparative precUction (KalV &Norris,.

1972).
,

.

..,...', 'Empirical Studies
, -

t

.

.,

di
The literature on self-predrd,performance w444sufficient (see Ba.ird,

.

,

, ,

0
1976) to warr.1:-11'the r,isks involved in developing the, SWI prediction

to use informed self-estimates, as well as test Scores (when they were avail-
. ,

able) and prey14.0,,s Z,T-w,01 perfor-manct in the pool o '.possible predictor vari-,

ables. The actual prediction equations were then de eloped empirically for
4 C

each key course at each field-test site, and'proved to be satisfactdry in /

absolute terms, with veli-ities..of .40 or-beLLei for a wide variety of coursests

as diverse as Chemistry and Ornamental Horticulture. Nevertheless, the ques-

#.
tion lingered, how do thewalidities of predictions made in the atisenes'of

tests comparlie with validities based on test scores? To answer this-question,

two separate studies were made, one-at each of the'two field-test.sites that

reqUiretests of all enterinc? students.

AP- -Illinois State University Study
1 .

At

''The first study was undertaken at Illinois State University, where
r-7,..

records of .sores on the American College Testing Program (ACT) were avail-

-
able for all students. Four key courses with adequate enrollpents were selec- 1

.te4.td'repxesent a diveAlty of subject areas: English, History, Physics,

e 659
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Speech. On the first day of classes, a Student Questionnaire (see Prediction

System Manuhl, Appendix A) was admihistered to students in all sections of

these key courses. At the" end of the 'term, a final'grade was recorded for.all

OW * - * .

', students who had comilethd the questionnaire, as indicated in Table 5.
',....-

.. m.

Insert Table 5 about here

' Data Analysis

The predictor variables (from the SICle Student Questiosaire and from

records of ACT scores) are defined in Table 6. Zero order correlations were

computed between all pceekctpr varibles sand final grades ...in each course
ir 1" :'`

(Table 7). In addition, separate step-wise regressi(n analyses carried
,

out to predict grades in the fourikey coursesEnglish, Physics, History, and

.

Speech. Vafiabl-4 werestepp'ed into the equatiOn if they contributed a value
41

.

of .01 or gieater to R -No more than three variablesowetk inti' "-
.

r - -..,--
. .

1 .

one equation (Table 8). For each of these courses; three set's of v:lriables
: v A 1

poolwere used as the ool of possible predictors-L(1) SIG7variablee eivne, ,q-
i

tained from the Student Qg'estionnaire, (2) ACT scores alone,' anti (3) SIGZ

. .10
variables plus ACT scot*.

Irlpert Tables ;' and 7 about here

Findingst
t

As can be seen from Table 7, studentsilinformed self-estiiate of final
. -

.

grade (E °lie of the best prediCtors of final grade. For two of t_bgTh

coursps hysics and History, it is the single best predictor. For the re-:

fa,

maining,two courses, Enalish 'and Speech, studPnes' re port of high school

tIglish grade'(ENG) is found to be the single best predictor.

ti
40

t) .

I

I

i

I

I
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With the exception pf good writing ability (WRIT), each of4the comPe-

teacies identified by instructors has a sizeable correlation (.32 or greater)
.00..

with grades in one lois the key courses. Rank in high school graduating class

(RANK) and igh school mathematics grade- (MATH) also have sizeable correla-

tions with Tina' grades, falling in the range of .25 to .39.

Zero-order correlations for ACT scores'and final Rrades'are sizeable,' too,

the range .20 to -37. The highest level of prediction achieved

e-
by a skngle ACT score is, with the exception of Physics, close to the leVel

achieved wieh a.single SIGI variable (.31 and .44 respectively for English;

.37 end .38 for History; .36 and 117 for Speech):

.The sizeable .negative correlation between AGE and physics grades (-.33)

is not unexpected. A possible explanation is that the rapid advance of know-
.. ;

ledge in phygics and the concomitant changes in the high sdikool physics cur-

riculum may have..9ut the older student at a disadvantage by making his aca-

-dem.'f'prepAro.rion in this field inadequate. .Also, the period of time in

which oiaer stunts nave been out of school may have resulted in the for-

gettinOV required mathematiN skills..
J

1

Wsitits of the stepwise regression analyses are presented in Table 8.
. V
Correlations are'ilven.using oie, two, and three variables drawn from the

po61 of.CIGI 'variables alone, ACT scores alone, and Variabfed plus ACT

scores. /

.

.

Insert Table 8 about here el

1

S

The findingm are consistent across the four courses: ,(1) multipleR's\.) ,

using two three SIGI.variables. are quite high, falling in Pre range pf

.45 tlp.66; (2i raLit.ipic .0.'s using Lwu or `three ACT scores fall in tiNrange

fLoffitr32 LA14<t-; ()) variables artorc anigher level of redicLiot. [La>,

da.ArT a, ts4) °the -;(,:iition of ACT scores, to SIGI variabl s does

'
no appreciably improve:the prediction leveli.

,
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The ,findings' in this study, based on a smalltnumber of courses at

one college, are obviously limited in tt6 extent to which they can be

generaliAd. However, as applied to the four'courses at ISU the findings

/

are cleai-cut: in an actual career guidance betting,nontest variables

which include stvdenW 6-.1f-ratings and inforthed self-estimates of

performanop 4n TrovMe ,,QatiQfA4-tory validities and appear to be more

t

valid preWtos of college grades than are test scores., (It bay be

added that similar valilities for the SIG' variables have been found

in predicting grs..s. ror h. wide varier.); of key courses at several

other colleges.)

, ,

N uniquefeature of the self-estimates used in the present study.

.' 0 .

As that they are made after students.have read detailed information
. .

. .
.

-;
.

about
O'
r'rIP crirPrion: A natflrai rourqe of inquiry would thus lead to

cx-r-o n4ng whc,l,n, ,-, 4,1.,,,,,,n., 4n ,,,14,74..4^, is ......T.,,.,.,F os../c., *-1...^s

. ...W.

lig
.

. 4 .

oh*ained'in the absence ofu4h. information. -Unfortunately, the design

, .

of the pr0sent,stuoy does not allow for such an assessment since a control.
, ,

.
.

. 1

group proiided with littl,,e or no information was not employed.. While

the presently r ?ported validitiet are generally consistent with the

'validities of self-predictibns reporteal in the literature, differences

.
,

in criterta, procedures, and the like ptevene.direct comparisons with
. . .*.
,

- .w 1

4. 4 -divn.7 -ire.Grz'a , J.,,,i1 condition. .Additional experimental atudiv. should
Y.. . . .

be conducted to examine the impatt of various kinds and amounts of.

,

crater
.

n.information on.studentss ability to predict their own per -.

. formance ,Also needed is an examination of the extent, to which studerks

vary their etimafies across. courses.
1st

4,- .

,A*At.,"/

c ,

, p
d

WO

4

O
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.

Aside from validity considerations, there is much tobe gained froM

giving studen ts in?ormation And having'them get actively involved n

the prediction process: StudentS frequently -feel that test..scorepdo not
-

reflect their true potential. Educating them about the criterion a nd

having them estimate their own performance in the light ofinformation

provided encourages them to be honest with themselvee: One of the
6

SIGI frames introduced to students as "GIGO"omakes this point,: "I

computer talk, Gip means 'Garbage In, Garbage Out.' If you'feed false

information into the computer, you will get false information out of it.'.

Of course, self-estimates will only succeed if there is no

.

deception, i.e., students are not penalized foaccurate sessment.

SIGI provides such assurance by maintaininea policy of p vacs:

',tercet- bounty Community College Study

reason.for

4
A second study was conducted at Mercer Codnty Community College,

which administers the Comparative Guidance and Placement (CGP) testelVo
A

entering students/ Again, the test-based and nontest vaildfties were com:

,pared this .time far a larger umber of key courses..
r '

.. ' Sample and proce.dure ,
110.... .. ,

.
. ,

On,the first day of classes the SIGI Stud nt'Questionnire was admini--

?
.tstered, to stud6nts enrolled iri alT sections of twenty-three key courage.

4 , -V
ti , .

. A ;
1is used in dAveloping Prediction s ystets,at an -of the field-t6st colleges1

. 0,11

the gtuesticin e included succinct descriptions of four' kindS-of competen-
-- ' 0

''. ties: grade fact vi locillmitment to:.the Iprograra of which the 4.ey ecurse

Lc .

was a, part (the des,priptioniyf this factor gas the same for all, courses);
, . .

.., .4.

'grade facept.2,-interest"ialaubject arta,.which consisted of a description
..

. -

; ' r .:(
1

,o'f'iiourse content and actiilties; grad facton 3 & Z, two other competencies,
. 't , .' '''.

I
, ... - ..

s
. .

as willingness,o.engage in classroom discussion,-regular completion of
k =-.- 6.G3 N...
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homework, ability to perceive spatial,relationships, and so on, that were re-

garded by faculty as contributing to goOd grades in the course. (These usually

differed f m course to course; for examples, see the last two columns in-

Table 9.) fill , for each Coursethere were four factors, two of which had been
.

selectpd by persons.teaching the course. The questionnaire alscrprovided

histograi.shot7ing the distributions of grades of previous s dents and,.in

dition, asked about the student's age, sex, and past academic performance.

Students were requiied to rate,themseives on each of the four grade factors,

to consider the grade distraluticn and ti.ear'own past performance, and to

estimate1:41Vir' final grace 'in the course in the 1ight-420f all this information.

CGP scores were available frit college records. At the end of the term, a

final grade vas rec-odeil foi all students whoc6mp ted a questionnaire.
N4 '

.

Ten courses with adequate enrollment (n )50 are discussed in thisr
study. Table 9 gives the s mple 'size for each curse and, the names of the

two distinctive grade factors (factors 3 & 4Y identified for the course.

Predictor Variables"

The predictor variables are defined intle 10. The nontest variable

are,'self-reported by studeiv as responses to a multiple-choice questionnai e.

rie single exception is'.HRS, which was' left open- ended..) The categories' for

the students' responses Are.sjiown in the lask_ olumn on the table. The grade

fa tars /
J for ,ac-.L course are stiown, as mentioned above, in Table 9.4

The first six tests in the CGP battery consist of 20-40 items in
ir.

.

multiple- choice *formats. There a 61rerevels of Ole mathematics test
.

. .

..

T
with two parcs at e,ak.,11 leveliTbMATH 4- the sumof.the two parts' for the

level administered te the student. The. ACMOT 'score ip deifved from I0

items which-are related

biographical ira:entory;

to tne st4dent's seiT=concept, selected frotties-

$

k
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Insert Tables 9 and 10 abod sere

Table 11 presents. the zero order corre attons between 4nal grades in

ter! courses and all predict()) variables. scan of these correlations re-

veals widedivariatiou.es.boat across variables within a course and across

cours.=0,f,sr nnlY onc. fft-19b1P,

The foliowit.g observations highlight the findings in lable.11:

(1), For seven of the teri courses (AC, A.WBA, BY, CH, DP, NS), the

highest cotrelaion with final grades was obtained with one of the tests

frod,t,he.CGP battery. These correlations fell in the range, .33 to

;50`.

A

(2) Forthree-of theNtencourses a nontest variable had the highest

70/
correlation with final grades (Lb, MA, VA)) these correlations were in. the

raniic ,30 to .55.

at-.;
Awodg Lite notaWstva labls, some dapeLt of high school perfor-

mance (ENG, MATH,

grades.

RANK) tended to be the
, .

single best predictor of final.

(4) Students' informed self estimates (EST)40tencled to have moder ate

cOrrelat4fts with final grades, which (w ).th the exeeption of Nursing) fell

irk 010'. fciOt! or .18
I. to .42 (CR). The 1ow cor4elation for 'Nursing (

can be explained; at least in part,, nhe fact that both the criterion

Y , . s ( . '.

and the s -estimates were restricted in range. These restrict lunswere
0

, 0

_probapy due to the highly selective ocrscning

)

mission

ti

the nursing program.'`

,
.1)

.. ^4o..,-,oslfeAntgeA c^r

6
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(5) GradeApetorg, which include coMmitment to a program (COMM),

iflterest in a subject area. (TNTR), and tcJo competencies'identified'by ih-

.
struc.tbrs, teaching a ,course (FAC1_,. 4--lamed in Table-1P), are specific

..
to a course andpcan be tailored to distinctive conditions assilliated with,

good grades. Consequently,.,siieable correlations across diverse kinds of,

courses'were anticipated. As one can see from the tablie, verl-the cor-

relations varied greatly'-and were, in generel,-Thnlv modera
%

. ,
-

low, with some exceptions, provider commitment. to a, program Icqm):
-

;

Table 11 includes two otAr grade factors with sizeable torrelatidns in 447

dition to COMM: .FAO (Spatial Relationships) had a correlation of -.4D-with

Visual/Arts grades; FAC4 (Quantitative Skill) had a correlation: arm 6 with
.--

:
----0.-----:------._ ---.4,

.
. - .

. Ageba and Trigonometry gr'ades. These occurrences of respe table-re:--
. -

:::-_____

_ .

-. ..__ c7

don's sugkest;that grade factors do have prediclive potential,
1

,: _

.
..

-1, .,_

With insufficient data one can.Rnly s2eC--Ill&te about the caosestof the-
_ _

_.

.

. -
wide variability in grade factor correlations across coures. Ine.natUDO

p
-_ -.-

...)

. -

_.

of-the Courses t selves, i.e aca40m4-vs. Vocatioilal, does 41_ eet21 to
.

.
.

t
- _

* ,
I

"be a contributin factor, A reasonable culatiofl'is rhaz: inh,-fructorb; .

, A

varied greatly their awareness of kte.- ohs on, which they Oise grades,

with the 'result that Iley may hale seleetd. foictor that are not highly_ " .
.

',cor'related with the graies thela ally assigned: ,

'n
'5

t - .

(61 The` Variables SEX, SAGE,' and HRS tended to' be rather poor-predictors

of grades. The one exckition noted for SEX was in English, whet asAlght
,

.!. .

..,,. erbe expected, :females jetded to g better gigUes.tiraa lliks (r =-.30A; the
.

. /
... 0111. - _

-.major ex6mction tor AGE was in IUrsik,_where the r of ..,38 confirms Onett .,

,

.
m 0 .

kituit_ton.th-a--t_maturity.and 'experience are 'lo'gically related to doing well

_ in-Lhe.Z.:-aurser- . - -
: , !>--,

..;.,.:-.7..!. %. .. - .° ,

. ... -.4

,. .
1.- r.- .1,...T. .

Ir.. f
'
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In addition to the zero-Order correlations between variables and final'-

grades, .-separate stepwise r ression analyses were carried out for each

course. Variables,were stepped into the equation if they contributed a

value'of .01 or greater to R
2

.

(

in any one equation For each Of these courses, three sets of variables

No more ttiln three variables were included,

were used as the pool of possible predictors: (1) nontest vpables only,

(2).CGP tests only, and (3) -nontest variables and CGP tests.

r ,

\
InsereTable 11 about here

Results of the stepwise regression analyses are .presented -in Table 12.

'Correlations are Niven using one, two,.and three variables. These findings
<,

are summarized below:

1'

(1) .Forive'courses (CH, DP, EG,,MA, YA), the Ipntest multiple R's
r -1

were ashieas or higher then the test multiple R's. ,For these five
.

the multiple k's using three Tiontest variables ranged from .38,(DP)

to .64 (VA) .

t
(2) For five. courses (AC, AR, BA, BY, NS), higher,*ultiplea''s were

'achieved with CGP tests than with nontestvariables.

, .

:For these five courses,

he multiple R's'using three tests ranged froth .54 (NS) to .60 (AR).*

(3) Pooling test with nontest variables 'enhanced xxedictipd over that;

P. ssible with'either set of variables alone for all but two courses (AR and

190

The increases in multiple R's were, 'however, generally modest. Fo

nontest correlatipns_xample, as the referent,,th addition of tests

44.,

tc, the Di.-.1.1,_ 3 : 1.,Lruast.d.i.he mi-ltipli R's-by amounts*ual
, /

to pr leas.../ kJ _
, 5gt i

; .t
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, 4 .

than .09 for seven of the ten cipufpes (AC, CH,14DP, EG% MA, NS, VA). The
r 4

increases in mul,tiple R's for the remaining three courses (AR, BA,- BY) were

.12, .33, and.11 respectively:

:

Inset*Table'12 about here
,

;

q

Oiscussion

Validities derived from nontest variableS'for final grades in ten Fol-.

lcg- .cou-ccs f-" 4n the range of, .38 to .64, Which compares favorably wi h

the range generally provided by rest

.60). Such validitiesare.sufficient

.. . .

teties (in this case, from.. to

rcdicti'h.arc -t:cc--t-ry of for

.

'pos predictio is t:'.help stc s makercareer-.re.fated.Oecisions-

A

ghc) suggest that nontest approacheS^

-,-td tests, at reast when elle pur-

rather than to he the'colaegelwfth admiSsions, plAcement, or diagnosis,
. .

Comparisons of the.nonNe-alidities with those obtained for. the
4,

'same students using the CGP test battery sucirtrt the suitability of tile

ndntesc approach. rUl riva or, tha ten'odursesjtudd, the nontet
,

. .

.,-. . r.

validities were as"high aser higher than the4t..tralidgies; foi the
. -. .,-

other five courses the diffetences mere modest, riplimiN Irom .63-to .12
. - ,.

f

_
=II,: ,I.

i'in F-V-r oc.+h- tests. For one course Visual Arta, -01e-nontest varir

47 ,47+
ables were math better predictore,than were the tests? TWbrorthe'non-

.

test
#

variables (COMh and 'fAC,43) produted, zer'a="order 4rrelatiOrls

-

of :55 and .40 respectively; whereas the hest test'prector (TOMATH)

yielded a zero -order correlation of only .29. Visual Arts is a:st;b4.ect

that one intuitively feels would be hard tO'PredickbyMeana of standard-
. ..\,, .. *. .

.
iied teats because success does not. appeal. to drqy pramaikly'on acad 'LUX

.

.

-skiffe: The fact, that Intuition'isborne out in tails instance
,

sugests
, , ,,.

'
i.'

v-.
-

...."=--
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s

that other nonacademic courses be susceptihletto pred 1,an by variables

7-''''Nrs

(tailgredto the coursework. This is an area that merit

tion.

Advantage-g of Test -Free Predict ons.

Going beyond the data from the two, studies repo d here, one may sug-
.

.further

7
r

,

gest that level of validity should not be' the only ceaside on in evaLuat-

=
.1

ing a nontest approach to prediction. There are N-othencreason for using non-
..

'

test predictor variables even thought tests increased the vali itiec 34-4-

Ir.
half the dime at one college: A test-Iree program can give,open-admission

e

1

colleges and colleges that have abandoned-mandatory testiip the opportunity

, -
.

.

to provide useful information 'to their students, edents, the genc of ;tests n,,...-

i

-,----,------------,- _-_

withstanding. The nontest approach is particularly releldnt to course
. , ,

-seAtion for care* decision- making, since it'focuse's on single key. purses

of interest rather than on' general academic eb lty;:futtbet rmoe, because ,4''
.

Ii ' ,f.
it depends on up-to-date fpredictor variables r theT tH...en tItsts *_ha*_ may

.4
_ ..

have been. taken in thee or less 'remote pat; L.,,Le validitic... ,-.:-_-.:.

.
likely to be subject to decay. Also, since the student(\ -ders themselves prolL'`

vide. tile information for the'llredietionsiestuaentsre not 1';'kely to regard

them as biased; the tesults'are likely 'to.beore acceptable to students

than are test scores.

Ones

. r---

fihal adva4 age should be mintioned: The nontest techniques s bay
.

produce educational benefit for both Students-and'faculty that. tests can-

not provide. < Students ,.become active rather than passive .participants in

the prdiction proCesS, since'they.'mus:t examine ,their previous school

performance, rate their acadc, competencies and tastes, and judge their
. .

likely futyre perfomance., This taking stock is a healthful activity in

its ,11.1 rizht. Faculty benefit in two ways. First, in selecting the

grade factors, they have to think about and make- explicit their bases for

.

awarding grades. Ag'noted abovelthe factors' they think contributel.to_

6.69 .

ON,
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,c1t

A good .grades frequently may have>little correlation with

p

grades they

,-
Actually assign. Second, when this information is fed back to t faculty

. . ,,

(and it is being fed back to them at the colleges w
.

lere SIGI is iffuse),

,..

they can re- ev4'l.uate and modify their.grading practicpsj, , One can conceiy.
P

of an iterative artess whereby faculty would, select a se of grade factors'

4

6- A

and get information ass to.their-efficacy; : On thibbasis of.that-feedback,
.,

they would either modify their grading practices or search ck)r better fac- '

....- eke. v :
, t

-..'

tors of both; and then try again. t may be posible eventually to ih-'
a 4- :

crease validitierto a significant egree in this way, and alsoto give .

t
students useful pr,e'64ct4-ans about more courses.,t4ich, l'ike Visual Arts, -.

I , e

1.
are hard to predict by,tradittonal methods.,

-..., .

,

I...., 1

, It is expected that kiditioAA1 studies will ektend Zu4er Lille validi7

ties of nontest variables, in redi'ction: One approac is to have students

,

who have just completed a course, as well-as facility, identify relevant
... ,

,

igrade achievement factors. .,(W,e have already disCovered that students often
,

'do not agree with faculty about such factors.) Another approach is to use

the entire List of grade achievement' factors for every key co rse,kthus

Avoiding .faculty, judgments about relevance entirely. Exploratory work 4114i-

cates tflat this approach is likely to increase validities in a number of

instances.

1

J

i 0

,
Sf
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Illinois State UniversitySample

Key 'Course
No..of Completed,
Questionnaires

,

English

y'hysits

IlistOry

Speech

aA

0

',54

, 52

108

c -

6 7 1

.

0

. -

2

4

' ,
A

°

r
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Table 6

Predictoi Variables at Illinois State University

SIGI Variables

AGE: (18 or under; 19-21; 22-24; over 25) '

SEX: (M, F)

ENG: 'Average high school Englishgrade (A+, A, A-; 8+, B, B-;
C+, C; 'C -; D or below)

MATH:' Average high school mathematics grade (A+, A, A-; B+, B, E-;
C+, C, C-; D or below)

RANK: Rank in high.school'graduating class (Top fifth, Upper fifth,
Middle fifth, Lower fifth, Bottom fifth)

COMM: Commitment to the program of which the key course is a part
(Above average,,Average, Below average)

4 INTR: Interest in subject area of the course (Above average,
Average, Below average)

*QUAN: Quantitative skill -- Physics (Above average, Average, Below
average)

*LOG: Ability to think iogicallyPhysics, Speech (Above average,
Average; Below average)

. .

*READ: Cood reading ability--History, English, Speech (Above average,
Average, Below average)

.

*WRIT:. 'Good writing abilityHistory,,En(lish (Above average, Average,
Below average)

.EST: ude t's estimate of final grade (A+, A, Aq4B+, B, B-;
C, C-; D+,.D, D-1 F),

ACT Scores

ACT 1fir.English

,> ACT 2i MatheMatics.,.

ACT 3: 'Social Science

ACT 4: Natural Science2 "
ACT 5: Composite

*Starred variables
contributing to getting
are indicated'.

are cotttpetencies identified by instructors as
good grades. The courpcs to wj,lich they apply

p-t?) .

Jo
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Table 7

Zerb, Order Cotrelations Between Predictors and Final Grades
in English; Physics, History, and Speech -at Illinois State University .

Variable

AGE

M
ENO

/.44A

- RANK

r

COMM/

I TR

-QUAN

/

r
LOG

-/,'.

WRIT

' EST

-si) ACT 1

ACT 2

ACT:3

.,,ACT 4

ACT 5

Key Course

English Physics : History Speech

/
.07 -.33 .04' -.07

.10 .11 -.12 -.07

.44 .12 .18 .47

.31 .36 .25 .17

.31 .27 .25. %39

.08 .20 .29 .15

.25 .36 .17

.13 .01 ' .13

.35

-- .10
/ .32.,

N..'-.. .20 .04 --

.19 .59 .38 .45

.31 .20 .37 .36

.23 .28 .25 .21

.28 .21 .30 .29,

.20 .27, .21 .24

.26 .22 .26 .28.
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, Table 8
4*

Multiple R's for Course Grades at Illinois State University Using .

(1) SIGI Variables Alone,(2) ACT Scores Alone, .4

and (3) SIGI'Variables plus ACT Scores
t N

. 5IGI

Course (N) 'IR

lngli'sh (54Y

(2)

ACT

R

E G .44 ACT 1
EN READ ..49 ACT-I + ACT 3

# ENG READ + AGE .51 ACT 1 + ACT 3 ÷, ACT 4

421

.31

.38

.40

Physics (52) g

EST .44 ACT 2 . , .28
EST + AGE .63 ACT.2 + ACT 1. .32
EST :t AGE + QUAN .64 ACT 1'4- ACT 2 + ACT'S .34

.

. ,

ts.

History (108)

EST .38 ACT 1 e A.37
EST + INTR,* .45 ACT 1 + ACT 2 .43

.

,EST.+ INTR* + MATH .52 ACT 1 + ACT 2 + ACT 3 .46

4r.

Speech (49)

(3)

SIGI + ACT

ENG .44

ENG + ACT 1 .50

ENG + ACT 1 + ACT 3 .54

EST' .59

EST + AGE .63

EST + AGE + ACT 2 .66

.'1,...,

'EST .38

EST + ACT 1 .46

EST + ACT 1 +INTR .53

'ENG ` i .47 ACT 1 ..36 , ENGc
NG,+ EST .55

4
ACT 1 + ACT 2 .42 ENG + EST 55

ENG + EST + LOG .57 - ACT 1 *ACT 2 +'ACT'll, .45 ENG + BST mot- ACT 1 .57

a

Cr



\ Table 9

Key Courszs, Sample ,Sues, and Grade Factors at
Mer er CotInty Comm it College

AC Princ #Tes of

Acc sting

AR 4chitectural Drawing

4

Grade Factor

313

78 Knowledge of math
fundamentals

63 High motivation

LA Business Organization 60

& Management

BY General Biology

ell General Chemistry

,DP Computer Science
Iltroduction,

EG English Composition

MA Algebra and Trigo-
nometry

NS Nursing

VA Visual Arts

9.

Good reading. ability

62 Good reading ability

54 Ability to think
logically

68 Regular'homework

90 Good reading ability

78 Ability to think -

logically

2 Ability to think
logically

56 Ability to visual
ize sp4tial re-
lationships

675

6

Grade Factor
#4

Regular"homework

to visualize
spatial relationships'

Ability to think.
logically

-Classroom-participAidn

Quantitative, skill

Regular attendance

Writing 'ability

QUantitative skill

Ability to work in
dependently,

Creatiltity
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Table 10

Predictor Variables at Mercer County Community College

Variable'

''AGE

SEX.
HRS
ENG
MATH'
RANK

' Description Response categories

Non-Test Variables- -,
.;,-

..,

18 or under; 19-21'';'22-24, 25 & over

N; F . .

1
t 4.

(Open-ended),Houfs of homework per week
Avg. high school Englien
Avg. high school mathematics
Rank in high school graduating

class
COMM' Grade factor 1: commitment to

program of which the key
course is a part

INTR Grade factor 2: interest in
content and activities of
the course

GRADE FAC- Competencies identified by
TORS 3 & 4 instructors as contributing

to good grades

Student's estimate of final
grade

EST

'COP 'rest Va

READ Reacting cogpre-ansion

A+,A,A-; B+,B,B-; C+,C,Gtj'D or below
A+;A,A-; k+,$,B-; C+,C,C-;-.:D or below

Top fifth; Upper fifth; Miadle fifth;
Lower fifth; Bottom fifth , , r

Top 1/5; 2nd 1/5; Remaining 3/5

Top 1/5; 2nd 1/5; Remaining 3/5

Top 1/5; 2nd 1/5; Regaining 311/

A+ A,A-; D+,D,D-; F

iables.

SENT Sentences: ability to write
standard English

TOMATH Total oftwo part-scores on math,
tests at one ofthree levels,
ranging from basic computational
skills through 2nd-year,algebra

YR2000 "Year 2000," a test in ability
.to follow directions

Mosaic comprehtnsion, a test in
perceptual speed and accuracy

Latter groups, a test of non-
verbal logical reasoning

Academic motivation, items
on 'a biographical inventory

'MOS.:

LTR

ACMOT

., .41

676

.

All CGP test scores are reported on

a standard, score scale from '20-80



Table -11

Zero Order Correlations Between Filial Gra es
4

Nlitast Variables

-...."

.

(76°

..v

AC

-02

15

15

21

44

36

11.

26

25

19
28.

39.

40

42

41.

30

47

23

4

12

-13

-09

24

33

40

.21

03

'11

15

18
.

46

46

42

,...

27

..- 34

21'

288

and All Predictor Variables"

BA BY CH

-06 . 13 14

03- _ 00 . 15

-02 22, 6 1)4

, 23 33 , 27

.20 '30 43

,42 22 -38

24 20 .37

11 02
oo.9

. -06 06- 11

-Ok 26 1 2fr
,.. .

19 32 42. . ,

48 33 34

46 45- ik 32
c ,

27 37 48
. ..-

33 17
,-.

34' '
.. .080! : 15 . '13

29 17 30
..

.17 , .23 '` '.05

DP

27

-02

. 18

26

23

-. 28

27

16

22

.a. '18

.20°

..

33.

32

19

11

07

17

03 'at

:

'

../

c"-,

EG

22

30 a
, 04

30

11

27

. 23

20

'10

00

24'

21

19

05

07 4

,
16

13, `

22

'..

*

MA

16'

.14

06
'.

03

'28

20

30

33.

21

36

32.

.128
)28
16

1
Ap

2

01

24 4

.

NS

38

00
:
-07

\16
o

17

,15

-49

-16

05

03

06

..

37.

. 16...

37

11

07

03

1

.

VA

14.

12

08

28

22

22'

455

26

40

27°

27'

01

06

29

15

21

03

25

AGE

31. SEX

HRS

ENG

MATH

RANK

COMM .

A INTR

F.AC3

FAC4

EST ,

CGP Tests

.

.

.

READ,

SENT

. TOMATH
,

Y2000

MOS

LTR

ACMOT

6 ,11

.

.' V v

1.

'678
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Table 12

\

Multiple R's for Course Grades Using (1) NontestVariabies Alone,,

(2) CGP ScoresAlone; and (3) Nontest Variables Plus CGP Scores .

Course

(1)

Non -test

R

LTR

(2)

CGP
R -

(3)

CdP+Non-test

AC Principles of Acct'g
MATH,'. .44 .47 '1,TR .47

MATH+INTR .50 LTR+READ .51' LTR+INTR .55

MATH+INTR+FAC4 .52 LTR+READ+ACMOT, .55 LTR+INTR+MATH .60

AR Architectural Drawing
RANK .40 SENT' .48 SENT' .49

RANK+EST .44 SENT+ACMOT .57 SENT+ACMOT .57

RANK+EST+ENG

nti Bus. Org. & Management

.48 SENT+ACMOT+MOT .60 SENT+ACMOT+MOS .60

RANK 42 READ .48 READ- .48

RANK+COMM .43 READ+ACMOT .54 kEAD+ACMOT , .54

BY General Biology

* * READ+ACMOT+EAr4-.56

EST .33 SENT .45' SENT .45

EST+FAC4 .40 SENACMOT .53 SENT+ACMOT .55

EST+FAC4+RANK .41 SENT +ACMOT +TOUATH .55 SENT+ACMOT+FAC4 .58

CH General Chemistry
MATH .43 , TOMATH° .48 TOMATH

MATH+EST .52 TOMATH+SENT .51 TOMATH+COMM .58

MATH+EST+RANK .55 :TOMATH+S-ENT+MOS .53 TOMATH+COMM+EST .61

DP Comp.'Sci. Intro.
COMM .27 READ .33 READ .33

COMM+MATH .35, READ+SENT .36 READ+FAC3, .4,2

COMM+MATH+AGE .38 READ+SENT+YR2000 .38 READ+FAC3+ENG .47

EG English Composition**
SEX .30 ACMOT . .22 SEX

SEXI-RANK .39 ACMOT+READ .51 SEX+RANK .38

"SEX+RANK+AGE ACMOT+READ+MOS .36 SEX+RANK+AGE .44

MA Algebra & Trig.
FAC4 .36 TOM:TR ,32 FAC4 .36

FAC4+INTR
'FAc4+INTR+MFH

.41

.43

TOMATH+ACMOT .39

TOMATH+ACMOT+READ .42
FAC4+TNTR .41

FAC4+INTR+READ .45

NS-Nursing
AGE .38 REAIW . .50

,

READ' , * .50

AGE+RANK 'READ+YR200/1 ' READ+AGE
AGE+RANK+EAt4 READ+YR2O00 +LTR .54 READ+AGE+YR2000 .57

%. -

VA Visual Arts ti

"
VCOMM ,55 TOMFH :30 COMM .55

COMM+FAC3 .60 .TOMATH+READ ':36" COMMtTONAfR: .61

CPMktFACj+MATH .64 TOMATH+READ+AOM6T .42 COMM+TOMATH+FAC3.66

4 2
* A third variable was not added since it did nor,increase the R by at least .01.

. ** AGE and SEX are not used as Predictors in the SIGl_prediction system., At Mercer

College, English. as,designated as unpredictable since an acceptable- validity
could not be reached without these variables.

6
7
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CHAPTER,XIII

INDEPENDENT STUDIES'OF THE EFFECTS OF SIGI
.

.

In addition to the research and,evaluation carried out by ETS, other

smiles of the effects of SIGI were conducted independently at a number of

the usesites, most If them by the colleges thethseives. One evaluation was
. g, . ,

,made under the auspices of a state chancellor's'office, another'invoived a

special group of prospective.scientists, a third was for a doctoral,disserta-

tion--butmost of the studies were, undertaken because the colleges wanted to

1116

rind out in.their own terms Mow well SIGI was meeting the needs that had im-'

pelied them to install it.. As far as we know, only One of these studies has

been forMal!typublished,and most of them are still in progress. Collectively,

they encompass a diversity of/ samples, procedures, criteria instruments, de='

signs, and analyses, in c:mie.cases overlapping those employed in the. ETS-study,.i.

in other cases quite different. In a few instances, we have detailed knowledge

1.

of the.meChods used, but in others we have seen only preliminary drafts sum

mary statements, supplemented by occasional: telephone conversations and corre-
_.

spondence. We do not necssarily.endoise (or reject) the protedures involved

in these studies. The summaries that.follow, theref6re, are by no means 4e- .

'finitive; we attempt to extract the gist of the findings available at, the time

of TIriting,ith no pretense of exhaustive coverage.

Illinois State University

Illinois St4te University (ISU) was the'first four-year college, to use

In a series gf papers presented at the meetings of the American Person-
,-

nel and Guidance Association in Chicago, April 1976, Cochran and others first
.4

.

described in some detail the planning (from 1972 to 1975) to', install SIM as an'
..

1

integral part of its new Student Gounseling Center and; concurrently, in-
.

augurate an elective course.in career choice that would use SIGI as its labora-

4 681
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tory. The sample fir a study conducted during the'spring semester of 1974-75

' consisted of.72students "who shad not' yet declared majors." 4 4)f these, 48 were

randomly assigned to use IGI immediately lid the other 24 to a crontroliwait

group. The Harren Vocational V4ecision-Making Checklist- (Herren; 1966) and the

Rotter Locus of Control Scale (Rotter, 1966) were administered, to both groups.

Three sessions at the SIGI 'erminal were then scheduled for each member of the_

treatmero: group, following wlic4 the.measures were given again to both groups.
40!.-

Significant%differences were found in favor of Ehe\:xperimentals in changes on

the Harren Vocational Decisio -Making Checklist. but not on the Rotter. A're-

port pn tts study is schedul d for publication in the Jilly'isque of the

Journal ot Counsefin Ps cholo (Cochran, Hoffman, Strand, and Warren, 1977).

TWo more recent studies w hout control grouf>s hgve alSo.spown signifi-

er inci eases on the, Harren Vocational Decision-Making ChOklist from pres

treatment to postt.treatment. 0 e was reported at the American College Pei.\

sonnel Association meetings in Denver, March 19717 (Cochran, LaFaze: and

Rademacher, Note 1). The other, by, Wrren and Cochran, is still in progress.

:adenn City College
1

c
.

Pasadena City College conducted a "pilot study" evaluation of SIGI in

1975 .(Risser-sfid Tulley, Note 2)\. Of 100 aPplicants to use SIGI, 50 were r'an-

domly assigned to use SIGI imme ately (e4erimehtal group) and the other SO

to a testing program with use of ICl/deferred (control group). A fter the

experimental group had gone throug SIGI, all .stUdehts completecra question-

naire.
6'

A similar.st.udy has more recen ly'been conductedWith ajarger sample,

*comprised of 250 experimentals and 2 0 controls., Although analysis of all

the questionnaire items had not yet ,een ,completed Atthe time,of this writ- -...

-- , 1

ing, the second study confirmed the rst in finding that'significant'differ-

;

ences (E. <.01) favored the experimentals on students' ratings of such items
. ( -

. -
..

as degree of satisfaction with curren' educational plans, confidence of quc-
.

c Q 9 4411
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1

cess in Lurreteducational plant, satisfaction with current vocational plans,

confidence of success in current mikational plans, lack of need 'for help with

educationalOr career 4planning and knowledge of college course tequirements.

The second study also showed a' significant (2'<.01) difference in ratings of

increased knowledge of factors which are important in'making career decisions.'

n
(This different in favor of the experimentals-had not Peached the conventional

sinfficanCe'level in the pildt study.).

FindingsfroR the pilot study on items that have not' yet been analyzed in

the second study alsp indiated that.experimentals significantly (11.(.01)

ceed.ed controls in scorch on a test of information about their chosen occppa-
,

tdon. Furthermore, counselors gave higher ratings to the value oP counseling

conferences with experimental students than with controls.
0

Students' ratings of the helpfulness of'SIGI Nero. very favorable, essen-

.,

tially replicating re§ponses,to the similar rating.scales used in the ETS

study. No significant differences were'found between experimentals and con-

490.9

0

trols
.

on other criteria in.the pilot study, such as completion of the semester
.

.
,

1

or grade - point average for the semester. Finally, no significant relation-

°
.

.

ship was found between experimentals' scares on a
.

areading test and time spent'
at the terminal.

$antaFe Community Corlege A.

At least three doctoral dissertations by. University orFlorida'graduate

students have been undertaken on SIG, at Santa Fe Community College. "One is

... --

still in progress;) and we have virtually no information about.it..Of the two

which have been comple ted, we have been able to Ot a copy of only one (Pyle,

.. Note 3). A brief report 'el' the 'findings was published-in The VbeatiOnal
"T

ance 'Quarterly (Pyle and Stripling, 1976).

The sample Consisted of 97 full-time students enrolled in a .behavioral

science elective, BE 106, "The Individual in a Changing Environment," Z.iFt

. - (---V
o-

( is taken by $0% of all Santa Fe students. Abouta third of the 'group use
*--'\
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y..SIGIduring a three -week period and also met with.the instructor once a week

for session based on the Counselor's Handbook fbr'SIGI (Chapman, 197&;1see

Appendix G ). A second treatment group of similar size spent the three

weeks on a group career unit called Awareness of Career Decision.-Makipg Pro-,

dedures, or ACADEM (Johnson, Note 4). ACADEM includes six sets of tasks: per-
. .

4
'

. .

sonal assessment, occupational exploration, tentative occupational choice,

educational exploration, tentative c..1.1cational choice, and implementation of

choices;.it is designed to be used with college students in 'small groups and

to be completed, in about seven and one-half hours.. Finally,:a third group of

BE 100 students served as a control group, with no specific career decision-
-

making activities planned during the three weeks, although if career-related

,

questions were raised, they were addressed in a natural manner. The Attitude
.. . t

, V
.

SCkle of Career. Maturity Index (Crites, 1973)' was administered to all

,

. .

three groups immediately before add after the treatment, andreaction ques-

tionnaires Were adminiStered to thetwo treatment groups at the end of the
.

three weeks. Other variablesused in the analyses' were sex, age, and status

of occupational decision.N

An analysis ,of covarianc(using pre-te.st scores as the covariate) showed

that he SIGI students'. adjusted poSt-test scoreswere significantly higher

'

than those of thecontrol group, but that the ACADEM students' adjusted post:,

test scores were not. There utei no significant interactiong-between,post-
,

. a

a

test scores and sex, age, or status of.occupationaidetision.
Je '

On the reaction questionnaires, both treatment groups tended to respond

favorably to all the questionsr.with about 84%.the,SIGI group and 7 6% of

f

the ACADEM groupinaking positive responses.

It is our understanding that the other completed Assertation (Devine,

Note 5), of'which we were unable to obtain a copy at' this time,.use&similar

procedures, but showed no'significant differences between experimental and

G84



control groups. It is, also our understanding that both groups showed declines

. 4 4 .

in scores from pre -Mest to post-test, an unusual phenomenon.

-689-
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During the summer of 1976, a group of 50 high-ability secondary school

students (coMprisedof equal numbers of males and females) who were enrolled

iri the Science and Engineering Summer Research Participation Program at the
.

.
3

. . . , .

University of Florida under the agspices of the FroniOn. Foundation for Future

S..ientists and a grant from the National Science Foundation, were'given an op-
'

portunity to use SIGI at Santa Fe. The director of the program, Dr. Elizabeth

Abbott, administered the standard Evaluation Questionnaire to these students.

.

Their responses showed that they found SIGI interesting, clear, and helpful--

94% of them gavd it an overall- grade of A or B. Most of them fillt they would 1

,profit from fuether use oaf SIGI, and every section of SIGI was named by a sub-'

stantial number as the one that would be used I'most." Ninety-six percent said

there was nothing that SIGI didn't cover that they would like it to cover.

Abbott glav td continue to schedule "future scientists" bn SIGI in the summerse

to come. A

Eastfield Community College

The counselors at Eastfield gave the standard SIGI evaluation question-
.

naire to ap independent sample of 200 students who had used the system.
.

, .
.

0"-
Again, the responses were very favorable, with SIGI graded A or4B on i nterest.

..

by 95% of the Sample, on clarity by 97%,'.and,on overall helpfulness by W. ,

, University of California, Irvine
0

A 0

Although University of California, Irvine, (UCI), was not a field-test site,'

t,

the Career Planning and Placement Center has beep evaluating the effectiveness

Of,SIGI on that campus. A preliminary draft report hasqeen written on the

.
results of a questionnaire administered to 392 students before and after using

SIGI. Responses are being cross - tabulated by academic year and program, sex,
,

. .

0-;
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age, ethnic group membership, residence,and other special groupings (e.g.,

1.'retuininv4Qomen"). No control group was used; so obviously we cannot dis-
.

tinguish between Ci-sangg-that occurred as a direct result of SIGI and change

that mig he-attributed to tlme or to the effects of the questionnaire it-
.

a

self. Neyertheless, titre were very large differences between,pre-treatment

and post- treatment responses.'

The entire population made substantial gains on all the( testionnaire

items, which included ability to specify 'values related.to career or occupation,

' ability to identify career or,occupational plans, knowledge about the occupa-

tions being considered, and confidenCe in ability to make career-decisions.

.These highly significant changes (2. (.01) from pre-treatment to post treatment

responses held up across such subgroups as minority and nonminority students;

students enrolle4 in science or liberal or unaffiliated; and commuters or

campus residents. The sample of returning women numbered only 15, not suffl-

cient to *arrant a chi-square analysis, although inspection indicates changes

that appear subjectively remarkable. Tabulations of other subgroups involving .1.

, sex or age were not included in the preliminary draft.

. The Career Planhing and Placement Center comments on unanticipated bene-
.

-fits from students' very favable perceptions of SIGI: many students were at-

tracted to the Center by the presence of SIGI; while only 17% of them
1
ad used

the Center's services before, a pumber of.students have now indicated their

desire to come back. As one student expressed it, "If SIGI is an accurate

indication of your office, then Itm honestly impressed with the facilities and

will return."
.

!Tb6 Center believes. that SIGI is helping students 'Wait looking at career

options earlier, w41 thby first enter college. Freshmen-4nd sophomores are
.

showing interest in considering career objective; about 9d% were able to coll-
.

6 S6'
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least one career after using SIGI." The counselors have observed

that SIGI stimulates students to "think and question for themselves," and be-

lieve that its presence has strengthened their own career counseling skills.

The faculty also view SIGI as an effective tool'for advising their students:

A professor is quoted as saying, "After using SIGI; students at more articu-

lay_ and conscious of what goes into making a career decision. The issues

are sharper for them."

Tbe`Career Planning and Placement Center staff and other.administrative *

'
staff at.UCI afe exerci§ing leadeisliip in forming a consortium of California

-

unifersities to join in the use of SIGI. They hav'e hosted a number of demon-
.

strations and conferences for that purpOse and have displayed a missionary

zeal in encouraging the dissemination of SIGI.

Summary

,The diverse Studies carried but independently at colleges using SIGI,

with varying degrees of rigor and comprehensiveness, reiterate common themes

that have appeared in our own studies: satisfaction jifh SIGI by students

and counselors; evide e of effectiVenesshowever defined, in meeting stated

objectives; side effects in enhancing coufiselorsecontrigutions to students'
,

career decision-making. The evidence appears not only in questionnaires and

tests; it comes also from such unobtruSive measures as long waiting lists to

use SIGI, the high proportion of users who have been, eferred by their friends

and wbo,spread the word to other friends, the development of courses and

=
various activities at career planning centers to focus on SIGI and integrate'

it into the total, career guidance program, the enthusiastic reception of

tors, and eagerness to see SIGI used as widely as possible.

The fact that thle presence of SIGI has prompted independent evaluation

d.research studies on campuses .1.s it-self a bonus. It Is useful for colleges

to efine their objectives in career guidance, to plan programs, to collect

687 ,
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and analyze evidence of effectiveryess. Thus, SIG; may serve as a catalyst in

the process of rational and inf rmed decisiOn-makins by the colleges themselves

as they strive tb meet the eer development needs of students.

4
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CHAPTER'XIV.

EVALUATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Technical Aspects of the System_

,
. 4"

,

.

Hardware reliability. The SIGI hardware is all standard equipment that

reqUires no special modification for MCI. Its reliability" is therefore com-

Pletely independent of SIGI. All six field -test colleges. had slightly differ-

ent hardware configurations; depending on the tasks, imposed on the computer

in addition to running SZGI. After the in tallation of SIGI and a short break=

in period, all the systems ran smoothly wit no malfunctions- traceable to SIGI.
,Tf

Cost. If the.current cost of the hardware, software, and maintenance for

a basic four - terminal system ip totaled over a five-year period in which each

erminal is operated 12 hours aday for'225 days per year (a rate of use easily

ustained-at the field-test sites), the cost per terminal hour would be $1.73.

Over the five years, 13,500 students would be able to use SIGI four hours each;

the cost of equipment would be $6.92 per,student. If the same assumptions are

applied to a 16-terminal system, the cost per terminal hour would be S0.90.

.Software. The SIGI software, like the hardware, functioned satis-
,

actorily. The time-sharing capability was realized before the delivery

) of the hardware to the first user college. The response time of the system

hts been excellent at the only college with as maw as five terminals and

- in a test at ETS with six terminals,and additional peripherals all.in use

at.thq same time. The system.is free of bugs, and 'the reprogrammed Pre -.

diction system, which permits valid predictions without reliance on test

scores, has aperatelksruccessfully at all colleges.

.\-
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Co&rseware

Operation. The courseware--the s.equenCes of displays that students

actually follow- -also proved entirely, adequate. A large proportion of stu.-

dents expressed interest in the octupations retrieved for them on the basis

of their 'valties. Most students were able to operate the system without out-
.

'side assistance and to understand-what they.ake doing.

Occupational information.. Both students and counselors thought that.
. ,

the quality of the.occupational ipformation was high. Three-quartersof the

students indicated that it was better than information from othersourcest,

and only one percent thought it was worse. The_information covered,all of

areasthe areas that students were interested in except for data about'local
1

salaries and opportunities. The SIGI data:base included about 90% of the oc-
. '

. .'

. -. *

cupations that students named as being (:) interest to them. Neverteless,'
- .

.
.

plans continue for adding new ocLupatiOns.-

Acceptance by students. Students gave SIGI high grades--86%,graded it

A or B on how interesting it was, 90% on how clear it was, and 87% on its

overall "goodness." The aspects of SIGI that concerned clarifying values,

,identifyingidentifying occupations that fit. values, and finding occupational information,

received the most A's and B's, and aspects that concerned prediction and plan-

ning received the fewest. Enthusiasm for SIGI was high, and over 70% of the

SIGI users recommended SIGI to their friends. Over 60% of them wanted to use

the system again in the future.

Reading level. Although some students complained about the quantity.of

reading in SIGI, 92%_of the students found the vocabulary and Style "Just,

right." Only 1% found them "Toofficult." Only two counselors out of 45

indicated that the reading level was too.hard for their students, one saying

that deaf students experienced difficulty with some of the text and the other

saying that foreign students experienced:some diTficulty.

t91
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Freedom from bias. 03,er
1

98% of student thought that SIGI was ffee from

sexu0d:', racial, or other bias. 'Forty-five out of 49 counselofs_also thought
,

,
I

-

that SIGI was bias-free: Since the students expNessing this opinion reflected

the sexual, racial, and ethnic composition, of the college population, it ap-

pears that nearly all members of all groups, including women and minorities,

believe that SIGL is unbiased.

Problems and revisions. No single aspect of SIGL stood out as a problem
o

. .

for the SIGI users. Responses to questions about. problems were scattered.
It

Operating with a single - terminal system app to create problems in sched:-.

.

uling and in causing .students to feel rushed. For.thebost part, students

liked ?alues Locate, and Compare more than'Prediction, Planning, and S tegy;

but the systems thq.would most like to use when--they return were PredICtion.

and Planning.
;:;

Few
:;

Few revisions
,

seem necessary in light of students' acceptance of SIGI._
,4

..-6

We intend,
,

however, to.expand thq,occupational base. We would also like to
t,

devise a procedure that would'allekw a college to add local occupational in-

formation. Three technical changes.are under way: increasing the number of

occupations that can be retrieved at one tima in Locate, making all printouts

optional, and simplifying the method of selecting occupations at various

points in the interaction. We would also: like to Make a few refi

the courseware.

Eftectivenesgof "Do-It-Yourself" Manuals
. , .

All three manuals prepared by ETS to permit.operaftOp with a minimum of

emento in-

Effectiveness

'

technical assistance proved effective. The manuals are theiNIGI Manage

. , . .

. 41

.

.

Guide, the Prediction System Manual, and the Planning System Manual:. The IGI

Manager's Guide was sufficientlysdetailed to tenable a technically unsophisti=
,

-ca e rson tp. handle-all details, of the day-to-day operation of SIGI by (--
...

hipself, lthough he needed help with the data collectiOn.sweepa (not a' normal

692
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, part of the operation), and with the installation of additional terminals.

Problems in these: did not occur at colleges where SIGI was operatedrtby

, spersonnel familiar with computer operationstk

. v*
The PredicticASystem Manual and Planning System Manual also-proved suf-

- at

fluent. Following the detailed procedures in the manuals, each owflege was
o

able successfully to collect the data that result'il the course ptedictions

in the Prediction system and to .construct the displays that constitute their

unique Planning systems, At all colleges the data collection and pseparation

were'done by person's without special training in computer inform'ation systems

or occupational informaelon. The work was done by paraprofessionals and

graduate students working'wit.h a regular.counselor or by counselors them-

selves. Exinsive consultation with the SIGI staff was not required. 'All

systems run smoothly and appear to beof high quality.

Development .of the Prediction and Planning systems produced a dividend
,

for some colleges in the form of feedback. Colleges were informed about-

changes in the distribution of grades in key courses and about instances When

faculty selected grade factors that tqrned out to have li4tle correlation

with:final grades. This informatioh has caused reviews of policies concern

ing grades. The research required for the Planriing system los also been

s.

beneficial, resulting in extensive revision of the curriculum at one of the

colleges and same changes at others.

Development .of Test -Free Prediction System

Development of. a Prediction system.that_would be independent of test,

. scores was successful. A test-'free system was necessary because only one

field-test college had a mandatory testing program. As a result of this

work, the SIGI predictions are based on nontest predictor variables, su5h as

previous academic performance, the students' own self-ratings on befiavfers

C93
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associated with good grades in a particular course, and the students' own

informed estimates of their final grades. The predictions may also be base

on.test scores when test scores re available. Studies done at two of the

. colleges where test scores were available-for at least some students show

. .
.

that obtained 41.ith ntest variables are generally as high as

those obtained with test sores ' and are ssmetimes higheP.

Test-free predictions offv some benefits to the C011egeof' Predicti.o s
X --*

are possible at least tbr,purp ses ol guidance, even in the absence of,

testing program. Some coUrses. that are hard to predict.with, the usual

measures of quantitative and verbal ability may be successfully'predicted

by nontest,variables that are especially selectedto reflect4the content of

the course Students become a tive rather than passive participarits in the
..

prediction processproceSS Ind for this reason may find it more adceptable.than a

.

ei
testing program. Faculty are!induced to examine and make explicit the bases

of their.gtades. Faculty alsb benefit from f)eegbaCk showing them how well

. tale grades they actually

4.

' fied as being important.'

Usage of. the System

ed are correlated with the factors they sped.--

f

.141ternal consistency. ..Summary data collected by the computer show that

SIGI h'ad a high -degree 'of internal consistency,. The values that were most

heavily weighted in the Values system were most frequentl selected for re-

trievaa of occupations in the Locate system; occupations that 'were retrieved

.'mosp;oft in Locate Were generally among thosie most frequently selected fo

&amine ion in the Compare and Strategy systems.

Sufficiency of individual subsystems. The subsystemstdid what.they wtre

fi' -v-

designed.to do. Eat of the 10 values and each of the six interest fields-,

ei-

were imOrtanC to some studenta. Interest Field and High Income generally,
I

were the top weighted values and Personal,ContiCt was the dominant field of

/-
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,interest
s.

Each o f the ten values was sufficiently impertant to some students

to be selected for-use in the search for compatible occupations in the Locate

..
..

system. Every occupaElon in SIGI was rett*eved by 'students at one or another
'

. ,.._

of the,colleges, indicating a wide range in the values/specifications used by

.

4N
.

the students. As'expected, professional occupations, such as Teacher, Psycho-

.:

logist, Lawyer; Physipian, Dentist, 'and Speech Pathologist,_were retrieved
r

more frequently than aortprofessional ones, for the professional occupations

tend to rate higher on the values siien the greatest weight by these students.

,But s'tudents'wereeelective, as indicated by°the.factp that all occupations
. ,

-

were retrieved and that at one college with0a high propqrtiocof older stu-
.

r
t

dents, more nonprofessional occupations were retrieved than at the other col-
.

leges. Similarly, every -occOpation in SIGIowas selected by at,least one etu-_

dent for e)iamination in the Compare system, and every'question was asked.
3 We

'Most of the program44or which predictionS were available were called for

in the Prediction systems, and each of the optional questiond that students

could ask about the predictiOn process was of interest to large numbers of

students. Also, the data from the Strategy system show that students were
1, . \ -

influenced by information about the desirAility and risks associated with
e

occupatiOns they-had selected for etudy..

Impact on' Students'

Conclusions drawn from interviews. 'Interviewers looked fcit evidence
4

Mautonomy and rationality in the students' comments on their SIGT experience.

%
They believed- that the studentsqlad acquired a vocabulary for communicating

about career choice. Studnts tended to discuss occupations in terms of the
"1

SIGIvalues. The discovery, that values provided a basis for investigation'

at well as a medium for communication gave them an awareness of structure in
o

A
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decision-making. They saw the logic o weighting their values and then *using

. . a c

ensuing knowledge as a means for assessing occupations. Their behavior

seemed putliosive both at the intellect al and behavioral.Uvels; they seemed

to have reasons for liking or disliking aq occupatign, and they often tod1

,
seeking

-

steps toward a goal, such as changing, programs, eeking outside-help., or get7'
.

.

..,- ting additional information.' Also, tie students had.moved perceptibly for- .-.

ward in the process of making career ecisio4s.;,, When they felt committed to--,

a specific °Occupation, either the on' ihey had had-in mind before going on

SIGI or another, thqy felt, when they finished, that the commitment was well-

grpunded on information.
,

n they were not committed to A spcific pccupa-

tion at the beginning, progress often consisted af an -awareness ,that reasbn-
.

.
able Options existed and that they had learned 'an appioach to assessing and

either retaining or discarding options,

On the negative side, interviewers didnot find that students had com-
,

pletely mastered the SIGI algorithm for decision-making. Although the stu-

dents were following the model and recognized that it was rational, many of .

r them would have had difficulty des.cribing it to someone else. The inter- g

viewers' did not pick up mucp eviderie that students were able to generalize

from the particular SIGI experience to other kinds of decisions.

'Conclusions drawn from questionnaires. Comparisons of responses to rele-.

vant questions on the control and,experimental 'questionnaires ehow numerous

significant differences_between students who used SIGI.and thcAe-whodid not.

More differences were found at some colleges than at others. Yet there were

/.-

great similarities in the way students responded to SIGI, despite the fact
I

that the colleges were geographically dispersed and were also quite dissimilar

in. other respects. Pooling the data for all colleges shows significant dif-

ferences (314C.01) between experimentals and controls iii that SIGI.users

4
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played, a greater lnowledge of the rewards 'and satisfaccions.they want iom

an occupaftion., had more definite, career 'plena, thought they could 'predict

their grades better, knew better which program to "entoll in for their occupa-

tional goal, had greater confideice in their career decisiOn-Making ability,

.used the college reference library 'morg frequently, talked with guidance
7

counselors more often, used career-related audfovistial materials more fre-

quently,.used a computer-based guidancesystem more frequently, rated'them- ,

selves higher as decision-makeis and higtier in their knowledge of occupations,
. _

* ,

.
$

had more Accurate knowledge of the occupation they might enter, had seenfa
.

1

.,

't

counselor in greater nuMbers within the previous two weeks, and were moA
o 1 alOo

willing to interact with a computer. Moreover, they would be (2...,05) less
. .

. . .

inclined ,to follow the advice of parents and_friends, were less,,confuseA5y
.- m

comfLicting advice, were less persuaded that knowledge of marriage ;law was

crucial to career decision-makingand had a clearer knowledge of their values

/-
and,goals.

Impact on Guidance-Program

Acceptance. Reeponses to the counselorq show high de-
-

gree of acceptance of computer-based guidance in general and srGi in,parti-

cular. Counselors rejected by a wide margin Che notion that computer-based

guidande.was a fad,or a Areat to them nd accepted by,a,ticle'margin the,

a
,1

!'ides that such systems would re them of routine duties and would help ',-

0,

students make.career decisions. //
Use of the system. Only one counselor out of 57indicated that he or

she had not actually referred students to SIGI. -Alf.the,counselors who. .ob-

servekatudents t response to SIGI tlipught it wacfavorable.

Impact on problem areas. CoUnselors indicated that SIGIJA,ohad a

. .

favorable-impact on one-or another bf the areas identified as major or minor

N...- .

/problems. More counselors thought that SIGI.,had had an imfiac't on getting
. ,

A n
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students to read occupatiorial, o ma.tion and,on keeping it up to date,

which were the most serious problem areas, than thought it had had an it-

pact on less serious areas. But each problem was designated by some coun-

selor as diminishing in seriousness becaUse of the impact of SIGI.

'Impact on counseling activities. Counselors 4o not perceive SIGI as
.

taking over the burden of career counseling. Rather, it improves the quality

b.

of counseling sessions. Students arrive for their appointments with a better
Ow.

background, with better formulated goals, with more occupations in dind, and

with a more_ structured approach than do non-SIGI users. Counselors do not

have to spend time providing background and educating students in basic know-

ledge. .Consequently, the session can be devoted to matters of substan5e and

the student can, get more out of it.

How SIGI Fits in the Guidance Program

Although the guidance piograms at the six colleges differed imomany re-

aspects, as gild the colleges themselves, there were great similaritie6 in the

way students responded to'S'It'and the impact that SIGI had on their career

decision-making.- This fact suggests that'SIGI is sufficiently flexible to be

fitted into the counseling practices of a college in various ways and still

xemain effective. The ."best" way of using SIGI, therefore; may be the way

that best suits the style of the college.

Nevertheless,students prefer a combination off;;GIanacounselors for

help in most activities directed toward career choi Counselors prefer a
-

configuration in which they will play a part in the students' choices.

o .

Therefofe it seems likely that a configuration which allows SIGI and
,

a counselor to supplement each other may be the mdsenatisfying,t1 all

, ,-A , N1
parties, if not the most effective. SIGI's role in this configuratiOn

.

is'to provide an algorithm for deqision-making, a vi?cabulary for cam-

.
.

.

munication, the basic -steps of values clarification, the retrieval of
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.
relevant information, and so on. The counselors' role is to interpfet,

explain, and supplement, as Well as to help with personal problems.

Using SIGI in conjunction with a course or seminar seems a logical ar-

rangement because of the economies that can be obtalned through group

counseling. The activities of the career information center should'

complement the SIGI-counselor combination so that SIGI, counselor, and

center form a comprehensive guidance program.' SIGI should also be made

available to students ad libitum,

Independent Evaluations

In addition to the research and evaluation carried out by ETS, other

studies of the effects of SIGI were conducted independently at a number of

the user sites, most of them by the colleges themselves. The reOlts of

these studies; undertaken because the*colleges-wanted_to find out in their

own terms how well SIGI was meeting their needs, reiterate the main themes

emerging from the main body of this report: satisfaction with SIGI by stu-

dents and counselors; evidence of effectiveness, however defined, in meting

stated objectives; side effects in tnhapcing counselors' contributions to

students' career decision-making. The evidence'appears not only in question-
..

naires and tests; it comes
411V

also from such unobtrusilie measures as long wait-

lists to use SIGI, the high proportion of users who haye^been referred by

their friends and who spread the word to other Melds, the development of

courses and various activities at career planning centers to focus on SIGI

and Integrate it into the total career guidance program, the enthusiastic

reception of visitors, and eagerness to see SIGI used as widely as possible.
A

The fact that the presence of SIGI has prompted independent evaluabion

and research studies on campuses is itself a bonus. It is,useful.for col-
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leges to define their objectives in career gLidance, to plan programs, fo

collect and'analyze evidence of effectiveness. Thus, SIGI may serve as a

e catalyst in theAprocess of rational and informed decision- making by the col-

leges themselves as theystriVe to meet the career development needs of

students.
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